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FOREWORD

The American Nuclear Society and the European Nuclear Society, together 
with other co-sponsoring organizations, have organized Probabilistic Safety Assess
ment (PSA) conferences alternatively in the USA and Europe every two years, the 
last being held in Pittsburgh, USA, in 1989.

This time, the IAEA organized jointly with the American Nuclear Society, the 
European Nuclear Society and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD the Inter
national Symposium on the Use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment for Operational 
Safety — PSA ’91. It was held in Vienna, Austria, from 3 to 7 June 1991.

Around 250 participants, representing 32 Member States and 4 international 
organizations, reviewed recent developments and discussed directions for future 
efforts in the area of PSA and particularly on its use for operational safety. During 
the symposium, 61 papers and 27 posters were presented covering a wide spectrum 
of activities in areas such as: experience with ‘living’ PSAs, PSA applications in 
decision making, the use of PSA for evaluating operating experience for operator 
training and for accident management, and probabilistic safety criteria.

Probabilistic Safety Assessment has contributed substantially towards an 
increase in nuclear safety worldwide by improving the understanding of nuclear 
power plant safety and the ability to manage it. During recent years the development 
of PSA has been directed towards its use as a practical tool for the enhancement of 
operational safety. A vast amount of knowledge on how to carry out and use PSA 
has been obtained. It was of interest that the experience obtained can be transferred 
to the community of safety practitioners.

It has been recognized for a long time that only plant specific analysis can pro
vide a basis for meaningful risk management. The importance o f human interven
tions in the recovery from degraded states o f operation, the importance of inclusion 
of external events in PSA, the determination of potentials for common cause failures 
and the importance of treating and communicating the uncertainties have already 
been well established within the PSA community. Recently, risks during low power 
level and shutdown states have become recognized more and more widely.

Throughout the entire duration o f the symposium a special demonstration of 
PSA oriented computer programs was organized, at which 15 companies presented 
their software products.
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OPENING REMARKS

A. BIRKHOFER
Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit, 
Garching, Germany

The words ‘probabilistic safety assessment for operational safety’ can be read 
in two ways and can be associated with two different but complementary aspects.

On the one hand, the emphasis can be put on ‘probabilistic assessment’, mean
ing that the probabilistic methodology is to be used to depict the safety level of plant 
operation in quantitative terms. In general, this reading applies when it is intended 
to estimate the risks from the operation o f a facility and to assess their tolerability.

On the other hand, the emphasis may be put on operational safety, and 
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) may be considered primarily to be a vehicle 
for improving this safety. This reading is often translated into a procedure where 
technical conclusions are drawn from the relative importance for risk of technical 
or organizational issues in order to judge the appropriateness and the priorities of 
further steps to be taken.

Thus the two readings are translated into two different areas o f application. 
Both areas are important; both will be addressed by this symposium.

Independently of the type of application, the essential advantage of PSA, when 
compared to other methods of safety analysis, is the integration into a uniform quan
titative figure of a very broad spectrum o f information from different fields such as 
plant design, operating practices, operating history, component reliability, human 
behaviour, accident phenomena, and — eventually — potential environmental and 
health effects. Thus, PSA constitutes a synthetic approach at the interface between 
different disciplines and different fields of experience.

This approach has proven useful in many regards. The list o f benefits and suc
cessful applications is long. Therefore, it may be asked whether PSA constitutes 
some kind of panacea for all remaining problems pertaining to nuclear safety.

In this regard, I would like to focus your attention on two aspects:

(1) In the field of probabilistic safety analysis, as with any successful approach,
there is a trend towards specialization. However, the strength of a synthetic 
approach integrating different fields depends essentially on the quality of these 
contributions. Without strong support from specialists in areas such as systems 
design, accident simulation, plant management and plant operation, PSA 
would lose many of its benefits. Therefore, the ‘PSA discipline’ should as far 
as possible integrate these areas and the respective knowledge.
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(2) Probabilistic safety assessment of nuclear power plants extrapolates the exist
ing experience to extremely low probabilities. The capability of performing 
such extrapolations and the accuracy of the results depend on a number of 
aspects and prerequisites. Thus, PSA is limited in scope and accuracy.

In this regard, a very fundamental aspect is the dependence of the capabilities 
of PSA methodology on deterministic plant design. Very low accident probabilities 
such as are calculated for many nuclear plants can only be predicted with reasonable 
accuracy if  they are derived from products of larger conditional failure probabilities 
which, in turn, can be derived from experience. This procedure is only applicable 
if these conditional failure probabilities are independent of each other. This requires 
independent levels o f protection within a sound implementation of defence in depth. 
A design permitting single events or special failure modes such as human errors or 
common cause failures defeating all levels o f protection simultaneously does not pro
vide this necesssary basis of probabilistic assessment.

Furthermore, the capabilities of PSA strongly depend on the amount and the 
quality of data from operating experience. In this regard, two typical situations can 
be distinguished:

— On the one hand, the relevant input data such as initiating events, failure rates 
and system interactions may basically refer to plant specific operational 
observations.

— On the other hand, such observations might not be available — for example, 
when a new reactor concept is considered — and therefore it might be required 
to perform an analysis without or with just a few data from plant specific 
experience.

These two situations result in two types o f PSA. It is important to recognize 
that the results o f these different types are not really comparable.

Another important limitation of PSA is that the results generally lose their 
meaning bèlow a certain level of frequency. It is evident that this level depends both 
on the deterministic design and the data from operating experience. It is less evident 
how this level should be determined in quantitative terms. For currently operated, 
proven designs it is mostly assumed to lie within the range of 10~7 per year of reac
tor operation. As such frequencies are significantly lower than the core damage 
frequencies calculated by most PSAs of proven reactor designs, discarding event 
families occurring with frequencies below that range seems to be without significant 
influence on the outcome of probabilistic safety assessments. Nevertheless, it might 
be reasonable to consider selected event families of lower frequency separately if 
these events result in drastic changes in the consequences.

I think that it is essential and will strengthen the applicability and credibility 
of PSA if these limitations are recognized and taken into account in performing a 
PSA. We should also be aware of the fact that it is difficult for non-specialists to 
understand the complex methodology of a PSA. Findings are easy to misunderstand.
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Therefore, the presentation of results should be as transparent as possible, it should 
be restricted to meaningful aspects and include the statement of uncertainties and 
limitations.

As to the application of PSA to decision making, some standardization might 
be required in order to assure an equivalent basis for different decisions. However, 
it should not be forgotten that many of the benefits of PSA are closely related to a 
questioning attitude of the people involved in the analyses, which is strongly linked 
with the fact that PSA methodology is not a strictly standardized method. Further
more, we know — and this symposium demonstrates this fact — that our knowledge 
of PSA methodology is still developing. Therefore, the standard methodology needs 
to be adapted from time to time to the results o f PSA evolution, which should be 
advanced by non-standardized, in-depth ‘prototype’ investigations.

Further improving the methodology and rethinking carefully how to make best 
use of PSA by taking into account its limitations may open new applications. For 
example, the increasing capabilities of quantifying uncertainties might open new pos
sibilities of using PSA for decisions on tolerability. We should also think about a 
combined use of PSA and deterministic criteria in an integrated approach towards 
international safety standards. I am confident that, by keeping this track, we can 
make PSA a tool o f increasing importance and value for nuclear safety.
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Abstract

PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS AS A COMPONENT OF PERIODIC SAFETY 
REASSESSMENT OF SWEDISH NPPs — EXPERIENCE FROM THE EIGHTIES AND 
PROSPECTS FOR THE NINETIES.

In Sweden, probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) form an integrated part o f regular 
periodic reviews which are undertaken for each one o f the nuclear power plants every 
8-10 years. The first round o f PSA studies, performed during the 1980s and presently about 
to be completed, were made subject to review in an extensive research project which has 
resulted in methodological improvements for future analyses. The paper outlines the PSA 
methodologies applied and highlights some of the major findings and plant modifications 
derived from plant specific Level 1 PSAs as well as the resulting safety assessments. In the 
future regular utilization of PSA is expected to render considerable gains to safety manage
ment, provided that the inevitable limitations in the methodology are carefully observed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) developed rapidly during the 1980s and 
at present constitutes an indispensable tool in Swedish nuclear safety work. PSA is 
valued for providing a practical means of systematically revealing and quantifying 
weaknesses and vulnerabilities of the safety barriers. As a result possibilities may 
be found to improve safety by modifying engineering design, operating strategies or 
schemes for maintenance and testing. PSA also helps setting sensible priorities 
among various indicated needs for safety measures and among related research
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projects. The potential of PSA in practice is still far from exhausted and the method
ology is subject to continued development as well as promotion in various fields of 
application.

PSA (originally referred to as probabilistic risk assessment) was introduced in 
Sweden inspired by the US Reactor Safety Study, published in 1975 [1]. The first 
integrated PSA was carried out for the oldest plant in Sweden, Oskarshamn 1, and 
resulted in a major backfitting of the power supply system which lowered the esti
mated core damage frequency by more than a factor of 100. A major breakthrough 
followed the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in 1979 through the recommenda
tions by a Reactor Safety Committee appointed by the Swedish Government for 
review of the safety of Swedish NPPs in view of the accident. The recommendations 
thus included making all nuclear reactors in Sweden subject to individual systematic 
safety reviews employing PSA [2].

2. FIRST ROUND OF PERIODIC NPP SAFETY REVIEWS IN SWEDEN

2.1. Advent of PSA in Sweden

Following the recommendations of the Reactor Safety Committee the Swedish 
Parliament ruled, in 1981, that every nuclear power reactor in Sweden would be 
made subject to at least three complete safety reviews during its useful life. Reports 
to be submitted to the Government were to be compiled by the Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate (SKI) on the basis of analyses carried out by the licensees. The 
reviews would correspond to the Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSAR) required for 
the original licensing. The acronym ASAR (As-operated Safety Analysis Report) 
was coined. One safety review of each unit was thus foreseen every 8-10 years.

SKI issued guidelines for the first round of ASARs in 1982.

2.2. Objectives and scope of the first ASAR programme (ASAR-80)

While, at the outset, the objective of the ASAR programme —  and perhaps the 
most obvious one —  was to periodically assess the safety of NPPs, experience now 
gained shows that the programme contributes significantly to promoting safety work 
and development of safety. In fact, this latter aspect is presently considered to be the 
most important.

Although the ASARs were intended to cover most aspects of safety, as indi
cated by their tables of contents, thorough PSA in fact constituted the bulk of the 
work during the first round.

In the first round of the ASAR programme now approaching completion 
(called ASAR-80), 10 out of the 12 nuclear plants in Sweden (9 ABB ATOM BWRs
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and 3 Westinghouse type PWRs) have been subjected to plant specific PSA. The two 
remaining ones, both PWRs, are presently being analysed.

2.3. SUPER-ASAR: ASAR/PSA review programme

Before the second round of ASARs for the Swedish reactors, a comprehensive 
review of the first round PSAs, a research project called ‘SUPER-ASAR’ [3], was 
undertaken by SKI in co-operation with the Swedish utilities. The review aimed at 
establishing recommended treatment of a number of subjects covered in the various 
ASAR PSAs in order to gain a properly balanced safety assessment for enhanced 
credibility. The impact of the recommended modifications, concerning the initiating 
events accounted for, the modelling of systems and sequences, the treatment of CCFs 
(common cause failures) and human dependencies, and assumptions of reliability 
data, were quantified in scoping calculations.

The SUPER-ASAR study identified in part a number of deficiencies in the 
PSAs which were classified as ‘trivial’, i.e. only in need of fairly obvious rectifica
tion in future individual analyses. Certain non-trivial issues were identified, 
however, and for these SKI has proposed a treatment on a preliminary basis. Scoping 
calculations indicated that some of these recommendations significantly affect the 
PSA results, i.e. in regard of the relative contributions of various initiating events 
to the total core damage frequency. The study identified, in addition, certain 
problems requiring additional studies or research.

The recommendations resulting from the SUPER-ASAR study are believed to 
contribute significantly to more consistent treatment of the safety issues in future 
PSAs and, accordingly, to an improved basis for the continued development of reac
tor safety. The PSAs are presently subject to review by the utilities to finally deter
mine whether the proposed modifications are truly appropriate and acceptable.

2.4. Next round of ASAR (ASAR-90)

Guidelines for the second round of ASARs are now being issued by SKI. In 
addition to accounting for the experience fed back through the SUPER-ASAR study 
and calling for extended scope of the PSAs enabled by development, these guidelines 
aim at extending the safety review in a number of other respects.

Level 2 PSAs, accounting for the accident mitigation systems now in place at 
the Swedish nuclear plants, belong to the extensions of the ASAR programme. A 
reasonably comprehensive Level 2 PSA has thus far been carried out only in case 
of one of the PWRs (Ringhals 2) in conjunction with the utility’s preparations for 
proposing consequence mitigation measures for its reactors to be implemented by 
1988 according to the requirements of the Swedish Government in 1981. Cor
responding analyses for the other Swedish plants were less detailed, grouping the
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containment event trees together to be represented by certain sequences assumed to 
be risk dominating.

3. METHODOLOGY FEATURES OF SWEDISH PSAs

An extensive research and development programme had to be initiated in order 
to provide for all necessary methodology and reliability data required for the PSA 
of the Swedish reactors. While the main effort was made by industry, SKI took active 
part in the research programme in order to assess the potential of PSA in the regula
tory perspective.

Proper documentation procedures for safety analyses by fault and event tree 
methodology had to be developed, together with suitable computer aids required in 
practical application of the methods. Probabilistic safety analysis was also put on the 
agenda of the Nordic Nuclear Safety Research Programme (NKA) in 1981 [4] and 
has remained an important subject of this inter-Nordic research co-operation (cur
rently named NKS) ever since [5-7].

At present there are fairly well established industry standards for the perfor
mance of PSA in use at Swedish utilities and SKI. The PSA techniques applied cor
respond in general to the current state of the art. Some particular features are pointed 
out below.

3.1. Initiating events

A standard classification scheme for initiating events has been developed and 
further enhanced in the SUPER-ASAR study. The scheme is based on the following 
main initiating event categories:

—  loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs)
—  transients
—  common cause initiators (CCIs).

As the standard, when fully implemented, will apply to all Swedish plants, it will 
be possible to collect complete and uniform statistics on transients to allow in-depth 
analyses and comparisons of accident sequences at different plants.

3.2. Modelling

The approach used in Swedish PSAs is based on small event trees —  involving 
the success or failure of main safety functions —  and correspondingly large fault 
trees. The end state of each sequence of events is either core damage or stable cool
ing of the core for at least 20 hours.
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The fault trees are developed to a level of detail allowing functional dependen
cies to be clearly identified. Thus, components subject to such dependencies, e.g. 
on control systems, power supply or cooling, are represented in the complete model 
by component fault trees.

Modelling of CCFs is currently based on the multiple Greek letter method 
(MGL). Extensive research, including the SUPER-ASAR project, has resulted in 
recommending the ALPHA factor method [8] for consistent treatment of CCF and 
associated uncertainties. The method is presently in the process of being introduced.

Current treatment of human dependencies is not at the level of technical sys
tems modelling in PSA. This applies in particular to the treatment of errors of com
mission. As the human dependencies are indeed complex and extensive, accounting 
for them more than partly within the scope of formal PSA is not realistically achiev
able. It is nevertheless essential that supplementary analyses of human dependencies 
be carried out as required to allow adequate treatment of issues such as recovery 
actions and the safety implications of testing and maintenance. Incidentally, a method 
for analysing accidents in terms of human interactions with the technical system [9] 
which has recently been developed and is currently subject to evaluation, may turn 
out as providing a valuable complement to the overall safety analysis.

3.3. Quantification and databases

A standard code package for development, analysis and storage of fault trees, 
RISK SPECTRUM [10], has been developed aiming also at meeting the require
ments of truly ‘living PSA’ (LPSA). RISK SPECTRUM is the currently accepted 
standard in use at all Swedish utilities and at SKI. The continuing development is 
managed by a steering group set up jointly by the users. A special system for label
ling of top gates, gates and basic events has been devised to simplify continued 
upgrading of the fault trees.

A data collection system, developed jointly by the Swedish utilities, the Scan
dinavian Thermal Power Reliability Data System (ATV), had already been estab
lished in 1975 [11]. A manual (so-called ‘T-book’) covering failure rates for 
components in the Swedish nuclear power plants was worked out on the basis of 
failure reports in the ATV system and licensee event reports and presented for the 
first time in 1982. The third edition, to be issued in 1991 [12], will provide data on 
time dependent unavailabilities of certain components in terms of q + Xt, where q 
represents the time independent failure probability upon demand, X the failure proba
bility per unit of time and t the time. This will enable time dependent analysis to be 
made based on plant specific data.

A compilation of best estimate frequencies of initiating events in the Swedish 
reactors is currently under preparation and will be published during 1991. The publi
cation [13], to be used as a manual, will be called the I-book.
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4. SAFETY BENEFITS DERIVED FROM PSA IN SWEDEN

4.1. Improvements in design, operation and maintenance

The usefulness of PSA applied to system design, operation and maintenance 
has been demonstrated by numerous safety significant improvements which have 
resulted from the analyses.

4.2. Optimization of technical specifications

The Technical Specifications for the Operation of Nuclear Plants (TSs) consti
tute, together with other aspects of establishing appropriate maintenance and testing 
strategies, another interesting application of PSA which is currently gaining 
increased attention. The TSs, based originally on deterministic analyses in the final 
safety report (FSAR), aim at assuring the safety of the nuclear plants by means of 
rules and criteria applying to operation and maintenance.

A recent Nordic joint project has paved the way for applying the probabilistic 
approach in reviewing the TSs in regard of their safety implications under various 
conditions [14]. Case studies performed in the project turned out —  for the plants 
and conditions investigated —  to call for reconsideration of the TSs in certain 
respects.

PSA is starting to be regularly used at the utilities in considering —  also within 
the scope given by the TSs —  various maintenance and testing strategies with regard 
to safety. The considerations include accounting for instantaneous and integrated risk 
contributions to the baseline risk from alternative strategies.

5. ROLE OF PSA IN GENERAL ASSESSMENTS OF NUCLEAR SAFETY

Awareness of the limitations of PSA is important when referring to PSA in 
general assessments of reactor safety. Too narrow a perspective is also often taken 
when reducing the safety issue to a matter of core damage and consequence probabil
ities. Even relative judgements such as attempting to rank different reactors by 
means of formal PSA must be made with considerable care.

While critical judgement of PSA results must accordingly be observed, PSA 
does nevertheless provide a desired systematic basis for general assessments of 
safety. Core damage frequencies obtained in standardized PSA schemes can thus be 
considered as useful indicators of safety standard, when understood in the proper 
sense and with full recognition of their limitations. If it can be confirmed that the 
core damage frequency of a reactor —  estimated by means of PSA under certain con
ditions in regard of completeness, etc. —  is less than 10~5 per reactor-year, this is 
generally appreciated as an indication that the safety standard is adequate. However,
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for a valid conclusion to be drawn about the safety, complementary bases for the 
safety assessment are required.

5.1. State of safety of the Swedish NPPs as reflected by PSAs

In 1989 the Swedish Government requested a separate study of the safety situa
tion in regard of the 12 nuclear reactors in Sweden [15]. The request was related 
to the decision to be taken in 1990 about which two units are to be shut off by 
1995-1996. Accordingly, the study partly aimed at determining if there would be a 
case for ranking the reactors with regard to safety.

The study, carried out during the second half of 1989, covered various aspects 
of safety, e.g. operational experience, past significant events, lifetime and ageing of 
systems and components, OSART assessments (Barsebäck 1 and 2 in 1986, Fors
mark 3 in 1988 and Oskarshamn 1 in 1989), state and future development in regard 
of available competence, and matters related to quality assurance.

All previously performed PSAs, mainly in conjunction with the ASAR 
reviews, were again reviewed as part of the study [16].

Analyses were available for all plants except for the two newest PWRs, which 
are currently being analysed. The comment was made in the report that the PSAs 
had not been intended for comparisons between different plants. It was also noted 
that the PSA methodology had been in a state of continuing development and that 
the various studies made thus far exhibit a lack of consistency in regard of modelling, 
completeness, etc., as comprehensively accounted for in the recent SUPER-ASAR 
study referred to above. Furthermore, the analyses need to be extended in terms of 
certain details in the modelling, completeness in regard of initiating events and inclu
sion of external events, and further refined in regard of treatment of the human factor 
and common cause failures. The analyses also need to be extended to deal with the 
containment function (Level 2), i.e. accounting for the newly introduced systems for 
accident mitigation.

Keeping in mind the various limitations of the past PSAs it can be noted that 
they consistently indicate core damage frequencies for all units in the range 10-6 to 
10~5 per year with backfittings indicated by the analyses in place. The newer plants, 
BWRs with internal pumps, improved four-fold redundancy and consistent segrega
tion of the safety systems, in particular exhibit less sensitivity to external events.

For some plants the PSAs indicate contributions of individual accident 
sequences amounting to 60-70% of the overall core damage frequency. Investiga
tions are in progress to explore ways of reducing such dominant risk contributions 
so as to achieve a proper balance in regard of various contributors to the risk. 
Balance in this sense is considered an essential objective in Swedish safety work.

The safety implications of the measures undertaken for accident consequence 
mitigation —  fully implemented by 1988 —  have not been completely assessed, but 
preliminary analyses indicate a reduction of the risk of accidental radioactive releases
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by a factor of at least 10-50. The frequency of releases beyond the prescribed accept
able limit (0.1 % of the core inventory of an 1800 MW(th) core) should accordingly 
be down to 10'7 per year.

The variations between the estimated core damage frequencies were found to 
be dominated by the uncertainties inherent in the PSA methodology and databases 
used, together with the uncertainties related to factors altogether not accounted for 
(incompleteness). No conclusions in terms of safety ranking of the reactors could 
accordingly be allowed on the basis of the PSAs. The human factor, only partly 
accounted for in the formal PSAs, was pointed to as probably contributing to a large 
part of the total uncertainty. The safety implications of the human factor obviously 
have to be largely evaluated outside the scope of a formal PSA, for the most part 
in qualitative terms.

The review as a whole, i.e. including studies other than PSAs, also did not 
indicate any one reactor as more or less safe than another one —  i.e. regarding the 
potential danger of an accident with release of radioactivity —  assuming the intended 
protection offered by the consequence mitigation systems.

However, taking into account very unlikely events in which the accident miti
gation systems would fail to have an effect, accidents in the Ringhals or Barsebäck 
plants in the south of Sweden would have more serious consequences because of the 
denser population around these sites.

6. PERSPECTIVES

The PSA methodology as well as its practical implementation in the industry 
has now reached a sufficiently high level to allow a great deal of its potential benefits 
to be gained in practical safety work. There remain, however, further improvements 
to be made in order to gain what should be reasonable to achieve —  probably no less 
required in order to reach full breakthrough of PSA in terms of wide acceptance by 
all parties involved in all aspects of the practical safety work, a ‘living PSA’.

In Sweden and Finland, a major research programme is undertaken for the 
development of schemes for monitoring and evaluating plant safety (NKS/SIK-1) 
[17]. The aim is to define and demonstrate the practical use of ‘living PSA’ and 
‘operational safety indicators’. While the current state of the art and the current prac
tice make PSA a ‘living tool’ for regular review of safety, e.g. to identify vulnerabili
ties in terms of design, there are further development steps to be taken. The next 
step, which is a main subject of the SIK-1 project, aims at enabling PSA to be regu
larly used in an ‘off-line mode’ for planning of operation and maintenance, 
retrospective analyses of events and optimization of technical specifications. Further 
steps, which will be explored on a preliminary basis in the SIK-1 project, would aim 
at developing this application of PSA further so as to form an on-line safety monitor
ing system continuously fed by pertinent plant state data. The ultimate step would
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in addition provide ‘expert system’ advice for optimized operation and maintenance 
in regard of safety.

The present development plan involves activities on the part of the utilities, a 
number of research organizations and the authorities.
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REGULATORY AND LICENSING USES OF PSA.
Advantages and limitations of PSA — in particular versus the conventional determinis

tic approach — are set forth, special emphasis being placed on historical aspects of its develop
ment and acceptance by the regulatory authorities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The regulatory bodies traditionally participate in all phases of a nuclear power 
plant: design —  requiring redundancies, passive safety, materials characteristics, 
etc.; siting —  asking for the analysis of demographical, seismological, geological, 
hydrological data, etc.; construction —  requiring quality and control assurance; and 
exploitation —  demanding certain levels of education and training procedures for the 
plant operators.

These requirements must naturally be based on a detailed knowledge of all the 
issues mentioned. The regulatory bodies always took great care in acquiring this 
knowledge, either by having the necessary staff themselves or through agreements 
with third bodies. Such a level of detailed knowledge did not, however, exist during 
the first years of existence of nuclear technology, i.e. up to the seventies; until then, 
both the engineering companies and the regulatory bodies had accepted the macro
scopic solution of very conservative safety envelopes [1].

As a matter of fact, the concern for safety and the related concept of risk quan
tification has been an ever present component of nuclear technology. As early as 
1957, the US Atomic Energy Commission appointed a group of safety experts, ask
ing them to analyse the risk of the NPPs that were being developed at that time. This 
was the origin of the historical document WASH-740 [2], in which methods and 
procedures of evaluating nuclear damages were developed and used to analyse the 
next generation of NPPs. As to the quantitative evaluation of the risk, the experts 
did not reach any conclusion, but unanimously agreed that “the probability of an 
accident with public consequences is extremely small”; its value was estimated to 
lie between 10 ~5 and 10 ~9 per reactor and year. They also concluded that this 
probability could be calculated “...paying thorough attention and quantifying all
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intervening factors from which accidents could originate”. In this way they foresaw 
the methodology of PSA twenty years in advance.

The difficulty of quantifying the probability of an accident gave rise to an alter
native basic concept known as ‘defence in depth’, and, consequently, the concept of 
‘maximum credible accident’, later called ‘design basis accident’. This concept was 
accepted as good, and the safety of the NPPs designed on this basis was accepted 
as satisfactory. However, it was implicitly accepted only as an interim alternative 
until a procedure for quantifying the nuclear risk would be available. In fact, British 
experts criticized the, to some extent, arbitrary definition of the maximum credible 
accident, proposing, in 1967, a new approach that was very close to that used at 
present. It was not, however, accepted, because of its primary connection with the 
gas-graphite reactor concept, at that time already considered obsolete.

An important step forward was made when the decision was taken to carry out 
the famous Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400), also known as the Rasmussen 
Report, issued in 1975 [3]. This report addressed the application to nuclear technol
ogy of a new tool developed in the areas of astronautics and defence in the USA. 
To begin with, it was not widely accepted because of the arbitrariness of some of 
its assumptions and because of the inaccuracy of its results, a fact that was inevitable 
at the time. However, the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, to some extent foreseen 
in the report, changed that opinion and gave a certain momentum to that new 
approach to nuclear safety.

The industry and the regulatory bodies were forced by TMI, both in the USA 
and in the rest of the world, to re-evaluate the safety of the NPPs, using the new 
methodology. In Germany, the Risikostudie or Birkhofer Report, published in 1979 
[4], also became an important landmark in the development of the new methodology.

A consequence of these analyses was the introduction of the ‘accidents beyond 
the design basis’ or ‘accidents class 9’ as a new concept. They are, basically, severe 
accidents of very low probability. Another consequence was the discovery of many 
gaps in our knowledge of the phenomena associated with severe accidents; the inter
national community immediately started appropriate investigations.

The new methodology, well established by now, basically consists of calculat
ing the density function of the variables ‘damage’ and ‘frequency’ (probability per 
unit time) for a specific NPP. So, the frequency of the accidents and malfunctions, 
on the one hand, and the produced damage, on the other hand, have to be evaluated 
separately. For classical industrial activities, sufficient information on these quanti
ties is available in the statistics data files, but in nuclear technology the regulatory 
bodies to some extent fear that the new methodology might lose some of its validity 
because of the small size of the statistical sample.

Currently, to quantify the accident frequencies in the PSA methodology, two 
complementary methods based on the theory of decision are used. They are called 
event diagrams and fault diagrams, respectively, requiring previous definition of 
initiating events. At present, the construction and quantification of both types of dia
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gram are well known processes; there are, however, some problems left requiring 
a certain amount of research and development, i.e. the problems of whether it is 
guaranteed that all initiating events have been taken into account in the analysis 
(including, for example, external events such as floods or earthquakes) and that all 
functions describing component faults and human actions are available.

For this study to be completed, a phenomenological description of accident 
progression, including radioactive product release and transport, is required. Next, 
all steps of this process must be quantified. Obviously, such a set of problems is not 
easy to solve and, in addition, there is no sufficient experience available. To obtain 
it, the TMI and Chernobyl accidents have been analysed during the past few years. 
In addition, a set of integral experiments, such as the series of LOFT, Cora, Phebus 
and others, and differential experiments, such as LACE (LWR Aerosol Containment 
Experimental), ACE (Aerosol Containment Experiments), etc. have been 
performed.

The uncertainties resulting from the above mentioned facts amount to several 
orders of magnitude. So, from the safety standpoint, it is important to acknowledge 
and quantify them. This has been performed, for example, in NUREG-1150 [5] 
showing, in addition, that in spite of such uncertainties the nuclear installations ana
lysed are still safe. Of course, the experience that is gradually being obtained and 
the wide R&D programmes in progress are continuously reducing these 
inaccuracies.

In parallel, the application of the new methodology to the NPPs has been a 
programme of comparable size. For example, in the USA, the US Nuclear Regula
tory Commission (USNRC) sponsored the analyses of five representative NPPs. The 
results have been published in the mentioned NUREG-1150 document.

In Germany, Phase В of the Risikostudie, including some improvements over 
the version issued in 1979, has been published recently. In the UK, a substantial 
amount of effort in this domain has gone into the Sizewell В nuclear power plant. 
The same can be said about the safety analysis of France’s pressurized water reactors 
(PWRs).

In Spain, the Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (the Spanish Nuclear Regulatory 
Authority) in 1985 decided to request a PSA on the Santa María de Garoña NPP (a 
General Electric boiling water reactor (BWR) in operation since 1972). In 1986 a 
generic letter was issued asking the Spanish utilities to carry out a specific PSA of 
their ten nuclear power plants [6]. At present, seven PSAs have been completed or 
are being completed, the eighth, a Level 2 PSA —  on the Zorita NPP, a 21 year old 
165 MW(e) Westinghouse design —  is starting the analysis, and the last one, Trillo 
NPP (from the German Kraftwerksunion (KWU) with 930 MW(e)), is now under 
discussion between the utility and the regulatory authority in order to decide the 
scope and the details of the PSA to be carried out. Vandellós I NPP was in the 
seventh place in that schedule, but is now being decommissioned after the fire of 
December 1989.
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It was decided that after the PSA requested for Santa Mari de Garoña NPP, 
which was a very simple one, the complexity of the following PSAs should be gradu
ally increased in order to provide experience and knowledge of the methodology and 
to allow some time for setting up a databank. The last PSA, requested for Trillo 
NPP, is Level 2 with external events (fires, floods and earthquakes). A second round 
will start immediately afterwards, so that all Spanish NPPs will have completed a 
PSA Level 2.

In the near future in the USA the USNRC will require individual plant exami
nations (IPEs) to take advantage of the efforts carried out by the administration, the 
Severe Accident Research Program (SARP) project of USNRC, and the Industry 
Project Industry Degraded Core (IDCOR). The results of NUREG-1150 will have 
to be taken into account too.

A partial conclusion of what has been said so far is that, in spite of the limita
tions and inaccuracies of the new methodology, it is effectively substituting the deter
ministic approach and that the existing inaccuracies are decreasing gradually as a 
consequence of the experience gained and the results of the R&D programmes. One 
area where PSAs are becoming increasingly important is their utilization, by the 
regulatory bodies, in all issues related to licensing and authorization.

Historically, as was mentioned before, regulatory decisions were based on the 
information obtained from the conventional deterministic approach. This approach 
is direct and based upon solid principles such as the defence in depth or single failure 
criterion. However, this approach usually involves assumptions which are based on 
engineering judgement and, inevitably, introduce conservatism. Much of the conser
vatism arises from concerns generated by incomplete knowledge of the phenomenol
ogy of plant response to transients and accidents. The level of this conservatism in 
deterministic evaluations is difficult to measure, and, consequently, the decision 
maker lacks a valuable piece of information. Moreover, deterministic evaluations are 
usually carried out on a case by case basis and involve the evaluation against vari
ously stated regulatory requirements separately for technical details of a number of 
sets of the plant’s design, operational systems and safety functions (for example, the 
reactor protection system, the decay heat removal system, the emergency power sys
tem). With the currently available NPP operating experience, regulators increasingly 
regard plant safety as an integrated function of plant design, construction and opera
tions. The possibility of a more coherent treatment of safety issues, with methods 
based on PSA techniques, for enhancing the consistency from issue to issue and from 
plant to plant, is being more and more acknowledged.

As the methods of PSA approach maturity, regulators recognize its strength 
and potential. As has been said before, a major milestone in PSA utilization was the 
Reactor Safety Study which demonstrated that a nuclear power plant could be ana
lysed in an integrated way. The TMI accident helped to realize that accidents other 
than design basis ones had to be considered more thoroughly in the regulatory 
processes. PSA systematically integrates information on plant design, phenomenol
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ogy of accidents, operating practices and history, hardware and human reliability, 
and health and environmental effects in case of radioactive releases.

The results of the risk assessment are analysed to identify the plant features 
and operational practices that are the most significant contributors to the frequency 
of core melt and to the amount of radioactive release. They can also be used to gener
ate a variety of qualitative information on the events and failures associated with var
ious consequences. PSA has, as well, a number of limitations among which there 
are gaps and inadequacies in the database and in our knowledge of core damage 
phenomenology, failure dependencies, human performance, external events and 
equipment behaviour under accident conditions. Realistic analyses is always one of 
the purposes claimed in PSA studies. However, when there is no sufficient informa
tion the analyst has to introduce conservatism and exercise his judgement. The conse
quence of the problems mentioned is that in the end each analysis provides an 
estimate of the risk and automatically involves subjectivity. In the same way, the 
deterministic safety evaluation cannot be performed without participation of subjec
tivity. It is, however, less apparent in this case than in the case of PSA methods. 
In both cases, the engineering experience provides a substantial basis for evaluation.

It is important to remärk that acknowledging these negative aspects of PSA 
does not mean that no useful information can be derived from the existing PSA 
results. The insights are based on information gained from the analysis of results 
including uncertainties, point estimates, results of sensitivity evaluations and, possi
bly, results of importance analysis. The quality of the insights derived reflects the 
quality of this information base. An insight based on information that exhibits 
reasonable uncertainties and sensitivities to modelling assumptions should be given 
a heavier weight in decision making than other insights lacking these qualities. A 
decision maker understanding all significant strengths and limitations should be able 
to make more effective use of all available analyses, including the information 
obtained from deterministic and probabilistic evaluations. There are many types of 
regulatory decision, and the weight given to the quantitative PSA results should vary 
as a function of the degree of precision necessary and attainable.

2. REGULATORY APPLICATIONS

In general, the regulatory authorities are increasingly making extensive use of 
PSAs in safety evaluations and in the regulation of nuclear power plants. This paper 
discusses current applications in a number of areas ranging from the regulatory anal
ysis of safety issues to the severe accident issue. Specific topics are: prioritization 
and ranking, safety issues (like station blackout), the severe accident, IPEs, contain
ment improvement, safety goals and operational improvements through technical 
specification modifications [7].
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It is acknowledged that a PSA, because of its integrated approach, presents the 
best available information on the specific ways in which critical safety functions at 
nuclear power plants can fail. The regulatory authorities and the nuclear industry are 
increasingly utilizing the PSA information to improve the safety performance of 
specific nuclear power plants. The use of PSA evaluations is marked by a steady 
increase and wider acceptability.

2.1. Prioritization

The regulatory bodies analyse safety issues in order to assure adequate action 
for their resolutions. Since, in general, it is beyond the available resources to try and 
solve all issues simultaneously, it is necessary to establish a prioritization programme 
to help in efficiently allocating resources to those safety issues that have a high poten
tial of reducing risk and in decisions aiming at excluding those issues from further 
consideration that are of low safety significance. Of course, issues of such gravity 
that consideration of immediate action is needed are not included in the prioritization 
programmes.

The method of assigning priorities involves two primary elements: the esti
mated safety importance and the cost of developing and implementing a solution.

In general, in these cases simplified PSA techniques are used to obtain a quan
titative estimate of the safety importance of the issue, measured in terms of the risk 
(product of accident probabilities and consequences) attached to it, and the decrease 
in that risk that may be obtained by resolving the issue.

A numerical score is calculated by dividing the estimated risk reduction by the 
estimated cost entailed. This score denotes a value-impact relation, i.e. an estimated 
ratio of safety improvement value to cost impact. A priority rank is obtained by 
application of criteria in which both the safety importance of the issue and the value 
impact based numerical score are considered. However, the score must not always 
be directly applied to a determination of the priority rankings. In some cases the 
safety importance of the issue is so great that it demands a high priority, or it is so 
small that only a low priority is warranted, irrespective of the value-impact 
assessment.

The priority ranking is modified according to any special factors that might call 
in question the applicability of the simplified calculational technique, require special 
consideration of the often large uncertainties in the quantitative estimates, or 
influence the ranking for any other reason.

Summarizing, we may say that, while the method has its emphasis on quantita
tive statements, the calculated numerical values are used as an aid to judgement and 
not as determining the ranking results. The nature of the specific issue, the quality 
of the database and the scope of the limited analysis in each case determine the credi
bility of the numerical indications as a judgement aid.
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3. REGULATORY ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION OF SAFETY ISSUES

3.1. Station blackout

Nowadays, many generic safety issues under review or already solved have 
been analysed with PSA techniques. This is, for example, the case for the ‘station 
blackout’.

The term station blackout refers to the complete loss of alternating current to 
the essential and non-essential switchgear buses in a nuclear power plant. Station 
blackout involves the loss of off-site power together with turbine trip and the unavail
ability of the on-site emergency AC power system. Since many safety systems 
required for reactor core decay heat and containment heat removal depend on AC 
power, the consequences of station blackout could be severe.

The issue of station blackout involves the likelihood and duration of off-site 
power loss, the redundancy and reliability of on-site emergency AC power systems 
and the potential for severe accident sequences after a loss of all AC power. 
Experience has also shown that in many instances emergency diesel generators have 
failed to start and to run during tests conducted at operating plants. In addition, a 
number of operating plants have experienced a total loss of off-site electric power; 
more occurrences of this kind are expected. In almost every one of these loss of off- 
site power events, the on-site emergency AC power supplies were available immedi
ately to supply the power needed by vital safety equipment.

Typical evaluations of this issue included deterministic and probabilistic ana
lyses. Probabilistic analyses were used in three areas:

(i) dominant accident sequences;
(ii) recommended durations that plants must be able to withstand a station 

blackout; and
(iii) estimated benefits in terms of reduction in risk.
Calculations to determine the timing and consequences of various accident 

sequences have been performed, and the dominant factors affecting station blackout 
likelihood have been identified. By using this information, simplified probabilistic 
accident sequence correlations were calculated to estimate the likelihood of core melt 
accidents resulting from station blackout for different plant designs and operational 
factors. These quantitative estimates were used to provide information on the relative 
importance of various factors, and that information, together with engineering judge
ment, was used to develop the solution. It may be found that long term station black
out sequences (e.g. which could result in a depletion of the station batteries) could 
be a dominant contributor to core damage frequency. The major factors that contrib
ute to the core damage frequency as caused by station blackout are the estimated fre
quency of off-site power loss, the number of diesel generators needed, and the diesel 
generator reliability.
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It seems reasonable that the resolution of this issue should include a rule that 
requires all nuclear power plants to be able to cope with a station blackout of a speci
fied duration and to have procedures of withstanding, and recovering from, such an 
event. Another complementary guide should provide guidance on acceptable plant 
specific coping durations to comply with the rule. The acceptable coping durations 
are based on plant design and site related characteristics that affect the reliability of 
off-site and on-site emergency AC power systems.

3.2. Severe accident

Core melt and core damage accidents are assumed to be the greatest risk to 
public health and safety. Studies such as the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) 
as well as many PSAs performed in the world have concluded that core melt 
accidents represent the major contribution to risk from nuclear plants. A number of 
these studies have also identified areas in both design and operation of a nuclear 
power plant where appropriate hardware additions or modifications, often coupled 
with procedural improvements, could help reduce these risks, often in a cost effec
tive way.

The nuclear community was aware of severe accidents even before the TMI 
accident and has increased its emphasis on this area since that accident. The regula
tory authorities and the industry remarked that at each plant there are procedures, 
systems or components that are the most important contributors to risk. Utilities 
should identify these contributions and develop appropriate courses of action, as 
needed to ensure acceptable margins of safety. Furthermore, it has been established 
that such examinations “will include specific attention to containment performance 
establishing a balance between accident prevention and consequence mitigation”.

3.3. Individual plant examinations

Within the framework of severe accident investigation the regulatory bodies 
frequently call for the formulation of a systematic and integrated approach to the 
examination of each power plant for possible significant risk contributions that might 
be plant specific and might be missed in the absence of a systematic search. In the 
past, plant specific analyses with PSAs have identified vulnerabilities to severe acci
dents that were, typically, unique. Generally, it has been possible to reduce the 
undesirable, relatively high risk from these plant specific, unique features (design 
and/or operational) to an acceptable level by low cost changes of procedures or 
minor design modifications.
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The role of the containment as a vital barrier to the release of fission products 
to the environment has always been acknowledged in nuclear technology [8]. The 
public safety record of nuclear power plants, as was said at the beginning, has been 
enhanced by applying the defence in depth principle, which relies on a set of indepen
dent barriers to fission product release. The containment and its supporting systems 
are one of these barriers.

Containment design criteria are based on a set of deterministically derived 
challenges. Temperature and pressure challenges are based on the so-called design 
basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Radiation considerations are based on a 
postulated substantial core melt accident. Also, criteria based on external events such 
as earthquakes, floods and tornadoes are considered.

The Chernobyl accident has focused attention on the question of whether light 
water reactor containments built by using criteria based on design basis accidents 
have adequate margins to prevent the release of large quantities of fission products 
during severe accidents.

The margins in safety have been the subject of considerable research and evalu
ation, and, generally, the ability of containment systems to survive pressure 
challenges of 2.5 to 3 times the design level has been found. Because of these mar
gins, the various containment types utilized at present in nuclear power plants gener
ally have the capability of coping with many of the challenges presented by severe 
accidents. For each type of containment, however, there remain failure mechanisms 
which could lead to containment failure, often to early failures with releases of large 
quantities of radioactivity. Therefore, the key question is the capability of contain
ments preventing the release of large quantities of fission products during severe 
accidents.

A related question is the proper balance between accident mitigation and acci
dent prevention, i.e. whether it is more cost effective from a risk reduction stand
point to implement additional improvements which are directed towards reducing the 
probability of a severe accident from happening or towards improving the contain
ment performance given a severe accident. Often this is a difficult question to answer 
but, as was discussed earlier in this paper, a detailed plant specific examination will 
provide information by identifying the important sequences and their contribution to 
core melt, and also their challenge to its containment, and we shall then be able to 
arrive at a more balanced view of the relative effectiveness of the two approaches 
(i.e. prevention or mitigation).

4. SAFETY GOALS

In 1986, the USNRC issued a policy statement promulgating safety goals for 
the operation of nuclear power plants [9], including qualitative and quantitative

3.4. Containment improvements
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objectives. Quantitative objectives were specified with respect to prompt mortality 
risk and delayed cancer mortality risk. The policy statement also included a qualita
tive objective guideline concerning high release frequency.

In this issue, PSA is used to obtain risk estimates for use in comparisons of 
the effects of a regulatory action with the quantitative objectives. This PSA aided 
safety goal application is used in a process in which conventional approaches includ
ing conventional technical analysis and continued emphasis on defence in depth, sit
ing and performance of personnel retain their value. The safety goals, including PSA 
based comparisons with the quantitative objectives, are one factor among others in 
the evaluation of potential changes in regulatory requirements. The quantitative 
objectives are part of the evaluation standard requirements and in the selection 
among available alternatives. The importance given to the comparison with the quan
titative objectives is related to the degree of accuracy or inaccuracy with which the 
quantitative risk evaluation can be made for the issue in consideration.

No radical change in the regulatory and licensing processes is anticipated as 
the safety goals are introduced. However, the coherence and the public understand
ing of further regulatory actions should be enhanced by applying the consistently 
implemented safety goals.

For the sake of completeness the qualitative safety goals are given next:
“Individual members of the public should be provided a level of protection 
from the consequences of nuclear power plant operation such that individuals 
bear no significant additional risk to life and health”.
“Societal risk to life and health from nuclear power plant operation should be 
comparable to or less than the risks of generating electricity by viable compet
ing technologies and should not be a significant addition to other societal 
risks”.
The following quantitative objectives are intended to be used in determining 

achievement of the qualitative goals:
“The risk to an average individual in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant of 
prompt fatalities that might result from reactor accidents should not exceed 
one-tenth of one per cent (0.1 per cent) of the sum of prompt fatality risks 
resulting from other accidents to which members of the US population are 
generally exposed”.
“The risk to the population in the area near a nuclear power plant of cancer 
fatalities that might result from nuclear power plant operation should not 
exceed one-tenth of one per cent (0.1 per cent) of the sum of cancer fatality 
risks resulting from all other causes”.
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The technical specifications define the limits and conditions for safe plant oper
ation. In most countries the technical specifications (TSs) are prepared by the operat
ing organizations and approved by the regulatory body [10]. In concept, technical 
specifications are not only warranted but desirable in that safe plant operation is 
greatly enhanced. In practice, however, technical specifications have evolved into a 
cumbersome, at times overly restrictive, set of requirements. The resulting specifica
tions in some respects complicate plant operation, cause the expenditure of unwar
ranted amounts of manpower to perform surveillance and ensure compliance and, at 
times, result in unnecessary transients, shutdowns and challenges to the protection 
system. Compliance with technical specifications, therefore, can result in a reduction 
in plant availability and increased operating cost with little or no safety improvement 
and, in some cases, with a decrease in safety. At present, extensive operating and 
design experience has accumulated, and a number of problems have appeared which 
require specific modifications in the TS rules. The purpose of the modifications 
needed is to improve nuclear safety and to enhance the effectiveness and flexibility 
of plant operation, maintenance and testing.

Developments in PSA techniques have facilitated the analysis of the risk effects 
of alternatives. This allows a comparison and balancing of the rules from the risk 
standpoint and a justification of modified rules. For example, temporary high risk 
situations in plant operation can be identified and evaluated in advance so that they 
can be prevented or controlled. Also, excessively stringent but not safety significant 
requirements may be modified in order to improve operational flexibility and plant 
economy.

The limiting conditions for operation are to assure that the safety systems are 
ready for use in the event of plant transients and accidents. The specifications require 
the plant to be taken into a safer condition, usually cold shutdown, if the faulty equip
ment in a safety system cannot be restored within its allowed outage time. The sur
veillance requirements prescribe periodic tests and inspections for detection of faults 
and verification of operability of safety equipment.

At present, PSAs have been completed for many nuclear plants in the world 
and are currently being performed for many of the remaining plants. Therefore, 
another main objective of the probabilistic analysis is to test and develop the use of 
PSA plant safety models for verification of the TSs.

The main situations concerning TSs are whether one can allow:
(i) proposed permanent modifications of TS rules, or
(ii) temporary exemptions from TS rules.
An approximate guide for prompt decision making in specific failure and main

tenance situations during plant operation can be provided by calculating so-called 
risk importance measures. The risk increase factor is a useful measure for the évalua-

5. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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tion of the safety significance of a fault or an isolation of equipment due to 
maintenance.

The general purpose of this kind of process is:
( 1 ) to make risk based comparisons of alternative plant operating principles during 

failure situations in safety systems and search such operating modes that offer 
minimum risk;

(2) to evaluate temporary risk increments caused by unavailable equipment, due 
to preventive maintenance in safety systems during power operation;

(3) to analyse the coverage and effectiveness of individual tests and to quantify the 
effects of alternative test schemes of redundant equipment.
The use of PSA methods through their systematic approach also enhances the 

understanding of complex operational situations where many factors affect the plant 
safety and availability. Thereby the readiness for prompt safety related decisions on 
operational problems can be improved substantially.

In the following sections, some typical examples of TS relaxation programmes, 
carried out or planned in different nuclear plants, will be discussed [11, 12]:

(i) Engineered safety systems, out o f  service time relaxation programme

The objective of this analysis has been to implement a more careful equipment 
maintenance and to increase the plant availability by increasing the allowable outage 
time for safeguards systems governed by the plant technical specifications.

The modified technical specifications are those dealing with the allowable out 
of service times (i.e. limiting conditions for operation) for the following systems:
—  electrical power system (diesel generators)
—  emergency core cooling systems (residual heat removal pumps, safety injection 

pumps)
—  plant systems (service water pumps, auxiliary feedwater pumps, component 

cooling water)
—  containment systems (containment spray pumps, reactor containment fan 

coolers)
The methodology, in general, involves the performance of a risk study, to 

show that an increase in the allowable outage times for safeguards system compo
nents results in no significant increase in risk. The resultant changes in system avail
ability are then carried out through a risk model to evaluate the effect on core melt 
frequency.
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(ii) Engineered safety features actuation system and reactor protection system, sur
veillance frequency and out o f  service time optimization programme

The purpose of this analysis has been to optimize surveillance frequencies and 
out of service times for the reactor protection system and engineered safety feature 
actuation system with the purpose of maintaining a high level of safety and of avoid
ing inadvertent reactor trip potentials.

The methodology consists of fault tree analysis to identify reactor trip and 
engineered safety feature actuation unavailabilities considering different surveillance 
intervals and test and maintenance times. The sensitivity to changes in these 
parameters is analysed, and the consequences of maintaining current instrumentation 
requirements —  as opposed to revising them —  are evaluated.

(iii) Turbine stop valve testing relaxation

The purpose of this programme is to provide a justification for the extension 
of the time between testings of the turbine stop valves. The methodology of this 
programme involves evaluation of the turbine and turbine protection systems by 
using fault tree analysis to model the various overspeed event sequences and to deter
mine the probability of missile generation and associated risk.

(iv) D iesel generator reliability

The purpose of this programme aims at a TS relaxation for the surveillance of 
the diesel generator system based on the results of the reliability study.

In general, a fault tree model is used to determine the system unavailability due 
to test and maintenance, common cause and support system unavailability, compo
nent failures and human error. The extension of this programme to the TS area 
involves the quantification of risk by using a generic plant model and the evaluation 
of changes in risk as the test and maintenance models are varied. The optimum test 
and maintenance schedule which results in an acceptable risk level at minimum cost 
would be chosen for development into a revised technical specification for the diesel 
generator system.

(v) Residual heat removal (RHR) system interlock removal

The purpose of this programme is to provide the technical justification for the 
removal of the high pressure interlock from the residual heat removal hot leg recircu
lation isolation valves.
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The methodology involves the determination or estimation of risk at plant hot 
stand-by, hot shutdown and refuelling. The risk at these conditions with the interlock 
functional is compared to the risk at these conditions without the interlock feature. 
The justification for the removal of the interlock feature should be the insignificant 
change in risk as a result of the modification.

The additional benefit from the study is the reduction in the possibility of sig
nificant damage to the RHR pumps. This damage has previously occurred by inad
vertent closure of the interlock valves when the RHR pumps were operating.

(vi) RHR system isolation valve testing relaxation

The purpose of this programme is to provide the technical justification for a 
relaxation of the frequency of leak testing of the RHR isolation valves and a relaxa
tion of the acceptance criteria for valve isolation.

A two phased programme is used here. The first phase involves the use of 
probabilistic models for the containment bypass sequence (i.e. RHR overpressuriza
tion leading to a non-isolable LOCA outside containment). This phase uses operating 
experience on valve performance to predict the frequency of the events. The second 
phase involves the development of probabilistic models relating valve leakage to 
failure of valve function and the development of a new test procedure to assure the 
ability of valves to function.

A reduction in the required testing frequency of the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary valves would result in a decrease in the critical path time during reactor 
startup since not all valves would need to be tested at each startup. A modification 
of the leak test requirements for the valves would result in a further reduction in 
startup critical path time due to the change in surveillance methodology.

(vii) Containment spray additive tank deletion

The purpose of the programme is to provide the technical justification for the 
deletion of the containment spray additive tank and its associated technical 
specification.

The methodology used in this programme involves the analysis of design basis 
and severe accident conditions without spray additive tanks. The methodology fur
ther uses the results of risk assessment studies to determine the importance of con
tainment isolation as opposed to small increases in leakage.

The benefits to be obtained from this programme are those due to the man
power and capital cost savings associated with the removal of the spray additive tank 
from service and the deletion of its associated TS.
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As the methods of PSA are approaching maturity, regulators increasingly 
recognize its strengths and potentials. Among the strong points of PSA are its 
integrated and systematic approach to NPP safety, its consideration of failure depen
dencies and the interaction among systems and their support systems, its considera
tion of the human factor, and its ability to make explicit statements on the magnitude 
of uncertainties associated with evaluation results. PSA results and methods are 
increasingly being accepted by the regulators. This development is clear from the 
PSA applications that include allocation of resources, setting of regulatory priorities, 
resolving safety issues, identifying plant vulnerabilities, and better knowledge of the 
nature of severe accidents and their consequences.

However, the history of PSA is marked by cautious acceptance. Regulators are 
aware of the limitations of PSA: the continuing need for hard data, mature methods, 
verified models, and a better handling of uncertainties. At the same time, regulators 
are also aware of the strengths and weaknesses of the conventional deterministic 
approach to regulation.

However, PSA is making an explicit statement about uncertainties (which in 
some areas may be large) and how important these uncertainties are in terms of the 
ultimate effects on the public health and safety. In general, the current practice of 
the regulatory authorities is to use both types of evaluation and operating experience 
as an input to decision making.

6. CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract

AN APPROACH TO MODELLING OPERATOR BEHAVIOUR IN INTEGRATED 
DYNAMIC ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS.

The paper describes an integrated dynamic methodology for simulating nuclear power 
plant accidents, with special focus on the operator behaviour model. The overall model con
sists of accident sequence pre-processor, operator response model, safety and support system 
model, plant dependence model, thermal hydraulics model, and accident sequence scheduler. 
The operator model consists of the knowledge base (KB) and the decision making module 
(DM). KB consists of rules of behaviour. Behaviour is guided by emergency operating proce
dures (EOPs), thermal hydraulics parameters of the plant, system status, and other factors 
including stress, training, experience, etc. Possible error mechanisms in following symptom 
based EOPs are mentioned, and factors which cause some of these errors are identified. Plant 
parameters are classified as ‘diagnostic’ and ‘control’. Comparison of operator expectations 
and plant inputs guides the behaviour. System states affect only control action and not diagno
sis, especially for the incidents we are focusing on. The decision maker simulates the operator 
behaviour in the way it accesses the KB, assuming that the KB contains all the knowledge that 
is necessary for managing the accident. This is modelled through a ‘filter’ concept where the 
factors that affect behaviour are filters that affect the access to KB. Actions are categorized 
in verifying the response of reactor protection systems, and in controlling inventory and heat 
removal. System modelling is done at system rather than component level since operator 
actions affect the plant at system level. Functional availability of a system can be affected by 
hardware reliability, operator action, and self-actuation. Plant functional dependencies are 
modelled explicitly. The thermal hydraulics model is a lumped parameter model using a nodal 
approach. A single mass flow rate assumption is made to accelerate calculations, while being 
able to simulate the slow transients of interest, namely small loss of coolant accidents and 
steam generator tube ruptures. The methodology is being implemented in PC environment. 
Possible applications include analysis of causes and consequences of operator actions, particu
larly errors of commission, EOP validation, analysis of dynamic effects of accident sequences, 
and performing probabilistic risk assessments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Operating experience and safety analyses of nuclear power plants strongly 
indicate that operator interactions can dominate the evolution of accident scenarios 
and the outcome of a scenario in terms of risk. The current probabilistic risk assess
ment (PRA) structure is hardware oriented with operator models added as an add-on 
and largely passive component. In a real plant, however, the operator and systems 
interact in an integrated dynamic fashion; accident scenarios develop in a human 
oriented as much as hardware and process oriented way.

Recent efforts in human reliability analysis (HRA) have addressed different, 
very challenging dimensions of human interactions and have produced various 
models and explanations for categorizing and assessing probabilities of different 
forms of operator error. Research has also been done in collecting and analysing 
simulator based performance data in support of probability models. These 
approaches are primarily oriented towards ‘modes’ as opposed to ‘causes’ of human 
error. The latter is the focus of cognitive approaches of recent years [1, 2]. These 
efforts are still ongoing, and their applicability as well as usefulness have not been 
realized.

This paper describes an integrated dynamic approach, based on accident analy
sis by simulating physical processes (plant thermal hydraulics and system operations) 
and operator interactions. Such a methodology, on full implementation, will be use
ful in performing qualitative analysis of causes and consequences of operator errors 
(including commission errors), evaluating robustness of emergency operating proce
dures, and performing full accident sequence simulation, including plant physical 
behaviour, system performance and operator interactions.

The paper is divided into four sections. The overall model, including different 
models and their interrelationships, is presented first. Secondly, the operator 
behaviour model and its components are described, followed by the system model 
and thermal hydraulics model.

2. INTEGRATED DYNAMIC PLANT MODEL

The accident at Three Mile Island [3] showed how the time sequence of human 
actions and safeguard system operations are critical to nuclear safety. Conventional 
PRA tools of event and fault tree methods are suitable to represent the static logic 
relationships between basic events. However, dependency between operator action 
and system response or physical dependencies between reactor thermal hydraulics 
and system performances are not adequately considered in current PRAs. Event trees
[4] can incorporate failure logic of systems, but cannot include effects of timing 
information or dynamic interactive activities on complex scenarios. Other PRA 
methodologies such as digraph methods [5], GO-FLOW [6], and Markov models [7]
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can offer better descriptions of dynamic interactions, but are inadequate to nuclear 
power plants [8].

Recent developments focus on simulation modelling which explicitly depicts 
the dynamic interactions between systems and plant in a computer program. The 
DYLAM method [9] can be considered as a dynamic event tree approach. At the end 
of every time step, the system states are evaluated by using failure data and used as 
boundary conditions for the next time step. System state branching occurs at distinct 
points in time. The number of branches at a specific time point is the number of sys
tem states that can be reached from the current state. Sequence truncation and group
ing rules are employed to limit event tree expansion. Therefore, DYLAM needs a 
very large computer memory capability to keep track of accident sequence expan
sion. The discrete event simulation approach [10] models the plant, systems and 
operators as separate modules; and interactions among the modules are governed by 
a set of rules implemented in the simulation. By dividing the simulation time into 
a series of action intervals, a Monte Carlo technique is employed to determine the 
desired distributions by repeated sampling. But this approach requires an extremely 
long computer run time to acquire statistically meaningful results.

Plant
functional

dependence
model

Operator 
«— :—  behaviour 
Action vector ♦

1
Plant

model *

Accident
sequence
scheduler

FIG. 1. Integrated dynamic plant simulation model.
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2.1. Proposed model

The modelling strategy proposed here is breaking down the accident analysis 
model into different parts according to the nature of the processes involved, simplify
ing each part while retaining essential features and developing integration rules for 
full scale application.

The proposed accident sequence analysis framework (Fig. 1) consists of acci
dent sequence pre-processor, operator response model, safety and support system 
model, plant dependence model, plant thermal hydraulics model and accident 
sequence scheduler. The accident sequence pre-processor and accident sequence 
scheduler are described below. The operator behaviour model, system model and 
plant thermal hydraulics model are described in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

2 .1 .1 . Accident sequence pre-processor

A DYLAM exercise [11] showed that the number of the ‘top events’ or systems 
is a key limiting factor in developing accident scenarios. The failure modes and 
human induced transition modes, without cut-off or truncation, can expand the num
ber of sequences geometrically into millions. Besides, during an abnormal transient, 
most failure mode characteristics do not change considerably. Hence, current PRA 
results can be used to evaluate a majority of hardware failure modes. Combinations 
of hardware failures discriminated against a cut-off frequency can form sets of initial 
conditions called initial system state vector sets. Simulation experiments conditioned 
on pre-defined accident conditions are used to estimate the probability of undesired 
plant states corresponding to different initial state vectors.

Inputs to the accident sequence pre-processor are failure frequencies of support 
and frontline systems. Probabilities of combinations of success and failure of each 
system are evaluated and used to screen out insignificant and unlikely combinations. 
After identifying risk significant initial system state vectors, simulation is conducted 
under those initial conditions. The core meltdown frequency, given an initiating 
event, can be evaluated by summing the products of initial vector probability and 
conditional probabilities of an undesirable end state, given the initial conditions.

2.1 .2 . Accident sequence scheduler

For each initiating event, the accident sequence scheduler takes initial condi
tions from the initial system vector sets generated by the pre-processor and sends this 
vector to the plant functional dependency module. Operator actions and actuation of 
emergency safeguard systems are represented by changes in the hardware system 
status vector. The plant functional dependency module implements the effects of 
these changes.
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In carrying out the simulation, the DYLAM technique can be used to branch 
accident scenarios at each transition point and evaluate the probability values of acci
dent scenarios. From the simulation results, the scheduler groups all accident paths 
leading to an undesired plant state. Thus, contribution to core damage from an initial 
system condition in a given incident can be found by summing the probabilities of 
these failure accident paths.

3. OPERATOR BEHAVIOUR MODEL

Our approach to modelling operator behaviour is towards developing a model 
which generates sets of actions likely to be taken by control room operators of 
nuclear power plants in emergency situations, rather than towards modelling human 
thinking and cognition in a general sense. In focusing our efforts on understanding 
the environment of operator behaviour, we have realized that making realistic 
assumptions regarding operating and accident environment makes the model simple 
rather than complicated.

To implement the model in a simulation environment, keeping it to a manage
able size and including important aspects of human behaviour, the emergency operat
ing procedures (EOPs) have been taken as bounds for operator behaviour, including

Knowledge base (KB)

Filters
Training, stress, etc.

Access
Decision making

Plant 
param eters  

(from thermal hydraulics 
simulation)

Actions 
(to change system  

status)

FIG. 2. Operator behaviour model.
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errors. This use of EOPs not only makes the model more realistic, but computation
ally less demanding.

The two major components of the model (Fig. 2) and its computer implementa
tion are knowledge base and decision making module as will be described below.

3.1. Knowledge base (KB)

The knowledge base consists of rules of behaviour. The rules are essentially 
IF (condition) THEN (action 1) ELSE (action 2), where the condition may be a sim
ple one or consist of multiple criteria. The criteria can include test on a parameter 
(e.g. decreasing primary pressure), functioning of a system (e.g. check if SI pumps 
are running), or achievement of a condition (e.g. steam generator level within 
desired range). The rules can be divided into diagnostic rules (identifying the root 
cause of the incident) and control rules (taking control actions to manage the incident 
or alleviate observed symptoms).

The factors that affect operator behaviour include the EOPs, plant parameters, 
system status and other factors such as training, experience, stress, etc. Thus, rules 
in the KB are based on these factors as will be discussed below.

3 .1 .1 . EOPs

The EOPs are a best estimate behavioural guideline to verify proper response 
of reactor protection systems and to identify, manage and alleviate an accident. 
Nuclear power plant control room operators are required as well as trained to follow 
EOPs. Thus, EOPs are like a prescribed action sequence for operator behaviour. The 
EOPs follow a hierarchical structure, starting from higher level functions and sys
tems and going to subsystems. They also go from subsystem to system level, e.g. 
branching from one EOP to another. Thus, the EOPs give a hierarchical structure 
to model the rules.

Human errors in following symptom based EOPs can be considered to result 
from the following mechanisms [12]: omission errors, both intentional and uninten
tional; errors due to short cuts; confusion errors; errors due to non-safety considera
tions (Davis-Besse loss of feedwater event); errors due to team structure in control 
room; and violation errors (Chernobyl). Some factors that can cause some of these 
errors are identified here.

Certain steps in EOPs are strongly associated with cues. For example, the EOP 
for steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) is entered when a high secondary side 
radiation signal is observed or when the level on the secondary side increases uncon
trollably. If the operator sees a high secondary radiation early in the event, he may 
jump into EOP for SGTR. If the cue is not correct, the operator behaviour can be 
detrimental to plant safety.
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Some steps in EOPs appear to be repetitious, e.g. in EOP 0.0, the operators 
are asked to verify safety injection (SI) pumps running, and then to verify SI flow. 
Having verified the SI pumps running, the operator may assume there is SI flow and 
skip this step. Such an error usually has minor consequences, and there are further 
checks to verify the availability of a function.

Steps involving multiple conditions or having “at least one (all) of the follow
ing” types of conditions are not always clear. The operator may take action on the 
basis of inaccurate understanding of the plant condition. Some steps are general, e.g. 
‘control feed flow to maintain narrow range level between 6% (40% for ACC) and 
50%’. The operator may not know what is specifically required. Such actions can 
affect the way in which the accident evolves.

Many actions, especially immediate actions, are to verify if a system has been 
actuated, and if not, to manually actuate it. If the operator is unable to actuate it, 
the procedure has a dead end. For a system which is critical to plant safety, the oper
ator is guided to a different EOP. But when it is not, what needs to be done is not 
obvious.

3.1 .2 . Plant param eters

These are physical parameters such as pressure, temperature, etc. Important 
plant parameters, in combination with EOPs, guide the operator behaviour, e.g. 
abnormal radiation in the containment is a cue for diagnosing the event as a loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA). Trends of plant parameters, rather than specific values,

TABLE I. OPERATOR EXPECTATION VERSUS PLANT INPUT MATRIX 
FOR PRIMARY PRESSURE TREND

Plant input —■ POSITIVE (+ ) ZERO NEGATIVE ( - )

Operator 
expectation I

POSITIVE (+ )
Not expected 
nor does it 
happen

Not expected Not expected

ZERO Does not happen Steady state Diagnosis/action

NEGATIVE ( - ) Does not happen SI has taken over 
to arrest pressure drop

Diagnosis/action 
(follow EOP)
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are used to diagnose the root cause of the incident. Specific values of parameters are 
used to determine whether an automatic system has come on, or to perform control 
actions.

Plant parameters can be divided into two categories: (i) diagnostic parameters, 
e.g. secondary side radiation used to diagnose SGTR, and (ii) control parameters, 
e.g. primary temperature used to control steam dump. Some parameters are used 
both for diagnostic as well as control purposes, e.g. the level in steam generator, 
where an uncontrollable increase signifies SGTR and this level is also used to control 
feed flow. The operator behaviour, including errors, depends on whether a parame
ter is used for diagnoses or control or both.

On the basis of previous diagnoses and actions, the operator forms an expecta
tion about plant behaviour. The plant, based physics, on interactions among systems 
and instrumentation, will relay parametric information to the operator. A comparison 
of plant input versus operator’s expectation gives a two-dimensional matrix. Table I 
shows a 3 X 3 matrix for primary pressure. These matrices can be used to compare 
the influence of plant parameters, EOPs and other factors, on operator behaviour. 
Rules inside the matrix are written for information coming to the operator through 
the plant-operator interface. Certain combinations of parameters can be explained 
by instrumentation failure and can be included in the rules. For the parameters to 
be ‘internally consistent’, we have grouped them into primary, secondary and con
tainment parameters. Such grouping reduces the number of combinations.

3.1.3. System states

System states are used only in implementation of recovery actions, not for 
diagnosis. For the events that we are implementing, namely SGTRs and small loss 
of coolant accidents (SLOCAs) systems are used to provide functions necessary to 
manage the incident. Thus, this assumption will not affect the results.

There can be three possible states of a system: available (ON), unavailable but 
not in service (OFF), and unavailable and cannot be brought to service (FAILED). 
The EOPs take into account failures of all major systems as well as some combina
tions involving unavailability of major systems. However, for combinations of sys
tems coupled with faulty instrumentation or failure of systems due to a common 
cause type of failure, when no EOP is available, the operator has to use his 
knowledge of the plant and its systems to manage the incident.

3.1 .4 . Other factors

Factors such as training, experience, stress, control room team structure, etc. 
influence the operator performance. The modelling approach to these factors is con
sidering them as filters, as explained in Section 3.2.
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The decision making module reads inputs coming from the plant, performs 
diagnoses if possible and gives remedial actions, by searching through the KB. A key 
modelling feature is the assumption that the KB is all-inclusive in knowledge, but 
the DM, in the way it accesses this knowledge, simulates the operator behaviour. 
Access is affected by factors such as training, experience, stress, etc. Each of these 
factors can be thought of as a filter to accessing the KB.

Searching is done by meta rules that guide the model in time. These meta rules 
search through the KB through the filters mentioned above. On the basis of plant 
input as well as diagnosis and action, the D M  forms new expectations. At the next 
interaction point, these are used to search through rules of operator expectations 
versus plant inputs. Diagnosis is determined through a weighing scheme. Weighing 
is done by using the diagnostic and control parameter classification mentioned in 
Section 3.1.2. Thus, for diagnostic parameters, depending on how strongly a certain 
trend suggests a particular incident, weighing is done for SLOCA, SGTR and 
OTHER (to include all other initiating events). Thus, a negative trend in primary 
pressure is an indication of SLOCA, SGTR or OTHER (e.g. medium LOCA), 
whereas a high secondary radiation alarm is a strong indication of SGTR.

Actions may be guided by diagnosis or, when there is no diagnosis, actions are 
symptom based. Typical actions include verifying actuation of a safety system, turn
ing a pump on, aligning valves, etc. Actions can only affect system status, which 
in turn affect plant physics. In an accident, operator actions fall into three broad 
categories: (i) verify proper response of reactor protection systems (EOP 0.0),
(ii) verify and control inventory, and (iii) verify and control heat removal. These 
categories provide a basis for higher level contexts to operator actions.

Actions can be weighed similar to diagnosis. Also, actions (especially when 
following EOP) can be ranked in terms of their perceived importance. This can be 
done by subjective judgement, by interviewing operators and operator trainers or by 
collecting data. Since different actions have varying influence on plant safety, actions 
that are critical to plant safety have lower probability of being skipped.

3.2. Decision making module (DM)

4. SYSTEM MODEL

Since human interactions during emergency are limited, operator actions 
mainly affect the operation of safety and support systems. Thus, safety and support 
systems are modelled at the system level. Systems are composed of functionally 
independent trains, where each train is described as follows:

—  probability data: availabilities and run time failure rates.
—  functional status: indicates functional status of a system train.
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—  failure mode: failure on demand, failure during operation, or failed open/close
after demand, recoverable/non-recoverable.

—  capacity: defines the quantity and amount of physical flow from a train.
—  support vector: system trains needed by a train to be successfully operated.
—  impact vector: describes operational impact for failure of a train.

The functional status of each system train is affected by hardware availability, 
operator action, self-actuation and failure during operation. When there is a change 
in the system status, the plant functional dependency routine implemented in the pre
processor will propagate the impact and determine new system states.

There are two system vectors in the model: the system hardware status vector 
depicts hardware reliability and the functional status vector contains the functional 
states (affected by other systems). Thus, operational information is provided to the 
operator and plant model only through the functional status vector. An action from 
the operator model or plant physics directly changes the system hardware status vec
tor and affects the functional status vector by considering functional dependencies.

4.1. Plant functional dependency

To account for functional dependencies, a plant functional dependency routine 
processes the impacts from operational state of each system to the others, as defined 
in the master plant logic diagram (MPLD) methodology. Starting from support sys
tems, a hardware failure will propagate to fail systems supported by the failed sys
tem. After searching through all support systems, a support system functional status 
vector is passed to the front line system plant functional dependency routine. Since 
there are no functional dependencies among front line systems, determination of 
front line functional status is simple.

5. THERMAL HYDRAULICS MODEL

A faster-than-real-time lumped parameter thermal hydraulics program has 
been developed. On the basis of the nature of physics, the plant is divided into several 
representative control volumes. Conservation equations for each control volume are 
derived by using two fluid or drift-flux approximations. RETRAN [13], and 
RELAP [14] cannot be used for simulation studies because of extreme computational 
demands.

A single mass flow rate assumption is made to simplify the mass, momentum 
and energy equations and accelerate calculations. This assumption implies that 
propagation of pressure waves in the reactor cooling system is much faster than the 
transients of interest [15]. Thus, slow transients such as SLOCAs, SGTRs and steam 
line breaks can be simulated. In the program, the system functional status vector
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determines operational states of systems. The physical flows of each successful oper
ation system form boundary conditions in solving conservation equations.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Modelling operator behaviour in nuclear power plant accidents requires 
accurate representation of the environment in which the operator functions. This 
environment is simulated by plant physical parameters, system states, etc. By consid
ering the factors affecting operator behaviour, a practical and feasible model is being 
developed as part of an integrated dynamic plant model.

Possible applications of the methodology include analysis of causes and conse
quences of operator actions, in particular, errors of commission, EOP validation, 
analysis of dynamic effects of accident sequences and performing probabilistic risk 
assessments.
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Abstract

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF LARGE SYSTEMS BY THE MARKOVIAN TECHNIQUE 
-  DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAMERA SOFTWARE.

To enable the user to make use of the Markovian technique to determine the reliability 
of a system as effectively as possible a software called CAMERA is being developed in order 
to perform the mathematical and logical operations required. The software which bears many 
aspects of an expert system can be used in a predictive or an exploitation mode and will prove 
valuable, e.g. in decision making.

In large systems, the use of Markovian techniques to determine the reliability 
of a system is usually hampered by two factors: the size of the differential systems 
to be solved and the construction of the transition matrix. Markovian formulation is 
necessary insofar as the failure rate of a component depends upon the state of some 
other components. This influence is synthesized by an influence diagraph that 
allows, by standard graph techniques, a natural ordering of groups of components 
of the system to be studied and, therefore, smaller size differential systems to be 
solved sequentially. Some state transitions are induced by operational rules (such as 
startup of stand-by equipment due to insufficient flow) that involve generalized 
Kirchhoff networks in various topologies.

The Markovian technique cannot be applied to practical problems without 
computerized data processing, i.e. without using a software which performs in 
an automatized manner the mathematical and logical operations required by the 
Markovian treatment of the problem under study. To enable the user to exploit as 
effectively as possible the potentialities of this methodology —  without necessarily
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having a thorough knowledge of it —  the CAMERA software (computer aided 
Markovian evaluation of system reliability and availability) has been developed with 
special attention given to user friendliness, especially for the system description. 
Although artificial intelligence techniques proper are not involved, CAMERA 
presents many aspects of an expert system.

The CAMERA software is not only helpful for system design. It may —  
because of its user friendliness and its short ‘response time’ —  also be a valuable 
aid for operating safety at different levels, such as decision making, e.g. for systems 
working in degraded mode, the search of maintenance and inspection policies, the 
use of living PSA and the definition of probabilistic safety criteria.

1. THEORETICAL ASPECTS

1.1. Introduction

The treatment of Markovian reliability problems has been hampered so far by 
the fact that realistic systems give rise to unmanageably large differential systems 
characterized by large but sparse matrices [1]. A reduced storage of the non-zero ele
ments of these matrices is possible. The main problem is, however, the automatic 
building of the transition matrix.

We plan to give a full account (Section 1.2) of a technique which we have 
developed to reduce the effective size of realistic systems. This technique, based 
on graph theory, breaks the system (S) down into a ranked set of subsystems 
(Sb S2,...,Sn_b Sn). Thanks to this procedure, the size of the initial problem is 
greatly reduced.

Software using this technique has been developed recently. The reader will 
find its description in the second part of this paper: the CAMERA software [2].

1.2. The ‘influence graph of components’ [3]

The ‘influence graph of components’ is a directed graph (digraph), i.e. a graph 
with directed edges pointing from a set of nodes to other sets of nodes. Each node 
symbolizes a component or subsystem of the global system investigated and the 
arrow points from node a to node b when the state of component a influences the 
transitions of b (Fig. 1) [4, 5].

Let us start from an ideal situation where all components fail (or are repaired) 
independently of one another. The time dependent reliability of each component can 
be used, from the knowledge of the cut sets, to yield, for example, the reliability 
of the system. In this case, Markovian methods are useless, and it is much easier 
to work at the level of components. On the other hand, if each component influences 
the states of each other component of the system (Fig. 2), a Markovian approach is
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FIG. I. Influence graph of components a and b.

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Influence graph of a four component system: (a) when each component is completely 
independent o f the other components; (b) when each component depends on all the other 
components.

FIG. 3. Supemodes. The group of nodes (I, 2, 3) is equivalent to a unique supemode.

FIG. 4. Composite node.
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FIG. 5. ‘Rank’ function of node i : r(i).

essential, with the obvious drawback that N components yield in general 2N states 
and a system of differential equations unwieldy to solve. The gist of the method used 
here is the fact that in practical cases the number of arrows is small compared to 
N (N — 1) and, moreover, that influences are to a great extent unidirectional, i.e. 
a influences b but b does not influence a.

The method used in CAMERA makes intensive use of graph theory to which 
the reader is referred [3].

It starts with the identification of strongly connected subgraphs of the graph,
i.e. graphs of nodes such that there is a directed path leading from each node of the 
group to each other node. These groups are called ‘supernodes’ (Fig. 3). We also 
need ‘composite nodes’ in the case where the state (1 or 0) of a subsystem (but not 
the states of each component of the subsystem) influences the state of other compo
nents (Fig. 4). The graph reduced to its strongly connected subgraphs has no cycles 
and is therefore a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes can be ranked. The 
rank of a node is an integer which equals:

—  0 if this node has no parents (i.e. no other node influences it). Such a node
is a ‘root’ of the influence graph.

—  The number of edges that compose the longest path from a root to this node

1.3. Evolution laws of conditional probabilities

Let a k be the set of states of a node (or supernode) of rank k. The number of 
states in this set is 2Nk, where Nk is the number of components associated with 
supernode k. The probability that the whole system is in a given state is a function 
P(an, an_j,... , aO if the maximal rank is n. The law of conditional probabilities 
gives:

(Fig. 5).

P ( a n . . .Q ¡ i)  =  P (o ¡ „  I £)(„.! . . .  O il) P ( a n. i | a n-2 . . .  a , )  ••• P  (<*i) (1)
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By concentration, node к is influenced only by nodes of rank < к and 

p  ( а к1а к-1 ••• a l )  =  P ( a k l l k - l )  

where Ik_, is the subset of states of the parents of node k. Therefore,

P («„...«О = П P(a¡|lM ) (2)
i =  l

Each conditional probability obeys the system 

dt Pk̂Ofk

- £  L(ak -  (ak|lk_,) (3)
0k 5* Ctk

where L(/3k —  ak|lk_i) is the conditional transition probability of node к from 
state ß k to state ak, under the condition that the state of the parents is given. 
System (3) is solved for each conditional state but the overall work is considerably 
reduced because we have a natural rigorous decomposition and if n is large enough 
the size of each system is much smaller than the size of the original system1. For 
example, in the case where N components are divided into two equal groups only, 
the size is reduced to its square root.

The directed edges of the influence graph belong to two groups:
(1) essential edges (weight w = 1)
(2) ordinary edges (weight w = 0).

Essential edges result from interaction laws: i.e. let component a fail, i.e. the
transition a —  ä occurs, then b (which was in a stand-by state) is turned on: b —  b.
Another example: if a pump slows or fails, the insufficient flow activates a stand-by 
pump. In both cases the state of the component influences (changes) the state of 
another component, possibly through the actions of a state variable such as the flow.

Essential edges cannot be suppressed because they characterize the control 
logic of the system. Ordinary edges are used when common mode failures are 
expected, or when a failure rate is increased because identical components have

1 Mathematically, the ranking procedure amounts to finding an optimal ordering of 
the unknowns of a linear algebraic system such that the matrix should be as close as possible 
to a triangular block matrix.
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already failed. Ordinary edges may be siippressed if the analyst feels that the 
influence is unsubstantiated or too weak and i f a simplification results.

The influence graph is introduced in two ways: first, in an interactive mode, 
for the ordinary edges, as a result of analysis (failure mode and effect analysis 
(FMEA)); second, in an automatic way by considering the interaction laws.

A system can usually be decomposed into generalized Kirchhoff networks for 
fluid, thermal or electric flows. If some flows have predetermined intervals, the 
topology of the network is changed by the interaction laws (stand-by components 
change state) and, therefore, a rapid transition of component states is induced. The 
problem is examined below.

Once the influence graph is introduced, it is decomposed by a classical 
algorithm into disconnected subgraphs since we should not miss the opportunity to 
solve subsystems which are truly independent. The next isthmuses are determined 
by a depth-first algorithm [3]. Isthmuses are edges whose suppression increases the 
number of independent subgraphs. The set of isthmuses is proposed to the user who 
eventually decides to suppress one (or more) of these ordinary edges (recall: an 
influence is such an edge).

Finally, the ranking of the nodes is determined, i.e. the set of couples 
(a¡, I¡_i) used in Eq. (3). Since all couples (a¡, I¡_i) are treated one at a time the 
only problem left is to check whether the size of the resulting system of differential 
equations is below some predetermined upper limit linked to the computer limits. If 
not, various mathematical techniques are available from the field of sparse matrix 
theory (such as dissection [6] or multigrid methods [1]) to solve the problem 
iteratively.

2. THE CAMERA SOFTWARE

2.1. General features

The approach outlined in Part 1 cannot be reasonably exploited for practical 
applications without automating the operations required by the methodology. Thus, 
the development of a software called CAMERA allowing the reliability analysis of 
large size systems was started. Attention was paid to the development of an interface 
between the user and the Markovian software core which makes the use of 
CAMERA easy even for beginners. Although artificial intelligence techniques are 
not used, CAMERA presents many aspects of an expert system. The software is, at 
present, being developed on an IBM mainframe, but a version on work station is 
foreseen.

As is shown in Fig. 6, ten options will describe the system under study and 
perform its reliability analysis. Eight of them are already available, the two last ones 
are still being developed.
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FIG. 6. General flow chart of CAMERA software.

The options are displayed on the screen in orientated block diagrams.
Three of these,can be described in very short terms:

—  help informations: provide general information on the use of the software;
—  loading/saving operations: allow the data set related to any problem to be 

loaded and/or saved;
—  circuit plotting: plots the circuit representation on various printers available to 

the user.
More emphasis will be placed on the other options in Section 2.

2.2. Description of the main options

2.2 .1 . Circuit construction/modification

This option realizes the topological representation of the circuit. Available 
components are stored in a library. They are successively ‘picked up’ and assembled 
end to end until the circuit construction is completed (Fig. 7).
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FIG. 7. A circuit realized by using, the ‘circuit construction/modification’ option of 
CAMERA.

2 .2 .2 . Component description

The description of the system under study also requires the definition of the 
component characteristics involved in the reliability analysis. These characteristics 
are described below. For most of them default data are provided in order to relieve 
the user from the burden represented by the introduction of data.

2.2.2.1. Operating modes

Each component operates in one or more modes. A valve may be opened or 
closed, a pump may run, stay in stand-by or fail. Therefore, it is necessary to list 
all the possible operating modes of the different components and to specify which 
one prevails in the nominal situation.

2.2.2.2. Failure modes

A component fails when it becomes either partially or totally unable to fulfil 
its mission. Failures may have different effects according to their type; the failure 
of a relief valve to open may cause an overpressure, whereas its failure to close might 
lead to a loss of pressure. To take these distinctions into account, failures have been 
classified in several modes, in conformity with the criteria defined in Ref. [7]. This
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classification is based on the fact that component failures generally belong to one of 
the following categories:

—  loss of function of the component;
—  change of state without command;
—  failure to change state when commanded.

In addition, some failure modes only occur when the component operates in specific 
modes: a pump cannot fail to start if it is running. The correspondence between the 
operating modes and the compatible failure modes must be stated.

Failures may originate from various causes: the spurious opening of a valve 
can be provoked by a mechanical failure or by an operator error. The distinction 
between different causes appears necessary since the formulation of the Markovian 
equations depends on the possible relationships between the failures of different com
ponents. Causes are characterized by probabilities of occurrence per unit time or 
probabilities per demand. Three types of causes are considered:

(a) Self-failure causes

These causes only depend on the component itself.

(b) Component dependent failure causes

Such causes depend on the behaviour of other components of the system and, 
more specifically, on their failure modes. This definition can be illustrated by the 
following examples:

—  if a turbine explodes, the components located in the vicinity can be damaged 
by debris;

—  the reliability of electrical components can be lowered by overvoltages result
ing from the failure of a voltage regulator.
Therefore, it turns out that the causes belonging to this category are character

ized by conditional probabilities because their occurrences are conditioned by the 
failure of the component(s) on which they depend. Actually, they are introduced in 
the item ‘failure effects’ of the option ‘interaction between components’ (see 
Section 2.2.3.2).

(c) Common failure causes

Some causes may affect a group of components simultaneously. This means 
that, when such a cause occurs with a given probability, all components of this group 
fail at the same time. Typical examples are provided by accidents of external origin, 
such as earthquakes, inundations, fires.
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2.2.2.3. Process parameters

The concept of ‘process parameter’ applies to any physical variable (flow rate, 
pressure, temperature, electrical current, etc.) involved either directly or indirectly 
in criteria related to the system or component operation. These criteria may appear:

—  in component operating rules, which govern the operating modes of specific 
components (see Section 2.2.3.1);

—  in the system operation rules, stating the condition that the system must satisfy 
to fulfil its function (see Section 2.2.4.1).
The process parameter values associated with the components concerned by the 

criteria are determined by solving the generalized Kirchhoff network equations 
(Section 2.2.4.2). Their calculation requires a description of how the process 
parameters are transferred through the components of the corresponding networks. 
Such information is provided for each component by mathematical relationships 
modelling the transfer.

Furthermore, ‘boundary conditions’ can be expressed by introducing some 
fixed values of the process parameters at specific points of the networks.

2.2.2.4. Repair/inspection data

During the mission time, repairs and inspections (maintenance) may occur. 
Repair data are provided by defining for each component:

—  the unavailability time between the failure and the beginning of repair;
—  the mean value and the variance of the repair time;
—  the priority repair levels in case of multiple failures.

Types of information characterizing the inspection policies are:
—  the moment of the last inspection;
—  the periodicity and the duration of the inspections;
—  the probability of incorrect inspection.

2.2 .3 . Interaction between components

Two types of interaction between components are considered:

2.2.3.1. Component operating rules

For some components, operating modes are specified by rules linking them to 
the states of other components. A typical example is provided by the case of compo
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nents in stand-by which are actuated as soon as other components assigned to the 
same function fail.

Operating rules are expressed in the following way:

Г -  BLOl

Operating mode 
of component i = (o.m.)ik if GLO BL02

BLOm

[—  condition cn 
condition c12

|— condition c2i 
condition C22

where (o.m.)ik is the kth operating mode of component i; GLO, BLOl, BL02,... 
are logical operators (‘A N D ’, ‘OR’ or ‘K/N’); condition cm is either the i'th operat
ing mode of component j = (o.m.)jf, or the i'th failure mode of component 
j = (f.m.)jf, or a constraint on the £th process parameter (p.p.) of component j, e.g. 
(P-P-)min ^ (P-P-)jf ̂  (P-P-)max-

2.2.3.2. Failure effects

This type of interaction has already been discussed for the component depen
dent failure causes (Section 2.2.2.2). It concerns any possible influence that a failing 
component may have on the failure modes of other components. These effects must 
be identified through the FMEA and they are characterized by conditional 
probabilities.

2.2 .4 . System operation

A system is operating if it is fulfilling the function for which it has been 
designed. Concretely, this condition is expressed by means of criteria on some physi
cal variables (process parameters) associated with specific ‘control’ components. 
Any state of the system which does not satisfy the operation criteria is defined as 
a ‘generalized’ cut set.
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System is operating if LO —

2.2.4.1. System operation rule

The rule defining the control of the system operation is expressed as follows:

j— condition C] 
condition c2

condition cm
where LO is a logical operator (‘AND’, ‘OR’, ‘K-N’), and condition C! is a 
constraint on the kth process parameter of the control component j, e.g. 
(p'.p.)min ^ (P-P.)jk ^ (P-P-)max-

2.2.4.2. Minimal cut sets

To sort out the operating states of the system from the failed states, it is neces
sary to identify the minimal cut sets. This is performed in two stages:

—  determination of the minimal cut sets of the networks involved in the system 
operation rule (here the classical definition of cut sets for a network is used);

—  testing whether the other states satisfy the system operation rule or not.
To fulfil the second stage, the generalized Kirchhoff equations for electrical, 

hydraulic and pneumatic networks identified in the system must be solved. This is 
done by means of classical techniques elaborated in the theory of networks [8]. When 
the equations are non-linear (for example, for friction losses), the iterative Newton- 
Raphson scheme is used.

2.2.5. System decomposition

The basic principle of the system size reduction presented in Part 1 relies on 
the decomposition of the system into subsystems corresponding to supernodes (or 
strongly connected subgraphs) of the influence graph. This decomposition is auto
matically executed by the program. Moreover, isthmuses (defined in Part 1) are 
searched and proposed to the analyst in order to increase the decomposition if 
necessary.

2.2 .6 . Solution o f  the Markovian reliability and availability equations

As soon as the decomposition of the system has been completed, the 
Markovian equations for each subsystem may be set up and solved by appropriate 
numerical techniques. Then reliability, availability and, possibly, other useful results 
can be deduced. This last part of the software is still being developed.
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This Markovian reliability software can be used either in a predictive or an 
exploitation mode. In a predictive mode reliability can be evaluated under various 
assumptions such as staggered testing policies. Inspection and maintenance proce
dures can be taken into account by matrices. Their non-zero elements are the human 
error probabilities yielded by a study of these procedures.

In an exploitation mode the current knowledge of the reliability of the system 
can be updated through the information given by the sensors. For example, let 
p (d¡ I «i), with d¡ = 1 or 0, be the conditional probability that the sensors give a 
reading d¡ when the real state is a¡. From Bayes’ theorem, we find:

П
p(an ... a,|dn ... d]) = П p(d¡|a¡) р(^|1|.,) 

i = l

Therefore, whenever a sensor’s reading dk changes, the probability of a state of 
component к and of all components influenced by к is changed.

The software can therefore be used as a decision tool. Let us consider the fol
lowing case: Following up component failures, it might be forbidden (by the licens
ing authorities) to operate the system past a given period of time T (estimated on an 
empirical basis). The software could be used to overrule this regulation if it proves 
that the reliability at time T is still much superior to the admitted reliability 
threshold.
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Abstract
JAPANESE BENCHMARK EXERCISE ON FAULT TREE ANALYSIS — CURRENT 
STATUS.

The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has been carrying out the 
Japanese benchmark exercise on fault tree analysis to assess the degree of consistency among 
the results obtained by different analysis teams and to recommend system modelling proce
dures for reducing the spread of the results. — The Japanese benchmark exercise is divided 
into three phases. In the first phase, each analysis team independently establishes boundary 
conditions, selects component failure rate data and constructs and quantifies a fault tree. The 
results of this phase show the overall spread of the results. In the second phase, each team 
constructs a new fault tree according to the common boundary conditions and quantifies it with 
the data set used in the first phase. Comparison of the results with those in the first phase clari
fies the effects of the differences between the independent and the common boundary condi
tions. In the third phase, JAERI prepares a reference fault tree and a common failure rate data 
set. For the reference fault tree, each team performs its evaluation with the data set prepared 
in the previous phases and with the common data set. These two results are compared to assess 
the effect stemming from different data sets. By comparing the results with those in the previ
ous phases, differences in fault tree logical structure and their effects on the results are identi
fied. At this moment, the first and second phases have already been performed, and the results 
have been compared. Uncertainty bands of the TOP event occurrence probability obtained in 
the first phase have wide spreads in the range of lO^-lCT2, which include both the effects 
of model divergences and data differences. In the second phase, the uncertainty bands overlap 
in the range of 10~3-1(T2, except for one team which assumed that the local control circuit 
fault was included in the pump or valve failure. The effects of the different data sets and the 
inconsistent boundary conditions on the results will be clarified through the third phase which 
is in progress.

61
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In the PSA/PRA studies of nuclear power plants, the fault tree analysis (FTA) 
technique is widely used for systems reliability analyses. As is generally known, 
however, this technique has the following problems:

—  Since the fault tree logical structure depends on the knowledge and the 
experience of the analysts, fault trees constructed by different analysts may 
have significant divergences in logical structure due to their different boundary 
conditions or different assumptions.

—  Divergences in system models, i.e. fault trees, together with uncertainties in 
component failure rate data used in quantification of the fault trees may 
produce large spreads in results of fault tree analyses, making contributions to 
the spreads obscure.
In this context, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) started 

the benchmark exercise on fault tree analysis (hereafter to be called the Japanese 
benchmark exercise) in 1988 [1]. This project is carried out by the co-ordinators in 
JAERI (authors) and four different analysis teams in Japan under JAERI’s sponsor
ship. The objectives of this project are to:

—  recognize advantages and limitations of fault tree analyses;
—  enhance the potential for systems reliability analyses in Japan;
—  assess the degree of consistency among the results obtained by different analy

sis teams and examine the causes of the spread and their effects on the results; 
and

—  recommend a fault tree analysis procedure, especially for system modelling, 
in order to reduce the spread of the results.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. REFERENCE SYSTEM AND TOP EVENT ANALYSED

The core spray system, including its auto-initiation circuitry, of BWR-4 was 
selected as a reference system. Figure 1 illustrates a simplified schematic process 
diagram of the core spray system. This system consists of two redundant trains, each 
of which has two 50% capacity centrifugal pumps driven by electric motors, a spray 
sparger in the reactor vessel above the core, appropriate valves and piping to convey 
water from the suppression pool to the sparger, and the associated control and 
instrumentation. The core spray system starts on receipt of signals generated by its 
initiation circuitry. In the case of a low water level in the reactor vessel or high pres
sure in the drywell, the core spray system automatically sprays water onto the top 
of the core when the reactor vessel pressure is low enough. The core spray system 
is designed to maintain continuity of reactor core cooling for a large spectrum of loss
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of coolant accidents (LOCAs). Each train provides adequate cooling for intermediate 
and large size of line breakage, including the design basis double ended recirculation 
line break, without assistance from any other core stand-by cooling system. In the 
benchmark exercise, the TOP event of the fault tree was defined to be “failure to 
spray water onto the top of the core from both trains”.

3. BENCHMARK EXERCISE PROCEDURE

The results of fault tree analyses may have differences due to divergences in 
fault trees constructed and differences in component failure rate data used. The 
Japanese benchmark exercise is divided into the following three phases in order to 
assess the overall spread of the results obtained by analysis teams and to examine 
the causes of the spread and their effects on the results:

(1) First phase (FY 1988): fau lt tree analysis based on independent boundary 
conditions

In the first place, each analysis team independently establishes boundary condi
tions (hereafter to be called independent boundary conditions) based on the common 
information set about the reference system given by JAERI. Then, each team con
structs a fault tree (hereafter: independent fault tree) based on the independent 
boundary conditions and quantifies it with use of the component failure rate data set 
independently selected (hereafter: independent data set). The results of this phase 
show the overall spread of TOP event occurrence probabilities obtained by analysis 
teams.

(2) Second phase (FY 1989): fault tree analysis based on common boundary 
conditions

First, in this phase, JAERI fixes major boundary conditions common to all the 
analysis teams (hereafter: common boundary conditions). Then, each analysis team 
again constructs a new fault tree (hereafter: intermediate fault tree) according to the 
common boundary conditions and quantifies it with the independent data set prepared 
in the first phase. By comparing the results in this phase with those in the first phase, 
the effects of the differences between the independent and the common boundary 
conditions are clarified.

(3) Third phase (FY 1990) : quantitative analysis o f  reference fau lt tree

JAERI prepares a fault tree and a component failure rate data set to be used 
in common by the analysis teams (hereafter: a reference fault tree and a reference
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▼ Overall ;  Divergences in
Spread уЛ я  Fau)t Trees

Difference T
In Failure Difference in
Data Sets Computer Codes

A - D : Analysis Team
Ma  - MO : Fault Tree based on Independent Boundary Conditions 
M’a  • M'o : Fault Tree based on Common Boundary Conditions 
MR : Reference Fault Tree
Da  • DD : Component Failure Data Set Independently Selected 
Dr : Reference Component Failure Data Set 3̂___________________________

FIG. 2. Strategy of comparative study.

data set, respectively). For the reference fault tree, each analysis team performs its 
evaluation which consists of a first time with the independent data set used in the 
previous phases and a second time with the reference data set. These two results are 
compared to assess the spread stemming from the different component failure rate 
data sets used. Furthermore, each team carries out the quantification of the indepen
dent and intermediate fault trees (constructed in the first and second phases respec
tively) with use of the reference data set. In this phase, therefore, each team obtains 
four sets of analytical results as follows:
(a) quantitative results of the reference fault tree with the reference data set;
(b) quantitative results of the reference fault tree with the independent data set;
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(c) quantitative results of the independent fault tree with the reference data set; and
(d) quantitative results of the intermediate fault tree with the reference data set.

Through comparison of the results obtained in these three phases, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2, differences are identified in both fault tree logical structure and component 
failure rate data, and their respective effects on the analytical results are examined. 
JAERI assesses the overall spread through comparison of the results obtained by 
analysis teams in the first and second phases. JAERI compares the quantitative 
results of the independent and the intermediate fault trees with the reference data set 
to clarify divergences in fault trees constructed by analysis teams and their respective 
effects on the analytical results. In addition, the comparison of the quantitative 
results of the reference fault tree with the independent data set assesses the effects 
of different component failure rate data sets on the results.

On the other hand, each analysis team compares the two quantitative results 
of one fault tree (the independent fault tree or the intermediate fault tree) by using 
both the independent and the reference data sets in order to clarify the effects of 
differences in the component failure rate data set used on the analytical results. By 
comparing the quantitative results of three fault trees (the independent fault tree, the 
intermediate fault tree and the reference fault tree) with the same data set, each team 
examines the effects of divergences in fault tree logical structure on the results.

Through these comparative studies, the causes of spreads in the analytical 
results and their respective magnitudes are examined.

After the above three working phases, JAERI and the analysis teams discuss 
the fault tree analysis procedure focusing on a modelling approach to reduce the 
spread of the results and recommend the best method. JAERI prepares the final 
report describing the results of the Japanese benchmark exercise on fault tree analy
sis as well as the recommended analysis procedure.

4. CURRENT STATUS AND TENTATIVE RESULTS

At this moment, the first and second pahses have already been performed, and 
the results obtained by each analysis team have been compared focusing on the TOP 
event occurrence probability, the number of minimal cut sets (MCSs) and the 
dominant MCSs.

(1) Comparison o f  the firs t phase results

In this phase, each analysis team built an independent fault tree based on the 
boundary conditions independently established and quantified it with the independent 
data set. Figure 3 displays the overall spread of the TOP event occurrence probability 
including point estimate values and 90% confidential uncertainty bands, and Table I
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summarizes the dominant MCSs and the number of MCSs identified in the first 
phase. As is shown in Fig. 3, the uncertainty bands are distributed in the range of 
10-4—10-2. The spread was attributed to the differences in both boundary conditions 
established and the component failure data sets used in the first phase analysis.

As is seen in Table I, the dominant MCSs are significantly different from each 
other. For example, the analysis team A identified the MCSs including an event 
‘strainer plugging’ as dominant. Their total contribution to the TOP event occurrence 
proability is more than 60%. In the analysis by team B, the most dominant MCS was 
identified as ‘simultaneous failure to open of normally closed motor operated valves 
(MOVs) (FCV75-25 and FCV75-53) on the pump discharge line’, which has a small 
contribution of about 1.4%. As for other MCSs, their respective contribution is less 
than 1 % but the MCSs including an event ‘failure to open of normally closed MOVs 
(FCV75-25 or FCV75-53) on the pump discharge line’ are ranked relatively higher. 
The team С result showed that the dominant MCSs related to an event ‘failure to 
function of flow sensor/switch on the pump discharge line’, which caused an 
undesirable event ‘normally open M O V  (FCV75-9 or FCV75-37) on the pump 
minimum flow line fails to close after the rated pump flow has become established’. 
This is based on the assumption that the diverted flow to the suppression pool through 
the minimum flow line would inevitably lead to insufficient flow to the spray 
sparger. The total contribution of these MCSs is more than 30%. In the analysis by 
team D, the MCSs including an event ‘failure to function of pump room cooler’ or 
‘pump local control circuit (LCC) fault’ were identified as dominant ones. The 
contribution of the most dominant MCS, which is ‘simultaneous failure to function 
of pump room coolers’, is small (about 0.9%).

The differences in the TOP event occurrence probability and the dominant 
MCSs are significantly influenced by whether the following aspects are included in 
the analysis or not:

—  system unavailability due to in-service inspection and maintenance;
—  system unavailability due to support system failures; and
—  system unavailability due to failures of components relating to minimum flow 

line.
Failure modes of some components are different from each other, resulting in differ
ent failure rates. Even in the case of the same failure mode, the failure rates used 
in the analyses are not the same because of the different data sources referred to.

(2) Comparison o f  the second phase results

Before reconstructing an intermediate fault tree in this phase, JAERI fixed 
the major boundary conditions of such as treatment of support system failures 
cömmon to all the analysis teams. As is shown in Fig. 4, the uncertainty bands of 
the TOP évent occurrence probability obtained in the second phase overlap in the
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range of 10“3-1 0 ~ 2, except for one result by team C . Th is  is because three teams 

(teams A ,  B , and D )  evaluated the local control circuit fault ( L C C  fault) of pump 

or M O V  apart from  the pump failure or M O V  failure while team С  assumed that 

the L C C  fault was included in the pum p or M O V  failure. B y  comparing the results 

including fault trees, the differences in some boundary conditions, which stemmed 

from  the incompleteness of the common boundary conditions, were identified.

Th e  dominant M C S s  identified in the second phase analysis are listed in 

Table  II . A s  is seen in this table, the dominant M C S s  identified by teams A  and В  

are similar to the respective M C S s  identified in the first phase (fo r example, the 

M C S s  including an event ‘strainer p lugging’ by team A  and the M C S s  including an 

event ‘ failure to open of norm ally closed M O V  (F C V 7 5 -2 5  and/or F C V 7 5 -5 3 ) are 

identified on the pump discharge line’ by team B ) while the relative importances are 

different for the analytical results o f  the first and the second phases. In  the results 

by teams С  and D ,  however, the dominant M C S s relating to an event ‘failure to open 

of norm ally closed M O V  (F C V 7 5 -2 5  and/or F C V 7 5 -5 3 ) on the pump discharge line’ 

and an event ‘pump L C C  fault’ were pointed out because the common boundary 

conditions concerning the treatment o f support system and m inim um  flow line caused 

the dominant M C S s  identified in the first phase to have a smaller contribution in the 

second phase.

Although the uncertainty bands o f the T O P  event occurrence probability 

obtained by the analysis teams A ,  В  and D  overlap, their respective dominant M C S s  

are significantly different. I f  we compare the results obtained by teams В  and D , 

these two teams showed quite different T O P  event occurrence probabilities, despite 

the similar dominant M C S s  identified by them. These differences are attributed to 

both the incompleteness of the common boundary conditions and the different com 

ponent failure rates used. O u r present view  is, however, that the differences in  com 

ponent failure rate data may have more significant contributions to the spread than 

the inconsistent boundary conditions.

(3) Comparison of the results of the first and second phases

Th e  two analytical results in the first and second phases obtained by the same 

team were compared to examine the effects of differences between the independent 

and the com m on boundary conditions. A s is shown in Figs 3 and 4, the uncertainty 

band in the second phase differs from  that in the first phase. In  the analysis by 

team A ,  the inclusion of the system unavailability due to in-service inspec

tion/maintenance made the T O P  event occurrence probability higher than the first 

phase result. A s  for teams В  and D , the T O P  event occurrence probability shifted 

to low er values by changing the boundary conditions concerning treatment o f support 

system failures. Team  С  obtained an uncertainty band with a low er probability 

because the events ‘ failure to function o f flow sensor/switch on the pump discharge
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line’, which composed the dominant MCSs in the first phase result, were excluded 
in the second phase analysis.

5. SUMMARY

This paper describes the procedure and tentative results of the Japanese bench
mark exercise on fault tree analysis. The comparative studies of the results obtained 
by each analysis team could be summarized as follows:

— The analytical results based on the independent boundary conditions have wide 
spreads in the range of 10-4—10-2, which include both the effects of model 
divergences and different component failure rate data.

— The analytical results based on the common boundary conditions overlap in the 
range of 10“3-10~2 except for one team which assumed that the LCC fault 
was included in the pump or MOV failure. The effects of the differences in 
boundary conditions and component failure rate data have not been clarified, 
as yet.

6. FUTURE SCHEDULE

In the second phase, each team performed an analysis based on the common 
boundary conditions fixed by JAERI but some inconsistencies in the boundary condi
tions used in the analysis remain. Therefore, it has not been clarified how such incon
sistent boundary conditions or different component failure rate data sets influence the 
spread of the results. The effects of the different data sets and these inconsistent 
boundary conditions on the results will be clarified quantitatively through the third 
phase study which is in progress and consists of the quantitative analyses using the 
reference fault tree and the reference data set.
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[1] WATANABE, N., KONDO, M., “Japanese benchmark exercise on fault tree 
analysis — procedure and current status” (Proc. 5th Natl Symp. on Probabilistic Safety 
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ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ ВЕРОЯТНОСТНОГО АНАЛИЗА 
БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ К ОЦЕНКЕ ТЕКУЩЕГО УРОВНЯ 
БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ АТОМНОЙ СТАНЦИИ

Н.Ф. БИРЮ КОВА, А.М . БУ КРИ Н С К И Й , Г .И . ГРОЗОВСКИЙ, 
Ю.А. КАМЕНЕВ, A.B. П ЕЧИ Н К И Н
Научно-технический центр по безопасности в промышленности 

и атомной энергетике при ГОСПРОМ АТОМ НАДЗОРЕ СССР, 
Москва,
Союз Советских Социалистических Республик 

Abstract-Аннотация

USE OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT TO EVALUATE THE CURRENT 
SAFETY LEVEL OF A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT.

Application of the fluctuation model of the man-machine system to a nuclear plant is 
considered. The safety rating, which reflects the contribution of incidents of various types to 
the development of a serious accident, is used as a generalized parameter for analysing the 
stability of the plant. A simulation model is developed for this system.

ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ ВЕРОЯТНОСТНОГО АНАЛИЗА БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ К 
ОЦЕНКЕ ТЕКУЩЕГО УРОВНЯ БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ АТОМНОЙ СТАНЦИИ.

Рассматривается применение флуктуационной модели человеко-машинной 
системы к АС. В качестве обобщенного параметра для анализа устойчивости АС 
как самоорганизующейся системы принят рейтинг безопасности, определяющий 
вклад инцидентов различного типа в развитие тяжелой аварии. Для указанной сис
темы разработана имитационная модель.

1. ВВЕДЕНИЕ

Сложность математического описания атомной станции (АС) как 
человеко-машинной системы на всех стадиях жизненного цикла заключа
ется в разработке эволюционной модели, которая является существенно 
нелинейной и неравновесной.

Эволюционная модель должна опираться на серьезные общефизиче
ские основания, так как явления приработки, адаптации к изменившимся 
внутренним или внешним условиям, старения, присущие эволюции, явля
ются фундаментальными свойствами открытой термодинамической 
системы.

Одним из таких оснований может стать выдвинутый Э.С. Бауэром 
в 1930 г. [1] принцип устойчивого неравновесия для живых систем.

73
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Согласно этому принципу открытые системы никогда не бывают в равно

весии и “исполняют за счет своей свободной энергии постоянную работу 

против равновесия, требуемого законами физики и химии при существую

щих внешних условиях”. Несмотря на то, что идеи Бауэра, в основном, 

используют в работах по биологии, в настоящее время они находят все 

больший резонанс в системных исследованиях машин [2] и надежности 

человека [3]. Распространение идей Бауэра на технические системы стало 

возможным после появления работ школы И. Пригожина по термодина

мике необратимых процессов, изучения неравновесных и “диссипативных 

структур” (ДС) [4]. Генетически связанное с этими работами новое науч

ное направление, получившее название “синергетика” [5], делает попытку 

понять природу самоорганизации в неравновесных системах, вывести 

фундаментальные закономерности поведения таких систем.

Диссипативные структуры в человеко-машинных системах имеют 

основной отличительный признак “устойчиво неравновесных” систем: их 

структура позволяет использовать избыток свободной энергии для целе

сообразного совершения человеческих и человеко-машинных взаимо

действий (работы), направленных на поддержание исходного неравновес

ного состояния выполнения своих функций. В частности, для операторов 

это реализуется в виде “поисковой” адаптивной активности — проверки, 

диагностики, техобслуживания (с заменой узлов и оборудования), приоб

ретения опыта, повышения мастерства, изменения инструкций — при 

изменении внутренних или внешних условий.

Вторая составляющая синергетики — теория “динамического 

хаоса” или “стохастического детерминизма” развивается с изучением 

поведения динамических систем, начатого А. Пуанкаре [6], что в настоя

щее время привело к открытию “странных аттракторов”. Со времени 

выхода работ Лоренца [7] выяснилось, что для динамических систем раз

личной природы, в которых число переменнных больше трех, характер

ным фазовым портретом является “странный аттрактор”, т. е. область, 

которую траектории динамической системы заполняют случайным обра

зом, не выходя за ее пределы. Если рассматривать поведение такой сис

темы во времени, то оно выглядит совершенно случайным, несмотря на 

то, что никаких “неучтенных” или “непознанных” факторов, которые в 

обычном понимании считают “источником случайности” в природе, в 

данной системе нет. Для нашей проблемы из этих результатов наиболее 

важный вывод состоит в том, что “хаотическое” или “стохастическое” 

поведение системы, связанное с резким возрастанием уровня флуктуаций, 

является следствием динамики самой системы, а не только реакцией на 

случайные возмущения извне. Этот вывод справедлив для открытых сис

тем любой природы: биосистем, машин, человеко-машинных систем.
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В силу принципа устойчивого неравновесия стохастический режим 
является одним из важных средств адаптации, основой поиска, в резуль
тате которого система находит в “океане хаоса” новые “островки 
неустойчивости’ ’.

С нашей точки зрения, стохастический процесс такого рода является 
универсальным механизмом адаптации, независимо от конкретной при
роды физико-химических или поведенческих процессов, которые его обес
печивают. В любой ситуации, когда человеко-машинная система в силу 
тех или иных причин (переработка, старение, отказы, ошибки персонала, 
изменение нагрузки) попадает на границу небольших отклонений харак
терных параметров (для биосистем —  гомеостаз), при которых не нару
шается ее функционирование (это соответствует одному из “островков 
динамической устойчивости” в континууме разрешенных состояний), 
происходит срыв траектории в область динамической неустойчивости. 
Поведение системы становится стохастическим, резко возрастают флук
туации, которые могут служить, с одной стороны, источником информа
ции о системе, позволяющим отслеживать ее поведение, и, с другой 
стороны, служить ориентиром для выбора управляющего воздействия и 
диагностического параметра. В результате увеличения флуктуаций осу
ществляется “поиск” самой системой необходимых взаимодействий 
между структурами для достижения нового устойчивого неравновесного 
состояния. Это новое состояние может быть связано с новой структурой, 
как это происходит в машине [8], или в биосистеме [9], или с человеко-ма
шинными взаимодействиями. Спектр флуктуаций в этом случае может 
служить инструментом структурного исследования.

2. Ф Л У К Т У А Ц И О Н Н А Я  М О Д Е Л Ь  Ч Е Л О В Е К О - М А Ш И Н Н О Й
С И С Т Е М Ы  АС

Флуктуационная модель человеко-машинной системы может быть 
выражена схемой, представленной на Рис. 1, и сформулирована следую
щим образом:
1. В устойчиво неравновесных человеко-машинных системах существует 
дискретный спектр “областей устойчивости”. В этих областях соотноше
ния между множеством авторегуляторных подсистем с обратными свя
зями (например: отказы —  техобслуживание (ремонт), ошибки операто
ров —  облучение (изменение инструкций), рекламации на поставки —  от
ветственность) гармонически согласованы вплоть до границы области 
устойчивости.
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С т р у к т у р а

Ч е л овечески е
вза и м о д е й стви я

Ч е л о в е к о -м а ш и н н ы е
в заи м од ей стви я

РИС. 1. Флуктуационная модель человеко-машинной системы.

2. Если под влиянием внутренних или внешних факторов система попа
дает на границу области устойчивости, поведение системы становится 
стохастическим, случайным, что обеспечивает “поисковый” режим пове
дения. Если “поиск” увенчается успехом, система находит новые условия 
динамики: новая структура, измененные человеческие и человеко-машин
ные взаимодействия, которые обеспечивают устойчивое неравновесное 
состояние, т. е. происходит адаптация.
3. Возрастание флуктуаций характерных (маркерных) параметров, связан
ное с “поисковым” режимом, может служить как для оценки (диагнос
тики) состояния, так и для выбора управляющего воздействия.

Флуктуационная модель была применена при исследованиях пере
ходных динамических процессов в машине и адаптации человека. Как 
отдельно рассматриваемые машина и человек, так и человеко-машинная 
система обладают иерархической структурой механизмов регуляции и 
управления. Нижние уровни иерархии человеко-машинной системы 
(ЧМС) заполнены несвязанными авторегуляторными механизмами узлов 
машин (например, в трибосистемах —  зоны пластичности, в электронных 
схемах —  элементы с обратными связями) и механизмов физиологической 
авторегуляции человека (на уровнях клеток, органов, организма).

К верхним уровням иерархии Ч М С  следует отнести авторегулятор- 
ные связанные механизмы регуляции и управления человеко-машинных 
взаимодействий, взаимоотношений. На атомной станции к верхним уров
ням иерархии можно также отнести механизмы регуляции и управления 
систем безопасности, поведенческих реакций персонала при аварии.

Считая организм человека абсолютно надежным в нормальных 
условиях эксплуатации АС, на нижних уровнях иерархии процесс функцио
нирования (в переходном и стационарном режимах) может быть пред
ставлен как формирование оптимального, с точки зрения минимума 
свободной энергии, набора диссипативных источников (фаз), одни из 
которых исчезают вследствие потери энергии, другие увеличиваются за 
счет исчезающих, так как лучше используют поток энергии.
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На первой стадии любого переходного процесса происходит самоор
ганизация видов и количества источников диссипации, что на верхних 
уровнях сопровождается ростом скорости (производства) энтропии и 
соответственно флуктуациями маркерных параметров системы.

На второй стадии происходит перераспределение диссипативных 
потоков между источниками и внутри них. На верхних уровнях иерархии 
это сопровождается уменьшением производства энтропии и флуктуаций 
до уровня, соответствующего минимальной скорости изменения энтро
пии. Таким образом, фундаментальное свойство открытых термодинами
ческих систем, к которым можно отнести человеко-машинную систему —  
атомную станцию, заключающееся в изменениях энтропии в переходных 
процессах, может быть описано флуктуациями маркерного параметра во 
времени.

Существование маркерного параметра вытекает из способности сис
темы к самоорганизации, которая обусловлена как физической разновид
ностью ее элементов и обратных связей между ними, так и наличием 
регуляторных механизмов, обеспечивающих устойчивое неравновесное 
состояние.

Роль флуктуационных эффектов в переходных процессах весьма зна
чительна. В открытых системах флуктуации влияют на процессы самоор
ганизации в них, а эти процессы в силу обратной связи в нелинейных 
ЧМС, в свою очередь, существенно влияют на характеристики флуктуа
ций. Математическим описанием величины флуктуаций могут служить 
корреляционные моменты второго порядка (дисперсии). Характерные 
времена жизни или частота флуктуаций могут быть определены через 
автокорреляционную функцию и спектральную плотность S(f). Усреднен
ным значением спектральной плотности в области fmax — fm¡n (где fmax = 
= 1/At, fmin = 1/T, At — дискретность регистрации маркерного параметра, 
Т —  интервал времени, в течение которого наблюдаемый параметр 
можно считать стационарным) может служить дисперсия параметра

а2 = S(f) • Af,

где <т2 является характеристикой интенсивности “вклада” подсистем 
ЧМС в наблюдаемом частотном диапазоне.

Дисперсия случайной величины параметра, распределенного по неко
торому закону (например, нормальному), непосредственно связана с веро
ятностью достижения случайной величиной некоторого критического 
значения, при котором возможен срыв авторегуляции ЧМС —  тяжелая 
авария с плавлением зоны. С этой точки зрения дисперсия и коэффициент 
вариации могут служить мерой текущего уровня безопасности АС.
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Основываясь на закономерностях переходных процессов открытых 
систем, можно утверждать, что универсальной особенностью ЧМС в 
переходных процессах является увеличение флуктуаций маркерного пара
метра (система “раскачивается”), в результате чего средние значения 
изменяются макроскопически заметным образом. Адаптация к изменив
шимся условиям может произойти при таком увеличении корреляцион
ных взаимодействий (дисперсий), что осуществится “включение” новых 
подсистем, необходимых для достижения устойчивого неравновесного 
состояния. Этот переход можно наблюдать по уменьшению корреляцион
ных взаимодействий (дисперсий) с прохождением через точку максимума 
и установлением их стационарных значений.

Таким образом, существо метода определения длительности пере
ходного процесса адаптации состоит в измерении флуктуаций маркерного 
параметра и вычислении “в реальном времени” дисперсии флуктуаций 
параметра в зависимости от времени.

Возможны несколько вариантов:
1. Дисперсия флуктуаций увеличивается без достижения максимума. Это 
означает, что система не адаптируется (неустойчивость возрастает) при 
существующих условиях.
2. Дисперсия флуктуаций достигает максимума в некоторый момент вре
мени, после чего незначительно уменьшается. Это означает, что процесс 
адаптации не закончен и предпринятые корректирующие меры к лучшим 
результатам привести не могут.
3. Дисперсия колеблется и характерный максимум дисперсии выделить 
невозможно. Это значит, что процесс адаптации приобретает долговре
менный характер.
4. Наблюдается характерный максимум дисперсии, что означает завер
шенную адаптацию.

Эволяция ЧМС может быть представлена как непрерывная адапта
ция к изменяющимся внутренним условиям: отказам оборудования и 
ошибкам персонала. Такое предположение позволяет прогнозировать 
динамику ЧМС, контролируя маркерный параметр на больших интерва
лах времени, считая режим функционирования стационарным. Критери
ями устойчивости функционирования ЧМС в стационарном режиме могут 
быть дисперсия и коэффициент вариации, исходя из изложенных выше 
сообщений.

Не менее актуальной считается задача выбора маркерных парамет
ров. Их правильный выбор во многом определяет эффективность про
гноза безопасности.
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Для AC маркерный параметр должен характеризовать функциони
рование следующих связанных авторегуляторных механизмов верхних 
уровней иерархии:
—  нарушение на АС —  техобслуживание по состоянию (ремонты);
—  стабильность функционирования —  подбор персонала смены, повы
шение мастерства, знаний и т. д.;

—  отказы оборудования —  диагностика;
—  ошибки персонала —  извлечение уроков, руководство, инструкции;
—  развитие нарушения —  человеко-машинные взаимодействия;
—  отказы оборудования —  рекламации на поставку, изменение проект
ной и конструкторской документации, входные испытания на АС.
Маркерным параметром, характеризующим текущий уровень без

опасности АС, может быть принят рейтинг безопасности АС-R, имею
щий функциональную зависимость от ожидамой частоты тяжелых 
аварий. Такой выбор маркерного параметра определяется возможностью 
учета влияния на безопасность любых, в том числе и разнородных факто
ров: массовость независимых отказов или ошибок персонала, отказы по 
общим причинам, повторяемость отказов или ошибок персонала.

3. ДИНАМИКА РЕЙТИНГА БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ АС
Рейтингом безопасности АС определим [10] суммарную ожидаемую 

частоту следующего совместного события: тяжелой аварии и всех зафик
сированных на текущий момент времени нарушений на рассматриваемом 
энергоблоке (ЭБ). Таким образом, динамика рейтинга зависит от частоты 
возникновения нарушений и от их “тяжести” и, следовательно, может 
характеризовать степень рпасности возникновения тяжелой аварии (ТА). 

В основном все виды нарушений можно разделить на три группы:
1. Нарушения, заключающиеся либо в возникновении только некоторого 
исходного события (ИС), либо ИС и цепочки событий, вызванных этим 
ИС. Ни в том, ни в другом случае не потребовалось срабатывания аварий
ной защиты.
2. Нарушение, либо “дошедшее” только до исходного события аварии 
(ИСА), либо “продвинувшееся” дальше ИСА в направлении ТА.
3. Скрытые нарушения в системах безопасности.

Предположим, что все ИСА разделены на 8 групп, для которых 
известна частота со(ТА, HCAj) возникновения совместного события тяже
лой аварии и ИСА из j-ой группы (j = 1,...,8). На практике мы можем 
использовать лишь проектное значение этой частоты.
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Нетрудно показать, что частота со(ТА, ИСА|) равна частоте «(ТА, 
HCj) совместного события возникновения тяжелой аварии и любого из 
ИС, которые могут развиться в ИСА j-ro типа, т. е.

со(ТА, HCj) = «(ТА, ИСА}) .

Пусть «(ИС^ —  это частота ИС, которые могут развиться в ИСА j- 
го типа на рассматриваемом ЭБ.

Если предположить, что известно истинное значение частоты 
со (HCj), то тогда может быть определена условная вероятность 
P(TA/HCj) тяжелой аварии при условии возникновения ИС, которые мо
гут развиться в ИСА j-ro типа, так как

(W = Р(ТА/ИСр - HC¿ - “-(ТА' HCAJ> . (,)1 u(HC¡) »(HCj)

Как уже отмечалось выше, все нарушения первой группы можно раз
делить на две подгруппы:

(a) нарушения, заключающиеся в возникновении ИС без дальнейшего 
развития аварии;

(b) после ИС реализовалась аварийная последовательность, не 
потребовавшая включения систем безопасности.

Поэтому условную вероятность /Зис. = Р(ТА/ИСр можно разделить 
на две составляющие:

N i N| + N 2

0HCj = D  Р,(ТА/ИС;К) + £  P2(TA/HCjK)
К = I К = Nj + 1

ИЛИ

£  Р,(ТА/ИС]К) £  Р2(ТА/ИС]К)
К  =  I К  =  N , +  I

1 = -------------------------+

N2
^ M C j  +  Ï M C j  =  S m C j  +  ^  ^ H C j K  ’ 

K =  1

(2 )
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где N, —  проектное число наблюдаемых на рассматриваемом ЭБ нару
шений, относящихся к первой подгруппе; N2 —  проектное число наблю
даемых на ЭБ нарушений второй подгруппы; P,(TA/HCjK) —  условная 
вероятность ТА при условии возникновения “непродвинутых” ИС i-й 
подгруппы нарушений (i = 1, 2), которые могут развиться в ИСА j-й 
группы. Тогда наблюдаемое значение доли рейтинга от ИС, не получив
ших дальнейшего развития, равно

m

R h c  =  Yj ^ MCj ^ MCj ^ H C j ’ j = i
где 1ис. —  наблюдаемая частота ИС, которые могли бы развиться в 
HCAj-ro типа (j = l,...,m), а суммирование осуществляется по всем типам 
ИСА, т. е. по всем видам ИС.

В формуле (2) P2(TA/HCjK) —  условная вероятность, относящаяся к 
“непродвинутому” ИС второй подгруппы. Следовательно, получила раз
витие аварийная последовательность, вероятность возникновения кото
рой обозначим через Pnp(HCjK). Таким образом, вероятность ТА при 
условии возникновения К-го ИС второй подгруппы будет равна 
Р2(ТА/ИС|К)/Рпр(ИС|К), а соответствующая доля рейтинга от ИС второй 
подгруппы

m  N 2  7м г -

R í i c  =  ¿  I h c j  f r í C j  ¿  p  ( И с  x •j = l К = 1

Для всех ИС, не потребовавших срабатывания аварийной защиты, 
рейтинг может быть выражен в виде

m /  ^ 2  у*

Rhc = ^ncj Ihcj Í £hc¡ + Yj
j = i к= , PnP(HCjK)

Аналогичное выражение можно получить и для RMca —  доли рей
тинга от возникновения ИСА:

ш /  Щ  'УИС

КИСА = Y j  ĤCAj 0HCAj f  SmCAj + ^

j = l K  =  , Pnp(HCjK)
На практике вместо истинных значений частот ш(ТА, HCAj) и 

oj(HCj) в формуле (1) берутся соответственно проектное значение
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частоты и усредненная по всем ЭБ данного типа наблюдаемая частота 
ИС, которые могли бы привести к ИСА j-ro типа, т. е.

1 LÛcp(MCj) = -  Е  I¡(HCj), (3)
i = 1

где L —  число ЭБ данного типа; I*(HCj) —  число ИС, наблюдавшихся на 
i-м ЭБ за весь контролируемый период, которые могли бы привести к 
ИСА j-ro типа; I¡(HCj) —  число ИС, отнесенных экспертом к j-му типу 
ИСА.

Пусть P(I|/jCj) —  плотность распределения вероятностей случайной 
величины 1*(ИС|), а Р —  вероятность правильной оценки экспертом типа 
ИСА (j = 1,...,8) для каждого ИС. Тогда математическое ожидание 
оценки (3) будет равно

1 L - L

M[ô)cp(HCj)] = -  £  M[I¡(HCj)] = -  £  PjMHCj) .
i = i i = i

Предполагая, что для всех ЭБ данного типа справедливо

w¡(HCj) = const Vi, i = 1,...,L,
получим

M[ûcp(HCj)] = Pj-w(HCj) ,

т. e. оценка имеет тем большее смещение, чем ниже квалификация экс
перта.

Соответственно, дисперсия оценки (3):

DIÜepíHCj)] = J -Р ? D(IMC.) ,

где D(IMCj) —  дисперсия случайной величины I*(HCj) (предполагается, 
что распределения P¡(Inc) всех блоков данного типа имеют одинаковые 
дисперсии).
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ТАБЛИЦА I. ПРОЕКТНАЯ ЧАСТОТА R(j) ВОЗНИКНОВЕНИЯ ТЯЖЕ
ЛОЙ АВАРИИ ПРИ ПОЯВЛЕНИИ ИСА j-ro ТИПА

Номер группы 
ИСА

Наименование ИСА Средняя частота R(j) 
ИСА (1/год)

1 Обесточение АС 1,6 Е-4

2 Нарушения в нормальных 
системах отвода тепла по 
Il-му контуру

5,3 Е-4

3 Разрыв паропроводов или 
трубопроводов питательной 
воды парогенераторов в не- 
отсекаемых частях

1,7 Е-7

4 Разрыв парового коллектора 5,0 Е-6

5 Малая течь 6,5 Е-5

6 Средняя течь 6,8 Е-6

7 Большая течь 1,0 Е-6

8 Течь из I-го контура во И-й 1,5 Е-4

Формула вычисления рейтинга безопасности в приближении учета 
только “непродвинутых” нарушений за контролируемый период времени 
для конкретного ЭБ имеет вид:

К: = " £ м И С ^ ис, =  2 , К И С Р . ^ » > - ,
j = l j = l

где ü)np(TA, HCAj) —  проектные значения частоты (ТА, HCAj), j =
В Табл. I приведены проектные данные для этих частот, которые были 
использованы для вычисления рейтинга безопасности энергоблоков типа 
ВВЭР-1000. Частота ¿оср(ИС̂ ) определяется в соответствии с выражением
(3). Таким образом, коэффициент является константой для всех ЭБ рас
сматриваемого типа (в данном случае ВВЭР-1000).
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Месяцы

РИС. 2. Зависимость среднеквадратического отклонения <xR¡ (CKO) и матема
тического ожидания Ri (Мат.ож.) флуктуаций рейтинга Ri от времени для 1-го 
энергоблока Балаковской АС:--Мат.ож.; — СКО

Месяцы

РИС. 3. Зависимость среднеквадратического отклонения âRi (СКО) и матема
тического ожидания Ri (Мат.ож.) флуктуаций рейтинга Ri от времени для 1-го 
энергоблока Южноукраинской АС:--Мат.ож.; — СКО.
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f
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РИС. 4. Зависимость спектральной плотности S(f) рейтинга от частоты f: 
---------- (1 9 8 6 -1 9 8 7 ); ---------------( i 986-1988); ; --------  (1986-1989).

Величина рейтинга R¡ безопасности является случайной. Поэтому 
для обработки результатов применяется аппарат математической стати
стики. В качестве статистических характеристик рейтинга были рассмот
рены его математическое ожидание, среднеквадратическое отклонение 
(СКО) и спектральная плотность S(f).

Рассматривая значение рейтинга, вычисленного за месяц, как флук
туации маркерного параметра, можно проанализировать динамику АС во 
времени.

Статистические характеристики маркерного параметра —  рейтинга 
вычислялись методом “скользящего окна” шириной в 12 месяцев.

На Рис. 2 приведены графики зависимости среднеквадратичного от
клонения и математического ожидания рейтинга от времени (1986— 
1989 гг.) для первого ЭБ Балаковской АС. Медленное возрастание СКО с 
1986 г. по 1989 г. и резкий пик в 1989 г. могут быть объяснены тем, что 
предпринимаемые меры по повышению устойчивости функционирования 
АС успеха не имели. И несмотря на то, что математическое ожидание рей
тинга в 1987 г. и 1988 г. было меньше, чем в 1986 г., сохранялась тенден
ция к росту СКО, что привело к потере устойчивости функционирования.
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Анализ был проведен ретроспективно и подтвержден тем, что первый ЭБ 
Балаковской АС был остановлен на ремонт в течение 1990 г. В дальней
шем будут проведены исследования по оценке устойчивости ЭБ после 
ремонта.

Пример успешной адаптации на первом ЭБ Южноукраинской АС 
приведен на Рис. 3. Первое снижение СКО наблюдается в конце 1987 г. 
Очевидно, принятые меры были недостаточны для приведения ЭБ в 
устойчивое состояние. Потребовалась некоторая “раскачка” авторегуля- 
торных систем, которую можно наблюдать по максимуму СКО в конце 
1988 г. После этого изменилась структура ЧМС, необходимая для устой
чивого состояния ЭБ.

Идентификация авторегуляторных механизмов, участвующих в 
переходных процессах, осуществляется по графику спектральной плот
ности S(f). На Рис. 4 приведен график спектральной плотности флуктуа
ций рейтинга первого ЭБ Балаковской АС. Основной пик S(f) приходится 
на период Т = 120 дней. Такая периодичность изменения рейтинга может 
быть объяснена тем, что периодичность ремонта, составляет половину 
календарного года —  120 дней. Очевидно, недостаточное проведение 
техобслуживания по состоянию, планирование замены и ремонта обору
дования с периодом 120 дней привели к потере устойчивого состояния ЭБ, 
рассогласованию связей с другими авторегуляторными механизмами, в 
результате чего потребовалась остановка ЭБ на длительный срок.

Подтверждением правильности выбора маркерного параметра 
может служить Рис. 5. Здесь приведены диаграммы рейтинга R¡, коэффи
циента использования установленной мощности Киум и числа нарушений 
на различных ЭБ АС ВВЭР-1000 за 1989 г. Имеется хорошая корреляция 
между этими параметрами безопасности.

4. СТАТИСТИЧЕСКОЕ МОДЕЛИРОВАНИЕ РЕЙТИНГА
Для вычисления рейтинга безопасности обычно используют два 

метода. Первый —  прямой статистический метод —  основан на статисти
ческом анализе наблюдений тяжелых аварий. Однако применение этого 
метода затруднено в связи с тем, что тяжелая авария является критиче
ским событием и ее вероятность на современных высоконадежных АС 
чрезвычайно мала. Второй —  вероятностный метод —  использует веро
ятностные характеристики отдельных узлов АС, которые, как правило, 
определяются на основе экспертных оценок и обычно далеки от своих 
истинных значений; имеющиеся статистические данные используются при 
этом не в полном объеме и далеко не лучшим образом.
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Избавиться от недостатков обоих методов нахождения вероятности 
тяжелой аварии позволяет введение рейтинга безопасности энергоблока 
АС [10], тесно связанного с частотой тяжелых аварий и практически пол
ностью использующего как имеющиеся статистические данные, так и раз
работанные экспертные оценки. Для определения рейтинга безопасности 
заметим, что при вычислении частоты тяжелой аварии необходимо рас
смотреть все возможные исходные события на АС и проследить возмож
ные пути их развития (граф аварийной последовательности) с учетом 
срабатывания и отказов систем нормальной эксплуатации и систем без
опасности, функционирование которых предусмотрено проектом. Неко
торые из этих путей приведут к тяжелым авариям. Вероятность 
реализации таких путей и определит вклад в риск тяжелой аварии соот
ветствующих исходных событий. Ожидаемая частота конечных состоя
ний получается как произведение частоты исходных событий на 
вероятности всех промежуточных переходов по путям развития аварии.

Исследование особенностей поведения рейтинга по данным эксплуа
тации затруднено из-за того, что на практике приходится проводить ста
тистическую оценку вероятности редких событий. По этой же причине 
вызывает затруднение формирование допустимых границ изменения рей
тинга в реальных процессах, сопровождающихся потерей устойчивости 
человеко-машинных взаимодействий и требующих особого внимания 
надзора.

Для подтверждения статистических выводов, а также в других зада
чах статистического анализа безопасности энергоблока АС может быть 
использована имитационная модель рейтинга безопасности.

Модель использует представление графа аварийной последователь
ности в виде иерархической структуры состояний, причем каждое состоя
ние принадлежит определенному уровню иерархии и при развитии 
аварийного события возможны переходы только в состояния следующего 
уровня (Рис. 6). Обозначим число уровней иерархической структуры N +1, 
причем (N ■+ 1)-й уровень состоит всего из одного состояния, соответ
ствующего тяжелой аварии.

Каждому i-му состоянию n-го уровня соответствует интенсивность 
X in возникновения событий, заключающихся в том, что аварийная после
довательность начинает развиваться именно с этого состояния, или 
интенсивность исходного события в этом состоянии. Дальнейшее разви
тие аварийной последовательности происходит в соответствии с вероят
ностями P¡jn перехода из состояния i уровня n в состояние j уровня n + 1. 
Всюду в дальнейшем будем предполагать (и это предположение для 
современных высоконадежных АС выполняется), что Pÿn малы. Такое 
предположение, практически не влияющее на точность моделирования, 
позволяет несколько упростить вычислительные алгоритмы и уменьшить
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РИС. 6. График аварийной последовательности в виде иерархической структуры 
состояний.

объем вычислений. В связи с тем, что вероятности Pÿn малы и для них 
трудно получить достоверные статистические оценки, реально при опре
делении рейтинга безопасности используют не Pÿn, а их экспертные 
оценки P,jn, которые, вообще говоря, могут существенно отличаться от 
истинных значений Руп.

Разработанная имитационная модель позволяет:
—  вычислять полную интенсивность ojm появления состояния уровня 

п. Поскольку P¡jn малы, то coin практически совпадает с интенсивностью 
события, заключающегося в появлении аварийной последовательности, 
заканчивающейся в состоянии i уровня п;

—  вычислять условные рейтинги Rin и R*, состояния i уровня п. 
Здесь под условным рейтингом понимается вероятность того, что из 
состояния i уровня n аварийная последовательность достигает уровня 
N + 1, т. е. разовьется в тяжелую аварию. При этом при определении Rin 
используются точные значения вероятностей Pÿn, а при определении R*,
—  их экспертные оценки P¡j„;

—  вычислять средние значения mn и ш„ и дисперсии <52 и ô„* рейти
нга безопасности при условии того, что наблюдения производятся только 
за состояниями не выше уровня n (n = 1,...,N + 1). Естественно mN+1, 
m¡sj+1, ¿n+i и Ôn+i представляют собой средние и дисперсии общего рей
тинга безопасности, вычисленного по всем состояниям n по точным зна
чениям вероятностей Pÿn или их экспертным оценкам P*jn;

—  проводить моделирование динамического поведения рейтингов 
безопасности г и г* на заданном временном интервале Т для трех вариан
тов А, В и С его определения (Рис. 7). В варианте А общий временной 
интервал Т состоит из отдельных одинаковых подинтервалов длины t0
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Т Время (годы)

=4--------
Т Время (годы)

Т Время (годы)

РИС. 7. Моделирование динамического поведения рейтингов безопасности г и г *  
на заданном временном интервале Т.

и значение рейтинга безопасности последовательно моделируется на каж
дом из этих подинтервалов (“последовательный рейтинг”). В варианте В 
(“плавающий рейтинг”) рейтинг безопасности определяется усреднением 
по нескольким временным подинтервалам, т. е. по перемещающемуся 
“окну”. При этом смоделированное на каждом подинтервале значение 
рейтинга безопасности учитывается в нескольких “окнах”. Естественно, 
в варианте В наряду с Т и ̂  задается длина “окна”, т. е. число подинтер
валов, по которым производится усреднение. Наконец, в варианте С 
(“общий рейтинг”), рейтинг безопасности в момент It,, вычисляется 
усреднением по его значениям на всех предшествующих подинтервалах 
длины tQ. Во всех трех вариантах моделируются одновременно значения 
рейтингов безопасности, полученные как по истинным вероятностям Pijn, 
так и по экспертным оценкам Р*п, что позволяет проводить их сравни
тельный анализ. Кроме того, в вариантах В и С вычисляются также выбо
рочные дисперсии и средние квадратичные отклонения рейтингов 
безопасности от своих средних значений. Отметим, что при моделирова
нии не учитывается время проведения восстановительных работ, посколь
ку им можно пренебречь по сравнению с временами между появлениями 
состояний соответствующих типов.

Выпишем основные формулы, по которым производится модели
рование.

Вычисление полной интенсивности «in появления состояния i уровня 
n производится рекуррентно по n от 1 до N + 1 по формуле
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Вычисление условных рейтингов R ¡„ и R*n осуществляется рекур- 
рентно по n от N + 1 до 1 по формулам:

R ¡, N + 1 =  R ¡.  N + 1 =  1>

К„ + 1
R in  =  ^  P ÿ n  R j .n  +  1)

j  =  l

Средние значения mn и m* рейтинга безопасности при условии, что 
наблюдаются состояния не выше уровня п, имеют вид:

n K m n K m

Y j  ^ im  R ¡m » m n R im  •

m =  J i =  I m =  I i -  1

Дисперсии a\ и ст„* рейтинга безопасности (построенного по базо
вому интервалу в 1 год) определяются выражениями:

n K m n K m

° l -  E  E  " i -  * 2 -  «Г  -  E  E  “ »  < r ; j í  ■
m =  I i =  1 m =  1 i =  1

Моделирование рейтингов безопасности г и r* на интервале длины Т 
в случае “последовательного рейтинга” осуществляется следующим 
образом. Сначала для каждого состояния i уровня n моделируется пуассо- 
новский поток интенсивности a>¡„ появления этих состояний и определя
ются числа их появления §inl на каждом подинтервале длины to, а затем 
рейтинги безопасности вычисляются на 1-м интервале по формулам:

N + 1 Кп Ы + 1 Кп

ri = ~~ ^  Yj  ^in| ^ ¡n’ г‘ = Е  É  ^ini ^ in '
°  n = l  ¡ = I  n = l  i =  l

Моделирование рейтингов безопасности в случае “плавающего 
рейтинга” осуществляется так же, как и в предыдущем случае, за исклю
чением того, что производится дополнительное усреднение по длине 
“окна”. Выборочные дисперсии и средние квадратичные отклонения 
определяются по стандартным для этих характеристик формулам.

кп + 1

R¿ -  Е  Р
1 = 1

D *
ijn  *4 , П +  1
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Наконец, в варианте “общего рейтинга” выбрана логарифмическая 
шкала времени, в которой с увеличением текущего момента времени уве
личиваются времена между последовательными моментами наблюдений. 
Это связано с тем, что для появления событий высших уровней необхо
димо очень большое время моделирования. Сам процесс моделирования 
производится аналогично, но с дополнительной модификацией: если 
интенсивность сош появления состояния i уровня n для двух соседних 
моментов наблюдений больше некоторого то число появлений этого 
состояния моделируется с помощью нормальной аппроксимации, вытека
ющей из центральной предельной теоремы, если же больше а>(2), то, 
вообще, заменяется постоянным числом wjn на основании закона боль
ших чисел.

Программная реализация модели произведена на ПЭВМ, совмести
мой с IBM PC, на языке С. Она предусматривает возможность коррекции 
графа состояний с помощью выкидывания отдельных состояний или даже 
целых уровней. Это позволяет, с одной стороны, более реально описы
вать объект исследования, поскольку иногда невозможно точно опреде
лить то состояние, на котором остановилась аварийная ситуация, с 
другой стороны, моделировать графы аварийной последовательности, не 
имеющие иерархической структуры.

В настоящее время проводится работа по усовершенствованию пред
ложенной модели. Основное направление этой работы —  учет возмож
ности изменения параметров модели с течением времени. Такие измене
ния могут быть связаны с износом или, наоборот, модернизацией обору
дования, повышением квалификации обслуживающего персонала, сезон
ными изменениями условий функционирования АС и т. д.

Динамические изменения параметров модели предлагается учиты
вать с помощью введения зависимости Xin, Pÿn и Р*п от времени. Простей
шими примерами таких зависимостей являются линейная, квадратичная, 
экспоненциальная, синусоидальная модели. Предполагается также разра
ботать модели, допускающие изменения параметров, описываемые неко
торыми случайными процессами. Примером такого описания может 
служить представление Pÿn экспоненциальной функцией от многомерного 
нормального процесса, при этом одномерные значения вероятностей P¡jn 
будут распределены по логнормальному закону.

Предполагается также дополнительно увеличить и набор моделируе
мых характеристик (например, моделировать поведение корреляционной 
функции, спектральной плотности и т. д.).

Все это, вместе взятое, позволит опробовать на имитационной 
модели различные способы статистической обработки рейтинга безопас
ности в целях дальнейшего усовершенствования вероятностных методов 
анализа безопасности энергоблока АС.
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Разработана флуктуационная модель человеко-машинной системы, 
которая применена к ЭБ АС.

Эволюцию ЭБ можно представить в виде непрерывной адаптации к 
изменяющимся внутренним условиям (отказам и ошибкам персонала).

Если дисперсия маркерного параметра постоянна во времени, ЭБ 
находится в устойчивом состоянии. Коэффициент вариации служит в 
этом случае характеристикой степени устойчивости ЭБ.

Адаптация ЭБ к изменившимся условиям проходит успешно, если 
дисперсия маркерного параметра достигает максимума, а затем уменьша
ется. Если дисперсия увеличивается без достижения максимума, то адап
тация проходит безуспешно. Принятых мер недостаточно.

Для оценки эксплуатационной безопасности ЭБ с помощью флуктуа- 
ционной модели за маркерный параметр принят рейтинг безопасности 
ЭБ, который характеризует частоту тяжелой аварии.

Методология оценки рейтинга безопасности с помощью флуктуаци- 
онной модели была применена для анализа устойчивости ЭБ АС.

Идентификация авторегуляторных механизмов верхних уровней 
иерархии ЧМС ЭБ была проведена по анализу спектральной плотности 
флуктуаций рейтинга.

Разработана имитационная модель рейтинга безопасности, позво
ляющая:

—  вычислять полную интенсивность появления исходных событий в 
иерархической ЧМС с n уровнями;

—  вычислять условные рейтинги и конечные состояния системы с n 
уровнями.
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ROLE OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY CRITERIA IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

SAFETY.
The IAEA is developing a set of documents to be published in the Safety Series on 

procedures for conducting PSAs in NPPs. One of these documents addresses the role of 
probabilistic safety criteria (PSCs) in NPP safety and proposes a framework for its utilization. 
The paper discusses the approach proposed in the IAEA document for PSC which is based 
on three regions of differing levels of risk. The three regions may be taken to refer to any 
undesirable event (e.g. frequency of core damage, individual risk of death or social risk of 
death). In the uppermost region the level of risk is judged to be so high as to make the practice 
or activity unacceptable whatever the benefits. In the lowest region the level of risk is judged 
to be sufficiently low as to be broadly acceptable. In the intermediate region the level of risk 
is acceptable subject to an overriding requirement that all reasonable practicable measures 
have been taken to reduce the risk or that the benefit is sufficiently high that this level of risk 
may be acceptable. The benefits of such a framework are that it provides an immediate indica
tion of what is clearly acceptable and/or unacceptable and provides an effective means of 
directing both designers’ and regulators’ efforts to areas where further resources could be allo
cated to achieve further risk reduction. It also avoids PSCs being viewed as absolute go/no-go 
rules and the associated ‘number crunching syndrome’. This approach is finding increasing 
acceptance worldwide and was already proposed in the United Kingdom and adopted in the 
Netherlands. Specific numerical criteria are presented as targets or order of magnitude aspira
tion for individual risk, core melt and large release frequencies. The lack of international con
sensus on criteria for societal risk and the limitation on the frequency of large releases as a 
surrogate criteria are discussed. The paper also discusses the extent to which compliance with 
PSC can provide assurance of plant safety and the potential use of PSCs in operational safety.

1. INTRODUCTION

All activities have an associated risk — defined as a measure of the probability 
and consequences of resultant undesirable events. Risk can be assessed and managed, 
but never eliminated. Indeed, zero risk cannot be achieved even if the activity itself 
is eliminated. In many cases it simply leads to risk transfer and this is an important 
concept in risk assessment and management. The increased radon level in houses

95
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TABLE I. RISKS TO INDIVIDUALS IN NEW SOUTH WALES 
(Adapted from Ref. [1])

Voluntary risks (average to those who take the risk) Chances of fatality per 
million person-years

Smoking (20 cigarettes/day)
— all effects 5000
— all cancers 2000
— lung cancers 1000

Drinking alcohol (average for all drinkers) 
— all effects 380
— alcoholism and alcoholic cirrhosis 115

Swimming 50
Playing rugby football 30
Owning firearms 30

Transportation risks (average for travellers)

Travelling by motor vehicle 145
Travelling by train 30
Travelling by aeroplane 

— accidents 10

Risks averaged over the whole population

Cancers from all causes
— total 1800
— lung 380

Air pollution from burning coal to generate electricty 0.07-300
Being at home

— accidents in the home 110
Accidental falls 60
Pedestrians being struck by motor vehicles 35
Homicide 20
Accidental poisoning 

— total 18
— venomous animals and plants 0.1

Fires and accidental bums 10
Electrocution (non-industrial) 3
Falling objects 3
Therapeutic use of drugs 2
Cataclysmic storms and storm floods 0.2
Lightning strikes 0.1
Meteorite strikes 0.001
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resulting from reduced air ventilation and better home insulation is an example of 
risk transfer related to energy saving.

In going about their daily lives, individuals continuously assess situations and 
make decisions on whether the risk associated with a particular action is justified. 
Such decisions are mostly made under conditions of uncertainty and involve value 
judgements which normally cannot be explicitly expressed in terms of quantitative 
criteria. This is often the case when the risk is of a voluntary nature, i.e. it is taken 
as a free choice (e.g. smoking, downhill skiing). On the other hand when the 
individual cannot fully choose to avoid exposure to risk, this situation is termed as 
involuntary (e.g. natural disasters, large industrial accidents) and the decision 
making process needs to be made more explicit through the use of quantitative data. 
Moreover, people are generally willing to expose themselves to quite a different 
level of risk, depending on whether it is of a voluntary or non-voluntary nature. 
Table I indicates a range of various risks to which people are exposed as the result 
of various activities.

The increased societal awareness of the need to protect the environment, the 
complexity of modern industries and their potential to cause accidents of large conse
quences are factors related to involuntary risks. Decisions involving these issues are 
often dominated by emotional arguments. Therefore, a rational decision making 
process requires the establishment of a consistent framework with standards to 
express the desired level of safety.

Probabilistic safety criteria (PSCs), which are quantitative expressions for the 
probability of occurrence of an undesirable event within a given period of time, can 
play the role of such standards. Probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs), on the other 
hand, can provide various quantitative estimates of risk and safety insights into plant 
design and operational weaknesses.

2. PSC USAGE

The use of PSCs is not new. In the aeronautical industry it dates from the early 
1950s and the international regulations for flight safety are probabilistic in nature. 
Table II depicts these criteria.

The safety of NPPs has always been a matter of concern and PSCs are also 
not strangers to this field. They were first proposed in 1967 in the UK in terms of 
a limit line establishing acceptable and unacceptable regions related to the frequency 
of accidental releases of iodine from nuclear accidents [2].

PSA has been used in South Africa for regulator purposes since 1975 [3].
In 1979 the Regulatory Authority in Argentina established a criterion curve for 

the limitation of individual risk. This PSC is enforced by the authority for the 
purpose of licensing NPPs [4].
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TABLE III. SUGGESTED INDIVIDUAL FATALITY RISK CRITERIA FOR 
VARIOUS LAND USES

Land use
Suggested criteria 

(risk in a m illion per year)

H ospitals, schools, child care 
facilities, old age housing

0.5

Residential, hotels, m otels, 
tourist resort

1

Com m ercial developm ents, 
including retail centres, offices 
and entertainm ent centres

5

Sporting com plexes and active 
open space

10

Industrial 50

More recently in 1988, a framework for risk tolerability was developed in the 
UK by the Health and Safety Executive [5] in a policy paper which addresses public 
concerns about the risk associated with nuclear power generation.

PSCs have also been adopted in Australia and in the Netherlands for nuclear 
and non-nuclear industries [6, 7]. Individual and group risk limits proposed in these 
countries are shown in Table III and in Fig 1.

Since 1986 the IAEA has been compiling national experience with PSCs and 
assessing the prospects for international agreement [8, 9]. On the basis of this work 
and as part of a set of documents aimed at providing Member States with practical 
guidance on the conduct and use of PSA, a report on the ‘role of PSA and PSC in 
NPP safety’ was recently completed for publication in the IAEA Safety Series [10].

The following section reviews this publication.

3. PSC FRAMEWORK

From a number of alternative approaches investigated, the IAEA framework 
is closely related to that developed in the UK. The framework embraces three 
‘regions of risk’ (Fig. 2): an upper region (I) in which the risk is judged to be so
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FIG. I. Group risk limits fo r  m ajor accidents.
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high as to make the practice or activity intolerable whatever its benefits; an inter
mediate region (II) where the risk is acceptable, subject to the overriding require
ment that all reasonable practical measures have been taken to reduce the risk; and 
a lower region (III) in which the risk is judged sufficiently low as to be broadly 
acceptable with no additional effort required to further reduce it.

It is recognized that it is difficult to define the boundaries between regions I,
II and III as single precise values. In addition, the practical application of PSA 
inevitably involves uncertainty and imprecision in the estimation of risks. These fac
tors need to be taken into account in assessing PSA results within this framework 
and the criteria must not be used as absolute go/no-go rules; hence they are shown 
as hatched zones, rather than single values, in Fig. 2. Within such a framework it 
is unnecessary to define separate levels for old and new plants. However, it is recog
nized that it will generally not be practicable to reduce the risks from plants in opera
tion to the levels achievable with new plants.

The establishment of specific upper and lower risk criteria may be influenced 
by many considerations which will vary with the type of risk addressed. These con
siderations include public health, social and economic factors. The basic choice of 
the appropriate levels of the public health and societal impact criteria is essentially 
a sociopolitical decision and can only be made in a national context. The translation 
of this decision into a technical definition is, however, a process in which judgement 
will inevitably be involved.

Although there is as yet no general international consensus on appropriate 
levels to be adopted for all measures of risk discussed here, it is apparent that there 
is a convergence of views on three of these, namely the lower levels (targets) for 
individual risk of fatality, for a large off-site release and for core damage. Hence 
values for these are discussed next.

The PSCs discussed are appropriate for comparison with a PSA which has 
included consideration of both internal initiating events and internal and external haz
ards (e.g. fires, floods and earthquakes). However, it is recognized that the quantifi
cation of the risk from some hazards contains large uncertainties both in data and 
in modelling. Because of this, such hazards are not included in a number of PSAs. 
Where they are included, the PSA results should be judged against the recommended 
PSCs. Where the PSA does not include all initiators, the contribution to the overall 
risk from those initiators excluded should be considered by other analytical tech
niques and their contribution recognized in comparing PSA results to established 
PSCs.

Principles and procedures used in establishing compliance with existing PSCs 
in the presence of the quantified uncertainties are still evolving. It is recommended 
that where the distribution of frequencies has been calculated, the mean value rather 
than an upper or lower bound should be used. Where only point values have been 
used they should be representative of a central value.
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3 .1 . P u b lic  health effect P S C s

The risk to an individual and/or to the public in the vicinity of a nuclear site 
will arise from all plants situated at that site; hence the basic risk criteria need to 
be related to the site. However, it may be convenient to define subsidiary plant 
criteria for each installation present or proposed for a site. In such cases the appor
tionment of the site risk will need to be determined.

At the public health level, there is a role for PSC relating to both individual 
and societal risk. The risk will arise from exposure resulting from both normal oper
ation and possible accidental releases of radioactivity. The former is already con
trolled by the system of regulations derived from the recommendations of the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and the IAEA. The 
PSCs referred to here are therefore restricted in their application to accident 
situations.

Exposure to radiation can result in both prompt and delayed fatalities, depend
ing upon the magnitude of dose received within the exposed population. While it is 
recognized that a delayed fatality is not equivalent to a prompt fatality, subjective 
considerations are involved in quantifying this difference. National authorities may 
wish to apply a PSC established for prompt fatality to latent fatality as well, or to 
the sum of both prompt and latent fatality contributions. Other national authorities 
may wish to develop separate prompt and latent fatality PSCs.

In addition, consideration needs to be given to non-fatal consequences 
(normally non-fatal cancers) caused by exposure of populations to radiation. 
However, risk factors given now include provision for such non-fatal effects. This 
aspect is therefore given no further consideration.

3 .2 . In d iv id u a l risk

PSCs for individual risk are proposed under the consideration that additional 
risks arising from NPPs or other industries should present only a small increment 
to the risk to which individuals are already exposed.

Against this background the national authority in each country would be 
responsible for setting the upper level (threshold of intolerability) since the appropri
ate value may vary according to the prevailing legal, economic and social conditions.

The lower level of the risk of individual fatality (design target) should be set 
at a target frequency of 10~6 fatalities per site per year. This risk criterion applies 
to the frequency of prompt fatalities. National authorities may wish to set different 
criteria for latent fatalities. When establishing this recommended level, it was 
intended to apply to an estimated risk calculated with the following assumptions:

— The individual should be considered to be resident at the off-site location yield
ing the largest risk, for a representative period of time or until such time as
realistic off-site emergency plans can be effected;
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— The individual should be considered to be an average individual with respect 
to dose susceptibility;

— Atmospheric dispersion calculations should be realistic, i.e. making allowance 
for the variability in weather and wind direction.

3 .3 . Societal risk

There is general agreement that societal or group risks should be considered 
when assessing the acceptability of a nuclear plant.

There are many ways of expressing the societal impact of serious accidents, 
such as the number of predicted, prompt or latent fatalities, agricultural restrictions, 
large scale evacuation and economic loss. There is no international consensus on 
which of these or other measures should be chosen to develop societal risk criteria, 
as individual countries will need to choose the impacts of greatest concern to them. 
Nevertheless, efforts to develop such criteria should be pursued.

A number of factors should be borne in mind when developing PSCs based on 
societal risk, including public aversion to accidents with high consequences. The risk 
level chosen should decrease as the consequence increases. The criteria should be 
relatively simple to understand and should recognize the imprecision of PSA esti
mates that predict societal effects (either health or otherwise).

3 .4 . O ff-site  release criteria

A large off-site release of radioactive nuclides can have severe societal conse
quences over and above those associated with public health. In view of the difficulty 
and complexity of establishing societal risk criteria that adequately address these 
varied concerns, attention is sometimes focused on somewhat simpler criteria aimed 
at restricting the frequency of a severe accident giving such a large release, since 
it is clear that this must be made a highly unlikely event. Such criteria can then act 
as surrogates for societal risk criteria.

In order to establish off-site release criteria, a measure of the severity of the 
release must be chosen and then a frequency threshold selected which is appropriate 
to the severity of the release. If it is desired to cover a range of release sizes to take 
account of the very wide range of consequences which are possible, then a series of 
points (frequency versus release size) should be established. The tendency at present, 
however, is to focus on just one point reflective of a large release.

There is at present no international consensus on the most appropriate measure 
for a large radioactive off-site release. Until such a time as international consensus 
has been reached, it is suggested that the target frequency (lower level of Fig. 2) of 
a large off-site release should be 10~6 per reactor-year. A ‘large off-site release’ is 
defined as one which has severe social implications. This PSC should be used in con
junction with the existing concepts of defence in depth and diversity. No one accident
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sequence should contribute a significant percentage of the risk. National authorities 
may wish to set an upper level criterion in line with the recommended PSC 
framework.

3 .5 . C o re  dam age criteria

There are a number of reasons why the specification of criteria at this level 
should be considered. Firstly, core damage represents an undesired event of great 
importance not only because it may be a precursor to a large off-site release with 
potential health and environmental consequences, but also because such an event, 
whether or not it leads to a large off-site release, would have major economic conse
quences and could have an impact on national and international nuclear power pro
grammes. Secondly, the provision of such criteria places emphasis on the prevention 
side of accident control rather than on the mitigation.

It is suggested that the target (lower level of Fig. 2) for the frequency of core 
damage should be 10“5 per reactor-year with no single accident sequence contribut
ing a significant percentage of the target.

In suggesting a frequency target for core damage, it is necessary to consider 
the definition of core damage as the estimated frequency may vary significantly 
depending on the definition. Most PSAs to date have defined core damage as 
‘exceeding design basis limits’. The proposed criterion is intended to relate to such 
a definition, although it is recognized that in some cases this will introduce signifi
cant conservatism. In such cases other definitions of core damage may be used 
although consideration will then need to be given to the appropriateness of the pro
posed target. Factors to be considered will include the level of pessimism inherent 
in the use of design basis limits and the relationship between the frequency of a given 
level of core damage and the frequency of a large off-site release.

3 .6 . F u n ctio n  and system level criteria

Clearly, the relationship between core damage criteria and off-site release 
criteria depends on the performance of the containment. However, the relationship 
between core damage and containment performance criteria and higher level criteria 
(large off-site release or health effects) cannot be uniquely defined. The performance 
requirements for the containment depend on the types of accident sequence that lead 
to core damage, on the state of the containment engineered safety systems, and on 
the type of reactor. For these reasons, no specific criteria are suggested here for con
tainment performance.

Similarly, the relationship between function or system level criteria and higher 
level criteria cannot be uniquely defined. System success criteria can change depend
ing on the initiating event (e.g. large LOCA, transient) or the site (e.g. different 
frequency of loss of off-site power). For a given reactor type it may be possible,
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TABLE IV. PROBABILISTIC SAFETY CRITERIA ACCORDING TO THREE 
REGION FRAMEWORK

Measure
Target 

(point values“)
Comment

Individual risk 10"6/site-year Prompt fatalities

Large off-site release 10"6/reactor-year Severe social implications

Core damage 10'5/reactor-year No single accident 
sequence with significant 
contribution; includes 
external hazards

a Mean values, if calculated, otherwise any other representative central value.

given an understanding of the sequences which dominate the frequency of core 
damage, to define target reliabilities for functions or systems conditional upon 
specific initiating events.

Normally, system level PSCs lower than 10'3-10~4 failures per demand are 
not specified as these are very stringent requirements for a single active system.

In some instances, function or system level PSCs can be developed from the 
results of a PSA performed on another plant that has been accepted as adequately 
safe. Such a plant constitutes a ‘reference’ plant. In that case, where the design is 
directly derived from the reference plant, the required system reliabilities can be 
based on the results of the PSA for this plant. Design changes can then be assessed 
using function or system level PSA models. However, it is recommended that a com
plete PSA on the plant be carried out in order to confirm the initial conclusions 
reached on the basis of the limited analysis and to provide a definitive PSA model 
for use throughout the lifetime of the plant.

Table IV summarizes the criteria presented.

4. SAFETY ASSURANCE

Further to proposing criteria to express the desired level of safety, it should 
be discussed to which extent risk estimates and their compliance with the criteria can 
ensure safety.

First it should be kept in mind that nuclear accidents are rare events and as such 
their estimated probability of occurrence is the result of an engineering model 
representation of the reality and not the result of observable repetitive events. There
fore, when we refer to the probability of a certain undesirable outcome (e.g. core
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melt, large uncontrolled radioactive release) we are expressing, according to the sub
jective concept of probability, our degree of belief that such events may happen.

Second, any model includes assumptions which have to be respected for the 
results to be credible. They also form the basis for the ‘safety assurance’ which is 
both a fundamental safety concept and a requirement for PSA results to be a realistic 
qualitative and quantitative measure of plant safety.

For example, the failure probability of components is estimated on the basis 
of plant specific historical records and on the behaviour of similar components in 
other plants. Human error failure probabilities are built up from the past perfor
mance of plant operators, their training and their attitude towards plant safety. 
Models consider design characteristics of the plant and consider plant specific tech
nical specifications such as the period of time certain components are allowed to be 
kept out of service for test and maintenance with the plant in operation and the time 
interval between surveillance tests.

Of course these assumptions have to be preserved to make PSA results realis
tic. In this context the concept of a ‘living’ PSA, one which is kept constantly 
updated, should any changes in the conditions used in the base case calculation be 
introduced, has emerged and is being used increasingly as a tool for operational 
safety management and risk monitoring. A fault/event tree analysis package, 
PSAPACK, was developed by the IAEA to facilitate the practical application of the 
concept in personal computers [10] and is now available to Member States.

Furthermore, the physical processes involved in core degradation and radio
active source term estimation are modelled on the basis of the state of the art results 
of international research and development. These results also need to be updated to 
reflect the most recent scientific findings and developments in the field.

Last but not least are the assumptions regarding emergency protective actions 
such as sheltering and evacuation of the public to be undertaken in the event of an 
accident. These have also to be representative of the actual emergency preparedness 
should an accident occur.

It should also be mentioned that a consistent framework for performing PSAs 
and for reporting the results is needed to provide a common basis for intercompari
son of results. Of utmost importance are the IAEA’s current efforts to provide 
Member States with guidance on the conduct of PSAs and the set of related docu
ments referred to earlier, under preparation for publication in the IAEA Safety 
Series.

It goes without saying that low risk estimates are not surrogates to sound plant 
design and operational practices and to constant operator awareness required for safe 
NPP operation.

Under the above consideration, it is the authors’ firm belief that PSA results, 
with appropriate consideration of both base line results and the risk profile during 
plant operation, provide a credible estimate of a risk. Compliance of such estimates 
with PSCs is a rational means for decision making.
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A final consideration relates to comparisons of risks. There is an increasing 
awareness that technological risks cannot be judged in isolation, but have to be seen 
in perspective with other risks. In the energy sector, in particular, decisions on the 
appropriate future energy mix have to take the risks of various options into 
consideration.

Such comparisons of risks have to include the total production cycle. Since 
risks cannot be quantified in one number, the various health and environmental 
impacts have to be kept separate. In particular it is necessary to assess occupational 
and public, short, medium and long term risks, early and latent effects as well as 
routine risks and the potential of severe accidents.

In the context of low probability, high consequence risks, PSA and PSC have 
the potential to enhance more rational discussions about the risks of nuclear power 
in the future.
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A b stra ct

EVENT TREES AND DYNAMIC EVENT TREES: APPLICATIONS TO STEAM GENER
ATOR TUBE RUPTURE ACCIDENTS.

The dynamic event tree analysis method (DETAM) is a simulation based approach that 
models the integrated, dynamic response of the plant/operating crew system to an accident. 
It extends the conventional event tree/fault tree methodology for accident sequence analysis 
in two ways. First, it allows for tree branchings at discrete points in time. Second, the tree 
sequences explicitly track changes in the operating crew state, as well as changes in the plant 
hardware state. Process variable calculations and operating procedures are used in linking the 
crew and hardware behaviour. — The paper compares the conventional event tree/fault tree 
methodology for accident sequence analysis with the dynamic event tree method in the analysis 
of a pressurized water reactor steam generator tube rupture. Two previous PSA analyses are 
used for the comparison. The first employs the ‘event tree with boundary conditions’ approach 
and uses fairly detailed top event headings. The second employs the ‘linked fault tree’ 
approach and uses a relatively small event tree. — A quantitative comparison of the results 
of the three analyses shows that, in this particular case study, the DETAM results appear 
to be less conservative. This is due, in part, to DETAM’s treatment of recovery actions 
embedded in the emergency operating procedures. The quantitative results, however, should 
be viewed with some caution, since: (a) the three analyses have different scopes and employ 
different assumptions, and (b) »  number of the parameters used in the DETAM analysis are 
highly uncertain. — A qualitative comparison of results shows that the dominant sequences 
predicted by each methodology are similar. However, the DETAM scenario descriptions are 
more detailed and allow better definition of steps to reduce risk. Further, the DETAM models 
deal with the variety of human error forms and their consequences; this provides a better capa
bility of identifying and quantifying complex accident scenarios that may not be treated in con
ventional PSA models.
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In current nuclear power plant PSA studies, accident scenarios are usually 
defined and quantified by using the well known event tree/fault tree methodology. 
This methodology is quite useful for handling a wide variety of scenarios. It is ideally 
suited for treating scenarios involving functional dependencies between top events 
(e.g. the failure of one system causes the failure of another system) and shared equip
ment dependencies. Other types of dependencies can be treated with additional work. 
For example, event sequence diagrams and supplementary thermal hydraulic ana
lyses can be used to establish the context (e.g. indications, time available) for various 
operator actions [1]. On the other hand, as pointed out in Refs [2-4], the event 
tree/fault tree methodology does not literally simulate dynamic plant response during 
an accident and, therefore, may not provide the full context needed to assess depen
dencies during complex scenarios.

The dynamic event tree analysis method (DETAM) has been proposed as a 
supplementary PSA tool useful for analysing complex accident scenarios [4, 5]. This 
methodology, which is a simple extension of the standard event tree approach and 
is similar in concept to the dynamic simulation analysis method (DYLAM) discussed 
in Ref. [2], describes an accident scenario as a series of ‘branchings’ (state transi
tions) over time. The ‘system states’ are defined by the plant hardware state, the 
values of key process variables, and the state of the operating crew. Figure 1 shows 
the variety and sequence of potential branchings to be considered for any given time 
step.

References [4, 5] apply DETAM towards the analysis of a pressurized water 
reactor (PWR) steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident. The SGTR accident 
involves substantial interactions between the operating crew and the plant. More
over, Ref. [6] shows that it can be a significant contributor to public health risk (it 
is the dominant contributor to latent cancer risk for the Sequoyah plant). It is shown 
that the DETAM methodology accommodates a number of important operator error 
forms, including improper accident diagnosis, rushing through procedures, delays 
while following procedures, and the use of incorrect procedures. Each of these errors 
can represent ‘operator failure’ (as conventionally modelled), yet can have different 
consequences for portions of the sequence downstream of the original error.

This paper compares the conventional event tree/fault tree methodology for 
accident sequence analysis with the dynamic event tree method. To make the discus
sion concrete, the comparison employs the results of earlier conventional SGTR ana
lyses described in Refs [7, 8]. Section 2 of this paper discusses the event tree models 
of Refs [7, 8] for this accident and Section 3 describes the DETAM approach. 
Section 4 compares the conventional and DETAM models and results, and Section 
5 provides some concluding remarks.

1. INTRODUCTION
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This section summarizes two conventional SGTR accident scenario models. 
The first, performed for the Seabrook plant [7], employs the ‘event tree with bound
ary conditions’ approach. The second, performed for the Sequoyah plant [8], 
employs the ‘linked fault tree’ approach. Both plants use Westinghouse four-loop 
PWRs.

2 .1 . Seabrook S G T R  m odel

The Seabrook study employs a three stage event tree model. The first stage 
models the support systems (e.g. electric power, service water). The second stage 
is the frontline systems early response event tree. This event tree models the response 
of the frontline systems and the operating crew during the early phases of the SGTR 
accident. Depending on the plant condition after early response, the long term tree 
evaluates either the plant response, if recirculation is required, or the operability of 
the containment systems if core melt occurs. The long term tree ends in either a 
successful core cooling state or a specific plant damage state that serves as input to 
the subsequent core and containment response analysis.

The support system and the long term response event trees are generally 
applicable to all initiating events (although the conditional branching probabili
ties/split fractions may differ). On the other hand, each initiating event has a unique 
early response event tree. In the case of an SGTR event, the early response event 
tree has 16 top events. Figure 2 shows portions of the Seabrook SGTR event tree 
leading up to the cooldown and depressurization of the primary system. Dashed lines 
indicate portions of the tree not considered in this comparison. Although some of the 
top events in Fig. 2 are purely hardware related, others involve operating crew 
response. For example, top event OR (failure to control break flow) involves both 
hardware and operator responses. If all systems respond as designed, OR entails the 
opening of the intact generators’ atmospheric relief valves to cool down the primary 
coolant, closing of relief valves when the primary temperature reaches the desired 
level, and pressurizer spray actuation to depressurize the primary system to the 
ruptured steam generator pressure. Otherwise, OR involves bleed and feed cooling.

It is interesting to note that the Seabrook model incorporates scenario dynamics 
to a limited extent. For example, order dependence issues arise in the analysis of 
top event SL (secondary leak to the atmosphere). This failure can involve one of a 
number of failure paths. The events underlying these failure paths are sequentially 
interrelated and depend on previous top events in the early response and support 
system trees. A special event tree is constructed to determine the SL split fraction. 
This tree, which has 11 specific top events, covers the potential of an early leak due 
to failure to isolate the ruptured steam generator and a late leak due to operator 
failure to control the break flow. Thus, top event OR, which comes before SL in

2. EVENT TREE MODELS FOR SGTR
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the SGTR tree, also appears in the SL tree; however, OR is used as a boundary con
dition (it only takes either a successful or an unsuccessful state).

By careful definition and ordering of the top events, the Seabrook SGTR tree 
also reflects, to some extent, the timing of events. For example, top event OR 
represents the cooldown and depressurization process up until the point where 
primary and ruptured steam generator pressures equalize. Top event OD, on the 
other hand, takes the depressurization up to the point when long term cooling measu
res can be initiated.

2 .2 . Sequoyah S G T R  m odel

The Sequoyah study [8] is a demonstration of the accident sequence evaluation 
programme (ASEP). The intent is to use fewer resources for analysis (as compared 
with standard Level 1 risk studies), yet produce results that closely approximate 
standard Level 1 results. Thus, simple models are used for parts of the analysis not 
judged to have a significant impact on risk.

Unlike the Seabrook study, the Sequoyah study uses the ‘linked fault tree 
method’. A portion of the Sequoyah SGTR event tree is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the 
top events are defined somewhat more broadly than those in the Seabrook tree. For 
example, top event Qs, which refers to the ruptured steam generator integrity, is the 
counterpart of Seabrook’s top event SL (for which the entire SL event tree applies). 
Top event Od refers to the cooldown and depressurization of the primary system 
and is comparable to top events OR and OD in the Seabrook tree. Furthermore, the 
single Sequoyah tree includes support system response (as modelled by the system 
fault trees for the top events), early frontline system response and long term frontline 
system response.

Because of its intentional simplicity, Fig. 3 models less of the plant dynamic 
response than does Fig. 2. For example, regardless of the status of the top events, 
one set of time windows is used to establish the probability of failure of critical safety 
functions or operator actions. The operator has ten minutes to start the cooldown and 
depressurization of the primary system and 45 minutes to depressurize the primary 
system; otherwise, it is assumed that core damage occurs. Furthermore, bleed and 
feed cooling is not treated.

3. DYNAMIC EVENT TREE MODEL FOR SGTR

The characteristics of DETAM and an application to SGTR are presented in 
Refs [4,5]. Figure 1 shows that tree branchings (for a given time step) are performed 
for changes in hardware state and changes in operator state. The latter is defined by 
the crew ‘diagnosis state’, ‘quality state’, and ‘planning state’. The crew diagnosis 
state refers to the crew’s understanding of the plant condition. It is defined in terms
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of the general accident scenario (e.g. SGTR) and five critical safety functions: 
primary pressure control, primary inventory control, secondary heat sink, secondary 
pressure control and secondary heat removal. The crew quality state treats internal 
factors that affect performance, including such factors as the crew’s group structure, 
emotional condition and degree of co-ordination in executing tasks; in the DETAM 
application discussed in this paper, it is assumed that the crew quality state is static. 
The crew planning state represents the task or set of tasks the crew intends to perform 
in order to mitigate the accident. In keeping with crew training and plant operating 
policies, this model treats crew planning as being procedure oriented, that is, the 
crew tends to follow the procedures as closely as possible. The DETAM analysis 
therefore models the operator’s following of procedure explicitly, including the 
amount of time required to perform a given step in the procedures.

Three points concerning the DETAM implementation discussed in this paper 
are important to the comparison with event trees. First, the model is intended to 
simulate the dynamic interaction between operators, plant hardware and plant 
process variables. For example, it treats situations where hardware failures can lead 
to process variable variations which trigger operator responses. It also treats the 
effects of these responses (which can involve demands for additional hardware sys
tem actuations). Second, the internal task related and non-task related internal states 
of the operating crew are modelled explicitly, as described above; this provides a 
coupling mechanism for dependent failures during a scenario. Third, limitations in 
the simple physical model used to predict the behaviour of process variables (the 
model has only four nodes) and in the operator crew model implementation (not all 
procedures are included in the analysis) prevent a complete treatment of scenarios 
leading to core damage. A variety of absorbing states, including successful cooldown 
and depressurization, ‘loss of secondary heat sink’ alarm from the safety parameter 
display system, primary system saturation, ruptured steam generator overfill, and 
intact steam generator dryout are used to terminate the dynamic event tree expansion. 
Since a number of these absorbing states are quite far from core damage, the quan
titative results of the DETAM analysis are not always easily compared with those 
from a conventional PSA.

4. COMPARISON OF DETAM AND CONVENTIONAL RESULTS

Because of the differences in scope and sequence modelling assumptions 
between the DETAM and conventional SGTR analyses , a direct quantitative com
parison of results is difficult. Furthermore, there is considerable uncertainty in the 
detailed branching probability assignments made in the DETAM analysis, as indi
cated in Ref. [5]. Nevertheless, a number of useful lessons can be drawn from such 
a comparison. The following subsections discuss quantitative differences for selected 
end state and sequence frequencies, as well as structural (qualitative) differences.
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4 .1 . Q ua n tita tive  co m parison o f  D E T A M  and event tree results

Table I shows the likelihoods of two end states and the dominant sequences 
leading to those end states predicted by the three models. The two end states are 
ruptured steam generator overfill and failure of bleed and feed cooling. The former 
state is undesirable since it leads to the release of radioactive coolant to the environ
ment. On the other hand, it does not guarantee the occurrence of core damage. The 
latter state eventually leads to core damage (unless other sources of heat removal are 
found).

Comparing the dominant sequences leading to the steam generator overfill end 
state, the Seabrook analysis [7] identifies the failure to control break flow (OR) and 
the occurrence of a secondary side leak (SL), whereas the Sequoyah analysis [8] 
identifies the failure to cooldown and depressurize (Od) followed by the loss of 
steam generator integrity (Qs). Both of these sequences are quite similar. Note, 
however, that although the Seabrook analysis predicts a higher frequency of occur
rence, it does not assume that core damage necessarily ensues. On the other hand, 
the Sequoyah analysis assumes (with substantially lower frequency when recovery 
actions are included) that core damage will occur in this situation. The DETAM 
analysis produces a dominant sequence that is similar in a broad sense to those 
treated in the Seabrook and Sequoyah analyses, but somewhat different in detail. 
This sequence involves: correct diagnosis of SGTR, successful identification and 
early isolation of the ruptured steam generator (SG), failure of the intact SG 
atmospheric relief valves to open on demand, and procedure directed throttling of 
high pressure injection to prevent the pressurizer from filling up. In this scenario, 
the ruptured steam generator overfills because the primary coolant system has not 
been sufficiently depressurized.

In the case of the unsuccessful bleed and feed cooling end state, the Seabrook 
analysis predicts a dominant sequence involving the failures of emergency feedwater 
(EF) and bleed and feed cooling (OR), while the dominant Sequoyah sequence only 
includes the failure of emergency feedwater (L). Reference [8] states that bleed and 
feed cooling results in primary pressure increase and thus counteracts efforts to 
control the break flow; therefore, that study does not consider the possible success 
of bleed and feed cooling. The dominant DETAM sequence for this end state 
involves failure of emergency feedwater and operator failure to initiate bleed and 
feed cooling in time; this scenario represents one subscenario of the Seabrook 
scenario.

Table I indicates that, although the qualitative scenario descriptions are at least 
roughly comparable, the quantitative DETAM risk predictions appear to be generally 
less conservative than those from the conventional analyses. In the case of the more 
severe end state, unsuccessful bleed and feed cooling, the DETAM frequency predic
tions are lower by two orders of magnitude. In the case of the steam generator over
fill end state, the end state frequency is higher than that resulting from the Sequoyah
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analysis including recovery actions. However, as argued in Ref. [7], even after this 
end state is reached, a considerable amount of time is available to attempt recovery; 
additional failures in the long term response of the plant to the accident are required 
before core damage can result.

The reduced conservatism in the DETAM results is not surprising, given that 
the DETAM analysis explicitly treats procedure directed ‘recovery actions’ that may 
not be included in conventional analyses. However, it cannot be expected that a 
DETAM analysis will always yield lower results than those provided by conventional 
event trees. Indeed, the concern motivating the development of DETAM is that 
conventional analyses may, in some situations, not correctly treat dependencies 
between multiple failure events [4]. This issue is one of modelling structure and is 
discussed further in the following section.

4.2. Qualitative comparison of DETAM and event tree results

As mentioned earlier, the quantitative comparisons between the DETAM 
and conventional event tree results shown in Table I should be viewed with some 
caution. Differences in analysis scope and baseline assumptions, rather than method
ology, are responsible for some of the variations observed. Furthermore, there are 
significant uncertainties in the values of some of the parameters used in the DETAM 
calculations; these uncertainties have not been propagated through the DETAM 
model. However, there are also important qualitative differences between the 
DETAM and conventional models.

Unlike conventional event trees, DETAM is designed to provide a detailed 
model of the integrated, dynamic response of the plant/operating crew to an accident. 
Thus, the DETAM model provides the context needed to assess the likelihood of 
various operator errors. (Here, the term ‘error’ is, for the sake of convenience, used 
to indicate a variance between the actual operator actions and the desired actions, 
regardless of the reason for the variance.) As a result, the DETAM analysis treats 
some human errors not normally treated in event tree analyses. For example, 
Table I lists a dynamic scenario in which the operating crew, as directed by pro
cedures, throttles the high pressure injection system because the pressurizer is 
filling up. The integrated model also allows direct treatment of dynamic processes 
such as bleed and feed cooling.

A second feature of the DETAM model is that it naturally accounts for event 
ordering issues. For example, Fig. 2 places top event Qs (which represents the loss 
of integrity of the faulted steam generator) after top event Od (which models the 
operators initiating primary system cooldown and depressurization within 15 minutes 
after the initiating event). This ordering accounts for changes in the likelihoods of 
relief valve challenges and failures, given the success or failure of Od. However, 
the procedures for SGTR indicate that the relief valves in question, as well as a 
steam generator blowdown isolation valve that is modelled in Qs, are closed by the
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operators before the initiation of cooldown and depressurization (i.e. before Od is 
questioned). Further, failure of these actions can affect the likelihood of successful, 
timely cooldown and depressurization. The DETAM modelling approach avoids this 
issue since it does not require the grouping of several different actions into a single 
top event.

Finally, the DETAM model treats dynamic subscenarios of conventional event 
tree scenarios that show quite different behaviour. For example, Ref. [5] shows that 
two very different accident scenarios can result from the same hardware failure, 
depending on the diagnosis state of the crew.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The dynamic event tree analysis method (DETAM), as applied to accident 
scenario analysis, leads to models that provide useful details concerning the context 
for operator actions and the consequences of these actions. These details allow, in 
principle, a more accurate analysis of accident risk, especially with respect to the 
quantification of dependent failures.

The method can also be used in a more limited manner. It can be used to sup
port conventional event tree analyses by providing scenario sensitive distributions for 
the time available to perform actions, and for the time required to perform a certain 
set of actions. It can also be used to analyse operating procedures. In Ref. [5], for 
example, the DETAM results show that the emergency operating procedures can be 
strengthened by adding redundant checks for incident symptoms or indicators and by 
increasing the steps that allow transfer from one procedure to another.

The benefits of using DETAM must, however, be weighed against the considera
ble amount of effort required to construct a dynamic event tree. Physical models 
must be developed (or adapted), operating procedures must be explicitly analysed, 
and branching probabilities must be developed. Furthermore, the use of DETAM 
does not guarantee that more accurate results will be achieved. Many more judge
ments regarding the likelihood of operator actions must be made, and the develop
ment of the accident scenario depends directly on the predictions from a physical 
model. Thus, the analysis results are quite sensitive to the accuracy of the operator 
and physical models employed. Additional work is required to reduce the analysis 
burden (i.e. to help the analyst construct dynamic event trees) and to increase the 
accuracy of the models used in the analysis.
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Abstract

APPROACH TO REGULATORY REVIEW OF SWISS PROBABILISTIC SAFETY 

ASSESSMENTS.
The paper addresses an approach to regulatory review of probabilistic safety assess

ments for the Swiss nuclear power plants. A two-step review process has been developed 
which involves (a) a preliminary qualitative evaluation, and (b) a detailed review and reanaly
sis using alternative methods and computer codes. Lessons learned from implementation of 
this approach in the permanent licensing review of the Mühleberg nuclear power plant are also 
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) methods have been used for regulatory 
decision making in Switzerland since 1977, when an adaptation of the Phase-A Ger
man Risk Study to Gösgen (a KWU PWR with large, dry containment) was used as 
the basis for refining the emergency planning for nuclear power plants. A similar 
study was also performed as part of the startup licensing procedure for the Leibstadt 
(a GE BWR/6 with MARK-III containment) nuclear power station.

In the mid-1980s the Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK) 
required the performance of full scope Level 1 and 2 PSA (including external events) 
studies for all Swiss nuclear power plants. At the end of 1990, HSK also required 
an extension of these studies to include startup, shutdown and outage phases.
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The Mühleberg (a GE BWR/4 with MARK-I double torus containment) and 
Beznau (a Westinghouse PWR with large, dry containment) PSA studies are an 
integral part of the ongoing activities at HSK for issuance of the permanent operating 
licenses for these two power stations. These permits are expected to be issued by the 
end of 1992 for Mühleberg and by the end of 1993 for Beznau.

These studies are also required to be maintained as living PSAs so that, in addi
tion to supporting the licensing process, PSAs will also be used to assist HSK in 
monitoring the continued improvements in plant operations, plant maintenance and 
any potential modifications in normal and emergency operating procedures.

An independent regulatory review of these plant specific PSAs is an integral 
part of the current HSK technical activities. These reviews include a detailed evalua
tion of assumptions, methods, data and PSA conclusions, often performing complete 
reanalyses using HSK methods and computer codes with comparisons of PSA 
insights with other recent studies for similar plants.

Table I summarizes the current status of Swiss PSAs and their HSK review. 
At present, the joint HSK and Energy Research, Inc. (ERI) review of the Mühleberg 
Safety Assessment (MUSA) [1] submitted to HSK in 1990 has been completed (the 
final review report is expected to be issued by early 1992). The Level 1 portion of 
the Beznau Risk Assessment (BERA) [2] is currently undergoing review and evalua
tion by HSK and ERI, and the review of the Level 2 portion of BERA is expected 
to begin in late summer 1991 when the study will be completed and submitted to 
HSK.

2. TECHNICAL REVIEW APPROACH

The HSK review approach is aimed at developing a thorough understanding 
of plant features, potential severe accident vulnerabilities and unique operating 
characteristics modelled by the PSA. Therefore, these reviews are focused on
(1) understanding the general validity of the PSA models, assumptions, analytic 
methods, data and numerical results, (2) understanding the range of uncertainties in 
core damage frequencies, containment performance and radiological releases, (3) an 
assessment of the applicability of PSA models as tools to assist plant operation and 
effective regulation, and (4) the development of the basis for a living PSA model.

A two-step evaluation process has been developed [3], which consists of a 
preliminary qualitative and a detailed quantitative review. A PSA review guidance 
document [3] has also been prepared to support the assessment process. This docu
ment contains specific instructions for PSA review, applications and review docu
mentation. It also provides a detailed walkthrough of the review process, together 
with an extensive list of generic data, radiological release information and other 
topics to be covered during the review. A brief discussion of the HSK review process 
is provided below.
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Preliminary review: this review is aimed at performing a quick qualitative evalua
tion of:

(a) PSA findings and major conclusions;
(b) PSA approach and analytic methods for both internal and external events;
(c) PSA documentation and obvious inadequacies of the study (missing and incom

plete aspects);
(d) PSA perspectives and comparison of results with studies for other similar 

plants/designs; and
(e) plant design features in preventing and/or mitigating potential severe 

accidents.

At the conclusion of this phase of the review, a preliminary list of questions 
is provided to the utility and their contractors. This preliminary review should also 
identify areas for more effectively focused assessment and analysis as part of the next 
review stage.

Detailed quantitative review: this review is aimed at a detailed quantitative evalua
tion of:

(a) PSA models, assumptions, data and analysis techniques;
(b) the technical basis for phenomenological issues and uncertainties;
(c) adequacy of PSA logic model in representing the actual plant design and opera

tional characteristics;
(d) PSA completeness; and
(e) sensitivities of ‘bottom line’ results to key assumptions.

As part of this phase of the review, a detailed reanalysis is performed, often 
by using alternative methods. For the Level 1 part of the analysis, a fault tree linking 
technique is used, while the Level 2 portion of the PSA is evaluated on the basis of 
state of the art computer codes, assessing severe accident behaviour, containment 
loads, containment performance, containment failure modes and accident source 
terms. This phase of the review will provide the licensing authority with the bases 
for the identification of:

(1) significant accident initiators, potential system failures, including multiple 
common cause and operator errors leading to core damage;

(2) significant (with regard to occurrence frequency and its ensuing consequences) 
accident sequences and resulting plant damage states;

(3) unique design features and their core damage preventive and mitigative 
attributes;

(4) unique plant and containment features affecting severe accident progression 
and accident mitigation;

(5) specific containment vulnerabilities and potential for containment bypass;
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(6) major contributions to early containment failure and large early radiological 
releases to the environment;

(7) key design features affected by severe accident uncertainty issues;
(8) major severe accident risk attributes and comparison to other plants of similar 

designs and safety goal objectives;
(9) potential risk reduction options and their effect on severe accident prevention 

and mitigation; and
(10) key accident management plans and strategies, including the adequacy of 

affecting emergency operating procedures affecting the PSA conclusions.

3. LESSONS LEARNED FROM HSK/ERI REVIEW OF MUSA

The Mühleberg PSA (MUSA) was done by a team consisting of PLG, Inc., 
Risk Management Associates (RMA), and the utility (KKM). A draft version of the 
Level 1 study was submitted to HSK in March 1990, which was finalized following 
the HSK/ERI completion of the preliminary review process in August 1990.
The MUSA Level 1 study is based on the PLG standard support state methodology, 
using PLG proprietary computer codes. In the HSK/ERI review, complete plant 
specific fault trees were developed and linked to determine the various core damage 
sequences, using the MODULE computer code [4]. A detailed review of all inter
nally and externally initiated events was performed as part of this reanalysis process.

The HSK/ERI review verified the MUSA Level 1 results for the most part. 
Only some minor differences were found. For the internal events they can be 
attributed to:

— differences in the initiating event frequencies for transient events, together 
with HSK/ERI inclusion of common cause failure of batteries not considered 
in the MUSA study;

— differences for anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) sequences result
ing from (i) HSK/ERI correction of an error in MUSA as related to the standby 
liquid control system (SLCS), and (ii) lack of credit in the HSK/ERI review 
for an operator action considered in MUSA;

— an error in the MUSA study as related to the dependency between support to 
front line systems;

— differences in check valve failure data between HSK/ERI and KKM/MUSA 
analysis affecting the core damage frequency for event V.

For the external events the following comments are in order:

— The observed differences between MUSA and HSK/ERI results are mostly due 
to the inclusion of the seismically induced failure of diesel generators of the 
SUSAN system (a specially installed independent and redundant reactor shut
down and heat removal system) in the HSK/ERI analyses. It seems that the
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seismic fragility for the diesel generators used in the MUSA study and in the 
HSK/ERI reassessment (HSK/ERI has not done an independent seismic fragil
ity analysis) is too conservative. A reanalysis shows a much better seismic 
resistance of the diesel than assumed in the study and the seismically induced 
failure may be negligible.

— HSK/ERI has not yet done an independent reassessment of the fire analysis. 
This will be considered in detail as part of an IAEA IPERS review (Interna
tional PEER Review Services).

— In comparison with PSA results for other NPPs similar to Mühleberg, espe
cially Peach Bottom, the core damage frequency for Mühleberg is low. This 
result reflects (1) the very good operating performance of Mühleberg over the 
last 20 years and (2) the usefulness of the backfitted SUSAN system, which 
reduces the core damage frequency by more than a factor of ten.

The MUSA Level 2 study used the results of Mühleberg specific accident 
progression analyses, performed with the BWRSAR/CONTAIN suite of codes by 
RMA to quantify the split fraction of the MUSA Containment Event Trees (CETs). 
M$hleberg specific containment structural analyses were also performed, to arrive 
at containment pressure and temperature induced failure characteristics for use in the 
MUSA/СЕТ quantification.

As part of the detailed review of the MUSA Level 2 study, extensive plant 
specific calculations were performed by the HSK/ERI team [5] using the recently 
developed MELCOR code [6], in order to confirm the MUSA containment pressure, 
temperature and radiological loading characteristics. Detailed CETs were then re
quantified using the HSK/ERI accident progression analyses to arrive at the contain
ment failure probabilities for the five dominant plant damage states.

The most important findings in the Level 2 review are:

— The introduction of a cut-off criterion can result in incomplete conclusions con
cerning the risk of a plant. In the MUSA study all plant damage states with 
a frequency less than 10~7 per year were treated as risk insignificant. Through 
this cut-off criterion almost all sequences with an early containment failure 
were excluded from further analysis. In the HSK/ERI reassessment no such 
cut-off criterion was introduced, and it could be revealed that the early contain
ment failure is dominated by anticipated transient without scram (ATWS), 
event V, and other breach outside containment sequences. HSK/ERI calcula
tions show that these sequences can result in quite high releases. The conclu
sion is that any kind of cut-off criterion has to be selected very carefully.

— In MUSA, about one fifth of the core damage states were assumed to be reco
vered in the lower plenum because of restoration of cooling. These sequences 
were eliminated as part of the CET quantification and, therefore, were not 
assumed to challenge the containment integrity (a similar assumption was also 
made as part of the Peach Bottom NUREG-1150 analyses [7]). Because of lack
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of sufficient phenomenological data, restoration of cooling to a partially 
degraded reactor core was not credited as part of the HSK/ERI review.

— In comparing the MUSA and Peach Bottom/NUREG-1150 results, it must be 
recognized that the ‘drywell liner melt-through’ failure mode which dominates 
the early containment failure for Peach Bottom is not applicable to the Mühle
berg plant, because of the presence of a very large in-pedestal containment 
sump at Mühleberg (this sump has a volume sufficient to retain approximately 
four equivalent reactor core debris volumes at Mühleberg). In addition, the 
Mühleberg power to containment (free) volume ratio is about twice as large 
as the corresponding ratio at Peach Bottom, which reduces the likelihood of 
early overpressurization failures at Mühleberg when compared with Peach 
Bottom.

— The HSK/ERI review shows that, for over 80% of all core melt sequences, the 
containment is vented. This reflects the importance of the filtered venting sys
tem for Mühleberg which will be installed in 1992. But even without a filtered 
venting system the source terms for Mühleberg are reasonably low because of 
the pressure resistant secondary containment (reactor building) with its special 
outer torus.

— The HSK/ERI reassessment shows that the so-called reference source term [8] 
on which the NPP emergency planning in Switzerland is based is adequate. 
This reference source term was defined at the beginning of the 1980s and relied 
on the WASH-1400 results. The HSK/ERI results show that all accidents with 
a frequency of >  10“6 per year are covered by the reference source term.

Figure 1 shows an example comparison of frequencies of exceedance given Cs 
release fractions into the atmosphere for Mühleberg and Peach Bottom. It should be 
noted that the figure shows the Peach Bottom internal events estimates of median for 
WASH-1400, and the mean for NUREG-1150, while the HSK/ERI review results 
for MUSA also show the mean. Figure 2 compares the mean, median, 5th and 95th 
percentile values of the HSK/ERI review. In general, Mühleberg results are below 
Peach Bottom for both WASH-1400 and NUREG-1150 studies. This is consistent 
with the well known plant/containment design differences between Mühleberg and 
Peach Bottom [9].

4. CONCLUSIONS

Examination of nuclear power reactors using state of the art plant specific PSA 
studies is an important part of the nuclear regulatory process in Switzerland. 
Through detailed review and evaluation of these studies, considerable insights are 
gained by the inspectorate staff into operation, management and performance of 
nuclear power plants.
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Fraction of inventory re leased to environment

FIG. 1. Frequency ofexceedance per year of Cs release in the atmosphere for Mühleberg and 
Peach Bottom.

F I G .  2 .  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  m e a n ,  m e d i a n ,  5 t h  a n d  5 0 t h  p e r c e n t i l e  v a l u e s  o f  H S K / E R I  r e v i e w .
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The ongoing review process is providing an excellent vehicle for the regulatory 
staff to determine unique features and vulnerabilities in plant design, performance 
and operation, especially during potential accident conditions. These insights are by 
far the most important attributes of any PSA study, naturally complementing the 
traditional deterministic approach of reactor licensing. Living PSAs are becoming 
an important ingredient of the nuclear regulatory process at HSK,
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Abstract

REGULATORY REVIEW OF PSA STUDIES MADE FOR OPERATING FINNISH 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR REGULATORY DECI
SION MAKING AND LIVING PSA.

Level 1 PSA studies for the Loviisa and TVO NPPs were submitted to the Finnish 
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK) for regulatory review in 1989. STUK has 
reviewed the studies and recommended several corrections in the studies and a few changes 
at the plants. So far, many software and a few hardware changes have already been 
implemented and some others are to be done in the near future. A brief survey on the PSA 
methods and results o f both NPPs and examples o f changes made at plants are given. During 
the PSA review, STUK has developed a PSA code (SPSA), which is used in the quantitative 
review of PSAs. The reviewed PSA models and the SPSA code are the basic elements for the 
living PSA programme in Finland. The living PSA aims at being used as a support o f regula
tory decision making at STUK. — The PSA review turned out to be fruitful for the STUK 
review personnel in many respects. It has given new, unbiased insights into the entirety of 
NPPs and has made the personnel better understand the plant as an extensive network o f com
plex dependencies.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1984 the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK) requested 
that the utilities perform a plant specific probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) for 
each plant. In addition, STUK has assumed that the bulk of the work would be done 
by the plant personnel, not by the contractors.

In stressing the plant personnel’s effort in the PSA task, the regulator had some 
educational objectives in mind such as to make the plant personnel understand

— the plant systems as a whole,
— the risk profile o f the plant,
— the physical and temporal progress of accidents, and
— proper and timely measures to prevent and mitigate possible accidents.

135
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Level 1 PSA studies of the operating Finnish NPPs, Loviisa 1 and 2 and 
Olkiluoto I and II, were submitted to STUK for regulatory review in midsummer 
1989.

The regulatory review for each plant was accomplished by STUK personnel 
without contractors. This gave the review team incentives to thoroughly concentrate 
on the PSA practices and theories. The reviews took no less than four man-years 
altogether.

The reviews have already caused changes in the PSA studies and have 
addressed some points where changes are strongly recommended. Some new operat
ing procedures were found worth drawing up, and several other procedures were 
improved. The PSA results also led to various system changes. The changes made 
at the Loviisa plant decreased the соте melt probability by no less than a factor of 
five. The changes made at the Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) plant focused on oper
ating and emergency operating procedures.

The quantitative review was accomplished by the new PSA code (SPSA) 
created at STUK for living PSA purposes. This code is user friendly for review pur
poses and rapid enough even for short term decision making.

2. REVIEW PROCESS AT STUK

Project groups set up for the regulatory reviews of TVO and Loviisa PSA 
studies at STUK were composed of six to seven experts representing different kinds 
of expert knowledge area such as

— safety systems and plant configuration
— plant operation
— thermal hydraulics
— human errors
— PSA

At first, the project groups followed the NUREG-PSA review guide, 
NUREG/CR-3485. In practice, however, the guide turned out to be too labour inten
sive to apply and was only used to provide some general guidelines. This guide also 
contains extensive review experience and valuable insight into reviews which were 
of great importance for the review team.

In the course of reviews a few meetings were convened with the utilities, and 
the most important remarks were delivered by STUK to utility staff for further 
development, once rapid implementation was deemed necessary.

The PSA review process at STUK turned out to be useful both for PSA refine
ment and for the training of the STUK personnel. The PSA review made the review 
team better understand the plant as an extensive network of dependencies and inter
pret the PSA results which will help the inspectors in the plant audits. In the course
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of the review an important finding appeared such that a distinction between important 
and less important items of the plant components and systems can be made with the 
help of PSA. This entails PSA giving the nuclear inspector a more solid ground for 
making regulatory decisions than the engineering judgement alone.

3. REVIEW OF TVO PSA

3.1. TVO plant design

The TVO plant consists o f two BWR units of 735 MW gross electrical output, 
designed by ASEA-Atom from Sweden. Either unit (they are almost identical) has 
four redundant trains (4 x  50%) in most of the safety systems, but in general one 
train is capable of providing the required safety function. In the front line systems 
each train is independent of the other trains as far as the required control, power 
supply, cooling and heat transfer to the ultimate heat sink are concerned. In the sup
port system level, however, the independence is less convincing, and several com
plex dependencies have been included in PSA models. Instead of the good separation 
and independence of the trains at the front line system level, the lack of diversity 
between the trains makes some systems more vulnerable to common cause failures 
than was to be expected.

The TVO design is similar to that of Forsmark 1 and 2 in Sweden, except for 
the power which is about 80% of that of Forsmark. Because of similar components 
used in each plant, the Swedish ATV database is used in the analysis o f TVO. Even 
though TVO data contribute to the ATV data collection and processing system, the 
validity of the TVO reliability data is still to be questioned. In the future, TVO is 
going to set up a data collection and processing system providing plant specific data 
for PSA.

3.2. PSA methods in brief

As recommended by STUK, the TVO plant personnel performed all basic 
work in plant and systems modelling, acquisition of information and familiarization 
of the plant. After thorough basic training the personnel was capable of accomplish
ing the failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) and working out the event and fault 
trees. Contractors were only involved in common cause failure (CCF) and human 
error analyses for supporting the personnel in using some most problematic reliabil
ity methods.

The initiating events selection of TVO PSA relies on the references given in 
NUREG/CR-2300, in the so-called EPRI initiating event list and in PSA studies of 
Millstone, Limerick and WASH-1400. The final selection was based on the operat
ing experiences of TVO, Forsmark 3 and Barsebäck 1. The final list of initiating
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events was divided into three loss of coolant accident (LOCA) categories and five 
transient categories, i.e. reactor scram, loss of heat sink, loss of main feedwater and 
heat sink, loss of off-site site power and anticipated transient without scram (ATWS).

In the TVO PSA, small event trees and large fault trees were used. The best 
estimate success criteria for safety systems were determined by Swedish Bison and 
Goblin thermal hydraulic codes excluding some few points where final safety analy
sis report (FSAR) criteria were applied. Very detailed fault trees were drawn up in 
order to penetrate very deeply into the systems’ details. For example, the unavaila
bility of electronic cards was analysed. Dependencies were identified carefully by 
dividing the dependencies into eight categories:

— planned systems dependencies
— operation and maintenance related dependencies
— room related dependencies
— special dependencies of electrical systems
— special dependencies of plant protection systems
— initiating event related dependencies
— rest dependencies (unidentified)
— special phenomena.

In the analysis of dependencies, methods such as detailed fault tree analysis, 
FMEA, dependency matrix, walkthrough and thinkthrough analyses, CCF analysis 
of testing and maintenance, room mapping and identification lists were used. The 
unidentified remaining CCFs were modelled by an extended beta factor method.

In human reliability assessment, the potential maintenance and testing errors 
were assessed and screened by brain storming sessions. Consequently, the single 
errors were quantified by the aid of accident sequence examination programme 
(ASEP) data [1] and the multiple errors by the multiple sequential failure (MSF) 
model [2]. The operator errors during the accident were assessed as part of the event 
tree analysis by the systematic human action reliability procedure (SHARP) method
[3]. The diagnosis error probabilities were assessed by the human cognitive reliabil
ity (HCR) [4] model supported by the ASEP model.

The quantification of fault trees was carried out by the RELVEC and SETS 
codes. Because of the very detailed fault trees some reduction was needed to make 
the computation times reasonable.

3.3. PSA results and review findings

The current mean frequency of core damage is 3.5 x  10'5 per year with an 
error factor of about three for the 95% confidence limit. Table I shows frequencies 
of initiating events and their contributions to the core melt frequency.

The review made only a few major comments on the TVO PSA initiating 
events and success criteria:
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— Multiple stop of sea water pumps and consequent restart can result in a block
age of intermediate cooling and diesel generator cooling heat exchangers by 
mussels moving from the sea water channels into the heat exchangers. This 
event should be dealt with in the analysis.

— Loss of pressure air and nitrogen systems has not been analysed. This event 
results in a loss of shutdown cooling system which makes it not well suited for 
the initiating event category ‘loss of condenser’.

— The loss of DC power initiating event is omitted. DC systems are, however, 
included in a proper way in system models, but this does not replace the omit
ted initiating event.

— Success criteria for overpressure protection may be non-conservative. If the 
success criterion of 1/12 for safety relief valves were changed into 5/12, this 
change would result in a significant increase in the core melt probability such 
that the total core damage probability, 3.5 x  10'5 per year, increases up to 
5.4 X 10~5 per year.

At system level the instrumentation and control systems seemed to have 
a significant relative effect on the core damage probability. In particular, the 
significance of electrical control systems including DC systems is transparent 
in the fault trees. The review addressed some system points where the design 
of DC systems has been insufficient.

The review emphasized the complexity of the electrical supply system as 
a whole. The excessive number of voltage levels, busbars and components with 
complex circumferential dependencies between DC and AC systems makes the 
electrical system relatively vulnerable. A weak point in the instrumentation is

TABLE I. FREQUENCIES OF INTERNAL INITIATING EVENTS AND THEIR 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

Initiating event
Frequency

( a '1)
Contribution

(a-1)

Loss of condenser 7.8 x  IO-2 1.2 X 1(T5

Loss of off-site power 9 x  10-2 1.3 X IO’5

Small LOCA 3.6 X IO’3 1 X 10 's

Loss o f main feedwater 1.1 X IO-1 2 x  10-6

Medium LOCA 7.2 x  1(T4 2 x  1(T6

Large LOCA 1.9 x  10-5 5 X 1(T8
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the reactor water level measuring device, the so called reference piping. Loss 
of cooling of these reference pipes during LOCA makes the water in these 
pipes boil, which stops the operation of the auxiliary feedwater system and 
leads to core damage.

The review addressed several other specific possibilities of further reduc
ing the TVO core melt probability.

The core damage probability at TVO should decrease significantly by 
improving the instrumentation and control system of the condenser so as to 
decrease the frequency of transients initiated by the loss of condenser.

The use of non-identical components in some key systems would 
improve their availability. Diversity in the reactor coolant pressure relief 
valves and end relays of the reactor protection system would decrease the acci
dent frequency significantly.

The availability of the diesel generator (DG) system suffers from several 
dependencies at distinct DC voltage levels (440 V, 110 V and 24 V batteries). 
This implies that a failure of one DC system would prevent the start of the 
respective DG. The automatic disconnection and reswitching system in the DG 
system depends on 110 V DC batteries, which makes the unavailability of the 
disconnection signal quite high. The maintenance, calibration and surveillance 
tests cause dependencies between different trains resulting in a high unavaila
bility to the DG system.

In its review for human errors, STUK used an applied SLIM approach 
and the model used in the individual plant examination (IPE) programme 
[5-8]. The review gave an incentive to new operating procedures and other 
instructions which made a remarkable contribution to the human reliability in 
accident sequences such as

— refilling of emergency core cooling (ECC) water storage tanks and condenser;
— connection of electrical power supply between neighbouring diesel busbars; 

and
— manual depressurization from the relay rooms.

The TVO PSA model was removed to the SPSA and is being used in the STUK 
living PSA programme.

4. REVIEW OF LOVIISA PSA

4.1. Design features of the Loviisa plant

The Loviisa plant has two WWER-type PWR units 465 MW gross electrical 
power. The plant is a combination of Soviet and western technologies. The nuclear 
steam supply system is of Soviet design, but the plant protection system and the
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instrumentation and control systems are mainly of western design as are several other 
safety features. The safety systems are divided into two redundant parts, but most 
of the active components in the safety systems are 4 x  100%, supported by four 
diesel generators. Loviisa units have a large free-standing steel containment with ice 
condensers of Westinghouse type.

4.2. Loviisa PSA methods in brief

The number of initiating events in Loviisa PSA was no less than 70, based on 
plant specific analysis. The plant specific initiators and their frequencies were com
pared with EPRI and EG & G initiators lists which contain 40 typical PWR initiators 
based on more than 600 reactor-years and more than 6000 transients. The list of 
70 initiators was reduced to 21 final initiators after categorization and screening 
analyses.

Loviisa PSA used small event trees and large fault trees. Both the event trees 
and some of the fault trees were less detailed than those of TVO PSA. The С AFT A 
code was used in estimating the accident sequence frequencies.

The Loviisa PSA team placed much emphasis on the development of methods. 
The advanced data collection and processing system was set up during the PSA 
project for providing plant specific component data. The data from plant experiences 
were analysed, and failure rates and unavailabilities with associated uncertainty dis
tributions were estimated by the so-called empirical Bayes method [9]. The data anal
ysis method also contains statistical trend tests which are capable of revealing the 
increasing (ageing) and decreasing (learning) trends of failure rates [10].

A special qualitative identification method was developed to analyse statistical 
dependencies and common cause failures [11]. The method was based on walk
through and thinkthrough analysis, standard lists o f potential phenomena (process 
deviations, environmental deviations, plant accidents, natural phenomena and man- 
machine errors) and lists o f questions helping in the identification. The residual com
mon cause failures were estimated by direct estimates from an extensive CCF events 
collection conducted mainly by EPRI.

In human error analysis, the improvement of the ASEP procedure was devel
oped further [12]. By this procedure the human errors were classed into three 
categories:

— errors before initiating events (testing, maintenance and calibration)
— errors leading to initiating events
— errors made after the initiating events.

A plant specific database was provided from the plant records for the first and 
the second type of human errors. 180 errors made during 15 years of operation were 
accepted in the database. The treatment of the third type of error was divided into 
two groups: diagnosis o f initiating events and actions to prevent accidents. A plant
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specific simulator was used to work out the time reliability curves (TRC) assigning 
the human reliabilities and respective times in case of delayed or incorrect diagnosis. 
The incorrect diagnoses were studied by a confusion matrix supported by simulator 
runs for each initiating event.

4.3. PSA results and review findings

The current mean frequency of core damage is 2.3 x  10'4 per year. Before 
this number was attained, several changes have been made at the plant and some 
ultra-conservative assumptions in the PSA study have been corrected, as well. The 
original results of the PSA submitted to STUK in 1989 resulted in prompt changes 
at the plant, because one initiating event caused 73 % of the total core melt frequency. 
The dominating event was loss of cooling of the electrical and control instrumenta
tion room. The ventilation system of this room had only one train equipped with a 
cooling unit. The assumption made in PSA that control of the whole plant is lost if 
the temperature exceeds the design limit of control instrumentation led to the afore
mentioned high core damage frequency. A quick demonstration, however, showed 
that air cooling is only needed during the hottest summer days which are infrequent 
in Finland. Most of the year cooling could be managed by blowing the air also by 
two standby fans without cooling unit. A rapid review of the accident sequence 
assured also that the auxiliary feedwater system can be managed manually even 
though the automatic control would be lost. These corrections decreased the core 
melt probability of the respective initiating event to 3.3. X  1СГ4 per year and the 
total core melt probability to 9 X  1СГ4 per year.

Instead of further analysis prompt actions were started to redesign the air cool
ing system and to install two additional 100% air cooling units in each vital room. 
The redesigned system is now in operation, and it has decreased the core damage 
frequency, resulting, from the loss of instrument room cooling, in 1.2 X  10'5 per 
year, and the total core damage estimate resulted in 6 x  10-4 per year.

Improvements have been made in several other systems that caused high proba
bility core damage frequencies such as

— the primary circulation pump seal system
— the service water system
— the minimum circulation of the ECC system (being done).

All the aforementioned systems suffered from design errors which could be 
eliminated by relatively moderate effort.

A new stop signal activated by too small seal cooling flow in the primary circu
lation pumps and improved operator instructions for avoiding seal LOCA decreased 
the frequency of the respective accident sequence from 2 x  10“4 per year to about 
10~5 per year.
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TABLE II. FREQUENCIES OF INTERNAL INITIATING EVENTS AND 
THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

Initiating event
Frequency

( a '1)

Contribution

(a‘ ‘)

Multiple steam generator
tube rupture 5.3 x  10-4 5.4 x  10~5

Loss of off-site power 2.5 x  IO“2 5 x  10‘5

Steam generator collector break
(specific to WWER-440
type plant) 5.3 x  IO"4 2.7 x  10‘5

Partial loss o f service
water system 1.7 x  10"2 1.9 x  10"5

Pressurizer safety valve LOCA 3.4 x  10‘3 1.8 x  10-5

Small break LOCA 3.4 x  10"3 1.6 x  10-5

Medium break LOCA 5.3 x  10"4 1.3 x  10“5

Loss of cooling of instrument rooms 4 x  10“4 1.2 x  10’5

Single steam generator tube rupture 1.8 x  10-3 7.8 x  10-6

Pressure relief valve failure — 5.5 x  10’6

The redundancy of the service water system was improved by changing the 
base states of a few valves. This change eliminated the total loss of the service water 
system in case of pipe break and decreased the core damage frequency caused by 
the loss of service water from 1.3 X 10~4 to 1.9 X 10~5 per year.

An important design error was found in the ECC system leading to a high fre
quency accident sequence. If the closing valves in the minimum circulation lines fail 
to close on demand, the sump line valves and suction line valves hunt back and forth 
because of the suctions cycling between water tank and sump. This design error has 
not yet been eliminated, but by adequate design the accident frequencies due to 
LOCAs can be decreased.

Some other potential hardware modifications still exist for decreasing the core 
damage frequency estimate. An important possibility would be to back up the 
primary circulating pump (PCP) seal cooling outlet valves by batteries so as to 
reduce the seal LOCA contribution to the core melt in case of off-site power loss. 
By assuring reliable operation of the main isolation valves in the primary circuit a 
significant risk reduction would be obtained in case of steam generator leakages.
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Several improvements have been made in emergency operating procedures 
such as refilling of the ECC tank in case of multiple steam generator tube ruptures 
and primary circuit pressure reduction with pressurizer and ATWS management.

The total core damage frequency after the aforementioned modifications is 
about 2 x  10“4 per year. Table II shows the frequencies of the internal initiating 
events and their contributions to the core melt frequency.

The regulatory review has presented several comments on assumptions and 
accident sequence and system modelling. An example of this is the omission of the 
on-site gas turbines and the emergency power connection to the hydro power source 
in case of loss of off-site power.

The modelling of event trees is partly poor and inadequate for several initiating 
events, and the modelling of some safety systems is neglected. This has resulted from 
the poor follow-up of written PSA guidelines and instructions.

The review suggests several changes in the models, especially in event trees 
which often appeared to be too general.

5. IMPLICATIONS FOR DECISION MAKING

The regulatory review of Loviisa and TVO PSAs has had several effects on 
PSA and on the plants, even though in most cases the power companies themselves 
tackled the issues found by PSA and made proposals for improvements [13].

PSA turned out to be a very practical and efficient tool in making resolutions 
for safety improvements, both software and hardware, at the plants. In addition, the 
review is working as an appproach to the use of living PSA, which is an important 
objective of the Finnish PSA programme. The PSA code (SPSA) developed by 
STUK during the review is used as a practical tool in the STUK living PSA 
programme.

This code is also used in TVO PSA, and later it may be used in Loviisa PSA, 
as well.

The efficiency of the living PSA concept was verified during the fire at the 
TVO plant on 12 April 1991. The fire damaged two 6.6 kV circuit breakers, which 
resulted in the disconnection of the plant from the external grid. The plant was shut 
down and cooled to a safe state by the diesel generator emergency power supply.

Probabilistic safety assessments were made at TVO and STUK during the fire 
incident after information on the states of the safety systems at the plant had been 
received. The distinct assessments made by TVO and STUK showed that the proba
bility of core damage, given the loss o f off-site power and successful starts of the 
necessary safety systems, was about 10“3 or less. At the plant, a suggestion on the 
provisions to be made to switch the possible interconnection between the diesel 
generators of units 2 and 1, based on PSA importance measures, was made.
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In conclusion, it appears that the PSA reviews have been an important issue 
in many respects. The review team has learned a variety of new things and has gained 
new means of ensuring the basis of regulatory activities. The qualitative PSA review 
turned out to be the most useful stimulus for nuclear inspectors to evaluate plant 
safety from a new, fresh standpoint that is less familiar to most of them. The 
experience obtained from the PSA reviews and the living PSA programme underway 
fosters the everyday regulatory process of STUK and constributes to the evolution 
of the regulatory process which will eventually lead to a solid, risk oriented safety 
culture.
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Abstract

ASPECTS OF THE AECB PSA VALIDATION PROGRAMME.
The use o f probabilistic techniques in the Canadian nuclear industry has a long history 

but the role o f PSA in licensing is still undefined. The Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) 
therefore initiated a PSA validation programme which should systematically identify and 
resolve issues associated with the use o f PSA in decision making. It is understood that the 
evaluation of validity o f the PSA model is difficult. The usual ‘process oriented’ approach has 
several shortcomings. The AECB is therefore exploring the potential to evaluate the product 
o f the process, i.e. the PSA model itself. The AECB has sought external expert advice through 
research contracts. One of the newly introduced concepts is the ‘protective path-set’ formalism 
which is a ‘success space framework’ in which Boolean system/sequence models are restruc
tured to represent potential challenges to system performance and the associated protective 
features o f the plant.

* O n ly  an  a b s trac t a p p ea rs  h e re , sin ce  th e  full tex t o f  th e  p ap e r w as no t ava ilab le .
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Abstract

THE USE OF LEVEL 1 PRA IN REGULATORY DECISION MAKING IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA.

The development and application of a ‘living’ Level 1 PRA for implementation on a 
386-type PC and use in South Africa regulatory decision making is described. Particular 
aspects o f the methodology such as the method o f categorization o f plant damage states and 
the use o f support systems are discussed. The practical applicability o f the model to the resolu
tion of licensing concerns is illustrated by means of a range of examples including the relia
bility o f emergency power supplies, the loss o f ultimate heat sink, and the importance o f com
mon mode. It is concluded that the PRA is an essential and valuable tool for effective decision 
making in licensing.

1. INTRODUCTION

PRA (PSA) has been used in South Africa for regulatory purposes since 1975. 
A Level 2 PRA for two 925 MW(e) units was developed by the contractor and sub
mitted to the regulatory body in 1979.

In addition, PRA studies have been carried out for various nuclear installations 
within South Africa for off-site (population) risk and occupational risk analyses.

In recent years, both the regulatory body and the utility have been working 
together to develop a computerized methodology to enable rapid updating of the fault 
and event trees to assist in the assessment of regulatory issues and to perform safety 
work before action.

The methodology being developed is similar to the ‘matrix’ approach described 
in NUREG-1150 [1], comprising an ‘initiating event vector’, a ‘plant matrix’, a 
‘containment matrix’ and a ‘site matrix’.
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TABLE I. INITIATING EVENTS

1 Large LOCA

2 Small LOCA

3 Very small LOCA

Chemical and volume control system (R C V ) break

4 Letdown o f break downstream of the isolation valves and upstream of the pressure 
reducing orifices

5 Letdown o f line break downstream of the pressure reducing orifices but inside the 
containment

6 Letdown o f line break outside the containment

Charging pump suction line break

7 RCV tank break

8 Charging pump suction line break or seal water return line break

9 Charging line break

Loss of offsite power

10 Residual heat removal system (RRA) loss

11 RRA failure following the failure of two components (two pumps or two 
exchangers)

12 RRA loss due to total electrical power supply loss

13 RRA loss due to a break or the opening of a valve on the system

Steam line break

14 Group A ‘credible break’ when the break cannot be isolated

15 Group A ‘credible break’ when the break can be isolated

16 Group В — breaks downstream of main steam valves

17 Group С — breaks upstream of one of the main steam valves

Secondary system transients

18 Loss of main feedwater

19 Turbine trip

20 Overflow of main feedwater system, 0% nominal power

21 Overflow of main feedwater system, 100% nominal power

22 Excessive load increase
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TABLE I. (cont.)

Loss of ultimate heat sink

23 ‘At pow er’ common mode

24 ‘At pow er’ not common mode

25 Shutdown head on common mode

Fuel handling accidents

26 Fuel assembly handling accident in the reactor building

27 Fuel assembly handling accident in the fuel building

28 Cask handling accident

Spent fuel pit accident

29 Refuelling water storage (PTR) loss during normal storage (4/3 core) (between zero 
and three months after reactor shutdown for unloading)

30 PTR loss during normal storage (4/3 core) (between three and six months after 
reactor shutdown for unloading)

31 PTR loss during normal storage (4/3 core) (more than six months after reactor shut
down for unloading)

32 PTR loss during emergency storage (7/3 core) (between zero and three months after
reactor shutdown for unloading)

33 PTR loss during emergency storage (7/3 core) (more than three months after reactor
shutdown for unloading)

Radioactive waste storage tank (T E P ) accident

34 Failure to drain the TEP tank

35 TEP front tank uncontrolled nitrogen inlet

36 Failure to drain the TEG buffer tank during degasser operation, scavenging and
inadvertent nitrogen make-up.

2. METHODOLOGY

The original PRA provided by the contractor consisted of initiating events with 
event trees and fault trees. The containment event tree allowed for five different 
scenarios. Each sequence was followed from the initiating event through the plant 
and containment event trees, terminating in a particular ‘source term’.
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An iodine equivalent and noble gas source term was computed for (or assigned 
to) each accident sequence. The sequences were binned into release categories 
defined by decade bands of 131I equivalent plus noble gases [2].

In recent years the regulatory body has been working to adapt the PRA to the 
matrix methodology, similar to the approach advocated in NUREG-1150 [1], as will 
be discussed below.

2.1. Initiating events

The initiating events used are listed in Table I. There are 36 initiating events 
consisting of 25 internal and 11 external initiating events, referring to events leading 
to releases inside and outside the containment building, respectively.

The internal initiating events include:

Large loss of cooling accidents (LOCAs)
Small LOCAs 
Very small LOCAs
Chemical and volume control system (RCV) breaks (three cases)
Loss of off-site power
Residual heat removal (RRA) loss for seven different shutdown conditions 
Steam line breaks (four cases)
Secondary system transients (five cases)
Loss of ultimate heat sink for different operating or shutdown modes 

The external initiating events include:

Fuel handling accidents (three cases)
Spent fuel pit accidents for different core storage and different times after 

reactor unloading 
Radioactive waste storage tank accidents (three cases)

The initiating events vector comprises the initiating event frequencies.

2.2. Event trees

The event trees constructed for each initiating event ended in approximately 
400 end sequences. These end sequences were grouped into plant damage states so 
as to reduce the number of scenarios to a practical number.

2.3. Plant damage states

A preliminary group of 13 plant damage states plus a further category to allow 
for accident mitigation was used for the grouping of all the end sequences into one 
of the plant damage states.
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We are in the process of increasing the number of plant damage states to 78 
to include various modes of failure of the primary system and containment, as well 
as success or failure of containment safeguard systems. More details are given in 
Ref. [2]. The grouping into a plant damage state is being done by using the existing 
PRA or, in some cases, by means of transient analysis codes.

Thus the end sequences that previously included the containment failure modes 
are now broken at the plant damage state for incorporation into the plant matrix.

The purpose of this is to separate the plant analysis from the containment analy
sis in which the uncertainties are of a physical nature.

2.4. Plant matrix

The plant matrix comprises the conditional probabilities for plant damage states 
given an initiating event. This is the final stage of the Level 1 PRA.

3. AUTOMATION

The regulatory body and the utility are working together to develop a set of 
fault and event trees that can be installed on a PC or minicomputer for the automation 
of the Level 1 PRA. The objective is to develop a living PRA model which can be 
readily updated to reflect changes to reliability data or to the plant itself.

3.1. Fault trees

The fault trees by means of which the future probability of the safety systems 
is computed are, at present, being reviewed by three independent parties: the utility 
head office, the engineers on-site and the regulatory body. This proves to be an 
important exercise as many alternatives are considered, discussed, and errors 
detected. In this way we are, at present, considering about one hundred fault trees.

The reason for this number is a result of the different initiating conditions. For 
example, the failure probability of the safety injection system involves consideration 
of the high head safety injection (HHSI) direct injection fault tree, the high head 
safety injection recirculation fault tree and the same for the low head safety injection. 
The accumulator system direct injection and the accumulator on loss of RRA are 
separate fault trees. Also different signal fault trees were developed, depending on 
the input into the PRA.

By taking reverse flow into consideration, the risk of failure to certain systems 
is increased. The largest fault tree is the HHSI direct injection, which consists of 
about 530 boxes.
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3.2. Support systems

The plant event tree analysis is complicated by certain common features 
between the system fault trees. Among the most important of these are the following 
‘support systems’:

Any train A power supply (EA)
Any train В power supply (EB)
Component cooling train A (RA)
Component cooling train В (RB)

To make the logic of the fault trees more transparent it was necessary to use the con
cept of support systems. For this purpose, an event tree has been constructed for 
these support systems, leading to several end sequences as indicated in Fig. 1, 
‘blackout’ meaning a support system failed on both trains. Each fault tree has to be 
repeated for each different combination of the support systems as well as each event 
tree with the support state as a given condition.

3.3. House gates

House gates which have a value of either 0 or 1 are being considered to include 
the effect of the support systems in the fault trees.

House gates are also used to repeat different configurations o f the same system 
depending on the initiating event assumed, for example:

The third steam generator; main steam line break inside containment; 
the second cold leg; small LOCA.

3.4. Common cause

Common cause is treated with a model based on the extended beta factor 
method [3], which includes multiple failures of similar components up to a maximum 
of four, due to common cause. The common cause contribution to risk is, at present, 
approximately 40% of the total risk.

3.5. Human error

Human error is treated explicitly in the fault and event trees.
An example is shown in Fig. 2, which shows a fault tree used for the demand 

failure of a manually operated valve. The probabilities of the valve being left in the 
wrong position after maintenance or testing and of the operator’s failure to respond 
to the alarm are included in the fault tree.
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FIG. 1. Support system event tree. LA, LB, RA and RB designate various support systems.
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3.6. Data

Sources of data used are WASH-1400 [4], IEEE [5], IAEA [6] and 
Maanshan [7].

3.7. Occurrence analysis

Special attention is given to reported occurrences on the nuclear plant. A data
base consisting of about 900 incidents reported from the plant since 1986 was used 
to determine unique characteristics of the events. With the application of keywords 
and with a root cause classification system, dominant incidents can be selected and 
analysis can be conducted for the plant as well as for any particular system or group 
of components.

For classification purposes, five US Nuclear Regulatory Commission func
tional areas for systematic assessment of licensee performance were selected as 
shown in Fig. 3. These are:

Plant operation — including operator error and management deficiencies 
Radiological controls — consisting of all incidents resulting in unplanned 

radioactive effluent release 
Maintenance/surveillance — includes errors in maintenance and testing 
Security — deficiencies in access control, staff clearance and general security 

activities
Engineering/technical support — component and instrument failure, training, 

modifications and procedural deficiencies.

The occurrence analysis can be applied to a specific group of components, for 
example, the emergency diesels.

3.8. Living PRA

To update the living PRA, an in-depth study will be performed on component 
faults and occurrences to obtain plant specific data . Also optimum maintenance time 
intervals will be incorporated by using the RELIAN code. The code calculates the 
failure rate and presents the information in a graphic form, i.e. life cycle 
performance.

3.9. Event trees

Each event tree has to be repeated for each initiating event, a different support 
system being assumed.
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The following dependent failures may be included in the event trees as separate 
scenarios, because of their impact on more than one system:

— a signal failure,
— the refuelling water storage tank.

4. REGULATORY APPLICATIONS

PSA has been used for regulatory decision making on many issues relating to 
our 925 MW(e) PWRs and to our various nuclear facilities. Some examples of previ
ous experience in the application of PRA will be discussed below.

4.1. M otor valve issue

Tests performed on motor operated valves off-line revealed a problem with the 
drive spindles and cast doubt on the reliability of the valves in performing their func
tion. Initially, it was believed that approximately 30 valves are affected on each unit. 
At that time one unit was down for refuelling. There were insufficient spares to 
refurbish all the suspect valves.

An independent analysis of this issue using the PRA for the plant was per
formed by the utility and the regulatory authority to determine the risk impact and 
course of action. The following steps were taken:

— The fault trees were used to obtain a list o f all the valves of that type in the 
PRA and to identify the affected safety systems. The safety injection system 
(in the direct injection, boosting and recirculation modes) was found to be 
potentially the most seriously affected system.

— A sensitivity analysis was performed to obtain an importance ranking of the 
valves in question so as to decide which valves would be preferentially refur
bished with the available spares.

— An analysis, using a sampling technique, of historical test data on the valves 
in question was used to derive a demand failure probability for the valves.

The result was that the plant was still compliant with the safety critieria. Further tests 
revealed that a smaller number of valves was affected than was originally thought.

4.2. Ultimate heat sink concern

The reliability of the ultimate heat sink, involving the (closed circuit) essential 
services cooling system and the sea water cooling system, was one of the concerns 
which led to the non-compliance of the plant at the initial licensing stage. From a

3.10. Dependent failures
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number o f alternative solutions, the one that was finally agreed on was the implemen
tation of a procedure to provide an alternative source of water to the essential serv
ices cooling system from the REA tank (reactor make-up tank) and the PTR tank 
(refuelling water storage tank).

The implementation o f this procedure aided in the reduction o f the plant risk 
and, therefore, in compliance with the risk criteria.

4.3. Station blackout concern

The risk of station black-out (loss of all off-site and on-site electric power sup
plies) was one of the reasons for the initial non-compliance with the safety criteria. 
Stability of the national grid, reliability of emergency diesel generators and the risk 
of sabotage were important considerations.

The corrective action that was finally agreed on was to set up a link with an 
independent off-site power supply, consisting of a 132 kV line to the Acacia power 
station in Cape Town. This proved satisfactory from the point o f view o f the PRA 
and contributed to plant compliance with the risk criteria.

4.4. Inspection item selection

PRA has been used for importance ranking of equipment for the purposes of 
assisting the regulatory inspectors in deciding on items for inspection.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Some of the key issues still to be addressed are the validity of data 
method of including operator errors as well as the quantification and incorporation 
of data uncertainties in the PRA. The PRA methodology is being actively used as 
an extremely important element of regulatory decision making in South Africa.
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Abstract

APPLICATIONS OF THE PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT IN  THE MEXICAN 
REGULATORY PROCESS.

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) has shown, day after day, more acceptance in the 
nuclear regulating process and its application in operation, licensing and regulation is increas
ing, even among countries with recent development in the nuclear power field. The training 
process, inside the Mexican Regulatory Body, in the PSA methodology was initiated almost 
ten years ago and was reflected in the adaptation and design of specialized software, safety 
system reliability analysis, a limited scope PSA for blackout accidents and, finally, the 
Level 1 PSA for the Laguna Verde Nuclear Power Plant (LVNPP). — The paper describes 
the transition, at the Regulatory Body, from the traditional deterministic methodology to a 
broader and more realistic context represented by an adequate combination o f the classical 
methodology and PSA. — The growing concern for severe accidents in nuclear power plants 
has promoted a detailed evaluation and the application o f the methodology referred to in PSA 
as part o f the regulatory process. — The Regulatory Body has recently requested its counter
part, the National Utility, to carry out a specific plant examination based on the regulations 
in force in the Laguna Verde nuclear steam supplier country. This specific examination for 
the plant sets out the need for the National Utility to take a leading role in the implementation 
and updating process o f the Laguna Verde Probabilistic Safety Assessment. — The specific 
plant examination aims at an appreciation of severe accident behaviour and understanding of 
the most likely severe accident sequences that can be postulated for the LVNPP. The specific 
plant examination also intends to provide the basis o f the application o f the PSA in operational 
safety.

1. INTRODUCTION

The construction and commissioning of the first nuclear power plant in 
Mexico, a BWR/5 reactor with Mark-II containment, gradually promoted a learning 
process both for the utility and for the Regulatory Body. The licensing and regulatory 
process of this nuclear power plant was mainly based on the implementation of the 
regulations of the nuclear steam supplier country with a deterministic approach, in

161
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which the defence in depth principles, the single failure criterion, the redundancy and 
diversity are taken into account. However, even though this approach seemed sound 
and adequate, the assessment, from my point of view, has been fragmentary and the 
global response of the nuclear power plant during abnormal events, transitories and 
design basis accidents was hard to integrate. In addition, after the TMI and 
Chernobyl accidents, the increasingly larger acceptance of accidents beyond the 
design basis, called severe accidents, has promoted worldwide interest in a new 
approach that has proved to be broader, more realistic and free from the previously 
existent excessive conservatism.

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) provides a comprehensive and struc
tured approach towards identifying failure scenarios and providing a conceptual and 
mathematical tool to derive numerical statements of the risk which should eventually 
be compared with a safety goal.

A PSA effort was developed for the Laguna Verde NPP (LVNPP) and sub
jected to several high level external peer reviews. The Laguna Verde PSA (LVPSA) 
is expected to be extended to a Level 2 assessment.

The pioneer working groups on PSA inside the Regulatory Body were gradu
ally formed through IAEA courses and bilateral agreements, by training some staff 
members. This process began almost ten years ago, and at the present time there are 
working teams not only at the Regulatory Body, but also at the National Utility 
(CFE) and the Nuclear and Electrical Research Institutes. During this period of time, 
the Electrical Research Institute (ПЕ) and the Regulatory Body have led the PSA 
applications and development throughout the country.

The specific plant evaluation for the LVNPP is expected to modify this scheme 
by allowing CFE to lead the process of PSA for the containment performance.

During the regulatory process of the LVNPP, a PSA approach has been 
required on several occasions to support unresolved generic and specific safety oper
ational issues. Such is the case for the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC), the 
emergency diesel generator and the nuclear service water system. These safety issues 
have been solved through specific plant reliability analyses.

Once the PSA process for Laguna Verde had started, it was expanded by new 
developments inside the Electrical Research Institute and the Regulatory Body. An 
effort parallel to the Laguna Verde PSA was carried out in the Regulatory Body by 
a limited scope PSA for the blackout initiator.

Some applications of PSA as pursued by CFE and the Regulatory Body are:

(a) the need for maintaining a living PSA and a constant updating process;
(b) the creation of a reliable database of precursory events and component failure;
(c) the evaluation of the updated operational experience;
(d) the evaluation of new emergency operational procedures;
(e) the systematic and sounder evaluation of the changes suggested to the technical

specifications.
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2. SPECIFIC PLANT EXAMINATION

Nuclear power plants have been designed with deterministic rules, which are 
based on the defence in depth concept, by requiring successive barriers, a predefined 
set of anticipated transients and postulated accidents. Safety systems are to be 
designed and constructed by taking into account redundancy, diversity and failure 
of safety requirements. Overall, the deterministic approach is usually conservative. 
On the other hand, PSA relies more on a systematic analysis and a more realistic 
estimation of accident sequences and consequences.

Both deterministic and probabilistic safety assessments have their strengths and 
weaknesses, but they complement each other. A broader and more realistic context 
is represented with an acceptable combination of probabilistic , and deterministic 
assessments.

The Regulatory Body pursues the objective of accomplishing a more coherent 
treatment of safety issues by combining both methods.

A specific plant examination has been adopted for the LVNPP in order to iden
tify plant specific vulnerabilities that might be underestimated because of a lack of 
systematic and integrated approach.

The specific plant examination should be focused on severe accident contain
ment failures, and the insights gained from the containment performance should pro
vide bases for the LVNPP accident management programme.

3. THE LAGUNA VERDE PSA

LVPSA is a Level 1 probabilistic safety study. Its objective was to identify 
specific dominant sequences and to develop a model of the nuclear power plant in 
order to detect design and operational issues needing improvement. The scope is the 
so-called Level 1 PSA; it was carried to the limit of nuclear core damage.

IEE was in charge of the project, it was supported by the National Utility and 
the IAEA.

The working team was provided by analysts of all organizations such as 
National Utility, Regulatory Body, Nuclear Research Institute and HE.

The study was conducted over a period of three years, and the internal peer 
review took over one year. During the process, at least four IAEA expert missions 
have reviewed the study; they concentrated their efforts on (a) the overall structure 
and contents of PSA, (b) a human reliability analysis, and (c) a final and overall 
review.

The methodology selected for the study was based on a combination of fault 
tree linking, large event tree approaches and account for system interactions.

Fault trees were developed for all front line and some support systems, and 
the component level of resolution was used in the PSA study.
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Accident sequence event trees were constructed for each initiating event group. 
Initiating events were grouped as (a) anticipated transients, (b) anticipated transients 
without scram, (c) loss of coolant accidents, (d) loss of off-site power, and (e) sup
port system failures.

Functional dependent failures on actuation signals as ‘supercomponents’ were 
included. Common cause dependencies were added to the fault trees, and a binomial 
failure rate model was used to evaluate hardware related common cause failures.

Database analysis was developed by using a generic database, representing 
typical failure rates and their uncertainties. All equipment failures were modelled by 
using failure rates, as opposed to demand failure rates.

A human reliability analysis was performed at the LVPSA involving the analy
sis of both pre- and post-accident errors. Pre-accident errors included failure to 
restore equipment after test and maintenance, and post-accident errors included 
failure to diagnose and respond to accident conditions appropriately.

4. LAGUNA VERDE PSA LEVEL 1 REVIEW

To fulfil the specific plant examination required from LVNPP, the utility has 
submitted the Level 1 LVPSA as a front-end study for the Regulatory Body’s 
review. However, the LVPSA has been subjected to an internal utility peer review 
as well as to, at least, three high level peer reviews by worldwide recognized experts. 
It should be pointed out that objectives and scope of the LVPSA were not intended 
to fulfil the requirements of the specific plant examination and that the time having 
elapsed from the moment in which the study was developed and reviewed suggests 
that an update is already necessary.

Methodology issues are expected to arise during the review process but it is 
not the staffs intention to be tempted into discussing them endlessly; our intentions 
are to involve the operational staff of the LVNPP during the review process as much 
as possible and concentrate our efforts on those issues related to uptdating informa
tion on system analysis, human reliability analysis, accident sequence analysis, and 
containment performance assessment interaction with the Level 1 PSA.

5. PSA DEVELOPMENTS AT THE REGULATORY BODY

5.1. Blackout PSA study

The main objective of the study in its first stage was to create a body of analysts 
versed in PSA techniques who should found a new research and development group 
inside the Regulatory Body. Some other objectives were:
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(a) to perform an interim reliability system study for all front line and support sys
tems involved in the blackout accident study for the LVNPP;

(b) a computer code framework by implementing, modifying and developing a 
computerized system appropriate to our needs and restraints, as an ad hoc 
effort; and

(c) to devise the accident sequence event trees.

The objectives for the second stage were to perform a more detailed accident 
sequence event tree analysis as well as an accident sequence quantification. Some 
other objectives were:

(a) to develop detailed fault tree models for all front line and support systems, 
including actuation circuits down to contact pairs;

(b) to develop detailed fault tree models for AC and DC critical buses, including 
motor control centres and component relays.

(c) a limited human reliability analysis for preaccident errors, including failure to 
restore equipment after test and maintenance; and

(e) the accident sequence quantification to obtain point estimate frequencies for
dominant sequences.

The scope of the study was accident sequence event tree analysis, its quantifi
cation and a sensitivity study for the blackout event initiator.

The methodology used for the study was long fault trees and short event trees; 
the fault tree analysis for all systems was performed up to the component level, spe
cial attention being paid to the support system dependencies by merging the support 
system with the appropriate front line systems.

During the study, a complete framework of computer codes was implemented 
and some other codes were modified or developed. The whole fault tree reliability 
process was developed with PC based computer codes such as DATBASE, 
FTAP-M, IMPORT and TREE-MASTER, and the evaluation of the event tree 
sequences was carried out with the SETS and SEP computer codes, in a 
CYBER-CDC.

5.2. Computer code framework

The FTAP-M code was implemented to run on a PC microcomputer; the new 
version of the FTAP code was also modified to generate the input fault tree files for 
SETS and TREE-MASTER codes (Fig. 1). Recent developments to the code have 
been implemented on 286-base and 386-base microcomputers, improving its perfor
mance substantially.

The DATBASE code is a microcomputer code to evaluate component unavail
abilities from generic and plant specific failure rate data sources and to generate the 
proper numerical input data to be used for some fault tree analysis codes such as 
SETS/SEP, FTAP-M and TREE-MASTER. The code was designed for a PC 
microcomputer and written in dBASE III plus and compiled with Clipper.
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DATBASE Accident sequences event tree analysis

FIG. 1. Computer code framework.

The SETS/SEP computer codes (version 85) were implemented for event tree 
sequence evaluation; the SETS fault tree input file was produced by the FTAP-M 
code and the value block input file was provided for the DATBASE code as is shown 
in Fig. 1.

The TEMAC and LHS codes have been modified and are implemented in a 
CYBER-CDC. The uncertainty and importance analysis for the PSA review will be 
carried out with them. Both codes have also been installed in a 386-based 
microcomputer.

6. ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

The main objective of severe accident management is to provide a framework 
for preventing and mitigating accidents beyond the expected design basis accident 
analysis and involving significant core damage.

A severe accident programme could be pursued by the Regulatory Body 
through (a) gaining insights from the specific plant examination, based on a PSA 
(Level 1), a containment performance assessment and an external event analysis;
(b) improving plant operation with the new symptom based emergency operating 
procedures; (c) specific accident management actions; (d) research support on acci
dent management; and (e) improved technical specifications.
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6.1. Preventive activities

The Regulatory Body is increasingly concerned with reducing the residual risk 
derived from severe accidents. This concern is a consequence of the follow-up 
process of the recommendation made by the International Nuclear Safety Advisory 
Group of the IAEA [1], which encourages a more extensive use of PSA in nuclear 
safety. Additionally, severe accident management is addressed by the US Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (USNRC) severe accident policy statement and is closely 
related to the individual plant examination requirements [2]. Within the Mexican 
regulatory process, it has been agreed between the National Utility and the Regula
tory Body to fulfil the systematic examination requirements for the LVNPP — 
already in operation — through the currently completed PSA for Laguna Verde, in 
addition to the projected specific containment performance evaluation during acci
dent conditions and the external event study.

An integral severe accident management programme should combine and 
balance preventing activities and mitigating elements. Insights and improvements 
derived from the specific plant examination for the LVNPP are expected to promote 
the integral accident management plan.

Improving plant operation aims at accident prevention activities; therefore, the 
regulatory staff has shown special interest in this fact through a systematic and 
detailed tracking of operational events and their assessment, using the IAEA nuclear 
event scale and the Assessment of the Safety Significant Event programme. The 
follow-up of the most significant events and the implementation o f corrective actions 
are major concerns of the staff.

The new symptom based emergency operating procedures (EOPs) also aim at 
an improved plant operation; their implementation has followed a chart based 
approach. The new EOPs are currently being verified and validated. The LVPSA 
will receive feedback via this approach and should be taken into account for the 
expected LVPSA review and update process.

6.2. Mitigation activities

Once core damage has started, adequate measures should be taken to preclude 
the progress of a severe accident already taking place. Among the situations to be 
considered is the survivability of systems and components in a severe accident 
environment, such as pressure challenges beyond the design pressure. Our efforts 
in this area have been directed towards a thorough understanding of the containment 
failure modes, including early containment failures during an accident.

The Regulatory Body has recently joined an international section of the Severe 
Accident Program (SARP), managed by the USNRC Nuclear Safety Research Divi
sion, and in the Advanced Containment Experiments (ACE) the utility is following 
a similar direction in order to fulfil the back end analysis of the specific plant exami
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nation, which addresses, among other issues, containment failure characterization, 
accident progression analysis and radionuclide release characterization.

It is clear for the Regulatory Body why the key question of severe accident 
mitigation is the containment’s capability of preventing the release of large quantities 
of fission products as well as the need for a proper balance between accident mitiga
tion and accident prevention features.

7. FUTURE TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENT

7.1. Living PSA

While the LVPSA was being reviewed, the need for a continuous updating of 
the PSA and a living PSA process plus the tools for achieving it has been addressed. 
The updating process requires all the applicable changes in procedures and hardware 
to be evaluated and taken into account for the PSA, in order to reflect the actual sta
tus of the plant. A living PSA model needs handy and user friendly tools to simplify 
the evaluation and updating process of these models by the utility staff. Some of the 
early efforts in computer codes by the Regulatory Body and the Electrical Research 
Institute were directed towards this goal that could be renewed and improved; 
nevertheless, other alternatives could be available such as the computer codes 
PSAPACK (last version), IRRAS, SUPER-NET, NUPRA, etc.

A computerized living PSA would simplify the process of a comprehensive 
accident management system and provide a user friendly tool for decision making 
by the operational personnel during accidents and normal operation.

7.2. Emergency operating procedures

The LVNPP emergency operation procedures have been modified with the new 
symptom approach, and the utility is at present implementing them by a chartbased 
methodology. The EOPs for LVNPP will provide new information to be evaluated 
and possibly included in the PSA model. The LVPSA has already provided useful 
information to the EOPs implementation process.

7.3. Technical specifications

The Operational Technical Specifications (OTEs) have been criticized in many 
instances by utilities as being too restrictive. The main objective for OTEs is to 
minimize the total risk during plant operation. Engineering judgement and common 
sense have been used most of the time for implementing the allowed outage time, 
the surveillance test intervals and the operability requirements. Nonetheless, some 
OTE requirements may not be cost-effective and even result in increased radiation 
exposure to personnel.
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Limited conditions for operation (LCOs) do not allow the plant to be placed 
in an unsafe condition by taking advantage of those LCOs that are only applicable 
in this condition. However, during the startup programme for the LVNPP, weighted 
deviations from LCOs have sometimes been allowed, based on engineering judge
ment and using a deterministic analysis approach. Power operation of the plant is 
allowed under these conditions in order to limit the excessive burden and provide 
a flexible operation of the plant without compromising safety.

A risk and reliability based technical specification programme is under way at 
the Regulatory Body in order to improve the decision making process for limiting 
conditions for operation deviations as well as utility submittals for modification in 
surveillance test intervals and allowed outage times.

To implement this programme, the LVPSA is, at present, under review by the 
staff; the Frantic III computer code has already been implemented. The Regulatory 
Body effort was generated starting from 10 CFR 50.56 and intends to encourage a 
voluntary programme to be implemented for the licensee to update its Technical 
Specifications considering the revised vendor specific Standard Technical Specifica
tions, the Procedures for Evaluating Technical Specifications (PETS) programme, 
the efforts of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the assessment of the 
LVNPP operational experience and the insights gained from the LVPSA.

7.4. Probabilistic safety criteria

An important number of developing countries have been assisted by the IAEA 
in performing PSAs for nuclear power plants and research reactors. After this effort, 
developing countries are facing the challenge o f using PSA studies in design and 
operation as well as in licensing and regulation. PSA activities face the need for 
acceptability as a dependable tool among licensees and regulators trained in the tradi
tional approach, in addition to the need for training, risk communication and 
research.

An increasing need for a probabilistic safety criterion (PSC) is concerning 
regulators and licensees. Generic safety issues such as station blackout and the evalu
ation and optimization of technical specifications require a PSC at different levels 
such as safety functions, initiated events, accident sequences leading to core damage, 
and containment performance. The levels at which PSC could be specified are com
ponent reliability, system reliability, core damage states, radiological release, radio
logical dose to people or public health effects, risk to the society, and risk to the 
individual. Some other approaches define quantitative goals and qualitative objec
tives. Quantitative objectives are specified with respect to prompt mortality risk and 
delayed cancer mortality risk. Qualitative goals include severe core damage preven
tion and a proposed quantitative guideline concerning high release frequency. Devel
oping PSCs requires a definition under which conditions and for which specific 
purpose area they are to be used, and the most appropriate form in which they should
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be expressed. The Regulatory Body is developing, at present, a probabilistic safety 
criterion. If it is based on the overall mean frequency of a large release of radioactive 
material it seems to be adequate.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The Level 1 LVPSA should be considered as a first step in the use of PSA for 
operational safety. New developments are expected, and the role of the National 
Utility should be increased and expanded. The specific plant examination of the 
LVNPP has, as a major objective for the Regulatory Body, the accomplishment of 
a more coherent review of safety issues and a better understanding of severe acci
dents on both sides of the regulatory process. A severe accident management 
programme should be implemented and supported with insights of the Level 1 
LVPSA and the containment performance study under severe accidents.
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Abstract

INTEGRAL APPROACH TO THE USE OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT IN 
TURKEY WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON PROBLEM AREAS.

For developing countries such as Turkey, the most important benefits o f PSA lie not 
in the final results but in the intermediate results which can be used at the design stage or later 
during operation. In either case, great importance has to be given to the specific areas relating 
to local conditions and crucial for safety decisions and public risk. In Turkey, considerable 
effort has been devoted to establishing a project team capable o f performing at least a Level
1 PSA for proposed plants. Although this has been established, the incorporation of PSA into 
the licensing process is still lacking. The paper discusses the potential use of PSA in Turkey 
and its future role in design and in the safety decision making process.

1. INTRODUCTION

In many countries probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) are widely used to 
systematically review the design and operation of nuclear power plants and to iden
tify potential sequences of accident initiating events which could lead to a significant 
release of radioactive material.

A number of approaches are being taken by different countries in exploring the 
development of quantitative safety goals. For developing countries such as Turkey, 
the first nuclear power plant may be imported from another country. As is well 
known, this will bring extra problems such as non-uniform safety standards and 
designs, different safety philosophies and inexperienced licensing authority and 
operating personnel in the importing country.

Importing a nuclear plant design should not mean importing the licensing 
procedures of the exporting country. On the other hand, before having a nuclear 
power plant contract a developing country is far away from possessing well estab
lished licensing criteria and procedures.
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During the licensing review and evaluation stages, either international or the 
exporting country’s safety rules and criteria could be used but the main effort must 
be focused on country specific and local conditions.

International practice has shown that, in general, PSA studies conducted at the 
earliest possible time provide a positive impact on the development of the design. 
Starting with the conceptual design, a systematic review of important initiating 
events, mitigating functions and system dependencies can provide a preliminary 
assessment of safety and operational aspects of the overall design. The benefits are, 
of course, in the early detection of design problems which can be corrected without 
significant impact on project cost and schedule.

2. USE OF PSA FOR IDENTIFICATION OF DESIGN PROBLEMS

At present, Turkey has no nuclear plant in operation or under construction. But 
there are some plans either to import a proven design or to design a small advanced 
reactor in Turkey. Therefore, in the short term, PSA will be used to provide a posi
tive feedback to overall design o f the first nuclear power plant.

As is well known, the use of PSA at the early stage of the design is a challenge. 
In recent years, many countries have started to use PSA extensively during the design 
process to define design changes and the weakest areas such as process control 
design.

Historically, the plant information has flowed from design to safety analysts 
and to operations as a one way process with very little timely feedback occurring 
until the design process is nearing completion. To solve this problem, a close interac
tion and co-operative work have to be established between designers, safety analysts 
and operating staff at an early stage of the project. In that case, PSA is the only 
method available since it offers valuable insights and leads to a better understanding 
of the reasons for various design decisions, and of the conditions in which the opera
tors actually make decisions.

In Turkey, a considerable number of the people working in the nuclear field 
have already been trained in nuclear safety. Thus, the safety analysts will probably 
dominate the initial efforts necessary for the development o f the required safety 
goals, evaluation of the early design problems and definition of operational safety 
policies. As a result of this, more realistic considerations can be made to reduce eco
nomic and radiological risks from abnormal events. In other words, the use of PSA 
will probably compensate for the possible influence of the deterministic approaches 
on the design and operation of the plant.
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PSA requires that the human contribution to overall reliability be quantified. 
These quantifications, when combined with hardware reliability, permit objective 
judgements to be made regarding accident sequences and weak points in the design.

Since human behaviour is complex and difficult to predict, any quantitative 
assessment of that behaviour must necessarily be stylized. Moreover, judgement is 
a necessary tool for carrying out a human performance analysis because of the com
plexity of the subject and because the database is still limited, in spite of the current 
efforts to collect and evaluate relevant data in this field.

As is well known, the human involvement in an operating plant can be classi
fied as pre-initiating event and post-initiating event actions. Possible errors by the 
plant personnel at the pre-initiating event phase can occur during the regular testing, 
maintenance and calibration process. These types of error are quantified and treated 
in the fault tree analysis phase and have a significant impact on the individual system 
reliability values. If the test and maintenance personnel leave a component in an 
incorrect state, this could adversely affect the overall availability of the entire sys
tem. There are, of course, some ways to recover these types of error before they 
could cause a system failure. These recovery actions can be executed by means of 
routine checks of equipment status, either by walk-arounds or inspection o f MCR 
indications.

In addition to these procedural provisions there is one other concept which will 
certainly have a significant influence on the overall plant safety. This is basically the 
necessity of having an adequate level of safety culture amongst the plant operating 
staff. As an example, maintenance personnel should have a general idea about the 
consequences of maintenance errors and should pay due attention while doing their 
jobs. Similarly, control room operators should know what the possible operator 
errors could be, what the consequences of these errors are, and what factors most 
strongly influence the likelihood of these errors.

Previous PSA studies have shown that the probability for human failures 
varies, in general, from 10“’ to 10'4, depending upon the written procedures and 
working conditions of the operating personnel.

So, as far as the human contribution to overall plant safety is concerned, PSA 
is the most effective and quickest method to treat such a complex problem.

3. IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN INTERACTIONS

4. INCORPORATION OF GRID RELIABILITY PARAMETERS

As is well known, loss of off-site power is one of the dominant contributors 
to total core melt frequency. Complete loss of off-site power can be caused by either 
loss of grid or loss of turbine generator output. Because of its nature, this event must
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be considered as a country specific issue and, of course, special importance has to 
be given to it by safety analysts within the scope of every level o f PSA studies.

In developing countries, there has always been a restriction on the unit size of 
the first nuclear power plant. This is caused primarily by the capacity and the charac
teristics of the national grid system. The overall reliability of a grid system can be 
assessed by combining the reliability values of the transmission lines and generation 
units. The combination of these two parameters is one of the indications of the grid 
stability.

If a country has a less stable grid then the on-site power reliability has to be 
strengthened by increasing the number or the capacity of the on-site power supplies.

In the light of the above, it may be concluded that the quantitative results of 
the possible event sequences can be quite different for every country because of the 
different grid systems. More specifically, as far as the event tree end states are con
cerned, an incredible event scenario for one country can be credible for another 
country. Care has to be taken in applying a certain cut-off value for the cases where 
a power supply system contribution is considered.

To eliminate this problem, event sequences of the important cases, such as loss 
of off-site power, cannot be terminated at the cut-off number commonly used in 
previous PSA studies, and the analysis has to be continued beyond this value regard
less of its probability.

When calculating the frequency of a loss of off-site power initiating event, 
failures of the grid system and the switchyard equipment up to and including main 
distribution buses have to be considered. We believe that, instead of statistical data, 
a comprehensive fault tree analysis for this initiating event will give a better under
standing for quantitaive and qualitative purposes. While the quantitative output can 
be used as an initiating event frequency, the qualitative output will be used to prepare 
the necessary operator manuals for restoration of off-site power losses at the switch
yard or at the main distribution buses.

5. CONCLUSIONS

International practice has shown that the safety of nuclear installations is 
mainly assured by deterministic criteria. In this connection, developing countries 
have set their quantitative safety goals and design objectives under the influence of 
the deterministic thinking. Obviously, this has resulted in greater conservatism and, 
of course, increased the overall cost of the projects.

At present, it is well known that it is necessary to integrate probabilistic think
ing into safety criteria and the licensing process as a supplementary issue to deter
ministic criteria. Developing countries with limited resources should in particular 
have to think more realistically while exploring their safety goals and safety criteria; 
At this point, there is always a question mark about the validation of the PSA results.
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As is well known, all PSAs should include quantification of the uncertainties 
originating from failure rate data and modelling. Furthermore, without a comprehen
sive uncertainty analysis, the results of a particular PSA study may be deemed 
meaningless. Although sharing this opinion, we believe that every country can find 
an effective way of deriving significant benefits from PSA results and should 
encourage its use.

As mentioned earlier, the most important benefits of PSA lie not in the final 
results but in the intermediate results. The main effort must be focused on country 
specific issues and conditions.
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ALLOWED OUTAGE TIME REVISION FOR THE PAKS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT.
The allowed outage times (AOTs) o f the safety systems.of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant 

were reviewed and recalculated by using probabilistic methods. The present AOT values 
defined within the technical specification are restricted to 24 hours o f one train if the other 
two trains are tested immediately. Current calculations have considered optional cases when 
no tests are initiated after failure occurrence. The calculations were based upon the models 
developed for the Level 1 PSA study for the Paks NPP. The minimal cut sets on event 
sequence level were produced by the FTAP code; for core melt frequency quantification a 
time/dependent computer code was developed and applied.

1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic accident sequence modelling on Level 1 for the Paks NPP was 
initiated about three years ago. The main objectives of the study going on at present 
are the core damage frequency calculation and the importance ranking of component 
failures. Up to now, four event trees have been developed and analysed within a 
limited scope preliminary study. The work performed was partially co-ordinated by 
the IAEA through different regional programmes and research projects. In the mean
time, the Paks NPP initiated an activity to review limitations and conditions con
tained in its technical specifications. It was proposed that logical and probabilistic 
models developed for Level 1 PSA purposes should be used for this review. At 
present, the revision of given allowed outage times has been carried out on the basis 
of the limited scope model mentioned above. The present paper describes the criteria 
and procedure applied and summarizes the achieved results.
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The limiting conditions of operations (LCOs) for the safety systems of the Paks 
NPP are given in the technical specifications. One of the most important limitations 
is the allowed outage time (AOT) of the safety related systems and components. This 
study summarizes the results of the allowed outage time revision analysis.

The work was initiated by the plant management. The reason was that the exist
ing AOTs contained in the technical specifications are not complete. For some sys
tems AOT is to be taken without special measures, for other systems AOT exists only 
with the condition that the redundant system or component has to be tested before 
removing the failed component from service.

This is the case for the main safety related systems such as the emergency 
power supply system (diesel generators), the high pressure injection system (HPIS), 
the low pressure injection system (LPIS), etc.

Let us quote some examples of the present practice. In case one out of three 
redundant safety systems (HPIS, LPIS or containment spray system) is unavailable 
the same system on the remaining two trains has to be tested by using normal power 
supply. The AOT for this case is 24 h. If the emergency power supply system (diesel) 
of one train is unavailable, the two remaining safety trains have to be tested com
pletely from the diesel generators, including the test of the step by step loading 
programme of the diesels. In this situation the AOT is again 24 h. In both cases the 
unavailable (failed) system (when the repair is finished) is put into service after a 
successful extraordinary test.

The problem for the plant personnel and management is that there is no AOT 
for any system or component without test of the other two systems, components or 
trains. This is, o f course, a contradiction because, if a component of the safety sys
tem has to be taken out of service for half an hour, it does not seem to be necessary 
to test the other two systems because this may take more than half an hour. However, 
according to the LCO of the technical specification, even half an hour is not allowed 
without special test. Thus the main task was to define the AOT for the different com
ponents or systems without taking any special measures. In parallel with this 
demand, another question was raised, i.e. whether the existing 24 h AOT is really 
acceptable or may be subject to re-evaluation.

In general, most of the LCOs were given by the plant supplier without any 
probabilistic analysis. Some o f them were modified by the plant staff but only using 
engineering judgement or a deterministic approach. As far as the 24 h AOT is con
cerned the preliminary system reliability analysis showed that the base case (normal 
operation with six weeks testing strategy) allows a higher risk (or unavailability) than 
the operation strategy with the 24 h AOT. Thus, re-evaluation of the 24 h was 
decided.

2. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
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The probabilistic safety criteria (PSC) used for the present calculation were 
defined at plant level. The current technical specifications involve deterministic 
objectives on safety systems and functions; these were extended by restrictions on 
the core melt frequency. No other criteria on accident sequences or on system relia
bility were allocated for the present study.

The approach applied for the definition of PSC uses a comparative concept by 
which the assessed core damage frequency is compared to that of a reference case. 
The reference case was defined according to the normal operational procedure when 
no failure occurs and the safety systems are tested periodically. Six weeks were con
sidered as test frequency; staggered tests of the three completely independent redun
dant trains with two weeks shift were taken into account. A time dependent 
calculation was carried out, and the core damage frequency (CDF) was averaged 
over a test interval of six weeks.

Modified requirements on AOT values were defined, in view of the fact that 
the modified CDF value must not exceed the reference CDF value.

3. CRITERIA FOR THE CALCULATION

4. METHODS OF ANALYSIS

4.1. Steps of analysis

The standard procedure described in the generic PSA guidelines was applied 
to logic model development [1, 2]. Failure data on component level were compiled 
from generic sources and plant operational experience [3, 4]. A time dependent cal
culation was used for numerical quantification. The steps of the analysis can be listed 
as follows.

4.1.1. Model development

Event sequences were set up on the basis of results of the deterministic safety 
analysis report of the plant. Full scope simulator tests were performed in some cases 
for the purpose of event sequence verification as well as mission time and success 
criteria identification. Fault trees were developed manually by taking mechanical, 
electrical, control/instrumentation and human interaction failures into account. Both 
independent and common cause failures were included in the model. To minimize 
the number of expected minimal cut sets, modularization on system as well as on 
event sequence level was performed. During modularization the redundancy of 
safety systems and complete independence of their trains were considered. Fault tree 
merging was performed related both to each branch point of the event tree and to 
each event sequence.
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4.1.2. Qualitative analysis

Determination of minimal cut sets related to the core damage was performed 
by step by step, i.e. on system level, on event tree branch point level, on individual 
event sequence level, on event sequence level within a given event tree and on 
integrated event sequence level.

Minimal cut sets were deduced for the basic reference case, i.e. when each 
component within the plant performs its function as described by its statistical 
parameters, as well as for modified actual cases, i.e. when selected components are 
assumed to be in a failed state for a given outage time. These different minimal cut 
sets related to integrated event sequence level were used for core damage frequency 
quantification within different stand-by phases.

4.1.3. Data compilation

Failure rates and constant failure probabilities on component level were taken 
mainly from the IAEA generic reliability database (GRDB). When sufficient plant 
statistics exist, these data were updated by real operational experience (e.g. for diesel 
generators). Plant operational information (e.g. test and maintenance data) were 
defined in accordance with the real practice.

4.1.4. Quantitative analysis

Time dependent quantitative analysis was carried out for each defined case, i.e. 
for basic reference and several modified cases. Within each modified case — which 
means modification of minimal cut sets according to an assumed component 
failure — several variants of different outage times were quantified. During quantifi
cation cut set filtering based on a cut set o f the order of five was applied. The core 
damage frequency was calculated as the final result for each defined case.

4.2. Modelling principles

A small event tree/large fault tree concept was used for the logic model struc
ture. The limited scope Level 1 PSA model applied for the present AOT review study 
involves four event trees. Small and large loss of coolant accident (SLOCA and 
LLOCA), loss of outside power (LOOP) and total loss of feedwater (LOFW) initiat
ing events were covered by the study. All front line and support systems necessary 
to perform the required interactions during the event sequences were considered.

A simplified accident sequence evaluation programme (ASEP) human reli
ability analysis (HRA) procedure was used for human interaction modelling. Data 
questionnaires filled in by the operating personnel were used to set different shaping 
factors during the pre- and post-accident phases.
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A modified beta factor model was applied to common cause failure modelling. 
Common cause failure candidates were built into the logical model on minimal cut 
set level.

To illustrate the complexity of the developed event tree/fault tree models, the 
modularized structure of a small LOCA case, together with a typical modularized 
fault tree example, is shown in Fig. 1.

4.3. Method of calculation

The time dependent calculations were performed on the basic event level. The 
basic events were arranged into ten groups, depending on the component failure 
mode considered. The classified groups are very similar to those used by PSAPACK. 
In addition, there are some specific groups, such as a test valve group that is nor
mally closed and unavailable during the periodic test, or another one describing mod
ules with minimal cut sets. The calculation of the basic event probabilities was 
performed by applying the relevant time dependent functions. These functions also 
included the human errors related to the given component and the failure probabili
ties during the mission time.

An analysis included the determination of the system configuration changes in 
time (what component was considered unavailable, and how long, or what kind of, 
outage management strategy was used, etc.), the calculation of the time function of 
the core damage frequency and the calculation of the core damage probability within 
a given time period.

To calculate a time point value, the following procedure was followed:

(a) Selection of the minimal cut sets describing the given system configuration;
(b) Calculation of the basic event probabilities using thé relevant time functions;
(c) Determination of the minimal cut set frequencies, the basic event probabilities 

and the initiating event frequencies being known;
(d) Calculation of the top event frequency on the basis of the minimal cut set 

frequencies.

The result of the analysis was then compared with the result o f the reference case, 
and the duration of the outage time was changed until the difference of the results 
was no longer negligible.

5. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

5.1. Allowed outage time

The main numerical results of performed calculations are summarized in 
Table I.
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(a) test period (calculation time): 1008 h (six weeks);
(b) scope of models: event sequences after four initiating events (SLOCA,

LLOCÀ, LOFW, LOOP) until core damage;
(c) main equipment study: diesel generator units (DG);
(d) test strategies:

Base (reference) case: normal operation with six weeks test interval strategy.
Optional case No. 1: one train unavailable and no extra test on the other

two trains.
Optional case No. 2: one train unavailable, extra test performed on the other 

two trains after three hours.
Present practice: If failure occurs during the train test the two other

trains are tested immediately.

The results achieved can be interpreted as follows:

5.1.1. Optional test strategies

Strategy No. 1: AOT =  8 h for each failed DG without any test on the 
others.

Strategy No. 2: AÓT =  3 +  a minimum of 15 h for each failed DG if tests 
are performed on the other two trains with 3 h delay.

The logical diagrams of these two strategies are shown in Figs 2 and 3.

5.1.2. Verification o f  present practice

Current calculations demonstrate that the AOT of 24 h for a failed DG can be 
increased if the two others are tested immediately. Owing to the high sensitivity of 
the AOT to input data its possible extension can be determined after detailed analysis 
by using more realistic input failure data to be extracted from plant operational 
practice.

5.2. Other conclusions

During the work, apart from the main results, some by-products were 
obtained, which served as a basis for some recommendations made to the operating 
organizations. The two most important items are as follows:

(a) Although the analysis was made by using the existing model for the Level 1 
PSA, in the first phase of the work a reliability analysis of the complete safety 
system was performed including the containment spray system analysis.

The most important major conditions during the quantification were:
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Since the containment isolation valves on the safety systems are tested once a 
year and the spray system does not have a redundant injection line to the con
tainment, the availability of the system is much lower than that, for example, 
of HPIS or LPIS. As there is no possibility of installing a redundant injection 
line, we have suggested a test o f the valves on the line once in six weeks, 
together with the safety system surveillance test. This is possible for the spray 
system but not for HPIS and LPIS. This recommendation was accepted by the 
operators.

(b) According to the technical documents of the check valves on HPIS and LPIS, 
they have to be inspected and maintained once in four years. The reliability 
of the given valves depends strongly on the volume and the depth of the 
inspection.

Actually, during the three four years’ inspection periods, the inspection of the 
check valves was performed without dismantling them.

The analyses showed that without a total inspection the reliability of these 
check valves is very low, so we have suggested an inspection every four years with 
total dismantling.

6. OPEN ISSUES

There are some open questions which we have faced during the analysis. Some 
of them seem to be difficult to answer. In this section we try to explain the problems 
which we have not yet solved, or which are to be solved in the near future.

(a) The problem of the cumulative nature of risk:

The given criterion is based on the assumption that a higher CDF for a time 
period can be compensated for with a lower CDF afterwards so that the core 
damage probability has not changed for a longer period of time. (The limitation 
of the number of allowed outages, or the relationship between the AOT and 
the frequency of AOT, can be based on this assumption.) This assumption has 
not yet been proved.

(b) The problem of completeness of the PSA model applied:

These analyses were performed by using the results of a limited scope PSA, 
which is available today for the Paks NPP. It contains the analyses of the event 
sequences of four initiating events supposed to make the highest contributions 
to the overall CDF. The full scope PSA is under way, and the estimation of 
the changes due to involving new sequences has not yet been performed.
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(c) The difference between the time dependent calculation and the calculation 
using average component failure probabilities: Two approaches are in common 
use:

— Calculation of the top event probability with the average values of the com
ponent failure probabilities;

— Calculation of a time point value of the top event probability using the 
time point values of the basic event probabilities, i.e. a time dependent 
calculation.

In our opinion the second approach gives the exact result, and the result o f the 
first approach is in some cases an underestimation, and in other cases an over
estimation o f reality. The difference in both directions is trivial for simple 
cases, but unclear for complex systems.

(d) CDF time point limitation:

In fact, the time point value of CDF depends on the system configuration and 
the time. The limitation of the time point value of CDF could exclude some 
system configurations and reduce the flexibility of the regulation, i.e. it would 
be a more strict regulation, so a good theoretical basis should be found to 
introduce this kind of limit. So far, we have not been able to find the correct 
solution.

(e) Review of the analyses:

To provide a high quality of the programme, the performed analyses should 
be reviewed by independent experts, and the comment of such a review should 
then be incorporated in the work. Possibly, such a review could be carried out 
by the IPERS service of the IAEA.
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A b stra ct

PSA APPLICATION FOR ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT AT THE 23 MW RESEARCH 
REACTOR FRJ-2.

A PSA of the FRJ-2 DIDO research reactor has just been performed in response to a 
German initiative to develop accident management as a ‘fourth line o f defence’ against severe 
accidents. The PSA was developed from an earlier study o f the Harwell DIDO reactors, but 
takes full account o f the design and operational differences. Using generic common mode 
failure probabilities in event trees, candidate risk dominant accident sequences were derived 
for a large variety o f initiating events, including 39 distinct loss o f coolant accidents. These 
sequences were then reassessed by using analysis specific to each sequence. The risk dominant 
sequences, with any necessary reassessments, naturally point to opportunities to improve 
defence in depth. These may take the form of minor plant modifications and/or accident 
management procedures. Thus, by using the PSA results and insights, the effectiveness o f the 
existing safety equipment may be improved substantially. In the FRJ-2 PSA, the requirements 
for accident management could be derived largely from the logical qualitative analysis alone, 
with probabilistic assessment required only in marginal cases. This is consistent with the 
German intention that the PSA based accident management should be a logical investigation 
o f possibilities with the outcome o f increasing the qualitative depth of defence rather than 
simply achieving some numerical reduction in accident probabilities.
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

G e r m a n  safety policy for commercial nuclear power reactors n o w  requires the 

development of a fourth level of defence (accident management) to supplement the 

pre-existing three levels of:

equipment quality (for prevention of incidents)

limiting systems (for limitation of incidents)

safety systems (for termination of accidents)

The G e r m a n  risk studies for large P W R s  have demonstrated the ability of P S A  

to identify potential accidents and to provide the information needed in developing 

procedures for managing plant safety to reduce the probabilities and/or consequences 

of such accidents.

Applying the logic of the G e r m a n  national policy, the licensing authority for 

the State of Nordrhein-Westfalen and the operators of the FRJ-2 research reactor at 

Jülich, agreed that the application of P S A  could also be of benefit in improving their 

knowledge of safety for this m u c h  smaller reactor, with the possibility of identifying 

and removing weaknesses in the safety concept, should any exist, and in developing 

additional accident management based defences if appropriate.

Immediately before the agreement on the performance of a P S A  for FRJ-2, a 

similar exercise had partially been completed for the similar British reactors D I D O  

and P L U T O  at Harwell. The British P S A s  had been largely completed and the acci

dent management programme had been outlined w h e n  unfavourable economic fac

tors led to the closing d o w n  of both reactors in Ma r c h  1990. It was agreed, at about 

the time of the closure of the British reactors, that the w or k done for D I D O  in Britain 

should be m a d e  available to the operators of FRJ-2 and be adapted for application 

to FRJ-2 by staff from the D I D O  P S A  team. Th e P S A  adaptation phase is n o w  

(June 1991) coming to a conclusion.

The D I D O  reactors at Harwell and Jülich had a c o m m o n  basic design, but after 

three decades the details of their safety systems have become substantially different. 

In particular, the emergency core cooling systems operate according to quite dif

ferent principles, the Harwell system relying mainly on isolation of large leaks while 

the FRJ-2 system relies on spray and falling film cooling of the fuel elements.

2. T H E  R E S E A R C H  R E A C T O R  FRJ-2 D I D O  A N D  ITS M A I N  S A F E T Y

S Y S T E M S

Th e FRJ-2 reactor (Fig.l), in c o m m o n  with the D I D O  reactors built in other 

countries, has a compact A l - U  fuelled core of 23 M W  thermal power, cooled and 

moderated by low temperature, unpressurized heavy water. Its purpose is to produce 

a very high steady neutron flux as a source for neutron b e a m  experiments.
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FIG. 1. FRJ-2 primary circuit.

Because of the high neutron flux and power density, the reactor requires fast 
acting shutdown systems. The FRJ-2 reactor has two separate systems. One uses six 
coarse control arms (CCAs), which rotate on pivots and swing down under gravity 
in a reactor trip. The other uses three vertical shutdown rods which are driven in 
by nitrogen gas pressure. Both systems are able to shut down the reactor in much 
less than one second.

As with many older research reactors, the DIDO reactors have bottom entry 
coolant loops connecting to a pump and heat exchanger room (‘plant room’) directly 
below the reactor vessel but shielded from the core. As leaks in these loops have the 
potential o f draining coolant from the vessel and core, there are emergency core 
cooling systems (ECCSs) designed to return the coolant to the vessel. The FRJ-2 
ECCS responds to small loss of cooling accidents (LOCAs) by returning coolant to 
the vessel and maintaining the general coolant level above the core, but responds to
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FIG. 2. ECCS spray and falling film cooling scheme.

some larger LOCAs by maintaining a coolant spray into the fuel elements while 
allowing the fuel elements to be otherwise empty (Fig. 2). The varying methods of 
operation of the ECCS are an important feature of the PSA.

3. THE MAIN FEATURES AND INSIGHTS OF THE PSA

3.1. Initiating events

The PSAs of modern light water reactors normally include a fairly small set 
of LOCA initiating events, corresponding to three or four break sizes in the general 
primary pipework and two or three special LOCAs such as those in SG tubes, the 
pressurizer valves, and the main coolant pump seals.

In contrast, the FRJ-2 PSA found that no less than 39 LOCAs required separate 
identification and analysis (Table I). This large number stemmed from the fact that 
safety system responses were dependent upon the break size, with five different 
groups defined by size ranges, and the break location, with eight possibilities for 
each break size group.
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TABLE I. LIST OF LOCA INITIATING EVENTS FOR FRJ-2

A l LARGE LOCA [218 cm2 break area to double ended main pipe break
(1013 cm2)]

A l l Pipe between vessel and heat exchanger
A12 Pipe between heat exchanger and pump NRVs
A13 Pipe between NRVs and pump inlet manifold
A14 Vertical section of downcomers between pump inlet manifold and

vessel
A15 Vessel leak upstream of core
A16 Vessel leak downstream of core

A2 MEDIUM LOCA [17 to 218 cm2 break area]

A21 Pipe between vessel and heat exchanger
A22 Pipe between heat exchanger and pump NRVs
A23 Pipe between NRVs and pump inlet manifold
A24 Vertical section of downcomers between pump inlet manifold and

vessel
A25 Vessel leak upstream of core
A26 Vessel leak downstream of core
A27 Leak to secondary circuit (via heat exchanger)
A28 Leak in cleanup room

A3 SMALL LOCA [5 to 17 cm2 break area]

A31 Pipe between vessel and heat exchanger
A32 Pipe between heat exchanger and pump NRVs
A33 Pipe between NRVs and pump inlet manifold
A34 Vertical section of downcomers between pump inlet manifold and

vessel
A3 5 Vessel leak upstream of core
A36 Vessel leak downstream of core
A37 Leak to secondary circuit (via heat exchanger)
A38 Leak in cleanup room

A4 VERY SMALL LOCA [1.4 m3/h flow rate to 5 cm2 break area]

A41 Pipe between vessel and heat exchanger
A42 Pipe between heat exchanger and pump NRVs
A43 Pipe between NRVs and pump inlet manifold
A44 Vertical section of downcomers between pump inlet manifold and vessel
A45 Vessel leak upstream of core
A46 Vessel leak downstream of core
A47 Leak to secondary circuit (via heat exchanger)
A48 Leak in cleanup room
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TABLE I. (cont.)

AS MINOR LOCA [below 1.4 m3/h flow rate]

A51 Pipe between vessel and heat exchanger 
A52 Pipe between heat exchanger and pump NRVs 
A53 Pipe between NRVs and pump inlet manifold
A54 Vertical section of downcomers between pump inlet manifold and vessel
A55 Vessel leak upstream of core
A56 Vessel leak downstream of core
A57 Leak to secondary circuit (via heat exchanger)
A58 Leak in cleanup room
A59 Leak in small bore pipes outside plant room

Figure 3 illustrates the various break positions used for LOCA analysis. These 
break positions affect such matters as:

— the reactor shutdown requirements,
— the mode of ECCS operation (spray cooling or maintenance of core water 

level),
— the effectiveness of the heat exchangers in the ECCS driven flow,
— the availability of a suction head for the primary shutdown pumps, and
— the time available for manual initiation of ECCS backup by light water 

injection.

3.2. Success criteria

The FRJ-2 PSA, in common with most PSAs, required a considerable amount 
of background work in defining the deterministic success criteria for the many acci
dent possibilities which a comprehensive PSA must analyse. This deterministic 
analysis was most intensive for the FRJ-2 LOCAs described above.

3.2.1. LOCA success criteria

As one would expect, deterministic LOCA studies had been performed to 
justify the design and installation of the ECCS. However, these had been targeted 
at a few ‘worst case scenarios’ and had not explicitly covered all the large range of 
leak locations and flow rates which the PSA has now identified. The PSA required 
an assessment of success criteria for many other cases besides the nominal ‘worst
cases’, revealing requirements different from those revealed by the original
assessments.
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Thus, even the qualitative deterministic analysis o f the LOCAs provided a sub
stantial insight into the performance of the safety systems, before any quantification 
of LOCA frequencies or safety system failure probabilities.

Examples of the new insights gained from the deterministic LOCA analysis
were:

(a) For heat exchanger LOCAs, the overflow paths from the secondary circuit and 
stopping of the primary or secondary main pumps have a dominant effect on 
both the leak rate and the eventual outcome of the accident.

(b) Although LOCAs on the pressure side of the main primary pumps cause more 
severe demands on the ECCS, it is LOCAs on the suction side, in the vicinity 
of the downcomer header, which place the most difficult overall demand on 
the system, because of a more onerous situation for longer term heat removal.

(c) Small LOCAs, though less demanding in the very short term, cause ECCS 
pump on/off cycling in the medium term, with corresponding possibilities of 
inducing medium term failure or interruption of ECCS flow. This has implica
tions for the medium term preparation of the emergency light water injection 
procedure.

Each of these insights has either provided a basis for reassessment (to inves
tigate the extent of conservatisms in the success criteria) or has initiated the develop
ment of accident management procedures to optimize the effectiveness of the safety 
systems. Some of the relevant accident management concepts are described in 
Section 4.

3.2.2. Scram success criteria

A similar extension of a few worst cases into a much larger range of possibili
ties was required in the assessment of the reactor shutdown systems. The specifica
tion of shutdown margins for the reactor required a margin of about 7% dk/k, which 
could only be achieved by requiring five of the six CCAs to fall on a shutdown 
demand. Such a severe success criterion focused attention on the possibility that one 
or two CCAs might stick at the bearings upon which they swing, as there had been 
a few historical incidents in which CCA bearings had stuck because of surface 
corrosion.

The PSA substantially changed the above emphasis, showing that, for the vast 
majority of potential scram demands, the success criterion for the CCAs could be 
reduced to only two out of six CCAs falling. In response to initiating events alone, 
the five out o f six criterion could only be invoked for a short period after refuelling 
and in the most severe LOCAs (some of which are in any case effectively impossible 
because of the constraints on the separation o f the broken ends of large pipes). Other
wise, the more severe success criteria would apply only in the case of an initiating 
event and other unlikely failures, such as the failure of both primary shutdown
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FIG. 4. Event tree for FRJ-2 LOCA sequences.

pumps. Thus, these insights largely removed the concern about random occasional 
stuck CCAs and, instead, directed concern at gross common mode failures leading 
to sticking of all the CCAs. The regular staggered maintenance of the CCA bearings 
was then found to be highly effective against corrosion induced failures, which might 
affect one or two CCAs but which would be very unlikely to affect five or six 
simultaneously.

3.3. Accident sequence analysis

The accident sequence analysis included both the deterministic insights dis
cussed above and insights from probabilistic assessment of critical systems. The 
analysis was based on event trees (e.g. Fig. 4) which were initially evaluated with 
‘generic’ system failure probabilities, based on common mode cut-off values. The
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event tree results produced a candidate set o f ‘risk dominant accidents’ which were 
then reassessed with accident specific probabilities replacing the generic 
probabilities.

As has become routine in PSA, the risk dominant accidents did not include the 
‘worst case accidents’ such as the largest LOCAs and the mechanical breakages of 
CCAs which had dominated the early safety assessments of the world’s DIDO reac
tors. Some of the key results, and the resultant accident reassessments and accident 
management concepts, are discussed in the next section.

4. PSA RESULTS AND ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

The PSA results, consisting mainly of a set of risk dominant accident 
sequences or sequence groups, are leading to further actions of the following types:

(1) Further assessments to resolve uncertain issues, where removal of pessimisms 
may show that a sequence is not, after all, important.

(2) Development of accident management to improve defences against the 
sequences. These improved defences may require minor plant modifications or 
development of procedures to manage existing systems.

As yet, the PSA has not indicated any need for major modifications to the plant 
because it is already equipped with multiple redundant systems for both shutdown 
and decay heat removal.

4.1. Accident sequences and resultant actions

The following are some examples of risk dominant accident sequences and the 
actions which are being initiated in response to the PSA results.

Accident sequence: loss o f  primary flow without scram

A loss o f primary flow, most likely to be caused by a brief loss of grid supply, 
is followed by a common mode failure of five or six CCAs. The lack of any sudden 
initial rise or fall in reactor power implies that the second shutdown system, which 
would be quite adequate if it were to operate, would not be initiated until core void
ing had begun, with some fuel damage likely.

Resultant action : assessment o f  plant modification

This sequence has prompted consideration of cross-coupling the scram guard 
line outputs between the two systems, so that both shutdown systems are always used 
when there is a genuine scram demand. The deterministic design rules did not require
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the second system to be available for accidents of this type but the PSA suggests that 
it would be beneficial in reducing the probability of an accident without scram.

Accident sequence: medium LOCA (A23) with loss o f  suction to shutdown pumps

In this medium LOCA, the break location is between the pump inlet manifold 
and the pump inlet non-return valves. Although the ECCS can initially work quite 
normally, there is no suction for the primary shutdown pumps because the inlet 
manifold is largely drained, and thus there is no heat transfer across the heat 
exchanger tubes. Thus, the primary coolant is circulated by the ECCS from the 
sumps to the vessel and back again without losing heat to the heat exchangers. It is 
not certain if the sump water becomes too hot for the ECCS to continue working after 
some tens of minutes and the ECCS operability in these conditions needs to be 
checked.

Resultant action: reassessment o f  conservatisms

The behaviour of the ECCS pumps will be reassessed by performing tests of 
identical pumps in sump water which is at the peak temperature that would be 
achieved in the accident. This peak temperature exceeds the ECCS pump suction 
design temperature of 80°C and the test will discover if the assumption of failure 
just above this temperature is in practice too conservative. The sump water tempera
ture in the accident would stabilize between 80° С and the boiling point (104°C) by 
evaporation of steam and condensation of this steam on the outside of the heat 
exchangers. A recent estimate of the peak temperature for the corresponding large 
LOCA (A13) is 97°C and that for the medium LOCA will be slightly lower. If the 
ECCS pumps still work normally at the peak temperature, then the accident is not 
risk dominant and becomes similar to other medium LOCAs.

Accident sequence: transient with loss o f  secondary cooling or loss o f  primary shut
down flow

Several groups of transients can result in the failure to transfer heat from the 
primary to the secondary circuit after a successful reactor shutdown. After some 
hours, the water in the vessel would boil and the vessel pressure would increase. The 
accidents could be controlled very easily by ‘feed and bleed’ cooling if there were 
an adequate steam outlet from the vessel cover gas system but in the absence of such 
an outlet the vessel might eventually fail owing to excessive pressure. Because of the 
high redundancy on the heat removal systems, the original design basis had not 
included this type of accident sequence and there was no designed provision for 
steam release.
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For this type of accident, a procedure is required to arrange for steam release 
at low pressure from the vessel and, in the long term (many hours later), light water 
injection to the vessel. An accident management procedure might make use of some 
normally closed valves in the reactor cover gas (helium) system connected to the 
vessel or, if use o f these proves difficult, might require the installation of a bursting 
disc (as fitted to the Harwell DIDO) or lute to the cover gas system. Management 
and decision procedures for the longer term use of the light water injection system 
would also be needed.

Resultant action: development o f an accident management procedure

5. CONCLUSIONS

As had been expected when the PSA was commissioned, there are possibilities 
for accident management which strengthen the defence in depth of the plant safety 
systems without any need for major modifications. The accident management proce
dures and indicators for minor modifications arise naturally from those PSA insights 
which result from investigations beyond the original design basis of the plant.

In both the FRJ-2 PSA and the earlier Harwell DIDO PSAs, the requirements 
for accident management could be derived largely from the logical qualitative analy
sis alone, with probabilistic assessment required only in marginal cases. This is con
sistent with the German intention that the PSA based accident management should 
be a logical investigation of possibilities with the outcome of increasing the qualita
tive depth of defence rather than simply achieving some numerical reduction in acci
dent probabilities.
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Abstract

UNCERTAINTY AND SENSITIVITY STUDIES SUPPORTING THE INTERPRETATION 
OF THE RESULTS OF TVO I/II PRA.

A comprehensive Level 1 probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) has been performed for 
the TVO I/II nuclear power units. As a part of the PRA project, uncertainties of risk models 
and methods were systematically studied in order to describe them and to demonstrate their 
impact by way of results. The uncertainty study was divided into two phases: a qualitative and 
a quantitative study. The qualitative study contained identification of uncertainties and qualita
tive assessments of their importances. The PRA was introduced, and identified assumptions 
and uncertainties behind the models were documented. The most significant uncertainties were 
selected by importance measures or other judgements for further quantitative studies. The 
quantitative study included sensitivity studies and propagation of uncertainty ranges. In the 
sensitivity studies uncertain assumptions or parameters were varied in order to illustrate the 
sensitivity of the models. The propagation of the uncertainty ranges demonstrated the impact 
of the statistical uncertainties of the parameter values. The Monte Carlo method was used as 
a propagation method. The most significant uncertainties were those involved in modelling 
human interactions, dependences and common cause failures (CCFs), loss of coolant accident 
(LOCA) frequencies and pressure suppression. The qualitative mapping out of the uncertainty 
factors turned out to be useful in planning quantitative studies. It also served as an internal 
review of the assumptions made in the PRA. The sensitivity studies were perhaps the most 
advantageous part of the quantitative study because they allowed individual analyses of the sig
nificance of uncertainty sources identified. The uncertainty study was found reasonable in sys
tematically and critically assessing uncertainties in a risk analysis. The usefulness of this study 
depends on the decision maker (power company) since uncertainty studies are primarily 
carried out to support decision making when uncertainties are present.

203
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The Olkiluoto nuclear power plant, located on the western coast of Finland, 
is operated by Teollisuuden Voima Oy. The plant consists of two identical ASEA- 
ATOM (nowadays ABB-ATOM) BWR units, TVO I and TVO II. The net electrical 
power of a single unit is 710 MW.

The principle of using four identical half-capacity (4 x  50%) trains (А, С, B, 
D) is applied to all important safety functions. However, because of conservative 
desgn assumptions, the safety systems in most cases have 4 x  100% capacity. Each 
unit is divided into two main fire zones (A-С and B-D). Within each zone the 
components of redundant systems are separated by distances or barriers. The vital 
components of the four redundant safety related systems are located in separate parts 
of the buildings. The systematic pairwise separation provides optimum built-in 
protection against most hazards associated with fires, floodings, crashing aircraft and 
other external impacts. Figure 1 illustrates the functional and physical separation

1. PLA N T DESCRIPTION AND OVERVIEW  OF T H E TVO I/II PRA

FIG. 1. Containment spray system.
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FIG. 2. Electric power supply and the control equipment.

applied in the residual heat removal through a containment spray system. The same 
principle is applied to the associated electric power supply and the control equipment 
as is shown in Fig. 2.

TVO I/II PRA was initiated in 1984 by the utility. The main report containing 
a Level 1 PRA study for internal initiators was submitted to the Finnish regulatory 
body (STUK) for review in spring 1989. It was completed with an uncertainty study 
by the end o f 1989. Identification and prioritization of those human interactions and 
dependences which are most important to the core melt probability were among the 
main goals of the study. In the uncertainty study these topics were proved to have 
extremely significant sources of uncertainty, too.
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Hidden dependences (common cause failures) have been found very important 
in the earlier PRA studies [1] for Swedish multiredundant plants similar to the 
TVO I/II. Therefore, at the beginning of the TVO I/II PRA the questions asked were: 
Why are the hidden dependences so important in this type of plant? Are the generally 
used quantitative analysis methods correct? And if the answers to these questions are 
yes, how could we improve the defence against common cause failures (CCFs) in 
the most efficient way? The last question implies the analysis of the root causes of 
dependences and the analysis of uncertainties in connection with the CCF model.

The study of dependences in the TVO I/II PRA was divided into seven main 
categories, such as system related dependences, room related dependences, human 
related dependences, or typical dependences in electric power systems [2]. The 
shared cause model was used in modelling the hidden dependences. A surprise was 
that the hidden dependences were even more important than in the Swedish studies, 
because they seemed to combine with the system related dependences through the 
auxiliary systems, especially through the DC power supplies. This topic was impor
tant in the uncertainty analysis, because there are very few historical data on common 
cause failures.

The overall framework for the TVO Human Reliability Analysis is the Sys
tematic Human Action Reliability Procedure (SHARP [3]). Scheduled unavailability 
due to test and maintenance, latent misalignment of components, latent recurring 
maintenance errors and the human interactions during accident sequences were taken 
into account in the analysis. Only the last group of human errors was significant to 
the core melt frequency. Owing to subjective estimates of human error probabilities 
this topic was interesting in the uncertainty analysis, as well.

2. THE UNCERTAINTY STUDY IN PRA

As part of the PRA project, uncertainties of risk models and methods were sys
tematically studied in order

— to identify uncertainties in models and parameters,
— to assess their importances, and
— to demonstrate their impact on the results.

Uncertainties from limitations of methods and models in PRA as well as from 
the subjectivity in our estimation of basic probabilities and initiating event frequen
cies. Therefore uncertainties are usually divided in completeness, modelling and 
parametric uncertainties. In our uncertainty study we have considered completeness 
uncertainties to be modelling uncertainties and interpreted them as boundary condi
tions of the models.

The methodology of the uncertainty study was based on earlier uncertainty 
studies in PRAs [4-10] and on a retrospective study of the methodology made by
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Pulkkinen, Kuhakoski and Mankamo [11]. Uncertainties were studied both qualita
tively and quantitatively. We have spent a great effort on the qualitative phase since 
we considered it more instructive and fruitful than mere evaluations of uncertainty 
measures.

The qualitative study which was the preliminary phase of the uncertainty study 
contained identification of uncertainties and qualitative assessments of their impor
tance. The PRA was introduced, and identified assumptions and uncertainties behind 
the models were documented. Meanwhile, the most significant uncertainties were 
selected by importance measures or other calculations based on the PRA models for 
further quantitative studies.

The quantitative study contained sensitivity studies and propagation of uncer
tainty ranges. In the sensitivity studies uncertain assumptions or parameters were 
varied in order to illustrate the sensitivity of the models. The propagation of uncer
tainty ranges demonstrated the joined impact of uncertainties and gave uncertainty 
measures. Also the possible benefits from some plant modifications were assessed 
by using the sensitivity studies.

PRA
INITIATING EVENTS

Legend: LOCA, TtTfTc

C, D0D1.......N

CCF, ... , SOKEA

= Initiating event class frequencies and corresponding event trees: 
loss of coolant accidents and transients 

= Categories of event sequences or safety functions, e.g. С = 
hydraulic scram

= Categories of basic events, e.g. CCF = Common Cause Failures 
of 4-redundant components

FIG. 3. Hierarchy of the PRA models.
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The uncertainties were identified and classified according to the hierarchy of 
PRA models. The hierarchy consists of several modelling levels characteristic of the 
PRA, from general assumptions and methodological limitations to basic failure prob
abilities. The hierarchy of the modelling levels or the submodels of the PRA is 
described in Fig. 3. These submodels can be classified into logical and data models.

Logical models demonstrate how single failures or errors together can break 
down systems. Models mostly rest on functional schemes of the plant. Data models 
are methods by which probabilities of faults or errors and their combinations are esti
mated. Probabilities are parameters of logical models. Other quantitative models 
(e.g. success criteria) were considered as assumptions behind models. Uncertainties 
in logical models are modelling uncertainties and in data models parametric 
uncertainties.

The identification work began with common assumptions of the PRA and con
tinued towards more specified models and issues. At the various levels the following 
details were reviewed:

(1) PRA
— definition of the risk and core damage
— limitations of PRA methods
— restrictions of the project

(2) Initiating events
— definition of the initiating event categories
— completeness of the categories

(3) Initiating event frequencies
— estimation method
— validity of the data

(4) Event trees
— core melt criteria
— success criteria of the safety functions

(5) Sequence quantifications
— system failure criteria
— interpretation of most important minimum cut sets and components
— modelling of dependences

(6) Basic event probabilities
— estimation method
— CCFs
— human errors.

The analyst identified uncertainties by interviewing the PRA modellers and by 
studying PRA reports including the failure mode and effect analyses (FMEAs) per
formed for the systems modelled. On the other hand, the analyst had to become

3. TH E Q U ALITATIV E STUDY
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familiar with the functional behaviour and the structure of the plant where the Final 
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) was an important document [12]. In addition to 
TVO’s documents, earlier PRA studies were useful material for comparing models 
and assumptions. The most important reference PRA was the Swedish Forsmark 1/2 
safety analysis [13].

Identified uncertainties were documented on model forms (Fig. 4). A model 
form contains the name of the submodel, participants in the uncertainty identification 
team, source documentations, description of the modelling methods and a list of 
assumptions. If an assumption was considered to be of minor importance with 
respect to the associated submodel, it was explained here.

Significant uncertainties were analysed further in uncertainty forms (Fig. 5) 
which were used in the documentation of rank and impact. Significances were 
categorized into large, moderate or small, and biases into overestimating, unidenti
fied  or underestimating. After the preceding notes room was reserved for presenta
tion of the quantification methods and remarks about dependences on other 
uncertainties.
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R e s e a r c h  R e p o r t  2 5 / 8 7 . /

A S S U M P T I O N S

D e s c r i p t i o n R e f e r e n c e

1) L e a k a g e  f r e q .  i s  c o n s t a n t  p e r  p i p e  l e n g t h  a n d  

t i m e  i n  e a c h  c l a s s .

3 — L O C A - 1

2) T h e  L O C A  c l a s s  o f  a  l e a k a g e  i s  d e t e r m i n e d  

a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  p i p e  d i m e n s i o n .

= >  L a r g e  L O C A  =  l a r g e  l e a k a g e  i n  m a i n  s t e a m  

l i n e s

3 - L O C A - 2

3) O n l y  l e a k a g e s  i n  t h e  p r i m a r y  l o o p  ( i n s i d e  t h e  

c o n t a i n m e n t )  h a v e  b e e n  c o n s i d e r e d .

3 — L O C A - 3

N o t e s  :

FIG. 4. Model form.
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U N C E R T A I N T Y  F O R M

C o d e :  3 - L O C A - 1__________________________ ____________________________________________________

A u t h o r ( a ) / D a t e : J H o / 1 4 . 0 3 . 1 9 8 9 ____________________________________________________

M o d e l : L O C A  i n i t i a t i n g  e v e n t  f r e q u e n c i e s ___________________________________

U n c e r t a i n t y : P i p e  l e a k a g e  f r e q u e n c y  i s  c o n s t a n t  p e r  p i p e

l e n g t h  a n d  t i m e  i n  e a c h  l e a k a g e  c l a s s . _____________________________________

C o n t r i b u t i o n  I m p a c t : s m a l l  _  B i a s : o v e r e s t i m a t i n g  _  

m o d e r a t e  _  u n d e r e s t i m a t i n g  _

____________l a r g e _______x____________n o t  i d e n t i f i e d  x________
D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n :

P i p e  a g i n g ,  i n s p e c t i o n s ,  s e r v i c i n g  a n d  

r e s t o r a t i o n s  a r e  i g n o r e d .

-  T h e  m o s t  l i k e l y  l e a k a g e  p l a c e s  a r e  p i p e  j o i n t s  a n d  

c o m p o n e n t s  i n  p i p i n g s .  C o n s t a n t  e x i s t e n c e  r a t i o  i s  a s s u m e d  

f o r  t h e s e  p l a c e s .

-  D a t a  r e f e r e n c e  p l a n t s  a r e  o l d e r .

-  O n l y  f r e q u e n c i e s  p e r  t i m e  a n d  p i p i n g  a r e  g i v e n  i n  

m o s t  o f  t h e  r e f e r e n c e s .

-  T h e r e  i s  a  g r e a t  v a r i ' a t i o n  b e t w e e n  e s t i m a t e s  o f  t h e  u s e d

r e f e r e n c e s . _______________________________________________________________________________

Q u a n t i t a t i v e  t r e a t m e n t :

- U n c e r t a i n t i e s  w i l l  b e  t r e a t e d  i n  t h e  u n c e r t a i n t y  

d i s t r i b u t i o n  p r o p a g a t i o n

- T h e  u n c e r t a i n t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  e a c h  c l a s s  w i l l  b e  

a s s e s s e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  e s t i m a t e s  i n  o t h e r  P R A s .  S e e  

3 - L O C A - 2

D e p e n d e n c e s  w i t h  o t h e r  u n c e r t a i n t i e s :

3 -LOCA-2

FIG. 5. Uncertainty form.

4. QUANTITATIVE STUDY

The object of the quantitative study was to assess comparable uncertainty mea
sures so that a joined impact could be evaluated. Both sensitivity calculations and 
propagations of uncertainty distributions were performed.

In sensitivity calculations the sensitivity of the models was studied by varying 
uncertain parameters and assumptions. Sensitivity studies involved

— selection of reasonable calculations,
— assessments of input data and model variations,
— requantification,
— calculations with reprocessed models, and
— interpretation of results.
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First of all a ranked list o f the topics to be studied was generated. It was mainly 
based on the qualitative part of the uncertainty study, partially on the Fussel-Vesely 
importance measures of the basic events and partially on the most important minimal 
cut sets.

The needs for data and model variations were identified in the qualitative part 
of the study. In addition to the realistic variation range of model and data, risk 
increase and decrease were studied for the basic event probabilities 1 and 0, respec
tively. This variation showed the maximum benefit gained if the basic event is 
removed and the maximum risk increase if it always occurs.

The calculations were mainly simple and straightforward. Three methods were
used:

— the Fussel-Vesely importance measure,
— boundary changes of a basic event, and
— model variations.

The relative impact of the change of the probability of a basic event on the core 
melt probability was simply estimated on the basis o f the Fussel-Vesely importance 
measure:

(1>
U C M |  ■ Pr(Xi)

where Pr(X¡) is the nominal probability of event X¡; APr(X¡) is the variation of the 
probability of event X¡, given by Prvaried(Xi) -  Pr(X¡); If.v(Xj) is the Fussel-Vesely 
importance measure of event X¡ on the nominal probability Pr(X¡), i.e. EPr(min cut 
sets containing X¡)/EPr(all min cut sets); fnom(CM) is the nominal frequency of 
core melt; fnew(CM) is the varied frequency of core melt; and Af(CM) is 
fnew(CM) -  fnom(CM).

FIG. 6. Uncertainty distribution, its fractiles, mean and 90% symmetric range.
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The impact of uncertain phenomena included ina a basic event probability was 
estimated by removing/adding the frequency of conservatively/optimistically esti
mated phenomena from the initiating event frequencies. The relative impact on the 
core melt frequency is estimated as the ratio of fnew to fnom. Event trees were modi
fied in cases where the propagation of an event sequence was uncertain. In these 
cases complete event trees had to be requantified.

The impact of the statistical uncertainties of the basic event parameters was 
demonstrated by the uncertainty range propagation. In this treatment the uncertain
ties are described with probability distributions (Fig. 6). A fractile of a distribution 
characterizes to which level of confidence we believe the parameter value to be 
below the fractile. The 0.05 and 0.95 fractiles are often used for describing the range 
of uncertainty. A common measure is the error factor (EF) originating from the 
logarithmic normal distribution. The ratio of the upper fractile and the median of a 
logarithmic normal distribution equals the ratio of the median and lower fractile and 
is called the error factor:

X50 _ ^ l  =  e f  p )
\ ) 5 л 50

where X95 is the 0.95 fractile, Pr(X50 <  X) =  0.95, X50 is the median, and X05 is 
the 0.05 fractile.

Uncertainty ranges were propagated by Monte Carlo simulations as in the 
Forsmark 1/2 safety analysis [10]. Since the TVO fault tree models contain 
thousands of basic events, we could include only the most important minimal cut sets 
in the uncertainty range propagation which had the following phases:

(1) selection of the most important cut set in all event classes
(2) coupling of state of knowledge dependent variables
(3) assessment of the distributions
(4) simulation runs
(5) interpretation of the results.

The modelling uncertainties studied individually by means of the sensitivity 
study were simulated as independent uncertainties as well. The core melt frequency 
simulation was generated on the basis of the following equation:

f(CM) =  fnom(CM) Д  E¡ (assumption ij) (3)
i

where E¡ =  fnew (assumption ij)/fn0m is the random variable getting the values gener
ated by Eq. (1). The probability of each value of E¡ is determined by the confidence 
Pr(assumption ij), which was assessed subjectively.
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The resulting frequency in Eq. (3) might be strongly biased because the values 
o f the E¡ depend on each other. The dependence of importance measures on each 
other can be reduced by introducing the importance measures of component groups. 
However, in the case of complete event tree requantifications, one should evaluate 
the varied event trees separately in order to properly treat their effect on Eq. (3).

The aim of the simulation of the modelling uncertainties was mainly to obtain 
a rough view of their impact on the total core melt frequency. As a consequence of 
very detailed fault and event tree models, explicit use of various minimal cut set 
equations would have exceeded the capacity of the simulation programme without 
strong simplifications in the equations. Therefore, an approach based on the simula
tion of Eq. (3) was adopted.

According to our experience, the sensitivity studies provided the most useful 
information on the impact of identified uncertainties. Even though the uncertainty 
range propagations seem to be an attractive way to demonstrate the joined impact 
of the uncertainties, the difficulties of expressing the uncertainties coherently and 
exhaustively leave a lot of room for interpretation.

5. RESULTS

The sensitivity studies showed items in the procedures where the assumed level 
o f operator performance is adequate, but any reduction would lead to a catastrophic 
increase of the core melt frequency. One example is the addition of water to the aux
iliary feed water system (AFW) after the water in the containers has been depleted. 
If the additional water supply always succeeded, the core melt probability would 
decrease by only 6%. However, if the operators never succeeded, the core melt 
probability would increase by a factor of several hundred.

The estimation of the distribution of the modelling uncertainties allowed us to 
study the conservative assumptions made and, on the other hand, gave some small 
probability to the TVO Final Safety Analysis Report success criteria. It led to a dis
tribution with two tops since most of the distributions were discrete.

Although the results from the uncertainty range propagation showed that the 
uncertainty in e.g. the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) frequencies and in core melt 
after a LOCA was high — with an error factor of even 100 — the final error factor 
due to statistical uncertainties for the core melt frequency was only 4. On the other 
hand, the error factor due to modelling uncertainties was still smaller, less than 2. 
All in all, no major issue dominated as an uncertainty source because of the great 
amount of detail in the TVO fault tree models.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The qualitative mapping out of the uncertainty factors turned out to be an effec
tive method of generating a plan for an effective quantitative uncertainty analysis.
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At the same time it served as an internal review o f the assumptions made in the PRA 
study. When performed for the almost finalized study it helped to correct coarse 
modelling errors and it forced the analysts to check the base of the assumptions and 
simplifications. The sensitivity studies were perhaps the most advantageous part of 
the quantitative uncertainty analysis because they allowed an individual analysis for 
the effect o f each of the uncertainty sources identified.

The most significant uncertainties were those involved in modelling human 
interactions, dependences and CCFs, LOCA frequencies and containment response. 
The common background for these models is the use of expert knowledge and subjec
tive estimates due to a lack of proper data and plant experiences. The qualitative 
study of uncertainties gave a picture that statistical uncertainties would be negligible 
compared with uncertainties originating from modelling assumptions and the lack of 
knowledge. However, the number of those uncertainties having significant impact 
on the core melt frequency was very limited, and it was possible to assess them by 
means of sensitivity studies. In the same context the sensitivity study was used to 
compare alternatives of system modifications. A coarse simulation of the modelling 
uncertainties produced a more narrow distribution than that simulated from the 
statistical uncertainties.

The uncertainty study was found to be a suitable tool for a systematic and criti
cal method of assessing uncertainties in a risk analysis. The usefulness of this study 
depends on the decision maker (power company) since an uncertainty study is 
primarily carried out to support decision making in case of uncertainties.
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Abstract

EVENT ANALYSIS USING PLANT SPECIFIC PSA.
The high number of plant specific PSAs which have been completed in the last few 

years make it appealing to utilize them for other purposes. One of the possible purposes would 
be the analysis of the operational events occurring at the plant using a plant specific PSA study. 
The purpose of such an analysis is to characterize the relative importance of incidents in the 
light of risks perceived from the original PSA and to derive insights to help evaluate plant 
specific design and operational problems as incidents occur. Since the operational events 
rarely resemble exactly the accident sequence modelled in the PSA, the methodological steps 
which would assure analysis consistency should be developed. The paper details and com
ments on each of the individual steps in the methodology of event analysis using PSA. Three 
case studies used to test the methodology are described in detail and their results commented 
on. Lessons learned from the exercise are documented, with special emphasis on the changes 
in importance of individual components after the event has occurred. The events used in the 
case studies occurred at US plants during 1988 and 1989, and have already been analysed in 
the Accident Sequence Precursor programme. The paper identifies and comments on the 
differences in the two approaches and indicates how those differences influence the final 
results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The maturity and wide acceptability of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) 
methods have resulted in either existing or planned plant specific PSA studies for 
most commercial nuclear power plants (NPPs) worldwide. In addition to being a
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useful design evaluation tool, PSA study may be beneficial for different activities 
related to plant day to day operation. One of the areas where plant specific PSA could 
be utilized is in the analysis of operational events which have occurred at the plant. 
This kind of analysis could not only determine the real safety significance o f an 
event, but also produce the insights necessary to help evaluate plant specific design 
and operational problems as incidents occur. The methodology for using plant 
specific PSA for event analysis has been investigated on several occasions at the 
IAEA.

2. HISTORY

The IAEA operated Incident Reporting System (1RS) is an excellent collection 
of worldwide operating experience. To optimize feedback of operating experience 
from that source, determination of the safety significance/safety importance of 
individual 1RS reported events is necessary. Among the approaches possible, one 
would be the use of a plant specific PSA study.

The use of a plant specific PSA study to determine safety significance was 
originally proposed as early as 1983, but actually was never exercised owing mainly 
to lack of adequate methodological/computational support. Higher acceptance of 
PSA techniques triggered the request from 1RS national co-ordinators in 1988 to 
investigate comprehensively the possible utilization of PSAs. As a result, a consul
tants meeting was organized by the IAEA in 1989 to “ assess the feasibility of use 
of plant specific PSA to evaluate the significance of events reported to the IAEA- 
IRS” . The meeting also evaluated related approaches, including the German precur
sor study, the US Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) Programme as well as the 
Swedish Ranking Methodology, and determined general rules for the utilization of 
PSA in event analysis. A sample of ten 1RS reported events was screened during the 
meeting and it was concluded that in the majority of cases, PSA would reveal new 
information. While also identifying drawbacks of the approach, the meeting recom
mended the performance of several full scope case studies. The first case study inves
tigated an event which occurred at the Caorso NPP in Italy, which was reported to 
the 1RS. Since a computerized plant model was not available, the investigation was 
performed manually by selecting relevant branches o f event trees and an approxima
tion of the event probabilities. Although the feasibility of the approach as well as 
main methodological steps were confirmed, performance of the analysis without 
computerized models proved to be labour intensive, and thus not cost beneficial.

In order to explore the potential of PSA based event analysis when advanced 
computerized tools are used, a second case study was undertaken in 1990. In addition 
to using computerized models, the study compared the results of analyses when plant 
specific PSA versus plant-class model (as in ASP [1]) is used. Those requirements 
limited the choices of plants and events. Accordingly, two PSAs performed under
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the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission NUREG 1150 programme [2] 
were chosen (Surry [3] and Sequoyah 1 [4]). From those plants, three events which 
have been reported to the USNRC via the License Reporting System were also 
selected. The IRRAS computer code was used to perform a detailed event analysis. 
A more thorough discussion of that work is presented in IAEA-TECDOC-611.

3. METHODOLOGY

The overall approach to incident evaluation using plant specific PSA models 
involves the following:

— understanding the incident and its safety implications
— relating the incident to the PSA models
— modifying the models to reflect the incident (if necessary)
— calculating new PSA results and drawing insights form these results.

Understanding the incident and its safety implications requires a knowledge of 
plant design and operation, but for event analysis a knowledge of the contents of the 
specific PSA is also necessary. Plant operation knowledge allows the analyst to 
determine if the incident impacted or had the potential to impact any of the safety 
functions. Knowledge of the specific PSA is required to determine if the potential 
impacts are within the scope or resolution of the PSA models.

To relate the incident to the PSA, the analyst must determine which accident 
sequences are involved or could be involved, which fault tree and basic events model 
the components or operator actions of concern, and what recovery actions could be 
applied. Along with these determinations is the need to make changes to the base 
PSA models to adequately reflect the incident. This could involve restoring accident 
sequences that were originally truncated out of the final results, changing basic event 
probabilities and evaluating new human error rates. This methodology relies heavily 
on the recalculation of sequence frequencies, regeneration of system and sequence 
minimal cut sets when needed, and the calculation of several important measures.

Once the model modifications are made, they can then be processed to deter
mine new results conditional on the occurrence of the event. Finally, analysis of the 
results must be performed to gain insights pertaining to the safety implications of the 
incident. These insights include a comparison of the conditional core damage proba
bility to the overall core damage frequency (CDF), determination of the new 
dominant contributors to the CDF, and the new importance of remaining sys
tems/components/operator actions to prevention of core damage.

The above is a general outline of the approach. Since the operational event 
rarely resembles exact accident sequences modelled in a plant specific PSA, detailed 
methodological steps should be developed to assure consistency. One o f the aims of 
the case study was to clearly identify each of the distinctive methodological steps and
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to provide reasonable guidance for all of them. The eight methodological steps are
as follows:

(1) Detailed review of the event
(2) Identification of the event tree (ET) sequences affected
(3) Review of the cut sets for completeness and re-creation o f the sequences/ 

cut sets
(4) Estimation of failure probability for all basic events
(5) Derivation of new accident sequence probabilities
(6) Determination of recovery actions
(7) Calculation of new importance measures
(8) Documentation of analysis, and sensitivity analysis.

In more detail, the task for each of the methodological steps is as follows:

(1) On the basis of what actually happened during the event, identify the chronol
ogy of events, identify all equipment failures, degradations and equipment 
unavailabilities (including those which existed at the initiation of the event). 
Also note all operator actions taken, including those not covered by procedures 
and training. It may also be worth while to review problems or related condi
tions which occurred or were identified for some time period (for example, 
1-2 weeks) before and after the incident to be sure that hidden complications 
or seemingly unrelated events are not left unaccounted for in the analysis.

(2) Using the ET models in the PSA, identify all ET sequences affected by the inci
dent. Use the full ET models and not just the subset of accident sequences 
retained by the original PSA. Frequently, the incident will impact on very reli
able systems that are called upon only in very low frequency sequences. To 
identify the affected accident sequences properly, the analyst must know which 
ET branch includes the equipment and operator actions involved in the event 
being analysed. In that respect, review of the fault trees may be essential in 
some cases. The sequences with a failure branch for at least one of these top 
events are the sequences of concern.

(3) Review the identified PSA sequences and their cut sets to determine if the 
affected systems and basic events were retained in the original PSA results. 
Most PSA reports retain only the accident sequences and cut sets that contrib
ute to the COF to at least some minimal degree. Thus, cut sets consisting of 
normally very reliable components may not be retained, causing a reduction 
in the detail of the PSA model in sequences and systems pertaining to the event 
being analysed. If the necessary sequences or cut sets were not retained then 
they have to be re-created. This involves generating the cut sets for each sys
tem in the missing sequences (if not already in the original model database), 
being sure to set cut set cut-off criteria so that affected basic events and cut 
sets are retained. New sequence cut sets must be generated even though the
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sequence is in the database if cut sets containing the basic events of concern 
have been truncated out of the list of dominant cut sets retained in the PSA.

(4) With the proper basic events appearing in the cut sets for the appropriate 
sequences, the next step is to determine the best estimate failure probabilities 
for all basic events impacted by the incident. Basic events representing failed 
components should most likely be modelled as a failed house event, as opposed 
to an event with a probability o f 1.0. The failed house event will actually 
modify the Boolean logic of the system or sequence for correct generation of 
conditional cut sets. By setting the probability to 1.0, one can introduce overlap 
between cut sets and double count some failure combinations. When this 
approach is used, the failed component will not be present in the final cut set 
equation.

For incidents involving component malfunctions or unavailability but not acci
dent sequence initiating event, the actual or estimated duration of the compo
nent unavailability must be taken into consideration. This may be done by 
multiplying the accident sequence initiator frequency by the amount of time the 
component was determined to be unavailable. Alternatively, the actual or esti
mated component unavailability could be input to the appropriate cut set basic 
event. This would require retaining the ‘failed’ component in the cut set equa
tion, i.e. not using a failed house event to modify the Boolean logic.

For equipment or operator degradations, detailed systems analysis or human 
reliability analysis may be required to attain an acceptable level of precision 
and rigour in the revised failure probability. However, conservative screening 
or bounding values may be used as a first approximation. Only if the results 
indicate that the screening values are important is more detailed analysis 
required. One pitfall to watch for is the creation of impossible failure combina
tions as a result of the incident. The removal of one train of a system from ser
vice may make testing and maintenance of the other train impossible or at least 
administratively restricted. Cut sets containing such test and maintenance 
actions should be removed from the cut set list, unless evidence associated with 
the incident or a review of plant operations indicates a reasonable potential for 
simultaneous outage of redundant trains or components whose outage is res
tricted by operational limits and conditions or other administrative controls.

(5) After the proper failure data have been assigned to the basic events and initiat
ing events, the new accident sequence conditional probabilities can be calcu
lated. This is done by quantifying the new cut set expressions with the new 
failure data. At this point potentially important sequences which may be 
affected by incident recovery actions should be identified.

(6) Determine the appropriate recovery actions to be applied to the sequence cut 
sets (if any) on the basis o f the events of the incident, personnel available, and 
plant operating and emergency procedures. The determination of the failure
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probabilities may require detailed analysis. Note that for component unavaila
bility situations which have existed through several shifts, the recovery analy
sis should consider any significant variations in personnel and skills, or other 
factors which could impact recovery. The recovery actions credited in the 
original PSA should be reviewed to ensure that the incident being evaluated 
does not impact the recovery action failure probabilities or render any recovery 
actions impossible.

(7) Calculate new importance measures for the basic events in the new sequence 
cut set lists. The Fussell-Vesely, risk reduction, and risk increase importance 
measures can provide the desired insights. The Fussell-Vesely importance 
indicates the percentage of the conditional core damage probability involving 
the event for which it has been calculated. The risk reduction ratio indicates 
the amount of reduction in the conditional core damage probability to be gained 
if the event were made perfect (failure probability equal to 0.0). The risk 
increase ratio indicates the factor by which the conditional core damage proba
bility would go up if the event were totally unreliable (failure probability equal 
to 1.0).

(8) Document the analysis, review the results and conduct sensitivity analyses as 
necessary. The documentation should be clear, concise and traceable. Review 
the results to determine key contributors in terms of dominant accident 
scenarios and component/operator actions important to core damage. Use the 
importance measures to guide the review. Also identify the key features that 
prevented the incident from becoming more risk significant by using the risk 
increase importance measure. For the key contributors that are subject to 
judgement or uncertainty, sensitivity analyses may be conducted to determine 
if the uncertainties could significantly influence the results and associated con
clusions regarding the incident.

4. CASE STUDY RESULTS

4.1. Incidents analysed

The following three events have been analysed in accordance with the metho
dology described in the previous section:

(1) Potential inoperability of both charging pumps at Sequoyah Unit 2 on 
12 February 1988;

(2) Reactor trip with one charging system train and one auxiliary feedwater train 
unavailable at Sequoyah Unit 2 on 19 May 1988;

(3) Inoperable power operated relief valves (PORVs) at Surry Unit 1 on 15 April 
1988.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF CONDITIONAL CORE DAMAGE PROBABILITIES 
AND COMPARISON WITH PSA AND ASP

Case study PSA ASP

Case study 1
Transients 3.4 X 10'9 <10'8 —

Small LOCAs2 1.4 X 10'6 <10'8 3.8 x IO-4
ATWS oo N

> X 10"6 1.5 x IO“6

Case study 2
Transients 1.8 X 10"6 1.5 x 10'6 1.3 X 10~5

Case study 3
Transients 1.3 X 10"5 1 x 10"6 1.5 X 10~5
Small LOCAs OO © X 10'7 < 10-7
ATWS 2.0 X 10'7 < 10“7

Includes steam generator tube rupture sequences.

4.2. Summary results

A summary of the core damage results for each of the case studies is provided 
in Table I. The core melt frequency results are presented for groups of sequences 
which were found to be affected by the malfunctions associated with each incident. 
The ‘transients’ group includes incidents initiated by loss of main feedwater, loss 
of off-site power, loss of an electrical power bus, and other non-specific reactor 
trips. Five ETs were used to identify the potentially affected transient accident 
sequences. ‘Small LOCAs’ include reactor coolant pressure boundary failures 
equivalent in size to pipe breaks of up to six inches1 in diameter. Three ETs were 
used to identify accident sequences in this category. For anticipated transients 
without scram (ATWS) one ET was used. For reference, the ATWS ET for case 
study 1 is shown in Fig. 1. The charging pump system failure branches are marked 
with bold lines and sequences potentially affected by the charging pump failures are 
boxed in.

1 1 inch = 2.54 cm.
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The core melt frequency estimates provided in Table I are conditional on the 
occurrence of the malfunctions reported for each incident. The total core melt fre
quency would be determined by adding the residual core melt frequency from the 
balance sequences of the PSA that were not affected by the events of the incident. 
This table also provides the original PSA results and the results obtained from the 
ASP programme analysis o f the selected events for comparison. The comparison of 
the case study with the PSA and ASP results has a different implication and interpre
tation which are discussed below.

The case study and the ASP results can be compared directly since they are 
measures of conditional core damage probability, given that the incident has 
occurred. However, the ASP results are in the form of an incremental change in the 
conditional core damage probability, whereas the case study presents the total 
sequence core damage probability. The incremental change can be obtained by sub
tracting the original sequence core damage probability from the new core damage 
probability. A comparison of the case study and original PSA results involves two 
somewhat dissimilar quantities. The case study results are in the form o f probabilities 
whereas the PSA results are in the form of frequencies or probabilities per year. If 
the PSA results are integrated over time (e.g. one year), then they can be compared 
with the conditional core damage probabilities o f the case studies. Using one year 
conveniently allows the CDF to be about the same as the core damage probability. 
The implications of this comparison are as follows. If the conditional core damage 
probability of the incident is larger, by about a factor of ten, than the CDF for the 
same sequence in the original PSA, there may be plant design and operational factors 
that are more risky than the original PSA model implies. If the sequence conditional 
core damage probability results are greater than the total CDF of the PSA, then the 
perceived plant risk derived from the PSA may be underestimated. These two infer
ences can only be valid if the PSA and incident analysis are performed with a com
parable methodology. The comparative considerations above are based on 
uncertainties associated with current vintage PSAs. A more rigorous statistical com
parison may also be performed, if  desired.

In case study 1 it was found that ATWS sequences with failure to borate were 
most significant, followed by small LOCAs with failure of high pressure injection.

FIG. 1. Event tree for TK-anticipated transient without scram. Here, and in Figs 2 and 3, 
the abbreviations are as follows: ATWS — anticipated transient without scram; MRT — 
manual reactor trip; MTC — moderator temperature coefficient; UNF — unfavourable; 
TBT — turbine trip; PPR — primary passive relief; AFW — auxiliary feedwater; SG — steam 
generator; RVC — relief valve closure; HPI — high pressure injection; MFW — main feed
water; RPS — reactor protection system; CCW — component cooling water; LPI/R low 
pressure injection/recirculation; HPR — high pressure recirculation; RCI — reactor coolant 
injection; PRU — pressure relief valve; CONT SYS — containment system; CORE VULNR TO 
CD — vulnerability for core damage.
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For reference, the dominant ATWS sequences are identified in Fig. 1 as TKRD4 
and TKRZ]D4. The PSA did not include a charging pump common cause failure 
(CCF) event (although other charging system CCF considerations were included). 
It may be concluded that the affected sequences and the importance of the charging 
pumps were potentially underestimated in the PSA. A look at ATWS sequence 
importance (Fussell-Vesely and risk increase) shows a significant increase for reac
tor protection system (RPS) trip function and operator actions to manually scram the 
plant when RPS has failed. The absolute value of importance for charging system 
CCFs, other than the charging pumps, stays about the same but their relative impor
tance is much less because of the increased importance of the RPS and operator 
actions. Since the charging pumps have a significant impact on emergency boration, 
it is not surprising that ATWS sequences become most important with the failure of 
both pumps. This is followed by the much less significant small LOCA and steam 
generator tube rupture with safety injection (SI) system failure. The RPS, which was 
already of relatively high importance, rises even higher. This is also true for a num
ber of potential CCF points in the SI system (i.e. MOV-53-22, CRV-6351, and both 
SI pumps). The APS results are much higher because of model differences. 
Specifically, in the ASP analyses, the CCF of the charging pumps was treated as a 
loss of all high pressure injection, when in fact the SI system was fully operational. 
Also, ASP models do not include ATWS sequences which were found to be the most 
affected in the case study.

In case study 2, the conditional core damage probability for the incident was 
only slightly higher than that derived in the PSA for the same sequences. For refer
ence the ET in Fig. 2 shows the sequences affected by the incident. However, it was 
observed that this relatively low conditional core damage probability was dependent 
on operators restoring inoperable systems. The fact that there was a simultaneous 
maintenance outage of a charging system and an auxiliary feedwater (AFW) train 
ongoing was mitigated by the nature of the outage (i.e. surveillance versus main
tenance) and the fact that these trains could have been restored to service promptly 
and easily. Over one order of magnitude in core damage probability reduction was 
accounted for by the recovery analysis. There is, however, an impact associated with 
AFW and charging system simultaneous unavailability that surfaced. In this state of 
operation, AFW system reliability is moderately reduced while charging system 
reliability is also reduced. The potential for reliance on SI increases, and operator 
action to reduce reactor pressure by opening PORVs and/or using pressurizer sprays 

* becomes quite important. Thus, basic events and operator actions related to the avail
able AFW trains and implementation of feed and bleed have the highest calculated 
importance (Fussel-Vesely, risk reduction). The AFW system has by far the highest 
risk increase importance, thereby suggesting that any further degradations in availa
bility of either the turbine driven train (most important) or motor driven pump train 
A could have had a substantial risk impact.
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The ASP results are much higher for case study 2 because of differences in 
system models and event recovery. Very limited recovery credit was given in ASP. 
As part of the case study, information was obtained on the nature of actions required 
to make either the charging system or AFW train operable. This information was 
used to estimate a recovery likelihood based on data in Ref. [6].

Case Study 3 involved a potential CCF of the PORVs which was included in 
the PSA. The conditional core damage probability is relatively high, especially for 
transients where feed and bleed may be required for core cooling. The dominant 
accident sequence T2LP is shown on the ET in Fig. 3. Since the condition o f the 
PORVs would not normally be detected for an operating cycle, which is usually over 
one year, the risk exposure interval for this event is relatively large. There was very 
good agreement between the ASP results and the case study as to both conditional 
core damage probability and sequence characteristics.

The dominant component failures involve CCFs and recovery actions for the 
AFW system. The AFW system is critical to the safe operation of the plant as it is 
the only remaining safety related means of removing decay heat in an accident 
scenario. Thus, steam binding of the pumps, CCF of the AFW pumps to start, and 
failure to cross-connect to the other unit dominate failure of the AFW system and 
the conditional core damage probability.

After the AFW system, the main feedwater (MFW) system is the next most 
important function to have available. However, the MFW is not possible in loss of 
off-site power events and events where loss of the MFW is the initiator.

From the perspective of what is now key to preventing further increase in the 
conditional core damage probability, items that prevent further degradation of the 
AFW system are important. Low failure rate items such as condensate storage tank 
failure and key check valve failures can now dramatically increase the conditional 
core damage probability should they fail.

5. LESSONS FROM THE CASE STUDY

The performance of the case study proved that it is feasible to perform the 
event analysis using a plant specific PSA study. There are, however, several issues 
to be pointed out.

Although the analysis o f the event could eventually be done from the PSA 
report only, a computerized model will speed up the work and primarily assure the 
completeness of the analysis. Also, strict follow-up of all methodological steps, as 
summarized in Section 3, is essential to ensure consistency and completeness of the 
analysis. A reasonable evaluation of an event is possible from the event description 
(licensee event report type), given that it contains necessary information. In the cases 
where the event description is lacking some details (such as sequence timing, equip
ment status, flowsheets, etc.), the PSA can be used to develop bounding models,
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usually based on a conservative assessment (i.e. considering component failure 
instead of degradation). It was felt, however, that the analysis would be more benefi
cial when performed at the plant because additional expertise on plant operation, as 
well as first-hand information on the exact sequence of events, would be available.

In a number of cases it would be necessary to recreate some of the sequences 
because they have been truncated as insignificant in original PSA models. Sometimes 
the event or its parts may be substantially different from PSA modelled sequences 
because of unexpected operator actions or recovering, systems interaction, etc. In 
those cases it is necessary to perform additional analyses to modify original models. 
To perform these tasks, experts with a sound PSA background are essential.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The activities related to event analysis using plant specific PSA studies were 
originally directed towards determining the safety significance of individual 1RS 
reported events. However, during the performance of the case studies, it was recog
nized that the methodology could be utilized for more comprehensive event analysis 
as well. Since plant specific PSA models plant design and operation in an integrated 
way, superimposing an operational event on the plant specific PSA would actually 
review the behaviour of the plant as a whole. This would allow the generation of new 
importance measures, and consequently an assessment of the vulnerability of the 
plant during the event.

There are some prerequisites for implementation of the methodology: (1) plant 
specific PSA on a microcomputer where the models can be easily manipulated; (2) 
qualified staff with sound PSA background and knowledge on plant operation. As 
seen from the case studies which utilized the latest version of the IRRAS computer 
code, the event analysis using PSA may sometimes be difficult and time consuming. 
However, if the analysis is simplified (bounding analysis), very useful results could 
still be accomplished, especially in the area of plant vulnerability during the event. 
In addition, regular analysis of plant operating events using plant specific PSA is 
expected to provide substantial benefit for the plant specific PSA study in terms of 
keeping the PSA study up to date and assuring that issues such as dependency, sys
tem interactions and recovery are properly accounted for.
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Abstract

COMPUTERIZING THE LEVEL 2 PSA/PRA.
An approach for the performance of Level 2 probabilistic safety assessments 

(PSA/PRAs) using personal computers (PCs) or engineering workstations is described. The 
major emphasis is on the tool for performing the ‘probabilistic’ parts of the work. While it 
is well known that the major deterministic accident progression analysis codes (e.g. MAAP) 
can be run on PCs, such PSA PC software tailored for the Level 2 work is less familiar, and 
the objective here is to describe the role that it plays in the analyses. — First, a short descrip
tion of a typical Level 2 analysis is given. This is primarily to set out the terminology. From 
this description the set of analysis tools is extracted. Then the Level 2 probabilistic code 
NUCAP+™ is discussed in the context of the analysis. — Finally, observations developed 
in the course of PC based Level 2 work are presented, and Level 2 example results so devel
oped are given.

IAEA-SM-321/20

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes an approach for the performance of Level 2 probabilistic 
safety assessments (PSAs/PRAs) utilizing personal computers (PCs) or engineering 
workstations. Some preliminary results are also presented. The major emphasis is 
on the tool for performing the ‘probabilistic’ parts of the work. While it is well 
known that the major accident progression analysis codes can be run on PCs, such 
PSA PC software tailored for the Level 2 work is less familiar, and the objective 
here is to describe the role that it plays in the analyses.

233
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First a short description of a typical Level 2 analysis is given. This is primarily 
to set out the terminology. It is the approach that is used by the authors, and we 
recognize that there are alternative, equally valid methods utilized by others.

From this description the set of analysis tools is extracted. Then the Level 2 
probabilistic code N U C A P+™  [1] is discussed in the context of the analysis. The 
role of presentation software such as the code NUPLOT™ [2] is briefly covered.

Finally, experiences in the use of NUCAP+ and preliminary results developed 
with it are given. This is to illustrate its utilization.

2. LEVEL 2 ANALYSIS SCOPE

The Level 2 analysis involves an evaluation of severe accident degraded core 
phenomena and containment response leading to an estimation of the conditional and 
overall probability of containment failure and fission product release (the source 
term). A containment failure modes analysis develops a probabilistic description of 
the ultimate internal pressure capacity as a series of fragility curves. To support the 
development and quantification of the containment analysis, an assessment of the 
physical progression of a spectrum of accident sequences is generally required. The 
main sources of this information are results from prior studies and from plant specific 
analyses with an accident progression code such as MAAP [3].

From a PSA procedure point of view, the Level 1 core melt sequences, 
extended to the plant damage status level, are grouped into plant damage states 
(PDSs). A containment event tree (CET) is constructed describing the ways that the 
containment may respond to an accident of this class. Each possible accident progres
sion (branchwise path through the CET) is evaluated numerically and the endpoint 
probabilities are calculated. The various CET endpoints are in turn grouped into 
source term categories (STCs). The STC frequencies are calculated as the sum of 
the products of the CET endpoint probabilities and the PDS frequencies.

The interface with Level 1 results is at the plant damage state level. The analyst 
expresses the binning criteria by the construction of a plant damage state grouping 
logic. The minimum number of plant damage states is that which is sufficient to 
differentiate the system functional combinations significantly affecting the contain
ment response.

A CET is developed for each PDS that describes the possible ways in which 
the severe accident can proceed in the containment. Each heading in the tree 
represents a factor or event in the accident progression that significantly affects sub
sequent events and/or the characteristics of the fission product source terms and/or 
the mode and timing of containment failure. The events in the containment event tree 
generally are chosen to (1) represent the uncertainties in physical phenomena (e.g. 
direct containment, heating containment, loading); (2) assess the effect of operator 
recovery and mitigation actions; (3) assess consequential failure of important sys-
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terns given the occurrence of specific physical phenomena (e.g. H2 burns) or the 
general severe accident environment.

The probability assigned to each phenomenological branch pathway is the 
analyst’s ‘degree of belief’ that a particular outcome will occur. These subjective 
probabilities represent the uncertainty of the physically correct outcome. Con
versely, an event associated with an operator action is similar to the system based 
events modelled in the Level 1 event trees. In this case the event branch probabilities 
can be taken to represent the random or stochastic nature of the event.

A decomposition event tree (DET) is a decomposition of the containment tree 
event into a more detailed set of events or factors that cause, or contribute to, the 
occurrence of the CET event and are used to aid in quantifying the CET event. The 
quantification of a CET is, in fact, normally carried out through its associated DETs.

If the CET/DET branch points represent subjective degree of belief probabili
ties, then the set of outcomes represents the distribution of the uncertainty of the 
analyst’s view of the containment accident response, given the occurrence of a 
sequence associated with a particular plant damage state. These outcomes are 
expressed as frequencies when multiplied by the PDS frequency and, when binned, 
as STC frequencies. The source term frequencies are termed ‘expected values’. They 
are the (summed) products of the multiplication of initiating event frequencies, 
stochastic (Level 1 system) probabilities and the Level 2 analyst’s subjective prob
abilities for each outcome of important physical phenomena.

Results analyses in the form of sensitivity, importance and uncertainty analyses 
may be carried out. For phenomenological events the range of reasonable values to 
use in a sensitivity analysis is not always evident since these event probabilities are 
interpreted as being degrees of belief in the outcome of an uncertain event where only 
one outcome is physically possible but we are not completely certain which is the 
correct one. This also complicates uncertainty analyses though these are not always 
performed for Level 2 studies.

The source term frequencies represent the usual Level 2 PRA endpoint. They 
are to be readily transformed into Level 3 risk terms when conditional consequences 
for each source term for each risk consequence measure of interest (person-rems, 
early fatalities, latent fatalities, etc.) are provided from separate external analyses.

3. LEVEL 2 SOFTWARE

The software that would be utilized to perform a Level 2 analysis on the PC, 
or the somewhat more powerful engineering workstations, would be:

— A Level 2 software code such as NUCAP+ to organize and automate the 
numerical, graphical and results generation work.

— An accident process analysis code such as the Source Term Code Package [4] 
or MAAP, together with an input processor such as MIPS [5].
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— A graphical package, such as NUPLOT, to specifically post-process the acci
dent code results.

— A text editor or word processor software package and perhaps a graphics pack
age for general presentation graphics.

This software, set together with the appropriate hardware, would allow the 
Level 2 analyses to be efficiently carried out in a relatively modest environment. It 
is quite conceivable that only one machine would be needed. Of course, individual 
circumstances and availabilities may result in differences. In particular, the accident 
process analysis software may be installed on an available mainframe.

4. NUCAP+ DESCRIPTION

The Level 2 software code NUCAP+ is designed to organize and automate the 
numerical, graphical and results generation aspects of Level 2 analytical work. It has 
an integrated flow of information, an interactive manner of operation and adapt
ability to various styles of Level 2 quantification. An important feature is the provi
sion of a powerful and flexible Boolean logic capability for sorting and binning oper
ations. It is verified and validated. Figure 1 provides an overview of the range of 
NUCAP+ capabilities.

4.1. Data flow from accident sequences to source terms

The data flow in a NUCAP+ application begins on the left hand side of Fig. 1. 
The data flow is based on the use of the two logic diagrams (PDS and STC) and the 
two event tree types (CET and DET). Each diagram or event tree may have up to 
25 headings and 150 outcomes. NUCAP+ includes the tools to interactively con
struct, edit, store and print out each diagram.

A prior Level 1 analysis provides data on accident sequences that lead to plant 
damage (i.e. the core melt/damage sequences). The data provided will include desig
nation of the initiator, function failures, function successes, and an estimate of 
sequence frequency. These are to be contained in a single data file. As such, a clear, 
clean interface to NUCAP+ is defined. The PDS assignment criteria are based on 
the functional events challenged in the accident sequences.

All PDSs become the entry points to CETs, which are in turn supported by 
DETs. The individual events in the containment event tree are assumed in NUCAP+  
to be independent events, i.e. the path probability is the product of the branch point 
probabilities.

There are three general types of DET headings, based on their interpretation 
for purposes of sequence quantification:
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— Classification branches, or rule branches, are wholly determined by prior 
events or characteristics of the plant damage state. With respect to evaluation 
of a particular containment accident sequence, they are strictly OFF/ON states. 
That is, they will have a probability of either zero or one for a given sequence. 
By capturing prior path dependencies, rule branches allow one DET to be used 
for all the nodes under one CET heading. Rule branches use conditional rules 
to implement the branching logic.

— Subjective probability branches are assigned probabilities between zero and 
one. They represent situations in which there is, in fact, a deterministic out
come but the analyst has insufficient knowledge to specify it. Thus, the 
assigned probabilities reflect the analyst’s degree of belief that one outcome 
will occur relative to the alternatives.

— Stochastic probability branches represent outcomes from inherently random 
underlying processes. The event is considered to be stochastic in nature.

The next step is source term category assignment. In a process analogous to 
the earlier binning of plant damage sequences, NUCAP+ uses another decision tree, 
the source term grouping logic diagram, to specify the criteria and rules for assigning 
each containment sequence to the appropriate STC.

Quantification is performed PDS by PDS, with the following operations for 
each PDS and its associated CET :

(1) At each CET heading, the associated DET is evaluated. Each allowed path 
through the DET is traced. (Classification branches in the tree will forbid all 
but one branch at that node for a given PDS.) The values of the branch prob
abilities along each allowed path are multiplied to give a path probability. The 
values for like paths (those with the same branch attribute at their last heading) 
are added to give the branch probability assigned to the corresponding branch 
in the CET.

(2) Probabilities from the CET branches along each path through the CET are mul
tiplied to give a sequence probability (conditional on a particular PDS). Of 
course, the sum of all conditional sequence probabilities from a given PDS is 
unity.

(3) Multiplying the PDS frequency by the containment sequence probability gives 
the containment sequence frequency.

(4) The final step is STC binning where the CET frequencies of all sequences 
assigned to the same STC are summed to yield that source term frequency.

So far, we have described the logical flow of information from the Level 1 
accident sequence input through PDS binning to containment event sequences and 
their resultant source term categories. However, the course of the analyst’s work 
typically does not follow this smooth input to output sequence. In important respects, 
earlier stages of the information analysis depend on categories and event trees that 
are further along the path of logical data flow.
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A one time straight through analysis from accident sequences to containment 
event sequences is generally neither achievable nor desirable. Instead, the analyst 
will often begin with a preliminary construction o f containment event trees and a 
source term binning scheme, which influence the selection of plant damage states. 
The PDD (plant damage state logic diagram) is then constructed to assign Level 1 
sequences correctly to those states.

In practice, development of a ‘mature’ Level 2 analysis often follows a pattern 
of iterated passes around this ‘circle’ from CET development and STC binning back 
to PDS binning, then forward to CET modification, results analysis and consequent 
revisions to the STCs and CETs. This may generate further refinements to PDSs and 
the PDD. A prime benefit of N U C A P+’s interactive tools is that these successive 
analytical cycles can be accomplished without repetitive data entry work imposed on 
the analyst.

4.2. Importance and sensitivity analysis of Level 2 results

The ‘importance measure’ attempts to answer the question: “ Which are the 
most important contributors, from among the accident sequence initiators or plant 
damage states, to the source term frequency or, optionally, to risk measures?” 
NUCAP+ ranks these contributors in importance by their per cent contributions. 
This gives a direct measure of their importance and indicates which items are the 
most important to the outcome frequencies and risk measures. The assumption of 
independent events in the CET results in all events in a given CET path having equal 
importance to that path. So the CET paths can be, and are, ranked by contribution 
to the outcome, but the individual events are not.

A structured sensitivity analysis aids in the identification of possible weak
nesses in the analysis and of areas that may need further analytical effort. Basically, 
the sensitivity analysis addresses the question: “ By how much do the results change 
if one or more of the input data are changed?” The analyst performs NUCAP +  
sensitivity analyses by temporarily modifying initiator frequencies, selected branch 
probabilities, PDS frequencies, or dependent consequence factors. NUCAP+ then 
recomputes the source term frequencies and records the changes.

4.3. From source term  frequencies to Level 3 risk measures

The usual end point for a Level 2 PRA is the estimation of source term frequen
cies. These frequencies can be used to derive Level 3 risk measures, such as early 
and latent fatalities. External analyses, separate from NUCAP+, are needed to esti
mate the conditional consequence factors for each risk measure of interest. However, 
once the analyst has determined these factors, they can be entered into NUCAP +  
and used to generate risk measure results and analyses of importance and sensitivity
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relative to these risk measures. This additional capability to extend Level 2 results 
into a limited Level 3 area accounts for the * +  ’ in ‘NUCAP +  ’.

5. EXPERIENCE IN THE APPLICATION OF NUCAP +

NUCAP+ was first used in preparing the Level 2 analysis for Chinshan, a 
Mark 1 BWR. It is currently being utilized for a variety of BWR and PWR plants, 
such as Surry [6]. The following observations may be made:

— There is increased accuracy when a structured code such as NUCAP+ is uti
lized. When used to check previous hand generated bin assignments, invariably 
mistakes are detected. This is generally because a combination of factors was 
detected that had not been allowed for. Similarly, when the Boolean logic fea
ture is used to account for dependencies, new unforeseen combinations are 
found. Needless to say, the mundane operations of multiplication and addition 
are now error free. As important, the incorporation of the numerical results 
to the written document is also improved because of the use of program gener
ated tables.

— There is increased efficiency in the analysis. A number of factors contribute 
to this. The capability of easily incorporating changes, additions and improve
ments into the modelling allows the analyst greater freedom from beginning 
to end. It allows the production of interim approaches readily for quick review 
and modification. The processes are scrutable, consistent and highly struc
tured. When several organizations are involved, this facilitates the interchange 
of material. It is a fact of life that Level 1 final results are often not available 
until well into the Level 2 schedule. The Level 1 data, and their implications, 
can however be readily incorporated, when available, into the Level 2 work 
with this computerized approach. Tables, figures and results can quickly be 
prepared in report quality form. Quality control and assurance requirements 
are easier to document.

— There is increased maintainability and usability of the analysis. Since model 
and data are kept in well defined and documented forms, it is accessible. As 
a component of a ‘living PRA’, a computerized Level 2 code is a great asset. 
After the performance of the initial Level 2 analysis, many organizations find 
it difficult to maintain a high level of capability in the area. An outside or part 
time analyst finds it easier to use, maintain and update the analysis if it is 
computerized.

Figure 2 is an example of a logic diagram produced by NUCAP+. (The 
frequencies shown at the intermediate branches are simply the sum of the branches 
immediately to the right.). Table I is an example of the importance tables that can 
be produced.
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Abstract-Résumé

PROBABILISTIC METHODS: AN EFFICIENT AID TO THE DESIGN OF FUTURE 
REACTORS.

At the present level of knowledge and experience, deterministic standards and regula
tions form the basis of nuclear power plant design. However, probabilistic safety assessments 
(PSAs) provide an additional and efficient method of measuring and, in many cases, improv
ing plant safety. One of the aims for the next generation of reactors is to achieve an overall 
safety level which is higher than that of the present generation. Two major sources of improve
ments are foreseen: firstly, by reducing core damage frequency, taking into account the 
lessons learned from previous PSAs and feedback from operating experience; secondly, by 
increasing the intrinsic resistance of the plant to the consequences of a core meltdown, should 
a serious accident occur. In both cases, probabilistic methods must be employed to identify 
the areas in which improvements need to be made, and to evaluate the benefits to be gained 
from any new measures proposed. Improving plant performance means improving not only 
safety but also availability and maintainability, and ease of operation. The design criteria used 
for future reactors should also meet this objective. Right from the preliminary design stage, 
the use of probabilistic methods can be helpful in optimizing deterministically based designs 
for future plants and in improving performance levels.

LES TECHNIQUES PROBABILISTES COMME AIDE EFFICACE POUR LA CONCEP
TION DES REACTEURS FUTURS.

En l’état actuel des connaissances et de l’expérience des centrales nucléaires, les règles 
et normes déterministes constituent le fondement de la conception d’une installation nucléaire. 
Les études probabilistes de sûreté (EPS) apportent une méthode complémentaire et efficace 
pour «mesurer» et, dans bien des cas, àméliorer la sûreté d’une centrale. Un des objectifs de 
la prochaine génération de réacteurs est d ’atteindre un niveau global de sûreté plus élevé par 
rapport à celui de la présente génération de réacteurs. Deux sources principales d’amélioration 
sont envisagées: la première est la réduction de la fréquence d ’endommagement du cœur, en 
tirant les leçons des EPS existantes et du retour d’expérience d ’exploitation; la seconde est 
l ’augmentation de la résistance intrinsèque de l’installation contre les conséquences de la 
fusion du cœur au cas où un accident grave se produirait. Dans chaque cas, les méthodes 
probabilistes sont nécessaires pour identifier les points à améliorer et pour évaluer le gain 
apporté par les nouvelles mesures proposées. Améliorer les performances d’une installation
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nucléaire suppose d ’améliorer non seulement sa sûreté mais aussi sa disponibilité et sa main
tenabilité et de faciliter son exploitation. Pour les réacteurs futurs, les choix techniques 
devront donc aussi répondre à ces exigences. Utilisées dès la phase préliminaire de concep
tion, les méthodes probabilistes seront très utiles pour optimiser la conception à base déter
ministe des futures installations et pour améliorer leurs performances.

1. INTRODUCTION

En l’état actuel des connaissances et de l’expérience des centrales nucléaires, 
les règles et normes déterministes constituent en général le fondement de la concep
tion d’une installation nucléaire. Les analyses probabilistes apportent un moyen 
complémentaire et efficace de «mesurer» et d’améliorer la sûreté de cette installation. 
A cette fin, Framatome a developpé et, depuis 1972, appliqué les techniques 
probabilistes pour «mesurer le niveau de sûreté» de ses réacteurs et identifier les 
améliorations à apporter à la conception. Pour la conception des réacteurs futurs, 
Framatome utilise les techniques probabilistes comme outil d’aide à la conception et 
comme moyen d’assurer des performances améliorées.

2. LES EPS POUR AMELIORER LA SURETE

2.1. Aide à la conception des réacteurs actuels

Depuis les années 70, des études probabilistes ont été entreprises à Framatome, 
tout d’abord au niveau des systèmes (études de fiabilité des systèmes de sûreté des 
chaudières 900 puis 1300 MW) puis, dès 1977, au niveau global d’une centrale: une 
EPS de niveau 2 des centrales de Koeberg (dont la centrale de référence est la 
centrale de Tricastin du Contrat Programme n °l) a en effet été entreprise pour 
répondre aux exigences des autorités de sûreté sud-africaines qui imposaient le 
respect d’un critère de risque donnant une probabilité limite en fonction du relâche
ment d’iode.

Ces études ont permis de mettre en évidence les points les plus faibles et 
d’identifier des modifications permettant d’améliorer significativement la fiabilité 
des systèmes et de réduire les risques. Ces améliorations ont été immédiatement 
incorporées à la conception des nouveaux réacteurs, ou proposées en modification 
des réacteurs existants. Citons par exemple:

— l’adjonction d’un isolement automatique de la décharge RCV en cas de perte
du système de refroidissement des composants ou de la source froide, afin
d’éviter un endommagement de la charge et de l ’injection de sécurité et de 
préserver l ’intégrité des joints de pompes primaires,
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— l’adjonction d’une ligne à débit minimal de l’injection de sécurité vers les 
puisards pour permettre à l ’injection de sécurité haute pression de fonctionner 
en recirculation en cas de très petite brèche primaire,

— l’adjonction d’une source électrique additionnelle pour renforcer les alimenta
tions électriques externes pour les sites où celles-ci ne sont pas assez fiables,

— la conception différente du système d’injection de sécurité moyenne et basse 
pression afin de rendre plus indépendants ces deux circuits (sur les centrales 
1300 MW),

— l’amélioration avec Electricité de France (EDF) des règles de conduite et 
procédures événementielles, le développement des procédures par états et 
l’introduction, par EDF, de la redondance en conduite des installations.

Les études ultérieures, entreprises avec EDF en 1984 pour vérifier l ’efficacité 
des parades et procédures à suivre en cas de perte totale d’un système redondant de 
sûreté (procédures H) pour les centrales de 1500 MW du palier N4, ont confirmé 
l ’intérêt de la plupart de ces modifications et ont permis d’identifier des améliora
tions complémentaires pour permettre de réduire encore le niveau de risque.

Enfin, Framatome a participé de 1984 à 1990 aux études probabilistes de 
sûreté:

— des centrales 900 MW(e) (EPS 900) pilotées par le Commissariat à l ’énergie 
atomique,

— de la centrale dé Paluel (centrale P4 de 1300 MW(e)) en coopération avec 
EDF.

Bien que ces études montrent que le niveau de risque est faible, dès la mise 
en évidence des séquences à forte contribution au risque des modifications ont été 
entreprises avec EDF, tant au niveau des systèmes (arrêt automatique des dilutions 
en cours, en cas de perte de débit primaire, etc.) qu’à célui des procédures de 
conduite et des spécifications techniques d’exploitation.

2.2. Aide à la conception des réacteurs futurs

Un des objectifs de la prochaine génération de réacteurs est d’atteindre un 
niveau global de sûreté plus élevé par rapport à celui de la présente génération de 
réacteurs. Deux sources principales d’améliorations sont envisagées: la première est 
de réduire la fréquence d’endommagement du cœur, en tirant les leçons des EPS 
existantes et le retour d’expérience d’exploitation. La seconde est d’augmenter la 
résistance intrinsèque de l’installation contre les conséquences de la fusion du cœur 
au cas où un accident grave se produirait.

Dans chaque cas, les méthodes probabilistes sont nécessaires pour identifier les 
points à améliorer et pour évaluer le gain apporté par les nouvelles mesures 
proposées.
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2.2.1. Prévention de l ’endommagement du cœur

Des leçons sont tirées des EPS existantes sur les centrales 900 et 1300 MW(e) 
françaises et les efforts sont focalisés sur les points de conception ainsi révélés:

— l ’importance potentielle des séquences accidentelles se produisant dans des 
états autres que l ’état en puissance (particulièrement l ’état en arrêt avec niveau 
au plan médian des boucles),

— la contribution significative des séquences de dilution,
— la contribution significative d’accidents hors dimensionnement qui ont déjà 

conduit à la mise en place de moyens de secours et de procédures complémen
taires (H).

La contribution dominante des séquences de fusion à «ligne de défense» unique 
(initiateurs +  erreur humaine ou défaillance d’un système par mode commun, etc.) 
met en évidence l ’intérêt:

— de prévoir des automatismes quand le temps disponible pour réaliser une action 
manuelle est trop court, tout en veillant à répartir de manière équilibrée les 
actions entre l’homme et la machine;

— de prévoir des redondances fonctionnelles plutôt que des hauts degrés de 
redondances des matériels.

Partant de ces points de conception que l’on cherche à améliorer, l ’EPS est 
utilisée pour analyser et aider au choix de différentes conceptions possibles.

Pour les réacteurs futurs, l ’objectif est:

— d’une part, d’atteindre une fréquence de fusion du cœur qui soit plus faible que 
celle évaluée pour les réacteurs existants et qui ne soit pas dominée par quel
ques initiateurs ou défaillances de systèmes (conception sûre et cohérente),

— d’autre part, d’obtenir une fréquence des séquences de fusion du cœur «haute 
pression» significativement plus faible que celle des séquences de fusion à 
«basse pression», et une fréquence des séquences avec bypass de l ’enceinte de 
confinement aussi faible que possible.

2.2.2. Mesures palliatives contre les accidents graves

Les EPS de niveau 2 fournissent aussi des informations utiles sur les séquences 
d’accidents graves et aident le concepteur:

— à prévoir des caractéristiques de dimensionnement des systèmes et de 
l ’enceinte de confinement qui permettent d’augmenter leur résistance à ces 
types de séquences (y compris les séquences de bypass de l’enceinte),

— à mettre en place des moyens de secours et des procédures de gestion des acci
dents graves pour empêcher la progression des accidents graves les plus 
probables.
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3. LES METHODES PROBABILISTES POUR AMELIORER 
LA DISPONIBILITE ET LA MAINTENABILITE

Améliorer les performances d’une installation nucléaire suppose d’améliorer 
non seulement sa sûreté mais aussi sa disponibilité et sa maintenabilité et de faciliter 
son exploitation. La conception d’un réacteur futur doit autant que faire se peut:

— minimiser, d’une part, la fréquence des arrêts intempestifs dus à des défail
lances uniques en choisissant des conceptions de systèmes tolérant une 
première défaillance, et qui apportent le meilleur compromis sûreté/disponibi
lité, et, d’autre part, la durée des arrêts programmés en facilitant les interven
tions et le déchargement/rechargement;

— simplifier l ’exploitation en évitant de complexifier la conception et en mettant 
en place des systèmes non sophistiqués et des procédures de test et de main
tenance simples;

— améliorer la maintenabilité en facilitant l’accessibilité, la testabilité, la démon- 
tabilité et la réparabilité des équipements et minimiser les durées d’indisponibi
lité due à des défaillances en améliorant les systèmes de détection, de 
signalisation et d’aide au diagnostic;

— optimiser les tâches et les fréquences des tests et les opérations de maintenance 
(avec, par exemple, une méthode d’optimisation de la maintenance par la fiabi
lité) afin de réduire le risque, améliorer la disponibilité et diminuer les coûts 
d’exploitation.

4. CONCLUSION

L’utilisation des techniques probabilistes pour améliorer la conception d’un 
réacteur en focalisant les efforts sur les points de la conception pour lesquels cela 
est le plus justifié a déjà permis des améliorations significatives en termes de sûreté 
et coût d’exploitation sur les centrales existantes.

Utilisées dès la phase préliminaire de conception, les méthodes probabilistes 
seront très utiles pour optimiser la conception à base déterministe des futures installa
tions et pour améliorer leurs performances.
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Abstract

PSAs IN THE NUCLEAR AND PROCESS INDUSTRY: OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTER
CHANGE OF EXPERIENCE.

The paper compares the current status of quantified risk assessment/probabilistic safety 
assessment (PSA) as applied to the nuclear and to non-nuclear process industries. The main 
objective is to explore opportunities where the advanced experience of the application of these 
tools in the nuclear industry may be of benefit to the safety management of the process indus
try. The paper supports the case for rethinking some risk assessment principles and applica
tions in the process industry in the light of current practices in the nuclear industry. Of 
particular relevance are the broader spectrum of applications, the comprehensive procedures 
for carrying out PSA, including guidelines on the treatment of specific topics and for review 
of the analysis and implementation of the concept of ‘living’ PSA. The safety management 
of the process industry would also benefit from the adoption of a focus approach akin to the 
tri-level principles of assessment used by the nuclear industry. This will entail more in-depth 
analysis tailored to different applications.

1. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

Quantified risks and hazard analysis techniques are emerging as powerful tools 
for the safety management of hazardous plants in the process industry (chemical, 
petrochemical, petroleum and related industries). These techniques, it has been sug
gested, originated for applications in the nuclear industry and are now well estab
lished in that industry with applications at different stages of the plant life-cycle.

Although the concept remains similar, i.e. is a probabilistic approach to risk 
quantification, there are apparent variations in methodological practices and parti
cularly in the range of applications, focus and emphasis in the implementation of 
these tools for the two industries. This probably stems from the fundamental differ
ence between the nuclear industry, essentially a one process industry, and the process 
industry which is characterized by a multitude of interdependent processes where 
raw materials undergo physical and chemical changes.
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The more apparent variation between quantified risk and hazard analysis in the 
process industry and probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) in the nuclear industry 
lies in the relatively narrower range of applications of these tools in the process 
industry when compared to the more extensive use made by the nuclear industry in 
implementing PSA at the design and operational stages of nuclear power plants. In 
this context, the concept of ‘living PSA’ in particular in the nuclear industry has been 
established with specific implications for the models and data to be used, for the 
necessary tools (computer codes) for the analysis and for the role of PSA as a part 
of the overall safety management strategy. There is a growing number of successful 
industrial applications of the living PSA concept in the nuclear field which may be 
of significant benefit to safety management in the process industry.

The main objective of this paper is to explore opportunities where PSA 
experience in the nuclear industry may further assist safety management in the 
process industry. Obviously, some of the approaches used in the process industry 
may be of interest for applications in the nuclear industry. The paper highlights the 
methodological concepts of quantified risk assessment for the process industry and 
that of PSA in the nuclear industry, compares the scope of practical current applica
tions of these tools in both industries and indicates topical issues. It concludes by 
highlighting potential areas of future interchange of experiences and applications of 
PSA for both industries.

2. PSA METHODOLOGICAL CONCEPTS FOR THE PROCESS AND
NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES

Traditionally, the safety management of hazardous installations and related 
activities within the process industry relied almost entirely on technical engineering 
standards, codes of practices and safety controls at the plant level.

Since the 1970s, there has been an increase in environmental and safety aware
ness, spurred on by an increasing number of reported industrial accidents and inci
dents with major consequences. There has also been a fundamental recognition of 
the practical technological and economical constraints and limitations of engineering 
safety controls in isolation. Partly as the result o f these factors, partly as the result 
of increased community awareness, concern and opposition and partly, it is under
stood, as the result of the developments of PSA techniques for the nuclear industry, 
tools such as hazard analysis and quantified risk assessment were developed for 
applications in the process industry, initially to address issues of a technical nature. 
These tools were subsequently applied for locational safety purposes and land use 
planning. Their use involves formalized systematic identification of all relevant 
hazards within a plant, the quantification of the consequences (effects) and the proba
bility (likelihood) of possible hazardous incidents.
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FIG. 1. Overview of quantitative risk assessment procedure.

The hazard analysis and risk assessment approach as applied to the process 
industry acknowledges the fact that hazards and risks (defined in terms of both the 
consequences and probability of hazardous events) from activities involving 
hazardous materials cannot be entirely eliminated. There will always be a ‘residual 
risk’ which in many cases will extend beyond the boundaries of the site. The metho
dology as applied in the process industry is illustrated in Fig. 1. Four basic elements 
are involved: hazard identification, consequence analysis, probability/frequency 
analysis and risk assessment.
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TABLE I. HAZARD ID EN TIFICA TIO N  IN  THE PROCESS INDUSTRY: 
RANGE OF APPLICATIONS [5]

Site 
selection/early 
design stage

Design stage 
of new 
plants

Operational 
stage o f new 
and existing 

plants

Modification 
to existing 

plants

Process system 
checklist

В В A В

Safety
audit/review

С С A С

Dow and Mond 
hazard indices

С В A С

Preliminary 
hazard analysis

A С С A

Hazard
operability
studies

С А В A

‘What i f  
analysis

A С В A

Failure mode 
and effect 
analysis

С А A В

Fault tree 
analysis

С А A В

Event tree 
analysis

С А A В

Cause-
consequence
analysis

С В A В

Human
reliability
analysis

С А A В

A — best suited; В — could be used; С — least suited (not advised).
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Hazard identification in the process industry involves the systematic identifica
tion of hazardous events with emphasis on the component causes and failure events 
and the ensuing consequences of such events.

The techniques have been reviewed in a number of documents [1-4], which 
basically fall into three categories:

(a) Comparative methods including process/system checklist, safety audit review,
relative ranking (Dow and Mond hazard indices), and preliminary hazard 
analysis.

(b) Fundamental methods including hazard operability studies (HAZOP), ‘what i f
analysis, and failure mode and effect analysis,

(c) Logic diagrams methods including fault tree analysis, event tree analysis,
cause-consequence analysis and human reliability analysis.

The procedures and techniques vary in terms of comprehensiveness and level 
of detail. They may also apply at various stages of project formulation and 
implementation, from the early decision making process to determine the location 
of a plant through to the plant’s design, construction and operation. A guidance note 
on the applicability of each of these techniques has been prepared by Haddad [5]; 
Table I summarizes the recommended conditions for applying each of these 
techniques.

O f certain relevance to opportunities for nuclear applications are the HAZOP 
techniques which apply best at the detailed design stage of a plant and involve a sys
tematic examination of the plant and piping/instrumentation diagrams, section by 
section using guide words such as ‘NONE’ , ‘MORE O F’, ‘LESS O F’ , etc. These 
indicate possible deviations that could lead to hazardous occurrences (e.g. no flow 
in pipe, more pressure, less temperature). The consequences and likelihood of such 
deviations are then examined line by line with reference to available operational and 
technical safety controls and remedial actions as applicable are suggested. The 
approach is based on systematic brainstorming using a group of people with a variety 
of experience rather than a single individual; the group should be chosen to have 
sufficient authority so that in the HAZOP process minor defects can be immediately 
rectified and a review of major defects set in train.

Consequence analysis is the estimation of the effect of potential hazardous inci
dents associated with the operation of a hazardous development. Mathematical 
models and computerized tools are available to make possible the estimation of the 
effect of such incidents as fires, explosions or the release of toxic substances on 
people, buildings and the environment. A comprehensive review of such methods is 
presented in a number of publications.

The assessment process must, however, account fully for the likelihood or 
probability of hazardous incidents occurring, as well as for the likelihood of the 
effects of such incidents. Probability analyses are therefore necessary. Probability 
or frequency analyses involve the derivation of both the likelihood of incidents
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FIG. 2. Example of a societal risk output.

occurring and the likelihood of particular outcomes (or effects), should those events 
occur. Probability failure data are based on data collected over a period of time for 
similar plants, processes or technologies; generally they reflect past safety perfor
mance. When new technologies are introduced or when statistical data are of short 
duration and cover few hazardous events, the probability of failure is derived from 
engineering judgements. Results of HAZOP and/or fault/event tree analysis provide 
the most reliable input in this regard.
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The consequence and probability estimations are combined cumulatively for 
the various hazardous incident scenarios and events to give a quantified risk level. 
Risk results are most commonly expressed in terms of human fatality. The analysis 
end results can, however, also be expressed in other terms such as levels of injury, 
property damage or environmental damage. Human fatality risk results are expressed 
in two forms, individual risk and societal risk. Individual risk is the risk of death 
to a person at a particular point. Societal risk is the risk of the occurrence of a num
ber of fatalities. The societal risk concept is based on the premise that society is more 
concerned with incidents which kill a larger number of people than incidents which 
kill fewer numbers. Figure 2 is an example of a societal risk curve.

The qualitative and quantitative results of the analysis can be applied in the 
assessment process as follows:

(a) Risk impacts at various distances from the proposed development and on vari
ous land uses and the environment in the vicinity of the development can be 
measured against safety planning criteria. A judgement can then be made about 
the suitability of the proposed development’s location in relation to both exist
ing and likely future land uses in the area. A general principle of assessment 
is that the risk impacts from the proposed development should be well below 
the levels of risk which people and the environment are regularly exposed to 
from other sources.

(b) The analysis should highlight, firstly, the major contributors to risk and their 
nature and extent and, secondly, areas where risk can be eliminated or cost 
effectively reduced. These results can be used to develop prevention and pro
tection safeguards. One principle used here is that where safer alternatives are 
available without significant technical or economic cost, they should be used 
regardless of the risk levels.

The basic PSA methodology used in the nuclear industry is well established 
and has been described in much detail in a number of publications [6, 7]. These 
documents are based on experiences gained from numerous applications and signifi
cant progress made in research work. In nuclear applications it is customary to dis
tinguish between three PSA levels corresponding to different scopes of analysis. 
Level 1 comprises identification and quantification of accident sequences leading to 
core damage; Level 2 addresses core melt progression and containment response; 
Level 3 covers the consequences. Below are some comments on those features which 
to some extent distinguish nuclear PSAs from those typical for the process industry.

While several Level 3 PSAs have been completed for NPPs, most of the PSAs 
have Level 1 scope with a growing number of extensions to Level 2. Thus, 
probabilistic analysis of accident consequences has not been the major priority. 
Rather the main emphasis has been on prevention. This is natural in view of the large 
investment involved in an NPP and the potential impact of an accident (restricted use 
of large land areas and possibly severe health effects for large populations). Severe
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accidents leading to extended total loss of production capability have significantly 
higher probability than accidents leading to large releases. Consequently, the preven
tive efforts are more cost effective than release mitigation measures at the same cost 
level. Most (but not all) of the objectives of NPP PSAs can be met by limiting the 
scope to Level 1.

The major tasks, flow of work and task interactions in a Level 1 PSA are illus
trated in Fig. 3. The basis of logical models in the combined event tree and fault tree 
approach. Typically, about 20 initiating events are modelled in a PSA; this may 
include external events which frequently are significant contributors in nuclear 
PSAs. Corresponding event trees (ETs) are developed as well as detailed fault trees 
(FTs) for front-line and support systems (typically FTs are developed for 20-30 sys
tems). The logical models have a substantial degree of detail, i.e. the aim is to 
represent explicitly all potentially significant functional, shared-equipment, human 
interaction, and if possible physical interaction dependences. Such a degree of detail 
is of critical importance for ensuring completeness and leads to relatively large and 
complex logic models. A typical nuclear PSA using the small ET/large FT approach 
will contain between 5000 and 10 000 gates and basic events. There are examples 
of PSAs with 20 000 (and more) gates and basic events. Thus, the degree of detail 
is substantial and normally considerably exceeds the degree of detail characteristic 
for quantitative risk analyses in the process industry.

Further characteristic features of nuclear PSAs include establishment of data 
collection systems (which has had a decisive impact on data quality improvements), 
detailed modelling of different types of human interactions (including pre-accident 
and post-accident errors and recoveries), extensive account for common cause 
failure contributions, detailed treatment of external events, and representation of the 
uncertainties involved. With few exceptions these topics are not treated as 
thoroughly in non-nuclear PSAs.

When comparing the PSA approaches in nuclear and non-nuclear industries, 
it should be noted that significant differences exist between NPPs and process plants 
in terms of technology and safety philosophy. The chemical industry is much older 
than the nuclear industry which used the defence in depth concept as one of the main 
principles in the design process. Thus the NPPs exhibit high complexity, usually sub
stantial levels of redundancy and in some cases diversity. Also the potential conse
quences of accidents in chemical plants may in many (but not all) cases be much 
lower than the consequences for NPPs. This implies that the requirements for very 
detailed modelling could be much more relaxed in the case of the process industry. 
However, current developments in the process industry show trends (increased 
redundancy, growing attention paid to safety issues, extensive computerization of 
process control) which will emphasize the similarities in the safety context and con
sequently will lead to more complex safety assessment studies.

A practical consequence of the demands and extensive degree of detail in 
nuclear PSAs is the substantial effort, in terms of resources, expended in carrying
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out these studies, typically 7-10 person-years for a Level 1 PSA carried out by an 
experienced team. The corresponding work volume in the process industry is 1-3 
person-years.

3. SCOPE OF APPLICATIONS FOR THE PROCESS AND
N UCLEAR INDUSTRIES

The applications of quantified risk assessment as a safety management tool in 
the process industry significantly vary amongst countries and involve a varying 
degree of emphasis and detail for the different stages of plant life-cycle. The situation 
is thus much more homogeneous for nuclear PSAs, although different countries are 
presently in different stages of development of their PSA programmes.

3.1. Overview of applications in various countries

After 1976, following the Seveso disaster, the European Economic Commu
nity (EEC) reacted to a request by the Italian Government for suitable regulatory 
legislation. The resulting Seveso Directive (1982) specified threshold inventories for 
178 hazardous chemicals or groups of chemicals for which special controls were 
required. The encompassing of the quantification components of hazard analysis is 
not clear within the context of the Directive. If  the analysis is confined to the hazard 
identification step only, then it is qualitative. Without some form of quantification, 
assessment, even in ranking terms, is reduced to a sterile exchange of opinions 
without any substance. In the UK, the EEC directive has been enacted as the Control 
of Industrial Major Accidents, Hazards Regulations (1984), whose key provision 
requires that there be a safety case to demonstrate that the operator has detailed 
knowledge of the potential hazards of his plant, that there were adequate safeguards 
in place, that the public were informed and that an adequate emergency plan exists. 
The extent of the quantification requirements is, it is understood, on a case by case 
basis. Australia, the Netherlands and Norway require mandatory quantitative risk 
assessment (QRA) for hazardous developments, while Denmark, France and Sweden 
are less stringent. Germany still adheres mostly to engineering codes as the basis for 
hazard control. The USA has required quantified risk assessment studies for LNG  
terminals and shipping systems. A relatively small number of regional risk assess
ments examples worldwide include Rijnmond, Canvey and Botany. The trend for 
regional risk assessment studies is increasing, however. There is also a number of 
international initiatives, notably the Inter-Agency Programme on Environmental 
Risk Assessment and Management for Large Industrial Areas, jointly undertaken by 
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IA EA ), the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). This international initiative
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aims at promoting the development of integrated risk assessment and management 
for large industrial areas worldwide and consists of three interrelated elements: 
preparation of a procedural guide on integrated risk assessment and management; 
case studies, numbering at present fifteen in both developing and developed coun
tries; and regional and national training programmes.

There is also an increasing trend for national co-ordinated reviews of the tech
nical, institutional and organizational safety capabilities and provisions with the aim 
of optimizing resource allocation in the safety control process. Such reviews rein
force in most cases the need to strengthen the systematic application of hazard analy
sis techniques [8].

Over the past ten years, there has been significant growth of the use of nuclear 
PSA both in the commercial and regulatory environment. More than 100 PSAs have 
either been performed or are under way. The equivalent number of studies in the 
process industry is difficult to determine as the uniformity in details varies considera
bly. In several countries, more than 100 QRAs would have been prepared, although 
very few of these would equate to a PSA. With few exceptions, countries operating 
or constructing NPPs have national programmes for development of plant specific 
PSAs [9]. In several countries (e.g. Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland) PSA constitutes a mandatory part of the licensing process. 
Recent United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) requirements, 
resulting from the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) programme, call for all exist
ing plants in the USA to use PSA methods to identify plant vulnerabilities and for 
all new applications for commercial nuclear power licences to include full scope 
PSAs for design certification.

The strategies chosen by different countries for their nuclear PSA programmes 
have been slightly different. Thus, Germany carried out one very detailed and inclu
sive risk study before deciding to perform plant specific PSAs for all plants. Other 
countries (e.g. Finland and Sweden) decided from the beginning to initiate limited 
scope PSAs for all plants, which have been or are being extended to cover external 
events, Level 2 aspects and different modes of operation. The Netherlands seems to 
be the only country with a formal request for Level 3 PSA as a part of the licensing 
process.

3.2. Overview of range of applications

The range of current and potential applications of QRA in the process industry 
has in general focused on the use of these tools for reviewing plant design and opera
tion [10]. Experience with applications indicates that it has helped to allocate the 
safety dollar most effectively and when applied properly, allows the regulators, and 
indirectly the public, to have greater confidence in the safety assessments since all 
factors are made explicit. Figure 4 provides an example of the overall range of appli
cations at various stages of the plant life-cycle.
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FIG. 4. Requirements fo r  hazardous installation development proposals.

The nuclear PSAs have traditionally focused on the identification of possible 
design weaknesses and the potential for procedural improvements. There is an exten
sive list of significant PSA based backfits which have been implemented. In some 
cases these modifications resulted in reductions of core damage frequency by orders 
of magnitude [11]. The PSAs have also led to a much better understanding of plant 
vulnerabilities. Thus, contrary to pre-PSA views, transients, small LOCAs and 
external events were shown frequently to constitute dominant initiators. Failure of 
critical support systems is also important, and systems interactions often have deci
sive impacts on the results. However, the importance ranking of contributors to risk 
is extremely plant specific.

As a natural extension of traditional uses, the PSAs are now widely used as 
an operative training tool for risk based accident management, and generally for risk 
based regulatory support. The nuclear PSAs have also been used traditionally in the 
design of new plants with applications at conceptual/early and final design stages. 
Currently, PSAs play a central role in the design of new evolutionary and revolu
tionary plants. However, the most rapidly growing area of PSA applications is use 
of PSAs in the context of operational safety management. Typical applications 
belonging to this group are as follows:

— risk based downtime control
— risk acceptable test intervals
— risk based configuration management
— incident evaluation risk based quality control
— ageing and lifetime extension evaluations
— monitoring the safety performance of a plant.
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TABLE II. CURRENT STATUS OF APPLICATIONS OF PSA AND QRA IN  
THE N U CLEAR AND PROCESS INDUSTRIES

Application QRA in process industry PSA in nuclear industry

Site/technological selection In some cases Limited

Part of environmental 
impact statement/licensing 
process

Yes Yes

Design review and 
evaluation

Yes (HAZOP in 
particular)

Yes

Plant construction/ 
commissioning

Limited Limited

Procedures improvements No practical experience Yes

Emergency planning Partly Yes

Resolution of regulatory 
issues

Yes (in some countries) Yes

Plant operation Qualitative in most cases 
Quantitative in some cases

Yes (many different 
applications

Waste management Yes (to varying degrees) Yes

Decommissioning No applications No applications

Living PSA No experience Rapidly growing

Operator training Very limited cases Yes

Accident management Yes Yes

Most of the above applications have not been tried on a significant scale within 
the process industry.

The wide spectrum of applications and the need to facilitate use of PSA, to 
extend the scope and to update the models and data used, have led to the establish
ment of the living PSA concept. In this context PSA computer code packages, includ
ing options for handling logic models, for FT evaluation and for post-processing of 
results (e.g. time dependent, importance, uncertainty/sensitivity analysis), have been 
significantly upgraded with respect to capabilities and user interfaces [12]. There is
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a growing number of successful industrial applications of the living PSA concept in 
the nuclear field [13].

Table II  outlines the current status of QRA applications in the process industry, 
and compares it with the situation in the nuclear industry.

4. TO PICAL ISSUES IN QUANTIFIED RISK ASSESSMENT IN THE
PROCESS AND NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES

Some topical issues are common for both industries, although their relative 
importance to each may be different.

4.1. Uncertainties and limitations

The general and specific validity of QRA has been challenged on the basis that 
data input and the assumptions and models used in estimating risk introduce substan
tial uncertainties. While there is some basis for this challenge, two points must be 
made in its defence [14].

First, QRA is a relatively systematic and rigorous tool. Consideration of mat
ters of hazard and risk is otherwise dealt with in a more subjective and inefficient 
manner. Second, the data deficiencies and modelling limitations which may result 
in underestimating the risk are frequently compensated for by conservative assump
tions so that error should be appropriately on the side of safety. The continuing work 
on improving data as well as improving and verifying models should also progres
sively reduce uncertainties.

Criticism of QRA is also based, to a significant extent, on an inappropriate 
focus on the end results of risk figures. The application of hazard analysis and quanti
fied risk assessment should rest as heavily on the component parts of the analysis,
i.e. the comparative results and identification of key contributors to risk. The qualita
tive systematic process of hazard analysis is as important as the quantitative compo
nents. To date, greater attention has been given by many to the quantitative 
components of risk in isolation, on uncertainties in modelling and on meeting abso
lute criteria. Greater attention is needed to the process of assessment itself, which 
brings about a clear understanding and recognition of the hazards involved and 
affords opportunities to ensure that appropriate control and management measures 
are provided.

The existence of these uncertainties and limitations should not be used to argue 
for the abandonment of the QRA approach. Rather, recognition of them should help 
ensure that the analytical tools are used with care. In particular, awareness of the 
limitations should help prevent the tendency to use risk numbers as though they are 
precise values. Hopefully, it will also serve to prevent the corruption of the approach 
from a genuine assessment of safety and risks to a means of justifying a position.
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Generally, experience shows that the limitations and uncertainties characteris
tic for PSAs have a very large impact on the numerical results [15]. At the same time 
most of the PSA applications are based on the use of probabilistic estimates in the 
relative sense and are consequently moderately sensitive to these limitations [16]. 
Furthermore, some of the existing limitations are matters of practice and will be 
eventually resolved/eliminated by scope extension, use of state of the art methods, 
data improvements and effective analysis reviews.

4.2. Acceptability of risk and criteria

There is much debate about the concept of ‘acceptable risk’ . The question of 
what level of risk should be tolerated and who determines acceptability is still con
troversial in the area of safety management. This debate is inherently tied to risk per
ception and the importance of communicating is illustrated by the differential in 
willingness to tolerate risks from different sources, independent from benefit con
siderations, and the differential in willingness to accept types of risks between differ
ent groups of individuals.

The concept that some level of risk is tolerable is fundamental to risk assess
ment and risk management. Without the definition of such a tolerable risk criterion, 
risk assessment may be hampered in terms of decision making and formulation of 
risk management strategies. The setting of and adherence to precise and rigid 
criteria, however, does not acknowledge the limitation in accuracy of methodolo
gies, nor does it allow for appropriate consideration of the benefits against which the 
acceptability of the risk may be assessed in each case. Furthermore, the extent of 
compliance with any risk criteria should not be the sole basis for evaluating the suc
cess of risk management measures. Other criteria include: the extent of risk and risk 
reductions achieved, the cost of risk reduction in social, economic and environmental 
terms, and the cost effectiveness of control measures. As such, while debate will 
probably continue on the appropriateness of quantitative risk criteria as a measure 
of tolerability, future applications of quantitative risk assessment will greatly benefit 
from focusing more on the assessment process itself and the interpretation of such 
criteria as a target guideline. Attempts to undertake assessment for the sake of merely 
meeting a criterion should certainly be viewed with caution. Legislating for fixed 
numerical criteria should be also carefully considered.

As demonstrated by the wide spectrum of applications, the fact is illustrated 
that in the nuclear industry uses of PSA for other than compliance with formal 
criteria dominate. Nevertheless, many countries operating NPPs apply numerical 
safety objectives/criteria/rules/goals [17]. The role and interpretation of such quan
titative guidelines vary from county to country. A dominant opinion is that “ the 
safety goals should not be used within a regulatory framework of strict acceptance 
or non-acceptance criteria but should be considered as one factor in arriving at 
regulatory judgement” [18].
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4.3. Toxicity

It is in the area of toxicity that uncertainties and the difficulties in the assess
ment process are greatest. This applies particularly to long term health impacts. Most 
emphasis in hazard and risk analysis in the process industry has been on 
acute/immediate toxicity effects. Chronic toxicity effects have been neglected to a 
great extent. Most emphasis has also been placed on fatality and little attention paid 
to other health effects. The cumulative effects of exposure to lower level releases of 
chemicals have been rarely addressed. Moreover, relatively little work has been 
done in relation to toxicity risk to the biophysical environment.

It is recognized that these toxicity effects must be built into the analysis and 
although progress is now being made across this whole field, more focused attention 
is called upon for the development of relevant procedures and methodologies, includ
ing appropriate dose-effect relationships.

While at low radiation doses and dose rates most studies fail to establish a con
clusive link between radiation exposure and cancer incidence, the cancer risk is 
assumed to be linearly related to the radiation dose. As noted before, consequence 
analysis plays a relatively smaller role in nuclear PSA, and consequently the uncer
tainties involved are less important. It can also be stated that dose-effect relation
ships are more studied in the nuclear industry than in the process industry.

4.4. New technology

New technology is another area where the uncertainty is likely to be particu
larly significant. For new processes, equipment, system, materials, etc., or new 
applications of existing materials or processes, historical experience of operational 
performance does not exist. The newer a piece of equipment or a system the more 
uncertainty there is as to its actual performance. Appropriate design, testing and 
simulation can greatly reduce uncertainty. However, performance in the actual 
operational situation often holds some surprises that were not anticipated at an early 
stage of the risk assessment studies. Emergence of new technologies with inherently 
safe features means that potential accident scenarios involve frequently failures of 
passive components for which only scarce (if any) data evidence is available. This, 
of course, is not an argument against moving to new technology, particularly as the 
new technology is inherently safer. It highlights, however, that greater attention is 
needed to more in-depth analysis of the risk implications of new technology in the 
risk assessment process.

4.5. Modelling topics

During the 1980s major progress was made in developing and applying struc
tured procedures to the treatment of several PSA topics generally regarded as crucial
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for improvements of the state of the art of PSA applications in the nuclear industry. 
This applies, in particular, to data collection and analysis, treatment of common 
cause failures, human interactions and external events. In all these areas lessons 
learned in the nuclear industry should be of interest to the process industry.

Human factor analysis deserves special attention in this context. While, for 
established technology at least, the component failure and even system failure 
scenarios and probabilistics can be estimated with a reasonable degree of accuracy, 
human factor analysis as an input to QRA in the process industry has received less 
attention until relatively recently, certainly to a much lesser extent than in the nuclear 
industry. As human error and actions are often major contributors to incidents, 
improved understanding of this area is vital. This issue remains the area of highest 
uncertainty in the risk assessment of the process industry. More methodological 
development in the case of the process industry and integration into the risk assess
ment process are highly desirable.

4.6. Environmental risk

The quantification of risk has focused on risk to people, industrial plants and 
equipment. To date, the quantificaton of risks to the natural environment is almost 
non-existent, reliance being mainly on qualitative assessment. Not only does there 
not exist a universally agreed environmental risk indicator, but there is also no agree
ment on what is to be quantified and how to quantify impacts and risks in many cases. 
The complexity of risk quantification for natural environment is due to many factors, 
including: the nature of risks (short and long term), the dimensions of environmental 
risks (some effects may be reversible, while others are irreversible, lasting over 
several generations) and the diversity and multitude of species within various 
ecosystems and natural habitats. No single indicator of risk may be possible, particu
larly in the case of intermittent accidental and possible one time effects. The need 
exists for national and international research in this area.

4.7. Total risk concept

It is agreed that the overall objective of hazard analysis and risk assessment 
is the management of risk to people and to the biophysical environment. There is a 
growing concern that such an objective cannot be met effectively unless there is an 
‘ integrated approach’ to the risk assessment process in order to optimize resources 
in the management of the various risks. This implies the consideration of the various 
activities and elements of risks in a wholistic manner, i.e. risks from the fixed instal
lations as well as from associated transportation of hazardous substances.
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Some of the basic hazard assessment methods now used in the process indus
tries have been transferred from the nuclear and aerospace fields. Others were devel
oped specifically for the process industries, including the HAZOP techniques for 
hazard identification, the development of consequence models sometimes validated 
with large experiments, and the collection of failure frequency information specific 
to the process industry. It is in the practices and applications of these tools that the 
potential exists for the interchange of experience. There is particularly a case for the 
experience gained in the nuclear industry to be considered for applications in the 
safety management of the process industry. Two specific areas of applications as 
described below should be of particular interest to the non-nuclear industry:

(a) The depth and comprehensiveness of analysis used in the nuclear industry call 
for rethinking whether the multilevel concept of PSA should not be also applied 
to the process industry to meet various applications. It may be more appropri
ate, for example, to focus on a system analysis approach, akin to a Level 1 
PSA, without further detailed consequence analysis, should the main purpose 
be operational safety management and accident prevention. Risk quantifica
tion, including consequence estimations, may be more appropriate for loca
tional safety issues, risk communication and comparisons. Rethinking the 
application of various risk assessment techniques in the process industry along 
similar lines as those practised in the nuclear industry (according to the above 
principles) may benefit the safety management process by optimizing the costs 
and resources needed for the studies while providing a more in-depth analysis 
than is currently practised.

(b) The range of unexplored applications, as practised in the nuclear industry, 
needs serious development and consideration for applications in the process 
industry (see Table II as a guide). O f particular relevance are applications in 
the following areas:

— Review and improvement of operating procedures
— Operator training
— Maintenance scheduling
— Incident and accident evaluation
— Monitoring the safety performance of a plant
— Emergency planning.

A number of comprehensive procedures have been developed for undertaking 
quantified risk assessment for hazardous industry, at both the plant level and at the 
broader regional level for large industrial complexes. Safety management of the 
industry would also benefit from the development of guidelines on the more detailed 
treatment of specific topics and for the adoption of practices of peer reviews along

5. POTEN TIA L AREAS OF INTERCH AN G E OF EXPERIENCE
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similar principles to those undertaken for the PSA of nuclear power plants [19]. The 
development of an approach to Living QRA for the continuing management of safety 
in that industry seems particularly useful.

On the other hand, the nuclear industry could benefit from studying the practi
cal approaches used in hazard analysis within the process industry. This includes, 
for example, brain storming sessions with participation of specialists knowledgeable 
in different disciplines (design, operation, maintenance, etc.), and comprehensive, 
structured walk-throughs of the plant. The interdisciplinary sessions are a part of the 
design review of nuclear power plants, but this working form is seldom used exten
sively in conjunction with a PSA. Although walk-throughs are being carried out, 
especially as a part of external events analysis, their scope, focus and team composi
tion could be extended. Thus, well structured walk-throughs with interdisciplinary 
participation would be of interest for example in the context of evaluation of defen
sive measures against common cause failures.
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Abstract

METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY RISK DUE TO POTENTIAL ACCI
DENTS IN US GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS.

Gaseous diffusion plants that operate in the United States represent a unique combina
tion of nuclear and chemical hazards. Assessing and controlling the health, safety and environ
mental risks associated with these plants require a unique methodology. Such a methodology 
has been developed for the diffusion plants and will soon be utilized to assess and control the 
risk o f operating the plants. — The methodology provides an organized approach for identify
ing hazards and ranking the resulting risk to health, safety and the environment. The analysis 
is intended to be comprehensive, defendable and cost effective. To meet the goals o f the US 
Department o f Energy, a methodology was developed that required modification o f existing 
analysis methods in order to address the unique hazards associated with gaseous diffusion 
plants. — Several state o f the art risk based methods were modified and linked together to 
form a unique analysis approach that meets the specific safety goals o f the gaseous diffusion 
plants. This approach will address the unique hazards that exist in diffusion plants as well as 
the unique consequences that can be caused by natural phenomena hazards. A three step 
approach is used to identify the risk involved in operating the plants. A brief description o f 
each step and information on the transfer o f analysis results from one step to the next are 
provided. — The specific results o f the Accident Analysis allow the plants to develop the oper
ating safety requirements, or limits o f operation, which define the envelope of operations 
ensuring that the safety risk is maintained at an acceptable level.

1. INTRODUCTION

The United States Department of Energy (DOE) currently operates two 
gaseous diffusion uranium enrichment plants at Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, 
Kentucky. A third plant located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, was operated from the 
early 1940s until 1985. The Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (GDP) was built in

* Oak Ridge National Laboratory is managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, 
Inc., for the US Department o f Energy under Contract DE-AC05-840R21400.
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FIG. 1. Methodology fo r  analysis o f  accidents in US gaseous diffusion plants.

the early 1940s as part of the Manhattan Project during World War П. The three 
plants have successfully provided enrichment services for the United States and 
much of the free world for many years.

Diffusion plants are massive, the operating equipment is complex, and large 
amounts of uranium hexafluoride (U F6) and other hazardous chemicals are handled 
at the sites. Obvious safety issues include nuclear criticality, UF6 release and 
exposure to various process chemicals. Assessment and control of health, safety and 
environmental risks at the plants is a high priority, with particular emphasis placed 
on the control of the unique radiological and chemical hazards.

As safety analysis practices and techniques have evolved, DOE has modified 
the safety techniques applied at the plants. Safety analysis documentation for the two 
operating plants was last updated and issued in 1985. The safety analysis effort is 
being upgraded by using current requirements and techniques. Since the diffusion 
plants consist of nuclear operations and traditional chemical operations, a unique 
methodology is required to assess the risk of operating the plants in a manner that 
meets established DOE requirements.
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The unique methodology selected for use in the Safety Analysis upgrade 
programme includes several well known, state of the art risk assessment techniques 
combined in a manner that is intended to be comprehensive, defendable and cost 
effective. The approach addresses the unique hazards that exist at the plants as well 
as specific consequences that can be caused by natural phenomena hazards. The 
approach involves three major sequential steps as shown in Fig. 1:

(a) hazards identification
(b) accident sequence development
(c) risk assessment.

The product of the safety analysis is a set of operational safety requirements 
(OSRs) that become strictly enforced limits on the operation of equipment. Operation 
in accordance with the limits of the OSRs w ill ensure that the operating risks remain 
within an acceptable range.

The safety analysis upgrade document describes the systems and programmes 
which ensure that the OSRs are properly implemented and controlled. After this 
document is issued and approved by DOE, it will be updated as necessary to reflect 
changes in equipment and systems that affect safety.

2. SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORTS

The DOE places strong emphasis on operating safety at all of its facilities. As 
a result, the overall safety programmes include many different aspects of safety anal
ysis and control. As a way of concentrating the safety programme, the non-standard 
industrial hazards at each plant are evaluated and documented. The safety analysis 
report (SAR) is one portion of this overall safety programme. While standard indus
trial hazards will be identified and documented as part of the GDP SARs, other 
aspects of the overall safety programme will address specific handling of these 
hazards.

The SARs for the diffusion plants will include risks related to health, safety 
and the environment; however, they will not include considerations of economic 
impacts such as lost production or damage to equipment. Natural phenomena hazards 
are included; sabotage is not included.

These diffusion plants are owned by the US government and managed by con
tractors who operate the facilities for an annual fee. For many years the Oak Ridge 
and Paducah plants were operated by Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division; 
and the Portsmouth plant was operated by Goodyear Atomic Corporation. The cur
rent managing contractor for the GDPs is Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., 
DOE, and its predecessor organizations (Atomic Energy Commission and Energy 
Research and Development Administration); it provides orders and guidance to the 
operating contractors covering areas such as safety documentation.
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The Oak Ridge Office of DOE, which is responsible for the operation of the 
GDPs as well as other facilities, has provided a guidance document for the prepara
tion of SARs [1]. The guidance document is being used in preparation of the 
upgraded GDP SARs. This guidance emphasizes the use of risk assessment tech
niques in addition to ‘traditional’ considerations such as meeting design criteria and 
evaluating worst case scenarios. The specific implementation of the accident analysis 
portion of the SAR has been documented [2].

3. HAZARDS ID EN TIFICA TIO N

Comprehensive identification of all hazards is the goal of the hazards identifi
cation process. On the basis of the results of a top level preliminary hazard screening 
step, the various buildings and systems of a diffusion plant are divided into 12 
specific groups for ease of record keeping. The basic approach places first priority 
on facilities where U F6 in liquid form is handled and places second priority on facil
ities where UF6 in gaseous or solid form is handled. Other miscellaneous facilities 
are third priority.

After the plants are divided into groups of facilities, each group is the subject 
of a preliminary hazards analysis (PHA). The PH A provides a systematic review of 
the hazards that exist in the facility. This review is conducted by a team of accident 
analysts in co-ordination with knowledgeable plant process, management, engineer
ing and safety personnel. After the hazards for a selected facility are identified, the 
standard industrial hazards are determined, documented and maintained for possible 
additional analysis by other safety programmes. The non-standard hazards are 
reviewed, and those judged to be significant are carried forward for further analysis. 
The non-standard hazards judged to be insignificant are identified and documented.

The significant hazards are used as input to the second step of the hazards iden
tification process, which is a modified hazards and operability (HAZOP) study. The 
HAZOP technique was developed and widely used by the chemical industry and it 
is recognized as an effective method for hazards identification and analysis. The 
traditional HAZOP process is modified in that the level of detail is generally limited 
to the system and subsystem, instead of the component level. The basic structure of 
the HAZOP process is retained, including use of guide words and component level 
analysis where necessary. The HAZOP study also involves interaction between a 
team of safety analysts and knowledgeable plant personnel. The product of the modi
fied HAZOP study is a list of potential initiating events. The initiating events are 
screened to identify those that are judged to be significant. These significant initiat
ing events are identified for further analysis. The initiating events judged to be 
insignificant are identified and documented.

Initiating events judged to be insignificant w ill be subjected to an independent 
review to confirm that their contribution to the overall plant risk is acceptably low.
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Any initiating events judged by the independent review team to be significant w ill 
be added to those already identified for more detailed analysis.

At the completion of the hazards identification process, a list of significant 
initiating events is carried forward into the accident sequence development step.

4. A CCID EN T SEQUENCE DEVELOPM ENT

Accident sequences w ill be developed by using event tree analysis (ETA). This 
method considers all combinations of successes and failures of response systems and 
operator actions that are designed to prevent or mitigate the consequence of the 
initiating event. Human error analysis methods w ill be used to define and quantify 
operator failure probabilities for initiating events and mitigating actions.

Development of event trees is accomplished in co-operation with plant person
nel in team work sessions. A product of ETA  is graphical depiction of the accident 
scenarios, making it easy to understand the importance of the various mitigating 
actions involved in each accident scenario.

After the accident scenarios are developed, the safety systems will be identi
fied. Safety systems will consist of operator and hardware systems that are necessary 
and sufficient to maintain an acceptably low risk of operation.

5. RISK ASSESSMENT

The third major step in the accident analysis methodology is to quantitatively 
assess the risk of each accident sequence. Evaluation of risk involves a two step 
process to determine consequences and frequencies.

Consequences of each accident scenario will be estimated, on the basis of oper
ating experience, industry data and physical and mathematical models. Specifically, 
a plume analysis dispersion computer model, developed at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, w ill be used to predict the dispersion of U F6. Commercial dispersion 
codes w ill be used for other chemical releases. The results of modelling the conse
quences using these codes will be used to identify the expected impact to people and 
the environment. Both on-site and off-site impacts will be evaluated.

The frequency of each accident scenario w ill be estimated by using fault tree 
analysis (FTA). The frequency of occurrence of each initiating event and the proba
bility of failure of each mitigating action will be estimated based on FTA, plant 
experience and industry data.

After the consequences and frequencies of each accident scenario are esti
mated, they will be combined to establish the risk associated with each accident 
scenario. These estimated risks associated with each accident scenario can then be 
ranked according to magnitude of risk. This risk ranking will be useful in selecting
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appropriate actions to evaluate and maintain the operating risk of the plants at an 
acceptable level.

6. OPERATIONAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

The results of the risk assessment are used to identify safety class items and 
establish specific operating limits and procedures. Operational safety requirements 
are established for the equipment and control systems, both hardware and adminis
trative. Detailed procedures are then written to meet the requirements of the OSRs:

7. SUMMARY

The accident analysis methodology that is being implemented in the US gase
ous diffusion plants provides systematic identification of hazards, development of 
accident sequences, assessment of risks and establishment of OSRs to ensure that 
operating risks remain within an acceptable range.
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Abstract

SAFETY RISK ASSESSMENT FOR ESA SPACE PROGRAMMES.
Risk assessment is the probabilistic evaluation of accident scenarios. The methodology 

involves the determination and propagation of event probabilities to calculate risk which is a 
function of consequence severity and probability. Expert judgement is used in a structured 
way. Risk assessment results are the basis for the prioritization and optimization o f risk reduc
tion efforts, i.e. allocation of resources.

1. INTRODUCTION

Manned space flight systems are very complex. As a result, there is an enor
mous spectrum of threats to the safety of human life and the spacecraft.

So far, no catastrophic accident has occurred on a European Space Agency 
(ESA) project. However, the potential for a major catastrophe w ill increase with the 
progressing implementation of large manned space systems such as Hermes and 
Columbus. It must be realized that the occurrence of only one catastrophic accident 
resulting in loss of life and spacecraft can endanger ESA and the European space 
industry.

The risk to the safety of human life and space systems needs to be identified 
before it can be minimized and accepted. It is the aim of this paper to illustrate the 
principles, objectives and methodological steps of risk assessment.

2. D EFIN ITIO N  OF SAFETY RISK AND RISK ASSESSMENT

The more threats to safety there are the higher the chance of accidents w ill be,
i.e. the higher the safety risk.

Safety risk is defined as a measure of the threat to safety posed by the accumu
lation of possible accident scenarios and their consequences. ,

Risk is measured by two parameters: consequence severity and probability 
with uncertainty of the consequence.
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FIG. 1. Probability-seventy diagram.

A  possible graphical representation of risk is in the form of a probability- 
severity diagram. An example can be found in Fig. 1.

Risk assessment is defined as the systematic identification and evaluation of the 
risk posed by the complete spectrum of possible accident scenarios. In essence, risk 
assessment is a tool that supports decision making within the safety assurance of a 
space system.

3. RO LE AND OBJECTIVES OF RISK ASSESSMENT IN  THE
ESA SAFETY PROGRAMME

3.1. E S A  safety policy and risk assessment in the safety programme

The ESA safety policy [1] aims at the prevention of accidents and gives prece
dence to the protection of human life. This safety policy is implemented by the ESA 
safety programme.

In the course of any space project, the ESA safety programme [2] aims at 
minimizing the risk of loss of life and of spacecraft as well as of consequences to 
the environment. This goal is achieved by systematic application of hazard and risk 
reduction. The hazard and risk reduction process involves the elimination, minimiza
tion and control of the threats to safety within the constraints of the mission of a space 
system.

Risk reduction is supported by the iterative application of safety risk assess
ment during all project phases.

Risk assessment is also the basis for risk management and risk acceptance. 
Risk management comprises the safety optimization of the space system and the
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FIG. 2. Safety program m e life-cycle.

verification process. Finally, risk acceptance provides an input to the space flight 
certification process.

The safety programme life-cycle is illustrated in a summary form in Fig. 2.

3.2. Objectives o f safety risk assessment

There are two top level main objectives of safety risk assessment:

(a) Drive the system design and operation by iterative risk reduction as a support
to engineering;

(b) Prioritize the allocation of resources by ranking the safety problems, i.e. the
main risk contributors, as a support to project management.

In addition, the following detailed objectives of safety risk assessment are iden
tified to:

— Support design trades;
— Optimize safety requirements (e.g. avoid overdesign by choosing optimum 

level of failure tolerance);
— Identify and rank risk contributors;
— Integrate human dependability, hardware and software reliability;
— Display the state of knowledge on the system under consideration;
— Drive the data collection effort and enhance the use of the full data spectrum;
— Establish communication between and among engineers and management;
— Establish communication between safety and design engineers;
— Support the verification of risk reduction measures;
— Display the risk trend during the evolution of the system;
— Support certification process.
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FIG. 3. Steps in the risk assessment method.
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FIG. 4. Categorization o f  consequences.
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FIG. 5. Data sources for event probabilities.
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4.1. Overview of steps in the risk assessment method

The safety risk assessment method [3-6] involves four main steps which are 
highlighted in Fig. 3.

4.2. Step 1 — identification of accident scenarios

Step 1 deals with the identification of the complete spectrum of possible acci
dent scenarios for the system under consideration. The ESA hazard analysis process 
is used to find all undesirable event sequences and event combinations that lead to 
hazardous consequences. To ensure completeness, three analysis tools are used in 
a combined way: the hazard matrix, the hazard tree and the consequence tree 
method.

Identified scenarios are classified according to the severity of the consequence. 
A qualitative classification scheme is used as displayed in Fig. 4.

Scenarios belonging to the same consequence category are grouped into a con
sequence tree. A set of consequence trees is called a consequence forest. For each 
consequence tree the minimal cut set equation is determined. This equation gives a 
Boolean representation of the top consequence of the tree as the union and intersec
tion of all basic events of the tree.

4.3. Step 2 — determination of event probabilities

Step 2 involves the determination of the probabilities with uncertainties of all 
basic events in the form of probability distribution functions. Different kinds of data 
source for the determination of event probabilities exist. The possible data sources 
and their order of precedence are defined in Fig. 5. When directly relevant test data 
or direct experience are available, event probabilities are classified as objective. 
When models and similarity considerations are the data source, the probabilities will 
be partially subjective and partially objective. On space systems only little objective 
data exist so that expert judgement needs to be used extensively. Probabilities 
obtained from expert judgement are classified as subjective.

The use of expert judgement is based on the calibration entropy method. This 
method ensures structured collection and optimization of subjective event probabili
ties. The basic principle of this method is to separate ‘signal’ from ‘noise’ in the 
processing of subjective data. This is achieved by calibrating the experts’ estimates. 
The calibration process is based on considering the proven accuracy of expert assess
ments via seed events, i.e. events with already known probabilities.

4. STEPS IN  TH E RISK ASSESSM ENT M ETHOD
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4.4. Step 3 —  calculation and interpretation o f risk values

Step 3 involves the calculation and interpretation of the risk value for each con
sequence tree. The risk value is the probability, with associated uncertainty, of the 
occurrence of the top consequence.

Once all basic event probabilities are determined for a consequence tree, the 
risk value can be computed. The top consequence probability is obtained by combin
ing the basic event probabilities according to the minimal cut-set equation. For the 
mathematical combination of probabilities, dependent uncertainty analysis is used. 
This analysis is so designed that the data sources determine the coupling of uncertain
ties and hence the uncertainty in the risk value.

The risk value is displayed either as a probability interval or as potentiality. 
The probability interval is defined as the 90% confidence range of the probability 
distribution function associated with the risk value. The potentiality is a representa
tive point value in the upper part of the distribution.

Risk values are interpreted by identifying and ranking the main risk contribu
tors. To identify the main risk contributors for each basic event, it is necessary to 
compute the degree of risk contribution and the degree of uncertainty contribution.

The degree of risk contribution of an event measures the decrease in the risk 
value if  the event does not occur. This measure is, therefore, also called risk reduc
tion potential.

The degree of uncertainty contribution of an event measures the decrease in 
uncertainty of the top consequence if  the probability of the event is known with cer
tainty. This measure is, therefore, also called uncertainty reduction potential.

Main risk contributors are events which have a high risk reduction and high 
uncertainty reduction potential. Risk reduction can only be achieved by lowering the 
probabilities of occurrence of events which are the main risk contributors.

Reduction in the uncertainty of the risk value can be achieved only by lowering 
the uncertainty in the probabilities of occurrence of events which are main risk con
tributors. The ranking of main risk contributors is according to the following prece
dence: (1) consequence severity and (2) probability, i.e. risk reduction/uncertainty 
reduction potential.

4.5. Step 4 —  use o f risk values and their interpretation

Step 4 involves the use of risk values and of their interpretation as a support 
to decision making within risk management and acceptance.

Risk values are used to support:

(a) safety optimization and trade-off of system alternatives by risk comparison;
and

(b) risk acceptance by evaluation of compliance of risk with a safety target or risk
reference values.
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The interpretation of risk values in the form of the ranked main risk contribu
tors is used to prioritize and optimize:

(i) risk reduction efforts by concentrating on events with high risk reduction 
potential;

(ii) data generation efforts, e.g. on the verification of risk reduction by concentrat
ing on events with high uncertainty reduction potential

5. CASE STUDY

To illustrate the steps of the ESA risk assessment methodology, a simplified 
case study will be presented in summary form. The system to be analysed is a 
manned space plane during the in orbit operation.

In Step 1 the spectrum of possible accident scenarios is identified. For illustra
tive purposes, only two scenarios (SI and S2) associated with the liquid propulsion 
of the space plane are studied farther:

S I: Loss of thrust capability leading to loss of maneuverability and loss of life
S2: Fire/explosion in propulsion system leading to destruction of the space plane

and loss of life.

Both scenarios are categorized as ‘catastrophic’ .
The two scenarios and the associated events are part of the consequence tree 

for the catastrophic top consequence ‘loss of life’ as illustrated in Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. Simplified consequence tree.
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FIG. 10. Example fo r  safety optimization.

The minimal cut set equation is obtained as:

T =  SI +  S2 .... =  E l +  E2 +  E3 +  E4 ....

In Step 2, all basic event probabilities, i.e. P(E1), P(E2), P(E3), P(E4), are, 
for lack of relevant objective data, obtained by using the ESA expert judgement 
method.

Several propulsion experts are interviewed individually, and the probabilistic 
estimates are optimized by using the calibration entropy method. The optimization 
is illustrated by an example on one seed event in Fig. 7. The optimized result is in 
good agreement with the real value although the assessments of the individual experts 
are typically widely spread.

In Step 3, the probability with uncertainty of ‘loss of life’ — due to scenarios
SI and S2 only — is computed as the risk value and is displayed in Fig. 8. The proba
bility interval and the potentiality associated with the distribution function are 
indicated.

The risk reduction potential and the uncertainty reduction potential are com
puted for each event and are used for ranking the events. The results of the interpre
tation of the risk value are summarized in Fig. 9. Event E l ‘leakage’ has the highest 
rank, i.e. the ranking value 1, and is the main risk contributor. The risk reduction 
potential of this event is almost twice as high as that of the event with rank 2. This 
means that the risk of loss of life can only be reduced by first lowering the probability 
of event E l.

In Step 4, safety optimization with respect to propulsion is carried out. Using 
Fig. 10 — obtained from risk assessment for different configurations — one can
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FIG. 11. The ESA PSS-01 specification tree.

study how the safety risk changes with increased redundancy in the propulsion sub
system. A mass limit has to be considered as a system constraint. This limit cor
responds to a maximum implementable level of redundancy and associated residual 
safety risk. It turns out that risk first decreases but then increases again.

6. PRA CTICA L IM PLEM EN TATION OF RISK ASSESSMENT ON
ESA PROGRAMMES

As the customer organization, ESA contractually requires risk assessment to 
be performed for all manned space programmes and hazardous ground operations. 
Thus, the responsibility of conducting the risk analysis rests on the prime industrial 
contractors.

The ESA PSS-01 document series contains the product assurance and safety 
(PA & S) standards of ESA in a structured tree format as outlined in Fig. 11. This 
specification tree comprises three levels of standards. The parent document on the 
top defines the overall ESA product assurance and safety policy [1]. This policy is 
manifested in the Level 2 documents, which present the actual generic ESA product 
assurance and safety requirements. The last level of specifications, Level 3, outlines 
practical methods for the implementation of the PA & S requirements. The risk 
assessment requirements and methods of ESA are defined in the ESA PSS-01-40 
standard [2] and the supporting Level 3 specifications.

The ESA risk assessment requirements and methods have been introduced in 
recent years to support the successful implementation of the manned space pro
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grammes of ESA. They have been developed in-house with the assistance of indus
trial contractors. This development activity has been further supported by peer 
reviews using consultancy from the nuclear and chemical industry.

In addition to the standardization of the requirements and methods, the practi
cal and coherent implementation of risk assessment is further enhanced by supporting 
software tools. These programmes have been developed by ESA and are available 
to the space industry free of charge.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Risk assessment is a probabilistic method and constitutes an extension of deter
ministic ESA hazard analysis. Risk assessment is a system level analysis and there
fore supports the integration of all reliability-availability-maintainability-safety 
(RAM S) analyses.

Risk assessment results provide the basis for ranking safety assurance efforts 
and support the optimization and prioritization of the allocation of resources.

Risk assessment is an advanced technique used already by various industries 
such as those in the nuclear and chemical fields.

The additional cost of performing risk assessment is mainly in the collection 
of probabilistic data. However, the return on this investment is not only a signifi
cantly reduced risk to human life and loss of total investment but ultimately also a 
reduced risk to the future of European manned space flight.
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Abstract

OVERVIEW OF THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY 
ASSESSMENT.

An overview of the involvement o f the Commission of the European Communities 
(CEC) in the development and application of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) within the 
European Community (EC) in the area o f nuclear safety is presented. The activities are 
described by which the Commission attempts to foster common understanding of the present 
status of PSA methodology, its applications and use, both from the technical/scientific and 
regulatory point of view. Results o f these activities are given. Furthermore, the paper 
describes activities in current and planned research programmes that deal with the develop
ment o f PSA methodology and data.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Commission of the European Communities (C EC ) recognizes PSA as an 
important tool for verifying and increasing the level of nuclear safety. PSA is being 
increasingly used in EC member states as an input to the design, operation and regu
lation of NPPs (e.g. in the licensing of new plants, backfitting of existing plants, 
periodic safety reviews). Consequently, the C EC  regards it as important that
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throughout the Community PSA should be based on generally accepted methodo
logies and tools and be state of the art. To create and maintain common understand
ing of PSA strengths and weaknesses in the EC, this topic is considered within the 
CEC  working group on the Safety of Thermal Reactors, in particular, the exchange 
of views and experiences on the use of PSA and the joint undertaking of specific 
tasks. PSA related discussions within the Working Group in its configuration res
tricted to safety authorities also concern aspects of the transformation of results of 
PSA studies into regulatory actions.

As was outlined above, one of the objectives of the CEC is to encourage the 
effective and coherent use of PSA by designers, licensees, regulators, etc. in the 
European Community. The C EC  is also involved through its research programmes 
in promoting the development of generally accepted methods and tools for both PSA 
and deterministic safety assessments [1]. The C EC  contributes either directly 
through its Joint Research Centre (JRC), or by sponsoring/organizing joint research 
projects in the member states (shared cost actions and (reinforced) concerted 
actions), or by encouraging international exchange and co-operation through dedi
cated networks of organizations and companies dealing with PSA related research 
and development. A ll levels of PSA are addressed, and duplication of effort is 
avoided by co-ordination and co-operation with national programmes and other inter
national organizations active in this area such as the IA EA  and the NEA-O ECD.

Section 2 gives an overview of the PSA related activities in the framework of 
the CEC  Working Group on the Safety of Thermal Reactors; Section 3 indicates 
activities within recent, current and planned CEC research programmes that are rele
vant to the development of models and data in the area of PSA levels 1-3; some con
cluding remarks are made in Section 4.

2. THE C EC  W ORKING GROUP ON THE SAFETY OF TH ERM AL  
REACTORS

To create and maintain common understanding of PSA strengths and weak
nesses in the EC, this topic is considered within the CEC Working Group on the 
Safety of Thermal Reactors, in particular, the exchange of views and experiences on 
the use of PSA and the joint undertaking of specific tasks. This forum is composed 
of representatives from regulatory bodies, utilities and vendors in the EC member 
states (with observers from Sweden and Finland). It also meets in a configuration 
restricted to safety authorities. PSA related subjects covered include:

— a comparison of definitions and uses of quantitative safety goals (probabilistic 
safety criteria) in the EC member states [2];

— presentation and discussion of PSAs performed in EC member states, e.g. the 
German and French PSA studies;
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— a comparison of thermohydraulic accident codes and calculations [3];
— comparison of source term and dosimetric calculations within the regulatory 

framework, and the establishment of a set of realistic calculational 
methods [4].

The latter two examples are relevant to both deterministic safety considerations and 
as supporting work for PSA applications.

2.1. Com m on views on the importance of P S A

The discussions in the Working Group on the Safety of Thermal Reactors have 
led to a consensus on PSA practices and the importance of PSA. It may be summa
rized as follows:

2 .1 .1 . Use o f  PS A

PSA is a very powerful tool to investigate, verify and improve the safety prac
tices in operating NPPs and in new designs. As such PSA can be used to assist in:

— Plant design:
— identification of dominant accident sequences or hidden scenarios that may 

have been overlooked;
— balanced plant design.

— Backfitting:
— to compare options for improving plant safety.

— Plant operation:
— to assess operating procedures and define technical specifications.

— Accident management:
— to define accident management strategies.

— Safety research programmes and safety analysis:
— to set priorities in safety research;
— to quantify some of the uncertainties that characterize the phenomena in 

safety assessment.

— Checking the adequacy of existing rules and regulations.

As PSA involves the systematic determination of accident frequencies and con
sequences and, ultimately, the numerical estimates of risk to the plant workers and 
the environment, a comparison with the risk of other industrial installations can be 
envisaged.

Member States, however, agree in general that the objective of a PSA is 
not to produce quantitative criteria, e.g. on core melt frequency, to be used in an
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absolute sense, but rather to determine the relative gain/improvement, e.g. in core 
melt frequency, in evaluating different options of plant modifications. There is some 
distrust, essentially on the part of the public, in the value of numbers produced as 
results of PSAs.

EC countries still regulate mainly on deterministic grounds on a case by case 
basis, but consider PSA an extremely valuable tool for understanding and checking 
the traditional deterministic analysis. Regulators also draw great benefit from PSAs 
performed in the framework of periodic safety reviews on individual NPPs as they 
give insight into the supplementary risk of a plant when compared, for example with 
a plant of new design or a plant that obeys upgraded rules. Decisions regarding back- 
fitting of NPPs are of a complex nature and also involve social, political, scientific 
and engineering issues related to cost-benefit analysis, the value of life and, finally, 
the tolerability of risk.

There is agreement among EC countries on the maturity of Level 1 PSA; 
Level 2 PSA is not yet considered mature, but several generic studies are underway.

2 .1 .2 . S itu a tio n  in  m em b e r s ta tes re g a rd in g  the  p e rfo rm a n c e  o f  PSAs

As older NPPs come up for periodic safety reviews, the safety authorities in 
the EC countries do require a Level 1 PSA, sometimes even a Level 2 PSA. For new 
plants no licence would be granted unless the applicant had done a Level 1 PSA or 
sometimes a higher one, depending on the country.

There is a trend to use the PSA studies in a living mode as ‘living PSA’ to con
tinuously check the plant safety level as a function of time and support operational 
management. This requires regular updating of PSA models and results in order to 
review the effect of any changes in design, operational procedures, etc.

2 .1 .3 . P S A  p ro c e d u re s  g u id e

Individual EC countries have established, or are in the process of preparation 
of, PSA procedure guides in order to give guidance to licensees on how to perform 
a PSA and to obtain results of comparable quality level. There is agreement among 
countries on experience with PSAs and their limitations. Major areas of uncertainty 
are considered to be common cause failures (including impact of, e.g. fires or exter
nal events), human error, other issues such as definition of core melt and the lack 
of generally accepted methodologies for computation of individual and societal risk.

2 .1 .4 . R e v ie w  o f  PS A

The PSA for an individual plant is generally performed by the utility, while 
a generic PSA may be done as co-operative effort by the utility, the authorities and 
the equipment vendor. In the course of the performance of a PSA, preliminary
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results and weak points detected are made known and discussed with the regulatory 
body leading to plant hard or software modifications at an early stage, so that there 
may be little regulatory action when the final results become available and are sub
mitted to the regulatory body.

2.2. P S A  in the regulatory process

Current PSA related discussions within the Working Group on the Safety of 
Thermal Reactors in its configuration restricted to safety authorities concern aspects 
of the transformation of results of PSA studies into regulatory actions. Topics 
envisaged for consideration include regulatory understanding of current methods, 
benefits and limitations, approaches to PSA; the role of PSA in the regulatory 
process; regulatory response to PSAs, e.g. the role of numbers; comparison 
betweeen PSA procedures and guide. A task force of the Working Group will pre
pare a consensus document on this topic.

3. CEC RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

To encourage the effective and coherent use of PSA by designers, licensees, 
regulators, etc. throughout the EC, the CEC promotes the development of generally 
accepted methods and tools for both PSA and deterministic safety assessments within 
the framework of its research programmes (the C EC  framework programme). 
Through the Research Programme on Nuclear Fission Safety, the CEC contributes 
to research activities of generic interest for PSA methodology, including topics such 
as human factors and man-machine interface (e.g. cognitive models or the system 
response analyser project), artificial intelligence based PSA tools (e.g. the STARS 
project) and formal expert judgement methodology (benchmark exercise planned for 
1992). An overview of these research activities is given in Ref. [1]. Other EC  
research programmes addressing topics from which the PSA community benefits 
include ESPRIT II  (e.g. software reliability and artificial intelligence tools), 
BRITE/EU RAM  (e.g. structural reliability methods), STEP (e.g. human error 
analytical taxonomy, operator modelling), EPOCH (e.g. seismic hazards). Some 
examples of LW R safety research activities specifically relevant to PSA Levels 1,
2 or 3 are given in the following.

3.1. Projects related to Level 1 P S A

3 .1 .1 . M o d e l u n c e rta in tie s

The CEC Joint Research Centre (JRC) has organized a series of international 
reliability benchmark exercises (RBEs) related to realistic problem cases in order to
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understand the state of the art of Level 1 PSA and to qualify and quantify the model 
and data uncertainties involved. The project spanned the years 1981 to 1989 and 
comprised the following four exercises: the systems RBE, the common cause failure 
RBE, the human factors RBE and the event sequence RBE. The participating teams 
in the project covered a representative sample of all those involved in design and con
struction, licensing and operation of NPPs and included vendors, utilities, safety 
authorities, research organizations and consultants from the EC countries, Sweden, 
Finland and the USA.

As a general result, very large team to team variability of the qualitative and 
quantitative results was observed, which indicates the large amount of subjectivity 
involved in performing PSA, even at Level 1. The underlying problem is apparently 
the mapping of the complex reality into simple (or complex) models and/or 
parameters, manifesting itself in different ways in the different exercises. Appropri
ate solutions for this problem should be proposed. Nevertheless, the way in which 
the project was organized and conducted helped to create an effective collective 
learning process among the participants and allowed them to achieve thorough under
standing of what can and cannot be currently obtained from a PSA. In addition, it 
allowed identification of areas in which further research is (was) required. A synthe
sis of the results and the lessons learnt is given in Ref. [5].

3 .1 .2 . The STAR S p ro je c t  a n d  liv in g  PSA

The RBE project clearly showed that, to reduce analyst to analyst variability, 
some level of guidance or standardization is needed in the way PSA is carried out. 
One way of providing such guidance is by offering a computer based framework for 
creating and quantifying PSA models such as fault and event trees. Emerging infor- 
matic technologies such as knowledge based systems (or expert systems) seem to 
offer promising perspectives in this sense. Expert system technology enables 
representing and processing the amount and variety of information that must be con
sidered, or is generated, in a plant safety analysis. Moreover, expert systems allow 
this information to be incrementally updated or changed, a feature that could be 
extremely useful for using PSA in a dynamic way, e.g. to assess the safety impact 
of plant modifications, or to monitor the plant’s risk profile during its life.

The STARS (Software Tools for Advanced Reliability and Safety) project [6] 
aims at bringing together competences in the field of artificial intelligence and of 
reliability and safety engineering in order to produce a computer based environment 
for supporting the management and assessment of PSA. An important feature of the 
STARS approach is that all information and knowledge going into the safety analysis 
is described in an explicit, declarative way in a plant model. This model has the form 
of an hierarchical decomposition of the plant with objects representing the systems, 
subsystems and components. The model has a generic (application independent) part 
containing general behaviour rules or models, general data, experience and heuris
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tics. It provides the intelligent support offered to the analyst who himself has to 
create the plant specific part of the model. The two parts of the plant model not only 
contain the plant description but also the rules, models, assumptions and data that 
are used to derive the PSA results from it. For actually performing the PSA, STARS 
has a set of reasoning modules supporting the creation of PSA models (fault trees, 
event trees) and the analysis of these models.

The plant models can easily be modified by using engineer oriented interfaces 
such as CAD  tools for modifying the system configuration. The impact of such 
modifications can be evaluated by using the reasoning modules in STARS that 
develop the PSA results from the plant description.

Having the entire PSA, input data, assumptions, models and results on a 
computer offers interesting perspectives for performing ‘living PSA’ and for extend
ing the use of PSA in the direction of real time risk management and control.

3 .1 .3 . P S A  d a ta  deve lo pm e n t

The European Reliability Data System (ERDS), a system of databanks 
homogeneously organizing the operating experience of NPPs from many countries, 
was developed by the JRC since 1977, and most of it has been operational since 
1984. Concerning PSA support, the two most significant ERDS constituents are the 
Component Event Data Bank (CEDB), yielding generic and plant specific reliability 
parameters for safety grade NPP equipment, and the Abnormal Occurrences Report
ing System (AORS) comprising a databank on safety related abnormal operational 
events in NPPs and a data analysis system coupled to it. An overview of the use and 
potential of the ERDS is presented in Ref. [1]. Currently, a project is under study 
for integrating CEDB and STARS in order to create a living PSA environment in 
which component or system history (ageing, repair, maintenance) can be considered.

3 .1 .4 . C o m po n e n t a n d  system  b e h a v io u r

The understanding of the physical behaviour of primary systems and compo
nents in NPPs under accidental conditions is important in the framework of deter
ministic safety assessments and for the definition of failure modes, success criteria, 
etc. in PSA models. Within the LW R Off-Normal Behaviour Investigations (LOBI) 
programme at the JRC, experimental data are generated relevant to postulated acci
dent conditions (large and small loss of coolant accidents (LO CAs), anticipated and 
abnormal transients) in PWRs, providing a reference database for the understanding 
of governing phenomenologies in PWR thermohydraulics and for the assessment of 
analytical tools used in reactor safety analysis (comparison of code performance in 
predicting experimental results). An overview of the project and its results is given 
in Ref. [1], together with other related research work supported by the CEC.
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Another relevant JRC research programme is that on prediction of the lifetime 
of LW R primary circuit components. Both theoretical and experimental studies are 
carried out on the propagation of fatigue cracks in PWR vessels, with the objective 
of establishing a relationship between the size and the location of the defects, on the 
one hand, and the residual life of the structure, on the other hand. In Ref. [1], an 
overview is given of the status and results of this work and of related concerted EC  
research.

3.2. Projects related to Level 2 PSA

3 .2 .1 . S ou rce  te rm  a n d  co n ta in m e n t s tud ies

The C EC  has initiated a major research action in the LW R severe accident 
source term field, with the objective of contributing to the solution of open problems 
through the participation in national projects such as Phebus FP (France) and other 
specific national programmes, and of promoting, whenever possible, a convergence 
in model and code developments. The work includes the joint development of the 
European Source Term Evaluation Reference (ESTER), a suite of computer codes 
for source term analysis, and the production of experimental thermochemical data 
and improved instrumentation. Details on this CEC initiative and an overview of the 
related EC research programmes may be found in Ref. [1].

3 .2 .2 . The re in fo rc e d  c o n ce rte d  a c tio n  p ro g ra m m e  on  re a c to r  sa fe ty

O f considerable interest for PSA model and data development is the planned 
C EC action (1991-1993) in the area of LW R severe accidents with the above title, 
complementing the initiative described in the previous section. Through this 
programme involving concerted experimental and theoretical studies, the CEC  aims 
at contributing to the solution of open problems and at convergence in model and 
code development in the following specific Level 2 PSA areas:

— Accident progression analysis, including core degradation progression (fuel 
oxidation rates, melt discharge and behaviour, molten core-coolant inter
action, etc.); hydrogen (production rate, behaviour, containment inertization, 
etc.); aerosol and fission product behaviour and transport (thermal hydraulics 
modelling in view of aerosol behaviour, gas flow and fission product retention 
in cracks, etc.).

— Behaviour and qualification of the containment system, including containment 
response under severe accidents (structural failure of concrete due to molten 
corium, leak rate during slow pressure increase, ageing effects, protection of 
concrete against molten corium attack, decay heat removal of secondary con
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tainment, etc.); structural behaviour (very fast loading conditions, probabilis
tic failure assessment, failure modes of the primary circuit, etc.); severe 
earthquake impact.

3.3. Projects related to Level 3 P S A

3 .3 .1 . The C O S Y M A  code  system

Over a number of years, significant resources have been devoted by the Com
mission to the development of a new probabilistic accident consequence code, 
COSYM A [7, 8]. The new code system was intended to represent the state of the 
art in this field and to be suitable for use in a number of areas, including Level 3 
PSAs. The work was undertaken by two main contractors, Kernforschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe (KfK ) in Germany and the National Radiological Protection Board 
(NRPB) in the UK. These two institutes had, respectively, developed the UFOMOD 
and M ARC codes a decade or so earlier. In addition, some 18 other contractors or 
institutes were involved, particularly in undertaking various scientific studies in sup
port of the model development. Accident consequence models embrace a wide range 
of scientific disciplines and this, together with the importance attached to ensuring 
that the models used in each area were state of the art, dictated the involvement of 
a large number of institutes from within the EC. COSYM A was developed such that, 
together with its databases, it should be generally applicable in Europe and for 
releases from any type of nuclear installation. The need for maintaining flexibility 
in the code was central to its development, both to enable new or improved models 
to be readily incorporated in future and to enable its application to a wide range of 
issues, as, e.g. risk assessment, evaluation of emergency arrangements or siting of 
nuclear installations.

The development of the code system is now complete, and its scientific content 
was described in detail at an international seminar in May 1990 [9]. Further develop
ments will continue for the foreseeable future, and continuing support and main
tenance will be provided for the code. The code has been made generally available 
and has already been transferred to more than 20 institutes, both within and outside 
the EC. A training course on the use of COSYMA was held in late 1990, and a com
prehensive users’ manual was prepared to facilitate the use of the code.

The present version of the code operates only on a mainframe computer. Work 
is underway, however, to prepare a version that can be run on a PC; it w ill be avail
able in 1992. Much wider access to the code w ill then be possible. Once available, 
this version w ill provide the opportunity of an effective assessment capability, both 
in deterministic and probabilistic modes, for the large number of potentially 
interested users. Easy access to such a system will have the added advantage of 
enabling those not necessarily expert in accident consequence assessment to carry out
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their own calculations and in this way gain a greater understanding of the subject. 
The ‘user friendliness’ of the PC version will be a key consideration in its design.

3 .3 .2 . In te rc o m p a r is o n  o f  a c c id e n t consequence codes

The development of new accident consequence models has also received much 
attention in other countries in recent years and, in particular, in the USA and the UK, 
where two new codes, M ACCS and CONDOR, were also completed in 1990. In 
Japan the development of a new code is also almost completed. Intercomparison of 
these codes is an important part of their quality assurance and is a useful adjunct, 
given that there is no way of validating them in their entirety; this is possible, 
however, for some submodels within the system. An international intercomparison 
of accident consequence codes is currently being undertaken under the joint auspices 
of the C EC  and N EA-O ECD  and is scheduled for completion by the end of 1992. 
More than 20 institutes are expected to formally participate in the exercise using 
about ten different codes. In addition to the main objective of comparing new codes 
and other codes still in use, the exercise w ill provide a measure of quality assurance 
for users of the same code in terms of how successfully they have installed the code 
and are able to use it effectively. Any problems encountered here could then be over
come by improvements in the users’ guides for the codes.

3 .3 .3 . U n c e rta in ty  ana lyses

The estimation of uncertainties in the predictions of an accident consequence 
code has from the outset been recognized as an essential element and, all of the more, 
recently developed codes have been designed to facilitate uncertainty analyses. The 
increasing use of safety goals for, and risk quantification of, industrial activities is 
placing increasing demands on the modelling community in terms of making reliable 
estimates of the uncertainty in their predictions. Considerable resources were 
devoted to the development of the COSYMA code system to the methodological 
framework for uncertainty estimation and its implementation. Estimates using the 
COSYM A code have been made of the levels of uncertainty in its predictions of 
postulated accidental releases with particular characteristics and from particular loca
tions. The estimates only allowed for uncertainties in model parameters, with no 
account being taken of the implications of uncertainties in the models themselves. 
The latter is a matter that warrants more detailed attention in the future.

The estimates of uncertainties in model parameters were largely made by the 
code developers themselves relying on their experience and knowledge of the litera
ture in the various scientific disciplines. A more formal and defensible approach to 
establishing uncertainties in model parameters may be needed in the future in order 
to add further credibility to the quality of the uncertainty estimates. The techniques 
of expert judgement elicitation and evaluation would appear to have much to offer
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in this respect and their possibilities are being actively examined. This topic was one 
of a number addressed in a workshop on uncertainty analysis held at the end of 1989 
which was jointly organized by the USDOE and the CEC.

A pilot study on one of the COSYM A submodels is currently being undertaken 
to evaluate the merits of different approaches to expert judgement elicitation and 
evaluation. Subject to the outcome of this study and the identification of the most 
appropriate methodological approach, the intention is to undertake an analysis for the 
code as a whole. The possibility of undertaking this task either jointly or in close 
association with organizations in the USA is being explored.

4. CO NCLUDIN G REMARKS

An overview of the involvement of the Commission of the European Commu
nities in the development and application of PSA within the European Community 
in the area of nulear safety has been given. It has been outlined that the Commission 
attempts to foster common understanding of the present status of PSA methodology, 
its applications and use, both from the technical/scientific and regulatory points of 
view. This is an important issue in view of the single market after 1992, when free 
exchange of services would include the area of PSA and its role in verifying and 
increasing the level of nuclear safety would need a harmonized view throughout the 
Community.
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Abstract

PERFORMED AND ONGOING ACTIVITIES BY THE PRINCIPAL WORKING GROUP 
ON RISK ASSESSMENT (PWG 5) OF THE COMMITTEE FOR SAFETY OF NUCLEAR 
INSTALLATIONS OF THE OECD (CSNI-OECD).

Performed and ongoing activities in the area o f risk assessment are presented. W ork 
in the following areas will be summarized and commented: human reliability in PSA; PSA 
as an aid to NPP safety management; PSA programmes in member countries; quantitative 
safety guidelines in member countries; state o f the art o f Level 1 PSA methodology; living 
PSA for NPP safety management.

1. PRIN CIPAL W ORKING GROUP (PWG 5) ‘RISK ASSESSMENT’ : 
ESTABLISHM ENT AND M ANDATE

In 1980 the OECD Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy decided to under
take a fundamental review of the orientation and objectives of the whole OECD/NEA  
programme.
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After discussion, the Committee for Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) 
decided that the cornerstones of its co-operative programme should continue to be 
working groups, groups of experts, state of the art reports, specialists meetings and 
discussion on international standard problems.

It was decided that the CSNI activities on water reactor safety should be 
restructured under five principal working groups (PWGs):

PWG 1: operational experience and human factors
PWG 2: transients and breaks (now: prevention and control of in-vessel

accidents)
PWG 3: primary circuit integrity
PWG 4: source term and environmental consequences (now: confinement

of accidental releases)
PWG 5: risk assessment

The main tasks for the PWGs is to synthesize technical understanding and con
sensus reached on the basis of detailed results obtained from task oriented, short term 
activities in their fields:

Review all work in their fields, including that being performed outside the 
OECD framework
Develop reference papers (state of the art reports, review papers) for the 
benefit of CSNI
Pay attention to the work needed to be done and relate this to the research cap
ability available in member countries
Make clear recommendations to CSNI for activities it should sponsor 
Advise CSNI on the usefulness of holding specialists meetings on well defined 
topics

In 1983, PWG 5 was established and its terms of reference are:

“ to deal with the technology and methods of identifying factors con
tributing to risk and assessing their importance, and exchange informa
tion on current research. The group will receive input from the four other 
PWGs with a view to developing a common understanding of the differ
ent approaches to risk assessment now being developed.”

The following specific aspects of r is k  a n a lys is  and sa fe ty  g o a ls  were considered as 
being particularly worth pursuing:

1.1. R isk analysis

Discuss and compare technology and methods, in use and under development, 
for identifying dominant contributors to risk (e.g. analysing operating experience to 
derive frequencies of event sequences).
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Discuss and compare methods, in use and under development, for calculating 
the occurrence frequencies of initiating events and the failure probabilities of the 
system required for controlling an accident (e.g. reliability studies, since operating 
experience is normally inadequate for evaluating the reliability of the systems 
directly; and probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), which seeks to establish the quan
titative relationship between likelihood and damage).

Examine particular aspects of PRA (these could include questions related to 
severe accidents, external events, accident consequence modelling, human factors 
such as design errors and operator errors), and investigate the sensitivity of risk 
assessment to uncertainties in data and methods (notably through international bench
mark problems).

Develop a common understanding of the different approaches to risk assess
ment now being developed, notably of the use of PRA techniques as an aid in safety 
decision making in the following areas:

— priorities in safety research programmes
— guidance on the optimization of plant design, operation, and maintenance.

Identify urgent problems and advise CSNI.

1.2. Safety goals

Exchange information on national efforts to develop safety goals, and on the 
use of PRA techniques in connection with quantitative safety goals (including 
preliminary views on the role of PRA and safety goals in licensing).

Identify areas of consensus and areas of disagreement, and advise CSNI.

2. PWG 5 W ORKING PROGRAMME

After the first review of the current state of PSA/PRA by PWG 5, three prin-
cipal tasks for 1984 were endorsed by CSNI:

Task 1: critical review of Level 1 PSA
Task 2: survey of the applications made of the results of PSA of nuclear power

plants
Task 3: role of human intervention in the prevention and mitigation of severe

accidents.

On the basis of the results of these tasks and taking the actual limitations of 
PSA/PRA methods — data and resources — into account, the following conclusions
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were drawn for further developing approaches to systematic PSA/PRA applications 
during the plant’s life-cycle:

(a) Development of a common technical understanding and of principles for the 
stepwise implementation of probabilistic approaches to the regulatory practice

(b) Development of a common technical understanding of the use of PSA/PRA 
information to support operating plants

(c) Development of guidelines to increase applicability of PSA/PRA methods and 
results.

The pragmatic use of PSA outlined in the above conclusions benefits from an 
emphasis in presentation on the logical and engineering reasons for PSA insights 
rather than an emphasis on numerical probabilities. Many PSA insights, and the deci
sions based on them, can be handled on the grounds that logical features of the PSA 
results imply adequacy or inadequacy of safety without recourse to the final numeri
cal probabilistic quantification.

Nevertheless the different approaches to the use of numbers generated by 
PSA/PRA have been discussed intensively but controversially in PWG 5: the 
concepts of acceptable risk and risk comparisons, cut-off limits, safety goals or the 
concept of using reliability values to characterize the current state of the art of safety 
technology. As these issues are closely related to political and societal questions and 
raise interesting problems of completeness, uncertainty and meaning, satisfactory 
solutions can hardly be expected.

The common understanding of PWG 5 therefore was: logic and engineering 
first, numbers later.

Thereafter the following tasks have been initiated:

Task 6 Current status of PSA programmes in member countries
(Regular task)

Task 4 Consideration of quantitative safety guidelines in member coun
tries (ongoing)

Task 5 Human reliability in PSA, use of operating experience (finished in
1989)

Task 7 PSA as an aid to NPP safety management (finished in 1989)
Task 8 PSA of LW R containment system performance (ongoing)
Task 9 State of the art of Level 1 PSA methodology (ongoing)
Task 10 Fundamental principles of living PSA for NPP management

(ongoing)
Task 11 Technical specifications (working plan in 1991)
Task 12 Data acquisition and evaluation (started in 1990)

Some o f these tasks will be discussed later in the paper.
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To treat the very important problem of human reliability in PSA, an extensive 
use of operating experience is necessary. PWG 5 suggested several fields in which 
improvements would be particularly interesting:

— More detailed and complete reports of incidents involving human factors, espe
cially with information related to the use of procedures, the timing and the 
recovery process

— Collection of data from simulator observations
— Establishment of models validated by these data, and also studies concerning 

the differences between simulator and real operation.

3. H U M AN RELIABILITY IN  PSA (TASK 5)

4. PSA AS AN A ID  TO NPP SAFETY M ANAGEM ENT (TASK 7)

Two reports have been prepared: one is based on the replies of the utilities to 
a questionnaire on the extent to which plant safety management makes use of PSA 
techniques; the other report presents examples of experience with PSA and discusses 
the insights from these examples. These two reports have strongly influenced the fur
ther work of PWG 5.

Some general conclusions can be drawn from these reports:

(1) The application of PSA provides plant management with a general system 
engineering tool which generates insights not readily available from the tradi
tional deterministic safety and licensing analysis. While some of these insights 
derive from probabilistic evaluation, the majority do not, but simply arise from 
the systematic nature of the PSA procedures. Some of the most important new 
insights have been derived from the integrated model of plant system behaviour 
and operator actions which PSA can create.

(2) The existence of PSA capability within a plant operator’s organization provides 
for a logical framework of regulatory discussion and negotiation to be created. 
Futhermore, this framework is plant specific and can thus be used for plant 
specific evaluation and more logical resolution of generic safety issues.

(3) The application of PSA to an existing plant has always resulted in the identifi
cation of effective ways of achieving plant safety and has thus contributed to 
the overall effectiveness of plant operation.

Therefore, PWG 5 comes to the conclusion that the implementation of PSA as 
an aid to NPP safety management is directly beneficial to those implementing it in 
support of their plant designs or operations, and to all those concerned with ensuring 
NPP safety.
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5. PS A PROGRAMMES IN M EM BER COUNTRIES (REGULAR TASK)

PWG 5 practises a continuous exchange of information of status and 
trends of national PSA programmes in member countries. The programme develop
ment, status and outlook are reported country by country. Until now about 50 PSAs 
of at least Level 1 have been reported. The studies performed are presented in the 
form of tables indicating the plant analysed, the analysing team, date of starting and 
completion, methods or procedure guide used, as well as the goal of the analysis, 
the insights or results gained and the application made. This information is compiled 
in CSNI reports [1].

6. Q UAN TITATIVE SAFETY GUIDELINES IN  M EM BER COUNTRIES
(TASK 4)

In continuation of PWG 5’s regular discussions, the role of quantitative safety 
guidelines (QSGs) in conjunction with regulation, design, licensing and operation 
w ill be presented as a CSNI report.

As the numerical results of the probabilistic calculations which are to be com
pared to the QSGs are sensitive to many factors, including the exact damage state 
to which they relate, the scope of the analysis, the models and databases used and 
the procedures utilized, the QSG is a valid measure of safety only for that defined 
set of factors on which it is based.

Regarding the uses of PSA in the different OECD countries the survey is 
instructive. The main uses are comparative, such as the identification of major con
tributors to risk or the detection of design weaknesses. PSA is also widely used as 
an aid to safety management. Only a few countries indicated that they use PSA to 
demonstrate compliance with QSGs — in the majority of these the relevant QSGs 
are on the system level.

Because of the large uncertainties in PSA results, particularly if  they refer to 
risks at the public health level, many countries found it advisable to define QSGs as 
targets and not as acceptance criteria.

No country has introduced a full hierarchical system of QSGs, as yet.

7. LEV EL 1 PSA METHODOLOGY (Task 9)

Level 1 methodology has developed gradually since W ASH-1400 [2], and 
much progress has been achieved by practical applications and research. Some 
problematic issues still remain and require more efforts in improving their practical 
and theoretical aspects. For this important task a number of small subgroups have 
been organized:
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— Analysis of dependencies
— Human errors
— Time dependent phenomena
— External event
— Uncertainties
— Non-full power operation and shutdown risk conditions (short review and 

proposal for future work).

On the basis of recent PSAs and progress a report of the state of the art shall be elabo
rated by the subgroups.

8. LIV IN G  PSA FOR NPP SAFETY M ANAGEM ENT (TASK 10)

PWG 5 continues to give first priority to the use of PSA to support safe opera
tion and to prevent accidents. Therefore, most of its resources are spent on this task.

A report has been drafted elaborating an integral approach to the implementa
tion of a living PSA programme for individual NPPs. This approach considers:

— Motivational factors behind a living PSA programme
— Programme characteristics important to success
— Programme structures and requirements
— Data acquisition and evaluation
— PSA documentation and quality assurance
— Special area of living PSA application — technical specifications.

The benefits users have recognized can be summarized as support to the resolution 
of the continuous tension between objectives of economic power production and 
safety:

(a) During plant operations
— improvements of procedures and technical specifications
— improved equipment availability
— improvements in operator performance

(b) For the internal decision making process
— prioritization of plant modifications
— elimination of ineffective changes
— operational strategies

(c) For communications with regulators
— support of regulatory interaction
— modification of ineffective requirements
— enhanced credibility.
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— Regulatory stimulus
— Senior management intent and advocacy
— Emphasis on engineering insights
— Engineering quality of PSA team and models
— Applicational framework: communication, procedures for co-operation, deci

sion making
— Adequate location of the PSA team in the organization.

While living PSA programmes evaluate current configuration, practices and 
experience as well as proposed changes to give recommendations, a structure and 
a criteria framework are needed for decision making. The following questions must 
be considered:

— Management of changes. What is the appropriate decision making level 
according to the safety relevance of the changes under consideration?

— Prioritization of changes. How can a logical and balanced allocation of 
resources be achieved?

— Conflict resolution in regulated areas. How to proceed if  PSA recommenda
tions are not compatible with deterministically imposed regulatory 
requirements?

The report for CSNI will try to give pragmatic and practicable answers.

9. SUMMARY

Experience has proven that PSA is a very useful tool to investigate, assess and 
decide NPP safety issues. The weight should be placed, however, on qualitative and 
relative insights rather than on absolute magnitudes of numbers.

The successful control of NPP risks is not a question of calculating small 
numbers but a continuous commitment to successful management of all safety and 
risk relevant factors. PSA is one additional but necessary tool for these management 
tasks. Discussing PSA limitations associated with very small numbers is misleading. 
A pragmatic and practicable approach to PSA applications is needed: logic and 
engineering first, numbers later.

R E F E R E N C E S
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The following characteristics im portant to success have been identified:
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Abstract

CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON REFERENCE STUDIES ON PRO
BABILISTIC MODELLING OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES.

The co-ordinated research programme (CRP) on probabilistic modelling o f accident 
sequences was established in order to ensure that International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
Member States not previously involved in international benchmark exercises obtain adequate 
practice in applying the available PSA techniques and benefit from the extensive international 
experience. A supportive peer review group was formed to provide guidance and transfer the 
insights derived from similar European projects. Seventeen countries participate in this 
programme which will be completed during 1991. Three working groups have been organized 
around different reactor types, namely WWER-440 PWRs (with a subgroup analysing 
AST-500, a district heating plant), Framatome PWRs and CANDU. Each participant in a 
group studied the same initiating event for a reference plant. For detailed analysis one particu
lar accident sequence has been selected by each team. The logic models (event trees and fault 
trees) were developed and accident sequences were quantified. Sensitivity analyses are 
presently in progress. The paper presents some preliminary results and insights. The 
experiences gained from this CRP are considered as extremely useful for the national PSA 
programmes in several IAEA Member States.
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1. BACKGROUND

The IA EA  Member States operating nuclear power plants recognize the impor
tance of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) as one of the primary tools for safety 
analysis. Use of quantitative safety assessment requires the exercise of complex tech
niques integrated with careful engineering judgement. While the merits of PSA are 
indisputable, substantial uncertainties are also involved when applying the 
probabilistic approach. Some of the uncertainties are associated with the use of 
different modelling assumptions, methods and data. Application of benchmark and 
reference studies is recognized as an effective form for investigation and comparison 
of alternative modelling approaches. The results of such studies also help to develop 
more consistent and widely accepted approaches to difficult modelling issues.

Many developed countries took an active part in benchmark projects co
ordinated by the Ispra Establishment [1] and those carried out in Nordic countries 
[2, 3]. The experiences from these projects were overwhelmingly positive in terms 
of methodological insights and advancements. Following recommendations of an 
Advisory Group, the IA EA  decided to initiate a co-ordinated research programme 
(CRP) on Reference Studies on Probabilistic Modelling of Accident Sequences, 
primarily intended for Member States with no previous experience from benchmark 
projects. Experts from the group of countries participating in the Ispra and Nordic 
benchmark work were to be selected to provide peer input to this CRP. This was 
considered important since the only assurance of quality and validity in PSA work 
lies in exercising the review of a peer group experienced in its application. The 
methodological insights derived from the European projects formed input for the 
exercise.

The CRP was established in 1987 on the basis of a project plan developed at 
an IA EA  consultants meeting [4]. The project w ill be completed in 1991.

2. CRP OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the CRP are to:

(a) Encourage a collective learning process that will integrate the best ideas of the 
technical community in PSA.

(b) Ensure that all member countries obtain adequate practice in: (a) applying PSA 
techniques; (b) becoming familiar with the range of assumptions and data that 
are most reasonable as input, and (c) applying the latest techniques available. 
These techniques would then be acquired in a supportive, quality peer group 
that would help to ensure the validity of PSA results.

(c) Foster the development of a more or less standard framework in which PSA 
would be conducted. It should be considered to which extent this framework 
can be based on the guidelines which are under development by the IAEA.
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The constraints of the CRP were established by specifying what it does not
cover, as discussed below [4]. Thus the CRP is:

(1) N o t  a benchmark in the sense of identifying and evaluating specific methodo
logical differences between teams with a view to recommending ‘best* specific 
models and methods. The priority is that teams should do a successful analysis, 
using reasonable and correct methods. This has been assessed by intra- and 
inter-group discussions and independent peer review.

(2) N o t  an exactly defined exercise in that there is no need to have exact compara
bility between teams. Particularly there is no need or intent to compare 
absolute numbers.

(3) N o t  intended to produce a standardized procedure but rather to ensure that the 
teams end up recognizing and using an acceptable framework of methods.

(4) N o t  an exercise to produce safety criteria for systems or functions.
(5) Intended to compare methodology experiences and problems but n o t  to high

light reactor specific problems that may emerge from such comparisons.
(6) N o t  intended to carry out a full risk study but to limit the exercise to one initiat

ing event analysed up to the contributions to core damage frequency (CD F). 
As a result the exercise cannot compare the full risk profile from different reac
tors. Consequently, comparisons of bottom line numbers between reactor types 
are not meaningful.

3. PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND APPROACH

Groups of participants have been organized around different reactor types:

G roup  I: W W ER -440 P W R

— Bulgaria (Observer)
— Czechoslovakia
— Germany (formerly German Democratic Republic)
— Hungary
— Poland
— USSR (Group co-ordinator)

AST-500 district heating plant

— USSR

G roup II: Framatome P W R

— China
— France (Group co-ordinator)
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— Canada (Group co-ordinator)
— India
— Pakistan
— Romania
— Turkey.

Co-ordinators of Groups II and 1П did not carry out any analyses of their own, 
but apart from work co-ordination they provided plant specific information, advice 
and internal review. Experts from Finland, Japan, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and 
the United States of America acted as peer reviewers within this CRP. The overall 
co-ordination of the project has been carried out by the responsible IA EA  scientific 
officer.

Each participant in a group studied the same initiating event, preferably on a 
standard system which had been defined by the group. For detailed analysis includ
ing assessment of the contribution to CDF, one particular accident sequence has been 
selected by each group.

The initiating events analysed are as follows:

(i) WWER-440 PWR: small break LO CA in the cold leg of the primary circuit 
loop with simultaneous loss of normal electric power supply, occurring at the 
Paks plant (Hungary).

(ii) Framatome PWR: very small break LO CA in the cold leg of the Guangdong 
plant (3 loop 900 MW(e) plant).

(iii) CANDU: small break LO CA in the size ránge of a guillotine break of a feeder 
to the inlet header and occurring outside the calandria.

Each national team produced yearly progress reports for internal use at the 
meetings. Three research co-ordination meetings (RCM s) were held, two in 
Moscow, in 1988 and 1989, and one in Szekszárd, Hungary, in 1991 [5-7]. During 
these meetings, the findings of each group related to analysis assumptions and model
ling issues were discussed. During RCMs the peer reviewers provided advice and 
suggested improvements in the analyses.

In addition to the RCMs, members of the WWER group visited the Paks plant 
and a workshop on human interactions and common cause failure (C C F) analysis was 
held in Hungary. These two issues constitute the main modelling difficulties.

As an input to the project the IA EA  distributed to the participants general 
documentation such as: IA EA  guidelines for the conduct of PSA and for analysis of 
specific PSA topics, results from completed benchmark exercises, other documents 
on PSA methodology and a reference component reliability data set. Plant documen
tation (e.g. safety analysis reports, system descriptions, specifications of component 
performance and operating conditions, operator procedures, test and maintenance 
procedures) were either available to the participants or were supplied to them at an

Group III: CANDU
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early stage of the project. Boundary conditions for different groups were established 
during the first RCM  [5] and in some cases somewhat modified during the second 
RCM  [6].

4. STATUS OF THE PROJECT

It is recognized that to some extent the groups have been progressing at differ
ent rates, depending on the degree of detailed intercommunication within the group, 
access to plant specific information including procedures and realistic success 
criteria, and the level of expertise and experience of group members. To date all the 
groups have:

(a) Developed event trees for the initiating events selected
(b) Developed fault trees for systems involved in the specific accident sequences 

selected for detailed study
(c) Assigned reliability data to component failure events, based (to the extent pos

sible) on data compilations supplied by the IA EA
(d) Implemented C C F and human interaction contributions, as a minimum follow

ing screening procedures provided by the reviewers [5]; since these procedures 
are of general interest they are attached to the present paper (Appendices A  
and B)

(e) Carried out quantitative analyses on the accident sequence level.

A limited benchmark exercise was also carried out by some of the groups to 
assess fault tree codes used by the participants. This exercise used a basic fault tree, 
including primary event data. Countries implementing their own codes had the 
opportunity to verify them and compare the capabilities of different packages.

Some countries carried out more extensive C C F  and human interactions ana
lyses, beyond the simple screening procedures. Supplementary thermal-hydraulic 
analyses have also been performed within the WWER group to support more realistic 
success criteria and obtain best estimate information on plant behaviour. At present 
all groups are performing sensitivity studies and the analyses are being updated, 
taking into account insights gained from discussions during the latest RCM  and com
ments of peer reviewers. Comparisons of the results and insights have also been 
initiated and are reflected in drafts of group reports [7].

5. PRELIM IN ARY RESULTS AND INSIGHTS

It should be noted that the prerequisites for comparisons are different within 
each reactor type group.
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The W W ER group studied the same reference design (Paks plant), which 
makes a direct comparison of the results possible. The differences may be associated 
either with the use of different models and data, with different interpretations of the 
basic assumptions/boundary conditions, or with different perceptions of the same 
design.

In the case of the CANDU group, the teams have analysed the same reactor 
type, but the plant design differs in all cases. In addition, since the reference design 
used by one of the teams totally differs from the others, this particular team analysed 
a different accident sequence. Thus, direct comparison is in this case not feasible.

Only one group carried out the analysis of the Framatome PWR. That was also 
the case for the AST-500 district heating plant.

In view of the above constraints and the fact that intercomparisons of results 
are still in progress, the following results and approach examples are limited to the 
W W ER group. On the other hand, some general insights can be established on the 
basis of the work of all groups.

Figure 1 shows an example event tree from the WWER group. Sequence 
number 5 which involves failure of High Pressure Injection/Recirculation System 
and failure of Post-trip Secondary Cooling System, has been selected for detailed 
analysis. Basically, the same set of basic component failure data, supplied by the 
IA EA , was used by all participants.

Major identified differences between the teams within the WWER group 
include:

(1) Basic analysis approach (use of small event tree/large fault tree approach 
versus large event tree/small fault tree)

(2) Different interpretations of boundary conditions
— assumption of success of diesel generators versus possibility of failure
— neglect versus account for failures of instrumentation and control equipment 

due to loss of А С/D C power supply
— scope of modelling of power supply (only category 2 versus both cate

gories 1 and 2)
(3) Neglect versus account for maintenance unavailability contributions
(4) Different success criteria

— hydroaccumulators (3 out of 4 versus 4 out of 4), service water pumps
— time available for an essential operator action (start of secondary cooling, 

ranging from 1.5 to 5 hours)
(5) Human interaction modelling

— scope and nature of analysis (types of errors considered, screening versus 
relatively detailed analysis)

— treatment of recoveries
— behaviour classification (skill, rule, knowledge based)
— time windows
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IE RP HP SC CF LP
------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- 1 s

-------------------  2 S
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----------------------------------------------------------  5 CM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  6 ATWS

FIG. 1. Example of an event tree model (WWER group): IE — Initiating event is 25 mm D 
LOCA with simultaneous loss of normal and off-site electric power; RP — reactor protection 
system provides prompt termination of neutron chain reaction by inserting control rods into 
the core; HP — high pressure injection/recirculation system supplies coolant from borated 
water storage tanks (BWSTs) (injection phase) and when BWSTs are empty from reactor build
ing sump (recirculation phase); SC — post-trip secondary cooling system supplies feedwater 
to steam generators (emergency feedwater system/auxiliary feedwater system) with simultane
ous steam dumping from secondary circuit (using steam dump stations BRU-A or BRU-TK) 
in heat removal mode; CF — core flood system supplies coolant from accumulators; LP — 
low pressure injection/recirculation system supplies coolant from BWSTs (injection phase), 
and when BWSTs are empty from reactor building sump (recirculation phase).

— large range of probabilities (can differ by three orders of magnitude for identi
cal operator actions)

(6) C C F modelling and data
— integration of contributions in the logic model ■ (fault trees versus minimal 

cut sets)
— coverage of C C F susceptible component groups (e.g. inclusion or exclusion 

of contributions for fans, breakers, D C/A C converters)
— quantification methods (beta factor model, binomial failure rate model, mul

tiple Greek letter model)
— primary data sources (e.g. NUREG-1150, NUREG-4780, EPRI-NP-3967) and 

approaches to data analysis (direct use of generic data versus application and 
design oriented screening)

— wide range of C C F contributions
(7) Accident sequence quantification

— automatic versus manual modularization
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TABLE I. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCE 
QUANTIFICATION OBTAINED BY THE WWER GROUP

Subgroup

Frequency of 

initiating 

event3 
(per year)

Conditional

sequence

probabilityb

Frequency of 

core damage 

(per year)

Czechoslovakia' 1.0E-3 6.8E-4 6.8E-7

Hungary 1.0E-3 2.6E-4 2.6E-7

Poland d 1.0E-3 4.2E-3 4.2E-6

1.0E-3 1.0E-3 1.0E-6

U S S R e 1.0E-3 1.2E-3 1.2E-6

1.0E-3 2.4E-3 2.4E-6

a Frequency based on generic data. 

b Conditional probability given initiating event. 

c Diesel generators assumed operating.

d T w o  cases analysed: (1) failure of diesel generators accounted for; (2) diesel generators 

assumed operating. 

e T w o  cases with different impacts of common cause failures analysed.

— use of computer codes with different features and capabilities (PSAPACK,
ORCHARD, RISK SPECTRUM, TREE MASTER)

— treatment of time dependences.

Table I summarizes the numerical results obtained for the analysed sequence 
by different teams. The differences in the numerical results can be explained mainly 
by different interpretations of the boundary conditions (Czechoslovakia assumes that 
diesel generators operate successfully) and by data assigned to diesel generator CCF 
contributions (triple CCF has a very low probability in the Hungarian analysis).

Figure 2 shows some results o f sensitivity analysis carried out by one of the 
teams. It confirms the decisive impact of CCFs in the emergency power supply 
(EPS) and the relative insensitivity of the particular sequence analysed to human 
errors.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Since some groups are still performing sensitivity analysis as well as more in- 
depth analyses of selected CCF and human interaction contributions, and because the
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FIG. 2. Example o f  sensitivity analysis (WWER group).

intercomparison o f results is in progress, the following overall conclusions and 
achievements of the CRP should be regarded as preliminary:

(a) Different modelling approaches have been used by the participants. Most of 
the groups applied the small event tree/large fault tree approach. One of the 
teams used an extremely large event tree which would be extremely difficult 
to apply in a full scope PSA. Generally, use of the small event tree/large fault 
tree approach seems easier and more straightforward, especially in the case of 
first generation of national PSA programmes. Large event trees are, on the 
other hand, useful for operator training.

(b) The impact of boundary conditions on the results o f the analysis have been 
demonstrated. This conclusion is useful for the participants since a lack of clear 
boundaries for different analysis tasks may lead to serious inconsistencies in 
a full scope PSA project.
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(c) In the field of data a certain trend of using excessively optimistic values without 
adequate support has been observed. This applies in particular to CCFs and 
human interactions. The participants were advised to perform two calculations 
in cases where good quality data are not available; one calculation to be based 
on screening values and one on data which are judged to reflect more optimal 
conditions. A general concern is that many countries have still not established 
a data collection system.

(d) Quite large fault tree models have been successfully quantified in spite of major 
limitations of some of the computer codes available to the participants. This 
could be achieved because of careful preprocessing, including modularization, 
of the models. The CRP stimulated development and implementation of more 
efficient algorithms in some countries. Also the IAEA code package PSA- 
PACK, used by a majority of the participants, was upgraded as a result of the 
experience gained; it has now adequate capacity for use in full scope PSAs.

(e) An improved approach to modelling of phased mission operation has been 
developed and applied by one of the teams [8] and is presently being 
implemented into the fault tree software. The approximation used gives better 
accuracy and is more realistic than standard approaches which are widely used.

(f) Significant improvements of analysis documentation are possible and also 
desirable. This applies to the traceability as well as to the general structure and 
specific contents. In this context progress has been made during the course of 
the present programme.

(g) There is need for continued co-operation in such areas as treatment of CCFs 
and human interactions which were not addressed with sufficient depth in this 
CRP. Other areas which could be subjects of future CRPs include Level 2 PSA 
and PSA applications in the spirit of ‘living1 PSA.

(h) The main objectives of the present CRP have been met. Of particular value was 
the possibility of interactions with experienced peer reviewers whose function 
was not only to provide criticism but also to ensure transfer of international 
experience from handling difficult modelling topics. If possible this aspect of 
the project should be extended in future similar programmes.

Final products of the CRP can be summarized as follows:

(i) Documents

— set of individual technical reports for each reactor type studied;
— group summary report for each reactor type studied [7];
— executive summary; preliminary overall conclusions from the CRP have been 

reflected in the present paper.

(ii) A comprehensive set of tools — methodology guides, procedure framework, 
computer codes — have been assembled in all participating countries (teams).
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— knowledge and expertise on conducting probabilistic modelling of accident 

sequences shared to a c o m m o n  level

— enlarged set of candidates is available for I A E A  activities in PSA.

(iii) Expertise

Appendix A

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR INITIAL TREATMENT OF 
HUMAN INTERACTION WITHIN THE CRP

(1) Qualitative analysis of human actions of the following:

(a) Pre-accident events concerned with support and front line safety systems 
particularly in test and maintenance;

(b) Accident initiating events which degrade the safety system response;
(c) Post-accident events either identified within specific procedures or taken 

in response to plant conditions.

(2 ) The qualitative analysis should:

— identify the actions which may be taken
— specify the potential errors that may occur
— consider the consequences of such errors
— identify the potential for error noting the time available, the plant information 

systems, alarms, procedures, etc.
— note the possibility of error recovery, in particular recognizing the time before 

the error leads to significant consequences
— consider the dominant psychological mechanisms underlying the actions, 

perhaps divided into different phases, for example diagnostic processes, fol
lowing defined and practised procedures, using well practised and semi
automatic routines, etc.

(3) A preliminary analysis of identified human actions has been performed and a 
preliminary screening quantitative analysis will now be performed using the 
following guidelines:

(a) Skill based actions: — probability of error 0.001/demand. This screening 
value applies to a short sequence of well practised and routine actions. 
It does not consider the identification of the requirements for these 
actions. It also assumes that the actions are taken without an unreasona
ble level o f stress and time constraint.
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(b) Rule based actions: — probability of error 0.01/demand. This screening 
value applies to short written procedures which have been practised in 
training sessions. Longer procedures may also be considered where there 
is reasonable potential for error recovery during the procedure (this 
assumes plant information feedback to identify such errors). This screen
ing value does not include the initial identification of the need to imple
ment the procedure.

(c) Knowledge based actions: — probability of error 0.1/demand. This 
screening value applies to diagnostic actions where plant staff are 
required to analyse information and decide on an appropriate course of 
action. The extent of diagnosis may vary considerably and the 0.1 value 
may not always be conservative (and alternatively may in some cases be 
considerably overconservative). The screening value should not be used 
where decisions have to be made on a short time-scale of around 5 min) 
or under extreme stress. In these cases the time/reliability curve from 
NUREG-1278 could be used.

This process of analysis is an iterative scheme in which the qualitative analysis 
will reflect the importance of the action identified by the use of the screening values. 
Teams might wish to further quantify actions beyond the screening value.

Appendix В

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR INITIAL TREATMENT OF 
COMMON CAUSE FAILURES IN THE CRP

The methods described here are not necessarily the best way to evaluate com
mon cause failures. Nevertheless, they do represent a reasonable approach and, if 
used by all the groups, will promote consistency between the analyses. The approach 
is relatively simple and is suggested for use in the first phase of the analysis. Later, 
it may be decided to use more complex and detailed methods by the individual 
groups.

The actual methods are as follows:

(1) Dependences such as shared equipment, functional dependences, human inter
actions, environmental hazards, etc., should be modelled explicitly, whenever 
possible.

(2) Groups should perform a qualitative analysis to identify:
— types of CCFs with potential significance
— groups of components which are susceptible to CCFs
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— defensive measures characteristic for the plant design and operation.
Note — groups may wish to use a formal, published method for qualitative 

analysis, e.g. partial beta factor.
(3) For the undetermined common cause failures, a parametric model should be 

used, and for the initial analysis the beta factor model is suggested. Note that, 
where applicable, extensions of beta factor, e.g. multiple Greek letter may be 
used. Groups who wish to use other models are encouraged to do so, but to 
do it in addition to beta factor.

(4) The primary data source for generic beta factors should be the common cause 
failure data of revised NUREG-1150. If groups wish to generate their own beta 
factors or to cross-check the NUREG-1150 values the raw data contained in 
EPRI-NP-3967 should be used.

(5) To ensure tractability of the parametric modelling, the following limitations 
are also suggested:

— CCF analysis to be limited to components which appear in the same minimal 
cut set

— CCF analysis to be limited to identical, active components.
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Abstract

C A L C U L A T I O N S  O F  C O R E  D A M A G E  F R E Q U E N C Y  I N C R E A S E  D U E  T O  A G I N G  

U N D E R  A  G I V E N  M A I N T E N A N C E  P R O G R A M M E .

A  methodology has been developed for utilizing existing probabilistic safety assess

ments (PSAs) to calculate the core damage frequency increase which results from component 

aging. The aging calculations are straightforward and involve calculating risk coefficients to 

combine with aging effects. Any aging models can be used to calculate the aging effects. These 

calculations can then be used to carry out sensitivity studies and to prioritize aging contri

butors. Maintenance programmes can also be evaluated for their effectiveness in controlling 

aging contributions. Applications have been carried out to prioritize existing aging effects, to 

evaluate the effectiveness of different maintenance programmes and to assist in relicensing 

rule making.

1. INTRODUCTION

A methodology to calculate the core damage frequency (CDF) impacts from 
component aging has been developed as part of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research 
(NPAR) programme being conducted by the United States Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC). The methodology allows the use of any existing probabilistic 
safety assessment (PSA) and permits any aging models to be used for the components 
and structures. The methodology basically involves calculating appropriate risk 
importance coefficients from the PSA and then combining them with aging effects 
determined from aging models to determine the CDF impacts from aging. The 
methodology permits detailed models of testing and maintenance to be incorporated, 
thus allowing the risk effectiveness of maintenance programmes and aging manage
ment programmes to be evaluated.

The outputs from the calculations include the average CDF change and the 
average system unavailability changes due to aging. Detailed time dependent plots

327
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of the CDF and system unavailabilities are also obtainable. In addition, the detailed 
prioritized contributors to the CDF and system unavailabilities are obtained, 
allowing aging programmes and life extension programmes to be focused on the risk 
important contributors.

The methodology was developed to help focus aging research activities as well 
as utility and regulatory implementation programmes. The methodology and 
personal computer (PC) software which has been developed has been applied to 
prioritize aging contributors, to evaluate maintenance programmes and to carry out 
sensitivity and uncertainty evaluations.. The following sections describe the 
methodology and some applications that have been carried out.

2. BASIC METHODOLOGY

The basic methodology used to calculate the increase in the CDF from aging 
effects is described in NRC report NUREG-CR-5510 [1]. The CDF increase is the 
increase due to aging above the baseline CDF calculated in a PSA. As shown in 
NUREG-CR-5510, the CDF increase ДС due to aging can be expressed as a sum 
of contribution terms from successively higher order of aging interactions:

ДС =  £ SiA4i +  SyAqiAqj
i i > j

+ ■•• +  X / U  ^Ч'2-‘М AtJ¡l ̂ 4i2‘" (1)
i 1 >  ¡2 >  •”  >  >M

where

S¡ is the core damage frequency importance of component i
Sy is the core damage frequency joint importance of components i and j
Sí i ¡2 *s core damage frequency joint importance of components i,

The aging factors are defined by:

Aq¡ is the aging effect in component i
Aq¡Aqj is the product of the aging effects in components i and j
Aq^ Aq¡2... Aq¡M is the product of the aging effects in components i ! , . . . ,  iM

The CDF importance factors S¡, Sy, etc., are basically the derivatives of the CDF
and are determined from the PSA using importance algorithms such as those defined 
in NUREG-CF-5510. The aging effects, Aq¡, are increases in unavailability or 
failure frequency due to aging and are calculated from appropriate aging models.
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The advantage of the above methodology, in addition to explicitly identifying 
all the component contributions and interactions, is that the risk importance factors,
S,, Sy, etc., can be computed from presently available PSAs which do not include 
aging effects. Then the aging effects, Aq¡, can be calculated from separate aging 
models. The risk importance factors, S¡, S¡j, etc., thus need to be calculated only 
once from the original PSA. As different aging effects or different maintenance 
programmes are evaluated for their effectiveness in controlling aging, only the aging 
effects, Aq¡, need to be changed and be substituted into Eq. (1) to determine the 
resulting CDF changes, ДС, or any other risk result.

3. APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY TO PRIORITIZE AGING
CONTRIBUTORS

As one application of the methodology, the aging contributions from compo
nents at a nuclear power plant were prioritized using the PSA for the plant. 
Structures were not considered in this particular evaluation. The linear aging failure 
rate model was used to model the aging of components. For the linear aging model 
the failure rate, X(t), as a function of time (or number of cycles) is expressed as:

X(t) =  Xo +  at (2)

where Xq *s the constant failure rate contribution and where a is the appropriate 
component aging rate. The NRC report NUREG-CR-4769 [2] describes the bases 
for the linear aging model and its applicability. The aging rate values were obtained 
from expert opinions and checked with certain plant data. Report NUREG-1362 [3] 
describes the data used. The equation for the unavailability increase, Aq, due to 
aging is taken from NUREG-CR-5510:

Aq =  i - a ( L - T ) T  + i - a T 2 (3)
4 6

where L is the replacement interval (overhaul interval), T is the surveillance test 
interval for the component, and a is the component aging rate. The above equation 
models surveillance tests as being functional tests with minimal replacements being 
carried out if no functional failure is detected.

The surveillance test interval T used for each component is the interval used 
in the PSA. Test efficiencies were also considered and the test intervals were 
modified to incorporate the test efficiency (basically the test interval was divided by 
the efficiency to obtain the effective test interval). The replacement interval, L, used 
for each component is the mean time between failures for the component. Use of the
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TABLE IA. CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY INCREASES FROM ACTIVE COMPONENTS 
FOR PLANT A: BASE CASE, SINGLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Plant A: Single Contributions 
TIRGALEX Aging Rates 
TIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies 
Expanded Contributors Total iC: 1.8E-04

13-Feb-90 
11:32 AM

/year
Test

Rank Component Name Sensitivity
Coefficient

Aging Rate 
(/hr/yr)

MTBF
(months)

Interval
(months)

A  ql a C

(/year)
1 LPR-MO V-FT-1862A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 3.9E-05
2 LPR-MOV-FT-1860A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 3.9E-05
3 LPR-MOV-FT-1890A 1.4E-04 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 3.5E-05
4 HPI-MOV-FT-1350 6.7E-05 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.7E-05
5 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 2.1E-05 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 5.4E-06
6 OEP-DGN-FS-DGOI 3.8E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 5.3E-06
7 LPR-MOV-FT- 1860B 2.0E-05 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 5.3E-06
8 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG1 3.4E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 4.8E-06
9 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06

10 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06
11 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG3 1.9E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.7E-06
12 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG2 1.7E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.5E-06
13 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.5E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 2.4E-06
14 HPI-CKV-FT-CV225 2.1E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
15 HPI-CKV-FT-CV25 2.1E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
16 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 2.1E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
17 HPI-MOV-FT-1115C 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06
18 HPI-MOV-FT-1115D 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06
19 HPI-MOV-FT-1115B 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06
20 HP1-MOV-FT-1115E 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.5E-06
21 LPR-MOV-FT-1890B 4.5E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 1.2E-06
22 PPS-MOV-FT-1536 3.4E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 8.8E-07
23 HPI-MOV-FT-1867D 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 167 30 2.6E-01 7.5E-07
24 OEP-DGN-FR-DGOl 5.0E-05 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 7.2E-07
25 SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 5.4E-07

mean time between failures as the replacement interval represents minimal 
maintenance practices in which the component part that failed is replaced at failure 
and not before. The plant did more maintenance than this, but it was desired to 
evaluate the effects of minimal maintenance which written regulations required.

Tables IA and IB present the top, prioritized aging contributors obtained from 
the evaluations; Table IA presents the top individual aging contributors and Table 
IB presents the top two-component aging interactions. Higher order aging inter
actions were determined not to be significant for this application. The top 25 contri
butors are given in each table, representing approximately 99% of the total 
contribution. The component name is given as used in the PSA; the name identifies
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TABLE ПА. CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY INCREASES FOR PLANT A: 
CONTROL ALTERNATIVE 1, SINGLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Plant A: Single Contributions 
Control 1
TIRGALEX Aging Rates 
TIRGALEX Testing Efficiencies Total дС : 3.8E-05

14-Feb-90 
11:21 AM

/year

R^nk Component Name Sensitivity
Coefficient

Aging Rate 
(/hr/yr)

MTBF
(months)

Test
Interval
(months)

Д ql дС
(/year)

1 OEP-DGN-FS-DGO1 3.8E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 5.3E-06
2 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG1 3.4E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 4.8E-06
3 LPR-MOV-FT-1862A I.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
4 LPR-M O V -FT-1860A 1.5E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.9E-06
5 OEP-DGN-FS-DG02 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06
6 OEP-DGN-FS-DG03 2.0E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.8E-06
7 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG3 1.9E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.7E-06
8 LPR -M O V -FT-1890A 1.4E-04 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 2.6E-06
9 OEP-DGN-FR-6HDG2 1.7E-04 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 2.5E-06

10 HPI-CKV-FT-CV225 2.1E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
11 HPI-CKV-FT-CV25 2.1E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 1.7E-06
12 HPI-CKV-FT-CV410 2.1E-03 4.0E-09 720 11 4.8E-04 I.7E-06
13 H PI-M O V -FT-1350 6.7E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 * 1.9E-02 1.3E-06
14 OEP-DGN-FR-DGO1 5.0E-05 3.6E-06 72 4 1.4E-02 7.2E-07
15 SIS-ACT-FA-SISA 1.8E-05 3.0E-07 720 6 1.8E-02 5.4E-07
16 LPR-MOV-FT-1862B 2.1E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 4.0E-07
17 LPR -M O V -FT-1860B 2.0E-05 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 3.9E-07
18 PPS-MOV-FT-1535 9.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 • 6 1.9E-02 1.8E-07
19 H PI-M O V -FT-1115B 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 1.1E-07
20 H PI-M O V -FT-1115D 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 • 6 1.9E-02 1.1E-07
21 HPI-MOV-FT-1115C 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 1.1E-07
22 HPI-M OV-FT-1115E 5.7E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 1.1E-07
23 LPR-MOV-FT-1890B 4.5E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 8.5E-08
24 PPS-M OV-FT-1536 3.4E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 6.5E-08
25 H PI-M O V -FT-1867D 2.9E-06 3.6E-06 60 * 6 1.9E-02 5.6E-08

* -  Control Value

the system-component type-failure mode-and specific component identifier. The 
CDF risk importance coefficient, S¡ or Sy, is then given for the contributor. The 
aging rate and the mean time between failure (MTBF) are given next. The MTBF 
is used as the replacement time (L). Components whose MTBF is larger than 40 
years are indicated by MTBFs of 720 months; for these components the appropriate 
non-replacement unavailability equation was used. The remaining entries in each 
table are the test interval, the unavailability increase, Aq, due to aging, and the CDF 
increase, ДС, for the contributor. For a given table, the sum of the CDF increases 
from the contributors is given at the upper right hand side of the table.
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As observed from Tables IA and IB, the top aging contributors are clearly 
identified and, moreover, there are relatively few components and few aging interac
tions which are important. (It is interesting to note that the aging interactions which 
arise from the simultaneous aging of multiple components are significant contri
butors.) Aging maintenance programmes and licence renewal programmes can now 
focus on these risk-important, prioritized contributors.

4. EVALUATIONS OF RISK FOCUSED AGING MAINTENANCE
ACTIVITIES

Because the aging contributions were identified to be large, additional test and 
maintenance actions were evaluated which could better control the aging contri
butors. In many cases, the risk focused test and maintenance activities will not 
necessarily involve large resources, provided the aging controls are focused on the 
dominant risk contributors. The specific additional activities evaluated involve 
carrying out scheduled overhauls at given intervals and carrying out improved 
surveillance tests on the risk dominant aging contributors.

Because the motor operated valves (MOVs) in the emergency core cooling 
system (i.e. the HPI and LPR systems) are dominant contributors to the aging effects 
as was identified in Tables IA and IB, additional aging management is focused on 
these valves. The additional aging management which is considered consists of 
overhauling or replacing the valves every 60 months as well as improving the test 
efficiency and increasing the test frequency to once every 6 months. A total of 14 
valves is involved in this additional aging management process.

Tables IIA and IIB give single and double interaction contributions to the CDF 
increase with the modified overhaul and testing schedules. From these tables, 
these modified activities result in a CDF increase from aging o f 3.8 X  10“5 +  

1.9 X  10~5 =  5.7 X  10”5 per year. This compares to the base case CDF increase 
from aging of 1.8 х 10“4 +  7.6 x  10“4 =  9.4 X  10 4 per year from Tables IA 
and IB. The additional aging control thus produces a factor of 16 reduction into the 
CDF increase due to aging (from 9.4 X  10“4 to 5.7 X  10~5 per year). The CDF 
increase due to aging is now comparable to the baseline CDF without aging. It is 
important to note that aging controls need to be focused not only on the top single 
MOV contributors (in Table IA) but also on the MOVs involved in the aging inter
actions (Table IB) since different valves are involved.

The above results represent only one example of the possible additional aging 
management alternatives which were evaluated. Other alternatives were evaluated 
which involve different CDF reductions and different costs. The evaluations 
illustrate that by implementing additional aging management practices in a focused 
manner, CDF increases from aging can be controlled to be as small as desired with 
minimal associated costs.
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A methodology has been developed to calculate the risk effects from compo
nent and structural aging. The methodology has been applied to calculate the CDF 
increases from component aging. However, the methodology can be applied to any 
risk result such as public consequences and can include structural as well as 
component aging. The detailed prioritized contributors which are obtained allow 
aging management and life extension programmes to focus on the risk important 
contributors. Existing testing and maintenance programmes can be evaluated further 
for their effectiveness in controlling the risk impacts from aging. These programmes 
can be improved where necessary by instituting activities directed to the risk 
important contributors. The applications which have been carried out show that 
aging can have large CDF impacts, but these can be controlled effectively by 
introducing additional aging management activities for the risk dominant 
contributors.

5. SU M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C LU SIO N S
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Abstract

ISSUES IN T H E  E S T I M A T I O N  O F  A G E I N G  IN E V E N T  F R E Q U E N C I E S .

Most models for detecting ageing related trends in event frequencies are characterized 

by an initial frequency and a rate of increase in that frequency. This rate of increase will be 

referred to as the ‘ageing rate’. In the work described here, Bayesian analysis was applied to 

data on events such as emergency safety function (ESF) actuations, E SF  failures, and scrams, 

using a linear ageing model. The results of this work showed that estimates of ageing rates 

and future event frequencies can be quite sensitive to both the choice of prior distributions and 

the method of analysis, and that data will often be too sparse to permit a reliable determination 

of whether ageing is occurring. — These observations have significant implications for ageing 

management efforts. In particular, rather than demanding a high degree of confidence that age

ing is occurring (as in classical hypothesis testing), ageing analysis might more appropriately 

be used as the first stage in phased approach to risk management. Such an approach would 

recognize that indications of ageing are likely to be tentative and would use statistical analysis 

primarily as a screening tool, to trigger further investigations of cases where ageing is sus

pected. These investigations might involve more detailed data analysis, enhanced tracking and 

monitoring of key components or performance indicators, and/or detailed root cause analysis. 

More costly actions, such as replacement of key components, could then be undertaken if these 

detailed investigations confirmed that ageing was indeed occurring.

1. INTRODUCTION

At present, the average US commercial nuclear power plant has been operating 
for more than ten years, and some of the oldest plants have already experienced 
approximately 30 years of operation. Since ageing can lead to loss of component 
function and impaired safety, ageing of plant components has become a significant 
concern [1]. Ageing is also an important consideration in the US nuclear industry’s 
preparations for licence renewal [2].

337
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Plant age (years)

FIG. 1. Mean core damage frequency versus time [3].

More specifically, efforts have been undertaken [3, 4] to quantify the effects 
of component ageing on core melt frequencies. These studies have found that esti
mated core melt frequencies are often highly sensitive to predicted increases in com
ponent failure rates. For example, Fig. 1 (from Ref. [3]) shows an order of 
magnitude increase in the predicted age dependent core melt frequency, from 
6.6 x  10“4 initially to 6.6 X 10 3 after ten years. Even larger increases in 
predicted core melt frequency are found in Ref. [4], which also documents the sensi
tivity of core melt frequency to differences in ageing management programmes. 
From these results, one can see that it is important to develop accurate estimates of 
age dependent component failure rates. Similar problems also arise in other applica
tions of trending, e.g. trending of plant performance indicators to detect organiza
tional problems that could affect safety. This paper discusses some of the issues 
involved in obtaining accurate estimates of age dependent event frequencies.

2. METHODS FOR ESTIMATION OF COMPONENT AGEING RATES

Recent studies sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
have investigated both classical and Bayesian approaches to the estimation of compo
nent ageing rates [3, 5]. These methods generally allow several possible forms for 
hypothesized ageing trends, including both an exponential model,
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11 т—i—I—I г

4

3

M Maximum likelihood estimate
1_____ I___ I I I I  I-L—I___

FIG. 2. Sample 90% confidence region for ß and X0 based on hypothetical data [3].

In both models, ß  is the (exponential or linear) ageing rate, and Xq is the initial 
failure rate at time 0. Other types of ageing trends can also be hypothesized.

Estimates for ß  (the ageing rate) and Xq (the initial failure rate) will generally 
be inversely correlated with each other in both the classical and the Bayesian 
approaches, as shown in Fig. 2 (from Ref. [3]). Thus, large estimates of ß  will tend 
to be associated with small estimates of Xo, and vice versa. While this is not neces
sarily a weakness, it does pose questions about how to most effectively use the results 
of ageing analyses in decision making.

One implication of this correlation is that estimates of ß  will typically be 
extremely sensitive to the prior distribution selected for Xq in the Bayesian 
approach, at least unless large amounts of data are available. For example, if the 
values of Xo in the prior distribution are greater than the initial failure rate reflected 
in the data, the analysis may fail to detect ageing when it occurs, as in Fig. 3(A), 
or may even falsely identify an improvement when the data are constant, as in 
Fig. 3(C) (from Ref. [5]). Conversely, if the prior values selected for Xq are less

X(t) =  Xo e ft (1)

and a linear model,

X(t) =  X« (1 +  ßt) (2)
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than the initial failure rate represented in the data, the analysis may falsely detect 
ageing; this case is shown in Fig. 3(B). The possibility of such false negatives and 
false positives poses a potential problem in interpreting the results of Bayesian ageing 
analyses.

3. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

In the work described here, the Bayesian approach developed in Ref. [5] 
(including the DORIAN computer software) was applied to NRC data [6] on events 
such as emergency safety function (ESF) actuations, ESF failures, and scrams at one 
particular plant. The raw data, which span a period of eight quarters (or two years), 
are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the data are rather sparse, ranging from only 
two safety system actuations, up tö 12 safety system failures. In the performance 
indicator programme, the NRC is interested in identifying trends in data of this type, 
to facilitate early detection o f organizational problems that could affect plant safety. 
However, the data for safety system actuations and significant events in Fig. 4 are 
sufficiently sparse that it would be difficult to obtain accurate estimates of the fre
quencies of these events even if their frequencies were assumed to be constant. The 
difficulties in obtaining reliable trend estimates are obviously even greater.

(Of course, ageing analysis usually involves longer time periods, e.g. a decade 
or more, rather than several quarters. However, the problem of data sparsity is simi
lar. For example, in Ref. [5], data were collected for 15 motor operated valves in 
the high pressure coolant injection and reactor core isolation cooling systems of a 
boiling water reactor. Over a period of 17 years, only nine failures were observed 
for the entire population of 15 valves.)

The data in Fig. 4 were analysed by using a linear ageing model as shown in 
Eq. (2). For each type of event, several different prior distributions for Xq were 
used, while the prior distribution for ß  was held constant. (The values of ß  in the 
prior distribution ranged from -0 .14 , reflecting gradual improvement over time, 
to 20, reflecting extremely rapid ageing.) We examined the effects o f the choice of 
prior distribution for Xq on the posterior distributions for both the ageing rate, ß, 
and the predicted event frequency, X(t). In particular, we examined:

the posterior probability that ß > 0 (i.e. the probability that the frequency of 
interest is increasing);

the posterior mean and 95th percentile of ß; and

the posterior mean and 95th percentile of X(20), where X(20) is the event fre
quency in the 20th quarter (i.e. three years after the last period for which data 
were available).

The data are sum marized in Table I.
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In all cases, estimates of ß  were significantly more sensitive to the choice of 
priors than estimates of X(20). For example, a factor of 10 reduction in the values 
of Xq caused roughly an order of magnitude increase in the 95th percentile of ß, but 
less than a factor of three increase in either the mean or the 95 th percentile of \(20). 
Furthermore, the posterior probability of ß  exceeding zero was nearly as unstable 
as the mean or 95th percentile. Except for automatic scrams (which showed a notice
able increasing trend in Fig. 4 and yielded high probabilities of positive ageing rates 
independent of the choice of prior distributions for Xq), the probability of ß  exceed
ing zero ranged from substantially less than 0.5 with large values of Xq, to nearly 
1.0 for small values of Xq. Thus, for three of the four data sets considered here, it 
was difficult to reliably determine even whether the event frequency of interest was 
increasing or decreasing.

These results suggest that estimates of X(t) are likely to be much less sensitive 
to the choice of prior distributions than estimates of ß, because of the correlation 
between ß  and Xo. However, Atwood [7] has pointed out that this correlation can 
be minimized if it is defined to be the frequency o f the desired event in the middle 
of the observation period (i.e. the middle o f the period for which data are available), 
rather than at the beginning. In this case, ß  and Xq will be uncorrelated (in the case 
of linear ageing models), or at least approximately uncorrelated (for more general 
ageing models such as Weibull or exponential). Note, however, that this centring of 
Xo is incompatible with extremely high ageing rates if a linear model is being used 
since large linear ageing rates would yield negative event frequencies in the early 
time periods.

Table П presents the results of such an analysis, in which Xq was centred 
between the fourth and fifth quarters (since data from eight quarters were utilized). 
(For safety system actuations, it was also necessary to eliminate large values of ß 
from the prior distribution, to eliminate the possibility of negative event frequen
cies.) In these results, estimates of ß  were insensitive to the choice of priors for Xq, 
depending only on the data and the prior distribution for ß  itself. Unfortunately, 
however, estimates of X(20) were more sensitive to the choice of prior distributions 
for Xq in this case than in Table I. Thus, a factor of ten reduction in the values of 
Xo often caused almost a factor of ten reduction in both the mean and the 95th per
centile of X(20). It is also interesting to note that none of the data sets in this analysis 
yielded large values for the probability that ß >  0. In other words, even though the 
analysis yielded stable estimates o f ß, it was still difficult to determine with a high 
level of confidence whether the frequency of any given type of event was increasing 
or decreasing.

4. IMPLICATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH

The observations in the previous section have significant implications for risk 
management. In particular, our results suggest that estimates of ageing rates may be
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quite sensitive to both the choice of prior distributions and the method of analysis, 
even when moderate amounts of data are available. Therefore, rather than demand
ing a large probability that ß  > 0 as evidence of ageing (as in classical hypothesis 
testing), ageing analysis might more appropriately be used as the first stage in a 
phased approach to risk management.

Such an approach would recognize that indications of ageing are likely to be 
tentative, e.g. a 70% probability that ß >  0, or a 95th percentile of X(t) that exceeds 
some threshold of concern. Therefore, rather than using statistical analysis as the 
crucial means of determining whether ageing is occurring, the analysis would be 
used primarily for screening purposes, to trigger further investigation in cases where 
ageing is suspected. Such investigations might involve more detailed data analysis, 
enhanced tracking and monitoring of key components or performance indicators, 
and/or detailed root cause analysis. More costly actions, such as replacement or 
refurbishment of key components, could then be undertaken if these detailed investi
gations confirmed that ageing or deterioration in performance was indeed occurring.

Steps can also be taken to help ensure that the prior distributions for ß  and Xq 
are accurate, thereby increasing the level o f confidence in the results o f the analysis. 
For example, a two stage or empirical Bayesian analysis [8, 9] could be used to 
develop a more accurate prior distribution for Xq based on data from other plants, 
before beginning an analysis of plant specific ageing trends. Similarly, empirical 
results and/or theoretical considerations could help in selecting appropriate func
tional forms for the trends associated with specific ageing mechanisms (e.g. fatigue, 
corrosion, embrittlement). The use of such approaches in developing prior distribu
tions might help to counteract the sparsity of data often encountered in plant specific 
risk analyses and therefore yield more accurate estimates of both ß  and X(t).

Finally, further work on methods of ageing analysis is needed. In particular, 
we have not yet analysed the data in this study using classical statistical methods, 
such as those described in Ref. [3]. The results of such an analysis could provide 
a useful basis for comparisons. For example, it would be interesting to know whether 
the Bayesian approach described here provides more reliable estimates of ß  and X(t) 
than classical methods in cases with extremely sparse data. Such comparisons might 
provide a better basis for selecting one method over another in the analysis of trends 
and ageing effects.
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Abstract

C O N C E P T S  O F  A  S O F T W A R E  B A S E D  M A I N T E N A N C E  E F F I C I E N C Y  A N A L Y S I S  

U S I N G  P E R F O R M A N C E  INDICATORS.

The paper briefly summarizes the concepts of a customized computer program in 

S T A T G R A P H I C S  called ‘maintenance efficiency analysis (MEA) for safety related systems 

in nuclear power plants’, which has been developed and submitted to the International Atomic 

Energy Agency in the form of a research contract. The purpose of this program is to process 

data from a real plant utilizing advanced statistical procedures (non-parametric methods, mul

tivariate analysis) in order to test several hypotheses related to risk related safety indicators. 

Plant specific equipment history and maintenance work order data can be analysed by using 

various statistical procedures in order to be able to estimate safety system related equipment 

and maintenance process trends. The main results of such an M E A  case study are the normal

ized and scaled trends in the (in)effectiveness of the performance of selected ‘important’ safety 

related systems and their dominant components as well as the detection of the dominant main

tenance related causes of their bad (good) equipment performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s nuclear industry, the use of performance indicators (Pis), which 
provide a quantitative indication of plant performance in the areas of nuclear safety, 
plant reliability and personnel safety, is considered to be a particularly useful tool. 
These indicators enable the nuclear operating organizations to monitor performance 
and progress, to gain additional insight into performance relative to that of other 
plants and to provide an indication of the possible need to adjust priorities and 
resources in order to achieve improved overall performance.

Up to now, through the combined efforts o f various international organizations 
(World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO), Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations (INPO), Union Internationale de Producteurs et Distributeurs d’Energie 
Electrique (UNIPEDE)), a standardized and internationally accepted set of ten Pis 
for use in NPPs has been formulated [1]. However, it has to be said that the impor
tant aspect o f the quality of maintenance performance on equipment is not specifi
cally treated in any of these indicators. Since the quality of maintenance nevertheless

349
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FIG. 1. Scope of work.

has a major impact on the safety of an NPP, it is very important to identify, evaluate 
and validate appropriate maintenance indicators both to show the trend in the equip
ment performance and to identify therefrom the weak sections within the existing 
plant specific maintenance program.

It is therefore the intention of the customized computer program ‘Maintenance 
efficiency analysis (MEA) for safety related systems in nuclear power plants’ in 
STATGRAPHICS [2] to overcome this lack and to supplement the existing interna
tional set of NPP Pis with a maintenance related and safety system based indicator 
model. All theoretical concepts that have been developed in the course of this work 
follow the various recommendations of the IAEA consultants meetings on safety 
indicators.
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The theoretical basis of this program can be found in Refs [3, 4], which 
describe the theoretical development of a probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) based 
PI model for a comprehensive MEA as well as its practical application to past opera
tional history data of the Koeberg NPP, South Africa (see case study [5]).

The whole structure of the work is outlined in Fig. 1.
The program’s hardware/software requirements are:

— an IBM personal computer, personal computer XT, personal computer AT, 
PS/2, or one closely compatible;

— at least 640 К of RAM;
— a standard DOS keyboard;
— one floppy disk drive and a hard disk;
— a graphics adapter and compatible monochrome or colour monitor;
— a printer for printing text displays;
— DOS version 2.0 or later’
— STATGRAPHICS version 4.0 or later.

The program can easily be installed on the PC hard disk by copying all floppy 
disk files into the corresponding STATGRAPHICS subdirectories. In addition to the 
program files, the plant specific performance data set from the above mentioned case 
study [5] is included in the current version of the program. All program and data 
files have been copied on a single 3.5" 720 К floppy disk.

2. MAINTENANCE EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS (MEA)

As already mentioned in the introduction, the program’s theoretical basis has 
been developed in Ref. [3].

The main theoretical tasks o f this work have been:

— to identify the role of maintenance procedures within the more general concep
tions of plant safety;

— to define classes of important equipment in such a way that adequate data can 
be collected;

— to construct appropriate equipment and maintenance process based indicators 
with regard to available kinds of data; and

— to establish a comprehensive set of statistical procedures for a MEA.

In general, the safety management of an NPP should be based on preventing 
operational performance from degrading towards potentially unacceptable situations.

The basic purpose of safety related indicators is, therefore, to monitor the 
safety performance of a plant, to help identify the early signals of deteriorating per
formance on several levels and, thereby, to provide a means of predicting impending 
problems before actual incidents or accidents occur.
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PSA does provide direct information on the risk level, but primarily represents 
snapshots of the plant risk, involving equipment performance data which, at most, 
have averaged out the variations and trends in past performance and assume that the 
distributions of these data are time invariant.

PSA based safety indicators follow hierarchical structures, in the sense that a 
high level indicator is derived by integration of a number of medium or low level 
indicators, which can be performed by means of PSA derived weighting factors or 
functional dependencies. Each level of indicators should have its immediate applica
tion; this means, for example, that the low level maintenance indicators should be 
usable alone, irrespective of the existence of higher level indicators.

The approaches developed so far for the evaluation of indicators that apply to 
system, train and component unavailability have shown that within a given period 
of time both the frequency and the duration of downtime (DWNT) need to be moni
tored [6]. The frequency of downtimes provides information on the downtime occur
rence rate and on the reliability of the performance of systems, trains and 
components. The benefit of monitoring the duration of downtimes is to differentiate 
major downtime durations (generally associated with catastrophic failures) from 
minor downtime durations (generally associated with degradations). Additionally, 
the pattern in the individual downtime durations can also be used to evaluate special 
problems of interest, such as the maintenance effectiveness.

In the last few years maintenance has, within the nuclear industry and the 
regulatory bodies, attracted attention as the most vital area of plant safety — after 
operations. Therefore, the development of maintenance indicators has become a 
major topic of interest within PSA related activities.

The effect o f maintenance procedures on the equipment is measured by the sub
sequent performance of the equipment. The two basic measures of equipment perfor
mance are the number of failures of the equipment or of certain classes of equipment 
and the total DWNT duration associated with all functional activities of the main
tenance process such as periodic, preventive and corrective maintenance.

Indicators can be constructed in a straightforward manner for these perfor
mance measures by tabulating the failures and total DWNTs which occur during a 
quarter.

Once the basic indicators are defined and the basic data for calculating these 
indicators are collected, the indicators need to be normalized and scaled.

The normalization involves calculating the indicators on a per component class
basis.

With regard to scaling the indicators, it is necessary to scale each basic indica
tor value in order to obtain the degree to which each value reflects poor performance 
or ineffectiveness. For this purpose, a standard statistical approach is to replace each 
indicator value by the fraction of indicator values which are better than the indicator 
value. This amounts to replacing each indicator value by its relative percentile or 
normalized rank. The scaled indicator thus ranges from 0 to 1 and has a natural
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С FT VALVES: rolled up ranks

CFT PUMPS: rolled up ranks

The shaded areas refer to unit 1 shutdown for refuelling 
(planned shutdown)

Rolled up 
maximum

Rolled up 
average

Rolled up 
maximum

Rolled up 
average

Rolled up 
maximum

Rolled up 
average

FIG. 2. Examples of a safety system function trend (SSFT) and component function trends 

(CFTs).
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@ П ^ >
The results of the importance calculations of the 

plant specific PSA define the relevant systems s and 
their relevant components c(s)

Calculation and plotting of SSFT for a relevant s 
(related to a certain past operational period)

Shutdown of plant during this period?

Significant SSF “increase” before shutdown 
or exceeding of “alarm level”

Exceeding “alarm level” by SSFT- 
indicator during this period?

High importance of CMFs 
or insufficient number of 

component classes

Component information sufficient to 
reflect the system trend (SSFT)

(see Fig.4)

FIG. 3. Maintenance efficiency analysis flowchart (Part 1 o f 2).
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...continued from Fig.3

Which CFTs have interesting 
correlation correspondences with SSFT?

Search for the maintenance process indicators 
(MPIs) contributing to a selected *CFT*:

What are the M-process related causes 
for Cj-trend *CFT?

FIG. 4. Maintenance efficiency analysis flowchart (Part 2 of 2).
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interpretation: poorer performance and therefore relatively greater ineffectiveness 
are reflected by higher values of this scaled indicator. In this sense, a value of, e.g.
0.75 indicates that for 75% of the time other performance has been better than that 
described by the present indicator.

The scaled indicators have powerful properties:

(1) The scaled indicator gives a direct readout of the degree of relatively deviating 
performance and relative ineffectiveness.

(2) Since the scaled indicators have a common scale (values S [0, 1]), different 
types of indicator can be combined to give more overall indications of the 
ineffectiveness of performance.

In this step, two alternative methods have been used for combining the scaled 
indicators: (1) to obtain the average, and (2) to pick the maximum of the indicator 
values at a given time.

The average of the combined scaled failure and DWNT indicators taken over 
time measures the average maintenance ineffectiveness with regard to these 
indicators.

Each of these combined indicators has its own features. The average indicator 
measures the average, systematic features of the maintenance effects. The maximum 
indicator measures all maintenance ineffectiveness including local effects.

Summing up, we may state that the individual steps for the calculation of an 
equipment related maintenance indicator and the resulting safety system function 
trends (SSFTs) or component function trends (CFTs) using plant specific component 
failure data are:

(1) collection of the necessary basic data from plant specific maintenance event 
records;

(2) calculation of the basic indicators;
(3) scaling and normalization of the indicators;
(4) combining the scaled indicators to obtain overall indicators, according to the 

necessary MEA rolling up procedures;
(5) performance of statistical analysis (alarm levels, trend tests ...);
(6) decomposition of the overall indicators into their contributors and further anal

ysis according to the necessary MEA procedures (see below).

Examples of scaled and normalized equipment performance indicators at sys
tem and component levels as they have been calculated in the course of the case
study [5] are given in Fig. 2.

However, to achieve full understanding of the internal mechanisms of main
tenance processes, knowledge of both process outputs and inputs is required.

Output parameters of maintenance processes as represented by the above men
tioned equipment performance indicators have to be ‘logically completed’ in the
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sense that an additional cause analysis has to be performed by means of several cor
responding indicators.

Indicators, however, that cause a certain process output (the equipment perfor
mance) are the input parameters of the whole maintenance process, which is consid
ered as a ‘black box’ and can be represented by corresponding indicators 
(maintenance process indicators (MPIs)), describing the conditions of the main
tenance process.

The suggested course of an MEA is depicted by means of a continuous and 
interdependent number of flowcharts (Figs 3 and 4), representing the succession of 
individual test and analysis procedures that are described in detail in Ref. [3].

The practical application of this model to the ‘real’ situation of a certain NPP 
using its past operational data is the scope of the customized MEA programme.

The results show the trends in equipment ineffectiveness of relevant safety 
related systems and their important components, and it is the intention to trace the 
causes of poor equipment performance directly back to maintenance related activities 
and procedures.

The main tasks of a MEA are therefore

— to analyse the plant specific PSA results for the selected safety related 
system(s);

— to define classes of important equipment in such a way that adequate data can 
be collected;

— to calculate from the collected data the specific equipment performance trends;
— to calculate trends of appropriate MPIs with regard to available types of data;
— to look for correlations between equipment performance trends and main

tenance process trends.

Eventually, the results of such an analysis can be used to provide practical sug
gestions for the improvement of the plant specific maintenance program and to detect 
the weak points in the equipment of the plant.
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Abstract-Résumé

I N C O R P O R A T I O N  O F  F E E D B A C K  O F  E X P E R I E N C E  IN PROBABILISTIC S A F E T Y  

A S S E S S M E N T S  A N D  P R O S P E C T S  F O R  T H E  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  A  D E C ISI ON  T O O L  

F O R  M A I N T E N A N C E .

One of the special features of French probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) is incorpo

ration of feedback of experience, mainly from French plants. To ensure that quality is main

tained, certain data must be updated. This is a matter of priority for development work based 

on PSAs and can provide additional help in the area of operational safety. First of all, the main 

data which have an impact on risk must be identified so that an order of priorities can be estab

lished for studies of equipment from the point of view of safety. T w o  main approaches may 

be singled out: the elaboration of a procedure for optimizing maintenance via the analysis of 

reliability, and the development of a procedure based on safety and maintenance indicators. 

As far as the former is concerned, a vast project is currently being developed by the main

tenance specialists of Electricité de France’s Thermal Production Service. The project is 

known as Optimization of Maintenance via Reliability (OMF), and it comprises a study of 

problems related to safety, availability and cost. P S A  is a useful adjunct to this study in that 

it provides a key to the safety aspect, highlighting equipment which is of critical importance 

as regards the risk of uncovering of the core. These two activities should help adapt the basic 

preventive maintenance programmes. Other applications could also be looked into such as 

monitoring of the equipment ageing or re-evaluation of safety levels. Finally, in the light of 

the potential applications outlined above, it would seem that PSAs could prove to be important 

decision making tools in the maintenance area.

L A  PRISE E N  C O M P T E  D U  R E T O U R  D ’E X P E R I E N C E  D A N S  L E S  EPS E T  L ES 

P E R S P E C T I V E S  D E  D E V E L O P P E M E N T  D ’U N  O U T I L  D ’AI D E  A  L A  D ECI SI ON  

E N  M A T I E R E  D E  M A I N T E N A N C E .

Parmi les spécificités des études probabilistes de sûreté (EPS) françaises figure la prise 

en compte du retour d’expérience essentiellement français. Pour en perpétuer la qualité, il

359
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paraît nécessaire de réactualiser certaines données. C’est une priorité d’action pour la réalisa
tion de développements basés sur les EPS et pouvant apporter un éclairage complémentaire 
sur la sûreté en exploitation. Il convient d’abord d’identifier les principales données ayant un 
impact sur le risque, ce qui doit permettre de hiérarchiser les priorités d’études des matériels 
sous l’angle sûreté. Deux axes peuvent être dégagés: l’élaboration d’une démarche d’optimisa
tion de la maintenance par l’analyse de la fiabilité, et le développement d’une démarche basée 
sur des indicateurs sûreté-maintenance. Dans le premier domaine, un vaste projet est en cours 
de développement par les spécialistes de maintenance du Service de la production thermique 
d’EDF. Ce projet d’optimisation de la maintenance par la fiabilité (OMF) comporte l’étude 
des aspects liés à la sûreté, à la disponibilité et au coût. La démarche EPS est tout à fait 
complémentaire à cette étude dans le sens où elle représente une clé d’entrée sous l’aspect 
sûreté permettant de mettre en lumière les matériels critiques vis-à-vis du risque de découvre- 
ment du cœur. Ces deux types d’actions doivent permettre l’adaptation des programmes de 
base de la maintenance préventive. D’autres applications peuvent être envisagées, que ce soit 
pour le suivi du vieillissement du matériel ou dans le cadre des réévaluations de sûreté. En 
conclusion, il apparaît à la lumière des applications potentielles présentées que les EPS 
peuvent être considérées comme d’importants outils d’aide à la décision en matière de 
maintenance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Parmi les spécificités des études probabilistes de sûreté françaises (EPS) figure 
la prise en compte du retour d’expérience essentiellement français. En effet, à quel
ques exceptions près, la totalité des données de fiabilité et des données d’exploitation 
utilisées dans les EPS sont issues de l’expérience d’EDF liée à l ’exploitation des cen
trales REP.

Cette démarche a été rendue possible grâce à l’importance du retour d’ex- 
përience, représentant plus de 200 années-réacteur, sans équivalent dans le monde, 
d’un parc homogène de tranches REP tant au niveau de la conception qu’au niveau 
de l ’exploitation et de la maintenance.

Même si des différences notables existent entre paliers, comme par exemple 
entre le palier 900 MW(e) et le palier 1300 MW(e) concernant les systèmes de 
sauvegarde, les matériels composant ces systèmes sont pratiquement identiques. Ces 
éléments ont beaucoup contribué à l ’obtention de données de qualité avec un niveau 
de confiance suffisant [1].

2. DONNEES RECHERCHEES

Parmi les caractéristiques de ces études figure aussi la prise en compte de tous 
les états de tranche, depuis les états d’arrêt à froid pour rechargement jusqu’à l ’état
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Etat Description

a Point de fonctionnement (pression, température) au dessus de 139 bar, 

295°C à Paluel, ce qui correspond aux états standards:

— réacteur en puissance, groupe couplé ou non

— réacteur en arrêt à chaud

— partie supérieure du domaine d’arrêt intermédiaire.

b Point de fonctionnement (pression, température) entre l’état a et les 

conditions R R A a (30 bar, 177°C).

c Arrêt sur RRA, circuit primaire plein, fermé et éventé.

d Circuit primaire partiellement vidangé ou ouvert. Par prudence, tous 

les états d seront assimilés à l’état où le niveau du circuit primaire est 

dans la plage de travail basse du R R A  (initialement défini par «état 

plan médian») et pour lequel la masse de réfrigérant primaire est 

minimale.

e Piscine réacteur pleine avec au moins un élément combustible en 

cuve.

f Tout état du primaire où le combustible est entièrement déchargé. Il 

correspond aux épreuves hydrauliques et épreuves enceintes, aux pas

sages en génératrice inférieure et toutes autres interventions nécessi

tant le déchargement complet (inspection cuve, interventions sur les 

internes inférieurs, etc.). Cet état n’a pas lieu d’être pris en compte 

dans Г EPS.

a Circuit de refroidissement à l’arrêt.

de tranche à pleine puissance (tableau I). Les études sont de ce fait plus complexes 
et nécessitent une analyse plus approfondie des données d’exploitation.

La base de données obtenue a fait l ’objet d’une analyse critique de l’Insti
tut de protection et de sûreté nucléaire (IPSN) en tant que contrôle externe. Elle 
comprend principalement:

— les données d’exploitation concernant les durées moyennes des états standards 
de la tranche: durée du fonctionnement en puissance, en arrêt à chaud, en arrêt
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à froid, etc., ainsi que les durées d’indisponibilité des matériels dans les diffé
rents états définis ci-dessus, intégrant les indisponibilités pour maintenance 
corrective, préventive ou pour essai périodique;

— la liste des événements initiateurs ainsi que les fréquences d’occurrence 
associées; cette liste est élaborée à partir des résultats d’exploitation et 
complétée par une recherche bibliographique pour les situations à la limite du 
dimensionnement, de fréquence rare ou hautement improbable;

— les données de fiabilité de tous les matériels comme les taux de défaillance en 
fonctionnement, à la sollicitation, ainsi que les temps moyens de réparation 
associés;

— les données relatives aux défaillances de cause commune déterminées par la 
méthode des chocs (méthode de la loi binomiale);

— les données de fiabilité humaine élaborées essentiellement à partir d’essais sur 
simulateur et d’observations du comportement des opérateurs en situation per
turbée [2].

3. COLLECTE ET TRAITEMENT DES DONNEES

Dans la perspective d’obtenir un nombre important de données, le recours aux 
banques de données nationales a été maximal: ainsi ont été analysés les banques 
SRDF et FE (respectivement Système de recueil de données de fiabilité et Fichier 
des événements) et le fichier des données statistiques sur le fonctionnement des 
tranches nucléaires françaises. De plus, des enquêtes sur site ont été menées pour 
tenir compte de certaines spécificités du site étudié et pour apporter un plus grand 
réalisme à l’étude. U a enfin été fait appel à quelques bases de données étrangères 
pour compléter et comparer certaines données particulières. Cette démarche à trois 
niveaux est explicitée ci-après.

3.1. Niveau local

Sur le site, les enquêtes et observations ont permis de proposer des données 
complémentaires spécifiques. Par ailleurs, les analyses locales de l’exploitation ont 
amené à préciser un certain nombre d’événements non envisagés à l ’origine dans les 
études de fiabilité de systèmes ou de séquences. Des données de fonctionnement et 
de fiabilité ont été recueillies, en particulier sur des matériels pour lesquels on ne 
disposait pas de données génériques ou sur ceux pour lesquels l ’expérience d’exploi
tation sur site conduisait à supposer que les résultats seraient notablement différents 
des résultats génériques. En outre, un suivi particulier de plusieurs arrêts annuels 
pour rechargement de types différents a été effectué.

Tous les outils informatiques locaux ont été utilisés pour le recueil d’informa
tions, en particulier:
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— le calculateur de tranche qui enregistre en permanence le fonctionnement de 
la tranche; tout changement d’état d’un composant ou toute variation de gran
deur analogique est ainsi mémorisé;

— l ’historique local des anomalies constatées sur le fonctionnement des matériels.

Ces moyens informatisés ou automatisés ont été complétés dans certains cas 
par des recherches dans les rapports d’exploitation des équipes de conduite et des 
ingénieurs de sûreté radioprotection et par de nombreux entretiens avec les équipes 
d’exploitation et de maintenance.

3.2. Niveau national

Sur le plan national, la recherche des données a été réalisée essentiellement à 
partir des banques de données SRDF et FE. Quant au fichier de données statistiques, 
il a été utilisé pour la recherche des données d’exploitation des tranches: coefficient 
de disponibilité et de production.

Concernant le SRDF, environ 500 matériels électriques, mécaniques et élec
troniques sont suivis pour chaque tranche (pompes, appareils de robinetterie, groupe 
diesel, moteurs, transformateurs, etc.). La collecte des défaillances est réalisée au 
niveau local sous forme de fiche comprenant un résumé de la défaillance, le mode 
de défaillance et son degré de gravité, ainsi que les conséquences sur la tranche. Par 
ailleurs, les paramètres de fonctionnement sont régulièrement collectés pour chaque 
matériel. Un ordinateur central permet la gestion et le traitement des données au 
niveau national en offrant la possibilité d’une interrogation-analyse à partir de chaque 
terminal. Le fichier comprend en moyenne plus d’une centaine de fiches par an et 
par tranche (environ 20 000 fiches de 78 à fin 88).

A partir de l’ensemble des éléments descriptifs de la défaillance recueillis dans 
un contexte d’exploitation normale, il a été nécessaire de s’assurer de la cohérence, 
de l ’homogénéité et de la représentativité des données dans le cadre des études EPS. 
De plus, un certain nombre de matériels présentant un tableau de fonctionnement ou 
un nombre de sollicitations réduit, il a été nécessaire de procéder à des regroupe
ments des échantillons concernés.

Il a ensuite fallu définir des critères d’analyse des données brutes. En effet, 
le degré de défaillance est évalué en centrale par rapport à l’exploitation normale et 
à la pratique d’une bonne maintenance, alors que le fiabiliste doit considérer la 
défaillance à la lueur de la mission de sûreté et donc ne prendre en compte une défail
lance que si le matériel ne peut accomplir sa mission. Ce contrôle centralisé des 
fiches par des ingénieurs ayant une bonne connaissance d’exploitation, de sûreté et 
de maintenance a assuré l ’obtention de données homogènes et réalistes. La plupart 
des données de fiabilité a été élaborée à partir de ce fichier.

Pour le FE, les données collectées correspondent principalement aux incidents 
d’exploitation (arrêts, baisse de charge, etc.), aux incidents concernant la sûreté et
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l ’environnement, et aux incidents d’origine humaine. La collecte des données est 
réalisée localement sous forme de fiche descriptive comprenant, en plus d’un résumé 
de l’événement, l ’origine et la nature de l’événement ainsi que la situation de la 
tranche et les données de fonctionnement. Un ordinateur central assure la gestion et 
le traitement des données au niveau national. Une interrogation-analyse est possible 
à partir de chaque terminal. Le fichier comprenait environ 20 000 fiches à fin 88. 
Une analyse détaillée a permis de compléter le SRDF pour certaines données de fia
bilité en analysant les événements en fonction de leurs conséquences plutôt qu’en 
fonction de leurs causes. La quantification du profil de fonctionnement et d’un grand 
nombre d’événements initiateurs a été réalisée à l’aide de ce fichier.

3.3. Niveau international

La consultation de certaines banques de données étrangères a permis de 
compléter la recherche des données. Ce sont:

— la banque de données américaines NPRDS, réalisée par l’INPO; elle est 
équivalente au SRDF;

— le fichier incident des centrales étrangères, élaboré par EDF; ce fichier 
comportait plus de 20 000 événements d’exploitation à fin 87 pour environ 
500 années-réacteur.

L’analyse de ces bases de données a fourni dans quelques cas particuliers 
des données non suivies par ailleurs, mais a surtout permis d’utiliser le retour 
d’expérience mondial pour comparer et valider certaines données.

4. RESULTATS

La démarche présentée est naturellement limitée lorsque le retour d’expérience 
est insuffisant ou n’existe pas. Elle doit alors être complétée par d’autres études et 
être accompagnée par l’utilisation d’autres méthodes comme la recherche biblio
graphique et le jugement d’experts pour l’élaboration de données relatives à des 
événements rares, des études théoriques de fiabilité prévisionnelles, des méthodes 
d’agrégation type bayesienne.

Une autre limitation est liée aux caractéristiques des bases de données. En 
effet, même en donnant des critères de recueil précis, il n’est pas possible d’éliminer 
totalement la part de jugement de l’ingénieur tant au niveau de la collecte qu’au 
niveau de l ’analyse. On peut toutefois penser que cette limitation n’introduit pas de 
biais significatif dans les résultats compte tenu, d’une part, de la taille généralement 
importante des échantillons statistiques, d’autre part, du nombre d’ingénieurs ou 
d’experts qui ont été impliqués dans l’analyse des données.
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T A B L E A U  II. LE PROFIL D E  FO N C T IO N N E M EN T

Etat Description Sous état (j)

Temps 

( % /an)

a Réacteur en puissance, — Puissance >  6 0 %  Pna 268 (73,4)

groupe couplé ou non, — Puissance <  6 0 %  Pn 17 (4,7)

arrêt à chaud — Réacteur critique

— Réacteur non critique

12
15

(3,3)

(4,1)

b Arrêt intermédiaire 

entre les états a et c

2 (0,5)

c Arrêt sur RRA,

circuit primaire plein, 

fermé et éventé

11 (3,0)

d Circuit primaire 

partiellement

— Sans dénoyage 

des épingles de G V

2 (0,6)

vidangé et ouvert — Avec dénoyage 

des épingles de G V

17 (4,6)

e Piscine réacteur pleine 

avec au moins un élément 

combustible en cuve

9 (2,5)

f Combustible entièrement 

déchargé

12 (3,3)

a Puissance nominale.

Ces résultats de l ’analyse du retour d’expérience ont permis:

— de déterminer le profil de fonctionnement des tranches, c ’est-à-dire le temps 
passé en moyenne dans les différents états de tranche,

— d’identifier et de quantifier un grand nombre d’événements initiateurs,
— d’élaborer l ’ensemble des données de fiabilité nécessaires aux évaluations 

quantitatives des missions des systèmes de sûreté et des séquences 
accidentelles.

Pour la plupart des données, il est calculé un facteur d’erreur représentant les 
limites de l’intervalle de confiance associées à la valeur estimée. Ce calcul est réalisé 
selon la loi adoptée généralement dite du KHI-DEUX (tableaux II et III, figures 1 
et 2).
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FIG. 1. Taux de défaillance à la sollicitation.
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FIG. 2. Taux de défaillance en fonctionnement.

Compte tenu de l ’évolution des matériels et des pratiques d’exploitation ou de 
maintenance, cette base de données est susceptible d’évoluer. Il paraît donc néces
saire de réactualiser un certain nombre de données pour en perpétuer la qualité. Ceci 
présente une priorité d’action tant pour la réalisation de développements basés sur 
les EPS et pouvant apporter un éclairage complémentaire sur la sûreté en exploitation
[1] que pour le développement d’EPS vivantes [3].
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Les développements basés sur les EPS sont constitués par les apports des résul
tats, des méthodes et des outils probabilistes pour l ’analyse de sûreté en exploitation, 
en particulier l’apport d’une méthodologie permettant d’apprécier «le poids» des 
séquences et des matériels vis-à-vis du risque de découvrement du cœur. Dans la 
suite ne sera abordée que l’utilisation des EPS dans le domaine de la maintenance. 

Dans le cadre des EPS, un outil a été créé comprenant:

— une importante base de connaissance fonctionnelle,
— des données de fiabilité du parc nucléaire français; la base de données qui a 

été constituée, reflet de l’expérience d’exploitation de 1978 à 1987, comprend 
environ 150 composants électriques, électroniques, mécaniques et 
électromécaniques.

A partir des résultats des EPS et de l’utilisation des études de sensibilité 
développées pour l ’EPS [3], il convient d’identifier les principales données, c ’est-à- 
dire celles ayant un impact soit sur le risque global, soit sur les conséquences d’une 
séquence, soit sur la fiabilité d’un système.

Les séquences prépondérantes de Г EPS 1300 ont été analysées et les données 
sensibles ont été identifiées au travers de cette analyse qualitative. Cette étape a 
ensuite été complétée par la définition de facteurs d’importance représentant la varia
tion relative du risque rapportée à la variation relative de la donnée. Il apparaît que 
cette phase doit aussi faire intervenir un facteur lié à la contribution au risque. Les 
données sensibles doivent être définies sous ces deux aspects. Les études de sensibi
lité doivent enfin compléter cette approche et permettre sa validation globale.

Cette méthodologie doit permettre de hiérarchiser les priorités d’études des 
matériels sous l’angle sûreté. Cela représente un apport intéressant pour la main
tenance dans deux axes:

— l ’élaboration d’une démarche d’optimisation de la maintenance par l’analyse 
de la fiabilité,

— le développement d’une démarche basé sur des indicateurs liés à l’évolution 
des taux de défaillance des principaux matériels.

5.1. L ’optimisation de la maintenance par la fiabilité

Depuis le début de l’année 90, le Service de la production thermique a initié, 
en relation avec la Direction des études et recherches, une étude d’évaluation de 
l ’apport d’une méthode de maintenance basée sur des études de fiabilité et prenant 
en compte les conséquences de défaillances fonctionnelles des matériels. Cette 
méthode RCM (Reliability Centered Maintenance) est d’utilisation standard en 
aéronautique.

5. APPLIC ATIO N  D A N S LE D O M A INE D E  LA M A IN T E N A N C E
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FIG. 3. Les étapes de la démarche OMF.

L’étude de la maintenance optimisée par la fiabilité est connue sous le nom 
OMF [4]. Elle est fondée sur une analyse systématique structurée et exhaustive qui 
permet l’optimisation d’un programme de maintenance. Tout d’abord, elle utilise un 
arbre logique de décision pour identifier les matériels critiques dont les défaillances 
peuvent avoir une conséquence sur:

— une fonction essentielle pour la sûreté de l ’installation (aspect sûreté),
— la production d’énergie (aspect disponibilité),
— le coût des réparations induites par la défaillance (aspect coût).

L’analyse est conduite de manière qualitative par une AMDE (Analyse des 
modes de défaillance et de leurs effets). Ensuite, après validation de la liste des 
matériels critiques par jugement d’expert, les causes et la criticité des défaillances 
des matériels sont analysés par AMDEC (Analyse des modes de défaillances, de 
leurs effets et de leur criticité). La logique de décision fournit trois catégories de 
défaillance: inacceptables, à contrôler, ou négligeables. A chacune des causes de 
défaillance correspond éventuellement une ou plusieurs tâches de maintenance. Les 
tâches de maintenance sont sélectionnées grâce à une logique de décision spécifique 
de la criticité de la défaillance. Elle se base sur un découpage de tâches de main
tenance reposant sur trois critères: efficacité, applicabilité et économie. A chaque 
étape du processus d’analyse, le retour d’expérience joue un rôle clé comme indiqué 
dans la figure 3.

La première étape consiste à identifier les matériels critiques pour un système 
donné, c ’est-à-dire les principaux matériels composant le système. La recherche des 
défaillances critiques sur ces matériels constitue la deuxième étape, c ’est-à-dire que 
l ’on identifie toutes les défaillances mettant en cause la mission des matériels. Enfin, 
dans la troisième étape, les tâches de maintenance sont analysées et sélectionnées.

La démarche EPS est tout-à-fait complémentaire à ce projet OMF dans le sens 
où elle représente une clé d’entrée sous l’aspect sûreté permettant de mettre en 
lumière les matériels critiques vis-à-vis du risque de découvrement du cœur, c ’est-à- 
dire les matériels dont la défaillance entraîne la perte d’une fonction importante de 
sûreté.
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Un exercice de faisabilité a été réalisé sur le système de contrôle volumétrique 
et chimique (RCV) essentiellement à partir d’une analyse qualitative.

Des résultats prometteurs ont déjà été observés qui ont permis de réviser cer
taines périodicités de maintenance préventive et de remplacer des révisions par des 
actions de surveillance. D ’autres enseignements doivent encore être tirés suite à la 
réalisation de l’analyse quantitative.

5.2. Une démarche basée sur des indicateurs sûreté-maintenance

C’est sur les données sensibles définies à partir des résultats des EPS et des 
études de sensibilité que portera en priorité la réactualisation des données. Deux 
types d’analyse pourront alors être développés pour apprécier les écarts dans le 
comportement des matériels:

— l’analyse de tendance d’évolution des taux de défaillance (en fonctionnement 
et à la sollicitation), des taux d’indisponibilité permettant de souligner les va
riations significatives et, le cas échéant, de compléter cette approche par une 
analyse causale sur l ’identification des modes de défaillances prépondérants,

— l’analyse des taux de défaillance issus du retour d’expérience en les comparant 
à des limites d’acceptabilité définies à partir des valeurs élaborées dans les 
EPS. Ces limites sont assorties de marges calculées à partir d’études de 
sensibilité.

Par ailleurs, il n’est pas toujours facile de juger des répercussions de l’évolu
tion des données sur le plan sûreté. Comment se traduit, par exemple sur le plan 
sûreté, une diminution d’un taux de défaillance avec une augmentation de la durée 
d’indisponibilité ?

Des éléments de réponse peuvent être apportés par les probabilités de défail
lance des systèmes calculés à partir des évolutions des données élémentaires. Ceci 
peut permettre de porter une appréciation sur la fiabilité des systèmes et des fonctions 
de sûreté.

6. CONCLUSIONS

L’analyse du retour d’expérience réalisée dans le cadre des EPS a permis 
d’apporter un éclairage complémentaire sur la sûreté en exploitation et a fourni dans 
certains cas les premiers éléments validés sur le comportement de certains matériels. 
Le maintien de la qualité de la banque de données ainsi obtenue repose essentielle
ment sur la réactualisation des principales données. Cette démarche permet de 
développer deux types d’actions appliquées à la maintenance qui sont l’optimisation 
de la maintenance par la fiabilité sous l’angle sûreté et le développement 
d’indicateurs sûreté-maintenance. Ces actions doivent permettre l’adaptation des
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programmes de base de maintenance préventive. En effet, ces programmes ont un 
impact direct sur la fiabilité des matériels et doivent tenir compte, d’une part, de la 
fiabilité spécifique des matériels et de son évolution potentielle et, d’autre part, du 
poids spécifique de ces matériels dans le risque global. D ’autres applications peuvent 
être envisagées, que ce soit le suivi du vieillissement du matériel (évolution de la 
fiabilité dans le temps) ou dans le cadre des réévaluations de sûreté. En conclusion, 
il apparaît à la lumière des applications potentielles présentées ci-dessus que les EPS 
peuvent apporter un éclairage complémentaire sur la sûreté en exploitation et qu’elles 
peuvent être considérées comme d’importants outils d’aide à la décision en matière 
de maintenance.
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Abstract

DEFINITION O F  INITIATING E V E N T S  F O R  P S A  USES.

Initiating events (IEs) have been shown to be of great importance in the evaluation of 

core damage frequency (CDF) in PSAs. Inclusion of additional IEs for obtaining completeness 

or the updating of the frequency of IEs when new data become available have been found to 

greatly influence P S A  C D F  results. In spite of their importance, many different approaches 

are commonly used in the treatment of IEs in PSA. Therefore, some guidance on increasing 

uniformity and standardization is appropriate. Furthermore, the wide variety of IE data and 

the approaches used in published PSAs can be compared and presented for the benefit of P S A  

specialists. The IAEA, within the framework of its programme to develop guidelines for con

ducting PSAs, is producing a number of reports that provide such guidance. One of the impor

tant tasks that the reports encourage, as part of the P S A  Level 1 study, is the selection, 

grouping and frequency evaluation of IEs. (The I A E A  report on IEs will be published in 

1992.) The paper summarizes the results of a review of the definition of IEs in PSAs in thé 

U S A  and Europe for LWRs. It provides a short historical background by considering various 

approaches that have been used in previous PSAs. It follows the IE data development over 

the last 15 years. It then provides a review of selection approaches in some recent PSAs. A  

discussion of completeness of the IE list is given and a table exemplifying several lists of IE 

groupings is included. The relative importance of some of the IE groups used in two PSAs 

is shown for B W R s  and PWRs. The review also covers the treatment of IE frequencies. 

Various methodologies are listed and examples are given. Sources of data for the evaluation 

of IE frequencies are outlined. The paper emphasizes approaches that allow for the use of 

actual operating experience accumulated during plant specific studies and from LERs. It 

suggests that these approaches be used whenever sufficient plant specific data exist.
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An issue sometimes raised in connection with probabilistic safety assessment 
(PSA) is the need to achieve completeness in the accident sequences that are evalu
ated. The resolution of this issue is obtained by rigorous and thorough study of the 
relevant and complete list of initiating events (IEs).

An IE is a postulated event that may be experienced in power plants and create 
a disturbance which has the potential to lead to core damage, for either successful 
operation or failure of the various mitigating systems.

It has been shown in uncertainty and sensitivity analyses of past PSAs and in 
some peer reviews of PSA studies that the inclusion of additional relevant IEs for 
completeness or updating of their frequency estimation may have an important 
impact on the core damage frequency results.

Within the framework of the IAEA programme for producing guidelines for 
conducting PSAs, several reports are being prepared to provide such guidance. Some 
of the more important tasks that these reports encourage, as part of a PSA Level 1 
study, are the selection, grouping and frequency evaluation of IEs. These three tasks 
may be called the ‘definition o f  IE s’.

1.1. IE definition and its scope in a PSA study

Initiating events are an important part of a PSA methodology. They impact 
directly on the core damage frequency. Therefore, the performance of PSAs requires 
as complete a list o f IEs as possible. This list determines the points of departure of 
the accident sequences that would be processed in the study in the search for 
dominant sequences that lead to core damage. The frequency of these IEs have a 
direct impact on the core damage frequency results.

A missing IE in a PSA means that the core damage frequency would be 
underestimated by the value of the IE frequency multiplied by the conditional proba
bility of safety system failure given the occurrence of the IE. A list of IEs larger than 
necesssary would result in some waste of resources because the analyses of addi
tional unnecessary accident sequences would increase the cost. An IE list that is lack
ing completeness or is insufficiently precise in its frequency determination would 
generally result in an underestimation of the potential core damage frequencies.

This paper covers the topics related to the definition of IEs in PWRs and BWRs 
of NPP-1 type. The procedures for conducting nuclear power plant PSAs classify IEs 
into internal IEs and hazards1 (internal and external). Internal IEs are hardware 
failures in the plant or maloperations of plant hardware through human error or 
computer software deficiencies. External hazards (which are often called external

1. IN TRO DU CTIO N

1 Hazard is a name used for all types of ‘external events’ such as fires, floods (inside 
and outside the plant) or earthquakes.
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events) are events originating outside of the station that create extreme environments 
common to several plant systems. Internal hazards which originate within the station 
boundaries create similar extreme environments and include internal flooding, fire 
and missiles. Loss of connection to the grid (complete or partial) is here considered 
as an internal IE. The paper is limited to internal events.

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The introduction of IEs was made in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) [WA75], 
together with the introduction of the event tree methodology. Twenty transient IE 
categories and four loss of coolant accident (LOCA) related categories were selected 
for BWRs. Twenty-three transient and six LOCA related categories were selected 
for PWRs. The basis for the grouping of the IEs was plant response.

In addition to transient IEs and LOCAs the RSS considered a third class of IEs 
which are today called common cause initiators (CCIs). In this class the RSS 
included the loss of off-site power for more than 30 minutes. This structure of three 
classes of IEs is used in most PSAs today. We may, therefore, discuss the evolution 
of IEs in each one of these classes separately.

2.1. Transient IE data development

The RSS [WA75] brought the use of plant operating experience for defining 
IEs. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) assumed the task of accumulating 
operating experience data for most US plants. As a result, EPRI published its first 
study in 1978 [LE78] which we shall refer to as NP-801. NP-801 is a very poor 
source for use in PSAs [IL85]. In 1982 a revised study was issued by EPRI [МС82]. 
This report (NP-2230) corrected many problems of NP-801. NP-2230 has been used 
in most PSAs since 1983 in the USA. Three years later, a USNRC sponsored EG&G 
study [MA85] validated and further updated the transient IE database for BWR and 
PWR plants. It included 251 BWR and 432 PWR plant years of experience. The main 
PSAs that used this source were the NUREG-1150 (ASEP) type PSAs performed in 
the period 1986-1989 [DR87b], This source [MA85] is the best available today for 
obtaining generic data on transient IE definition including the special case of antici
pated transient without scram (ATWS). It provides the event experience according 
to a list of transient events that include 41 different events for PWRs and 37 for 
BWRs [MA85, DR87b]. These lists were suggested in NP-801, and the EG&G study 
concluded that these lists need not be changed. Thus, they may be considered ‘stan
dard transient IE lists for PSA’ in LWRs.

Table I (columns T1 to T6) exemplifies the evolution of transient IE grouping 
and frequency for several PSAs from the RSS to the recent German Phase В PSA 
[GR89]. The table shows the main transient groups considered in these PSAs.
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Similar subgroupings are used in many PSAs. It can be observed that the total 
number of transient events is decreasing in more recent studies; however, it is low 
mostly in countries outside the USA. This occurs mainly because of efforts spent in 
the reduction of T3 events (reactor and turbine trip type transients) while the 
frequency of the T1 and T2 events, in which the power conversion system (PCS) 
becomes unavailable, does not experience large changes.

2.2. LOCA IEs data development

Unlike transients, the categorization of LOCA IE categories has not changed 
much since the RSS definitions. The main changes in definitions were the inclusion, 
in most newer PSAs, of steam generator (SG) tube rupture (rather than the SG 
rupture in PWR-RSS which was identified but not further analysed) and a group of 
very small LOCAs of various sources in PWRs and BWRs (rather than control rod 
drive pump leakage in the BWR-RSS). Therefore, it is simple to construct a table 
such as Table II, that compares several frequency treatments in PSA under the same 
LOCA IE categorization. It should be noted that break size definitions are not 
uniform in PSAs and are different for PWRs and BWRs in particular, because of the 
different plant responses.

The RSS evaluated LOCA frequencies by inference from generic data from 
pipe breaks in the non-nuclear industries. This is the basis for the mean values shown 
in Table II for the RSS. The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) rupture probability was 
also based on non-nuclear vessel experience. While the frequency o f the latter did 
not change much in more recent PRAs (most of them still use the RSS value), the 
LOCA frequencies have been re-evaluated (e.g. Midland PRA [MI84]).

Another approach to the evaluation of LOCA frequencies was used in the 
Oconee [NS84] and Seabrook [PL83] PRAs. They used experience data for this
evaluation rather than the pipe break data used in the RSS. The Oconee PRA consid
ered the following events in a population of 35 plants:

Large LOCA (L): no event occurred
Small LOCA (S): one event that occurred at Zion Unit 1 in 1975
SG rupture (R): three SG tube rupture events with leakage rates greater than

100 gallons per minute: Surry Unit 2 (Nov. 1972), Point 
Beach Unit 1 (Feb. 1975), and Prairie Island Unit 1 (Oct. 
1979).

A two-stage Bayesian analysis was applied to the above generic data and to the t 
Oconee plant specific experience which reflects none of the above events in any of 
the three units on site. A review of the Oconee PRA [HA86] added another event:

Very small (VS) LOCA: One event that occurred at H.R. Robinson Unit 2 (May 
1975).
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This can add a frequency of 3 x  10"3 (see Table II) in addition to 3 X 10“3 calcu
lated on the basis of the occurrence given in NP-2230 for transient No. 6. The 
Babcock and Wilcox owner group [BW83] based their estimate of VS on the pre
cursor study (NUREG/CR-2497), which introduced the ‘Robinson event’ mentioned 
above.

In summary, the development of the frequency evaluation for RPV and large 
LOCA has not changed very much since the RSS. However, very small LOCAs and 
interfacing LOCAs have received additional attention and some new studies have 
been made. Table II shows that the frequency ranges in each group do not span more 
than a factor of ten in most cases.

2.3. Common cause initiator data development

As mentioned previously, the RSS has already treated some IEs as special 
CCIs. Two examples are the loss of off-site power for more than 30 minutes and the 
‘V ’ event. The PSAs that followed the RSS have added more CCIs, and in general 
the CCIs are of a plant specific nature. Some of the typical CCIs treated in PSAs are:

— Loss of instrument air
— Loss of DC power buses
— Loss of service water or component cooling water system
— Loss of AC power buses
— Steam line breaks ,
— Reactor water level instrument line failure.

In this section we cover the development of information for treating one CCI 
that is common to all PSAs, namely the loss o f off-site power for a long period of 
time, since quite significant changes in the approach to treating this initiator have 
been made (in the USA at least).

Loss of off-site power (LOSP) data in the USA have been reviewed in four 
studies since 1980:

(a) Scholl [SC80] reviewed the data received from licensees following a US 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) request to submit licensee 
experience with LOSP events. This review includes a list o f 109 occurrences 
of LOSP events.

(b) A study (NP-2301) which used data collected from 47 nuclear power plant sites 
was summarized in Ref. [MC82b], The report presents the frequency and dura
tion of LOSP from 45 occurrences up to April 1981.

(c) A study (NSAC/80) which covered 52 nuclear power plant sites for the period 
prior to December 1983 was reported in Ref. [WY84]. It summarizes 47 LOSP 
events in 530 plant years.
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(d) An USNRC study (NUREG-1032) for the resolution of the ‘station blackout’ 
issue was reported in Ref. [ВА88]. The study covered 52 plants (excluding 
three with one off-site power connection). It summarizes 55 events in 533 plant 
years.

Reviews of the data sources have resulted in several findings:

(a) The Scholl database was rather conservative.
(b) The NP-2301 database was more realistic. A few events are apparently missing 

from this source. Its recovery probability information is relatively conservative 
for use in PRAs.

(c) The NSAC/80 database appears to be suitable for realistic PRA analyses. It 
recommends exclusion of several total LOSP occurrences during shutdown 
which it judges to be ‘impossible’ during operation. It can, however, be 
assumed that these are inadvertent human errors that should be included in 
LOSP frequency evaluation for completeness. The later NUREG-1032 
considered them in its statistics.

The above three studies reported the LOSP events by plant and geographical 
regions which have similar weather conditions and an interconnection agree
ment on keeping a reliable electricity supply. Another approach was proposed 
by the later USNRC study [BA88]:

(d) The NUREG-1032 [BA88] is based on almost the same database as the 
NSAC/80. It includes ‘shutdown’ events as well. The main improvement of 
this study is that it provides a breakdown of all the LOSP events into well 
defined causes. This allows tailoring o f the LOSP frequency o f a new plant 
according to its design and also permits evaluating the improvement that may 
be expected by a design change in an older plant.

All these data sources and approaches have been used by PSAs in the USA. 
The LOSP is considered a CCI when the conditions of no electric power continue 
for a long time period (late recovery of off-site power). When off-site power is 
recovered within a short time it is considered a transient similar to loss of condenser, 
because condenser cooling would be lost in this case. Therefore, data on recovery 
times of LOSP are part of the information needed for quantification o f this CCI 
frequency. The data for recovery time have also been developed in parallel to the 
LOSP event data discussed above. Reference [IM88] is the most recent for the 
USA.

One of the first works providing LOSP recovery data was Ref. [МС82]. The 
study in Ref. [WY84] provided more precise recovery information on events in the 
USA up to December 1983. Reference [BA88] divided the Ref. [WY84] data (with 
small modifications) into three subgroups:
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— severe weather type LOSP
— grid related LOSP
— plant centred (hardware failure related) LOSP.

For each of these subgroups the study provides a frequency of occurrence 
versus duration plot. The plant centred LOSP occurrences are the most frequent but 
most of them are recovered within half an hour [1М88]. They may be treated like 
transients with loss of PCS. The grid and the weather related LOSP have lower 
frequencies and larger durations and they are quite plant specific. Therefore, they 
suit a treatment similar to the special CCI group of IEs.

3. DEFINITION OF INITIATING EVENTS

3 .1 . Selection of IE s  for completeness

The definition of IEs for use in PSA differs for transient and LOCA initiators. 
It was stated in Section 1.2 that the LOCA IEs are quite well defined in terms of 
general groups (for use in PSA). It remains to define the specific break size ranges 
that should be applied in each grouping based on the plant specific success criteria 
that must be met for LOCA mitigation. For transients and CCIs a more elaborate 
study is needed that will first identify a large number of relevant IEs and then 
condense them into a smaller list of grouped IEs such as is given in Table I. 

There are various approaches used in PSA to perform this study:

(a) An engineering evaluation or technical study of plant possible IEs.
(b) Reference to previous similar PSAs.
(c) Electric Power Research Institute list o f IEs (from [MA85]).
(d) Logical systematic classification by a master list diagram (MLD), energy 

balance or barrier analysis.
(e) Analysis of plant specific operating experience.
(f) Other identification methods (e.g. FMEA, ASEP list and more).

In this review it is only emphasized that the MLD seems to be the most 
rigorous method to use for IE identification but a detailed FMEA can also do the job. 
It is recommended to use three or more approaches independently as was done in 
the OCONEE PSA [NS84J.

For CCIs the achievement of completeness is more difficult than for anticipated 
transients because of their lower frequency. Here the system model of the plant (i.e. 
the fault trees) should also be reviewed to make sure that in no case can a viable CCI 
escape being detected, i.e. no IE can occur that fails a mitigating subsystem with a 
frequency higher than is evaluated for the corresponding cut set. Each plant will have 
a plant specific sublist of such events. This can be clearly seen from the CCIs shown 
in Table I for several past PSAs.
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3.2. G rouping of IE s

There are wide differences in grouping among PSAs. Table I shows the main 
groups of transients that appear in most PSAs.

For LOCAs it was stated above and is shown in Table II that the broad groups 
are quite well defined. For CCIs there is no further grouping used in most cases. 
The CCIs are treated as special individual IEs of an accident sequence.

3.3. Frequency determination

The historical background on IE data development mentioned some of the main 
sources of data for IE frequency determination. These sources can be used for IE 
quantification with one or more of the following approaches:

(a) Mean frequencies of a large number of operational occurrences;
(b) Similar experience from other plants or PSAs;
(c) Frequency estimation by evaluation of failure rates, mission times and pip

ing/valve design information;
(d) One or two stage Bayesian updating analyses combining generic and plant 

specific experience;
(e) Expert opinion on rare events;
(f) Fault tree analysis to evaluate the frequency o f special rare events.

Approach (d) has been most extensively used in PSA primarily for operating 
plants but a one stage Bayesian was also used for new plants in some cases. 
Approaches (b) and (f) are also used (mainly for CCIs).

4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The impact of IEs on BWR and PWR core damage frequency (CDF) is shown 
in Tables III and IV respectively. It can be seen that for the more severe accident 
sequences, characterized by higher values of conditional probability of core damage, 
the IE frequency is smaller than in the case of the accident sequences having a small 
impact on CDF. This desired feature can be seen in particular in the case of the Ger
man Risk Study (GRS) large steam line break outside containment, which has a large 
conditional probability compared to the case of the loss of feedwater (FW) without 
loss of the PCS. Because of this characteristic, the identification of IEs and CCIs in 
particular requires careful consideration if the assumption is to be made that no low 
frequency initiator is omitted and that higher frequency IEs and CCIs have lower 
conditional CDF probability so that no one of them becomes a dominant sequence. 
For example, the turbine trip (T l) case of the Shoreham PRA is by far the dominant 
event. If the frequency of this IE would have been reduced by an order of magnitude
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Transient initiator

Conditional 

probability' of 

core damage

Initiating event 

frequency 

(per year)

Core damage fre

quency contribution 

(per year)

Turbine trip 5.5 E -6 6.85 3.8 E-5

Loss of condenser and

main steam isolation valve 9.7 E -6 0.7 6.8 E -6

Loss of feedwater 4.4 E -6 0.1 4.4 E-7

Loss of off-site power 9.6 E -6 0.15 1.4 E -6

Inadvertent opening of 

relief valve 4.8 E -6 0.2 9.6 E-7

Total — 8.0a 4.8 E-5a

a Does not include all contributions.

TABLE IV. IMPACT OF TRANSIENT IEs ON THE GERMAN RISK STUDY 
CDFs [GR89]

Transient initiator

Conditional 

probability of 

core damage

Initiating event 

frequency 

(per year)

Core damage fre

quency contribution 

(per year)

Loss of emergency power 1.7 E-5 0.13 2.2 E -6

Loss of F W  without 

loss of heat sink 2.1 E-5 0.15 3.2 E -6

Loss of F W  with 

loss of heat sink 2.3 E-5 0.29 6.7 E -6

Loss of heat sink 

without loss of F W 8.0 E -6 0.36 2.9 E -6

Large steam line break 

outside containment 2.1 E-3 5.0 E-4 1.0 E -6

S G  tube leakage 

(1-6 c m 2 area) 1.5 E-5 6.5 E-3 1.0 E -6

Total — 0.95a 1.7 E-5a

Does not include all contributions.
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(and become less than one transient per year as in the GRS case) then the CDF could 
also have a value similar to that of the GRS study at about 1.5 X 1СГ5 per year. In 
fact, an effort to reduce T1 frequency in the USA is indeed taking place.

This review of IEs in PSA reveals that a more uniform approach to IE defini
tion in PSA studies can be beneficial for improving the reality of PSA results. There 
exist old databases of IE information that should be avoided, and only updated and 
validated data sources should be used. Whenever plant specific data can be gathered 
this should be used in the PSA, preferably by using a Bayesian updating technique.

There exist several IE selection approaches and some of them are more effi
cient than others. In addition, more than one approach should be employed to 
increase IE completeness. Finally, there seem to be some preferred schemes of IE 
groups, in particular for the case of LOCA initiators. Also a basic structure of tran
sient initiators (TI, T2A, T2B, T3) exists. A master list o f CCIs can be produced 
to help in choosing relevant CCIs for a PSA study. However, some CCIs will always 
remain very much plant specific in their nature and will not be identified without an 
in-depth plant specific study.

Finally, this review emphasizes the importance of the accumulation of actual 
plant operating experience and its use to update generic type IE data in an effort to 
obtain realistic plant specific IE frequencies.
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Abstract

O V E R V I E W  O F  I A E A  ACTIVITIES IN T H E  A R E A  O F  PROBABILISTIC S A F E T Y  

A S S E S S M E N T .

One of the objectives of the I A E A  programme in nuclear safety is to promote the valid 

performance and appropriate utilization of P S A  to improve nuclear safety internationally. The 

main focus has been on the prevention of accidents and therefore on Level I PSA. However, 

present activities include extension of the scope of services to Level II PSA. The I A E A  offers 

assistance to M ember States in the four stages of development and utilization of a P S A  study, 

i.e. planning, performance, peer review and application of the results. In view of the increas

ing number of P S A  applications the corresponding activities of the I A E A  in this area are now 

being intensified. The I A E A  P S A  programme comprises: co-ordination of research; exchange 

of scientific and technical information; co-operation with and assistance to Member States; 

training; development of P S A  software, procedures, guides, etc.; promotion of P S A  applica

tions; support to other I A E A  safety programmes. The paper provides an overview of the 

specific subprogrammes of the general categories outlined above. Both ongoing, planned and 

anticipated activities are covered.

1. BACKGROUND

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is presently recognized as a necessary 
and fundamental supplement to deterministic safety analyses. In several countries 
PSAs are required as a part of the licensing process. The role o f PSA in safety 
management is recognized by the IAEA, as reflected in the extensive PSA 
programme. Concise summaries of IAEA activities have been provided elsewhere 
[1, 2]. The purpose o f the present paper is to present a more detailed outline of the 
specific subprogrammes which either are presently being carried out, are planned or 
anticipated. This information indicates the expected output of the IAEA activities, 
which should be helpful for the present and future users. Hopefully, this will also 
reduce potential for duplication of work on the international level.

The IAEA offers assistance to Member States in the four stages of development 
and utilization o f a PSA study, i.e. planning, performance, peer review and applica
tion of the results. The specific nature of this assistance is continuously adjusted to 
the needs of both developing and developed countries and to the observed tendencies 
in the developments of PSA programmes in Member States.

389
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The present status and trends can be summarized as follows:

(1) Almost all Member States with nuclear power programmes have national PSA 
programmes in progress.

(2) Most developed countries have carried out Level I PSAs as a minimum for at 
least one plant. In a majority of cases, plant specific PSAs are being performed 
for the remaining plants (whenever not yet analysed), and extensions to include 
Level II aspects, external events analysis, operational modes other than full 
power, are in progress. There exist many examples of extensive PSA based 
backfitting of operating plants.

(3) Most developing countries have first generation PSAs in progress. They will 
be eventually expanded in scope to include the topics mentioned above. Very 
limited guidance on how to treat these complex topics is available at present.

(4) Strong PSA programmes exist to support development of new nuclear power 
plant designs, both evolutionary and revolutionary. PSAs play a central role 
in this development and in the licensing process.

(5) In addition to the traditional use of PSA oriented towards examination of the 
plant design and ranking of the dominant risk contributors, there is a growing 
number of applications of PSA to operational safety management. This pro
vides additional incentives for PSA programmes. Good practices in the context 
of such applications are, however, not widely known.

(6) Significant progress has been made during the last five years in the context of 
treatment of specific topics generally regarded as major limitations of PSA. 
This includes such issues as, for example treatment of dependencies and com
mon cause failures in particular, and treatment of human interactions. There 
are also several examples of successful establishments of data collection 
programmes.

(7) The growing demand for a more straightforward use o f PSA models for safety 
related decision making, the needs of easy updating of PSAs and of scope 
extensions, have led to the establishment of the ‘living’ PSA concept. Efforts 
aiming at practical realization of such a concept are presently under way in 
several Member States. This involves software developments in order to fulfil 
new requirements for extended capabilities, increased efficiency and improved 
user interface.

(8) The enhanced role of PSA in the decision making process amplifies the impor
tance of an adequate review process. Apart from internal reviews, independent 
external PSA reviews are crucial for achievement of high quality and also bet
ter consistency between different PSAs.

The ambition in the IAEA’s PSA programme is to respond to the needs and
tendencies described above. Specific activities are part of the following
subprogrammes:

2. TRENDS IN  PSA PROGRAM M ES IN  M EM BER STATES
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— Co-ordination of research
— Exchange of scientific and technical information
— Co-operation with and assistance to Member States
— Training
— Development o f PSA software, procedures, guides, etc.
— Promotion of PSA applications
— Support to other IAEA safety programmes.

The activities included under each of these subprogrammes are described in the 
following sections.

3. CO-ORDINATION OF RESEARCH

The best ideas of the PSA technical community are integrated and applied 
within IAEA co-ordinated research programmes (CRPs). PSA related topics form 
the subject of three ongoing and one planned CRP.

The CRP on reference studies on probabilistic modelling of accident sequences 
[3], established in 1987, ensures that the participating Member States practice appli
cation o f the latest PSA techniques which are acquired in a supportive, quality peer 
group to assure the validity of PSA results. Seventeen countries participate in this 
programme. Three working groups have been organized around different reactor 
types, namely WWER-440 PWR, Framatome PWR and CANDU. Each participant 
in a group studies the same initiating event on a standard system which has been 
defined by the group. For detailed analysis one particular accident sequence has been 
selected by each group. To date, all groups have developed the logic models (event 
trees and fault trees), assigned reliability data, carried out analyses of common cause 
failures and human interactions, and performed quantifications o f the selected acci
dent sequences. Intercomparison of results and insights is presently being carried 
out. This part of the project is extremely important in view of the impact of para
metric, modelling and completeness uncertainties on the PSA results.

The CRP on data collection and analysis for probabilistic safety assessment [4] 
was initiated in 1988 and its final meeting was held in 1990. Eleven countries have 
contributed to this CRP. The results of the CRP activities will provide input to the 
forthcoming IAEA guidelines on data requirements for PSA.

PSAs are presently being performed also for research reactors. The data for 
equipment used at such facilities are difficult to obtain owing to their special modes 
of operation (experimental activities). To address the problem, the IAEA initiated 
in 1989 a CRP on data acquisition for research reactor probabilistic safety assess
ment studies [5] with ten participating countries. In addition to the development of 
a generic reliability database for research reactors, the CRP is expected to generate 
a comprehensive manual on definitions and guidance on data collection at research
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reactors, a computerized data entry system to support this manual, and a document 
addressing definitions and data for initiating events at research reactors.

A new CRP on human reliability data collection and classification for use in 
PSAs will be initiated in 1992.

4. EXCHANGE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Exchange of information is one of the basic functions of the IAEA. The present 
symposium is one example of an activity falling into this category. In addition, dur
ing 1991 the IAEA plans to organize one research co-ordination meeting, four tech
nical committee meetings and 18 consultants meetings in PSA related areas.

Six technical documents (TECDOCs) on PSA related subjects were published 
in 1990 and six in 1991; several are presently in preparation. Two Safety Series 
reports and three TECDOCS have been submitted for publication. In addition, 
numerous ‘working material’ reports have been produced.

5. CO-OPERATION WITH AND ASSISTANCE TO MEMBER STATES

Depending on the needs of the Member States, the IAEA organizes and co
ordinates regional and interregional PSA projects. The contents and objectives of 
such projects are as a rule adjusted to the national PSA programmes. An example 
of an extensive project of this type is the PSA for WWER reactors; within this 
programme, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland have carried out 
probabilistic analyses of different initiating events (one for each country), including 
loss of off-site power, and large, medium and small break LOCAs [6]. The analyses 
performed are subject to external reviews. Final results will be reflected in a docu
ment which will be used as a reference document in the national PSA programmes. 
Through this and other parallel activities the IAEA contributes to the co-ordination 
of PSA efforts in Member States operating WWER plants.

Numerous expert missions are organized by the IAEA within the Regular 
Programme of Technical Co-operation to support PSA programmes in Member 
States. These missions can address project plans, review the analyses performed, 
provide advice on specific topics (e.g. data, modelling of human interactions and 
dependencies, uncertainty/sensitivity analyses, external events analysis, quality 
assurance, ‘living’ PSA, Level II PSA), or have tutorial form (workshops, training 
courses). Countries which at present have comprehensive IAEA programmes include 
Mexico, the Republic of Korea, Romania and Yugoslavia. Thus, as an example, 
during a two year period (1990-1992) 17 missions in total are planned for Yugosla
via to support the ongoing PSA for the Krsko plant. There is also a growing interest 
from several countries (including the developed ones) for IAEA missions relating to 
the role of PSA in the licensing process.
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The IAEA also organizes fellowships and scientific visits to ensure efficient 
transfer of technology.

The International Peer Review Service (IPERS) for PSA studies is a relatively 
new service provided by the IAEA to the Member States [7]. The programme brings 
international experience into the review process and provides recommendations on 
improvements and guidance on desirable modifications/expansions needed for a wide 
spectrum of possible PSA applications. Since 1989, seven IPERS missions have been 
carried out (four to developed and three to developing countries); seven additional 
missions have been or will soon be requested and several additional ones are being 
discussed. Apart from the benefits mentioned above, the IPERS programme con
tributes to improved consistency of PSAs on the international level.

Finally, the IAEA contributes to the work within the Nuclear Energy Agency 
(NEA) by participation in Principal Working Group No. 1 on Human Factors (which 
also addresses human interactions modelling in PSA) and in Principal Working 
Group No. 5 on Risk Assessment. For example, contributions have been supplied 
by the IAEA to task force activities on living PSA [8, 9] and on PSA limitations and 
uncertainties [10].

6. TRAINING

The IAEA organizes on request training courses/workshops on PSA related 
topics. They can be arranged for participants from specific countries, or as regional 
or interregional courses. Some of the courses are organized on a more or less regular 
basis, often jointly with Argonne National Laboratory, USA. The exact content 
changes from year to year depending on advancements in PSA and as a result o f the 
increased knowledge of the participants of the basic PSA aspects.

Typical courses include:

— The use of PSA in NPP safety
— PSA for managers
— Prevention and management of NPP accidents.

The length of each course can vary from one to five weeks.
In anticipation of future needs, proposals have been formulated for courses in 

such areas as:

— Quantitative methods for monitoring the operational safety of NPPs
— Multipurpose in-plant data collection system
— Integrated risk assessment and management for large industrial areas.

Tailored workshops have been organized on request in such areas as 
“ Advanced PSA Methods” (e.g. common cause failure and human reliability analy
sis, external event analysis, Level П aspects) and “ Use of PSA for Operational
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Safety Management” . The demand for such workshops is expected to grow in the 
near future.

7. DEVELOPMENT OF PSA SOFTWARE, PROCEDURES
AND GUIDELINES

Further progress has been made in the development of the PSAPACK code 
package intended to support Level I PSA [11]. Of particular importance is the signifi
cant upgrading of the capability o f the evaluation module of the code, which will 
enable its use for solving large scale problems. The code documentation has also 
been significantly improved.

Through the Guidelines Programme, the IAEA supports development of 
widely accepted procedures for the conduct of PSA and for the analysis o f specific 
topics. Figure 1 illustrates the status of this programme. The basic document on the 
role of PSA and Probabilistic Safety Criteria (PSC) will be published during 1991 
[12]. Some highlights concerning PSC are given in a paper included in these 
proceedings [13]. Guidelines for the conduct of PSA [14], human error modelling 
[15], treatment of CCFs [16] and treatment of external events [17] have been com
pleted and are either to be published soon or are under review. An example applica
tion o f the structured procedure for CCF treatment will be produced in 1991. 
Guidelines on computer codes for PSA [18, 19] provide a compilation of available 
programmes and the background to the different uses and factors important when 
selecting a code. The first version of PSA peer review procedures was published in 
1990 [20]. The procedures which serve as a basis for IPERS missions are presently 
being expanded to include Level П PSA and experiences from review missions car
ried out.

The IAEA has compiled a “ Generic Reliability Database for PSA Users” [21] 
and addressed the causes o f data variability [22]. Efforts are presently under way to 
develop guidelines on data requirements for PSA and to prepare a manual on specifi
cations for designing and implementing an in-plant multipurpose data collection and 
analysis system. This data collection system is intended not only to support PSA 
needs but also such activities as plant performance monitoring, maintenance and sur
veillance programmes and spare part management.

To provide the PSA practitioners with comprehensive guidance on definition, 
grouping and frequency estimates of initiating events, the IAEA recently compiled 
such data, based on more than 20 plant specific PSAs [23, 24]. A corresponding sur
vey of PSA results is planned for 1991.

Plans for the near future include generation of procedures for PSA for shut
down and other low power conditions and for conducting Level П PSA. Also 
development of Level III PSA and uncertainty/sensitivity analysis procedures is of 
interest in the longer term perspective. Progress achieved in the development of 
procedures and guides for specific PSA applications is covered in the next section.
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As noted earlier, there is a strong trend worldwide to extend the use of PSA 
beyond traditional design evaluations. Applications to operational safety manage
ment in particular offer unique possibilities of simultaneous improvements of the 
safety level and burden reduction.

On request from the IAEA, 16 Case Studies have been carried out and 
documented in a uniform format by a number of internationally recognized experts. 
While the focus of these Case Studies is on PSA applications (11 cases) methodologi
cal issues (3 cases) and review aspects (2 cases) have also been addressed. The appli
cations include the use of PSA to provide guidance in relicensing of extended NPP 
lifetimes, the use of PSA in backfitting decisions and the use of PSA in potential 
safety issue ranking and treatment. Ten Case Studies have been published [20, 
25-33], and the remaining six are under review.

A recent Technical Committee meeting addressed the use of PSA to evaluate 
NPP technical specifications. The 23 papers presented at the meeting demonstrated 
that PSA is an extremely efficient tool for optimization of technical specification 
requirements [34]. As a result o f the discussions a pilot study programme to be 
undertaken by Member States under the co-ordination of the IAEA was devised.

As a follow-up to the published document on “ The Use of PSA to Provide 
Guidance in Relicensing of Extended Lifetimes of NPPs” [26], work aiming at 
preparation of a document on “ Approaches for the Use of PSA for Plant Ageing and 
Plant Life Extension Evaluations” , is presently in progress. This document will 
reflect significant progress made in evaluations of risk effects of ageing from compo
nents, including the impact of different testing, inspection and maintenance strate
gies. Future work will probably extend treatment of passive components in this 
context since the current state of knowledge is insufficient.

One of the possible applications of plant specific PSAs is its use in the analysis 
of operational events at the plant. The benefits include better understanding of the 
vulnerabilities of the plant given occurrence of the event and the possibility to check 
the PSA model for appropriateness and completeness. The IAEA has prepared a 
document providing details of the methodology and procedures to be used in PSA 
based event analysis [35].

In the last few years many operating organizations, regulatory bodies, industry 
groups, technical research institutes and international organizations started develop
ment and use of performance indicators for the quantitative assessment of NPP oper
ations. The IAEA has also been involved in the development and use of quantitative 
indicators as part of its operational safety indicator programme (OSIP). Recent meet
ings convened by the IAEA have addressed issues such as: needs and possible ways 
of developing plant specific safety indicators in selected areas, means of validation, 
use of PSA for generation of such indicators, future activities of the IAEA to develop

8. PRO M O TIO N  OF PSA APPLICATIONS
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safety indicators as a management tool [36], and safety indicators based on plant 
technical specifications [37].

Finally, the reviews of PSAs undertaken within the IPERS programme demon
strate that the PSA models are not always compatible with some of the intended uses 
as specified by the objectives of the PSA. The PSAs constitute comprehensive and 
complex logic models supported by a large number of data. Different applications 
set requirements on the scope of PSAs, the necessary degree of detail, the quality 
of data and the capabilities of computer tools to handle the models. In this context 
the IAEA plans to review the experience of Member States at a forthcoming Techni
cal Committee meeting. This should establish a basis for development of correspond
ing guidelines and for prioritizations within the anticipated programme on 
development of procedures for specific PSA applications.

9. SUPPORT TO OTHER IAEA SAFETY PROGRAMMES

The methodological development in use of plant specific PSAs to evaluate inci
dents at NPPs [35] supports the IAEA/NEA Incident Reporting System (1RS), where 
determination of the safety significance of events is essential for optimizing feedback 
o f operating experience. It provides also a tool for event assessment within the 
framework of the ASSET (Assessment of Safety Significant Events) programme. 
This programme is also expected to benefit from the use of safety indicators based 
on plant technical specifications to identify safety relevant issues [37]. Also in the 
framework of Operational Safety Analysis Review Team (OSART) missions, plant 
specific PSA insights (if available) serve as a useful input.

PSA activities form a part o f the ongoing extrabudgetary programme on the 
safety of WWER-440/230 nuclear plants. This is expected to contribute significantly 
to the establishment of a well balanced backfitting programme.

Finally, support is provided to the integrated risk management for large indus
trial areas involving complex energy systems. The PSAPACK code package is 
presently being modified to facilitate its use for safety assessment in the process 
industry.

10. CONCLUSIONS

Table I provides a summary of present and planned activities within the PSA 
related subprogrammes. As demonstrated in this paper, the IAEA’s PSA programme 
has a wide scope which comprises both new developments and the transfer and dis
semination of available technology. Traditionally, the assistance in the PSA area 
offered to the Member States has focused on planning and performance of PSAs.
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Subprogramme Activities/examples of output

Co-ordination of CRP on Collection and Analysis of Component Reliability Data
research for PSA (1987-1991)

CRP on Reference Studies on Probabilistic Modelling of 
Accident Sequences (1988-1991)

CRP on Data Acquisition for Research Reactor PSA Studies 
(1989-1992)

CRP on Human Reliability Data Collection and Classification for 
Use in PSA (1992-1994)

Exchange of PSA ’91 Symposium
scientific and 1 Research Co-ordination meeting
technical 4 Technical Committee meetings
information 18 Consultants meetings in 1991

6  TECDOCs published in 1990, 6 in 1991, 2 Safety Series and 
3 TECDOCs submitted for publication

Co-operation with Interregional/regional PSA Projects, e.g. PSA for WWER-440
and assistane to NPPs
Member States Numerous expert missions to support PSA projects in developing 

countries

Three to four International Peer Review Service (IPERS) 
missions on PSA per year

Contributions to PSA work within OECD/NEA (CSNI, Principal 
Working Groups Nos 1 and 5)

Training Interregional and regional training courses (regular and 
planned/proposed)

— The use of PSA in NPP safety
— PSA for managers
— Accident management in NPPs
— Quantitative methods for monitoring operational safety of 

NPPs
— Multipurpose in-plant data collection system
— Integrated risk assessment and management for large indus

trial areas

Tailored workshops (e.g. advanced PSA methods, use of PSA 
for operational safety management)
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TABLE I. (cont.)

Development of 
PSA software, 
procedures, 
guides, etc.

PSAPACK improvements and expansion (decision making 
capacity)

Guidelines programme

— Use of PSA and PSC in nuclear safety
— Conduct of level I PSA for NPPs
— Human error modelling
— Treatment of common cause failures (including example 

application)
— Treatment of external hazards
— Computer codes for PSA
— Data collection and analysis for PSA
— Initiating events
— Level II PSA
— Independent peer review for PSA (Level II PSA being 

included)
— PSA for shutdown and other low power conditions

Promotion 
of PSA 
applications, 
operational 
decisions

Case studies (e.g. use of PSA for safety decisions, for back- 
fitting applications, for potential safety issue ranking and 
treatment)

Use of PSA to optimize allowable outage time and surveillance 
time intervals

Use of PSA for plant ageing and lifetime extension evaluations 

Use of PSA to evaluate incidents at NPPs 

Risk based indicators

PSA requirements (models, data, tools) for use in safety 
management

Support to other 
IAEA safety 
programmes

Incident Reporting System (1RS)

Assessment of Safety Significant Events (ASSET)

Operational Safety Analysis Review Team (OSART)

Safety of WWER-440/230 NPPs

Integrated risk management for large industrial areas involving 
complex energy systems
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With the growing number of completed and ongoing PSAs, independent reviews 
have also become a central part of the programme. The same applies to PSA applica
tions, in particular those concerning the use of PSA for operational safety manage
ment. Some examples of IAEA activities aiming at promotion o f such applications 
in the spirit of the living PSA concept have been mentioned. This work will be inten
sified in the future.

There is still need for guidance on more conventional PSA uses such as design 
backfitting and requests are expected to review not only the PSA models but also 
their applications in safety management. The IPERS missions which already have 
been extended to cover Level II PSA also respond to these needs. Owing to the cen
tral role PSAs now play in the design of new evolutionary and revolutionary NPPs 
new IAEA activities will be needed in this field. Having in mind the growing number 
of old reactors, the life extension and ageing issues and corresponding uses of PSAs 
will be receiving more attention.

In thé context of methodological developments the basic topics can be consid
ered as well covered by existing guides and procedures. The focus is now shifting 
towards treatment of topics considered as particularly difficult and subject to large 
uncertainties (e.g. external events, Level П aspects) and/or not normally included 
within the scope of standard PSAs (errors of commission, influence of organizational 
and management related factors, modes of operation other than full power). Finally, 
there is a need to extend the uses of PSA to all parts of the fuel cycle.

The present and future activities of the IAEA in the field of PSA are intended 
to formulate in a structured manner an internationally accepted framework for carry
ing out a PSA and to demonstrate the wide spectrum of valid PSA applications and 
their benefits to regulators, utilities and vendors. The overall goal is to improve the 
quality of PSAs and to ensure that PSAs fulfil their intended objectives and conse
quently significantly contribute to improvements of NPP safety.
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Abstract

I N F L U E N C E  O F  A  H I G H  P R E S S U R E  INJECTION S Y S T E M  O N  T H E  L A R G E  B R E A K  

L O C A  E V E N T  TREE.

Performing a Level 1 P S A  analysis for the Krsko NPP, the authors have constructed 

an event tree for a large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) according to assumptions in 

the Final Safety Analysis Report. Because of conservative assumptions one complete emer

gency core cooling system train is necessary to mitigate the consequences. O n  the basis of a 

deterministic conservative analysis, the authors have, however, tried to find out what the mini

m u m  success criteria requirement would be. In the first part of the analysis, the influence of 

high pressure injection on the large break L O C A  transient has been tested. It was shown that 

the cladding temperatures without high pressure safety injection (HPSI) system were approxi

mately 50 К higher than with HPSI operating. The second part of the analysis showed that, 

for the worst case combination of plugging, which for Krsko N P P  is 10% plugging and 3 5%  

break size, the peak cladding temperature exceeds the allowed limit of 1478 K. The lesson 

learnt is that the plugging of steam generators demands HPSI to mitigate a large break L O C A .

1. INTRODUCTION

At the end of 1989, a Level 1 PSA project was initiated for the Krsko NPP. 
For the project, the NPP Krsko staff acts as the co-ordinator and groups from three 
institutes are subcontractors in the implementation of the work. The Jozef Stefan 
Institute PSA group is one of the participants in the project. Although originally it 
was not planned to extensively use the results o f deterministic calculations, we have 
later used them as much as possible to support our assumptions [1, 2].

2. WHAT INFORMATION ON LARGE BREAK LOCA CAN WE GAIN 
FROM THE FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT?

The assumptions in Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) are conservative in 
every possible way. For our PSA we did not want to introduce all the conservatism
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from the FSAR [3]. We intend to investigate the effect of safety systems on the miti
gation of the initiating event. The analysis in the FSAR assumes one complete operat
ing train of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS), which in our opinion was 
more than sufficient to mitigate the large break loss o f coolant accident (LOCA). On 
the other hand, steam generator plugging, which is the problem in the Krsko NPP, 
was not covered in the original FSAR.

3. WHY ARE WE SEARCHING FOR MINIMAL SUCCESS CRITERIA FOR
SYSTEMS NECESSARY TO MITIGATE A LARGE BREAK LOCA?

Large break LOCA is a design basis accident for PWR NPPs and as such does 
not have many redundant mitigating systems. In the Krsko NPP, there are three sys
tems as a part of ECCS. These systems are:

— accumulators
— high pressure safety injection (HPSI)
— low pressure safety injection (LPSI).

The major large break LOCA mitigating systems are two accumulators, which 
are relevant at pressures below 50 bar and a LPSI system for pressures under 10 bar. 
The HPSI system is mainly used for small to medium LOCAs and to mitigate steam 
generator tube rupture accidents.

If we find minimal requirements for mitigating systems we can later, during 
the accident, count on the redundant or complementary systems for accident 
mitigation.

In FSAR, a single failure criterion is followed so that we have to test our more 
realistic assumptions. The Krsko NPP is a two loop Westinghouse PWR. There are 
not many similar plants operating so there is not much information available. An 
additional problem in the NPP Krsko is also steam generator (SG) plugging, which 
was not accounted for in the original FSAR large break LOCA analysis.

4. SCENARIO OF THE LARGE BREAK LOCA ACCIDENT FOR EVENT
TREE CONSTRUCTION

The large break LOCA is a design basis accident for PWR NPPs. It is initiated 
by a guillotine break of the primary cold leg. It is assumed that after the break both 
broken parts of the pipe remain to a certain extent so that the cross-section of the 
water path through the break is smaller than the full pipe cross-section. A break size 
of 40% of the pipe cross-section has been assumed by the vendor as the worst case 
for Westinghouse plants. Most of the FSAR large break LOCA analyses for that kind 
o f plant are carried out for this break size as the worst case.
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The accident consists of several phases:

— blowdown
— refill
— reflood
— long term cooling.

During the blowdown phase, the primary coolant spills out of the primary sys
tem, and the reactor core is uncovered. It lasts typically around 20 s so that no opera
tor action is required and, because o f loss o f moderator, there is no need for reactor 
shutdown, and no operation of the reactor protection system is necessary. After the 
initial drop of the primary pressure the accumulators start injecting water into the 
primary system. The success criterion for the accumulators is that one of the two 
has an adequate volume of water. The accumulator begins injection about 10 s after 
the accident.

The end of the blowdown phase is reached when the primary system pressure 
has become equal to the containment pressure o f about 3-4  bar.

When the primary system pressure is below 10 bar, the low pressure safety 
injection (LPSI) system can begin to deliver water into the primary system. Nor
mally, this happens with some delay, because of the start of pumps.

The refill period starts when the safety injection cooling water reaches the 
pressure vessel lower plenum for the first time and causes the water level to start 
rising again.

Refill is terminated when the water level has reached the core bottom. During 
the refill period there is the poorest heat transfer in the core. The temperatures of 
the cladding are rising almost adiabatically.

After the refill phase, the reflood phase begins. Water from the low pressure 
safety injection starts flooding the core, there is a lot of boiling and the steam is 
forced upwards through the core. During the reflood period, the temperature of the 
cladding reaches a second peak, which is normally higher than that in the blowdown 
period. The second peak is reached at about 60-80 s after the accident. When the 
core is flooded again, the reflood phase is terminated.

When the lo-lo level of the refuelling water storage tank (RWST) is reached1, 
i.e. all water is spilled into the containment, the operator must switch the system into 
the recirculation mode of operation and the long term cooling of the core.

5. EVENT TREE DESCRIPTION

We have constructed an event tree according to the above scenario, the emer
gency operating procedures and the information that we have gathered from FSAR

1 ‘lo-lo’ is in-house jargon for ‘low-low’
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LLOCA ACC HPSI LPSI RHR

Ti Dh Di D¡2 Dr

Sequence
no.

Sequence
definition

1 Ti

2 T1 Dr

3 Tl D¡2

4 Tl Di

5 Tl Di Dr

6 Tl Di D¡2

7 Tl Dh

FIG. 1. Event tree for large break L O C A  (for a definition of the symbols see text).

and detailed flow charts. At the beginning we have postulated mitigating systems in 
the heading of the event tree as shown in Fig. 1.

5.1. Event tree heading description

The definition of the symbols used in model, systems functions, operator 
actions and equipment is as follows:

LLOCA Initiating event.
ACC Accumulators that are part of ECCS. Passive components used in

the first phase of the accident.
HPSI High pressure safety injection system used in FSAR analysis; con

ditionally necessary for core melt mitigation.
LPSI Low pressure safety injection system used in the reflood phase of

the accident.
RHR Low pressure system used together with the residual heat removal

(RHR) heat exchanger to remove decay heat from the core. This 
heading incorporates operator action to reset safety injection (SI) 
and switch from the injection to the recirculation phase.

The first heading in our system event tree is the name of the initiating event. 
Under this heading we shall use the general value of the frequency of this initiating
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event. The second heading is ‘accumulators’. This heading represents accumulators 
which are part of ECGS and constitute a passive system for the injection of borated 
water into the primary system in case the primary system pressure drops below 
50 bar. The success criterion is that one of the two accumulators should be filled to 
the proper level. This system is needed for the refill phase of the accident.

The third heading is the HPSI system which is needed for the reflood phase 
of the accident. This system cannot be used early in the accident because there is a 
delay in start of the pumps. The success criterion for this system is that one of the 
two high pressure safety injection pumps is operable. The system takes water from 
the RWST during the injection phase. This system is taken into account in safety 
analyses in FSAR for the Krsko NPP.

The fourth system is the LPSI system needed for delivering water during the 
refill and reflood phases. The success criterion is that one of the two pumps should 
be available.

The fifth heading is long term cooling, to which the operator must switch over 
after the lo-lo signal from the RWST. The heading includes safety injection reset 
and realignment of suction to the sump. The success criterion is that one pump works 
with an adequate RHR heat exchanger.

The open questions were whether HPSI is necessary for mitigation, what are 
the consequences if it does not work and what is the effect of steam generator plug
ging to the transient.

5.2. Modelling assumptions

At the beginning we used the same assumptions as the FSAR. We demanded 
one working train of ECCS with the assumption that LPSI and HPSI are delayed for 
25 s because of the loss of off-site power and diesel generator start.

The accumulators are filled to the proper level. No operator actions are neces
sary in the first part of the transient. The only operator action is to switch over from 
the injection to the recirculation phase.

The operator must switch on the lo-lo level alarm in the RWST. Since this is 
the only major operator action we assume that the operator will be prepared for 
switch-over to recirculation. In the same action he will also reset SI which is neces
sary to change the state of the appropriate eight valves.

PSA as a tool should be as realistic as possible. In this regard we contacted 
our deterministic group which was at that time dealing with plugging problems for 
the Krsko NPP. First we checked the quantity of water spilled in the reactor vessel 
by the ECC systems and found that HPSI delivers only a small percentage of water 
to the core.

As in many previous PSA analyses, we did not want to take into account the 
HPSI system. With this in mind, the event tree would be reduced as is shown in
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LLOCA ACC LPSI RHR

Ti Dii D¡2 Dr

Sequence
no.

Sequence
definition

-------------- 1 Ъ

---------------  2 Ti Dr

_________  - 3 Ti D¡2

----------------------------------------------- 4 Ti Dii

FIG. 2. Reduced event tree fo r  large break LOCA.

Fig. 2. We were hoping that this assumption would be proven by deterministic
analysis.

6. DETERMINISTIC ANALYSIS

Our deterministic group performed a number of analyses using the 
RELAP4/MOD6 code to calculate the transient thermohydraulics with conservative 
approach for different break sizes and plugging levels. The accumulators were 
modelled with success criterion ‘one out of two’. The same was true with LPSI 
where the success criterion is availability of one of the two pumps. The criterion for 
initiation is the pressure in the primary system. The delay time for HPSI and LPSI 
is 25 s after the accident.

Three basic parts of the accident were analysed: blowdown, refill and reflood. 
During the entire period the hottest rod in the core was observed.

The influence of increased steam generator plugging can be summarized in 
three points:

(1) The depressurization rate o f the primary system is slower; consequently, the 
blowdown period is longer.

(2) The refill period is approximately of the same duration, but since it is started 
later, the beginning of the core recovery time is also reached later.

(3) Flooding in the core is slower; therefore, the peak cladding temperatures are 
expected to be higher.

The results of these analyses are shown in Fig. 3.
The most critical break combination found was 35% break size and 10% plug

ging of the steam generator. For this case we have made a calculation without the 
HPSI pump working.
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Although the analysis showed that the amount of water delivered by HPSI is 
very small and the temperature of the cladding for the case without HPSI is higher 
for 50 K, it exceeds the NRC limit from 10CFR50 for LOCAs of 1478°C. The result 
is shown in Fig. 4.

7. CONCLUSIONS

At the end of the analysis we can make the following conclusions:
The effect of the HPIS on the peak cladding temperature lies in the range of 

about 50 K. In normal conditions without steam generator plugging, there is no need 
to use this system in order to mitigate the consequences of a large break LOCA 
initiating event for the Krsko NPP.

The effect of plugging is substantial. With rising plugging level in the Krsko 
NPP, the worst case is 10% plugging and 35% of the break cross-section.

In the worst case and with no HPSI operating, for a small period of time the 
peak cladding temperature rises above the NRC limit of 1478 К within the limits of 
about 3 K.

These are the facts developed through the RELAP4/MOD6 calculation. Since 
we are conservative, we shall treat the result o f the sequence where HPSI is not 
working, in our event tree, as the failure since part of the core has undergone melt
ing. We must of course find out the extent of core damage which is surely of limited 
size, with minor consequences.

The only question we cannot answer at the moment is how conservative all our 
results are. We think that only through best estimate analysis we can find out the real 
success criteria. Nevertheless, our analysis has shown that with a higher level o f  
steam generator tube plugging there can be demand for HPSI as mitigating system 
during large break LOCAs for two loop plants similar to the Krsko NPP.
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Abstract

A  N E W  A P P R O A C H  T O  D E C I S I O N  M A K I N G  IN D I F F E R E N T  P H A S E S  O F  P S A  

STUDIES.

The paper presents the new approach that could be used in decision making during 

different P S A  steps such as N P P  system modelling, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis and, 

especially in probabilistic criteria evaluation. The P S A  methods have, as a general characteris

tic, a concern about the errors of the study. — The new approach outlined in the paper is based 

on some basic assumptions: (1) The process of the P S A  study is a multilevel man-machine 

complex hierarchical system (CHS); (2) one of the most important principles of the hierarchi

cal systems that is applicable in P S A  decision making is connected with the correlation that 

should exist between the system’s degree of complexity and the error levels of the optimal 

state computations and control; and (3) the same principle of the hierarchical systems which 

show that their global optimal state is strictly dependent on the existence of the local optimal 

state (i.e. optimal uncertainty evaluations, optimal subsystems modelling, optimal probabilis

tic criteria, etc.). — The present approach proposes a new criterion that could be used in P S A  

local and global optimal research. The example presented in the paper provides some results 

obtained in success criteria evaluation during the N P P  system modelling phases of a PSA. The 

analysed phase could be considered a hierarchical subsystem as well. To use it for decision 

making in success criteria evaluation as a result of N P P  system modelling, a Lagrange function 

of this C H S  subsystem is introduced. The function used indicates the departure of the sub

system from the nominal state. — Some numerical results are provided for a particular case 

of a failed fuel occurrence during power ramp in a C A N D U  P H W R  NPP.

1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

The present state of the art of PSA studies and the probabilistic safety criteria 
reflects the major contribution of the decisions that are supposed to be taken at differ
ent stages of this process (Fig. 1).

In accordance with the complex hierarchical system (CHS) theory the main 
principles that are applicable are [1, 2]:

(a) CHS local control and management could be established as a tool that is virtu
ally as efficient as global control in case that controlling systems exist.
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(b) An increasing level of complexity of the CHS leads to a contradiction between 
the error level increase and the usefulness o f the results for a global, rigorous 
model;

(c) If a CHS has an optimal state, then each subsystem should be optimal and vice 
versa.

(d) There is a limit to the modelling error in simultaneously computing the interac
tion process of the subsystems and their state parameters.

We assume that these principles are applicable to the CHS from Fig. 1. In our 
opinion, the nuclear safety criteria play the role o f a controlling subsystem of the 
analysed system. The PSA process could thus be integrated into the global search 
for the optimal NPP safety state by using safety criteria.

On the other hand, the above principles are applicable to the PSA process as 
a subsystem of the CHS shown in Fig. 1; the same statement applies to other sub
systems included in the PSA process, i.e. NPP system modelling, uncertainty and 
sensitivity analysis and probabilistic criteria evaluation (see Sections 3 and 4). From 
the point of view mentioned above, the method proposed in this paper is typical for 
all the CHSs presented in Fig. 1.

As is defined in Refs [1, 2], optimum control and management of a CHS are 
assured if

L =  f  (L(i)) (1)

where L is the global optimum criterion (safety criterion), L(i) is the local (of sub
system i) optimum criterion and f  is an additive function.

Even if  the i levels are different the type of the functional dependencies and 
the approach are practically the same as in Sections 3 and 4. For the PSA system, 
L is the ‘risk impact criterion’.

In this paper the L criterion was chosen to be the Lagrange function of the lost 
information measure (i.e. the information entropy given by the probability distribu
tions for the basic events).

The definition of a CHS [1 ,2 ]  introduces a relation of order ( < )  on the part 
of the subsystems of the CHS system, from Fig. 1. This new relation justifies the 
application of the results available from graph theory as they have already been 
obtained in PSA theory (especially, in fault tree (FT) and event tree (ET) subsystem 
analysis).

We should, however, note that L for the CHS from Fig. 1 complies with the 
usefulness function characteristics as they are defined in multicriterial decision 
theory [3] and with the structural necessities of the computer codes (including, of 
course, the PSA codes) as defined in Ref. [4].

Taking into account the assumptions mentioned above, the function L for CHS 
in Fig. 1 could be used as an optimal safety criterion, and in the meantime, as an 
optimal decision criterion in the PSA decision making steps.
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Actual NPP processes & phenomena as they are reflected in the data
bases. operating experience, incidents/accidents analysis

F I G .  1 . L e v e l  0  t o  3  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  t o  d e c i s i o n  m a k i n g .
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FIG. 2. Failed fu e l  success criteria su b sys tem .

2. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS OF THE COMPUTED EXAMPLE

As was already mentioned the new approach was used to evaluate the system 
success criteria in the PSA subsystem (as a CHS) that is usually called NPP system 
modelling. Two important reasons for this choice arise from the fact that the main 
error contributors in PSA studies (that are usually not computed) are given by the 
NPP system success criteria and that fuel handling in the CANDU PHWR has its 
specific peculiarities in comparison with other NPPs.

The subsystem termed ‘NPP system modelling’ of the PSA system as a CHS 
(Fig. 1) does not introduce any peculiarity in presenting the approach that is pro
posed in this paper.

Taking into account all the factors mentioned above we see that the main 
assumptions for the analysis of the success criteria definition connected with the 
failed fuel risk are:
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Thermohydraulic phenomena 

A
Neutronic phenomena

Feedback

Thermoelastic phenomena

С Primary heat 
transport agent 

geometry variation

Computation of peak factors (for А, В, С phenomena) that connect 
microcell and macrocell

macrocell model

FIG. 3. Failed fuel detection system success criteria modelling. Level 2 from Fig. 1 for the 

code validation on test facilities and/or NPP.

— The CANDU PHWR failed fuel detection system success criteria modelling 
(FFSCS stands for failed fuel success criteria subsystem) constitutes a sub
system of the CHS PSA (Fig. 1).

— However, this subsystem has an optimal criterion from the safety point of view 
that should be included in the global optimal criteria of the nuclear safety 
criteria o f the NPP.

— FFSCS is defined in Figs 2 and 3. In Fig. 4, FFSCS is itself considered as a 
hierarchical system. The principle at the basis o f Fig. 4 is the same as that used 
for the CHS illustrated in Fig. 1 ; the peculiarities that exist for Fig. 4 are con
nected with the range of i. The significance of i in this particular example is 
explained in Section 3.

— As a result o f the above step, a new CHS is obtained. For this system the deci
sion process available at level i (Fig. 4) can be assessed by using a criterion
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FIG. 4. Significance o f  the levels. i(X) is the type o f  real phenom enon that is processed  on 
level 0  o f  the structured system , i = 1: heat transfer in the fu e l  rod; i = 2: thermohydraulic  
phenom ena; i = 3: neutron physics phenom ena; i = 4; therm oelastic phenom ena. L 1® is the 
global Lagrange function  o f  level к  o f  the system. S f 1 is the total entropy o f  the structured  
system  fro m  Fig. I  fo r  level 1.

equal to the Lagrange function of this level (L(5) =  L(FFSCS)). For simplifi
cation purposes, we shall use L(FFSCS) =  L from now on, even if L(FFSCS) 
is not the same criterion as L defined for the CHS in F ig .l.

— The criterion L has the meaning of a departure from the nominal state and is 
an analogue of the synergy [5] — not only for thermohydraulic and neutron 
diffusion phenomena, but also for the information available at level i.

— The decision on the departure of a given level from the nominal state can be 
taken by using the function L. The departure of the FFSCS subsystem error 
evaluation from the nominal state is also indicated by L.
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The assumptions made for the computational example were presented in 
Section 2.

Some more detailed information could be added to the assumptions o f Sec
tion 2, concerning the significance of the levels as shown in Fig. 4 [5]:

0 — designates the actual process that occurs in an NPP fuel cell during a failed fuel
phenomenon;

1 — designates the phenomenological entropy for level 0;
2 — designates the local optimum criterion for level 1 that was considered as a

homogeneous cell (including information losses);
3 — designates the local optimal criterion for level 2 including information losses

due to considering fuel bundle effects;
4 — designates the local optimal criterion for level 3 including information losses

due to considering fuel channel effects;
5 — designates the global optimal criterion for level 4 including information losses

due to considering global reactor effects.

The definitions used for L and S from Fig. 4 are the same as those from syn
ergy theory [6].

The results o f decision theory are used for describing the interconnections 
between S and L. They can be summarized in the following formulas:

Ld) =  S(D _  x® x  (2)

where X is the dependency between the process parameters, Zi, as they were used 
for this particular example, and

L® =  f(L(i “ 1}X) (3)

The formulas for S and L are given in the following:

4
<j(l) _  ГЛ c (l)
à (L) -  ¿j b (K , L)

к = 1

This is the entropy of level 1 for the К phenomena:

К =  1 ... heat transfer in the fuel rod
К =  2 ... thermohydraulic phenomena
К =  3 ... neutron physics phenomena
К =  4 ... thermoelastic phenomena

3. PR ESEN TA TIO N  OF TH E C O M PU T A TIO N A L  EX A M PLE

S(K, L) are com puted as functions o f  Z l  to Z 4.
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s (2) =  Is(S((L)) +  ISp(S(L)) +  I fCSÍK)

S (2) gives the information entropy o f level i =  2 as a function of sjjj and consists 
of:

Is ... the Shannon type component of S(2)
ISP ... the weighted type component of S(2)
Ip ... the ‘fuzzy’ type component o f S(2)

P(l! =  Pl W  Pl ’ (Zi)

p [l) ... the probability of level ‘1’ data set for a fuel failure (level 1)

Pl W )  ••• the probability for to occur because of fuel eccentricity (eR)

P(L)(Zi) ... the probability for Р((ц  to occur because of the technological 
parameters Z l to Z4

X =  X (Z l, Z2, Z3, Z4)

AN
Z l =  -j-j- ... power channel variation due to power ramp 

ДТ*
Z2 =  ... primary heat transport system temperature variation in the

reactor channel due to power rampДТ

ДР*
Z3 = ------... primary heat transport system pressure variation in the reac-ДР tor channel due to power ramp

A6*
ТА = ----- . . . primary heat transport system neutron flux variation in the

^  reactor channel due to power ramp

L<s> =  L =  g(X (Zl, Z2, Z3, Z4))

The global criterion for the computed example is a function of X given by the 
formula quoted above.

Some representative results obtained on an IBM-АТ computer are given in 
Figs 5 and 6.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained in using the new approach presented in the CHS of the 
PSA subsystem that consists of an NPP system success criteria evaluation are consid
ered to be very useful in different decision making steps of the PSA studies.
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FIG. 5. Dependence of L  criterion on system entropy in time, т =  t/100 [s]: time; X: relative 

variation of entropy of system analysed; L: global criterion.

FIG. 6. Dependence ofL criterion on system entropy and relative pellet eccentricity. X: rela

tive variation of entropy of system analysed; L: global criterion; trmax =  0.01.
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Moreover, it is also possible to use a new methodology in NPP success criteria 
evaluation, which is usually unassessed in the PSA results from the point o f view 
o f uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. This new methodology could be very useful 
in the future.
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Abstract

OPTIMIZATION OF WWER-440 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS BY MEANS OF 
PROBABILISTIC METHODS.

The technical specifications (TS) define the limits and conditions for safe plant opera
tion. The TS give the test intervals, test duration time and in the case of faults allowed outage 
times for repair and maintenance of safety systems. During test and allowed outage times 
power operation is allowed to continue, but if the test duration or repair time is exceeded, then 
because of the increase in risk the operational conditions have to be changed to a safer condi
tion. Usually this means a cold shutdown of the reactor. The TS of WWER-440 type reactors 
have been based on deterministic analyses presented in the Final Safety Analysis Report and 
on engineering judgement. The probabilistic methods provide a systematic approach which 
can be used to evaluate the additional risk during testing and the presence of component faults 
in safety related systems. In the event of a fault it makes it possible to compare the benefits 
and the transient risk of continued power plant operation. In the paper, two examples are 
chosen for demonstrating WWER-440 TS revision regarding the allowable outage time of 
reactor protection systems and diesel generators.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two nuclear power plants, located in Jaslovské Bohunice and Dukovany, are 
in operation in Czechoslovakia. Both are equipped with WWER-440 reactors. The 
Jaslovské Bohunice plant consists of two V230 (units 1 and 2) and two V213 type 
units. Dukovany consists o f four identical V213 type units.

The first generation WWER-440s, designated as model V230, have few fea
tures to mitigate the effects of a severe accident. Safety related additions to the basic 
design were incorporated into the second generation, designated as model V213. 
These additions include an emergency core cooling system with low pressure and 
high pressure pumps, accumulators, cladding on the interior of the reactor vessel, 
the use of more irradiation embrittlement resistant alloys in the reactor pressure ves
sel, and a system of bubbler condenser towers to reduce compartment pressures in 
the event of a loss of coolant accident.

423
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The technical specifications (TS) define the limits and operating conditions for 
a nuclear power plant. The TS give the test intervals, test duration times and, in the 
event of faults, allowed outage time for repair and maintenance of safety systems. 
During testing and allowed outage times, power operation is allowed to continue, but 
if  the test duration or repair time is exceeded, then because of the increase in risk 
the operational conditions have to be changed to safer conditions. Usually this means 
a cold shutdown of the unit. In some cases the plant utility may request an extension 
of allowed outage time from the authorities responsible for nuclear safety. A reduc
tion in the number of shutdowns results in increased plant availability and hence eco
nomic benefits.

The TS of WWER-440 type reactors have been based on deterministic analyses 
presented in the Final Safety Analysis Report and on engineering judgement. The 
probabilistic methods provide a systematic approach which can be used to evaluate 
the additional risk during testing and the presence of component faults in safety 
related systems. In the case of a fault it makes it possible to compare the benefits 
and the transient risk of continued power operation. Probabilistic assessment com
bined with operating experience data can in this way be used as a valuable aid in deci
sion making and also in revision of the TS based on deterministic analyses.

In this paper, two examples are chosen for demonstrating WWER-440 
(Dukovany unit 1) TS revision regarding the allowable outage time of reactor protec
tion systems and diesel generators.

2. METHOD

In a TS optimization, the important initial decision is on which level to perform 
the analysis. The levels that can be considered are:

— component level
— system level
— safety function level
— plant level
— society level.

As the case studies are limited to the system and plant level, the risk is defined 
here as the system unavailability and core damage frequency. When the plant is 
under normal operation the risk level is r°. If a component or a subsystem fails the 
risk level increases to r1. If the failed component is repaired, the risk level returns 
to r° again.

There are several methods for calculating and limiting the risk [1]. We have 
chosen a method which minimizes or limits the increment of risk. The risk is 
expressed by the equation:
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AR(r) =  (г' -  г°)-т +  exp(—t/T)U¡ (1)

where

AR(r) is the risk increment
r1 is the risk level with a component i failed
r° is the risk level during normal plant operation
r is the outage time of a component
T is the mean time to repair a failed component
U¡ is the failure probability of the system with component i failed.

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) represents the risk due to com
ponent outage. The second term represents the risk due to manual shutdown, where 
ex p (-r /T ) is the probability that the failed component cannot be repaired within т 
hours and the plant must be manually shut down.

The following three methods can be considered:

— Min AR(t) (minimize the risk increment)
— AR(r) <  1.0 x  U 1 (limit the risk increment below that of immediate plant 

shutdown after detecting the anomaly; 1.0 means that the plant is manually shut 
down)

— AR(r) <  a -r ° -t (limit the risk increment below a certain fraction of normal 
operation risk; a  is the ratio of acceptable risk to normal risk, t is a certain 
time period).

3. EXAMPLE 1: REVISION OF ALLOWED OUTAGE TIME FOR THE
REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

The reactor protection system is a basic safety system o f the nuclear power 
unit. It is actuated to effect a reliable and rapid reactor shutdown if technological or 
nuclear trip parameters exceed their safe limit.

The reactor protection system includes measuring, logic and terminal chan
nels. Measuring channels are used for monitoring of various nuclear and technologi
cal parameters. Logic channels receive safety signals from several measuring 
channels, perform logic operation and activate the terminal channel. The terminal 
channel receives initiating signals from all logic channels and performs safety action, 
i.e. initiates the gravitational drop of control rods into the core.

The trip signals are formed in two equivalent and independent sets of reactor 
protection systems. The reactor trip can be initiated by 1 out o f 2 sets.

Maintenance, if  needed, is performed during inspection or during shutdown. 
According to the TS, a measuring channel can be bypassed 72 hours for main
tenance; during this time the coincidence logic is changed to 1 out of 2 (or 1 out
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100%

Allowed outage time (h)

FIG. 1, Risk increment for reactor protection system.

of 5). When two measuring channels of the same set are in a failure state, the set 
can be placed into the test mode for a maximum of 8 hours; then the reactor has to 
be shut down. During the analysis a discrepancy was revealed between the TS and 
plant practices. According to our information (obtained from the personnel) the set 
is given into the test mode for a maximum of 8 hours when a measuring channel 
failure is indicated. Therefore in our analysis, the later actual approach is accepted, 
which is more pessimistic. In the former approach there are no contributions from 
measuring channel repairs, only the coincidence logic is changed to the safer mode.

The set is given into the test mode for a maximum of 8 hours when a measuring 
channel failure is indicated. This time is the allowed outage time from the TS.

Figure 1 shows the risk increments which were calculated using Eq. (1). In the 
case when the mean time to repair the failed component is 2 h, the risk decreases 
if  the outage is less than 12 h; it becomes a minimum when the outage is around 
12 h, then increases. When the ratio of acceptable risk level is 5%, the condition is 
satisfied while the outage is between 7 and 32 h. In the cases where the mean time
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to repair the failed component is 16, 32 and 72 h, there is no outage time that satisfies 
the 5% condition.

4. EXAMPLE 2: REVISION OF ALLOWED OUTAGE TIME FOR THE
DIESEL GENERATORS

The application of the above method to the diesel generators of the emergency 
AC system of the Dukovany plant (unit 1) is shown below. The optimization is per
formed at the plant level. The core damage frequency was calculated for a limited 
number of initiating events.

The purpose of the emergency AC system is to provide electrical power to 
components in systems which are deemed vital to mitigate the consequences of loss 
of coolant accidents (LOCAs) and transients. The emergency AC system is com
posed of three independent trains, each comprising a diesel generator, 6 kV switch- 
gear and associated transformers, buses and circuit breakers. During normal 
operation, the buses o f  all three trains are supplied with AC power from the plant 
grid. When a LOCA occurs, the buses are disconnected from the plant grid and are 
connected to diesel generators. Load sequencing systems are used to protect the 
diesel generators against overloading.

The Dukovany TS have the following requirement for the emergency AC 
system:

The reactor shall not be heated or maintained on power unless three diesel 
generators are operable with tanks containing a minimum of 50 m 3 of fuel. The 
only exception to this requirement is that one of the three diesel generators may be 
inoperable up to 72 h.

The diesel generators are tested every 720 h.
Figure 2 shows the risk increments which were calculated when the test inter

val is 720 h. If the mean time to repair the diesel generator is 48 h, the risk decreases 
while the outage is less then 155 h, becomes a minimum when the outage is 155 h, 
then increases. When the ratio of acceptable risk level is 5%, the condition is satis
fied for all mean times to repair considered.

Figures 3 and 4 show the risk for different test intervals (360 and 2160 h). The 
shorter the test interval, the smaller the failure probability and the lower the risk.

5. CONCLUSION

The method of TS optimization has been applied to the reactor protection sys
tem and emergency AC system. The purpose of the application was the revision of 
the TS developed by a deterministic approach. In both cases the results show that
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100%

2, Risk increment for diesel generator — test interval 720 h.

100%

FIG. 3. ' Risk increment for diesel generator — test interval 360 h.
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100%

FIG. 4. R isk  increm ent fo r  diesel generator — test interval 2160  h.

the allowed outage time is pessimistic. If the ratio of acceptable risk is 5%, the 
allowed outage times can be extended.

After finishing the Level 1 PSA study for Dukovany we plan to apply the 
method to other systems and construct a risk monitor system which calculates the 
risk level o f the plant in real time.
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Abstract

T H I R D  G E N E R A T I O N  S A F E T Y  A N D  A C C I D E N T  I N T E G R A T I O N .

The conventional safety design of B W R  plants up to BWR/5, the so-called first genera

tion safety reactors, was based on the deterministic safety philosophy. The A B W R ,  however, 

which was designed utilizing Level 1 P R A  insights, can be called the second generation of 

safety reactor. In the paper the large scale safety reactor developed after the A B W R  is identi

fied as a third generation safety reactor. Since the Chernobyl accident, the discussion of severe 

accident countermeasures has been accelerated. Therefore, it is important to enhance the 

safety tolerance against a severe accident for third generation of safety reactors. In order to 

do this, a new concept of accident integration which is more effective than the conventional 

concept has been introduced. A  conceptual design of the third generation safety reactor is pro

posed on the basis of the accident integration philosophy discussed in the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

The safety design of the ABWR has utilized Level 1 PRA insights and has 
incorporated the lessons learned from the TMI 2 accident f l ,  2]. Emphasis was put 
on the prevention of a severe core damage accident, an urgent requirement at that 
time because of the TMI event. Recently, international safety design trends in 
nuclear power plants have moved towards passive safety or inherent safety [3]. There 
is also a movement to incorporate some of the design concepts of these passive or 
inherent safety reactors, such as the SBWR, into future ABWRs. This effort is a 
sound attempt to improve plant safety and enhance its attractiveness. At the same 
time, the trend to address severe accident (SA) countermeasures or accident manage
ment techniques increased greatly after the Chernobyl accident in 1986. SA counter
measures are more acute needs to be discussed for the near future ABWRs. There
fore, this paper focuses on the safety tolerance of a nuclear power plant against an 
SA as the third safety measure, or the third level of safety, and introduces a new 
accident integration concept to implement the conceptual design of the third genera
tion safety reactor. Accident integration is a concept to integrate design basis acci
dents (DBAs) and SAs in order to construct a nuclear power plant which is effective 
against SAs.
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1979
if TMI2 H (Severe core damage 
Ü accident j l  accident: SCDA)

Reconfirmed 
Level 1 PRA 
importance О

Reflected to 
ABWR
safety design

Hi1986 Chernobyl accident ^ (Severe accident: SA)

Reconfirmed 
Level 2 PRA 
importance О

Accelerated the 
discussion of 
SA countermeasures 
and accident 
management

FIG. 1. Transition o f  PRA application to the safety design o f  nuclear pow er plants.

2. TRANSITION OF PRA APPLICATION TO SAFETY DESIGN

Figure 1 depicts the transition of PRA application to the safety design of 
nuclear power plants. Until the time of the TMI 2 accident, the deterministic method 
of safety design basically prevailed. However, the importance of Level 1 PRA was 
recognized after the accident and the lessons learned from TMI were reflected in 
ABWR safety design. Specifically, plant capability against transients was enhanced 
to prevent the occurrence of a severe core damage accident (SCDA). The main fea
ture of ABWR safety design is the increase of safety system redundancy or diversity 
to cope with dominant sequences in Level 1 PRA. However, the importance of 
enhancement of the safety tolerance against a SA also has been recognized as a result
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PCT of A B W R  

\

О Deterministic safety (1 dimension)

t

■PCT

PCT of BWR/5

О Probabilistic safety (Level 1 PRA) (2 dimensions)

Deterministic safety

О Safety of S A  tolerance (3 dimensions)

SA tolerance 
(Level 2 PRA)

Deterministic safety

FIG. 2. Safety m easures and  th ird  generation safety (PC T indicates p ea k  cladding  
temperature).

of the Chernobyl accident. This accident accelerated the discussion of SA counter
measures and accident management. Under these circumstances, in order to incor
porate more effective SA countermeasures, we have reached a situation where 
Level 2 PRA insights should be utilized for the safety design of nuclear power plants.

3. SAFETY MEASURES AND THE THIRD LEVEL OF SAFETY

The conventional deterministic safety concept has focused on one-dimensional 
safety measures. For example, the level of peak cladding temperature (PCT) was the 
sole measure to compare the safety levels of different nuclear power plants. PRA,
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mainly Level 1 PRA, enlarged the safety concept to a two-dimensional world or a 
plane where we confronted the problems of nuclear power plant safety face to face 
for the first time. Even if the PCTs of two different reactor designs are almost the 
same, it has become clear that there can be a situation in which the actual safety 
levels of these two reactor designs are quite different when compared in terms of 
core damage frequency for example. Figure 2 depicts this comparison between 
BWR/5 and ABWR. The PCTs of these two reactor designs in the event of a DBA 
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) are very close and very low. However, one can 
notice that there is a big difference between the actual safety levels o f these two 
reactors, if another safety measure of Level 1 PRA is added to investigate them two- 
dimensionally. Even if safety is investigated in this way, it still means that we only 
grasp the surface of plant safety. In order to understand it more profoundly, we have 
to expand safety measures to a three-dimensional concept so that it is possible to 
realize safety in depth. Specifically, as shown in the lower section of Fig. 2, we can 
introduce as the third safety measure safety tolerance against SAs, which is the capa
bility to prevent the progression of an accident to an SA even if an SCD A occurs. 
With passive or inherent safety reactors, ‘walk away safety’ also can be projected 
as shown on the third axis of the lower section of Fig. 2. Walk away safety is the 
term for safety tolerance which can eliminate the necessity of human actions even 
after the occurrence of an accident. These kinds of passive or inherent safety features 
show a substantial depth of safety which can never be grasped by PCT evaluation 
or Level 1 PRA assessment of this kind of reactor.

4. BASIC CONCEPT OF THE THIRD GENERATION SAFETY REACTOR

The basic characteristics of the third generation safety reactor are as follows:

(a) Introduction o f a new concept of accident integration (explained later in this 
paper) instead of accident management.

(b) Plant output is from 800 MW(e) to 1500 MW(e) in order to meet the practical 
needs in Japan.

(c) Inherent safety and passive safety used only where effective.
(d) Active components used also for normal operation systems and safety systems 

which are utilized only for scenario oriented accidents such as a DBA LOCA.
(e) When an accident sequence is diverted from its scenario, passive components 

are used effectively as backup. However, too much reliance on passive safety 
is not pursued.

(f) Reduction of building volume gained in the ABWR design is also pursued. 
Therefore, the installation of water pools in the reactor building is avoided as 
much as possible.

The basic design concept of the third generation safety BWR or TSBWR based 
on the above philosophy is depicted in Fig. 3.
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H PC F
LPCF/RHR

ARCIC
LPCF/RHR INTEGRATED

H PC F
LPCF/RHR

HDIS
LDIS/RHR

+  ACCIDENT

C O U N T E R M E A S U R E S

FIG. 3. Basic design concept o f  th ird  generation sa fe ty  BW R (TSBWR).

5. ACCIDENT INTEGRATION AND INTEGRATED SA
COUNTERMEASURES

If SA countermeasures are retrofitted to already operating plants, there are 
actual limitations on drastically changing current design. The current plant equip
ment must be used as much as possible. Therefore, the concept of accident manage
ment was introduced for operating plants where operator actions must play a very 
important role. However, there are no such limitations for the newly designed third 
generation safety reactors. From the very first stage of design, safety designers can 
consider safety measures from the perspective o f SA phenomena.

The author has introduced a new concept of accident integration to enhance 
safety tolerance for protection against an SA. It is directed towards the integration 
of DBA and beyond DBA. Specific examples of SA countermeasures of the third 
generation safety reactor based on the accident integration concept are the:

— integrated filtered venting system (IFVS)
— high pressure diesel driven injection system (HDIS)
— low pressure diesel driven injection system (LDIS)
— primary containment vessel nitrogen injection system (PNIS)
— dedicated DC powered igniter system (DCIS)
— diesel driven control room ventilation system (DCVS)
— advanced reactor core isolation cooling system (ARCIC)
— lower drywell flooding system (LDFS)
— SA monitoring and control system (AMCS)
— dedicated DC power system for SA countermeasures (DDCS)
— enhanced shared CST (ESCST).

For example, in the IFVS design, DBA and beyond DBA are integrated as 
follows. Figure 4 illustrates the schematic of the IFVS which uses a filter tank con
sisting of a wet scrubber and a stainless fibre filter. The most important feature of 
this system is the fan portion attached to the vent line. The other portion of the system 
is not important and can be replaced by other equivalent filtered venting systems.
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If a DBA LOCA occurs, this fan is actuated automatically by an initiation signal and 
functions as a stand-by gas treatment system (SGTS). In this DBA LOCA mode, we 
can rely on at least one emergency diesel generator which supplies power to the fan 
and valves in the SGTS portion. However, if a station blackout occurs and results 
in severe core damage, the pressure of the containment vessel increases and the rup
ture disk actuates venting, passively and automatically. In this beyond DBA mode, 
no operator action is required. The filter tank is used in both operational modes of 
the IFVS and conventional SGTS filter trains are eliminated in the design. This 
results in significant cost reduction, which can compensate for the cost impact of the 
filtered venting system; the design also provides excellent system reliability. Because 
the IFVS must also work for a DBA LOCA, it must be designed as an engineered 
safety feature and therefore must meet the requirement of the single failure criterion, 
seismic qualification, etc. However, these design requirements are very ambiguous 
for SA countermeasures in many countries, where the concept of accident manage
ment is applied as the sole policy.

For BWRs a DBA LOCA is not a dominant sequence in Level 1 PRA [4-6]. 
However, the SGTS is still designed as an engineered safety feature to cope with a 
DBA LOCA. If an actual severe accident occurs, it is quite a different accident 
scenario from that of a DBA LOCA, and the SGTS rarely can mitigate the conse
quence because it is not designed to cope with SAs. On the contrary, the containment 
venting system, which is necessary in an actual accident situation, is allowed to be 
less reliable than the SGTS. This kind of inconsistency comes from a deficiency of 
the DBA LOCA. Accident management is a policy which compensates for the defi
ciency which results mainly from operator actions which are supported only by the 
minimum and less reliable retrofitted SA countermeasures. Accident integration, 
however, is a concept to integrate DBA and beyond DBA in the actual design phase 
of SA countermeasures in order to provide reliable safety systems which can cope 
not only with SAs but also with DBAs. In this way both SAs and DBAs can be truly 
enveloped into the safety design of the third generation safety reactor.

Another example of the implementation of this concept can be found in the 
design of the PNIS. Current ABWR design uses the flammable gas control system 
(FCS) as a engineered safety feature to cope with flammable gas at a DBA LOCA. 
However, the FCS loses the assurance of its safety function if an SCDA occurs and 
the containment venting system is actuated because the design o f the FCS is based 
on the operational mode in which the containment is isolated and the FCS is operated 
in a closed loop mode. If the containment spray system recovers and initiates spray 
after the actuation of the containment venting system, the containment pressure 
decreases rapidly to negative pressure and air comes back from the environment 
through the venting system. Even if the venting line is secured, this cannot be 
avoided in a plant design where vacuum breakers are installed between the contain
ment and the environment. If air flows into the containment, the containment 
atmosphere reaches the flammable condition rapidly because a large amount of
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flammable gases has been generated in the containment due to an SA. Only the lack 
of oxygen from the inerting of the containment atmosphere has kept it from reaching 
a flammable condition. The capacity o f the FCS, however, is too small to cope with 
this situation. In order to avoid this situation, under the policy of accident manage
ment, we can only expect that operators can handle the containment venting system 
and containment spray system appropriately in the most detailed manner, even 
without an effective post-accident monitoring system. Under the concept of accident 
integration, the PNIS is installed to maintain the containment atmosphere under the 
flammable limit. Figure 5 depicts the basic concept of the PNIS which injects nitro
gen into the containment to prevent negative containment pressure as well as the 
flammable condition of the containment atmosphere, even after the actuation of the 
venting system. The conventional FCS can be eliminated because the PNIS also can 
work for a DBA LOCA. Before the actuation of the venting system, or in the event 
of a DBA LOCA where venting is not conducted, igniters will be utilized. The funds 
to install these new countermeasures are provided by the elimination of the FCS. 
These new systems must be designed as engineered safety features so that high relia
bility can be maintained, because they must function not only in SAs but also in a 
DBA LOCA. The introduction of the concept of accident integration can minimize 
the cost and the unreliability of SA countermeasures. Under the concept of accident 
integration, the reliability of SA countermeasures can be maintained by the DBA 
requirement. In this way, the significance of DBAs again becomes effective in the 
safety design of nuclear power plants.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The third generation safety reactor designed after ABWR has been defined and 
its basic concept addressed. This paper makes clear that it is important for the safety 
design of the third generation safety reactor to improve safety tolerance against SAs 
by utilizing PRA insights, especially, Level 2 PRA insights. To accomplish this goal, 
the introduction o f the new concept o f accident integration is more effective than the 
conventional concept of accident management. The next concept aims at the integra
tion of DBA and beyond DBA in the actual design of SA countermeasures. Under 
the concept o f accident integration, the cost impact and the unreliability of SA 
countermeasures can be minimized because the integrated SA countermeasures can 
work not only for SAs but also for DBAs. Therefore, engineered safety features that 
can work only for DBAs can be replaced by integrated SA countermeasures, which 
can minimize cost. Moreover, the reliability of SA countermeasures can be main
tained at a high level because they also must work for DBAs. In this way, the sig
nificance of DBAs becomes important again in the safety design of nuclear power 
plants as a result of the new concept of accident integration.
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Abstract

I N T E G R A T E D  U S E  O F  N E U R A L  N E T W O R K S  A N D  S A F E T Y  A S S E S S M E N T  F O R  

O P E R A T I O N A L  SAFETY.

It is well known that systems safety assessment (SSA) provides a structured and logical 

procedure for the identification of credible accident sequences, for the assessment of the cor

responding likelihood and the delineation of associated consequences. Concerning the opera

tional safety of complex (nuclear) engineering systems, S S A  has the potential (inherent) ability 

to identify possible weak design and/or operational procedures of the plant and to bring to 

attention and rank the major risk contributors. — To implement such a technique it is neces

sary to use probabilistic and deterministic operational performance values for each individual 

component (e.g. the primary event) in the appropriate S S A  model recently obtained by ade

quate processing of operational data from adequately designed databanks. It is recognized that 

SSAs have limitations which affect their applicability; among these is the limited ability of 

S S A  models to generalize the possible behaviour of the system when some changes in the 

uncertainty of the input data, a new event and/or a combination of primary events take place.

— Neural networks consist of an array of elements called neurons, interconnections between 

these neurons, and some input-output scheme. Such models, also known as heuristic tech

niques, are able to identify patterns of behaviour of one component (e.g. a valve) or a set of 

components and to predict the future behaviour of the system. A  special feature of the applica

tion of neural networks to the safety assessment process consists of the fact that a network 

can even learn to adapt to unpredictable changes in its inputs such as changes in the perfor

mances of individual components, sudden loss of off-site power, human inability to cope with 

unexpected undesirable events, etc. and to generalize the results of possible future operational 

performance. — The paper tries to bridge methodologically the appropriate positive and 

limited features of SSAs as well as of neural networks in dealing with the improvement of 

operational safety by means of algorithmic as well as heuristic models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Systems safety assessment (SSA; e.g. PSA) is a complex systems analysis 
process devoted to an entire system; it necessarily considers passive structures as 
well as the operation of active components, human behaviour and local technologi
cal/operational conditions as an entity. For practical considerations the reliability of 
all these elements has to be considered in an integrated manner allowing for all 
boundary conditions and human interactions. Active components have been given an
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in-depth treatment; the human factor is now being considered as an important ele
ment in the whole safety evaluation process for complex and somehow sophisticated 
technological systems [1]. PSA application was very active in the field of nuclear 
engineering, and recently proper consideration has been given to the application of 
such techniques in the safety evaluation process for a variety of industrial processes 
(e.g. chemical processes, on-line computer systems, robotic engineering, advanced 
production systems).

Clear lessons from well known nuclear accidents or incidents were that 
undesired, unfortunate and unexpected sequences of small misjudgements and mal
functions could lead to an accident with extremely severe consequences. To handle 
the complexity in the operation of human engineering structures the SS A framework 
is already being applied; this involves models and procedures based on mathematical 
techniques for identifying and ranking the importance of event sequences that could 
lead to a severe nuclear (industrial) accident.

The practical approach of a PSA involves [2]:

— Detailed plant examination.
— Identification of the most likely accident sequence for the individual plant 

based on the use of engineering knowledge, practical experience as well as 
objective and subjective judgement by the safety experts (i.e. this is leading 
to the estimation and evaluation of rare event probability occurrences, develop
ment of in-depth structure for the event tree type of reliability and safety 
modelling).

— SSA involvement in view o f making equipment and procedural changes;
— Design basis accident criteria as a basis for analysis;
— Defence-in-depth philosophy in providing backup safety systems that would 

offer protection even if an accident has already progressed beyond the design 
basis assumptions.

The SSA process involves the extensive use of a few techniques in a creative 
and challenging effort to identify sequences of events and actions which could con
tribute to the occurrence of undesired events. The operational experience of a partic
ular plant or class of equipments is embedded in reliability indicators, maintenance 
procedures and human performances.

The present paper intends to introduce and extend the arsenal o f mathematical 
models used in general in an SSA process for operational safety. Neural networks 
are a promising class of models which could be adequately applicable to the field of 
safety and risk analysis of complex human engineering systems [3-5].

2. FEATURES OF THE SSA APPROACH

As already mentioned SSA should be considered as an iterative process; it 
entails the use of a structured examination process and computer codes in order to
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determine what accident sequences can occur, calculate the likelihood o f each and 
predict their consequences.

Proposition 1 : Event trees are elements of basic importance in an SSA process; 
their design is intended to handle the logic induced by the complex sequence of 
events triggered by an initiating event.

Proposition 2: To identify complex relationships among a variety of primary 
events which can lead to an undesired event, the SSA process uses the fault tree 
model. This is a model of how various components are likely to fail. Primarily, it 
is based on a finite number of primary events and AND, OR types of logical gates, 
which all lead to the occurrence of an undesired (top) event.

Practical work for fault tree applications involves a database of actual compo
nent failures and maintenance response. Calculations involved the use o f reliability 
engineering models and procedures [1 ].

Proposition 3: Within an SSA process analysis, thermal hydraulic models are 
employed with a view to identifying the normal and transient behaviour of complex 
(nuclear) engineering systems; calculations involve nuclear process engineering 
models and techniques.

Proposition 4: In view of performing real SSA (e.g. PSA) applications an 
information engineering technology has to be involved.

Large databases are in operation in order to facilitate access to primary data 
for performing fault tree analysis; knowledge base systems are in the process of 
being implemented for a (living) PSA process and analysis [2].

Because of the very complex nature o f SSA, information handling has to rely 
on data and knowledge processing systems. For the last few years special attention 
to the use of knowledge (expert) systems has to be reported. A knowledge base does 
not just store facts. It also contains complex objects, their attributes, relations 
between the objects, and rules for processing knowledge and deriving new 
knowledge from existing knowledge, i.e. heuristics [6].

Remark 1: Knowledge is not to be stored in a database.
Recent safety engineering practice showed the importance of human reliability 

and its associated mathematical models in SSA investigations. Human operator per
formance is modelled by appropriate models (e.g. Markovian models); influence dia
grams are now considered to involve more flexibility in the evaluation of human 
performance in complex system operation [5].

Definition 1 : An influence diagram is a logical graph designed to describe the 
dependencies among aleatory variables and decisions. An influence diagram speci
fies the status of information for which independencies can be assumed to exist. For 
an influence diagram always a logical AND, OR representation can be given.

In a detailed analysis one can see that event trees, fault trees as well as 
influence diagrams could always have an associated Boolean function. This facili
tates the calculation effort in evaluating quantitative safety indicators within the SSA 
process.
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Remark 2: SSA uses almost entirely models and algorithms o f hard structure.
Remark 3: Under the present practice an SSA process involves structured 

items and models of process engineering, reliability engineering, information 
engineering, human engineering and knowledge engineering.

Safety assessment engineering very often indicates that events of a very 
unstructured form could lead to unexpected, unsafe operational states.

3. NEURAL NETWORKS IN SAFETY ENGINEERING

Safety engineering practice and post-accident (post-incident) analysis show that 
events are not always very well structured when an accident occurs. Small, some
times undetected changes in the values of the elements of the set o f operational 
parameters act in a negatively synergetic way. Models associated with the control 
process of the technological system are not always able to handle, identify and 
predict future changes in the state space of the system. A more subtle integration of 
existing models and their use, together with unstructured existing operational data 
and experience, will lead to a better understanding and control strategy in safety 
engineering and management (extensive work is reported in Refs [5, 7]).

Definition 2: A neural network is a parallel, distributed processing system and 
represents a new model in the field of artificial intelligence; in fact, it is known as 
a connectionist expert system. It is a data processing system with a number of simple, 
highly interconnected processing elements in a specialized architecture, given by 
different layers of neurons, weights among different connectors in the network and 
transfer functions [6 , 8- 10 ].

Neural networks are mainly devoted to solving ill structured problems. These 
kinds of problem are described as problems in which there is little consensus on the 
appropriate solutions; they include open constraints that are resolved in the course 
of solution, and as the solution proceeds they may, at some point, become well 
defined. To solve such problems one needs a large amount of information, processed 
in parallel by experts; neural networks are designed for such kinds of structure.

The practice of SSA shows that very often ill structured safety problems are 
not easy to model or even detect in the modelling process. In the case of existing 
large databases (e.g. the Sequential Coding Search System (SCSS) or the Incident 
Report System (1RS)) which store information about incidents and accidents that 
have occurred in the operation of nuclear power plants, not always models could be 
used that fit the complexity and the variety of data involved in such informational 
devices [11]. Rules included in operational knowledge base systems also involve hid
den information which requires a different manner of use in an SSA process.

Proposition 5: An artificial neural network simulates the functions of the 
human brain; it is fault tolerant, has the ability to learn and adapt to new situations
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and can generalize and predict the system trajectory on the basis o f a limited set o f 
data.

Neural networks integrate knowledge from the real world data, from exam
ples, historical records, simulation and optimization models, calculations due to 
engineering economic models, expert evaluation and assessment in the field o f safety 
engineering and probabilistic risk analysis. This artificial intelligence technique is 
able to integrate data and knowledge to be adequately presented to the network. The 
architecture of the neural network (set of input and output parameters and the number 
of layers in the hidden neuron section) and the training process play a dominant role 
in the performance of an expert neural network.

Neural networks are able to map inputs to outputs in the form of appropriate 
tables, build models of systems (e.g. non-structured, non-algorithmic as well as for 
ill defined systems), recognize patterns, adapt themselves to the SSA process and 
perform the inverse problem, i.e. given the output set the network is able to recog
nize the appropriate set of inputs.

Neural computing differs from artificial intelligence (expert systems field) and 
other traditional computing models in SSA (fault trees, event trees, human reliability 
models) by the following features [12 ]:

— learning by example;
— neural networks are capable of generalizing and giving appropriate answers;
— they are fault tolerant safety assessment models (e.g. there is no need for 

exhaustive data for a network to predict the future changes in safety perfor
mance of the investigated system);

— they are able to classify and then to recognize safety patterns in an SSA 
process;

— they are able to integrate in a synergetic way the hardware, software, know- 
ware and orgware (organizational procedures for the power plant) elements 
existing in practical terms in nuclear engineering safety analysis.

Observation 1 : Once a neural network has been trained to recognize the vari
ous operational conditions or appropriate states and transitional behaviour during 
normal or abnormal situations for a complex system, it only takes one cycle of the 
trained (expert) neural network to detect a specific condition or state; this saves time 
and computational effort in running elaborated SSA models as presented above.

Observation 2: Within an SSA process, neural networks will be able to recog
nize reliability and safety patterns, even when the information presented to the net
work and comprising these patterns is noisy, sparse or incomplete. Neural network 
implementations in hardware are very fault tolerant for safety evaluation in complex 
engineering systems (e.g. such artifact devices operate even when some individual 
nodes, known as neurons in the network, are damaged).
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Remark 4: Within the SSA process, neural networks could be integrated within 
the following road map approach:

— initiating events
— event trees

— component failure database,
— fault trees,
— human reliability models (influence diagrams),
— thermal hydraulic models,
— neural networks for evaluating probability figures for the system investi

gated,
— neural networks for identifying changes in the system state space,

— dominant accident sequence and recovery actions
— core damage frequency (for the PSA applied to nuclear engineering)
— backend analysis (e.g. accident management).

Remark 5: Application of neural knowledge databases and non-rule-based 
decision making procedures for highly unstructured and non-linear problems, 
specific to the domain of safety assessment, requires high computer speed and means 
of parallel processing.

Corollary: The knowledge of a neural network lies in its interunit connections 
and their weights. A neural network is given by the activation that passes from a unit 
to other units. A threshold function may cause the network to behave as a Boolean 
AND. As the unit-threshold is lowered, it functions increasingly like a Boolean 
inclusive OR.

It is through the combined effect of large numbers of such classifiers and 
input/unit feature detectors that intelligent behaviour can emerge from a neural 
network.

Among the applications, currently under way, of neural networks in the fields 
related to the SSA process one can enumerate: nuclear power plant diagnosis, signal 
validation for complex operational activities, power prediction in nuclear power 
plants, extraction of implicit knowledge from a nuclear database, etc.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Neural networks have recently been applied to problems related to reliability 
and safety of complex electricity production and industrial systems. Because of their 
very special structure a wide range of problems could be solved in the field of 
(nuclear) safety engineering; hardware and software neural network items are today 
combined with a view to solving unstructured processes in a non-traditional manner.
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By using operational databases and results from SSA analysis one will be able 
to set up a large scale neural network architecture in the process of identifying the 
hidden aspects o f safety analysis and design and operational engineering 
environments.
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Abstract

INITIATING EVENT IDENTIFICATION PROCESS FOR PSA AND CONSEQUENCE 
ANALYSIS FOR CANDU 3.

The CANDU 3 standard plant design is the next generation model o f the CANDU reac
tors, which is being marketed for the 1990s. This model will advance the proven design and 
economics of the currently operating larger CANDU single unit stations (640 MW(e)) to a 
smaller size (450 MW(e)). Including probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) as part o f the 
CANDU 3 design process was seen as one valuable way o f ensuring that all safety related 
requirements are defined early. This minimizes the probability o f engineering rework during 
and after plant construction. The paper describes requirements for safety analysis of 
CANDU 3 with particular emphasis on identification of initiating events for PSA. An exhaus
tive review of the conceptual plant design and operational procedures was carried out to iden
tify events which require evaluation for the design. The events o f interest are all those which 
could cause public exposure to radiation. Briefly, the approach consisted o f constructing logic 
diagrams to identify potential ways in which radioactive materials can be displaced from their 
normal location. Depending on the frequency (> 10~ 2 to <10~5 events/year), these events 
were classified into five different classes. Consequence analysis will be carried out to demon
strate that the whole body and thyroid dose to the public for these five classes of events do 
not exceed the limits set by the regulatory agency. In all, 59 initiating events were identified 
which require probabilistic safety evaluation. Event tree analysis for these events is ongoing 
to ensure compliance with the CANDU 3 PSA acceptance criteria, namely that all individual 
sequences leading to a severe reactor core damage shall be less than 1 x  10 "6 events/year of 
predicted frequency. The activity o f preparing a systematic review o f initiating events pro
vides confidence that licensing and risk assessments o f the plant design are well founded, and 
has the design benefit o f identifying priority areas for design resolution or detailed conse
quence analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

CANDU is a pressure tube reactor that uses heavy water at high pressure
( ~  10 MPa) as the coolant. The moderator is a separate low pressure and low tem
perature heavy water system. The reactor is fuelled on power with natural uranium
(with the capability of using slightly enriched fuel for greater fuel economy).
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The new (smaller — 450 MW(e)) standard series of CANDU reactors from 
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd is now into its detailed design phase. This model will 
advance the proven design and economics of the currently operating larger CANDU 
single unit stations (640 MW(e)). The design makes use of proven technology from 
the larger CANDU units along with updated relevant features from ongoing Cana
dian research and development. The design offers challenging but realistic perfor
mance targets at competitive costs. Key features and design targets include [1]:

— Standardization to suit a wide variety of site conditions, with minimum site 
specific design;

— Upfront licensing acceptance by the regulatory authority in advance of project 
commitment;

— A more open layout to facilitate fast construction (open top construction) and 
easy maintenance;

— A 94% capacity factor target, based on 18 day maintenance outages every two 
years and a 90 day extended outage allotted for major equipment replacement 
every 20 years;

— A containment system incorporating a steel liner and no active sprays;
— Replacement of earlier centralized control and monitoring computers by a 

redundant distributed control system and modernized plant display system;
— Safety system simplifications and improvements aimed at a target frequency of 

less than 10 ~6/year for severe core damage accidents.

The CANDU 3 PSA was started in parallel with the design process. This 
allows identification of safety related requirements at an early design stage and also 
minimizes the probability of engineering rework during and after plant construction. 
In addition, the PSA is used in the more traditional roles in safety assessment and 
plant licensing. This paper describes requirements for the safety analysis of 
CANDU 3 with particular emphasis on identification of initiating events for PSA.

2. OVERVIEW OF OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the safety analysis is to demonstrate that the public is 
adequately protected from the consequences of abnormal initiating events that might 
occur during operation of the CANDU 3 reactor. The Canadian regulatory agency
— Atomic Energy Control Board — have established a method to demonstrate that 
this objective is met. This method requires consequence analysis to be carried out 
for the postulated abnormal events to demonstrate that the allowable dose limits to 
the public are not exceeded. All the events analysed are categorized into five classes 
with consideration of the estimated frequency of an abnormal event/or event combi
nations. The allowable dose limits are defined in Table I along with the frequency 
limits proposed for each case.
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Presently, the containment analysis for the CANDU 3 is not completed. When 
completed, this analysis would allow public doses to be calculated as a consequence 
of various abnormal events. In the meantime, the following design objectives have 
been adopted for the CANDU 3 PSA work:

— All individual event sequences leading to a reactor core with no heat sink shall 
have a less than 1 x  1 0 '6 events per year predicted average frequency.

— All individual event sequences leading to the moderator having to act as a heat 
sink with the fuel channel integrity likely to remain intact shall have a less than
1 x  1СГ4 events per year predicted average frequency.

— For individual event sequences where the moderator acts as a heat sink and 
there is some uncertainty with regard to fuel channel integrity, the predicted 
average frequency shall also be less than 1 x  1 0 '6 events per year.

3. DESCRIPTION OF WORK

3.1. G eneral

An exhaustive review of the plant design and operational procedures was car
ried out to identify initiating events which require evaluation for the CANDU 3 
design. The initiating events of interest are those which constitute public risk of 
radiation exposure. For the purpose of this review, therefore, only those events 
which could displace radioactive material from its normal location in the plant are 
considered. The normal locations of these material are shown in Fig. 1.

The starting point for the identification of abnormal events was the construc
tion of logic diagrams to identify systems/equipment required to keep the radioactive 
materials from being released to the environment and potential ways that these sys
tems/equipment can fail. The objective was to identify all such events within the fre
quency range of Table I along with some traditional design basis events of lower 
frequency. This process was aided by the knowledge gained from the ongoing design 
reviews and the operating experience on CANDU reactors. The systematic plant 
review carried out during the early design stage also assisted this process.

The detail of these diagrams was confined to the level of failure of the sub
systems and main equipment leading to the event under consideration. Failure of the 
smaller components, control and instrumentation logic and support services will be 
accounted for in the fault free analysis for predicting the frequency of these events. 
The logic diagrams also assisted in identifying events that might have otherwise been 
missed by relying on past experience alone.

The largest inventory of radioactive material is in the reactor core. Conse
quently, the greatest risk to the public is a release of radioactive material resulting 
from fuel damage in the core. Even in the long term, while the plant is shut down, 
the fuel needs to be cooled to prevent damage and release of radioactive material.
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TABLE I. MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE REFERENCE DOSES TO THE MOST 
EXPOSED MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC AT OR BEYOND THE SITE 
BOUNDARY

Initiating event 
frequency (f)

Event
class

Reference individual dose limit

Whole body Thyroid

f  >  10 '2/year 1 0.0005 Sv 
(50 mrem)

0.005 Sv 
(500 mrem)

10 '2/year >  f  > 10~3/year 2 0.005 Sv 
(500 mrem)

0.05 Sv 
(5 rem)

10"3/year >  f  > l(T4/year 3 0.03 Sv 
(3 rem)

0.3 Sv 
(30 rem)

lO ^/year >  f  > 10~5/year 4 0.1 Sv 
(10 rem)

1.0 Sv 
(100 rem)

f <  10 '5/year 5 0.25 Sv 
(25 rem)

2.5 Sv 
(250 rem)

Hence, identification of ways by which the core cooling function can be lost is an 
important step in the process.

A typical cooling loop (see Fig. 2) can fail as a result of any of the following:

— An increase in heat to be removed
— Failure of the heat sink to remove the heat produced
— Failure of the pumps required for circulation
— Failure of the piping resulting in loss of inventory.

The logic diagrams were constructed with a view to identify the above elements 
in various systems. Figures 3-5 illustrate this process followed to identify initiating 
events leading to the impairment of the steam generator heat sink as well as loss of 
reactivity control. The same procès was used to identify initiating events originating 
from the failure of other systems containing radioactive material, e.g. heat transport, 
moderator and fuel handling systems.
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P R IM A R Y  S ID E  S E C O N O A R Y  SIDE

FIG. 2. Typical cooling loop.

It is important to note that the identification o f an event in the logic network 
does not necessarily mean that it will give rise to a displacement of radioactive 
material from its normal location. This simply means that a potential for such a con
sequence exists. Whether or not this will happen will be addressed during the evalua
tion process by event tree and consequence analysis.

The above logic network led to the identification of 151 initiating events. Based 
on CANDU operating experience ( ~  200 reactor-years), frequency of occurrence of 
these events was estimated. Depending on the frequency estimate ( >  10“2 to 
<  10~5 events/year), these events were classified into five different classes. Conse
quence analysis will be carried out to demonstrate that the whole body and thyroid 
dose to the public for these events does not exceed the regulatory limits of Table I. 
These events were further combined with the failure or unavailability of systems or 
equipment whose action would mitigate the consequences o f these events. The main 
CANDU mitigating systems are: reactor shutdown, decay heat removal, heat trans
port overpressure protection and make-up (emergency core cooling), and 
containment.
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FROM FIG .l

SEE  FIG.4

FIG. 3. Events causing release of radionuclides from the heat transport system.

3.2. Event grouping for PSA

For the purposes of probabilistic safety evaluation, it was desirable to reduce 
the number of 151 events to as low a number as possible so that the effort required 
for performing event tree analysis is manageable. This was accomplished by group
ing various events which have similar plant response into a single higher level event. 
For example, various events relating to the failure of the condensate system ulti
mately lead to a loss of feedwater to the steam generators. Accordingly, all such
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FIG. 4. Steam generator heat sink impairment events due to feedwater faults.

events are grouped as ‘failures o f feedwater system’. In system reliability docu
ments, the fault tree analysis for predicting the frequency of loss of feedwater will 
account for the contribution from condensate system failure as well as feedwater sys
tem failures. It is recognized that the dynamics (i.e. time to loss of normal heat sink) 
of plant response for the failures in these two systems may be different owing to the 
stored de-aerator storage tank inventory. However, the event tree analysis will 
assume the fastest o f all contributing system failure and the results will thus be some
what conservative.
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FIG. 5. Steam generator heat sink impairment events due to faults affecting steam flow.

A s  a result of this grouping, the original 151 events were reduced to 59. Typi
cally, event tree analysis will be carried out for each of these events. Fault tree analy
sis will also be carried out to verify the frequency estimate for these events. Any 
physical or functional cross-linking between the initiating event and the mitigating 
systems is considered in detailed sequence quantification. A complete listing of these 
59 events is provided below:

1. Bulk core power excursion [Event Class 1]
2. Regional core power excursion [Event Class 1]
3. Large loss of coolant accident [Event Class 3]
4. End fitting failure [Event Class 2]
5. Feeder break [Event Class 2]
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6 . Feeder stagnation break [Event Class 3]
7. Pressure tube rupture [Event Class 1]
8 . Heat transport system leaks [Event Class 1]

a. Leaks involving containment bypass (heat transport system leaks into 
service water) [Event Class 1]

b. Leaks not involving containment bypass [Event Class 1]
9. Steam generator tube rupture [Event Class 2]

10. Pressurizer relief valve fails open [Event Class 1]
11. Heat transport system liquid relief valve fails open [Event Class 1]
12. Heat transport system pressure control failure — low [Event Class 1]
13. Heat transport system pressure control failure — high [Event Class 1]
14. Partial loss of pumped flow (one heat transport pump trip) [Event Class 1]
15. Partial loss of pumped flow (seizure/shaft failure) [Event Class 2]
16. Loss of feedwater resulting in a reactor trip but greater than 3% of full power 

flow is available, i.e. auxiliary feedwater system is available [Event Class 1]
17. Loss of feedwater to less than 3% of full power flow [Event Class 2]
18. Feedwater pipe breaks outside the reactor building, resulting in a total loss

of feedwater to all steam generators [Event Class 2]
19. Feedwater pipe breaks upstream of the steam generator check valve in the 

reactor building [Event Class 4]
20. Feedwater pipe breaks downstream of the steam generator check valve in the 

reactor building [Event Class 4]
21. Loss of condenser vacuum [Event Class 1]
22. Boiler blowdown line break — rupture between the steam generator and the 

blowdown isolation valve [Event Class 3]
23. Boiler blowdown line break — rupture between blowdown isolation valve and 

the reactor building wall [Event Class 3]
24. Boiler blowdown line break — rupture between the reactor building wall and 

the flash tank [Event Class 3]
25. Main steam line break inside the reactor building [Event Class 5]
26. Main steam line break inside the turbine building [Event Class 4]
27. Steam generator pressurization [Event Class 1]
28. Loss of regulation at shutdown [Event Class 2]
29. Loss of shutdown cooling system — heat transport system full and depressu- 

rized [Event Class 3]
30. Loss of shutdown cooling system — heat transport system partially drained to 

header level [Event Class 3]
31. Feeder break — reactor shutdown — heat transport system full and depressu- 

rized [Event Class 4]
32. Partial loss of moderator heat sink [Event Class 1]
33. Total loss of moderator heat sink [Event Class 3]
34. Moderator pipe break outside the shield tank [Event Class 3]
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35. Moderator pipe break inside the shield tank [Event Class 3]
36. Calandria drain line break outside the shield tank [Event Class 4]
37. Moderator system leaks [Event Class 1]
38. Loss of moderator cover gas deuterium control [Event Class 1]
39. Total loss of shield cooling heat sink [Event Class 1]
40. Shield cooling system pipe breaks [Event Class 3]
41. Shield cooling system pipe leaks [Event Class 1]
42. Fuelling machine backing off without all the channel closure plugs being 

replaced — fuel ejection into containment [Event Class 3]
43. Loss of fuelling machine cooling (normal and backup cooling) [Event Class 2 ]

44. Fuel damage inside the transfer port (mechanical damage or damage due to
loss o f cooling) [Event Class 1]

45. Mechanical damage to transfer port or port magazine [Event Class 1]
46. Events causing mechanical damage to fuel in storage bay [Event Class 1]
47. Loss of storage bay heat sink [Event Class 1]
48. Loss of storage bay inventory [Event Class 3]
49. Total loss of instrument air [Event Class 1]
50. Loss of service water

a. Reactor operating [Event Class 1]
b. Reactor shut down [Event Class 2]

51. Loss of Class IV power to both 13.8 kV buses
a. Loss of Class IV power to both 13.8 kV buses for up to 2 hours — reactor 

operating [Event Class 1]
b. Loss of Class IV power to both 13.8 kV buses from 2 to 24 hours — 

reactor operating [Event Class 1]
c. Loss of Class IV power to both 13.8 kV buses for up to 2 hours — reactor 

shut down [Event Class 1]
d. Loss of Class IV power to both 13.8 kV from 2 to 24 hours — reactor 

shut down [Event Class 1]
52. Loss of Class II, 120 V AC power [Event Class 1]
53. Loss of one distributed control system channel (Channel A or C) [Event 

Class 1]
54. Loss of group control station as a whole (loss of Channel B) [Event Class 2]
55. Loss of distributed control system transfer station [Event Class 1]
56. Loss of individual distributed local stations [Event Class 1]
57. Loss o f  communication between distributed control station and plant display 

system [Event Class 1]
58. Reactor trip [Event Class 1]
59. Turbine/generator trip [Event Class 1]
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The foregoing sections have addressed only internal events, i.e. abnormal con
ditions which occur within the plant as a result of equipment failure or human error. 
In addition, there are common cause events which have the potential for causing 
widespread multiple internal events. Some of these events are external and produced 
by natural causes, such as earthquakes, while others can be internal, such as fires. 
While safety design features such as system separation, functional independence and 
the grouping concept make the plant resistant to such events, an evaluation is 
required to ensure that the essential safety systems remain functional and that ade
quate time and information for operator response are available.

By their nature, events in this category can result in failures which could affect 
many areas of the plant; hence the number of failure combinations is large. Current 
PSA methods for analysing such events are not considered to be very mature because 
of the large uncertainties in the results. Accordingly, we have decided to analyse 
these events deterministically for the present. For the standard CANDU 3 product 
design, there are four such events to be addressed:

— earthquakes
— site flooding from external sources
— station fires
— tornadoes.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The activity of preparing a systematic review of initiating events provides con
fidence that licensing and risk assessments of the plant design are well founded and 
has the benefit of identifying priority areas for design resolution or detailed conse
quence analysis. Acceptance by the regulatory agency at an early design stage of 
these events as the basis for safety analysis helps to finalize the analysis work scope 
and the list o f events to be catered for by the design.
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A bstract-R ésum é

PSA-1300 -  RESULTS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS.
The paper concentrates on two main areas: the results o f the PSA-1300, its characteris

tics, its strong points, and the lessons learned from it, and Electricité de France’s (EDF) 
programme following the PSA-1300, the areas to be covered and the plant series involved. 
EDF is undertaking a vast programme of probabilistic studies on all units in operation, under 
construction, and at the design stage. It is also continuing its work on the analysis of feedback 
of experience both with respect to methods and tools (transfer o f the LESSEPS software on 
to SUN work stations).

L ’EPS 1300 — RESULTATS ET PERSPECTIVES.
La présentation est faite selon deux axes principaux: Les résultats de l ’EPS 1300, ses 

caractéristiques, ses points forts, les enseignements qui en ont été tirés, et le programme 
d ’EDF suite à l ’EPS 1300, les domaines visés, les paliers concernés. EDF entreprend un vaste 
programme d ’études probabilistes sur l ’ensemble des tranches en fonctionnement, en 
construction, en projet. Il poursuit également le travail entrepris tant dans l ’analyse du retour 
d ’expérience que dans le domaine des méthodes et des outils (passage du logiciel LESSEPS 
sur station SUN).

1. PRINCIPALES CARACTERISTIQUES ET SPECIFICITES

L ’EPS 1300 a été réalisée de début 1986 à fin 1989 par une équipe pluri
disciplinaire et interdirection d’Electricité de France.
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a) Tranche nucléaire choisie

Le CPN de Paluel, tête de série du palier REP 1300 MW(e), a été retenu; la 
tranche n° 3 est l ’objet de l’étude car elle présentait le double avantage d ’être en 
exploitation au début de l’EPS 1300 et d ’être la première tranche REP 1300 MW(e) 
sur laquelle certains matériels améliorant la sûreté (les soupapes SEBIM au pres
suriseur par exemple) venaient d ’être installés avant d ’être généralisés aux autres 
tranches nucléaires.

1.1. Caractéristiques

b) Niveau d ’étude

L ’EPS 1300 est une étude de niveau 1, à savoir une étude ayant pour objet 
l ’évaluation de la fréquence de la fusion du cœur du réacteur. La notion de fusion 
du cœur ou de conséquences inacceptables est définie par le biais de critères (propres 
à chaque famille d ’initiateurs) permettant de simplifier les études: critère tempéra
ture de gaine supérieure à 1204°C, dénoyage du cœur, etc.

Dans le cadre de ce projet, il n ’a pas été jugé opportun de poursuivre l ’étude 
au niveau 2 (évaluation de la fréquence des divers types de rejets de produits radio
actifs hors de l’enceinte) et au niveau 3 (évaluation des risques vis-à-vis de 
l’environnement et des populations environnantes). En effet, l ’existence de grandes 
incertitudes sur les phénomènes qui suivent une fusion du cœur limite actuellement 
l ’intérêt d ’une évaluation probabiliste des scénarios d ’accident au-delà de la fusion 
du cœur pour l’aide à la conception ou à l’exploitation.

Les agressions externes (inondations externes, chutes d’avions, risques liés aux 
activités humaines, etc.) ont fait l ’objet d ’une démarche probabiliste dès la concep
tion afin qu’elles ne représentent qu’un risque résiduel.

Les agressions internes (incendies, inondations) n ’ont pas été prises en compte 
dans l’étude; des travaux de recherche méthodologique sont néanmoins en cours dans 
ce domaine, compte tenu des problèmes très spécifiques posés par la prise en compte 
de ces agressions dans les EPS.

c) Etats du réacteur

Le risque est étudié dans tous les états de la tranche, y compris les arrêts à 
froid. Cette originalité rend l ’étude plus longue mais également plus complexe. Les 
méthodes correspondantes ont été en partie développées, avant le projet EPS 1300, 
dans le cadre des évaluations probabilistes des situations complémentaires qui 
avaient déjà traité tous les états du réacteur.
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L ’introduction dans les centrales françaises, ces dernières années, d ’un 
ingénieur de sûreté radioprotection en complément de l’équipe de quart et des 
ingénieurs d ’exploitation est une caractéristique fondamentale de la sûreté en exploi
tation: en effet, les ISR sont spécialement formés à la sûreté nucléaire et à la maîtrise 
des accidents. Ils assurent ainsi, par rapport à l ’équipe de quart, une véritable redon
dance humaine d ’autant plus efficace qu’ils interviennent sur la base d ’un panneau 
de contrôle avec des procédures (surveillance permanente après incident (SPI) et 
refroidissement ultime du cœur (U l) qui leurs sont spécifiques).

Ceci a conduit à innover au niveau de la fiabilité humaine, pour prendre en 
compte cette «redondance humaine», tant au niveau des modèles de la fiabilité 
humaine post-accidentelle qu’au niveau des données à introduire.

1.2. Spécificités

Une importance particulière a été accordée aux domaines suivants:

— analyse du retour d ’expérience,
— fiabilité humaine,
— informatisation,
— assurance de la qualité.

a) Analyse du retour d ’expérience

La quasi totalité des données utilisées dans les EPS sont issues de l’analyse de 
l’expérience d ’EDF liée aux centrales REP en exploitation. Dès 1986, l ’important 
retour d ’expérience accumulé (représentant environ 200 années-réacteur) permettait 
d ’engager une analyse détaillée de ce retour d ’expérience en vue d ’obtenir des 
données avec un niveau de confiance suffisant. L ’existence d ’un parc homogène de 
réacteurs nucléaires et donc la présence de matériels quasi identiques, sans équiva
lent de par le monde, a beaucoup contribué à l ’obtention de données de grande 
qualité.

L ’analyse du retour d ’expérience a eu recours aux nombreuses banques natio
nales de données d ’EDF (Système de recueil de données de fiabilité, Fichier des 
événements, Fichiers de données statistiques, etc.). Des enquêtes sur sites ont égale
ment été menées pour compléter ces données et tenir compte des spécificités du site 
étudié. Pour certaines données particulières il a été fait appel à quelques bases de 
données étrangères.

La base de données comprend principalement:

— les données d ’exploitation concernant les durées moyennes des états standards
de la tranche: durée du fonctionnement en puissance, en arrêt à chaud, en arrêt
à froid,

d) Rôle de l ’ingénieur de sûreté radioprotection (ISR)
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— la liste des événements initiateurs ainsi que les fréquences d ’occurrence 
associées,

— les données de sûreté de fonctionnement (encore appelées communément 
«données de fiabilité») de tous les matériels comme les taux de défaillance en 
fonctionnement, les taux de défaillance en sollicitation, les durées moyennes 
de réparation associées, ainsi que les durées d’indisponibilité des matériels 
dans les différents états.

Ces données comprennent également celles relatives aux défaillances de cause 
commune déterminées par une méthode spécifique. Il est calculé un facteur d ’erreur 
représentant les limites de l ’intervalle de confiance associées à la valeur estimée.

b) Fiabilité humaine

Un gros effort a été fait pour prendre en compte les erreurs humaines suscepti
bles de se produire après occurrence de l’événement initiateur.

La méthode d ’identification des erreurs humaines est dérivée de la méthode 
SHARP (Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure), méthode éprouvée sur le 
plan international. De nombreux modèles de fiabilité humaine ont été élaborés, 
notamment au niveau des diagnostics et de l’exécution des actions. D ’une manière 
générale, ces méthodes et ces modèles se sont très largement appuyés sur une 
expérience originale en matière d ’essais sur simulateur; ainsi, plus de deux cents 
essais ont été réalisés ces dernières années par EDF sur ses simulateurs de formation.

Rappelons que ces essais sur simulateur ou essais de Mise en situation recréée 
(MSR) permettent l ’observation du comportement des opérateurs en situation 
incidentelle ou accidentelle simulée. De très nombreux enseignements ont été tirés 
de ces essais (type d ’erreurs, temps moyen de diagnostic, temps moyen de récupéra
tion d ’une erreur, etc.) et intégrés dans les EPS.

c) Informatisation

Environ 600 modèles ont été construits. Leur traitement a été réalisé par le 
logiciel LESSEPS élaboré par EDF. Celui-ci permet:

— le calcul des probabilités d ’échec des missions des systèmes,
— le calcul des probabilités des scénarios d ’accident,
— les études de sensibilité aux données: les données de fiabilité peuvent être 

modifiées et le logiciel recalcule toutes les probabilités pertinentes en 
optimisant le calcul, c ’est-à-dire en ne relançant que les calculs strictement 
nécessaires.
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Une grande attention a été accordée à l’assurance de la qualité de l ’EPS 1300. 
Citons les principaux facteurs de qualité de type organisationnel:

— L ’équipe EPS 1300 a fait appel aux spécialistes des diverses disciplines 
concernées (fonctionnement accidentel, sûreté de fonctionnement, évaluation 
probabiliste, statistiques, sûreté en conception, sûreté en exploitation, informa
tique, etc.). La présence d ’un ingénieur d’exploitation de la centrale de Paluel, 
qui s’est consacré à plein temps aux enquêtes spécifiques à Paluel, a beaucoup 
contribué au réalisme de l ’étude.

— L ’organisation mise en place a aidé à bien définir les niveaux de responsabilité 
et à permettre aux divers points de vue de s’exprimer et de se compléter.

— L ’existence de trois phases successives dans le projet EPS 1300 (phases 
préliminaire, provisoire et définitive) a permis de réactualiser et de compléter 
les études de manière structurée et ordonnée en tenant compte des avis ou des 
critiques formulés par de nombreuses unités.

— Un contrôle externe a été effectué par l’IPSN.

d) Qualité, assurance de la qualité et contrôle externe

2. RESULTATS D ’ENSEMBLE

La fréquence annuelle d ’endommagement du cœur sur la tranche 3 de Paluel 
est de l’ordre de 10~5 par tranche et an pour l’ensemble des initiateurs internes rete
nus. Les bornes de l ’intervalle de confiance à 90% sont les suivantes:

[2,2 x  10"6 par tranche et an; 2,1 X 10~5 par tranche et an]

Dans les paragraphes suivants, on explicite les contributions à ce risque des 
différentes familles d ’initiateurs selon les divers états du réacteur. Avant de présenter 
les résultats détaillés, il convient de rappeler que tous les événements initiateurs ont 
été regroupés selon dix familles d ’initiateurs:

-  APRP: accidents par perte de réfrigérant primaire;
— ATWS: transitoires suivis d ’une défaillance de l’arrêt d ’urgence;
— RTGV : ruptures de tube(s) de générateur de vapeur;
— RTS: ruptures de tuyauterie secondaire: eau ou vapeur;
— PDS: pertes de sources;
— TGTA: transitoires secondaires;
— TRCP: transitoires primaires;
-  H l: perte totale de la source froide;
-  H2: perte totale de l’eau alimentaire des générateurs de vapeur;
— H3: perte totale des alimentations électriques secourues.
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En outre, cinq états initiaux de la tranche ont été considérés. Ce sont les états 
suivants:

— Etat a: tranche en puissance, en attente à chaud, en arrêt à chaud;
— Etat b: entre l ’état a et l’état où le circuit de réfrigération est connecté;
— Etat c: circuit de réfrigération à l’arrêt connecté, primaire plein éventé;
— Etat d: circuit de réfrigération à l’arrêt connecté, primaire ouvert;
— Etat e: rechargement, piscine pleine.

2.1. Résultats selon les états et les familles d’initiateurs

On peut remarquer que:

— le risque dans l ’état pèse 4,7 x 10-6 par tranche et an,
— deux séquences seulement pèsent plus de 10% du risque total,
— cinq familles interviennent dans les dix premières séquences (APRP, ATWS, 

TRCP, RTGV, RTS).

La répartition de la fréquence annuelle d’endommagement du cœur selon les 
états et les familles d’initiateurs figure dans les tableaux I et II. Elle est également 
illustrée par les figures 1 et 2.

TABLEAU I. FREQUENCE TOTALE D ’ENDOMMAGEMENT DU CŒUR 
DANS L’ETAT INITIAL CONSIDERE (par tranche et an)

Etat en puissance 
ou à l ’arrêt à chaud

Etats d ’arrêt

Etat a Etat b Etat c Etat d Etat e

4,7 x  10 '6
5,8 x  10’7 2,1 X 10"6 3,4 x  10‘6 a

Pour tous les états d ’arrêt 6,1 x  10 6

Pour tous les états de la tranche 1,08 x  10 5

négligeable.
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TABLEAU II. FREQUENCE D ’ENDOMMAGEMENT DU C Œ U R  DANS 
L ’ETAT INITIAL CONSIDERE PAR FAMILLE D ’INITIATEURS 
(par tranche et an)

Familles d ’initiateurs
classées par contribution décroissante

Etat en 
puissance 

ou à l ’arrêt 
à chaud

Etat d ’arrêt
Total 

par famille

Accidents par perte de réfrigérant 
primaire (APRP)

1,5 x  1(T6 5,3 x  1(T6 6,8 x  10 '6

Transitoires suivis d ’une défaillance de 
l ’arrêt d ’urgence (ATWS)

1,2 x  10-6 a 1,2 x  10-6

Transitoires primaires (TRCP) 2,4 x  lO '7 6,7 x  lO '7 4° X o «J

Ruptures de tuyauterie secondaire: 
eau ou vapeur (RTS)

7,6 x  lO '7 5,7 x  1(T9 7,6 x  10“7

Ruptures de tube(s) de générateur de 
vapeur (RTGV)

4,6 x  10“7 1,2 x  10 '9 4,6 x  10-7

Perte totale de l ’eau alimentaire des 
générateurs de vapeur (H2)

2,5 x  1СГ7 1,0 x  10-8 2,6 x  10 '7

Pertes de sources (PDS) 1,3 x  10~7 a 1,3 x  10 '7

Perte totale de la source froide (Hl) 8,7 x  10"8 3,3 x  10‘8 1,2 x  10-7

Perte totale des alimentations 
électriques secourues (H3)

2,5 x  lO’8 4,7 x  10 '8 7,2 x  10 '8

Transitoires secondaires (TGTA) 4,5 x  10"8 a 4,5 x  10 '8

Toutes familles confondues 4,7 x  lO '6 6,1 x  10 '6 1,08 x  10 '5

a négligeable
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FIG. 1. Fréquence d ’endommagement du cœur par état de la tranche.

RTGV

FIG. 2. Fréquence d'endommagement du cœur par fam ille d ’initiateurs.

2 .2 .  Les séquences accidentelles les plus intéressantes

a ) B rèches  dans les états d ’a r rê t

Les trois premières séquences de l’EPS 1300 sont des brèches primaires dans 
les états d ’arrêt à froid. On peut considérer que le poids de ces séquences est 
enveloppe du fait des fréquences annuelles d ’initiateur prises en compte (le taux 
horaire de brèche primaire est le même qu’en puissance). Cependant, il faut noter 
qu’une fois l ’initiateur survenu, le système d ’injection de sécurité doit être mis en 
service par l’opérateur. Dans la plupart des cas, en effet, la seule protection opéra
tionnelle (haute pression enceinte) interviendrait trop tard.
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Plusieurs séquences de dilution se traduisent par des risques non négligeables. 
La plus significative d ’entre elles a conduit au lancement d ’une modification qui est 
en cours de mise en œuvre sur les tranches.

L ’initiateur est une perte de l’alimentation électrique principale (conduisant à 
la perte des pompes primaires) pendant une dilution. Si l ’opérateur n ’arrête pas 
rapidement cette dilution, il peut y avoir formation d ’une poche d ’eau non boriquée. 
Cett poche, si elle n ’est pas désagrégée lors du redémarrage d ’une pompe primaire, 
est propulsée à travers le cœur. Cela conduit à l ’endommagement des éléments 
combustibles par suite d ’une redivergence.

Ces incertitudes importantes subsistent sur les phénomènes physiques mis en
jeu:

— lors de la création (ou non) de la poche d ’eau (quel est l ’impact du débit de
thermosiphon?);

— lors du démarrage de la pompe primaire (quel est le comportement de la poche?
N ’est-elle pas désagrégée?).

Pour améliorer la connaissance du comportement de l ’installation, Г EDF a 
décidé de réaliser un programme d ’essais. De plus, sans attendre les résultats, il a 
été décidé de mettre en œuvre sur les tranches un automatisme d ’isolement de la dilu
tion lors de la perte des pompes primaires; il a été tenu compte de cet automatisme 
dans le calcul de la fréquence d ’occurrence de la séquence correspondante.

b) Dilution

c)  P e rte  d u  systèm e de ré fr ig é ra t io n  à  l 'a r r ê t  (R R A) dans l ’é ta t d

Un initiateur, qui peut s’apparenter à la perte totale de la source froide, s ’est 
révélé important; il s’agit de la perte du RRA quand la tranche est dans l’état d. Les 
séquences qui en découlent sont intéressantes à plus d ’un titre, mais leurs caractéris
tiques principales sont:

— le délai court avant conséquences inacceptables: une demi-heure environ quand 
le circuit primaire est peu ouvert et le RRA définitivement perdu;

— la probabilité de perdre le RRA (au moins momentanément) est non négligea
ble; en effet, du fait du manque de précision de la mesure du niveau visible 
d ’eau dans le circuit primaire, le refroidissement par RRA a été momentané
ment interrompu plusieurs fois sur les tranches françaises.

Il existe des procédures qui permettent à l ’opérateur de conduire la tranche 
dans une telle situation. De plus, des mesures de niveau mieux adaptées qui devraient 
permettre de diminuer la fréquence de tels incidents et d ’en faciliter le diagnostic sont 
en cours de mise en place.
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3.1. Les états d’arrêt du réacteur

Il convient d ’approfondir un des enseignements majeurs de l’étude: le poids 
important des états d ’arrêt. Ceci provient de plusieurs éléments:

— Tout d ’abord, d ’une incertitude: le taux horaire des brèches primaires dans ces 
états a été pris égal à celui retenu aux pressions et températures nominales du 
circuit primaire. Cela peut sembler conservatif. En réalité, les ruptures sont 
souvent la conséquence de phénomènes d ’érosion ou de corrosion et survien
nent plus souvent lors de transitoires que lors de régimes établis. A ce titre, 
il n’a pu être démontré qu’à basse pression ou basse température le taux de 
défaillance est sensiblement inférieur au taux retenu dans les conditions 
nominales.

— Ensuite, du fait que, dans les états d ’arrêt, la tranche n ’est pas complètement 
protégée par le démarrage automatique des systèmes de sauvegarde. En outre, 
des pompes sont débrochées pour la protection des personnes lors des opéra
tions de maintenance. Il est évident que le souci majeur des concepteurs doit 
rester l ’état en puissance. Il convient de plus de remarquer que la qualité des 
protections dans ces états conduit à un abaissement du risque tel qu’il n ’est pas 
prépondérant devant celui provenant des états d ’arrêt.

Il faut néanmoins souligner que cet enseignement n’est pas totalement 
nouveau. EDF étend largement aux états d ’arrêt l ’applicabilité des procédures de 
conduite accidentelle et des spécifications techniques d’exploitation. Cet effort est 
complété par une réflexion approfondie selon deux axes principaux:

— l’augmentation éventuelle du niveau d’automatisation (et ses dangers potentiels 
par exemple vis-à-vis des erreurs de conception);

— la sensibilisation de l ’exploitant au risque dans les états d ’arrêt (formation).

Il convient en particulier de s’intéresser à l ’état d (niveau du circuit primaire 
dans la plage de travail basse du RRA). L ’inventaire en eau disponible est faible. 
Les délais dont dispose l ’opérateur pour réagir sont courts et l ’identification des inci
dents est souvent malaisée (nombreuses alarmes déjà présentes en salle de 
commande). Il faut par ailleurs tenir compte du fait (difficilement quantifiable) que 
du personnel est souvent présent dans le bâtiment réacteur et, à ce titre, peut signaler 
directement en salle de commande l’impact des phénomènes perturbateurs (vapeur, 
etc.). La quantification des séquences présente donc une marge d’incertitude 
importante.

3. INTERPRETA TIO N  DES PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS
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Il est évident que le facteur humain est important. Le poids des séquences où 
intervient au moins une erreur de conduite (mauvais diagnostic, non-réalisation 
d ’une action, action trop tardive, etc.) est d ’environ 80%.

Ce chiffre peut donner une image très négative des interventions humaines en 
cours d ’accident. En fait, il faut rappeler que ce que nous appelons «erreur» dans une 
étude de séquences n ’est qu’un échec dans la récupération d ’un accident et que si on 
calculait, de la même façon que pour les erreurs de conduite, le pourcentage des 
séquences incluant au moins une «défaillance matérielle» (rupture d ’une tuyauterie, 
défaillance d ’un composant), on arriverait à une proportion de 10 0 %.

Le chiffre obtenu signifie donc simplement que l’opérateur a un rôle essentiel 
dans la récupération des accidents.

3.2. Le poids des erreurs de conduite

3.3. L ’apport des spécificités de la démarche de sûreté française

Il convient en premier lieu de citer les procédures et les matériels associés. 
Même s’il est toujours difficile de chiffrer le gain apporté par la bonne application 
d ’une procédure, il est indéniable que les procédures H améliorent sensiblement la 
sûreté des tranches françaises.

— H l: permet de ramener le risque d ’endommagement du cœur à une valeur
faible malgré une fréquence d ’initiateurs élevée;

— H2: le gavé-ouvert est maintenant largement utilisé pour tous les réacteurs à
eau sous pression et réduit le risque d ’endommagement du cœur.

— H3: le LLS (turbogénérateur entraînant une pompe et alimentant l ’instrumen
tation indispensable) permet de poursuivre l’injection aux joints des
pompes primaires.

Il faut insister sur l’intérêt de la présence d ’un ingénieur (ISR) appliquant une 
nouvelle technique de la conduite accidentelle: l ’approche par états (SP1-U1) en 
complément de l ’approche événementielle classique. Le gain global apporté par ces 
dispositions (ISR et SPI-U1) est d ’environ 6 (en l’absence de ces dispositions, le 
risque serait six fois plus élevé).

L ’ensemble de ces résultats a déjà été présenté; il semble important de les 
rappeler car tous les enseignements n ’en ont pas encore été tirés. Des études sont 
en cours qu’il conviendra d ’approfondir tant pour les paliers en exploitation que pour 
les tranches futures. Examinons maintenant la politique future d ’EDF dans le 
domaine des études probabilistes.
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L ’importance des enseignements tirés de Г EPS 1300 a conduit EDF à définir 
un programme général d ’application des méthodes développées au cours de cette 
étude. Afin de structurer les activités et de maîtriser les délais et la qualité des études 
à réaliser, cinq grands projets ont été définis:

— EPS 900,
— EPS 1300 et N4,
— EPS REP 2000,
— poste de travail pour le fiabiliste,
— analyse du retour d ’expérience.

La contribution des études probabilistes à l ’actualisation régulière de l’évalua
tion du niveau de sûreté des tranches REP conduit à définir préalablement la notion 
d ’«EPS vivante», applicable à chacun des principaux paliers. Le but d ’une EPS 
vivante est de mettre à jour les modèles qui ont été développés afin de prendre en 
compte:

— l’évolution des données au sens le plus général du terme (probabilité des 
initiateurs, taux de défaillance des composants, profils de fonctionnement des 
tranches, etc.);

— l’évolution des connaissances (résultats d ’études, analyse du retour 
d ’expérience au niveau d ’initiateurs non pris en compte, modifications des 
tranches, etc.).

Ces études doivent permettre d ’avoir une modélisation des tranches correspon
dant aux états répertoriés des différents paliers. Compte tenu de la politique générale 
de mise en œuvre des modifications, cela conduit à une révision tous les trois ans 
environ.

4.1. Les projets EPS 900 et 1300

Basés sur les modèles développés vers la fin des années 80, ces projets pren
dront en compte l’ensemble des évolutions connues. Ils seront utilisés à la fois:

— comme outil de travail interne EDF:
•  aide à la décision au niveau de la conception, au niveau de l’exploitation;
•  base d ’études complémentaires, par exemple dans le domaine des spécifica

tions techniques d ’exploitation.
— comme outil de communication:

•  entre les directions d ’EDF;
•  avec les autorités de sûreté (réévaluation de sûreté, demandes plus ponc

tuelles, etc.).

4. PERSPECTIVES
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U est à noter qu’une EPS sera réalisée pour la Centrale de Bugey (qui n ’appar
tient pas aux paliers 900 CP1 ou CP2).

4.2. Le projet EPS N4

L ’EPS N4 devra prendre en compte les spécificités du palier. Pour ne citer que 
les problèmes les plus importants, rappelons:

— la salle de commande informatisée,
— le contrôle-commande,
— le démarrage de la tranche avec les procédures accidentelles APE (conduite par 

états généralisés).

4.3. Le projet EPS R EP 2000

Les études probabilistes doivent apporter des éléments d ’aide à la décision dans 
le choix des options de base du REP 2000.

— La première action à engager est une analyse fine des EPS réalisées afin de 
tirer des enseignements directs applicables, afin également de mener des 
réflexions plus approfondies (avec le support d ’études de sensibilité) pour 
évaluer l’impact sur les modèles existants d ’améliorations de principe (délai 
plus grand avant conséquences inacceptables, moins grande sensibilité aux 
erreurs humaines, etc.); l ’impact pratique de l’application de ces principes sur 
la conception des tranches ne devra intervenir que dans un deuxième temps.

— La deuxième action consistera à faire des comparaisons d ’architecture 
d ’ensemble des systèmes de sûreté: 2 x  100%, 3 X  100%, 4 x  50%.

— La dernière consistera à mettre en œuvre un modèle évolutif d ’EPS qui 
s’affinera au fur et à mesure de l’avancement du projet tout au long duquel des 
éclairages probabilistes seront faits sur les différentes options envisagées.

Les difficultés majeures sont de deux ordres:
•  l ’intégration des études probabilistes au processus de conception des 

tranches pose des problèmes de doctrine, de méthodologie et d ’outils;
•  l ’absence de retour d’expérience d’exploitation sur les systèmes et les 

composants impose de mieux cerner le domaine de validité des conclusions.

4.4. Le projet poste de travail pour le fîabiliste

Le logiciel LESSEPS développé au cours du projet EPS 1300 tourne actuelle
ment sur un IBM 3090 de la Direction des études et recherches sur le site de Clamart.
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Le projet poste de travail pour le fiabiliste comprend plusieurs étapes fondamentales:

— passage sur station de travail SUN,
— passage sur IBM 386 dans le cadre du contrat de vente de LESSEPS passé avec 

les soviétiques,
— élaboration d ’une interface conviviale (graphique) pour le modèle sur station 

de travail,
— réalisation d ’un poste de travail pour le fiabiliste.

4.5. Le projet analyse du retour d’expérience

Le mémoire «La prise en compte du retour d ’expérience dans les EPS et les 
perspectives de développement d ’un outil d ’aide à la décision en matière de main
tenance» (IAEA-SM-321/31) donne une description plus détaillée, mais les grandes 
lignes concernent avant tout l ’exploitation du retour d ’expérience des tranches fran
çaises, la mise à jour des bases de données, le développement d ’outils d ’aide à la 
décision en matière d ’aide à la maintenance, l ’aide à la formation ainsi que dans une 
certaine mesure la validation des consignes de conduite (essais réalisés sur des 
simulateurs pleine échelle).

5. CONCLUSION

L ’EPS 1300 française a eu de nombreux enseignements. L ’un des plus 
originaux et des plus lourds de conséquences a été de mettre l’accent sur l ’importance 
des états d ’arrêt.

Après une première phase d ’exploitation des résultats bruts des études, EDF 
a décidé d ’engager un programme ambitieux qui visera à mettre en œuvre des EPS 
vivantes sur les tranches en exploitation et à réaliser des études pour les tranches en 
construction et les futures tranches du parc français.
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Abstract-Résumé

IM PROVEMENT OF COOLING FOLLOWING A NON -ISOLABLE PRIMARY CIRCUIT 
RUPTURE.

After a non-isolable primary circuit rupture, the residual reactor heat must be removed 
over a long period o f time while either the fuel is unloaded or the leak repaired. The reliability 
studies which Electricité de France has been performing since 1980 have shown that, during 
this period, the probability of a total loss of the safety injection system and the residual heat 
removal system is high. Since it is essential that this function be assured over a long period, 
operating procedures have been developed (the so-called H4 and U3 procedures) which have 
recourse to mobile means o f dealing with total failure o f the low pressure safety injection 
pumps and total failure o f the containment sprinkler system pumps. The Nuclear Safety and 
Protection Institute o f the Commissariat à l ’énergie atomique has, as part o f a probabilistic 
safety analysis o f a 900 MW(e) PWR, carried out probabilistic assessments for a loss of 
coolant accident. The results obtained show that, in the short term, in the event of a small 
primary circuit rupture, the risk o f a failure of the low pressure safety injection pumps makes 
a major contribution to the overall core meltdown probability. Thus, one must ask oneself 
whether the short term redundancy level of the low pressure safety injection system should 
be increased by the use o f additional resources. The quickest way of providing such resources 
would be to install permanent H4 and U3 equipment.

AMELIORATION DU REFROIDISSEMENT APRES UNE BRECHE NON ISOLABLE 
DU CIRCUIT PRIMAIRE.

Après une brèche non isolable du circuit primaire, la puissance résiduelle du réacteur 
doit être évacuée pendant une longue période, nécessaire soit au déchargement du combus
tible, soit au colmatage de la brèche. Les études de fiabilité effectuées dès 1980 par Electricité 
de France ont montré que pendant cette période la probabilité de perte totale des systèmes 
d ’injection de sécurité et d ’évacuation de la puissance résiduelle était élevée. La nécessité de 
garantir la permanence de cette fonction pendant une longue période a conduit à définir des 
procédures de conduite, intitulées procédures H4 et U3, faisant appel à des moyens mobiles 
afin de faire face à la défaillance totale des moyens de pompage de l ’injection de sécurité basse 
pression (ISBP) et à la défaillance totale des moyens de pompage du système d ’aspersion dans 
l’enceinte de confinement (EAS). L ’Institut de protection et de sûreté nucléaire du Commis
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sariat à l ’énergie atomique a effectué, dans le cadre de l ’étude probabiliste de sûreté d ’un 
réacteur REP 900 MW(e), des évaluations probabilistes relatives à l ’accident de perte de 
réfrigérant primaire. Les résultats obtenus pour le court terme mettent en évidence, dans le 
cas de petite brèche primaire, la contribution élevée de la défaillance des pompes du système 
ISBP. Ces constatations conduisent à s ’interroger sur l ’intérêt d ’augmenter la redondance à 
court terme du système ISBP par l ’utilisation des moyens complémentaires. L ’utilisation plus 
précoce de ces moyens pourrait être obtenue, en particulier, par l ’installation de moyens 
H4-U3 fixes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Après une brèche non isolable du circuit primaire, l ’inventaire en eau primaire 
est assuré par le système d ’injection de sécurité (RIS) et la puissance résiduelle est 
extraite de l’enceinte de confinement par le système d ’aspersion dans l’enceinte 
(EAS) pendant une longue période, nécessaire soit au déchargement du combustible, 
soit au colmatage de la brèche. Dès 1980, les études de fiabilité effectuées par 
Electricité de France ont montré que la probabilité de perte totale des systèmes 
d ’injection de sécurité et/ou d’aspersion dans l’enceinte, pendant la période requise 
de fonctionnement, était élevée. La nécessité de garantir de façon permanente 
l’inventaire en eau du circuit primaire et l ’évacuation de la puissance résiduelle a 
conduit l ’exploitant à définir des procédures de conduite intitulées procédures H4 et 
U3. Ces procédures font appel à des moyens mobiles mis en place après l’apparition 
de la brèche primaire et permettent de faire face:

— à la défaillance totale des moyens de pompage de l’injection de sécurité basse 
pression (ISBP),

— à la défaillance totale des moyens de pompage de l ’aspersion dans l ’enceinte 
(EAS).

Par ailleurs, l ’Institut de protection et de sûreté nucléaire du Comissariat à 
l ’énergie atomique a effectué, dans le cadre de l’étude probabiliste de sûreté d ’un 
réacteur REP 900 MW(e), des évaluations probabilistes relatives à l ’accident de 
perte de réfrigérant primaire.

Dans ce qui suit, après une présentation des procédures H4 et U3, nous exami
nons les résultats de l ’étude probabiliste relative aux accidents de perte de réfrigérant 
primaire et les modifications envisageables pour diminuer la valeur de la probabilité 
calculée de fusion du cœur due à ce type d ’accident.
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Les moyens mobiles H4-U3 sont dimensionnés pour pouvoir évacuer la puis
sance résiduelle hors de l ’enceinte de confinement et maintenir le cœur en dessous 
des conditions d ’ébullition 15 jours après l ’apparition d ’une brèche primaire de 
diamètre équivalent supérieur à 1,5". Leur acheminement, leur mise en place et leur 
raccordement sont effectués dans les quatre jours suivant l ’accident.

2.1. Procédure H4

La procédure H4 répond au cas hors-dimensionnement de la perte des moyens 
de pompage des systèmes EAS ou ISBP après un accident de perte de réfrigérant 
primaire (grosse brèche ou brèche intermédiaire de diamètre supérieur à 1,5").

a ) Secours des m oyens de p o m p a g e  R IS  p a r  une p o m p e  E A S

Ce secours intervient dans le cas de défaillance de l ’ensemble des moyens de 
pompage de l’ISBP. Il utilise des raccords flexibles reliant les voies EAS aux voies 
ISBP (figure 1). Grâce à cette liaison, une seule pompe EAS est capable, au-delà du 
15e jour suivant l ’accident, d ’assurer le maintien de l’inventaire en eau du circuit 
primaire et l ’évacuation de la puissance résiduelle par un échangeur EAS.

2. PRESEN TA TIO N  DES PROCEDURES H4 ET U3

-U^T-Sb

Pompe/

Système d'aspersion dans l'enceinte 
Pompe/

Echangeur
W

Système d'injection de sécurité basse pression 

« - i ^ b ------ *

Ligne d'injection

Ligne d'injection

FIG. 1 Procédure H4-U3. Schéma mécanique de principe.
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b ) S ecours de l ’E A S  p a r  une p o m p e  m o b ile

Ce secours intervient dans le cas de défaillance de l’ensemble des moyens de 
pompage de l ’EAS ou de l ’échangeur EAS d ’une voie et de la pompe EAS de l ’autre 
voie. Il utilise des raccords flexibles reliant les voies EAS aux voies ISBP et une 
pompe mobile (pompe U3) (figure 1). La pompe U3 peut assurer à elle seule, 
15 jours après l’accident, les fonctions injection de sécurité et évacuation de la 
puissance résiduelle au travers d ’un échangeur EAS.

2.2. Procédure U3

La procédure U3 intervient en cas de défaillance de l ’ensemble des moyens de 
pompage ISBP et EAS après un accident de perte de réfrigérant primaire (grosse 
brèche ou brèche intermédiaire). Le secours de ces moyens de pompage est assuré 
par la pompe U3, l ’évacuation de la puissance résiduelle étant réalisée par un 
échangeur EAS. La procédure U3 constitue le dernier recours pour le maintien des 
fonctions de sauvegarde d ’injection d’eau dans le cœur et de refroidissement du 
circuit primaire après un accident de perte de réfrigérant primaire.

3. ETUDES PROBABILISTES DES ACCIDENTS DE PERTE DE 
REFRIGERANT PRIMAIRE

3.1. Définition des initiateurs

Dans ce qui suit, nous ne considérons que les brèches primaires non isolables 
compensables par le système d ’injection de sécurité. Celles-ci ont été réparties en 
plusieurs sous-familles en fonction de la taille de la brèche et de l’état initial du 
réacteur.

Pour des raisons fonctionnelles, trois tailles de brèches ont été distinguées:

— les grosses brèches de diamètre équivalent supérieur à 6 ",
— les brèches intermédiaires de diamètre équivalent compris entre 2 " et 6 ",
— les petites brèches de diamètre équivalent compris entre 3/8" et 2".

Tous les états initiaux possibles du réacteur sont étudiés, de l’état réacteur en 
puissance à l ’état d ’arrêt pour rechargement cuve ouverte.

Dans ce qui suit, nous désignons par:

Etat A: les états du réacteur en puissance, en arrêt à chaud ou intermé
diaire, dont la pression primaire est supérieure au seuil P l i  
(pression primaire supérieure à 139 bars), pour lesquels l ’ensemble 
des signaux d ’activation de l’injection de sécurité sont 
opérationnels;
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TABLEAU I. FREQUENCE DES INITIATEURS DES ACCIDENTS DE PERTE 
DE REFRIGERANT PRIMAIRE — ETATS A et B

Etat du 
réacteur

Initiateur
Fréquence 

(par année-réacteur)

Grosses brèches ф > 6" 10“4

Brèches intermédiaires 2" < ф < 6" 3 x  lO '4
A

Petites brèches ф < 2" 2 x  10 'J

Brèches aux soupapes du pressuriseur 5 x  lO '5

Grosses brèches 5 x  lO '7

Brèches intermédiaires 1,5 x  1(T6
B

Petites brèches lO '5

Brèches aux soupapes du pressuriseur 2,4 x  lO '4

Etat B: l ’état d ’arrêt intermédiaire compris entre le seuil P l 1 et les condi
tions de mise en service du circuit de refroidissement à l’arrêt 
(RRA);

Etats C, D, E: les états où la puissance résiduelle est évacuée par le RRA.

De plus, les brèches en phase vapeur induites par la défaillance des soupapes 
du pressuriseur ont été prises en considération. A titre indicatif, nous présentons 
dans le tableau I les valeurs de la fréquence des principaux initiateurs des accidents 
de perte de réfrigérant primaire survenant dans les états A et B.

3.2. Démarche employée

Dans les études probabilistes relatives aux brèches primaires, les situations 
post-accidentelles à long terme ont été prises en considération. La durée du long 
terme a été estimée en tenant compte de la taille, de l ’emplacement de la brèche et 
des conditions dans l’enceinte (contamination). Les valeurs retenues sont présentées 
dans le tableau II.
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Initiateurs
Grosses brèches 

et brèches intermédiaires
Petites brèches

Brèches 
en phase vapeur

Durée du long terme 1 an 3 mois 1 mois

Les études sont effectuées en deux phases:

— Une phase court terme et moyen terme (0-15 jours après l’accident) traitée par 
la méthode des arbres d ’événements. Les séquences se terminent soit par la 
fusion du cœur, soit par une entrée dans le long terme. On entend par fusion 
du cœur un découvrement prolongé du cœur sans possibilité de récupération 
ou le dépassement de 1204°C sur la gaine du combustible lors d ’un transitoire 
thermohydraulique.

— Une phase long terme pour laquelle la probabilité conditionnelle de fusion du 
cœur est calculée en tenant compte des possibilités de réparation et des corréla
tions importantes entre les systèmes impliqués, notamment en prenant en 
compte les procédures H4 et U3.

3.3. Principales hypothèses de l ’étude

a) Possibilités de réparation des systèmes de sauvegarde

Les hypothèses relatives aux possibilités de réparation concernent uniquement 
les pompes EAS et ISBP. Les échangeurs EAS ont été considérés comme non 
réparables. Le délai avant intervention sur un matériel défectueux dépend du taux 
de contamination des composants. Pour les petites brèches, du fait de l’absence de 
découvrement du cœur, il est considéré, compte tenu d ’un taux de contamination 
«normal», que les pompes sont réparables dès l’occurrence de la brèche avec un 
temps normal de réparation.

Dans le cas des grosses brèches et des brèches intermédiaires, le niveau de 
contamination du fluide véhiculé par les systèmes ISBP et EAS est plus élevé. En 
conséquence, sur ces systèmes aucune intervention n ’est possible avant un délai de 
15 jours. Ensuite, on considère que les pompes ISBP et EAS sont réparables avec 
un temps de réparation de 8 jours, compte tenu des difficultés d ’intervention et du 
temps nécessaire pour procéder au rinçage du matériel à réparer.
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Les possibilités de secours des systèmes ISBP et EAS par les procédures H4 
et U3 ont été prises en compte au-delà de 15 jours. Les erreurs humaines dans le 
montage des moyens mobiles H4-U3 sont prises en compte lorsque ces erreurs ne 
sont pas récupérables.

3.4. Résultats des études probabilistes

Le tableau III rassemble les valeurs des probabilités calculées de fusion du 
cœur en cas de brèche primaire pour l ’ensemble des états du réacteur. Dans ce 
tableau, on distingue deux phases:

— la phase court terme (0-15 jours) durant laquelle les procédures H4 et U3 ne 
sont pas appliquées,

— la phase long terme (au-delà de 15 jours) durant laquelle les moyens H4 et U3 
sont utilisables.

b) Hypothèses relatives à la mise en œuvre des moyens mobiles

4. ENSEIGNEMENTS TIRES DES ETUDES PROBABILISTES RELATIVES 
AUX ACCIDENTS DE PERTE DE REFRIGERANT PRIMAIRE

Les résultats des études probabilistes relatives aux brèches primaires mettent 
en évidence:

— le rôle important des procédures H4-U3,
— le poids important du court terme des brèches primaires, notamment des petites 

brèches,
— la contribution importante des erreurs humaines durant l’installation des 

moyens mobiles pour les séquences à long terme.

a) Rôle important des procédures H4-U3

Les procédures H4-U3 permettent un gain de 3,6 x  10_5 par année-réacteur 
sur la probabilité calculée de fusion du cœur (la probabilité totale calculée de fusion 
du cœur d ’un réacteur à eau sous pression de 900 MW(e) est de 5 x  10_5 par 
année-réacteur).

En ce qui concerne les petites brèches primaires de diamètre équivalent 
inférieur à 1,5" et les brèches aux joints des moto-pompes primaires, les études 
probabilistes montrent que l ’extension des procédures H4-U3 à ces cas permet une 
diminution sensible de la valeur calculée de la probabilité de fusion du cœur 
(1,3 x  10~5 par année-réacteur).
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b) Poids important du court terme des brèches prim aires

La valeur de la probabilité calculée de fusion du cœur relative au court terme 
des brèches primaires (2,38 x  10_5 par année-réacteur) représente la moitié de la 
probabilité calculée totale de fusion du cœur. Parmi le spectre des brèches primaires, 
la contribution des petites brèches est dominante.

Elle est due, pour les petites brèches survenant dans l’état A:

— à la défaillance du système ISBP: 84% (défaillance des pompes, défaillance du 
système de refroidissement des moteurs des pompes ou non-ouverture de la 
ligne à débit nul),

— à la défaillance de cause commune des systèmes RIS-EAS: 8 % (notamment le 
défaut de génération du signal de passage en recirculation).

Ces résultats montrent la contribution élevée de la défaillance du système
ISBP.

c) Contribution des erreurs humaines dans les séquences à long terme

Avec prise en compte des procédures H4-U3, la valeur de la probabilité 
calculée de fusion du cœur relative au long terme des brèches primaires 
(4,49 x  10~6 par année-réacteur) représente 10% de la probabilité totale calculée 
de la fusion du cœur.

Les séquences dominantes du long terme sont:

— pour l’ensemble des grosses brèches primaires et des brèches intermédiaires 
primaires pour lesquelles la probabilité calculée de fusion du cœur relative au 
long terme est de 2,43 x  10 ~6 par année-réacteur:

•  l ’erreur humaine durant l’installation ou la mise en œuvre des moyens 
mobiles et la défaillance de cause commune sur la ventilation des moteurs 
des pompes EAS: 37,5%,

•  l’erreur humaine durant l’installation ou la mise en œuvre des moyens 
mobiles et la défaillance de cause commune sur la ventilation des moteurs 
des pompes ISBP: 19,5%,

•  la rupture du collecteur d ’injection: 1 0 %;

— pour l ’ensemble des petites brèches primaires pour lesquelles la probabilité 
calculée de fusion du cœur relative au long terme est de 2,06 x  1 0 _б par 
année-réacteur:

•  l ’erreur humaine durant l ’installation ou la mise en œuvre des moyens 
mobiles et la défaillance de cause commune sur la ventilation des moteurs 
des pompes ISBP: 50%,

•  la rupture du collecteur d ’injection: 27%.
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On remarque que les erreurs humaines lors de l’installation des moyens 
mobiles combinées avec des défaillances du système de ventilation des moteurs des 
pompes EAS ou ISBP jouent un rôle prépondérant dans la probabilité calculée de 
fusion du cœur relative au long terme des brèches primaires.

d) Amélioration du refroidissement après une brèche prim aire

Afin de diminuer la contribution élevée de la défaillance de l ’ISBP dans le 
court terme des petites brèches primaires, il est envisageable d ’augmenter la redon
dance des moyens de pompage du système ISBP par une utilisation plus précoce des 
moyens H4-U3 (actuellement cette utilisation n ’est prévue que 15 jours après le dé
but de l ’accident). Une étude a été effectuée en considérant que la mise en œuvre 
des procédures H4-U3 était possible dès 24 heures. Dans ce cas, le gain sur la valeur 
de la probabilité calculée de fusion du cœur est important. Il s’élève à 7,1 X 10-6 

par année-réacteur, soit 16% de la probabilité calculée totale de fusion du cœur. La 
réduction du délai de mise en œuvre des procédures H4-U3 pourrait être obtenue, 
en particulier, par l ’installation de moyens H4-U3 fixes qui seraient opérationnels 
dès le premier jour. Cette solution aurait l ’avantage de supprimer les risques d ’erreur 
humaine lors du montage des moyens H4-U3, seules subsisteraient les erreurs 
humaines à la mise en œuvre des procédures H4-U3 dont l’importance peut être 
réduite par une signalisation adéquate.

4. CONCLUSION

Les études probabilistes effectuées sur les réacteurs français à eau sous pres
sion de 900 MW(e) ont montré l ’importance des procédures H4-U3 sur la valeur de 
la probabilité calculée de fusion du cœur des séquences relatives au long terme des 
brèches primaires et ont justifié l’extension du domaine d ’application de ces 
procédures aux petites brèches.

De plus, elles ont mis en évidence l ’opportunité de disposer d’une redondance 
du système d ’injection de sécurité pour diminuer la valeur de la probabilité calculée 
de fusion du cœur liée au court terme des petites brèches primaires. Cette redondance 
pourrait être obtenue par la mise en œuvre à court terme des moyens H4-U3 
moyennant certaines modifications de leur conception.
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EVALUATION PROBABILISTE DES RISQUES 
ASSOCIES AUX ACCIDENTS DE REACTIVITE

M. CHAMP, J.-L. CARON, A. CHESNEL, J.M .P. LANORE 
Institut de protection et de sûreté nucléaire,
Commissariat à l ’énergie atomique,
Fontenay-aüx-Roses,
France

Abstract-Résumé

PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH REACTI
VITY ACCIDENTS.

Several types o f reactivity accident are taken'into account at the design stage for pressu
rized water reactors. As part o f the post-Chernobyl acivities, a new series o f physical studies 
o f reactivity accidents has been carried out and, using the results which have been obtained, 
a probabilistic safety assessment has been undertaken for all standard states o f the pressure 
vessel. The main results obtained from these studies for the 9Û0 MW(e) series are as follows. 
Sequences resulting from control cluster movements, cluster ejections and steam line ruptures, 
and sequences which might result in a core mèltdôwn owing to excessive insertion of reactivity 
have low probabilities. The probabilistic study of uncontrolled dilutions revealed two signifi
cant sequences: one caused by progressive dilution during cold shutdown for refuelling, and 
another caused by the sudden injection of an unborated water plug into the core. Although 
the probabilistic assessment o f the latter sequence rests on highly pessimistic assumptions, the 
major risk involved has prompted Electricité de France to implement a modification of all 
units as a matter o f urgency. Moreover, additional studies are in progress on the physics o f 
these phenomena and the exhaustiveness of the dilution scenarios.

EVALUATION PROBABILISTE DES RISQUES ASSOCIES AUX ACCIDENTS DE 
REACTIVITE.

Pour un réacteur à eau sous pression, plusieurs accidents'de réactivité sont étudiés à 
la conception. Dans le cadre des actions post-Tchernobyl, un nouvel ensemble d ’études 
physiques relatives aux accidents de réactivité a été réalisé et, sur la base des résultats obtenus, 
une évaluation probabiliste de sûreté a été entreprise pour tous les états standards de la 
chaudière. Les principaux résultats de ces études relatives au palier de 900 MW(e) sont les 
suivants: les séquences pouvant résulter de mouvements de grappes de contrôle, d ’éjections 
de grappes, de ruptures de tuyauterie de vapeur, et conduire à la fusion du cœur par insertion 
excessive de réactivité, ont des probabilités faibles; l ’étude probabiliste des dilutions 
incontrôlées a mis en évidence deux séquences significatives, l ’une résultant d ’une dilution 
progressive se produisant en arrêt à froid pour rechargement, l ’autre résultant de l’injection 
brutale d ’un bouchon d ’eau non borée dans le cœur. Bien que l ’évaluation probabiliste de cette 
dernière séquence repose sur des hypothèses certainement pessimistes, l ’importance du risque 
associé a conduit Electricité de France à mettre en place sans délai une modification sur toutes 
les tranches. De plus, des études complémentaires sont en cours concernant la physique des 
phénomènes et l ’exhaustivité des scénarios de dilution.
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L ’accident de Tchernobyl a confirmé, si besoin était, qu’une insertion impor
tante de réactivité peut provoquer des dommages importants sur le combustible, 
susceptibles de conduire à un relâchement d ’importantes quantités de produits de fis
sion dans l’environnement. En ce qui concerne les réacteurs à eau sous pression, les 
causes possibles de variation de réactivité sont qualitativement clairement identifiées. 
Parmi celles-ci, on retiendra:

— une variation de la pression (effet très faible) ou de la température du modéra
teur (sous refroidissement ou refroidissement excessif par la partie 
secondaire),

— une variation de la température du combustible (effet Doppler),
— une variation de la concentration en bore soluble,
— un mouvement de grappes (insertion, retrait, éjection),
— une diminution de la quantité de produits de fission (xénon).

Ces phénomènes sont tout d ’abord étudiés lors de la conception du cœur; des 
protections automatiques et des spécifications d ’exploitation sont définies. La justifi
cation des mesures prises est apportée par l’analyse des conditions de fonctionnement 
de dimensionnement. En plus, la mise en place de dispositions complémentaires a 
été décidée sur la base des études de situations hors dimensionnement analysées par 
une approche probabiliste.

1. INTRODUCTION

TABLEAU I. ACCIDENTS DE REACTIVITE PRIS EN COMPTE 
A LA CONCEPTION

Vitesse
(pcm/s)

Amplitude
(pcm)

Dilution d ’acide borique 1 1000 à 2000

Extraction des groupes de régulation en séquence normale 10 à 20 1000 à 2000

Extraction des groupes de régulation en séquence anormale 100 2000

Refroidissement par le circuit secondaire 100 6000

Election de grappe (P =  0% Pna) 9000 900

a Puissance nominale.
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Le tableau I résume les situations conduisant à une augmentation de réactivité 
retenues à la conception. Il donne également un ordre de grandeur des vitesses et 
des amplitudes d’insertion de réactivité pour chacune d ’elles. Selon la dynamique de 
l ’initiateur considéré, l ’excursion de puissance est limitée par les contre-réactions 
nucléaires, puis par l’arrêt d ’urgence, la borication garantissant la sous-criticité du 
cœur à moyen terme.

Avec les hypothèses utilisées dans ces études, notamment en ne cumulant à 
l ’initiateur qu’une seule défaillance de matériel, on vérifie que tout endommagement 
important du combustible est exclu pour ces situations. Les études de ces incidents 
ou accidents n’ont toutefois pas été étendues systématiquement aux situations d ’arrêt.

2. SCENARIOS RETENUS AU STADE DU D IM EN SIO N N EM EN T

3. RESULTATS DES ETUDES POST-TCHERNOBYL ET DES ETUDES
D ’EVALUATION PROBABILISTE DE SURETE

Un ensemble d ’études physiques a été réalisé dans le cadre des actions post- 
Tchernobyl relatives aux accidents de réactivité visant à déterminer, pour chacune 
des causes d ’insertion de réactivité mentionnées ci-dessus, les conditions limites 
conduisant à un endommagement du combustible. Sur la base de ces résultats, une 
évaluation probabiliste de sûreté a été entreprise pour l’ensemble des états standards 
de la chaudière. Dans le cadre de cette étude, une recherche aussi exhaustive que 
possible des scénarios pouvant conduire à de tels dommages a été effectuée et les 
probabilités correspondantes ont été estimées. Les principaux résultats de cette étude 
relative au palier 900 MW(e) sont présentés ci-dessous.

3.1. Mouvement de grappes

Une séquence accidentelle initiée par la chute ou le retrait d ’une ou de plusieurs 
grappes de régulation conduit à un endommagement du combustible en cas de 
défaillance du système d ’arrêt d ’urgence. La probabilité calculée de fusion du cœur 
pour ces séquences est de 10~8 par année-réacteur en considérant, pour certaines, 
une possibilité de récupération par l’opérateur dans un délai de 15 min.

Les études physiques relatives à l ’accident d ’éjection de grappes de contrôle 
concluent qu’un endommagement du combustible n ’est envisageable qu’en cas 
d ’éjection simultanée de plusieurs grappes. La probabilité de rupture simultanée de 
plusieurs carters avec éjection complète de grappes est considérée comme 
négligeable.
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Nous ne décrirons ici que les séquences initiées par une rupture de tuyauterie 
de vapeur vive, susceptibles de conduire à un endommagement du combustible par 
insertion excessive de réactivité.

La famille d ’événements pouvant résulter d ’une grosse rupture d ’une 
tuyauterie de vapeur vive a fait l ’objet d ’un grand nombre d ’études paramétriques. 
Les conclusions de ces études effectuées pour un réacteur initialement en état d ’arrêt 
à chaud ont été conservativement étendues aux situations en puissance. Les princi
paux scénarios sont caractérisés par le nombre de générateurs de vapeur concernés 
par la brèche, le nombre de grappes bloquées en position haute lors de l ’arrêt 
d ’urgence, le fonctionnement ou non de l’injection de sécurité. La probabilité calcu
lée de fusion du cœur pour l’ensemble de ces séquences est de quelque 10 “9 par 
année-réacteurs.

Pour la famille d ’événements pouvant résulter d ’une petite rupture d ’une 
tuyauterie de vapeur vive (diamètre équivalent inférieur à celui d ’une soupape secon
daire), nous n’avons retenu, de manière prudente, que la séquence correspondant au 
blocage d ’une grappe cumulée avec la défaillance de l’injection de sécurité comme 
étant susceptible de conduire à la fusion du cœur avec une probabilité calculée 
d ’environ 10~9 par année-réacteur.

3.2. Extraction incontrôlée de puissance au secondaire

4. DILUTIONS INCONTROLEES DU FLUIDE PRIMAIRE

De l’analyse des événements résultant d ’une dilution, il ressort deux types de 
séquences de probabilités relativement élevées et pouvant conduire à un endommage
ment important du. combustible. En raison de la physique des phénomènes qui les 
caractérise, ces séquences sont représentatives de deux familles d ’événements 
distinctes.

4.1. Dilution homogène du fluide prim aire

Cette famille d ’événements est caractérisée par un apport d ’eau pure ou forte
ment diluée au circuit primaire. L ’étude a été effectuée pour tous les états standards 
de la chaudière en considérant conventionnellement un débit de dilution correspon
dant à la capacité maximale du circuit de contrôle volumétrique et chimique (RCV). 
Ces séquences, en l’absence d ’intervention de l ’opérateur, mènent à un retour en cri- 
ticité ou à une augmentation de puissance suivie d ’une ébullition généralisée dans le 
cœur conduisant à sa dégradation par vidange du circuit primaire.

Le tableau II fournit la chronologie des principaux événements intervenant 
dans les situations de dilution lorsque le circuit primaire est plein. Compte tenu des
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nombreuses alarmes caractérisant l ’accident, des procédures en place et de l’impor
tance des délais disponibles avant le découvrement du cœur, les probabilités 
calculées de fusion du cœur associées à ces séquences sont négligeables. Par contre, 
lorsque le réacteur est initialement en état d ’arrêt pour intervention, niveau d ’eau à 
la plage de travail basse, la faible quantité d ’eau présente dans le circuit primaire 
conduit à des délais beaucoup plus courts. En conservant les hypothèses mentionnées 
ci-dessus, l ’alarme de haut flux nucléaire intervient 40 min après le début de la dilu
tion. L ’opérateur dispose alors de 20 min pour arrêter la source de dilution avant 
le retour en criticité. Après ce délai, l’ébullition dans le circuit primaire intervient 
rapidement, provoquant la défaillance des pompes du système de refroidissement à 
l’arrêt (RRA). Le découvrement du cœur se produit 50 min plus tard si l ’opérateur 
n ’agit pas pour effectuer un appoint d’eau borée au circuit primaire.

La probabilité calculée de fusion du cœur correspondant à cette séquence est 
de 3 x  10' 6 par année-réacteur.

4.2. Dilution par front d’eau

Cette famille d ’événements regroupe les cas d ’insertion de réactivité pouvant 
survenir lors du démarrage d ’une pompe située sur une portion de circuit comprenant 
une poche d ’eau diluée. Parmi l ’ensemble des séquences recensées susceptibles de 
conduire à un endommagement important du combustible, les plus marquantes en 
termes de probabilités sont les suivantes:

a ) D é m a rra g e  d u  R R A  d ilu é

En fonctionnement normal, l ’effet de contraction du fluide présent dans le cir
cuit RRA est compensé par un appoint d ’eau assuré par la liaison entre le RRA et 
la décharge du RCV. En cas de fuite du circuit RRA, l’eau contenue dans ce dernier 
se trouvera peu à peu remplacée par de l ’eau provenant du circuit primaire dont la 
concentration en bore est, en fin de vie, pratiquement nulle. Avant la mise en service 
de ce système, les pompes primaires sont arrêtées et la concentration en bore doit 
être vérifiée. En cas d ’erreur de mesure, de l’eau fortement diluée peut être envoyée 
dans le cœur du réacteur et conduire à un accident de réactivité.

Dans le cadre des études post-Tchernobyl, deux études ont été réalisées en pre
nant en compte des hypothèses extrêmes relatives aux phénomènes de mélange entre 
l’eau des circuits primaires et RRA. La première suppose un mélange parfait de l’eau 
contenue dans ces circuits, la seconde considère que le cœur est balayé par un bou
chon d ’eau pure.

Ces études montrent que la rupture du circuit RRA par surpression inter
viendra avant tout risque d ’explosion du combustible. Cette séquence évolue donc 
vers une grosse brèche sur le circuit RRA avec des délais très courts avant
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découvrement puis fusion du cœur. La probabilité calculée de cette séquence est de 
1,3 X  10“8 par année-réacteur.

b) Démarrage de la pom pe prim aire d ’une boucle diluée

Le scénario décrit ci-dessous est relatif aux situations de dilution intervenant 
alors que la tranche se trouve en état d ’arrêt à chaud. Le réacteur est initialement 
en phase de dilution avec un débit maximum en vue de redémarrer après un arrêt 
long (pas d ’empoisonnement xénon, circulation naturelle faible ne permettant pas de 
mélange). Si, durant cette période, l ’alimentation électrique principale de la tranche 
est perdue, les pompes primaires s ’arrêtent, mais, les pompes du circuit utilisé pour 
la dilution étant secourues par le transformateur auxiliaire, un débit d ’eau diluée 
continue d ’être injecté dans la boucle du circuit primaire. Puis, conformément aux 
directives de la procédure de conduite applicable dans ce cas, l ’opérateur redémarre 
une pompe primaire, après arrêt manuel de la dilution.

Des études analytiques d ’injection rapide de réactivité effectuées par ailleurs 
montrent que l’énergie déposée au point chaud du combustible dépasse les 300 cal/g 
lorsque l ’amplitude de cette insertion est supérieure à 5000 pcm en moins d ’une 
seconde. Cette dernière valeur est retenue en tant que critère caractérisant un 
accident de réactivité par bouchon d ’eau conduisant à la fusion du cœur. En considé
rant des hypothèses pessimistes (volume critique du bouchon d ’eau, transport sans 
mélange vers le cœur, etc.), les évaluations montrent qu’une dizaine de minutes 
d ’injection d ’eau pure conduit à accumuler la quantité d ’eau suffisante pour provo
quer un accident de réactivité pendant le premier quart du cycle. La probabilité de 
cette séquence a été estimée supérieure à 10"4 par année-réacteur. Compte tenu de 
cette valeur élevéei et des conséquences liées à ce type d ’endommagement du 
combustible, EDF a décidé une modification, en cours de réalisation sur les tranches 
françaises, visant à diminuer la probabilité de cette séquence, malgré la prudence des 
hypothèses retenues et les incertitudes d ’études. Cette modification consiste à isoler 
automatiquement la source de dilution en cours sur un signal représentatif de l’arrêt 
de toutes les pompes primaires. En tenant compte de cette modification, la probabi
lité calculée de fusion du cœur associée à cette séquence est ramenée à 1 ,2  x  10~6 
par année-réacteur.

Par ailleurs, des études sont actuellement en cours pour identifier d ’autres 
causes possibles de formation d ’un bouchon d ’eau, en s’intéressant notamment aux 
situations d ’arrêt à froid.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Les séquences initiées par des mouvements de grappes de contrôle, des 
éjections de grappes de contrôle et des extractions incontrôlées de puissance au
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secondaire conduisent à la fusion du cœur avec des probabilités très faibles, ne justi
fiant pas de mesures particulières.

Les évaluations probabilistes concernant les dilutions incontrôlées ont mis en 
évidence deux séquences de probabilités significatives:

— une dilution progressive se produisant en arrêt à froid pour intervention avec 
une cinétique relativement rapide due au faible inventaire en eau dans le circuit 
primaire;

— l’injection dans le cœur d ’un bouchon d ’eau pure lors du démarrage de la 
pompe primaire associée à une boucle contenant un fluide dilué.

Bien que l’évaluation probabiliste de cette dernière séquence repose sur des 
hypothèses pessimistes, l ’importance du risque associé à cette séquence a conduit 
l ’exploitant EDF, en accord avec les autorités de sûreté, à mettre en place un auto
matisme d ’isolement de la dilution en cours en cas d ’arrêt des pompes primaires. 
Cette modification réduit significativement la probabilité calculée de cette séquence. 

De plus, des études complémentaires sont en cours afin:

— d’effectuer une recherche exhaustive des sources possibles de dilution lors de 
l ’exploitation normale des tranches, en particulier lors des arrêts inter
médiaires ou des arrêts à froid pour lesquels la réactivité du cœur est sensible
ment plus élevée que lors des arrêts à chaud;

— d ’étudier les possibilités d ’accident de réactivité par injection dans le cœur 
d ’un volume d ’eau pure en situation accidentelle (formation d ’un bouchon 
d ’eau pure dans les boucles lors de refroidissement en caloduc ou par rétro- 
vidange en situation de RTGV, formation d ’une poche d ’eau pure dans les 
puisards par un système auxiliaire, en situation de RTV ou par condensation 
lors d ’une brèche primaire);

— de vérifier expérimentalement le mélange d’eau pure injectée dans une boucle 
stagnante et le mélange de cette eau dans la boucle et dans la cuve au démarrage 
d ’une pompe primaire.
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ETUDE PROBABILISTE DE SURETE 
DES REP FRANÇAIS: 
IMPORTANCE DES ETATS HORS PUISSANCE

J.M .P. LANORE, M. CHAMP
Institut de protection et de sûreté nucléaire,
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Fontenay-aux-Roses,
France

Abstract-Résumé

PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF FRENCH PWRs: IMPORTANCE OF 
NON-POWER STATES.

The probabilistic safety assessment o f French 900 MW(e) PWRs was carried out by the 
Safety Analysis Department of the Commissariat à l ’énergie atomique, and financed by the 
Central Service for Nuclear Installation Safety. It was a Level 1 probabilistic study of a 
generic unit from the 900 MWE(e) series. One feature o f the study was that it took into 
account all reactor states. The results showed that non-power states make an important contri
bution to the total calculated core meltdown probability. The sequences which make the 
greatest contribution to that probability are those related to losses o f primary coolant, inadver
tent dilutions, and coolant losses during shutdown. In all of these cases, core meltdown can 
only be avoided by operator intervention since, in these states, there is no automatic system 
for dealing with the accident situation. Although probabilistic assessments for non-power 
states are beset with major uncertainties (physics o f the phenomena, frequency of initiating 
events, human reliability), the results have caused particular attention to be brought to bear 
on reactor shutdown situations. For certain sequences, where the contribution seems to be of 
major importance, immediate measures have been taken by the operator. This applies in par
ticular to sudden dilution sequences during hot shutdown, and loss o f coolant during shutdown 
when the level in the primary circuit is at a minimum.

ETUDE PROBABILISTE DE SURETE DES REP FRANÇAIS: IMPORTANCE DES 
ETATS HORS PUISSANCE.

L ’étude probabiliste de sûreté des REP de 900 MW(e) français a été réalisée au 
Département d ’analyse de sûreté du Commissariat à l ’énergie atomique, financée par le 
Service central de sûreté des installations nucléaires. Cette étude est une étude probabiliste de 
niveau 1, relative à une tranche «générique» du palier de 900 MW(e). Parmi les spécificités 
de l ’étude, un trait caractéristique est la prise en compte de tous les états du réacteur. Les 
résultats obtenus ont mis en évidence la contribution importante des états du réacteur hors 
puissance à la probabilité totale calculée de fusion du cœur. Les séquences ayant la plus forte 
contribution à la probabilité calculée de fusion du cœur sont relatives aux pertes de réfrigérant 
primaire, aux dilutions intempestives, et aux pertes du refroidissement à l ’arrêt. Dans chacun 
de ces cas, la fusion du cœur n ’est évitée que par une intervention de l’opérateur, car dans 
ces états il n ’existe pas d ’automatisme pour faire face à la situation accidentelle. Bien que les
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estimations probabilistes dans les états hors puissance soient entachées d ’incertitudes impor
tantes (physique des phénomènes, fréquence des initiateurs, fiabilité humaine), les résultats 
ont conduit à porter une attention particulière aux situations d ’arrêt du réacteur. Certaines 
séquences, dont la contribution est apparue comme dominante, ont fait l’objet de mesures 
immédiates de la part de l ’exploitant: il s’agit des séquences de dilution brutale en arrêt à 
chaud, et de perte de refroidissement à l ’arrêt lorsque le niveau dans le circuit primaire est 
minimal.

1. INTRODUCTION

L ’étude probabiliste de sûreté des réacteurs à eau sous pression de 900 MW(e) 
(EPS 900) a été réalisée au Département d ’analyse de sûreté de l ’Institut de protec
tion et de sûreté nucléaire du Commissariat à l ’énergie atomique (CEA/IPSN/DAS) 
avec la participation de la société Framatome. Elle a été financée par le Service cen
tral de sûreté des installations nucléaires. L ’investissement total de l’étude a été d ’en
viron 50 ingénieurs par an.

Le réacteur considéré comme référence est un réacteur standard du palier de 
900 MW(e) (34 tranches de ce type sont actuellement en service), en prenant en 
compte toutes les modifications décidées au 1er janvier 1990. L ’EPS 900 est une 
étude probabiliste de niveau 1 (évaluation de la probabilité de fusion du cœur). Dans 
son état actuel, l ’étude ne couvre pas les agressions internes ou externes comme 
l’incendie, l ’inondation ou le séisme.

L ’objectif général qui a été donné à l’EPS 900 est la création d ’un outil d ’aide 
à l ’analyse de sûreté. Cet outil doit permettre d ’évaluer l ’importance des problèmes 
de sûreté en exploitation et de juger l’intérêt d ’éventuelles modifications. Pour 
atteindre cet objectif général, il a été décidé de réaliser une étude aussi complète et 
détaillée que possible, en prenant en compte notamment tous les états du réacteur. 
Ce point constitue l’un des traits spécifiques les plus marquants des études 
probabilistes réalisées en France.

2. ETATS DU REACTEUR ET EVENEMENTS INITIATEURS

Les états du réacteur considérés dans Г EPS 900 ont été définis de la façon 
suivante:

— L ’état A correspond à toutes les phases de fonctionnement du réacteur et à 
toutes les situations d’arrêt pour lesquelles la pression primaire est supérieure 
à 139 bars ou la température supérieure à 280°C. Ceci regroupe l’ensemble 
des phases de fonctionnement pour lesquelles l ’appoint d ’eau par l’injection de 
sécurité est automatique en cas d’accident. Cet état correspond à un peu plus 
de 85% du temps.
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— L ’état B couvre une phase courte (environ 0,5% du temps) qui se situe entre 
les conditions précédentes et celles permettant l ’utilisation du système de 
refroidissement à l ’arrêt.

— L ’état C couvre les phases où, le circuit primaire du réacteur étant plein d ’eau, 
le refroidissement est assuré par le circuit de refroidissement à l’arrêt, éven
tuellement relayé par celui de refroidissement des piscines. Cet état correspond 
à 3% du temps.

— L ’état D couvre les phases pendant lesquelles le circuit primaire est partielle
ment vidangé. Il correspond à 5% du temps environ.

— L ’état E couvre l’arrêt pour rechargement lorsque la piscine située au-dessus 
de la cuve du réacteur est pleine. Cet état correspond à 2% du temps environ.

Les situations à l ’arrêt correspondent donc à l’ensemble des états В, C, D 
et E, ainsi qu’à une partie de l ’état A.

Les événements initiateurs considérés dans l’EPS 900 ont été regroupés en un 
nombre limité de familles. Les familles qui ont été étudiées dans les états hors puis
sance sont les suivantes:

— perte de réfrigérant primaire (tous états),
— perte de réfrigérant primaire à l’extérieur de l ’enceinte (états A, B et C),
— rupture de tube du générateur de vapeur (états A, B et C),
— perte de l ’alimentation en eau des générateurs de vapeur (états A et B),
— perte du refroidissement à l ’arrêt (états C, D e tE ) ,
— perte des alimentations électriques (tous états),
— dilutions intempestives (tous états).

3. RESULTATS D ’ENSEMBLE

La probabilité totale calculée de fusion du cœur a été estimée à 5 x  10-5/an 
pour l ’ensemble des états du réacteur.

La contribution des états В, C, D et E est de plus de 30% du résultat global. 
Cette contribution élevée est l ’un des résultats les plus marquants de l ’EPS 900. Les 
séquences accidentelles les plus significatives, ainsi que les conclusions qui peuvent 
en être tirées, sont explicitées ci-après.

4. SEQUENCES ACCIDENTELLES DOMINANTES

Les séquences ayant la plus forte contribution à la probabilité de fusion du 
cœur dans les situations d ’arrêt sont relatives aux pertes de réfrigérant primaire, aux 
dilutions intempestives et aux pertes du refroidissement.
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4.1. Pertes de réfrigérant prim aire

Evénements initiateurs

Il a été considéré que dans les états du réacteur hors puissance, circuit primaire 
fermé (états B et C), des brèches de toutes tailles peuvent affecter les tuyauteries du 
circuit de refroidissement à l ’arrêt. Lorsque le circuit primaire est ouvert (états D 
et E), seules les brèches de diamètre inférieur à 2 " ont été retenues. Le taux horaire 
des brèches hors puissance a été pris égal à celui des brèches primaires en puissance. 
Cette hypothèse est entachée d ’une importante incertitude.

Séquences accidentelles

Les situations hors puissance sont caractérisées par la nécessité d ’une mise en 
service manuelle de l ’injection de sécurité, l ’automatisme étant inhibé. Les délais 
dont dispose l’opérateur sont parfois très courts (quelques minutes seulement pour 
une grosse brèche dans l’état C). Les séquences dominantes correspondent à l ’échec 
de la mise en service de l’injection de sécurité par l ’opérateur avant découvrement 
du cœur dans l’état D (4,9 x  10-6 par année-réacteur) et dans l’état C (3,7 x  10~6 
par année-réacteur).

4.2. Dilutions intempestives

Deux types de scénarios ont conduit à des séquences de probabilité 
significative.

Le premier scénario est une dilution progressive dans l ’état D, la concentra
tion en bore restant homogène. Sans intervention de l’opérateur pour arrêter la dilu
tion et effectuer un appoint, il y aura ébullition et découvrement du cœur. La 
probabilité correspondante est de 3 X  10~6 par année-réacteur.

Le second scénario correspond à une dilution brutale par un bouchon d ’eau non 
borée. Lors d ’un arrêt à chaud, une dilution étant normalement en cours, un arrêt 
incidentel des pompes primaires se produit. Si la dilution n’est pas arrêtée automati
quement ou manuellement, il se forme un bouchon d ’eau non borée qui traversera 
brutalement le cœur lors du redémarrage des pompes, pouvant provoquer un accident 
de réactivité. D ’importantes incertitudes physiques existent, notamment sur les 
phénomènes de mélange, et des études sont en cours. Cependant, cette séquence a 
été considérée comme suffisamment préoccupante pour qu’une modification soit 
immédiatement mise en place sur toutes les tranches (automatisme). En tenant 
compte de la modification, la probabilité calculée de la séquence est de 1 ,2  x  1 0 “6 
par année-réacteur. La description plus détaillée de la démarche utilisée et des 
hypothèses adoptées est fournie dans le mémoire intitulé «Evaluation probabiliste des 
risques associés aux accidents de réactivité» (IAEA-SM-321/44).
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4.3. Autres séquences

Les autres séquences analysées conduisent à des probabilités plus faibles. Une 
séquence peut cependant être citée, compte tenu de ses conséquences potentielles: 
il s’agit d ’une perte de réfrigérant hors de l’enceinte, due à une mise en communica
tion intempestive du circuit de refroidissement à l ’arrêt (RRA) et du circuit de 
refroidissement des piscines, provoquant une surpression de ce dernier. Si l ’opé
rateur ne diagnostique pas à temps l’accident, il peut y avoir fusion du cœur avec 
bypass du confinement. La probabilité a été estimée à 10~7 par année-réacteur.

4.4. Etudes complémentaires de perte du refroidissement à l ’arrêt

Lorsque le circuit primaire est ouvert, en cas de perte du système de 
refroidissement à l’arrêt, une intervention humaine est nécessaire pour effectuer un 
appoint d ’eau afin de rétablir un refroidissement. La séquence la plus importante a 
lieu dans l’état D (faible inventaire en eau), l ’initiateur est une baisse excessive du 
niveau primaire provoquant la défaillance des pompes RRA, suivie de l ’échec de 
l ’intervention de l ’opérateur qui ne dispose, dans la situation la plus pénalisante, que 
d ’un délai d ’environ 30 minutes. Ce type d ’initiateur s ’est déjà produit plusieurs fois. 
Une évaluation préliminaire de la probabilité de cette séquence a donné environ 
5 x  10“5 par année-réacteur. Cette valeur élevée a conduit à des mesures immé
diates permettant d ’aider les opérateurs dans cette situation. Une estimation 
probabiliste plus réaliste est en cours et sera intégrée ultérieurement dans les résultats 
de l ’EPS 900.

5. PREMIERS ENSEIGNEMENTS

De nombreux enseignements peuvent être tirés de l’étude probabiliste des 
situations hors puissance. Quelques points importants peuvent déjà être notés.

5.1. Incertitudes

Les incertitudes relatives à ces séquences sont importantes: incertitude sur la 
probabilité de brèches, sur les phénomènes physiques (notamment pour les dilu
tions), sur les probabilités d ’échec des opérateurs. Les situations d ’arrêt ont fait 
l ’objet de beaucoup moins d ’études que les situations en puissance, d ’où un manque 
relatif de connaissances qu’il convient maintenant de compenser.
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5.2. Facteur humain

Tous les scénarios importants font intervenir une (ou plusieurs) action(s) de 
l ’opérateur. En effet, dans les situations d ’arrêt, il n ’y a en général pas d ’auto
matisme pour faire face à la situation, et une intervention humaine est nécessaire, 
avec des procédures parfois mal adaptées ou même inexistantes. Pour estimer de 
façon aussi réaliste que possible la probabilité d ’échec des actions de l ’opérateur, une 
large part a été faite à l’utilisation du retour d ’expérience, provenant d ’incidents réels 
d ’exploitation ou de l’importante campagne d ’essais sur simulateur effectuée par 
Electricté de France.

L ’intérêt à porter au facteur humain, qui est l ’une des conclusions d ’ensemble 
de l ’EPS 900, est particulièrement mis en évidence dans les situations d ’arrêt.

5.3. Contribution des différents états

L ’état qui a la plus forte contribution est l ’état D (circuit primaire partiellement 
vidangé). En effet, dans cet état, compte tenu du faible inventaire en eau, les délais 
disponibles sont les plus courts. L ’état E (piscine pleine), par contre, a une contribu
tion négligeable.

5.4. Modifications des tranches

Les séquences identifiées dans les situations hors puissance ont conduit dans 
certains cas, malgré les incertitudes, à des probabilités calculées très significatives. 
C ’est pourquoi, pendant le cours même de l’étude probabiliste, des modifications 
immédiates ont été décidées et mises en place. Il s ’agit de l ’automatisme d ’arrêt 
de la dilution, et des dispositions concernant les pertes du RRA dans l’état D. 
L ’ensemble des mesures à mettre en œuvre dans les états d ’arrêt est actuellement en 
cours de définition.

6 . CONCLUSION

Les études probabilistes ont montré que dans les états du réacteur hors puis
sance le risque est loin d’être négligeable. Ce résultat s’explique par le fait que les 
importants efforts effectués pour améliorer la sûreté ont concerné essentiellement les 
situations en puissance. Un intérêt accru est maintenant porté aux situations d’arrêt. 
Quelques modifications ont déjà été effectuées, d ’autres sont en cours d’étude. L ’en
semble de ces mesures permettra d ’améliorer significativement le niveau de sûreté 
des tranches de 900 MW(e).

Nous pensons que les problèmes présentés dans ce rapport sont, dans une large 
mesure, des problèmes communs à tous les REP dans le monde. Il nous semblerait
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donc important que chaque pays concerné évalue l ’importance de ces problèmes en 
tenant compte des spécificités de conception et d ’exploitation de leurs réacteurs. De 
plus, pour les réacteur futurs, il nous semble indispensable que ces problèmes soient 
pris en compte dès la conception, ce qui peut entraîner des conséquences importantes 
sur la définition des systèmes de sauvegarde et sur le niveau d ’automatisation des 
réacteurs.
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Abstract

P R O C E D U R E  F O R  C O M M O N  C A U S E  F A I L U R E  A S S E S S M E N T .

A  simple and practical procedure is presented for assessing, modelling and quantifying 

residual co mm on  cause failures in a PSA. In this system failure rate method (SFRM), actual 

event data are used to estimate multiple failure occurrence rates directly, rather than any 

ratios of multiple failures to single failures. The method can be used to estimate initiating 

event rates and system unavailabilities; it accounts for failures before and during the mission 

time and it takes into account the system success criterion, testing rules and test intervals. 

The main numerical results are presented as a table for many types of components currently 

in use at nuclear power plants. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons to other methods 

are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

A feasible and pragmatic procedure has been developed to assess, model and 
quantify so called ‘residual’ or ‘parametric’ common cause failures (CCFs). These 
are dependent simultaneous multiple failures or unavailabilities that have not been 
specifically identified and quantified as vulnerabilities through plant specific walk
throughs in a normal fault tree modelling process. Their causes are typically 
unforseen events, conditions or phenomena.

Repeated human errors in testing, calibrations and other periodic maintenance 
actions are excluded from the scope of CCFs because such dependent unavailabilities 
are normally accounted for in the human reliability assessment part of a PSA.

The procedure as presented here can be applied to identical redundant 
components within a system. Intersystem dependencies and the effects of diversity 
(non-identity) o f components should be assessed separately.

The model is based on actual observed failure event data. The data are used 
to estimate multiple failure occurrence rates directly, rather than any ratios of 
multiple failures to single independent failures. This approach avoids certain incon
sistencies present in current event data collection systems, such as underreporting

* This work was co-sponsored by the Lappeenranta University of Technology, 

Lappeenranta, Finland.
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of single independent events. Many previous parametric models are based on the 
ratios of multiple unavailabilities (failures per demand) rather than failure rates. 
The use of such model parameters would not take proper account of the effects 
of test intervals and schedules that may vary from plant to plant.

The estimation and use of the multiple failure rates and unavailabilities have 
been illustrated earlier with an application to auxiliary feedwater systems [1]. It was 
demonstrated that recording the failure detection and residence times is as important 
as counting the numbers of failures.

Because CCFs are rare events one cannot rely on plant specific data alone at 
any particular plant. It is necessary to use worldwide generic data and re-evaluate 
the events to obtain relevant multiple failure rates and unavailabilities. Here, 
estimates for system level failure parameters are first derived assuming that any 
multiple failure of identical components leads to a system failure and that testing of 
redundant trains is carried out simultaneously or consecutively so that each CCF 
remains in the system until the next periodic test/inspection cycle. Rules are then 
presented on how to adjust the CCF parameters if  other testing schemes are applied, 
or if the system success criterion allows more than two failures without a system 
failure.

2. RESULTS

The database used in this study is the collection of CCF events reported 
recently [2, 3]. With critical re-evaluation of the events one can obtain the system 
level CCF rates given in Table I. The number of actual generic CCF events and 
the number of reactor years are obtained from Table 5-1 of Ref. [2]. The adjustments 
and re-interpretation are explained in footnotes. Data on check valves, chillers and 
fans come from Table 3-7 of Ref. [3]. Because the sources did not indicate how 
many redundant trains were available, it is assumed for the time being that all CCF 
events lead to system failure.

From these data one can calculate directly the CCF rate per system, because 
there is just one system per plant for most components (e.g. diesel generators, 
reactor trip breakers, auxiliary feedwater pumps, etc.). One can estimate the mean 
CCF rate as a system failure rate through the equation:

X. -  b t H

where К is the number of actual generic common cause events and T, is the total 
observation time in terms of system years. Equation (1) is the mean value of a 
X2(2K +  Invariable divided by 2Tt. For reactor trip breakers, for example, one 
obtains the CCF rate
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X, =  8 5 -  =  0.0151/a
563 a

For initiating event frequencies one can use directly the CCF rates of Table I 
as system failure rates. These are applicable to normally operated systems, such as 
service water and component cooling systems, room cooling fans, primary pumps 
and feedwater pumps.

The failure detection and residence times were not usually given in the data
base. For standby systems the estimation of the unavailability is based on the 
assumption that the average residence time of a CCF is one half o f the interval T 
of such tests or inspections that would detect the CCF. Thus, the unavailability 
contribution is assumed to be

XcT/2 (2)

These values are given in Table I for monthly (four weeks) and weekly test intervals. 
Of course, some components may be tested only annually, in which case one should 
use expression (2) instead.

In a PSA, one should also take into account failures during mission time in 
addition to start failures for long running components (pumps, fans, etc.). The 
mission time contributions are given in the last column of Table I for the operating 
time T0 =  24 h. The CCF rate during operation may be different from that during 
the standby periods. Owing to lack of data, the same Xc is assumed to be valid 
during the mission time. For diesel generators the mission time is normally short, 
so that no mission time contribution has been included here. (CCF events occurring 
in periodic tests, within an hour, are included in Xc.)

In the context of fault tree modelling of a system, a CCF can be modelled 
as a basic event failing the system, or as a basic event failing a sufficient number 
of redundant trains.

2.1. Extension of results

The results of Table I are valid as system failure parameters under two 
conditions: (1) the success criterion of the system is such that a failure of any two 
or more identical components makes the system unavailable, unable to carry out its 
mission (the system is an (n — l)-out-of-n:G system); (2) all n parallel trains or 
channels are tested simultaneously or nearly so (consecutively), with test cycle 
interval T.

Deviations from these conditions can be taken into account as follows:

(a) If the system success criterion allows two (or more) failures without a system
failure, then the CCF rates and unavailabilities of Table I as system para-
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meters can be divided by two. Benchmark studies have shown that the advan
tage of having more than two redundancies is limited because of CCFs. The 
factor — 1/2 is an average from several sources [4, 5]. Benchmark studies have 
indicated large variations in this factor when different groups have interpreted 
the same data. The values and the variations are also about the same for 
different component types. Thus, the current state of knowledge does not 
justify more precise numbers or much credit for redundancies beyond n =  3.

(b) If the periodic tests are staggered, with intervals T/n between the test of 
different trains or channels, the CCF average residence time is not necessarily 
T/2, as assumed in expression (2). It depends on the system redundancy and 
the success criterion. If the system is an m-out-of-n:G system, then m tests 
and repairs must be completed after a CCF even to make the system available. 
Thus, the average residence time of a CCF is T/(2n) +  (m -  l)T/n, and the 
system unavailability contribution due to CCFs is

This is usually smaller than (2). Staggered testing is usually but not always 
an advantage over consecutive testing.

(c) If the periodic tests are staggered and there is a policy and rule to test all other 
trains immediately whenever one failure has been observed, then the average 
residence time o f a CCF is T/(2n). The system unavailability contribution 
due to CCFs is then

This is always smaller than (2).

2.2. Uncertainties and plant specific estimates

The CCF parameters presented so far are generic mean values, valid under 
the assumption that all plants are rather equal in terms of common cause failure rates. 
This assumption is not necessarily valid. The data of Ref. [2] indicate that actual 
CCF events are scattered among the plants studied. This means that there can be 
significant differences between plants. The plant-to-plant variation may be described 
by a flexible gamma density function

XcT(m -  l/2)/n (3)

XcT/(2n) (4)

. (5)

for the common cause failure rate X. The parameters a  and ß  o f the distribution can 
be determined by fitting this distribution to the observations. The mean value of
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the distribution is M =  a /ß  and the variance V =  a / ß 2. Assuming that К out of 
N plants have each experienced one CCF event for a specific component type (as 
is usually the case, see Ref. [2]), К «  N, and all plants have about equal operating 
times, the empirical Bayes method of Ref. [6] yields a  = (K + l/2)/N  and 
ß  =  Tt/N. This means that Eq. (1) is a good estimate o f the mean value M and the 
estimate for the variance V is N • (K +  l/2)/T 2. The relative standard deviation V v /М 
is VN/(K +  1/2), varying from 3 to 10 (N = 50 PWRs, N =  80 PWR +  BWR, 
and up to N «  600 systems for valves). Thus, plant-to-plant variations are rather 
large.

For a new plant with little or no operataing experience one should use the 
generic estimate Eq. (1) for point values and Eq. (5) for uncertainty studies, with 
a  and ß  as given above.

For a plant that has operating experience and is part of the database of 
Ref. [2], one can estimate the plant-specific post hoc distribution of the CCF rate. If 
K¡ is the number of actual CCF events at plant i in operataing time T¡, then the post 
hoc distribution is a gamma distribution (Eq. (5)) with a  «  K¡ +  (К 4- l/2)/N , 
ß = T¡ +  T,/N.

If a plant has operating experience but is not part of the database of Ref. [2], 
one should actually include the new plant as a member of the group and carry out 
the empirical Bayes estimation process anew with K¡ and T¡ taken into account. 
The prior density is then given by Eq. (5) with a  =  (K¡ +  К +  l/2)/(N  +  1), 
ß = (T¡ +  Tt)/(N + 1 ) .  The post hoc density is also a gamma density, now with 
a  =  K; +  (K¡ +  К +  l/2)/(N  + 1 ) ,  ß  =  T¡ +  (T¡ +  Tt)/(N +  1). Even if  these 
results are only approximately correct, the accuracy is satisfactory for most practical 
purposes.

2.3. Improvem ents

If the risk due to a CCF is still unacceptably high, the following steps may 
be taken:

(a) Test intervals and testing rules can be optimized to reduce the unavailability 
(residence times) due to the CCF. The impact can be seen from Eq. (4).

(b) The system can be redesigned with enhanced diversity, redundancy or 
monitoring.

(c) Lower CCF rates may be justified with additional generic or plant specific 
data. Possible lower limits are the lethal shock rates estimated for several 
components by Atwood et al. [7]. Table П lists the lethal shock rates as well 
as the ratios o f the shock rates and the current estimates o f Table I. The 
lethal shock rates do not generally cover all system failures.

(d) Detailed evaluation of the events in the CCF database may reveal that certain 
events could not occur at the plant under study as a result of different designs,
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF COMMON CAUSE FAILURE RATES

Component
C C F  rate from 

Table (a"1)

Fatal shock rate3 

(a"1)
Ratio of rates

Reactor trip breakers 

(failure to trip)

Diesel generators

1.5 E-2 

3.4 E-2 7.7 E-3 0.23

Motor operated valves 4.1 E-3 6.2 E-4 0.15

Air operated valves — 1.1 E-3

Manual valves — 6.1 E-4

Steam safety/relief valves

Fail to open 

Fail to reclose 

Spurious opening

9.8 E-3

2.7 E-3

2.7 E-3

P W R  safety valves

Fail to open — 7.5 E-4/demand

Fail to close — 7.5 E-4/demand

Pumps — standby

H P  safety injection 8.9 E-3 5.0 E-4 0.06

Normal makeup 8.9 E-3 5.0 E-4 0.06

L P  safety injection 4.1 E-3 5.2 E-4 0.13

R H R 8.9 E-3 5.0 E-4 0.06

Containment spray 3.8 E-3 5.2 E-4 0.14

Auxiliary feedwater 1.1 E-2 2.9 E-3 0.26

Pu m p  — running

Service water 6.0 E-3 5.0 E-4 0.08

Component cooling and 3.8 E-3 5.0 E-4 0.13

other similar systems 3.8 E-3 1.1 E-3 0.29

Check valves

Fail to open 5.7 E-4 6.1 E-4 1.07

Fail to close 5.7 E-4 6.1 E-4 1.07

a Estimated using binomial failure rate model of Atwood et al. [7].
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materials or practices. This would allow the analyst to remove such events 
from the database and reduce the occurrence rates accordingly [3]. However, 
this process is one sided. It would not account for the fact that new unidentified 
weaknesses or vulnerabilities could be introduced whenever a system is 
designed with new principles or materials. Historical data alone are not 
relevant for such systems. Additional plant specific assessments are necessary, 
such as described in Ref. [8].

2.4. Num erical example

Let us consider a high pressure safety injection system with four redundant 
trains and quantify the CCF unavailability of the HPSI pumps. The basic CCF rate 
from Table I is 8.9E-3 per year. The capacity o f each pump is 50%, which means 
that two of the four pumps must start and operate in case of a loss of coolant 
accident. (The system is an m-out-of-n =  G system with m =  2, n =  4.) Thus, 
more than two failures are needed to fail the system. According to rule (a) in 
Section 2.1 the actual system failure rate is one half o f the basic rate, i.e. 
Xc =  4.4E-3 per year. When staggered testing is used with T =  4 weeks (one train 
tested per week), Eq. (3) yields the system CCF unavailability 1.4E-4. 
If there is a rule to test all redundant trains whenever a failure is observed, Eq. (4) 
yields the unavailability 4.4E-5, one third of the previous result.

3. DISCUSSION

The approach taken in this paper is to model common cause failures through 
system failure rates rather than through ratios of multiple failure rates and indepen
dent single failure rates (e.g. beta factors). The main advantage of the SFRM 
presented in this paper is its simplicity. Other advantages are:

— it is based on observed CCF event data
— it accounts for variations in system success criteria, testing rules and test 

intervals
— it can be used for both initiating event rates and for system unavailabilities, 

and
— it is simple to model as a basic event in the system fault trees.

3.1. C ritique of ratio methods

On the other hand, the following criticism can be presented against the beta 
factor method and other similar ‘ratio methods’.
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(a) Single component failures have not been reported in licensee event reports and 
other event sources as thoroughly as more significant multiple failures. This 
obviously leads to overestimation of the ratio multiple failures/single failures. 
Thus, the estimated beta factors trend to be conservative [3].

(b) Figure S-l in Ref. [2] clearly points out that common cause failures (‘root 
caused branched events’) have different causes than independent single 
failures. Human related causes are more dominant for the former, while 
internal causes dominate for the latter. Therefore, as the causes vary from 
plant to plant, there is no justification to assume that ratios such as beta factors 
would be universal, or more applicable than the multiple failure event rates 
themselves.

(c) If one uses beta factors based on a single data source and obtains independent 
single failure rates from another data source (as is usually the case, especially 
with plant specific component data), then one is actually assuming that multiple 
(common cause) failure rates change by the same factor as the independent 
failure rates when the data source is changed. As a result of arguments (a) 
and (b), this can lead to highly incorrect results.

(d) Beta factors and other ratios are sometimes presented for failure rates, some
times for unavailabilities (probability of failure per demand), as if the same 
numerical values could be used for both. This does not take into account the 
fact that testing rules and intervals vary from plant to plant and have a major 
impact on the system unavailability.

(e) Sometimes nominally identical components have rather different individual 
failure rates. This has been experienced in the plant specific data collection 
system for Loviisa power plant. The failure rates for individual HPSI pumps, 
for example, vary from З.ЗЕ-6/h to 7.3E-6/h. It is not clear how one should 
apply beta factors (or other similar ratios), because each pump would imply 
a different rate for system failures. The ‘ratio methods’ have not even been 
defined for a case when individual component rates differ from each other.

3.2. Notes on S FR M

The SFRM favoured in this paper is not perfect either. The following notes
are added to counter possible criticism:

(1) The method is not based on all details o f m-out-of-n =  G system configura
tions. The method gives two levels of credit to system redundancies, one 
for m =  n — 1, another for m <  n — 2. The scarcity of CCF data and the 
high degree of subjectivity in the interpretation of event data do not yet justify 
or require more refined models.

(2) The SFRM does not account for partial system failures, i.e. multiple failures 
that do not make the system unavailable. The error due to this inadequacy is
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small. The impact of partial system failures on the system unavailability is of 
the order o f the product p-Ppart, where p is the unavailability of a single 
component and Ppart is the unavailability of a partial system due to CCFs 
failing n — m components. This product is generally small compared to the 
system unavailability (see Table I).

(3) One could argue that no all CCFs occur at random times but could enter at the 
times of periodic tests, calibrations or maintenance. The model should then 
be based on the probability of an error per task, rather than per unit time. 
The view taken in this paper is that repeated errors should be (and usually 
are) taken into account as a part of the human reliability assessment in a PSA. 
They should not be double counted as a part of the CCF assessment.

(4) Common cause failures are not always discovered at periodic tests: some are 
detected within hours because of the symptoms that appear, others can remain 
undetected for months [1]. One way to estimate the impact of such events is 
to calculate the average of the observed CCF residence time T¡, and use that 
instead of T/2 in expression (2). A simplified method was used in footnotes с 
and d of Table I.

In summary, SFRM has been found to be a practical and flexible method to
account for CCFs in system reliability studies and PSA.
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Abstract

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE ANALYSIS OF HIGH REDUNDANCY SYSTEMS -  
SAFETY/RELIEF VALVE DATA ANALYSIS AND REFERENCE BWR APPLICATION.

Dependent failure analysis and modelling were developed for high redundancy systems. 
The study included a comprehensive data analysis of safety/relief valves at the Finnish and 
Swedish BWR plants, resulting in improved understanding of common cause failure (CCF) 
mechanisms in these components. The reference application on the Forsmark 1/2 reactor relief 
system, consisting of twelve safety/relief lines and two regulating relief lines, covered differ
ent safety criteria cases of reactor depressurization and overpressure protection function, and 
failure to reclose sequences. For the quantification of dependences, the alpha factor model, 
the common load model and several other parametric CCF models were compared for applica
bility in high redundancy systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This project had the objective of improving our understanding of dependent 
failure mechanisms in high redundancy systems, and of resulting in a practical, 
tested analysis method with special emphasis on a BWR safety/pressure relief sys
tem. A significant part of the work has been directed towards collection and 
documentation of a database for safety/relief valves (SRVs). The motives for this 
work originate partly from the fact that the subject has proved to be difficult to ana
lyse in PSA studies and from a practical concern about actual common cause failures 
(CCFs) occurring or having occurred in SRVs at several plants. The SRV system 
contribution varies from plant to plant, usually being among the most significant con
tributors to the reactor core melt frequency [1].

The project consisted of the following subtasks:

(1) SRV data analysis
(2) specification of reference application
(3) application and comparison of CCF models
(4) conclusions and recommendations.

The reference application was performed for the SRV system of the Fors
mark 1/2 plant. A similar application was done earlier within the TVO I/П PRA [2].
The experience gained from that study could be made use of in many ways.

This paper describes the project in general and summarizes the results and con
clusions. A more detailed documentation is presented in the final report of the project 
and associated work reports [3].

The project has been conducted as a joint effort by Avaplan Oy and ABB Atom 
AB, within the research programme of the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate 
(SKI), and with support of the Nordic BWR utilities and the Finnish Centre for 
Radiation and Nuclear Safety.

2. SRV SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

According to the standard design of ABB Atom BWR plants, the reactor relief 
system has the following safety functions:

(1) reactor depressurization, in case a transfer to the operating range of low pres
sure coolant injection is needed

(2) overpressure protection in pressure buildup transients;
(3) adequate reclosure after operation, otherwise LOCA scenarios may be entered.

In normal power operation, the reactor relief system is in a standby state. In 
the Forsmark 1/2 plant there are twelve SRV lines, ten blowing to the containment 
pool and two blowing via rupture discs directly to the containment dry well. In older
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F o r s m a r k  1 / 2  

SAFETY/RELIEF MODULES ( 1 2 )

V *64 ,73 ,65 ,.74

REGULATING RELIEF MODULES ( 2 )

V 53..54  V19,20 V21,28

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the internal structure of SRV lines at Forsmärk 1/2, with 
regard to overpressure protection.

Swedish BWR plants there are larger portions o f directly blowing SRV lines, while 
at newer units all blow to the containment pool. The total number o f SRV lines varies 
from plant to plant.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, one SRV module consists of a main valve remotely 
controlled by an electromagnetic pilot and locally controlled by a backup impulse 
pilot, which is actuated directly by high pressure in the steam line. The forced clos
ing valve can be used to manually reclose the main valve in case one pilot fails to 
reclose.

In addition to ordinary SRV lines, there are two regulating relief lines, primar
ily used for controlled pressure reduction and steam blowdown to the containment 
pool. These lines are used as backup in overpressure protection. For this purpose 
there is, in series with the normally open regulating valve, a quick opening main 
valve, controlled by a pneumatic pilot (Fig. 1).

The actuation of SRVs is initiated by an electrical signal supplied by the reactor 
protection system. If overpressure protection is required, the actuation is backed up 
by the self-actuated impulse pilots in the ordinary SRV lines. Auxiliary systems 
include AC/DC power supply to electromagnetic and pneumatic pilots. The 
pneumatic pilots also need nitrogen supply, but their failed safe state is ‘open’ in case 
of loss of nitrogen pressure.
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TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF THE NORDIC SRV DATABASE FOR 1974-1989, 
COVERING CRITICAL FAILURES OF ALL COMPONENT FAILURE 
MODES (FAILURE TO OPEN, FAILURE TO RECLOSE AND INADVERTENT 
OPENING)

SRV
component

Valve
years

Number of events of different multiplicity 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Total number 
of failures

EPV 1058 32 4 3 1 1  1 66

PNVa 236 4 4

IPV 2044 1 1

MNV 2280 6 6

All components 5618 43 4 3 1 1  1 77

SRV COMPONENTS

EPV Electromagnetic pilot valves 
PNV Pneumatic pilot valves 
IPV Impulse pilots
MNV Main valves (including quick opening valves for regulating relief lines). 

a Pneumatic pilots were considered only for the Forsmark 1/2 and TVO I/II plants.

The general scheme o f tests for SRV lines includes tests while shutting down 
to refuelling outage, while starting up from refuelling outage, and once or twice dur
ing the power operation period. In the tests, the electromagnetic and pneumatic pilot 
valves are actuated, and opening o f the main valves is recorded. The direct blowing 
SRV lines are tested at low reactor pressure in order to preserve rupture discs and 
avoid steam relief into the dry well. The impulse pilots are tested annually in the 
laboratory during the annual overhaul. Scheduled inspections and preventive main
tenance are carried out during the annual overhaul.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

The operating experiences were analysed for the primary SRV components 
(Table I). Data beginning from the first full calendar year of operation were 
included, which means a coverage of 118 reactor years, over the period of 
1974-1989, for the 11 BWR units in operation in Finland and Sweden.
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Plant

Date

Failure mode 

Detection Event description Cause-Eftect Diagram

Screening

category

TVO I
85-09-11 F0^2&N0~2
85-10-10 + FCT2 +
85-11-17 + FO

DE, TP 
Blowdown 
transient and 
subsequent 
tests in press
ure state

TVO II
85-09-13 FO~3 & NO~7 

TP
Test in press
ure state

Two EPVs Jammed In BD 
transient/additional test and 
two other had long opening 
time,
another two jammed in next 
additional test, 
and a single failure recurred 
still prior to effective counter
measures

Factors contributing were:

DE: Tight tolerances of the 
magnetic anchor

ER: Corrosion of the nickel 
coating, possibly Invoked by 
hydrogen reactions/explos
ions and/or lubricant used

Three EPVs jammed in test 
and the other seven were 
found also dirty by corrosion 
products. This test was 
carried out as a conse
quence of finding CCF at 
at TVO I first on 85-09-11. 
The CCF mechanism was 
identical:

DE: Tight tolerances of the 
magnetic anchor

ER: Corrosion of the nickel 
coating, possibly invoked by 
hydrogen reactions/explos
ions and/or lubricant used

Legend

I E  Critical failure

Noncriticai fault

FIG. 2. Description of C C F  events of electromagnetic pilot valves at T V O  //// in 1985, by 

using cause-effect logic diagram.
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(1) Screening o f failure reports out from the RO system (Swedish Licensee Event 
Reports) and ATV system (Nordic Nuclear Power Reliability Data System)

(2) Failure mode analysis, with special emphasis on consistent failure criticality 
and mode interpretation, and identification o f actual or potential CCFs and 
recurring faults. For event details, work order reports and other local informa
tion from the plants were utilized. Event interpretations were discussed and 
checked by the safety and maintenance staff.

(3) Classified, coded events were arranged into a database sorted out according 
to component type, plant unit and event date, as this proved logical for the con
sideration o f CCF groups and identification of timely correlated events of 
redundant components.

(4) CCF group history presentations, the so-called demand and failure event 
diagrams [2], were prepared in most interesting cases for an enhanced over
view of placement of the failures on the time axis and in relation to test or 
demand events.

(5) Identified actual and potential CCFs were tabulated, and also cause-effect 
logic diagrams [4] were used to show the causal relationships in the CCF 
mechanisms graphically (Fig. 2).

Most of the critical failures, and all actual CCFs, have affected electro
magnetic pilot valves. This particularly affects the reliability of the depressurization 
function. For the main valves and impulse pilots, only few single failures and 
some incipient, potential CCFs have occurred. This shows the high reliability of the 
overpressure protection function. In fact, only one critical event of failure to open 
has been experienced in the main valves so far. Even for this event (from 1979), on 
the basis o f the available information, the interpretation as a critical failure of the 
main valve is somewhat uncertain, and it may have been associated with a slow 
operation problem of the electromagnetic pilot.

The accumulated experience includes several actual CCFs of electromagnetic 
pilot valves, most of them related to failure to open on demand. The most remark
able CCFs were multi-unit events caused by rapid corrosion of magnetic anchor 
parts under degraded chromium coating (affected Oskarshamn 2, Oskarshamn 1, 
Barsebäck 1 and Ringhals 1 in 1976) and nickel coating (affected TVO I and II in 
1985, and Oskarshamn 3 in 1986).

The most peculiar feature of these cases was the coincident timing of CCFs 
at different reactor units as illustrated by the cause-effect diagram for the TVO 1/П 
case in Fig. 2. The primary cause of both of these corrosion histories was the high 
oxygen content of the reactor steam atmosphere. Potential contributing factors may 
have been the changes in operating/maintenance environment, but the details of the 
corrosion mechanism and the causes of root/triggering are not yet fully known. As 
a successful countermeasure, the chromium and nickel coatings were removed, and

The data analysis included the following steps:
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more space was placed between the critical moving parts for the eventual corrosion 
products in order to decrease the vulnerability to jamming.

In the CCFs experienced, the redundant components have been affected in 
varying degrees, which shows protection against total CCFs provided by component 
variability in this kind o f latent failure mechanisms developing during the stand-by 
time.

Most CCFs occurred during the first years of operation. In all cases, the design 
and material changes undertaken have been successful in preventing the sáme failure 
mechanisms from recurring. In the case o f the CCF mechanism affecting the 
electromagnetic pilot valves at TVO I/II in 1985, failures recurred during a limited 
time period, whereas it took a couple of months to find a solution (Fig. 2). The situa
tion was, however, checked by additional tests every four weeks until the elimination 
of the jamming mechanism was verified.

Even generally, the failure trends appeared to be positive. This study resulted 
in somewhat reduced component failure probability estimates as compared to the 
previous systematic data collection [5].

Collecting the database for SRVs proved that the developed data analysis 
approach provides a workable scheme for further work. Mostly, the event reports 
were adequate for this kind of analysis purpose. The event description could still be 
improved; especially in the case o f unexpected, strange failure mechanisms, a deeper 
description of failure causes, showing to what extent all the other components have 
been affected, would be called for.

4. CCF MODEL COMPARISONS AND APPLICATIONS

In the modelling and quantification of dependences for high redundancy struc
tures, it is essential to handle the large number of failure combinations adequately. 
For many safety systems, especially for the BWR reactor relief system, the success 
criteria vary, depending on the initiating event and the response o f other systems. 
Only a varying part o f the whole system may be challenged. These different demand 
and success criteria cases need to be handled consistently. For this reason, it is 
very desirable that the CCF quantification model should apply to subgroups within 
the system with the same model parameters. This property is called subgroup 
invariance.

4.1. Basic concepts

The basic probability concepts in treating multiple failure probabilities among 
a group of identical components are defined in Fig. 3 and illustrated in Fig. 4. The 
key entity is the failure of specific к components, a subgroup of the whole CCF 
group of n components, failing on demand. The probability psg(k) of this is called
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TR3: pts(k I n) = £  pes(m | n) 
m=k

n

TR2’: peg(k | n) = .pee(k | n))

TR1: psg(k|n) = | ^ j  . peg(m|n) i k J
m=k

Il . .

TR1’: peg(k|n) = ^  (-1)m-k [ J . psg(m | n)
m=k

FIG. 3. Transformation scheme of subgroup failure probability entities in a C C F  group of 

n components.

subgroup failure probability (SGFP). In this probability, the status of the remaining 
n — к components are not taken into account, i.e. they may either operate or fail. 
Another entity, the exclusive subgroup failure probability peg(k|n), describes the 
event where specific к components fail and other n -  к operate. This is a useful 
auxiliary variable when constructing expressions for system failure probabilities, 
especially for a criterion of к or more out of n components failing as described by 
the entity pts(k|n).

The three probability entities psg(k), peg(k|n) and pts(k|n) are related to each 
other, and exact transformation equations exist, derived by using standard probabil
ity calculus (Fig. 3). In case only a part o f the whole system is challenged and the
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pts(k I m) as generated for the subgroups of even size m < = 12

к pts(k| 12) pts(k 110) pts(k|8) pts(k|6) pts(k 14) pts(k 12)
0 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00
1 1.62E-01 1.43E-01 1.22E-01 9.80E-02 7.09E-02 3.92E-02
2 5.00E-02 3.98E-02 2.96E-02 1.96E-02 1.03E-02 2.73E-03
3 1.96E-02 1.42E-02|| 9.37Е-0Э I 5.21 E-03 2.09E-03
4 8.72E-03 5.89E-03 3.54E-03 1.79E-03 6.40E-04
5 4.31 E-03 2.79E-03 1.63E-03 8.31 E-04
6 2.38E-03 1.53E-03 9.27E-04 4.49E-04
7 1.47E-03 9.84E-04 6.07E-04
8 1.02E-03 7.04E-04 3.81 E-04
9 7.72E-04 5.19E-04
10 6.06E-04 3.42E-04
11 4.67E-04
12 3.15E-04

Forsmark 1/2 & TVO I/ll, Electromagnetic pllots/Failure to open

Failure Multiplicity к

FIG. 4. Illustration of subgroup failure probability entities. In this example, a combined data

base of electromagnetic pilot valves at Forsmark 1/2 and T V O  I/II is used.
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failure criterion is к out of m, the psg(k) apply as such in the subgroup of m <  n 
components. However, within this subgroup, the other two entities, peg(k|m) and 
pts(k|m), need to be recalculated. The variability in these entities is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. An example case is a reactor depressurization demand. At Forsmark 1/2, 
8 SRV lines out of 12 equipped with EPVs are challenged (compare to Fig. 1). The 
failure criterion is к =  3 out of m =  8. The desired result value pts(318) is shown 
in Fig. 4, where in fact all possible failure criteria cases are presented.

The important feature of the SGFPs is their practical interpretation. They 
describe how the multiple failure probability decreases and the existing dependences 
influence this quality. Because of this feature, the SGFPs can be considered as basic 
entities for describing dependences. A further useful aspect is given by the ratio

which describes the relative benefit of redundancy к and can be considered as a very 
simple CCF parametrization.

4.2. Basic probability model (BPM )

This is the simplest possible model; it is, in fact, a non-parametric approach, 
where the failure probabilities are estimated as such without any parametrization. 
Point estimation works well on the assumption that there are data up to maximum 
failure multiplicity. Effectively, this mean fitting of pts(k|n) to empirical failure 
profile,

where s(k |n) is the number of test/demand events where к or more out of n compo
nents are failed and ND(n) is the number of tests and demands on the group of n 
components. It should be noted that the total number of component tests and demands 
equals n X ND(n).

Because of its close relation to failure statistics, this approach is also called 
direct estimation. When the point estimates of pts(k|n) are transferred into the 
corresponding psg(k) values, these apply as such to subgroups. In this way this 
approach fulfils the requirement of subgroup invariance. It can be considered as 
basic probability model of multiple failures, where the psg(k) values represent model 
‘parameters’.

4.3. Alpha factor model (A FM )

zk =  psg(k)/psg(k -  1) (1)

pts(k|n) =  s(k|n)/ND(n) (2)

This model is based on describing dependences by use of CCF events shared 
by different combinations of components. Failure probabilities cannot be expressed
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exactly in terms o f these CCF basic events. In low order cases, relatively simple 
approximations exist, but in high redundancy cases, the handling of combinatorics 
and necessary approximations becomes cumbersome. Point estimation is simple on 
the assumption that data are available up to maximum multiplicity. Estimation equa
tions and alpha parametrization are presented in Ref. [4].

The alpha parameters are not subgroup invariant. This means that cases where 
only part of the system is challenged become laborious to handle. One way is to con
sider the subgroup as embedded in the whole group, preserving all CCF basic events 
for the total group and selecting those which validate the failure criterion in the sub
group demand case. This has been the usual way. An alternative way is to map alpha 
parameters and CCF event probabilities down to the CCF group corresponding to 
the demanded subgroup. This necessitates the use of rather complicated routines. In 
contrast, when a subgroup invariant model is used, the same CCF parameters apply 
to any subgroup [6].

Another consequence o f the lack of subgroup invariance is complicated map
ping up/down, which is needed in order to combine failure statistics from different 
sizes of CCF groups. This problem becomes pronounced in case only sparse data 
are available, when information of similar components should be utilized.

4.4. Common load model (C L M )

This model is based on stress resistance analogy. On demand the components 
are loaded by a common stress, and their failure is described by component 
resistances, all these being stochastically distributed. Multiple failure occurs if the 
load exceeds several component resistances.

The extended version of this model includes an extreme load part in order to 
describe dependences at high failure multiplicity [7]. There are four parameters, but 
still the model proves to describe dependences adequately in groups of sizes of up 
to about 12 components. The parameters are as follows (compare to Fig. 5):

p_tot =  Total single failure probability, equals psg(l) 
c_co =  Correlation coefficient of the base load part 
p_xtr =  Extreme load part probability contribution 
c_cx =  Correlation coefficient of the extreme load part

The parameters form two pairs. The first pair {p_tot, c_co} is related to base 
load part, and the other pair {p_xtr, c_cx} to extreme load part. Correspondingly, 
the SGFPs are formed as sum of these two contributions (psg_bas and psg_xtr in 
Fig. 5). The probability parameters p_tot, p_xtr give the value from where these 
curves start at multiplicity к =  1. Usually, p_xtr lies at or above the level of 10~s 
or near to a few per cent relative to p_tot. The correlation coefficients c_co, c_cx 
have values between [0, 1] and describe the slopes of the curves: a small value means
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Forsmark 1 /2  & TVO I/ll, Electromagnetic pilots/failure to open

p tot 2.10E-02 с CO 0.35 kg max ND 91
p xtr 1.00E-03 с ex 0.80 10 V fsum 20.03

p_est 0.022

km psg base psg extr ! psg Z к 1 peg pts V к S k/ND '
0 9.97E-01 3.02E-03 1.00E+00 - 8.57E-01 1.00E+00 77.85 1.0000
1 2.0E-2 9.99E-04 2.10E-02 0.021 1.03E-02 1.43E-01 9.49 0.1445
2 2.01 E-03 7.17E-04 2.73E-03 0.130 5.69E-04 3.98E-02 1.89 0.0402
3 4.12E-04 5.91 E-04 1.00E-03 0.367 6.95E-05 1.42E-02 1.07 0.0195
4 1.24E-04 5.16E-04 6.40E-04 0.638 1.48E-05 5.89E-03 0.50 0.0077
5 4.79E-05 4.65E-04 5.13E-04 0.801 4.97E-06 2.79E-03 0.0022
6 2.18E-05 4.28E-04 4.49E-04 0.876 2.62E-06 1.53E-03 0.0022
7 1.11E-05 3.99E-04 4.10E-04 0.912 2.33E-06 9.84E-04 0.15 0.0022
8 6.22E-06 3.75E-04 3.81 E-04 0.931 4.12E-06 7.04E-04 0.0005
9 3.72E-06 3.56E-04 3.60E-04 0.943 1.77E-05 5.19E-04 0.0005
10 2.35E-06 3.40E-04 3.42E-04 0.951 3.42E-04 3.42E-04 0.05 0.0005

km max log Ilk -38.090

Forsmark 1/2 & TVO I/ll, Electromagnetic pilots/failure to open

Extended 
Common Load 

Model

psg_base

psg_extr

psg

----- о- -  - peg

------ * ------ pts

------ Д - "  s_k/ND

Failure Multiplicity к

FIG. 5. P robability quantifications by  use o f  extended com m on load m odel fo r  the CCF group  
o f  ten electrom agnetic com ponents, by  using a  com bined database fo r  Forsm ark 1/2 and  
TVO I/II.
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a weaker dependence and a steeper decrease of the probability as a function of failure 
multiplicity, while a value of c_cx near to 1 would result in strong saturation at 
higher failure multiplicities. Often the base load correlation lies in the range of 
10 to 50%, while a typical value of the extreme load correlation is in the range of 
70 to 90%.

By virtue of its definition via SGFPs, this model fulfils the desired property 
of subgroup invariance. Probability calculations for different success criteria cases 
follow the same scheme as with BPM (Fig. 3). The estimation needs to be based on 
the maximum likelihood method (or a more developed Bayesian method), which 
requires the use of numerical methods and a computerized tool.

Furthermore, it should be noted that CLM inherently allows individual varia
tion in component failure behaviour as described by the resistance distribution. As 
a benefit, this model will not show such a strong tendency of producing an overly 
pessimistic dependence at high multiplicity in case of sparse data, as most other 
models, which often reduce effectively to a conservative ‘cut-off probability at high 
failure multiplicities.

4.5. Experiences from  F l/2  reference application

For purposes of model testing and comparison, different types of SRV demand 
were specified:

(1) Reactor depressurization demand, where eight ordinary SRV lines are actuated 
by electromagnetic pilot valves. The FSAR specification 3/8 was used as the 
nominal failure criterion but the sensitivity analysis was carried out with 
respect to the (tentatively more realistic) 5/8 criterion.

(2) Overpressure protection demands with failure criterion 5/14 or 7/14, as rele
vant for different types of demand situation, where all twelve ordinary SRV 
lines and also regulating relief lines will be successively actuated during the 
possibly continuing pressure buildup.

(3) Failure to reclose in anticipated overpressure transients, where ten ordinary 
SRV lines and one regulating relief line are actuated. Failure criteria cases 
were only one — or two or more — lines failing to reclose (resulting in a small 
or intermediate loss of coolant accident (LOCA), respectively).

These cases are all relevant for PSA [8, 9] and represent reasonably well vary
ing CCF quantification needs in high redundancy systems. Calculations were per
formed by HiDep toolbox [10]. As a primary model, CLM was used. CCF 
parameters were inferred from Forsmark 1/2 experience, if possible, or combined 
with TVO I/II data. For rare failure modes, the whole Nordic BWR database and 
more generic data information were used.
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The results of CCF group quantifications were then used as input to PSA 
models for plant level considerations. By the use of SGFP entities, only a reduced 
representation by a few basic events was actually needed. As an example, for the 
depressurization case only pts(3|8) was needed, representing a basic event where 
three or more valve failures directly cause function failure, as well as pts(l |6) for 
one or more valve failures in combination with the failure of one electric power 
bus. This kind of structured scheme for the interface between preprocessed CCF 
probabilities and plant fault tree models enhances handling of sensitivity analyses.

4.6. Conclusions about model comparisons

Several further models, such as the binomial failure rate model and the dis
tributed failure probability approach, were considered in the review [2]. These are, 
however, related to some of the approaches described in the previous sections and 
are not included in this short summary presentation. It should be pointed out that, 
irrespective of the choice of the parametric CCF model, the interpretation of CCF 
events and the applicability of data from other plants to a particular plant and 
system/component design remains the most difficult stage in CCF quantification. 
This part relies much on engineering judgement and may contain substantial 
uncertainties. Starting from well defined event interpretations, different consistent 
CCF models produce practically the same results as is shown by recent benchmark 
studies [6].

The models discussed here have different pros and cons. Extended CLM works 
reasonably well, but all the reference application calculations could be done by the 
other models, requiring, however, additional effort in order to tackle the model 
specific difficulties. In fact, experience gained so far shows that understanding the 
roles and uses of the different SGFP related entities, presented in Section 4.1, is far 
more important than the parametric CCF model then adopted in quantifications. 
More definitive conclusions on which model should be chosen are waiting for 
experience from further practical applications.

The approach used in the Forsmark 1/2 reference application, and earlier in 
the TVO I/П PRA study, with minor modifications applies to the analysis o f SRV 
systems at other plants. In CCF estimations, the extent to which data from other 
plants are applicable needs to be considered for each case individually. These conclu
sions also apply to other stand-by safety systems with redundancies up to about 
twelve, in cases where the failure probability at random demand is o f concern and 
where the CCF risk is mainly related to latent failure mechanisms.

Reasonable internal symmetry is also a precondition. In cases of substantial 
asymmetry or non-homogeneous components, proper extensions are required to the 
basic approach (an example of this kind of case was considering the design difference 
of quick opening valves in regulating relief lines as compared to the main valves in 
ordinary safety/relief lines in the Forsmark 1/2 reference application). In ultra high
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redundancy cases, special types of dependence may become relevant, such as the rod 
position correlation for a control rod system. These cases may require specific exten
sions to symmetric CCF models.

For spontaneous failure modes, such as inadvertent opening of SRVs, the CCF 
models considered in this study are not applicable as such. These failure modes are 
often of the initiating event or common cause initiator type and may require a quite 
different modelling approach.

Modelling CCF trends remained the primary unresolved modelling issue, in 
particular with respect to the question of how the trends can be verified for quite rare 
CCF events and how the post-CCF design changes (usually very efficient ones) 
should be credited.

5. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT IMPORTANT CCF MECHANISMS

SRV components are disposed to the same operating environment, which may 
introduce CCF coupling mechanisms such as corrosive factors. In particular, the 
radiation decomposed oxygen tends to accumulate in SRV internals because of their 
high position in the steam lines. Similarly, the radiation decomposed hydrogen will 
accumulate in the SRV control piping, and deflagration incidents have caused defor
mations. (To reduce the oxygen/hydrogen content, SRVs are nowadays equipped 
with recombinators.) Condensation buildup and accumulation o f impurities have 
contributed to slow operation or jamming.

These CCF mechanisms have affected electromagnetic pilot valves while 
other SRV components show good reliability as was discussed in Section 3. The 
implemented design changes have been successful. During the last few years no 
acute problems were indicated. Emphasis is on preserving the good status and on 
pointing out potential problem areas where preparedness is important. Substantial 
improvements would necessitate system or component diversification. It is beyond 
the scope of this study to evaluate whether added diversification is motivated by 
safety or cost/benefit bases.

This study has revealed the importance o f component dimensioning. In 
particular, a success criterion where six or more out of eight actuated SRV lines are 
required to operate in reactor depressurization (corresponds to a failure criterion 3/8 
used in Forsmark 1/2 PSA, possibly conservative) implies a significantly higher 
failure probability than the more recommendable dimensioning, where operation 
of half of the valves is sufficient (corresponds to a failure criterion 5/8 used in 
TVO I/II PSA). Compare pts(318) and pts(518) values in Fig. 4. It can be concluded 
that, in the latter dimensioning alternative, the high degree o f system redundancy is 
much more effectively made use of.
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In regard to component design, the following potential CCF mechanisms seem 
to be important:

— H2/ 0 2 recombination efficiency;
— Ambient temperature influences, which may reduce magnetic traction forces 

in severe accident conditions;
— Voltage regulation to electromagnetic pilot valves (due to temporary reduction 

for the time of testing in order to better reveal vulnerability to jamming)

The primary defences against these mechanisms are condition monitoring and 
reliability follow-up as well as information exchange between plants. The current 
status of these aspects is good. In possible problem situations, where symptoms are 
revealed or actual CCFs detected, increased test efficiency, by staggering and/or by 
increased frequency, is an important defence in order to control the situation until 
efficient countermeasures are implemented and verified.

As a general preventive measure, the CCFs that have occurred show that 
control of changes in design, operation environment and maintenance procedures or 
arrangements is important. This can be accomplished by proper planning and by the 
use of pilot implementation of the change on part o f the redundancies only, whenever 
feasible, looking for the trial period experiences before a total implementation.

6. SUMMARY

The database for the SRVs in the Finnish and Swedish BWRs includes several 
CCFs of electromagnetic pilot valves. This primarily affects the reliability of the 
reactor depressurization function. For main valves and impulse pilots, only incipient, 
potential CCFs have occurred. This verifies the high reliability of the overpressure 
protection function. The failure mechanisms encountered are mostly latent and 
develop during the stand-by time. The most remarkable CCFs were multiunit 
events, in 1976 in Sweden and 1985 in Finland, showing that electromagnetic pilots 
are complex electrotechnical components, and CCF development may be activated 
unexpectedly by changes in the operating or maintenance environment.

It is very important to note that, in the CCF events experienced, the redundant 
valves have been affected to a varying degree, which shows protection against total 
CCFs provided by component variability in this kind of failure mechanisms. The 
majority of CCFs has occurred during the first years of operation. In all cases, after 
appropriate design changes, good experience has been gained.

The nature of the CCFs experienced confirms the importance of controlling 
systematic changes in operating and maintenance conditions. In problem situations 
such as a latent, unresolved failure mechanism present, the primary countermeasure 
is increased test efficiency by means of staggering or increased test frequency, until 
an efficient solution for eliminating the causes has been found.
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This study has provided a good possibility of comparing and experimenting 
with different CCF models and has clarified their applicability to high redundancy 
systems. It may be concluded that the specific problems, the large number of failure 
combinations and varying success criteria cases can be handled consistently, 
although the models differ in many practical respects. Most essential is availability 
of the data and their interpretation. They also determine the uncertainty in quantita
tive predictions. The primary modelling issues for further research and development 
work are uncertainty analysis, especially in regard to the engineering judgement 
needed in CCF event interpretations, as well as crediting for learning trends. In par
ticular, post-CCF design changes, which were very effective, came up during this 
study as an essential issue.
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Abstract

C O U P L I N G  M E C H A N I S M  CLA SS IF IC AT IO N  F O R  C O M M O N  C A U S E  F A I L U R E  

ANALYSIS.

The critical nature of dependent failures whose occurrence is not explicitly included in 

the event and fault tree models is well recognized. This category of dependent failures are 

usually defined as c om mo n cause failures. There has been a significant effort to develop proce

dures and models to address co mm on  cause failure phenomena and establish data sources to 

be used in those models. A  major precursor for the occurrence of dependent failures is the 

presence of coupling mechanism(s). The paper discusses the concept of the coupling mechan

ism, introduces a classification system for systematic inclusion of these failure propagating 

mechanisms in reliability analysis, and recommends a defence methodology for elimination 

or reduction of coupling mechanism effects. The result of applying the above mentioned clas

sification to the actual data and the conclusions reached are also reported.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most commonly used methods for improving the availability of 
safety critical systems is the introduction of redundancy, via deployment of identical 
components. Instantaneous multiple unavailability of these identical components 
could result in catastrophic consequences. Of particular importance are multiple 
failures due to the existence of dependency, since the probability of several compo
nents being simultaneously and independently unavailable is rather small.

Generally, from the reliability prediction modelling point o f view, there are 
two classes of dependent failures:

(1) Dependent failures which can be explicitly modelled; for example those which 
are caused by failure of another component that provides functional support to 
several components.

(2) Dependent failures which are not explicitly modelled. These tend to be failures 
which are caused by a generic failure mechanism which is an intensive 
property of identical components and/or their environment; for example, those 
multiple failures which are caused by a systematic manufacturing error.

535
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The critical nature of dependent failures whose occurence is not explicitly 
included in the event and fault tree models are well recognized [1]. This class of 
dependent failures is known as common cause failure (CCF). One of the fundamental 
conditions which must be present for the occurrence of CCFs is a coupling mechan
ism (CM). This is the characteristic/parameter/mechanism that is shared by all the 
components in a CCF component group. There has been significant effort to develop 
procedures, databases and models to address CCF phenomenon and establish data 
sources to be used in those models [2-5].

The desire to prevent CCFs introduces the concept of defence. Preventing or 
reducing the probability of CCF occurrence is possible by defending against the root 
cause and/or by defending against the presence of the CM. In general, data regarding 
the root cause o f failure events are difficult to find; therefore, identifying defences 
against them is a task difficult to achieve. In contrast, CMs are relatively easier to 
establish and consequently defend against.

To communicate the methodology presented in this paper, the following defini
tions are used:

— A system is a collection of components put together to provide a function
— A component is a unit which provides a function within a system
— A part is a unit which provides a function within a component.

For example, the on-site emergency power unit is a system which could consist 
of several diesel generators (DGs). Each diesel generator is a component within the 
system, and a DG circuit breaker is a part within the DG.

2. COUPLING MECHANISMS

The classification system suggested in this part of the paper was introduced 
after analysing over 4000 failure events and making a literature review [3-8]. This 
classification does not produce an exhaustive list of all possible CMs, but it does sug
gest a rather useful classification system.

In this paper the domain o f the CM and CCF concept is somewhat increased 
to include the simultaneous unavailability of identical components operating under 
identical internal and external environmental conditions. This extends the CCF scope 
to those multiple unavailability events which have been experienced as a result of 
different failure mechanisms but the presence of CMs has created a multiple depen
dent unavailability (MDU). Figure 1 is a cause-effect diagram representing this 
concept.

The classification system, recommended in this paper, has two purposes:

(1) To provide a methodical and consistent approach for classification of CM
induced multiple unvailability events;
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Root c a u se  matrix

Coupling mechanism matrix 

CM 1

CM 2

CM n

\>

Component state

Component 1

Component 2

Component n

FIG. 1. Cause-effect diagram for common cause component unavailability.

(2) To provide a tool for evaluating and improving plant defences against MDUs.

For flexibility and ease o f use the classification format consists of three major 
classes divided into different categories. Each category in turn is divided into sub
categories to provide a more detailed account of the important attributes of the rele
vant category. This acknowledges the fact that during the classification stage, in 
general, one is more likely to be able to identify only major categories since failure 
event descriptions, available presently, are often not detailed enough to allow fine 
distinctions among subcategories. In contrast, for defence improvement, it is essen
tial to pay attention to the actual coupling mechanisms in detail.
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The following should be noted:
(a) Scheduling CMs are introduced if  maintenance/testing/calibration activities on 

all redundant components are carried out simultaneously or sequentially. This 
would increase the probability of repetition of an error.

(b) Introduction of some of the CMs identified here is not usually under the control 
of the plant management (e.g. ‘same manufacturing staff) and is very difficult 
to identify from a review o f the failure data. But these are included to indicate 
possible areas which it could be useful to investigate. These are highlighted in 
the text by an asterisk.

2.1. Coupling mechanism classes

The following is a description of CM classes and their categories. Owing to 
space limitations no example is provided.

2.1.1. Hardware based CMs

Those CMs which lead to unavailability as a result of identical physical charac
teristics among several components and their configuration within the system are 
known as hardware based. The categories of hardware based CMs include the 
following:

(a) SAME DESIGN. Conditions which would lead to the establishment of design 
related CMs include:

(i) System design attributes. These are CMs which are induced during the 
design of the systems in a plant as described in the following:

same physical appearance. This refers to similarities in the physical 
appearance o f redundant components within a system. This could lead to 
misidentification by operating and/or maintenance staff. Examples are:

same colour; 
same size; 
same shape;
same distinguishing number/letter coding.

same supporting facilities. This CM is introduced when the same item 
is used for providing support to several components. For example, the 
same ventilation system for all redundant components (this could be 
modelled explicitly) or the same pipe bringing or taking water from 
several pumps.
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same configuration. This CM exists when several components in a sys
tem are interconnected with the supporting facilities using the same 
configuration.
same junctional unavailability protection. This coupling mechanism is 
introduced if  all redundant components have the same system design for 
protection against inadvertent functional unavailability (e.g. when 
several pump feed breakers use the same logic for prevention against 
being inadvertently racked out).
functionally the same. This CM exists when several components achieve 
their intended objective by using the same mechanism. As noted before, 
identical components in identical systems are the focus of this paper. 
This implicitly implies the presence of a functional CM. However, func
tional CM is explicitly mentioned here to highlight failures which could 
be solely attributed to the mechanism by which a function is carried out. 
same component position. This CM is introduced when, owing to the 
system design specifications, the positions of components with respect to 
their surroundings are identical. This CM could propagate a ‘condition
ing event’ [3], such as ‘difficulty in tightening of screws’, to several 
redundant components. Possible conditioning events include:

ease of construction
ease of test/maintenance/inspection/calibration.

Component design attributes. The physical attributes which are 
affected by the design include:

same parts. This could lead to several components failing as a result of 
cause if a part is inadequate for performing its intended function. 

*same internal protection. This is when the same type of protection 
against the internal environmental stresses is provided within all similar 
components.

*same manufacturing specification. This determines the inherent 
manufacturing quality o f a component. The easier it is to manufacture 
a component, the less likelihood of making a generic mistake during 
manufacturing.

*same maintenance/repair characteristics. This refers to characteris
tics/shared by several components that determine the ease/accuracy by 
which their maintenance activities can be performed.

*same test/inspection characteristics. This refers to characteristics shared 
by several components that determine the ease/accuracy by which their 
test/inspection activities can be performed.

*same calibration characteristics. This refers to characteristics shared by 
several components that determine the ease/accuracy by which their 
calibration can be performed.
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(b) COMPONENT QUALITY. In the present context this is defined as a compo
nent characteristic which is affected by the attributes of manufacturing, con
struction and/or installation. Therefore, the same component quality is induced 
in redundant components as a result of:

(i) Same manufacturer. This CM is induced if the same manufacturer is 
used for the supply of all the redundant components within a plant/sys
tem and includes the following possible subgroup of CMs;

*same manufacturing sta ff
*same quality control procedure during fabrication o f  components 
*same manufacturing methods
*same materials used in the fabrication o f  components.

(ii) Same construction/installation attributes. These CMs are induced if 
the same company is in charge of construction/installation of all the sys
tems within a plant and includes the following possible CMs:

*same construction/installation sta ff 
*same construction/installation procedure 
*same construction/installation quality control procedure 
*same construction/installation scheduling.

2.1.2. Operational based CMs

Those CMs which lead to unavailability due to identical operational charac
teristics among several systems are known as operational based. The categories of 
operational based CMs include the following:

(a) SAME OPERATING ATTRIBUTES. These include the coupling mechanisms 
which are induced as a result of:

(i) Same operating staff. This CM is introduced if the same operator (team 
of operators) is assigned to operate all trains of redundant components. 
Any type of operator error may affect several redundant components.

(ii) Same operating procedures. This CM is introduced because operation 
of all identical components is generally governed by the same operating 
procedure. Any deficiency in this procedure can affect several redundant 
components in the system. Data indicate that it is useful to further divide 
this CM into the following subcategories:
same plant operating procedure 
same component operating procedure.

(iii) Same operation supervisory staff. This coupling mechanism is 
introduced if the same supervisor (supervisory team) is in charge of oper
ation of all redundant components. This may not be a particularly useful 
category since it is unlikely and impractical to have redundancy/diversity
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in supervisory staff. However, most literature reviewed have included 
this CM.

(b) SAME TEST AND MAINTENANCE. These include the coupling mechan
isms which are induced due to:

(i) Schedule. This CM includes the following activities:
preventative maintenance (PM)
testing/inspection
calibration.

(ii) Staff. This CM is introduced if  the same maintenance team is in charge 
of maintaining all redundant systems/components. Note that separation 
of staff in this part does not suggest that there are different staff carrying 
out each different subcategory (i.e. repair staff may or may not be the 
same personnel who carry out the testing).
The same maintenance staff include: 

same repair/PM sta ff 
same calibration sta ff 
same testing/inspection sta ff
same test/maintenance supervisory staff. Again, this CM is 

introduced if the same maintenance supervisor (supervisory team) is in 
charge of maintenance staff for all redundant components. As noted 
previously, this may not be a particularly useful category since it is 
unlikely and impractical to have redundancy/diversity in supervisory 
staff. However, most literature reviewed have included this CM.

(iii) Procedure coupling mechanisms. These CMs are introduced when all 
redundant components are treated by using the same procedure and 
include the following:

same repair/PM procedures 
testing/inspection procedures 
calibration procedures.

These CMs are difficult/impractical to defend against solely by 
decoupling. However, these could be defended against by defending 
against the root cause of the problem.

2.1.3. Locational based CMs

Those CMs which propagate a failure mechanism as a result o f identical loca
tional characteristics among several components are known as locational based.
These CMs are introduced as a result of:

(i) Same plant location. This CM exposes all redundant components to the same 
environmental stresses as a result of the location of the plant; it includes floods,
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fires, high humidity, earthquake, excessive contaminants in the service water 
and so on.

(ii) Same system location. This CM exposes all redundant systems to environ
mental stresses as a result of the location of the systems/components; it 
includes vibration, failure o f ventilation systems and heat generated by other 
components.

3. COUPLING MECHANISM DEFENCES

As noted previously, defence strategies are employed to eliminate CMs and/or 
reduce their impact. Typical applicable defences against CMs include those dis
cussed below.

3.1. Diversity classes

Diversity is perhaps the most effective defence against CM but in many 
instances difficult to achieve owing to cost constraints and/or unavailability of alter
natives. The categories of diversity include:

(i) Functional diversity. This defence is accomplished by employing two or 
more totally different mechanisms for achieving approximately the same 
objective. An example o f functional diversity is to use diesel generators 
and steam generators as the on-site emergency power sources. Func
tional diversity is also achieved by using more than one system charac
teristic as a feedback mechanism. For example, detection of fire in a 
room is possible by measuring either the temperature of the room (heat 
detector) or the air quality in the room (smoke detector).

(ii) Physical diversity. The methods by which this defence is employed 
include:

— diversity in system attributes: for example, providing colour coding 
or letter coding to distinguish between identical redundant 
components.

— diversity in component design: for example, using circuit breakers 
with different designs as trip mechanisms for diesel generators. This 
may or may not include purchasing the breakers from different 
manufacturers.

— diversity in component quality: for example, purchasing of similar 
pumps from different manufacturers.
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(iii) Operational diversity. This is achieved by assignment of different teams 
(one or more staff) for operation and/or maintenance of redundant 
components.

3.2. Tactical

This type o f defence is employed to minimize the probability of an error being 
repeated. It also reduces the period for which a detectable failure would go 
undetected. These include the following:

Staggered system construction/installation 
Staggered maintenance 
Staggered testing 
Staggered calibration

3.3 . B arriers

Defences through barriers includes:

(i) Physical barriers which consist of:

— spatial separation. This defence is often employed to reduce the probabil
ity of redundant components failure as a result of the same external 
and/or internal location (external environmental) and operational (inter
nal environmental) stresses.

— physical protection. This is a localized barrier against selected environ
mental (internal/external) stresses.

(ii) Functional barriers which consist of:

— construction of interlocks. This defence is often used between redundant 
components to prevent removal of more than n out of m redundant com
ponents (e.g. for PM reasons) if  for successful plant operation n +  1 
components are needed.

— removal of crossties. This defence is often used to remove the possibility 
of a single faulty support system making more than one o f the redundant 
components inoperable.

3.4. Defence against root cause only

Finally, there are some CMs which can only be defended against by defending 
against the root cause of the failure. For example, if the operational procedure of 
a plant is deficient or the staff training facilities are inadequate, the only defence (or 
the most practical defence) is curing the root cause o f these deficiencies.
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TABLE I. PERCENTAGE OF COUPLING MECHANISMS IN OPERATING 
AND STANDBY SYSTEMS
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TABLE I. (cont.)
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TABLE II. DISTRIBUTION OF COU
PLING MECHANISM CLASSES 
OBSERVED IN OPERATING AND 
STANDBY SYSTEMS (%)

N. System 

CMs N.
Operating Standby

Hardware based 47 57

Operation based 53 35

Location based — 8

Total 100 100

4. DATA CLASSIFICATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

For this part of the paper over 1000 failure events pertaining to diesel genera
tors and various types of pumps were analysed, leading to identification of 58 com
mon cause or potential common cause failure events, 9 in operating and the rest in 
standby systems. Using the CM classification system described in this paper, a total 
of 78 CMs were identified, 15 in operating and 63 in standby systems. Note that 
when determining the class of a CM, owing to data limitations, one might have to 
assume several possible CMs; this approach allows the analyst to evaluate all possi
ble defences and determine which class of CM is pertinent to the plant under con
sideration. Tables I and П provide a summarized version of the results. It is 
acknowledged that only two operating systems were considered in this part of the 
analysis, which may somewhat have reduced the number of failure events and conse
quently the distribution of CMs observed. The results obtained and conclusions 
reached should be looked at with this limitation in mind.

From Table I it is evident that 40% and 19% of all CMs, in operating and 
standby systems respectively, could be attributed to the ‘same part’ CM subcategory. 
This result confirms that diversity in systems is one of the most effective defences 
available. But it also indicates that the total diversity, which is an expensive under
taking, may not always be the only alternative available. That is one may put up a 
good defence by creating diversity in parts within identical systems rather than total 
diversity.
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Another interesting result shown by Table I is that no failure events of operat
ing systems were attributed to the ‘same system design’ subcategory whereas 23.7% 
of standby systems were attributed to this CM.

Another noticeable CM is the ‘operating procedure’. Table I indicates that 
proportionally more failure events are attributed to the same component operating 
procedure CM in operating systems (20%) than in the standby systems (1.6%). This 
could be attributed to the fact that continuous operation of operating systems makes 
these systems more exposed to the operating procedure error than the standby 
systems.

Table П indicates that proportionally hardware based CMs are more dominant 
in standby (56.9%) than in operating systems (46.7%). However, the situation is 
reversed when considering operational based CMs. Table II also indicates that the 
locational based CMs were only observed in standby systems.

Finally, note that the different diversity classes presented in this section cor
respond to the CMs mentioned in Section 2. This relationship facilitates the con
struction of a comprehensive defensive strategy.
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Abstract

A N A L Y S I S  O F  N O N - S I M U L T A N E O U S  C O M M O N  M O D E  FAILURES: A P P L I C A T I O N  

T O  T H E  RELIABILITY S T U D Y  O F  T H E  D E C A Y  H E A T  R E M O V A L  O F  T H E  R N R  

1500 PROJECT.

Experience with the liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) P H E N I X  has shown 

many cases of failure in identical and redundant components which were close in time but not 

simultaneous and not due to the same causes such as a design error, inappropriate material, 

corrosion, etc. Since the decay heat removal (DHR) must be ensured for a long period after 

shutdown of the reactor, the overall reliability of the D H R  system depends greatly on this type 

of successive failure by c om m on  mode causes, for which the usual ß factor methods are not 

appropriate since they imply that the several failures are simultaneous. In the paper, two 

methods are presented. The first one was used to assess the reliability of the D H R  system of 

the R N R  1500 project. In this method, one models the occurrence of successive failures on 

n identical files by a sudden jump of the failure rate from the value X attributed to the first 

failure to the value X’ attributed to the (n - 1) still available files. This is done with a probabil

ity a  which quantifies the probability of the first failure being due to a co mm on  mode. This 

method leads to a quite natural quantification of the interest of diversity for highly redundant 

systems. For the R N R  1500 project where, in the event of the loss of normal D H R  path 

through the steam generators, the decay heat is removed by four separated sodium loops of 

26 M W  unit capacity in forced convection, the probabilistic assessment shows that it is neces

sary to diversify the sodium-sodium heat exchanger in order to fulfil the upper limit of

549
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1СГ7/уеаг for the probability of failure of D H R  leading to unacceptable consequences. A  

separate assessment for the main sequence leading to D H R  loss was performed using a dif

ferent method in which the successive failures are interpreted as a premature end of life, the 

lifetimes being directly used as random variables. This Monte Carlo type method, which can 

be applied to any type of lifetime distribution, leads to results consistent with those obtained 

with the first method.

1. BACKGROUND

The main objective of this is to present particular methods which were used 
to calculate the probability of common mode failure of the emergency decay heat 
removal (DHR) system of the RNR 1500 project, which is a system comprising four 
identical trains.

The two methods used are based on the fact that, in many examples, failures 
affecting identical components in an installation are not simultaneous, but occur at 
the same places over a period of several months. The operation of the PHENIX reac
tor has produced several examples of this type in leaks that affected: mixing junctions 
in 1974, intermediate heat exchangers in 1976 and 1977 and then again in 1984, and 
steam generators in 1982 and 1983.

Two main conclusions can be drawn from the failures observed:

(1) The failures occur in close succession, but are not simultaneous;
(2) The failures almost always have a common cause, which could be qualified as 

a conceptual error resulting in a faulty design and leading to high stresses, a 
poor material or welding technique, a corrosive environment, etc.

No account is taken of these two facts in the methods normally used to deal 
with common mode failures. In the ß  factor method or the methods derived from it:

(a) Second, third or fourth order common mode failures are presumed to be simul
taneous with the first failure, and this is obviously very pessimistic when these 
failures can be detected as soon as they occur, which, in principle, is the case 
with leaks;

(b) On the other hand, the ß  factor values which express the probability of com
mon mode failure are low, of the order of 10~'-10~2, whereas most of the 
failures observed turn out to have had a common cause.

The methods described below permit the facts observed to be taken into 
account and the advantages gained through a high redundancy level and diversifica
tion to be treated in a straightforward manner.
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n files in operation failures of the remaining (n-1) files

first failure:
X’ by file

a (common mode)
X by file X by file

1-a (common mode)

rate of the first failure: nXJ
FIG. 1. Model scheme.

2. MODELLING THE NON-SIMULTANEOUS COMMON MODE 
FAILURES BY THE (X, X', a) METHOD

2.1. The (X, X', a) method

In this method identical trains are considered, each train initially having a 
failure rate X. The method consists in modelling the fact that the first failure may, 
with a probability a , correspond to a common mode failure which is going to affect 
the other trains with a failure rate X' which is greater than X. This model can be 
schematized as shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. Data

The experience required with the various experimental sodium circuits in 
RAPSODIE and PHENIX indicated circuit leak rates of the order of 10“5 per hour 
and per circuit in respect to leaks requiring the circuit to be drained for purposes of 
repair.

2.2.1. Experience with PHENIX

The experience acquired with the leaks that affected the intermediate 
exchangers in PHENIX in 1976 and 1977 is particularly useful for quantifying the 
present problem. It is summarized in Table I.

These data can be interpreted in different ways:

(1) If the total duration of presence under sodium up to the removal o f exchanger 
A on 9 November 1977 without a leak is taken into consideration, one finds:

X =  1/(6 x  24 645 h) =  6.8 x  l ( r 6/h and

X' =  2/(162 259 h -  5 x  24 645 h) = 5.1 x  l(T5/h
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TABLE I. EXPERIENCE WITH PHENIX INTERMEDIATE: HEAT 
EXCHANGER LEAKS IN 1976-1977

Position
Intermediate

heat
exchanger

Date of the n’th 
leak or of the 

removal from the 
reactor (R)

Duration of 
presence“ under 

sodium since 
10.01.73

Power operation 
since the first leak

31 A R 09.11.77 33 700 h 59 d

12 В 3 31.08.77 33 692 h 59 d + 52 d

11 С R 13.09.77 34 900 h 59 d + 52 d

22 D R 09.06.77 32 000 h 52 h

21 E 1 11.07.76 24 645 h modified andb
replaced by G

32 F 2 05.10.76 27 967 h 59 d

a On average, the period of connection to the grid corresponds to 51% of the time under 
sodium.

b At the time of the first leak, the exchangers had been operating connected to the grid for 
12 224 h.

(2) If only the time for which the exchangers are connected to the grid is taken 
into consideration, one finds:

X =  1/(6 x  12 224 h) =  1.36 x  l(T5/h and X' =  2/(4 X  59 d +  3 X  52 d) 

= 2.12 x  lO^/h

With regard to the parameter a , the facts established in respect to the mixing 
junctions, the steam generators or the intermediate heat exchangers give grounds to 
believe that the value of that parameter is close to 1 ; if account is taken of the leaks
that affected other circuits, a value within the range 0 .5-0 .8  seems to be more
reasonable.

2.2.2. Summary

The values established from the leaks observed in the sodium circuits and the 
intermediate exchangers in PHENIX correspond typically to the following values:

X: 7 X  10~6/h to 1.4 X  10~5/h

X ': 5 x  10~5/h to 2.2 x  10 ^ /h

a : 0.5 to 0.8
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2.3. Practical equations

The model proposed in Section 2.1 can be used in the calculations with Markov 
graphs; these calculations also make it possible to take account of the repair options 
which modify the common mode failure rate by restoring a rate close to the initial 
rate. For simplified estimations, it is worth while having available a number o f equa
tions deduced from the preceding model when the trains cannot be repaired during 
operation time. These can be established by usual combinatory analysis and integra
tion of exponentials; at first order in X and X' they are reduced to rather straightfor
ward equations.

2.4. Effect of diversification

The model covers in a straightforward way the various possible diversifica
tions of the circuits.

In the case of a system with four trains diversified two-by-two among lines A 
and lines B, each train having the same characteristics, the advantage gained by 
diversification can be estimated by calculating, for example, the probability of 
failure of the four trains during the time T, if all the trains are available at time zero.

With clear notations, at first order in X and X', and using the equations men
tioned in Section 2.3, for four non-diversified A trains:

P 4 files A =  XA [aA X'A3 + (1 -  a A) X3A] T4 

for two trains A diversified from two trains B:

P 2 files A +  2 files В =  XA [aA X'A +  (1 — a A) XA] XB [«в^'в

+  (1 -  a B)XB] T4

Since there is no reason to attribute superior qualities at the design stage to
either of the two systems, it may be supposed that:

XA =  XB =  X, X'A =  Х'в =  X' and a A =  a B =  a

The advantage gained through diversification can hence be written as:

, _  X2 [ofX' + (1 -  a) X]2 _  (1 -  a  +  aXVX)2 
D ~  X [aX'3 +  (1 -  a) X3] 1 -  a  +  a  (X'/X)3
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P 3RRÄ = Рз-^°’Т^ + b-l(0,Ti) •Р.-оСГьТз) + ̂ (O.TO.P^fTi.Ta) + P3-2(0,T,).P2-l(Ti,T2).Pî (T2,T 

State n characterized by n loops RRA in forced convectionn CF
П

P;̂ j(T,T') = Probability of the transition of the state i towards the state j during the time interval T
= Qp'-j(X',T,T') withp(X',T,r)=e-*T(l-e-x'CI"-T>)

EPR

IPE

f 1RRA ' P IPE ‘ P 3RRA ’ f 1RRA 4 X Wlth X ~ X 1RRA

-  x b  ’ « . A  W

FIG. 2. Calculation o f  the probability  o f  fa ilu re  o f  the evacuation o f  the decay heat cor
responding to the leak on 1 RRA.

This advantage is of the order of GD «  X'/aX or typically a factor of 20 for 
a  =  0.5 and X'= 10X.

It will be possible to check that this equation is still valid when applied in first 
order calculations in X and X' in complicated failure scenarios. (This can, in particu
lar, be verified with the calculation shown in Fig. 2.)

3. RELIABILITY OF THE DHR SYSTEM OF THE RNR 1500 PROJECT

For the RNR 1500 project, at the design stage, the objective set for the decay 
heat removal is for its annual failure probability, resulting in unacceptable conse
quences, to be less than 10_7/year.
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FIG. 3. R N R  1500 m odel schem e decay heat rem oval systems.

3.1. The decay heat removal system

In this project, the decay heat can be removed (see Fig. 3) either by the normal 
circuits (i.e. intermediate heat exchangers, secondary loops, steam generators and 
the feedwater circuit) or by the emergency decay removal system which is split into 
four independent cooling circuits (RRA).

Each of the four emergency circuits includes a sodium-sodium heat exchanger 
immersed in the hot primary sodium plenum, a sodium-air exchanger cooled by the 
natural convection of the air in a 40 m stack, an electromagnetic pump which circu
lates the sodium in the loop, several auxiliary systems (argon, purification, drainage, 
raising, expansion). The electromagnetic pumps are run by two power lines fed by 
the external electrical sources; each power line is secured by one diesel generator
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and supplies two loops; if an electromagnetic pump is unavailable, the loop can 
remove heat by natural convection.

The unit thermal power of the loops is such that it enables the system to accom
plish its task under all operating conditions taken into account in the design. For each 
category of operating condition, that task takes the form of compliance with a maxi
mum value for the average primary sodium temperature which, at the preliminary 
design stage, was chosen to be, respectively, 520°C for second category incidents, 
530°C for third category accidents and 630°C for hypothetical accidents of the 
fourth category. The cooling capacity of 26 MW of each loop under forced convec
tion results from compliance with the 520°C upset criterion in the incident where 
the loss of feedwater is combined with the loss of off-site power supply and the 
failure of one of the two diesel generators, no account being taken for the cooling 
by the two unsupplied loops by natural convection.

3.2. R eliab ility assessment

For reliability assessment, the following criteria are used: first the average 
temperature of the reactor block must not exceed 630°C, which is the fourth category 
criterion (in this case, a single subsequent rise in temperature beyond 520°C is 
allowed). The OHR system must in addition bring the temperature back to 300°С 
enabling the steam generators to be resupplied with water.

The initiating events taken into account are the principal operating conditions 
under which the DHR system must accomplish removal of residual power:

— dryout of the four steam generators (SGD);
— Loss of off-site power (MdT);
— Normal reactor shutdowns at 180°C or 250°C for maintenance of the feed

water plant;
— Failure of one decay heat removal loop, the repair of which requires drainage 

of the loop, leading to immediate reactor shutdown on the basis o f operating 
instructions; the initiating event with the most serious consequences which has 
been taken into account is the sodium leak affecting a sodium-sodium 
exchanger.

This paper deals mainly with that last situation in which the sodium of the 
affected loop must be drained and the temperature of the primary sodium must be 
lowered to 180°C to permit the handling of the sodium-sodium exchanger, a special 
operation which is assumed to last 15 days. As shown in Fig. 2 in schematic form, 
the time necessary to repair the sodium-sodium heat exchanger depends on the avail
able systems: 10 h + 15 d =  370 h with the feedwater plant, or 52 126 or 326 days 
with respectively 3, 2 or 1 emergency loops available.

The task of the set of systems, ‘feedwater plant -I- 3 decay heat removal loops’, 
is at least to ensure a total duration of 15 days at 180°C. The calculation of the proba-
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bility of failure of this task is shown in Fig. 2; it takes into account the following 
pessimistic assumptions:

(a) Time required to repair the feedwater plant is taken to be 60 h =  ц~1; it is 
assumed that, if the repair has not been completed after one month, the feed
water plant would be lost definitively, whereas it would be possible to resupply 
the steam generators with water, provided that the temperature of the primary 
sodium did not exceed 300°C;

(b) It is assumed that the repair work on the decay heat removal loops can be per
formed only at 180°C; if the repair temperature is increased to 250°C, the time 
required for the work is shortened significantly.

3.3. Results

The results corresponding to each of the above mentioned initiating events are 
presented in Table II and are discussed below.

3.3.1. Without common mode failures

The importance of the initiating event “ replacement of a sodium-sodium 
exchanger” will be noted. These results are based on pessimistic assumptions in the 
case of the calculations for temperature evolution (residual power taking account of 
a 20% margin of error) and the determination of the critical times associated with 
each transition. Hence they seem satisfactory in respect to the established objective 
(probability of loss of the decay heat removal function below 10'7/year as an order 
of magnitude).

3.3.2. With common mode failures o f  the second order

In an initial stage, consideration was given to common mode failures of the 
second order by using the ‘ß  factor’ method (if the failure rate of a component is X, 
the simultaneous common mode failure of two identical components is ß \) .  The 
common mode failures of the second order were taken into account in the case of:

— Diesels with ß  =  0.02
— Forced convection of the decay heat removal loops (electromagnetic pumps, 

electrical control) with ß = 0.05
— Risks of sodium leaks, ß  =  0.01.

Taking account o f this type of failure yields an estimate of 3 X 10~7 for the 
annual probability of failure of the function ‘decay heat removal’, which seems still 
compatible with the design objective if the repair procedures are sufficiently 
optimized.
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In these estimates of the effect of common mode failures of the second order, 
the failures linked with sodium leaks provide a major contribution, since these 
failures require sodium drainage and repair work at 180° С on the intermediate 
exchangers when they are affected by the leak.

3.3.3. With common mode failures above the second order

In the second stage, consideration was given to common mode failures above 
the second order.

In the case of the decay heat removal circuits, the installation and design 
arrangements (particularly the geographical separation of the loops supplied with 
power by different lines and the physical separation of loops supplied by the same 
power line) reduce to a negligible value the risks of simultaneous failures of more 
than two identical components.

However, the risk of common mode failure which could affect in succession, 
but not simultaneously, identical components of each of the four decay heat removal 
loops must be taken into consideration, so that the estimate for the failure rate of the 
other identical components may be increased after an initial failure of one of these 
components occurs. The method described in Section 2.1 was used to treat this kind 
of common failure, taking into account the incidents which affected the intermediate 
exchangers in PHENIX. In the calculations, the probability of losing the safety func
tion depends on the possibility of repairing the initial failure before the last one 
occurs; so the most important case, corresponding to the longest repair time, is here 
the failure of a sodium-sodium exchanger requiring replacement. For this case dis
cussed previously, the calculation of the contribution of common mode failures of 
the 4th order is illustrated in Fig. 2; obviously the conditional probability of losing 
the 3 remaining loops depends strongly on X' and is 0.07 and 0.49 for respectively 
X' =  11 x  lO^/h or 2.12 x  lO^/h.

The values in Table I were calculated with X =  10“5/h, X' =  1.1 X 10“4/h 
and a  =  0.5. Taking account of common mode failures likely to affect the 
sodium-sodium exchangers in the DHR system results in an overall estimate of 
3 X 10'6/year for the probability of loss of the DHR function, which, even when 
the margins arising from the pessimistic assumptions considered are integrated, does 
not seem to be compatible with the objective pursued.

3.4. Effect of diversification

As shown in Section 2.4, the method adopted for dealing with common mode 
failures of the 4th order makes it possible to treat the advantage gained through diver
sification in a straightforward manner. Provided that all trains function identically 
when the failures affecting each line are independent of those affecting the others,
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the advantage gained through diversification is approximately 1/GD =  aX/X', which 
typically corresponds to a factor of 1/20 contributed by diversification.

Diversification of the sodium-sodium exchangers in the DHR circuits makes 
it possible to reduce (see Table I) to about 3 x  10'7/year the probability of failure 
of the DHR function. This result is obviously very sensitive to the values adopted 
for the parameters X and X'. When X' is taken to be equal to 2.12 x  10-4/h (instead 
of 1.1 x  lO^/h), the probability of failure o f the function is of the order of 
10'6/year.

4. MODELLING THE NON-SIMULTANEOUS COMMON
MODE FAILURES BY THE LIFETIME METHOD

4.1. General description

It was shown in Section 3 and in Table II that the main sequence resulting from 
loss in the DHR function involves failure of replacement of a sodium-sodium heat 
exchanger. This operation requires cooling the sodium to 180°С and keeping that 
temperature for at least 15 days with redundant exchangers identical (if not diversi
fied) to the failed one and which can be affected by the same ageing problems (corro
sion, wear, fatigue) which lead to the premature end of life of the first system.

A constant failure rate X applicable for the useful life of the system is no longer 
valid and Section 2 describes one method for treating that type of problem. Another 
methodology uses the lifetime directly as the primary random variable with an 
assumed probability distribution. From that distribution, one can derive the proba
bility laws for the time intervals t 2, t 3, ..., rN elapsing from the failure of the first 
system to the failure of the second, third and last systems, leading to the loss of the 
safety function realized with N redundant systems. Risk evaluations are then per
formed taking into account the possibility of reaching a safe state for the reactor 
before a critical time after detection of the first failure. Further details can be found 
in [1] on this method, which can be applied using the Monte Carlo technique to any 
kind of lifetime distribution.

4.2. Application to heat exchanger replacement

Two lifetime distributions have been used: uniform in a time interval A or nor
mal with standard deviation a. These parameters are evaluated from the PHENIX 
reactor failure observations (see Table I). For the uniform distribution, time interval 
distributions can be expressed as polynomials and one finds Д =  4 (t 2) =  2(r3) 
where (r,) is the mean value of r¡ fitted to observations. For normal distribution, one 
finds a =  l . l ó f o )  =  0.59 (t 3) from a straightforward Monte Carlo type program.
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The PHENIX data used as in Section 2.2 (X’=  2.12 X 10"4/h) lead then to 
Д =  0.65 year and a =  0.18 year.

It has been seen in Section 3.2 that the time necessary to repair the sodium- 
sodium exchangers depends on the available systems. A rule to express failure for 
that operation is simply given by the logical condition: (<r2 <  T,) AND (t3 <  T2) 
AND (r4 <  T3), where Ti =  52 days, T2 =  126 days, T3 =  326 days (see Fig. 2).

This condition is easily introduced in a Monte Carlo type program where 
10 000 sets of 4 lifetimes were drawn according to the distributions described above.

The probability of exchanger replacement failure is found to be 0.53 for uni
form lifetime distribution, 0.54 for normal distribution. These values are con
sistent with the result obtained with the (X, X', a) method, namely 0.49 for 
X' = 2 . 1 2  x  lO^/h.

4.3. Effect of diversification

With that methodology, the interest o f diversification comes from the observa
tion that premature ageing occurring in a system will not occur in a diversified one 
or at least will presumably lead to an average lifetime which is significantly different. 
The Monte Carlo method described above allows an easy quantification of the gain 
due to diversification. Instead of drawing 4 times according to a single lifetime distri
bution, for instance normal with standard deviation a, one draws 2 values with one 
distribution, then 2 more with a distribution (with the same ô for instance) displaced 
in time by an interval of time Ô. Then the same failure algorithm is applied to achieve 
the result.

Table III summarizes the probability of failure for the replacement of a heat 
exchanger for different values o f a and <5.

For the purpose of comparison, the results of Table III have been averaged 
assuming a distribution of ô uniform over a time interval of 11 years and a =
0.18 year. The gain is then about 30, quite close to X’/X =  21.2, which is the value 
obtained for the gain by the (X, X', a) method when a  =  1.

5. IMPACT OF THE RELIABILITY STUDY ON THE DESIGN AND
OPERATION OF THE DHR SYSTEM

In view of the results presented above and the assumptions regarding the 
exchanger repair conditions, two-by-two diversification of the sodium-sodium 
exchangers would appear to be necessary. In the project, two types of exchanger 
were, in fact, developed, one with straight tubes and the other with U tubes. Diver
sification of these exchangers hence appears to be feasible.

However, it does not seem necessary to diversify other components in the 
loops. Indeed, the average repair time for the other components is much shorter and
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TABLE III. PROBABILITY (in %) OF FAILURE FOR HEAT EXCHANGER 
REPLACEMENT AS A FUNCTION OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION a FOR 
THE LIFETIME DISTRIBUTION AND THE TIME SEPARATION <5 FOR THE 
MEAN LIFETIMES OF THE DIVERSIFIED TWO-BY-TWO SYSTEMS

a (year)

5 (standard 
deviation)

0.1 0 .2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 .6 0 .7 0 .8 0.9 1.0

0 85.6 51.4 30.0 17.7 10.8 7.1 4 .9 3.2 2.3 1.8

l a 81.2 43.8 23.3 13.0 7 .9 4.8 3.0 2.1 1.6 1.1

2a 70.0 25 .0 9.9 4 .6 2.3 1.4 0.8 0 .6 0 .4 0.3

3(7 52.3 9 .0 2.4 0.84 0.35 0.18 0 .10 0.07 0.04 0.04

4 a 27.5 1.84 0.20 0.04 0.02 e € £ 6 e

5 a 8.8 0 .14 e e € e e e e e

the risk of being unable to repair the first component before the last one fails would 
appear to be sufficiently low; it can be shown that diversification is not indispensable 
provided that it is possible to carry out the repairs in less than five days, at least 
temporarily.

It is still necessary, however, to analyse in detail the risks of common mode 
failure caused by sodium solidification in the sodium air exchangers which are not 
diversified, particularly with regard to the likelihood of operator error or of failure 
of anti-solidification devices.

The quantification of the advantage gained through these improvements to the 
procedures should make it possible to attain the reliability objective pursued.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The methods presented in this paper permit a straightforward evaluation of the 
risk of common mode failure corresponding to non-simultaneous failures of identical 
or diversified trains with a high level of redundancy, when the tasks of the system 
must be fulfilled over a long period. Since sufficient statistics are now available on 
the operation of such circuits, these methods are well suited to a reliability study of 
the emergency DHR system in fast reactors, for instance the European fast reactor 
project EFR whose DHR system includes six emergency loops.
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Such methods can be extended to cover other types o f safety problems or 
phenomena such as the variation of the failure rate with temperature. The (X, X', a) 
method can be integrated into the calculations by means of Markov graphs, account 
being taken of the repair of the systems which may restore the initial failure rate.
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A D V A N C EM EN TS IN  
FIR E R ISK  A N A L Y SIS M ET H O D O LO G Y
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Loviisa

** Imatran Voima Oy,
Helsinki

Finland

Abstract

PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS OF LOVIISA I: ADVANCEMENTS IN FIRE 
RISK ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY.

Imatran Voima Oy operates in Finland two nuclear units, Loviisa 1 and 2. Probabilistic 
safety analysis for Loviisa 1 (PSALOl) is under way and the results of Level 1 internal events 
are available. The major effort is now on external events and especially on fire analysis. The 
paper gives first an overview of the systematic approach for identifying initiating events 
caused by possible fires at Loviisa 1. The fire analysis of PSALOl is based on Berry’s model. 
However, the method was not appropriate for turbine building fires. Therefore, a new method 
was developed. This location specific method is also described in the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Imatran Voima Oy is a Finnish power company operating two nuclear units, 
Loviisa 1 and 2. The Loviisa plant is a hybrid of western and eastern technologies 
consisting o f WWER type reactors o f gross output 465 MW(e). Level 1 probabilistic 
safety assessment of Loviisa 1 has been completed for internal events [1]. At the 
moment external events are being analysed. All of the four external event analyses, 
fire, flood, seismic and extraordinary climate phenomena, are based as appropriate 
on the PSA model prepared for internal events. The fire analysis, which has the 
major resource effort of the four, is carried out using the principles of Berry’s model. 
However, some modifications have been made. One of them is the methodology 
developed for analysing the turbine building.

565
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2.1. Relationship between internal events and external events

Fire  risk analysis lies as far as possible on identified initiating events and the 

P S A  model o f internal events (see F ig . 1). Th e  P S A  model describes how  the plant

may react to various initiating events. Since the P S A  model for internal events was 

available, it was decided to proceed using the existing information systematically, 

instead o f using only expert opinions when identifying consequences from  fires in 

various locations. T h is  is important because the consequences o f fires at the plant 

are most difficult to estimate using only expert opinions. T h is  is especially true for 

fires in an instrumentation cable or in  an electronic/relay cabinet room .

T h e  systematic approach used was as follows:

(1 ) Th e  vulnerability of Loviisa 1 core damage is fully described in the internal 

event P S A . Therefore, w e did not try separately to identify new initiating 

events. In  the P S A  for internal events, very comprehensive initiating event 

identification was made because o f  the uniqueness o f  Loviisa 1. Th e  total num 

ber o f prelim inary internal events reached 72. Th e y  were grouped into final 

internal events for modelling and risk calculation. A lso  the P S A  model is used 

as appropriate.

(2 ) T h e  prelim inary internal events numbering 72 were divided into two sub

groups:

(a) Those prelim inary initiating events leading to reactor trip as the final 

initiating event

(b ) Those prelim inary initiating events leading to m ore severe final initiating 

events.

(3 ) G ro up (b ), consisting o f 38 prelim inary initiating events, was studied in more 

detail in order to find the combinations o f component failures resulting from  

each prelim inary initiating event. Because o f  the complicated failure mechan

isms, most o f them (3 0 ) were modelled using fault trees. T h e  basic events were 

thus failures o f the components used mainly for pow er production.

(4 ) F ro m  the 30 component fault trees o f  G roup (b ), room  fault trees were derived 

by replacing each component with its location identificator.

F inally w e received total information on the components and rooms related to 

the G ro up (b ) initiating events. Th is  made it possible to identify systematically 

initiating events o f the fire analysis in two phases: room  specific identification and 

component specific identification for the most important rooms. In  addition, expert 

judgm ent was used for the identification o f initiating events for the 8 initiating events 

which were not modelled.

2. FIRE RISK ANALYSIS OF LOVIISA 1
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F ire  risk analysis includes modelling o f fire ignition, propagation, detection 

and suppression as well as evaluation o f the core damage risk caused by fires. A  

further objective is also to receive information on the most important factors for 

suggesting possible plant improvements.

T h e  process is divided into two phases for reducing the need for resources (see 

F ig . 2 ). T h e  first phase is a very conservative one. W e  assume, for example, that 

fire in a room  destroys all components and suppression is not taken into account. 

Th is  means, then, that we use room  fault trees. D u rin g  the second phase we use the 

computer code C O M P B R N  [2] to analyse compartment fires and probable fire 

damage as a function o f time, including fire propagation, indication and suppression 

for the important rooms identified during the first phase. W ith  the realistic evaluation 

o f fire damage the conditional core damage probability and the corresponding fire 

frequency are recalculated to eliminate unnecessary conservatism in the fire risk 

analysis. D u rin g  this phase we use component fault trees o f the prelim inary initiating 

events for identification o f the fire induced initiating events.

2.2.1. Room identification and mapping

Room  identification includes:

—  Each room  related to fire induced initiating events

—  Each room  related to managing the fire induced initiating events (P S A  model)

—  Rooms containing large inventories o f combustibles.

E v e ry  room  is mapped and analysed by a walkthrough method. Th e  factors 

affecting the fire probability are:

—  N um ber and type o f ignition sources

—  Personnel presence

—  T y p e  and area o f combustibles

—  Fuel available in the room

—  Fuel location in relation to the important components

—  Ventilation conditions

Room  specific relative fire probabilities are determined by B e rry ’s model [3 ], 

developed further by Rolandsson [4] and V aurio  et al. [5 ].

2.2.2. Fire frequencies

Rooms are classified according to type such as mechanical, cable room  o r elec

tric room . R oom  type specific fire occurrence frequencies are determined using 

historical data from  U S  N PPs [6] combined with plant specific operating history

2.2. Process of analysing fire risk
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using an empirical Bayes method [7 ]. Room  specific fire frequencies are evaluated 

from  corresponding room  type fire frequency by using the relative fire probabilities.

2.2.3. Fire induced initiating events

Identification o f the fire induced initiating events w ill be performed m ainly in 

the first phase with room  fault trees o f initiating events and in the second phase with 

component fault trees. M inim al cut sets for the fault trees are obtained. W hen a 

single fire is able to spread into all locations included in a certain minimal cut set, 

the corresponding initiating event could be induced by fire. F ire  spread to adjacent 

rooms is considered explicitly, including the possibility that a door is open with a 

certain probability.

2.2.4. Turbine building (ТВ) fires

Turb in e  building ( Т В )  fires are analysed differently by using a location specific 

method ( Т В -F IR E ) .  Location specific fires are analysed in free space because Т В  

includes many safety systems and connecting areas. Th is  method makes it possible 

to determine which systems or components could be damaged at the same time by 

a single fire as a function o f fire severity. Th e  method is described in more detail 

in Section 3.

2.2.5. Calculation of conditional probability of fire

F ire  induced initiating events are linked to accident sequences with event tree 

logic in  the P S A  model. T h e  sequence calculation produces core damage sequences 

in terms o f locations. E ve ry  room containing components affecting the fire induced 

core damage probability is analysed. This includes also cabling and piping rooms. 

T h e  conditional probability of core damage is determined w ith the P S A  model by 

taking into account the damaged fault tree components in the fire area.

2 .2 .6 . Calculation of fire risk

T h e  frequency o f fire induced core damage is calculated by m ultiplying the 

conditional core damage probability by the corresponding fire occurrence rate.

3. M E T H O D O L O G Y  F O R  Т В  F IR E S

T h e  Т В  fire analysis method [8] ( Т В -F IR E )  is a location specific systematic 

method, developed specially for the P S A  of Т В  fires as a part of a N P P  P S A . Th e  

need for the method was motivated by the safety related systems in connection with
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the Т В  and by the fact that B e rry ’s model [3] could not be applied easily in a large 

multilevel building with possible oil fires. Th e  method is applicable both for identify

ing fire relevant initiating events ( IE )  and for screening out insignificant areas o f Т В .  

T h e  use o f the method is flexible in respect to the objectives o f  the analysis, thus 

enabling cost effective w o rk. W ith  Т В -F I R E  it is possible to define frequencies for 

identified IE s  and the fire dependent failure rates o f  their mitigative components. F o r 

the second mapping (see F ig . 2 ) it m ay be necessary to apply more detailed case 

studies. T h e  calculated frequencies m ay be used for the calculation o f risk as 

described in Section 2.2 .

3.1. Fire severity categories

B y  means o f historical N P P  fire data [6 ] and plant specific fire conditions, four 

different fire categories (S ) and their overall plant specific frequencies (P s) are 

determined according to the fire severity. Th e  categories are:

S I :  all components in the Т В  w ill be damaged

S2: diameter o f fire damaged area is at most 20 m

S3: diameter of fire damaged area is at most 10 m

S4: only the ignition source is damaged —  containing only one component

(not a pipe or a cable).

Categories S I -S 3  may also heat up the adjacent rooms if  the time to extinguish 

the fire is long (one hour or m ore). T h e  categories have been defined by fire 

dynamics. These categories (their effective areas) are used to identify whether a 

single initiating event is possible w ithin a category and what is the probability o f a 

single fire within each category to ‘h it’ a single m inim um  cut set or a mitigative 

component.

3.2. Ignition sensitivity sectors

Т В  is divided into sectors ( L )  and areas ( A L)  which present a certain level of 

ignition source density. F o r each sector a factor ( K )  is given according to the relative 

number o f ignition sources. So К  expresses the fraction o f possible ignitions in the 

respective sector in relation to all possible ignitions at the Т В .

3.3. Working m a p s

Т В -F IR E  is based on w o rk  on so called fire maps, which present all levels o f 

the whole Т В  plant. D raw ings o f  a convenient scale are chosen for the purpose. 

Location co-ordinates, and identification codes for each room  o f about 7 x  7 m 2 in 

between each intermediate level are needed. Th e  ignition sectors ( L )  are marked on 

the maps in advance.
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All rooms containing components, cables or pipes of the preliminary initiating 
event fault trees or their mitigative systems are marked on the maps according to the 
respective initiating events.

3.4. W o r k  procedures

The actual sequences for the work may be defined according to the needs of 
an individual case. Thus the smallest severity category (S) applied at each stage of 
the work, the order of identifying final initiating events, and the method of screening 
out areas of low risk may vary according to the objectives of the analysis and the 
total man-hours intended for the work. If the smaller severity categories are not 
applied then the frequency used for the smallest category must include the frequen
cies of the neglected categories.

The following sections present general work procedures for the analysis.

3.4.1. Defining the preliminary fire areas

This procedure is used only to identify preliminary initiating events induced 
by fires within categories S2-S4. No probabilistic calculations are made based on 
preliminary fire areas.

To find which minimum cut sets could be affected by a single fire, the working 
maps are used. For each initiating event room on the map a check is made to deter
mine which are the other rooms which could be affected simultaneously by a single 
S2 category fire, i.e. all those rooms which are situated inside the curtain line of the 
S2 fires considered in the respective room. Then it is checked whether these rooms 
are listed as a minimum cut set room string. If that is the case then the respective 
initiating event is identified.

3.4.2. Defining final fire areas

This procedure is used to identify the final initiating events and to define fire 
areas for the calculation of each initiating event frequency (see Fig. 3). The smallest 
fire category to be used is chosen according to the need for accuracy.

To find out which minimum cut sets are really affected by a single category 
of fire, the working maps are used. Starting from identified minimum cut set room 
strings for each chosen category, curtain lines of effective fire areas are drawn on 
the basis that a single fire could affect simultaneously the whole string of minimum 
cut set rooms. Fires on a lower level may affect rooms, and this case is to be handled 
identically.

For the calculation of initiating event frequencies the fire areas drawn at the 
ignition level are measured.
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3.4.3. Calculation of fire area frequencies

The accuracy of the frequency calculation is dependent on the smallest 
category used. The frequencies for each fire area are calculated separately for each 
ignition sector (L) and fire category (S). The net sum of all fire areas is a so-called 
characteristic area (ASL). At first the so-called ‘hit rate’ (Ssl) is calculated. This is 
the ratio of the characteristic area and the respective sector (L) total area (AL):

SSL =  Asi7Al (1)

The hit rate is the probability for the fire (of the respective category) to hit the 
area of the rooms of interest (e.g. minimum cut set room strings) within the respec
tive sector. The hit rates are then multiplied by the respective category statistical fre
quency (PS) corrected by the sector igniting factor (KL). This gives the sum of all 
frequencies (PSL) of the fire areas of the respective category within the sector.

Psl =  SSL*PS*KL (2)

The frequency for a single fire area (Pisl) is calculated by multiplying the 
sum (PSL) by the ratio of the single fire area (Asov) to the characteristic area (ASL):

P isl = Psl*Asov/Asl (3)

From (l)-(3), the frequency of a single fire area may be written as follows:

P isl =  AS0V*Ps*KL/AL (4)

3.4.4. Defining loss of mitigating Junctions

In connection with the drawing of the final fire areas, all the mitigative system 
components with respective cables and pipes remaining inside the fire area curtain 
line are identified. The fire area frequency calculation method is also used for cal
culating the mitigative component availability.
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Abstract

TESTING FREQUENCIES OF SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES: 
PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT VERSUS UNITED STATES INDUSTRY 
CODES.

Nuclear power plant probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) quantitatively model the 
effects of different component failure rates, test frequencies and repair outages. These items 
affect component and overall system reliability, and this in turn affects overall power plant 
safety levels. Uncertainties are recognized to exist in the failure rate and outage duration data 
and additionally in the overall models employed to predict component failure probabilities. 
This is particularly true when failure probabilities are extrapolated to long time intervals 
between tests. Despite these uncertainties, which are well recognized, PSA provides a 
mechanism for identifying key risk significant components and estimating the effects of test 
frequency changes. If it is possible to optimize the testing frequencies of these components, 
component failure probabilities can be minimized. This reduces overall system unavailability 
and the probability of core damage. In cases where test frequencies cannot be adjusted 
directly into an optimal range, it is at least useful to know where the existing test frequency 
lies relative to the optimal value. From this, one can determine whether a component is being 
undertested or overtested. Test intervals have been historically established on the basis of 
deterministic industry standards such as the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI, Subsections IWP and IWV, of this 
code, respectively, set recommended test intervals for safety related pumps and valves. Since 
optimal test intervals have not been established on the basis of actual experience data, it has 
not been possible for testing program developers to judge whether increases in test intervals 
will have a positive or negative effect on component unavailability. The paper reviews the 
basic theory of optimal test intervals for periodically tested components, discusses recent 
work which addresses the effects of operational data uncertainties and demonstrates that, on 
the basis of actual operational reliability data, safety related pumps and motor operated valves 
are not being overtested.

* Work performed under Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC07-761D01570.
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A number of previous investigators [1-4] have demonstrated that if demand 
type failure modes are not significant compared to latent failures, the time average 
component unavailability of a periodically tested component may be expressed as

1. BACKGROUND THEORY

where (Qnet) is the net time averaged unavailability, t, is the mean downtime for 
testing or maintenance activities expressed in hours, t, is the time interval between 
periodic tests expressed in hours, and \ s is the stand-by failure rate expressed in 
events per hour. The optimal test interval is obtained by computing d(Qnet)/dt, 
and solving for t„ when d(Qnet)/dt, = 0. This yields the following value for the 
optimal test interval:

In some types of component, the effects of demand related failures are significant 
enough to warrant consideration. For these components, the net unavailability 
expression would be given by

where qD is the demand failure probability and tr is the repair time expressed 
in hours. The optimal test interval for these types of components would be 
expressed as

It can readily be seen that the prior expression for the optimal test interval 
(Eq. (2)) is a special case of the second expression (Eq. (4)) where qDtr <? tt. In 
the case of major mechanical components (e.g. diesels and pumps), which are 
tested by starting them, verifying their proper operation, and then shutting them 
down, it is not uncommon that repairing failures caused by tests result in longer 
downtime than the testing itself, or simple preventive maintenance. In such cases, 
we have

( Q n e t )  = -  + -  M ,  
t, 2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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2qptr
Xs

(5)

2. THE EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTIES

The values calculated in Eqs (2), (4) and (5) are point estimates based on 
non-linear relationships between a number of other random variables. They do not 
reflect the effects of uncertainties in the random variables. The effects of uncer
tainties on the expected value of the optimum test interval can be obtained by the 
moment propagation expression.

Recall than any general function of ‘n’ random variables or f(X 1; X2, ...Xn) 
may be expanded in an n-dimensional Taylor series [5]. The mean or expected 
value of f(X 1; X2, ...Xn) can then be expressed as

where /xx. = E(X¡), the mean or expected value of X¡, Var(X¡) = E[(X¡ -  mx¡)2], 
and Covar(Xi; Xj) = E[(X¡ -  /xXj) (Xj -  /¿x.)] so that

E[f(X „ X2, ...Xn)] = f(Mxi, Мх2, ...цч )

i  *  j

+ higher order terms (6)

1 -
E[f(Xb X2, ...X J] = f(A*Xj, /iX2, .../iXn) + — 2^ Var(Xj)

2 - ,  dX:

Applying these moment propagation expressions to the non-linear expressions for 
optimum test intervals yields the following expression:
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Case I, qo negligible:

r, =
2т,

E(rt) =
2 nrt 1 2 3

----- V ar(rt) + —
8

2^7,
- r  Var(xs)
PK

(8 )

Case II, qo significant:

2qDlr

E(tt) = 2 H p ^ r
MX,

2/A4D

Mb MX,
Var(tr)

2^t 3
3 r Var(qD) + -  

MqD MXs 8 mL
Var(Xs)

1

4
2Mtr

^4D^s
Covar(qD, Xs) (9)

The effect of the terms accounting for uncertainty are generally found to be very 
significant (e.g. comparable to the first term which accounts for mean value terms). 
As an example, consider the case of a diesel generator which has observed very few 
failures [7] over a ten year period:

Xs = 3.4 X  l(T5/h

t, =  2.33 h

Var(Xs) = 3.03 x 10"9/h2 

V ar(rt) = 0.532 h2

Because of the lack of observable demand related failures the optimal test interval 
is calculated by using the Case I method:

E(tt) = 369.13 h -  4.53 h + 358.6 h = 723.2 h (10)

In this case we observe that the effect of the uncertainties in the Xs term effectively 
doubles the value which would have been obtained had uncertainties been neglected.
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In the case where two component types have comparable demand failure 
probabilities and repair times, but significantly different stand-by failure rates, the 
point estimate expressions can be used to define relative test intervals:

3. IMPLICATIONS OF THE OPTIMAL TEST INTERVAL EXPRESSIONS

If XS(A) >  XS(B), the optimum test interval of device A should be shorter than 
that of device B.

As another implication, if stand-by failure rates for two components are 
comparable, the ratio of relative test intervals should roughly vary as

It is now interesting to consider how these optimal test intervals compare with 
suggested pump and valve test intervals prescribed in the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear 
Power Plants (ASME OM Code-1990) [6].

4. ASME CODE REQUIRED TESTING INTERVALS

In the USA, the current requirements of the ASME operations and 
maintenance code require quarterly testing of electric motor driven pumps, turbine 
driven pumps, motor operated valves (MOVs), air operated valves, solenoid 
operated valves and check valves. For pumps which normally are aligned to dry 
sumps (such as the containment sump in a PWR), testing with water is required once 
every two years. For MOVs which isolate systems and whose full stroke testing 
is impractical with the reactor at power, testing is required at cold shutdowns. All 
these recommended test intervals have been established on the basis of engineering 
judgement which did not factor component reliability data.

Recognizing the fact that electric motor driven pumps have failure modes and 
stand-by hourly failure rates significantly different from MOVs, it is apparent that 
the optimal test intervals could possibly be significantly different. To determine the 
magnitude of the differences it is necessary to analyse plant specific component 
reliability data to establish: Xs, Var(Xs), qD, Var(qD), tr, Var(tr), Covar(Xs, qD).

tt(A) a  Г XS(B) 1 1/2 
tt(B) *  [  XS(A) _

(11)

t, (A) a  Г qD(A)tr(A) ~|1/2 
t,(B) L qD(B)tr(B) _

(12)
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A number of organizations in the USA and in other countries have ongoing 
programmes to systematically collect and analyse plant operational reliability data. 
We now consider the effects of this data on predicted optimal test intervals.

5.1. M O V s

Table I summarizes three sets of BWR MOV reliability data systematically 
collected from actual BWR MOV testing experience. The typical type of data 
collected was the total number of observed failures, number of components in the 
population and the total number of demands. The bulk of the data was obtained 
from valves tested every month. The Finnish MOV data from Ref. [2] were more 
thoroughly analysed and resulted in separating out demand failures from the latent 
stand-by failures. What is interesting to note is that all data look quite similar. 
If the net failure on demand probability is calculated for the Finnish MOV data 
assuming monthly testing, the following is obtained:

qd + y  Xst =  3-7 x  10-3 + J  (5-8 x  10' 6/h> (72°  h) =  5-8 x  10‘3

This falls in between the results of the two other data sets.
Calculating the optimum test interval based on Eq. (9) yields the following:

E(tt) =  128.79 h -  11.38 h -  3.06 h +  15.79 h + 5.55 h = 135.7 h

This value is about once every 5.6 days which is obviously an impractical frequency 
to test safety related MOVs, given the large number present in individual plants. 
The impacts of going to the newer version of the ASME Code [6], which permits 
testing every three months would be to increase the demand failure probability from 
5.8 x  10 '3/demand to:

4d + у  Xst = 3.7 x 10~3 + j  (5.8 x  10'6) (2160 h)

s  1.0 x  10'2/demand

5.2. Motor driven p u m p s

Table II summarizes three sets of safety related motor driven pump reliability 
data sets. Again we note that the failure-to-start-on-demand probabilities obtained

5. OPERATIONAL DATA IMPLICATIONS
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are in the range of 7.2 x  10“4/demand to 1.6 x  10_3/demand. These ranges are 
clearly lower than those obtained for MOVs. Another aspect which presents a 
problem to analysing impacts of lengthening pump test intervals is the paucity and, 
in some cases, non-existence of actual failure experience. This is because of the 
relatively fewer number of pumps in use compared to the number of valves. 
Because of the few numbers of failures it is not possible to separate the effects of 
demand related failures from stand-by failures. In such a case it is possible to make 
a crude estimate of the optimal test intervals by considering the point estimate 
expression given in Eq. (4) and the possible combinations of qD and Xs that would 
yield a demand failure probability of 1 x  10“3 (which is the midpoint of the 
experience data). On the assumption of tt = 0.33 h or 20 min and tr =  13 h, the 
following optimal time intervals are obtained:

4d Xs t*"*

0 2.77 X 10‘6/h 488 h
1 X io-4 2.5 X 10"6/h 515 h
5 X io-4 1.39 X 10-6/h 696 h
9 X 10'4 2.78 X 10-7/h 1.568 h

9.5 X 10-4 1.39 X 10-7/h 2.219 h

As can be seen from these different partitionings of qD and Xs, the lowest 
possible value for the optimal test interval is 488 h, or roughly every three weeks. 
When uncertainties are considered, it is likely that a considerably longer test interval 
would be predicted. By comparison the predicted optimum test intervals for pump 
tests would be much larger than those predicted for motor operated valves.

The data used in this evaluation came from older facilities which performed 
monthly pump tests. The predicted impact of increasing test intervals from monthly 
tests to quarterly tests could obviously be no more than tripling the existing value.

6. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of an analysis of actual operating plant reliability data it is 
apparent that neither safety related pumps nor motor operated valves (MOVs) are 
currently being overtested. Overtesting implies that downtime to repair demand 
related failures causes greater equipment downtime than if no testing had been 
performed. Earlier practices of performing monthly tests on pumps and MOVs are 
being relaxed in the USA via changes in the industry codes allowing quarterly 
testing. These changes are being made with reasonable economic and radiation
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exposure reductions in mind. Nonetheless, the probability of pump and MOV 
failures will clearly increase as a result of longer intervals between tests. For 
certain risk critical MOVs, this implies increased risk.
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE FROM INTERNATIONAL PEER REVIEWS OF PROBABILISTIC 
SAFETY ASSESSMENTS.

Independent peer review of a probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) constitutes an 
integral part of any PSA programme. Since 1989, the IAEA has provided International Peer 
Review Services (IPERS) on request from Member States. The general objectives of the 
IPERS programme are to bring international experience into the review process and give 
guidance on what improvements should be made on the analytical approaches used. Specific 
objectives of the review can be adjusted to the needs of a particular Member State. The 
reviews are carried out in accordance with procedures developed by the IAEA, which in turn 
are consistent with the IAEA guidelines for the conduct of PSAs. To date, seven IPERS mis
sions have been carried out, three to developing countries and four to developed countries. 
Twenty-four leading PSA experts from ten countries participated in these reviews. In all cases 
the reviews have led to significant findings and numerous recommendations for improve
ments. Apart from full scope PSAs, the reviews can also cover specific PSA applications. Five 
reviews are planned for the remaining part of 1991 and for 1992. The paper describes the 
IPERS approach and the experience from six IPERS missions carried out in 1989 and 1990. 
Insights are based on the review of specific topics such as: initiating event analysis, accident 
sequence analysis, systems analysis, component data, treatment of dependencies and human 
interactions, quantification of accident sequences, documentation and result presentation, and 
quality assurance. Only findings of general interest are given. Hopefully, this survey will be 
useful for both PSA practitioners and reviewers. Proper use of the insights might contribute 
to improvements of the quality of current and future PSAs.

1. REVIEW BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

A valid plant specific probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is a valuable tool 
for guiding safety decisions related to design, operation and regulatory activities. In 
order to give some degree of assurance that the PSA is valid, it is internationally 
accepted that an independent peer review and revisions, as necessary, are an integral 
part of any PSA programme.
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Responding to the needs of Member States, the IAEA initiated in 1988 the 
International Peer Review Services (IPERS) programme for PSAs. The general 
objectives of this programme are:

— To bring international experience to improve a PSA study and hence to 
improve nuclear safety ;

— To give guidance on what improvements should be made on the analytical 
approaches used.

Thus, an IPERS examines a PSA to identify specific areas either planned or 
performed which are not according to acceptable practices, and to recommend revi
sions. Depending upon the objectives of the PSA, an IPERS can focus on one or 
several of the following technical areas:

(a) The completeness of the tasks and validity of the technical approaches pro
posed for the PSA;

(b) The general validity of assumptions, models, data and analyses used in the 
PSA;

(c) The validity of the results obtained;
(d) The validity and applicability of the PSA models as tools to assist operations;
(e) The validity and applicability of the PSA models for meeting specific objec

tives for their use.

An IPERS can be carried out basically at any stage of a PSA, but typically it 
can take place at the beginning of the project, half-way through the project or when 
the project is about 90% complete. During the early phases the focus might be as 
much on guidance for improvements as on the review itself. The advantage of an 
intermediate review is that corrective measures for the deficiencies identified can be 
taken in a timely and resourceful manner.

Procedures for conducting independent peer reviews of Level I PSAs [1] have 
been developed by the IAEA. These procedures are consistent with the guidelines 
for carrying out Level I PSAs [2], and are presently being expanded to include Level 
II PSAs as well as experiences from completed IPERS missions [3].

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE REVIEW

Depending upon the scope and degree of completion of the PSA study, an 
IPERS would typically take two to three weeks and comprise four to six experts from 
several Member States with an IAEA technical officer leading the review. An IPERS 
can be preceded by a mission to review the documentation and translation require
ments and prepare a detailed schedule. The IPERS consists of four main steps:
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(1) Preliminary review of PSA study documentation. Documentation is distributed 
to the IPERS team members at least four weeks before the main review mission 
takes place.

(2) Compilation of a detailed list of questions (usually in one week at IAEA head
quarters) and transmission of the questions to the host Member State. This step 
is sometimes not carried out separately but is rather performed as a part of the 
next one.

(3) Mission to Member State to discuss and receive responses to questions, to 
review more detailed documentation, to compile and resolve any further ques
tions and to write the draft IPERS report. Direct interactions with the analysts 
responsible for the PSA are extremely important for the review.

(4) Discussion of the findings of the draft IPERS report with the host organizations 
before the review team returns to finalize the report.

As a starting point for the IPERS report a number of issues based upon review 
of the documentation provided are discussed . These issues are then used as the bases 
for the review team to document a set of questions. This process allows a check on 
the review procedure to ensure that there is good reason for each question to be 
included in the list. The written answers to the questions generated by the IPERS 
team and follow-up discussions with the PSA analysts during the time available form 
the basis for the resolution of issues and for the conclusions and recommendations 
contained in the IPERS report.

The thrust of the review focuses on the following questions:

— What additional information is needed to perform the review?
— What further analyses are recommended to be carried out?
— What concerns are there about the work performed to date?
— What safety related conclusions does the available analysis support?
— What safety related conclusions will the recommended additional analyses 

support?

All information acquired during the review is confidential. Distribution of the 
IPERS report is left to the discretion of the organization requesting the review; this 
includes the removal of any initial restriction. The IAEA makes the report available 
only with the express permission of the host organization.

3. SPECIFIC AREAS COVERED BY THE REVIEW

The review addresses all parts of analysis normally included in a PSA. Table I 
shows the table of contents of a typical IPERS report for a Level I PSA. Separate
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TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF IPERS REPORT TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Introduction
2. Summary, conclusions and recommendations
3. General considerations
4. Initiating event analysis
5. Accident sequence analysis
6. Systems analysis
7. Component data
8. Treatment of dependencies
9. Treatment of human interactions
10. External event analysis
11. Quantification of accident sequences
12. Documentation and result presentation
13. Evaluation of PSA insights
14. Quality assurance
15. PSA applications

Appendix A: Composition of the review and responding teams 
Appendix B: Review proceedings

Appendix C: Re-evaluation of a dominant transient sequence 
Appendix D: Re-evaluation of a dominant LOCA sequence

Appendix E: Issue lists (statement of issue or background information, list of questions 
arising out of each issue), PSA team responses, summary of conclusions 
from questions and answers, and resolution of each issue (conclusions and 
recommendations).

chapters are devoted to each of the basic disciplines in the PSA. For a Level П PSA 
the following three main topics are covered in addition:

— Level I/Level II interface
— accident progression analysis
— source term analysis.

As indicated in Table I, sensitivity analyses based on PSA requantifications 
using alternative assumptions, models and data recommended by the IPERS team 
members may be performed during the review.

Depending on the needs, the review can also address PSA assumptions versus 
plant as operated. Some Member States have expressed interest in reviews limited
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to certain disciplines regarded as particularly difficult and subject to large uncertain
ties (e.g. external events). It is anticipated that in the near future requests will be 
received for reviews of PSA applications to safety management (e.g. backfitting, 
optimization of technical specifications). Basically all such needs can be accommo
dated given suitable review team composition.

4. COMPLETED AND PLANNED IPERS MISSIONS

Table II provides an overview of IPERS missions which either have been com
pleted or will take place during the remaining part of 1991.

The above reviews have been funded either by the host country or in the case 
of missions to developing countries by the IAEA Technical Co-operation pro
gramme. Requests for three IPERS missions to take place in 1992 have been 
obtained. Several additional missions are presently under discussion and many antici
pated for the future.

While all PSAs reviewed during 1989-1990 were Level I PSAs which did not 
contain external events analyses at the time of the reviews, all three reviews to be 
carried out during 1991 will cover external events and one of the PSAs has Level II 
scope.

Twenty-four leading PSA experts from ten countries participated in the 
reviews carried out to date.

TABLE II. IPERS MISSIONS (1989-1991)

Country/NPP/phasea Dates

USSR/Gorki/lb 22 May-15 June 1989
Netherlands/Borssele/1 21 Aug.-l Sept. 1989
China/Guangdong/1 27 Nov.-8 Dec. 1989
Sweden/Forsmark 1 and 2/Final 5-23 Mar. 1990
Netherlands/Borssele/2 18-29 June 1990
Romania/Cemavoda/1 15-25 Oct. 1990
Netherlands/Dodewaard/1 6-17 May 1991
Republic of Korea/Kori 3 and 4/1 27-31 May 1991 (Pre-IPERS, Vienna)

26 Aug.-6 Sept. 1991
Netherlands/Borssele/3 9-13 Sept. 1991 (Pre-IPERS, Vienna)

14-25 Oct. 1991

a Corresponds to reviews carried out at different levels of completion of the PSAs. 
b Part of independent safety review.
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The PSAs which have been reviewed were in different stages (from initial to 
completed). They were performed for plants which were either operating or under 
construction, by different types of organizations (e.g. research institutes, utilities, 
consultants). The objectives and scopes of these PSAs differed substantially. It is, 
however, possible to draw some generic conclusions with respect to the review 
achievements. For the specific technical disciplines covered there are a number of 
observations which should be of general interest, although it must be emphasized that 
they do not necessarily apply to all the PSAs reviewed. It is acknowledged that the 
PSAs exhibit a high level of ambition and are carried out by teams characterized by 
motivated and competent analysts. This observation is quite encouraging; given ade
quate support from the plant managements the PSAs will certainly contribute signifi
cantly to plant safety management.

In the following subsections some examples are first given of overall IPERS 
achievements, followed by specific findings concerning some modelling topics. 
These observations are based on the six IPERS missions carried out during 
1989-1990.

5. EXPERIENCE FROM IPERS MISSIONS

5.1. Overall I P E R S  achievements and findings

In all cases the reviews were regarded as very useful by the requesting organi
zation. Usually follow-up IAEA missions were considered as desirable, having as 
the main objective review of the implementation of IPERS recommendations. Gener
ally, the missions to developed and developing countries exhibit some differences. 
The missions carried out to developing countries are not limited to a formal review 
but include also extensive guidance on the treatment of different PSA topics. For 
some first generation PSAs it has been concluded that the communications between 
the PSA team on the one hand, and operator and/or designer on the other, have not 
been adequate. For several PSAs the actual contents are not satisfactory in view of 
the long term objectives such as realization of the ‘living’ PSA concept. All PSAs 
reviewed are limited in scope to treatment of full power operation. In view of recent 
findings it is anticipated that they will be eventually expanded to include also shut
down and low power modes of operation.

Examples of overall IPERS achievements include:

(1) Identification of deficiencies and recommendations on PSA improvements with 
respect to modelling topics, scope and potential for use of PSA as an opera
tional safety management tool;

(2) Positive impact on project management and fulfilment of PSA objectives;
(3) Identification of additional safety related issues not identified by the PSA;
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(4) Improvements of co-ordination including implementation of PSA findings in 
the design process and operation.

5.2. Specific modelling insights

All IPERS missions have resulted in a large number of insights concerning the 
potential for modelling improvements. Only a small subset considered as being of 
general interest for PSA practitioners is listed here. The fact that a certain item has 
been included in the lists given below does not necessarily imply that the problem 
applies to all PSAs reviewed, but rather that it has been frequently observed.

5.2.1. Initiating event analysis

(1) Incomplete list of initiating events. Certain initiating events screened out 
without sufficient analysis. This applies in particular to common cause initia
tors caused by loss of support systems. Such initiators have been identified as 
significant contributors to core damage frequency in many past PSAs. Sys
tematic approaches to assure completeness of the initiating events list (e.g. 
master logic diagram) are regrettably seldom employed.

(2) Invalid grouping of initiating events. Simplifications by grouping dissimilar 
events under a more conservative event and adding the frequencies. This 
approach might not be conservative for common cause initiators which have 
severe impacts on mitigating systems. Mismatches in identified LOCA sizes 
and associated mitigation system flow requirements have been observed.

(3) Initiating event frequencies based on excessively optimistic assumptions. This 
includes use of not directly applicable foreign experience and/or censoring data 
on the basis of rectification (the problem has been fixed). Loss of off-site 
power has frequently been subject to underestimation owing to such appro
aches. Possible underestimation of large and medium LOCA frequencies due 
to unmotivated credit for leak before break postulate has also been identified.

5.2.2. Accident sequence analysis

(1) Inadequate justification of success criteria. Owing to lack of PSA specific ther
mal hydraulic analyses for LOCAs and transients, best estimate success criteria 
are frequently not established in a convincing way. This leads usually to over
conservatisms but in some cases unjustified credit has been taken and certain 
potentially significant functional dependencies have been ignored. Lack of 
deterministic best estimate analyses compromises also the grouping of initiat
ing events on the basis of similar plant status.
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(2) Lacking definitions of core damage categories. Different core damage 
categories as well as successful end states need to be defined also in a Level I 
PSA in order to differentiate between levels of severity of damage and conse
quences. For some plants core uncovering may not be an acceptable surrogate 
for core damage; this applies to situations where relatively long recovery times 
exist to mitigate core damage after core uncovering starts.

(3) Exclusion of certain systems based on prejudged insignificant impact. This can 
limit the usefulness of the PSA as a tool for operational support. Prioritizing 
training and procedure upgrades via the PSA becomes difficult. Specific 
examples for BWRs include boron injection system, recovery of main feed- 
water and use of main condenser to depressurize the reactor.

(4) Short cuts and simplifications in the development of event trees. These short 
cuts and simplifying assumptions are often conservative but in some cases 
could be non-conservative since the paths of the event trees which are 
neglected could be important contributors, particularly for subsequent Level П 
evaluations and for ‘living’ PSA applications.

5.2.3. Systems analysis

(1) Insufficient degree of detail in fault tree models for support systems. There is 
a danger that subtle but significant dependencies in electrical power supply sys
tems (e.g. through breakers, overcurrent protection switches) or in reactor 
protection systems (e.g. actuating logic) might be missed if the logical models 
are not decomposed down to a sufficiently low level.

(2) Neglect (or ‘lumping’ with failure to start contributions) of failure to run con
tributions and other spurious failure modes. These contributions have been 
found significant in many PSAs and should be identified explicitly in the fault 
trees.

(3) ‘Lumping ’ of components together to be analysed as single basic event. This 
has advantages in restricting the size of the analysis. However, the usefulness 
of the results can be inhibited; for examples the study could not be used for 
optimization of maintenance and test intervals for individual components.

5.2.4. Component data

(1) Improper use of generic data. This leads often to the assignment of excessively
optimistic data, especially when experience originating from optimal condi
tions is directly transferred to a significantly different operating environment.
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TABLE III. IAEA SURVEY OF RANGES OF COMPONENT RELIABILITY 
DATA FOR USE IN PSA [4]

Component/failure mode Range

Diesel driven pump/fail to start 3 X 10-4--3 X 10'2 per day
Diesel driven pump/fail to run 1 X l<r3--3 X 10“2 per hour
Motor driven pump/fail to start 3 X 10-4--3 X 10“2 per day
Motor driven pump/fail to run 1 X 10^--3 X 10-4 per hour
Turbine driven pump/fail to start 3 X 10'3--3 X 10'2 per day
Turbine driven pump/fail to run 1 X 1СГ5--1 X 10‘3 per hour
Air operated valve/fail to change position 1 X 1СГ4--1 X 10'2 per day
Air operated valve/fail to open 3 X 1(И--1 X 10 ~2 per day
Air operated valve/fail to close 1 X 10^*--3 X 10'3 per day
Air operated valve/fail to remain in position 1 X 1 0 7--3 X 10'6 per hour
Manual valve/fail to change position 1 X 10'5--3 X 10"* per day
Manual valve/fail to remain in position 1 X 1 0 7--3 X 10"6 per hour
Motor operated valve/fail to change position 3 X 10^--3 X 10~2 per day
Motor operated valve/fail to remain in position 1 X 1 0 7--1 X 10~6 per hour
Check valve/fail to open 3 X 10~6--3 X 10"4 per day
Check valve/fail to close 1 X 1 0 5--1 X 10-3 per day
Solenoid valve/fail to change position 1 X 10-4--1 X 10'2 per day
Relief valve/fail to open 1 X 10"*--1 X 10-2 per day
Relief valve/fail to close 3 X 10'3--3 X 10'2 per day
Safety valve/fail to open 1 X 10-4--1 X 10-2 per day
Safety valve/fail to close 1 X 10'3--3 X 10~2 per day
Diesel generator/fail to start 3 X 10"3--3 X 10'2 per day
Diesel generator/fail to run 1 X 10"3--1 X 10"2 per hour
Battery/fail to function 1 X 10'7--3 X 10'6 per hour
Battery charger/fail to function 1 X 10‘6-1 X 10"5 per hour
Bus/fail to function 3 X 1 0 8--1 X 10"6 per hour
Inverter/fail to function 1 X 10'6--1 X 10"4 per hour
Motor/fail to start 1 X 10"*--1 X 10-3 per day
Motor/fail to run 1 X 10“6--1 X 10"5 per hour
Rectifier/fail to function 3 X 10'7--3 X 10“6 per hour
Relog/fail to remain in position 3 X 10‘8--1 X 10~6 per hour
Transformer/fail to function 1 X 10‘7--3 X 10"6 per hour
Switch (flow, level, pressure, temperature, 3 X 1 0 7--1 X 10“5 per hour

torque)/fail to function
Transmitter/fail to function 3 X 10‘7--3 X IO'6 per hour
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In many cases no attempts are made to update the generic experience using the 
actual plant records. For reference, Table 1П provides ranges of component 
failure data according to a survey performed by the IAEA [4].

(2) Lack of clear definition of component boundaries. It is frequently unclear what 
the component failure rate covers and what it does not. Generally it should not 
cover separately modelled support system contributions and interfaces with 
other components. Imprecise definition or lack of definition lead to incon
sistencies and either double counting or underestimation.

(3) All failure rates given in per demand units. This does not explicitly take into 
account differing test intervals which can have significant effects. Also, when 
test intervals are not explicitly included, the PSA is not able to be used for 
applications involving modifications of technical specifications.

(4) Incorrect representation of component repair times, maintenance downtimes 
and component test duration times. The values used for these contributions 
should reflect actual conditions and be based on plant specific information. 
Thus, component restoration time includes not only the actual repair time but 
also administration time. The latter should reflect station policies, and the 
availability of personnel and replacement parts.

5.2.5. Treatment of dependencies

(1) Modelling of functional and shared equipment dependencies. This is basically 
addressed in a conventional way, i.e. either by use of the large event tree/small 
fault tree approach or the small event tree/large fault tree approach. The first 
mentioned approach seems to be more prone to overlooking important depen
dencies, at least when the study is carried out by relatively inexperienced 
analysts. One of the studies reviewed used reliability block diagrams instead 
of fault trees for systems modelling. This creates major difficulties in the con
text of linking of system logics, representation of support system dependencies 
and the modelling of reactor protection system, for example. For other com
ments relevant for this category of dependencies see (1) and (3) in 5.2.2 and
(1) and (3) in 5.2.3.

(2) Coverage of common cause initiators. Incompletenesses in the treatment of 
equipment related common cause initiators are commented on in (1) and (2) 
in 5.2.1. Many of current PSAs do not include external events in their scope, 
in spite of their importance according to international experience.

(3) Use of bounding assumptions and conservative success criteria. Such 
approaches have frequently the effect of masking critical safety engineering 
insights obtainable from the PSA. This observation is applicable to all parts of 
a PSA, but has the most significant impact on the treatment of dependencies.
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(4) Inadequate treatment of physical interaction dependencies. These dependen
cies are partially covered by conventional analyses (e.g. component cooling 
fault trees) and also reflected by failure rates. However, special treatment of 
dynamic effects (pipe whips, jets, secondary missiles) is seldom to be found 
in PSAs. This can lead to serious underestimations.

(5) Treatment of human interaction dependencies. See comments under (3) and (9) 
in 5.2.6.

(6) Modelling of common cause failures (CCFs). There is a wide range of different 
approaches ranging from non-consideration to relatively detailed treatment. 
While extensive procedures have been developed for modelling CCFs, they are 
regrettably seldom used in a consistent and comprehensive manner. Identified 
problems include: use of generic data without proper specialization, use of 
very low CCF contributions with no or invalid supporting arguments, and 
insufficient analysis coverage with respect to component groups susceptible to 
CCFs.

5.2.6. Treatment of human interaction

(1) Categorization of human interactions. Most PSAs differentiate clearly between 
pre-initiator errors and post-initiator errors, and also specify the subcategories 
involved (errors causing initiating events, reconfiguration errors after test or 
maintenance and miscalibration; errors of omission, commission and re
covery). Lack of such or corresponding classification is a serious drawback 
and makes it difficult to assess the completeness of a PSA.

(2) Representation of errors causing initiating events. These errors are implicitly 
incorporated in the initiating event frequencies. Current PSAs do not employ 
any systematic methods for identification, modelling and quantification of this 
type of human interaction. This might limit the ability to achieve the overall 
long term objectives of the PSA.

(3) Representation of reconfiguration errors and miscalibration. These errors, 
found to be significant in some past PSAs, have sometimes been excluded; 
alternatively the dependencies involved have been neglected or treated in an 
excessively optimistic way.

(4) Lack of clear distinction between errors during the diagnosis phase and errors 
during the carrying out of specific tasks after a correct diagnosis has been 
made.

(5) Treatment of errors of commission. Most PSAs neglect these contributions. 
However, examples have been found of the incorporation of such errors on the 
component level, which might lead to excessive conservatism. As a minimum,
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incorporation of errors of commission on the system level has been recom
mended as a part of sensitivity studies.

(6) Inadequate background information. Frequently, little or no information is 
available in the PSAs concerning the actions required, the time windows and 
the location of the action.

(7) Treatment of recoveries. Examples exist of either lack of recovery analyses or 
of excessively optimistic treatments. PSA results should be presented with and 
without recovery (separately).

(8) Use of extremely low human error probabilities. Probabilities lower than 10'4 
per demand can seldom be supported.

(9) Treatment of human interaction dependencies. This part is seldom subject to 
plant specific analysis, which should be performed at least for dominant 
contributors.

5.2.7. Accident sequence quantification

(1) Integration of logic models. In some cases the approaches used are limited in 
their completeness and thoroughness. Thus, it is not explicitly shown how the 
support systems are integrated with the frontline systems in the event trees to 
produce the final accident sequence minimal cut sets. Furthermore, short cuts 
are taken in the combination of system success states and system failure states, 
and in the elimination of minimal cut set inconsistencies. Sequence probabili
ties should be determined without mutually exclusive contributions arising 
form neglecting success branches within a sequence.

(2) Screening process to reduce the number of sequences selected for complete 
analysis. Selection criteria based on qualitative reasoning may be arbitrary. 
The process should be validated to assure that important sequences are not lost.

(3) Quantification of component unavailabilities, and test and maintenance contri
butions. The mission times should be clearly identified. This is critical for 
assuring that the quantifications are consistent with the system failure defini
tions. Correct formulas should be used to quantify the unavailabilities of 
standby components for monitored, testable and non-repairable cases. Main
tenance and test duration contributions should be accounted for in a compre
hensive manner reflecting plant specific conditions.

(4) Validity of unavailability estimators. Simple (first moment) estimators seldom 
provide sufficient accuracy. For the global unavailability estimation higher 
order terms should be accounted for, especially in cases with high failure prob
abilities and the involvement of the same contributors in different cut sets.
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(5) Importance, sensitivity and uncertainty evaluations. These evaluations are not 
always represented in a comprehensive manner in current PSAs, which should 
be the case. Risk achievement worths (RAWs) and risk reduction worths 
(RRWs) should be calculated for each contribution, and sensitivity quantifica
tions should be carried out for contributions with large RAWs and RRWs. 
Many PSAs lack extensive sensitivity analyses to provide perspective on the 
uncertainties involved and to indicate the relative importance of issues. Also, 
formal propagations of parametric uncertainties should be included at a later 
stage of a PSA, although these are less important than sensitivity studies.

5.2.8. Documentation and result presentation

(1) Structure of documentation. In some cases the documentation provided is not 
organized in a proper way with clear separation between a summary report, 
main report and appendices providing the necessary background. Improve
ments of traceability are generally desirable; this can be achieved by the provi
sion of road maps and cross-references.

(2) Completeness of documentation. Frequently, the limitations and assumptions 
associated with each analysis are not accounted for. Such information is critical 
for review, and for the future use and extension of a PSA.

(3) Result presentation. This is one of most apparent weaknesses in current PSAs. 
The results should be organized to show the dominant sequences, event class 
(e.g. human errors, component, system), importance with respect to core 
damage frequency and support system contributions. Different contributors 
should be prioritized with regard to their contributions or sensitivities. Graphs 
or bar charts should be used more extensively for communication of the 
insights and findings.

5.2.9. Quality assurance

(1) Analysis procedures. Procedures for different parts of the analysis presently 
constitute a standard part of any PSA. They are usually well written, clear and 
complete. Identified problems are to a larger extent associated with failure to 
follow the developed procedures rather than with the quality of these proce
dures. Also, deficiencies in documentation control have been identified.

(2) Internal review. Many PSA weaknesses could have been avoided by implemen
tation of an effective internal review process. This applies in particular to PSAs 
carried out by several organizations, especially when they are geographically 
separated. The technical quality assurance should be assigned to a permanent 
team comprising the most experienced personnel involved in the project.
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(3) Software quality assurance. Software used in PSA should be subject to quality 
assurance procedures covering specification, design and testing. This recom
mendation is not always followed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn on the basis of completed IPERS mis
sions and expectations for the future:

(a) PSAs are traditionally subject to both internal and external reviews. In view 
of the sensitivity of PSA results to the variety of assumptions, and the models 
and data used, and having in mind the steadily growing number of completed 
PSAs being used in the decision making process, more emphasis must be put 
on the features of the reviews. Well designed reviews will eventually lead to 
improvements or even elimination of some of the existing practical limitations 
of PSAs.

(b) The IPERS programme is well established and is presently expanding in terms 
of scope. The recognition given to this programme is systematically growing 
on the basis of its technical achievements and quality. The success is partly due 
to the ability to attract the world’s leading PSA experts to participate in the 
IPERS team work.

(c) The programme is very useful to Member States, both developed and develop
ing countries, since it not only provides a detailed review of PSA models and 
whenever applicable guidance for improvements, but also addresses the ques
tion if the plant models properly reflect the design features of the plants ana
lysed. This is of central importance for backfitting of plants whose design 
features may not meet present safety standards.

(d) The IPERS programme is an important and unique contribution to improve
ments of PSA consistency on the international level. The reviews are carried 
out in accordance with the procedures prepared by the IAEA. Since PSAs are 
now extensively used in Member States operating or constructing NPPs in the 
context of plant design evaluation and/or operational safety management, there 
is a common interest and need to improve PSA consistency.

(e) The international experience of the IPERS team provides good prerequisites 
for essential findings not identified in the internal and/or external national 
reviews. This can be achieved in spite of the rather limited resources needed 
for an IPERS.

(f) Some findings based on the reviews which have been carried out are of general 
interest. Major insights concerning problems encountered in the treatment of 
major PSA topics have been surveyed in the present paper. It should be empha
sized that the PSAs reviewed are important contributors to overall safety
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management and, given implementation of IPERS recommendations, will meet 
the intended objectives.
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Abstract

PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF KOLA UNIT 1 (WWER-440).
The first USSR experience with PSA analysis (Level 1) was for the operating Unit 1 

of the Kola NPP. The main purposes were to determine the weak points in the unit from the 
safety point of view and to assess severe reactor core damage (or core melt) frequency and 
to define the most effective directions to improve safety. Specific Kola Unit 1 data with the 
addition of foreign and USSR analogous unit data were used. The critical contributors to the 
reactor core melt frequency, such as the initiating events, accident sequences and systems, 
were defined as a result of the analysis. Common cause failures and human reliability were 
also considered. Some recommendation for Kola Unit 1 safety feature developments were 
proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Unit 1 of the Kola NPP has been in operation since 1973. The safety concept 
and safety systems of this Unit are not adequate for modern safety requirements. The 
problem of either decommissioning or increasing safety by reconstruction and 
improving operation in the near future makes it necessary to evaluate current safety 
features objectively and in a complete way.

In 1990, the science and engineering centre of the USSR regulatory body for 
safety in industry and nuclear power began a PSA investigation. Some preliminary 
results of this assessment are presented in this paper. These results are restricted to 
Level 1 PSA.

2. PURPOSES OF INVESTIGATION

The main purposes of the Kola NPP safety investigation are to:

(a) Obtain the probability assessment of the safety level and define the main factors 
which determine this level (the initiating events, the important safety systems, 
the accident sequences, etc.).

605
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(b) Draw up recommendations concerning the most important directions and 
measures for increasing the safety level of the plant.

3. PSA ORGANIZATION

The purpose of the investigation was to define the scope of investigation, tasks 
to be solved, the working team and the time for performing the tasks.

The working team consisted of risk assessment specialists from the design 
organization and from the science and engineering centre of the regulatory body as 
well as experienced specialists from the Kola plant, who are competent in the specific 
operating experience and the operation conditions of the unit, including processes of 
modernization and maintenance as well as systems and equipment testing.

The total time-frame for the task was —150 man-months (~  12 man-years) 
without thermohydraulic calculations (~ 3 0  man-months).

4. SAFETY FUNCTIONS

The safety functions which must be provided are:

— reactor shutdown
— maintenance of reactor subcriticality during reactor cooldown and make-up of 

circuits 1 and 2
— maintenance of the integrity of the primary reactor coolant boundary (pressure 

control)
— maintenance of the primary reactor coolant inventory.

5. INITIATING EVENTS

The following initiating events were chosen on the basis of thermohydraulic 
analysis and operating experience:

— Small LOCA (d = 32 mm) with simultaneous loss of power
— Non-closing steam generator relief valve after actuation
— Unforeseen opening of one of the steam dump stations to the atmosphere
— Steam generator header cover rupture (intercircuit medium LOCA)
— Steam generator tube rupture
— Unforeseen opening of the pressurizer safety relief valve
— Main steam header rupture (second circuit)
— Full loss of feedwater
— Partial loss of feedwater.
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TABLE I. DATA SOURCES FOR THE KOLA PSA
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Data Sources

Im portant com ponent and system Kola Units 1, 2
reliability indices N ovovoronezh Units 3, 4

Initiating event frequency All the plant units with W W ER -440, 
including foreign, and som e units 
w ith W W ER -1000

H um an reliability indices Swain (U SA ), K ola Units 1, 2 
Loviisa

Assessm ents o f  com m on cause failure 
treatm ent

Loviisa

6. DATA SOURCES

To provide the most complete investigation results, the PSA data were care
fully chosen. The data reflected the specific features of the Kola operating conditions 
(see Table I).

7. METHODS USED

The following methods were used:

(a) Large fault tree and small event tree methods for the system reliability analysis 
and probability estimation of the severe reactor core damage or core melt

(b) Beta factor method for the treatment of human reliability and common cause 
failure analysis.

8. ASSUMPTIONS

A quantitative assessment of the system unavailability was made by treatment 
of a number of specific initiating event factors. The following assumptions were 
used:

(i) Failures of the power supply system (diesel generator system) are included in 
the systems fault tree as a separate component, identical for all systems. The 
values of its reliability index were defined from the diesel generator system 
fault tree.
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(ii) Control and automatic systems failures are not considered separately. (It is 
assumed that these failures were taken into account in the statistical operational 
data processing.)

(iii) Values of component reliability for each failure mode were taken into account 
according to the results of statistical operational system failure data processing. 
If the specific statistical component reliability data were absent, the maximum 
values of the reliability of the same type of component were taken.

(iv) The following values of the corrective human action failure probability were 
taken:

Time (h) t <  0.5 0.5 <  t < 10 t >  10

Probability of 1 0.1 0.001
erroneous action

(v) Emergency power supply system unavailability considered as an initiating 
event was taken as 1.0 for all initiating events except small LOCAs, with 
simultaneous loss of power supply.

(vi) Service water and spray systems failures were not considered in the system 
unavailability calculations. They were taken into account in the functional 
event trees.

9. COMPUTER CODES USED

The following computer codes were used in the investigation:

PSAPACK (version 4.0), IRRAS for the PSA (Level 1), RELAP-5 Mod.2 code for 
the thermohydraulic analysis, BAYES, BAYESPRO (Bayesian approach) for the 
interval assessment of the component reliability and for the initiating event 
frequency.

10. HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND COMMON CAUSE FAILURES

Human reliability was taken into account in the development of the fault trees 
(in the system probability analysis at the minimal cut set level) and in the develop
ment of the event tree (in the modelling of the failure sequences the beta factor 
method was used).

Human corrective actions were considered in the development of the fault tree 
with the utilization of AND gates. Human errors were considered in the development 
of the fault tree with the utilization of OR gates.
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TABLE III. PSA RESULTS

Initiating event
Initiating event 

frequency 
(a '1)

Core melt 
frequency

(a '1)

Relative
portion

(%)

Small LOCA (d = 32 mm) 
with simultaneous loss of 
power supply

1.4 x 10'5 2.9 x  10-6 --

Non-closing of steam 
generator relief valve after 
actuation

2.0 x  10-8 < 1 0 ’7

Unforeseen opening of 
the steam dump station to 
atmosphere

1.6 x 10 '1 < 1 0 “5

Steam generator header 
cover rupture (intercircuit 
medium LOCA)

7.1 x  10-3 2.4 x 10“3 45

Steam generator tube 
rupture

4.9 x  10 3 4.4 x  10-4 5

Unforeseen opening of 
the pressurizer safety relief 
valve

1.6 x  10 2 1.7 x  10'3 40

Main steam header rupture 
(second circuit)

4.4 x  10~4 7.2 x  10‘5 —

Full loss of feedwater 2.9 x  10'3 4.6 x  10-4 5

Partial loss of feedwater 2.9 x  1 0 3 4.6 x  10-4 5

Core melt frequency 5.5 x 10 3

The probabilities of human errors were assumed to be 1 for initiating events 
with impossible corrective actions (for example break of the main steam header).

Common cause failures were considered on the minimal cut set level in the sys
tem reliability analysis with the utilization of the beta factor method.

Thus the analyses of the human errors and common cause failures were carried 
out conservatively.
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The most important preliminary results of the Kola Unit 1 PSA are presented 
in Tables II and П1.

The most significant system contributors to the severe core damage frequency 
are the emergency boration system, emergency feedwater system, spray system and 
service water system.

The most important contributors among initiating events are steam generator 
header cover rupture and unforeseen opening of the pressurizer safety relief valve.

The results make it possible to point out directions for possible reconstruction. 
It is necessary to increase emergency boration system productivity, to install fast act
ing isolation valves and passive water injection tanks for the primary coolant system, 
to perform measures for returning coolant to the primary circuit during LOCA acci
dents and to develop accident management.

It is also necessary to develop pressurizer safety relief valves system reliability 
to deal with a relatively unforeseen loss of coolant.

The next step of our investigations will be to obtain increased adequacy of 
quantitative results.

11. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Abstract

USE OF PSA INSIGHTS FOR RESEARCH REACTOR OPERATOR TRAINING.
Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is found to be a practical tool for research reactor 

safety because of the intensive involvement of human interactions in an experimental nuclear 
facility. Insights gained from the application of PSA methodology to the TR-2 research reactor 
led to a significant safety review of the systems. Furthermore, with regard to human factors, 
PSA indicated various areas of study related to human involvement. Each investigation under
taken is discussed with reference to the Level 1 PSA of the TR-2. The experimental work 
undertaken to analyse the cognitive behaviour of the operators is described. One event-action 
sequence diagram (earthquake scenario) constructed for studying the operators’ behaviour 
under emergency conditions is presented as a specific example. An operator training 
programme prepared and put into practice as an outcome of the experience gained and of the 
insights of the PSA performed is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic safety research activities have been undertaken by the Turkish 
Atomic Energy Authority since 1983. The initial probabilistic safety assessment 
(PSA) applications related to nuclear power planning and licensing regulations 
provided valuable insights into nuclear safety. However, these studies were limited 
in their scope as they refer to restricted design documents of the vendor companies 
or fictive systems. At this point the TR-2 research reactor of the Çekmece Nuclear 
Research Centre enabled full scale PSA application to be carried out on a local 
nuclear facility with all basic information available.

In this paper, an operator training programme based on the insights gained 
from the TR-2 PSA application will be presented.
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2. BACKGROUND

The TR-2 is an open pool type 5 MW(th) research reactor. It has been opera
tional since 1982 on the outskirts of Istanbul and is mainly utilized for radioisotope 
production.

The PSA study of the TR-2 was undertaken as part of the IAEA’s co-ordinated 
reactor programme on probabilistic safety assessment for research reactors [1].

3. INSIGHTS GAINED FROM THE TR-2 PSA

The TR-2 PSA, although it was limited in scope by the unique features of the 
research facility, included all major PSA topic areas [1]. Some of these, e.g. systems 
analysis, initiating event identification, information gathering, accident sequence 
evaluation, and database development were covered systematically. Some other 
topics such as uncertainty and sensitivity analyses could not be covered fully. 
Nevertheless, accumulating knowledge of PSA and building up expertise and man
power for future use in power reactor safety and in industry proved to be helpful.

The major aspects of safety [2] and the results of the Level 1 PSA of the TR-2 
can be summarized as follows:

Within the co-ordinated research programme of the IAEA, the case study for 
the TR-2 reactor provided a means of carrying out a full PSA programme on a small 
system which is much simpler and cheaper than a complex plant.

The PSA document was prepared as a supplement to the safety analysis report 
of TR-2 based on deterministic analysis.

The systematic review of the TR-2 systems and procedures provided a new 
approach to definition and understanding of the probabilistic safety issues of the 
research facility.

For redesigning old systems, changing components and designing new 
experimental facilities, it has provided a method of identifying cost effective 
solutions.

The initiation of the component failure database development, based on the 
operational experience of the two research reactors (TR-1 and TR-2), was one of the 
most important outcomes of the study.

Furthermore, with regard to human factors, the case study has provided a 
framework for a methodological approach to investigating the human role in a 
nuclear research facility.

4. THE HUMAN FACTOR IN A NUCLEAR ENVIRONMENT

PSA application to TR-2 was found to be a practical tool for studying human 
attitudes and behaviour in safety related matters. This is due to the intensive involve
ment of human interactions in an experimental facility.
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With regard to human factors, insights gained from the Level 1 PSA of TR-2 
indicated the topics to be listed below in which further studies are undertaken:

4.1. Identifying critical operator actions

Research reactors, unlike power reactors, are basically small and safe systems 
which can be shut down easily without any economic concern. However, in terms 
of probability of accident occurrence and progression, the most critical human action 
for safe operation of the TR-2 is found to be the ability of an operator to shut down 
the reactor manually if necessary. For various accident scenarios developed for 
TR-2, manual scram is considered an accident mitigating system and placed in the 
event trees. Manual action is tested by separate psychotechnical experiments.

4.2. Evaluating h u m a n  errors

Human error (HE) data analyses are undertaken parallel to the component 
failure data. The major internal data sources are the TR-1 and TR-2 operational 
experience records. Large volumes of operator log books and monthly status reports 
were examined and HEs as root causes of unscheduled scrams are extracted. For the 
TR-1 operational experience between 1963 and 1976, 29 unscheduled scrams (6% 
of the total) were reported as due to HE. However, record keeping was not sufficient 
for error modes to be identified.

4.3. Developing a h u m a n  error data collection scheme

Data extraction from the past operating experience showed that systematic 
record keeping which indudes sufficient detail was essential for data processing. 
Therefore, upon recommendation of the PSA project team it has been decided that 
the HE data recording scheme should be included in log books and weekly opera
tional reports. This provided a reliable data source for the identification of error 
modes, the classification of error types and their evaluation.

4.4. Searching for h u m a n  error dependencies

A dependent failure analysis was carried out in four steps for the identification, 
inclusion and elimination of dependencies at systemic, component and human action 
levels [3]. Since the main safety functions of the TR-2 reactor are manipulated from 
the control room, a qualitative dependency search with regard to common cause 
initiating events was carried out in the control room.

In addition to the physical and functional couplings, the role of an operator in 
research reactor safety is found to be an important coupling. Main trigger events that
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might affect safety functions are identified as bypass actions as well as test and main
tenance actions involving trip settings. Some modifications in non-operate positions 
and bypass circuits are included in the recommendations.

4.5. Initiating ergonometric modifications

The investigation of human behaviour in the control room and dependency 
search have given rise to ergonometric interest. The control room review included 
the investigation of various environmental parameters, positions of instrumentation, 
controls, lights, alarms and other devices from the human point of view. Possible 
design improvements are suggested but not recommended as being essential. 
However, use of operator support systems in the near future is planned.

4.6. Reviewing operational procedures

During the first phase of the PSA study, operator actions and failures were 
modelled as branches on event trees or as basic events on fault trees. Test and main
tenance errors were also modelled explicitly on fault trees.

A procedural analysis was undertaken during the second phase of the study in 
order to find out whether the safety and recovery actions to be performed by the 
operating crew are all defined by written procedures.

Six sets of procedures were checked for completeness by means of a walk- 
through/talk-through process.

All routine operational procedures and mechanical test and maintenance proce
dures are found to be well defined and properly followed by the staff.

4.7. Investigating h u m a n  behaviour under normal conditions

The purpose of the behaviour analysis was to explore the operators’ ability and 
to assess their personal capabilities in performing required tasks under normal 
conditions.

This specific analysis was carried out in seven steps and took almost a year 
to complete [4]. The characteristics which are presumed to affect human behaviour 
are the person’s level of intelligence, personality, perception, attention, memory, 
manual skill, reaction time, decision making capacity and level of stress. Various 
psychotechnical tests were applied to operational staff, and their behaviour was 
observed.

4.8. Examining h u m a n  performance in emergency situations

Investigating human behaviour in emergency situations was one of the major 
purposes of TR-2 PSA work. For this purpose, the VMA TR-2 stress experiment
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was set up. It consisted of creating a stress condition which would affect the reactor 
department as a whole. Then the staffs behaviour was observed and interpreted by 
applying anxiety and vanilla mandelic acid (VMA) tests immediately after the stress 
condition [4].

The experimental work outlined above was one of the highlights of the PSA 
work that produced an unusual state in dull routine operational conditions. It was 
decided to extend the experimental work further, in an attempt to complete our cog
nitive behaviour models and to incorporate results in the PSA.

Four different accident scenarios developed and analysed within the frame
work of the TR-2 PSA are selected for studying operators’ behaviour under abnor
mal/accident conditions. These are:

— pump failure
— fuel damage
— flow blockage and
— earthquake.

In each scenario, the accident is assumed to occur while TR-2 is operated at 
full power. The expected theoretical behaviour of the operators is followed on the 
basis of observations and walk-through/talk-through processes. Then event-action 
sequence diagrams are constructed for each case.

An earthquake initiated event-action sequence diagram is presented in Figs 1 
and 2. This is of special interest for TR-2 since earthquake is found to be the major 
common cause initiating event which might have risk significant consequences.

Event-action sequence diagrams are reviewed with operators, and results are 
used as a feedback to improve the operational procedures.

5. OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAMME

One of the major generic insights which can be gained from the TR-2 reactor 
specific study is that PSA can be used as a tool in safety management and training 
in nuclear research facilities.

A review of the insights gained revealed that PSA experience can be best used 
as an operational feedback in order to train new reactor operators and re-train TR-2 
staff. The benefits can be realized more effectively if the reactor personnel is 
involved in practical work.

On the basis of these ideas and the insights gained from the Case Study for 
TR-2, an operator training programme is proposed and put into practice at the Çek
mece Nuclear Research Centre.

The aim of the internal programme is to review operational experience, to re
train the staff and to update the knowledge and skills of the reactor personnel.
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Participants: Çekmece Nuclear Research Centre’s reactor department staff 
(supervisors, operators, technicians). Open to other departments upon request.

Duration: Two hours once every week for three months.
Lectures: Lectures are designed to be presented in informal sessions. The main 

subject group titles are as follows:

— safety principles
— risk concept
— introduction to PSA
— safety management.

Discussion sessions: Specific comments or questions are discussed by asking 
the views of each participant. Some of the discussion titles are:

— How safe is safe enough?
— What level of risk should be acceptable?
— What can we achieve through PSA?
— How can we improve our safety environment?
— Safety philosophy; specifically, the difference between the east and west.

Special stress management session: planned for a weekend outside Çekmece 
to be held by psychologists.

Video and movie session: Criticality accidents, nuclear accidents, etc.
Evaluation: Examinations at the end of the programme are not proposed but 

are in order to encourage more intense participation. However, the success of the 
introduction of the programme will be evaluated in terms of the general interest of 
the participants and their contributions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The present practice of carrying out human factor studies and research training 
programmes based on the insights gained from the application of PSA to the 
5 MW(th) TR-2 research reactor is discussed.

It is interesting to note that, although the organization, conduction and manage
ment of the PSA study followed the guidelines given in the literature, the outcomes 
pointed towards more human topic areas, according to our own interests. Rather than 
obtaining quantified risk values, the study, in a way, has turned into producing a 
‘mirror effect’, i.e. looking into various safety issues by PSA and then questioning, 
improving, changing, recommending, etc.

In this context, the advantages of working in the research reactor environment 
enabled various experiments to be undertaken not only on hardware but also on 
human beings.

5.1. The main structure of the programme
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It would be wrong to draw general conclusions from a very specific study — 
such as this case study of the TR-2 research reactor. However, our major goals in 
the investigations which were to develop expertise in the field of PSA, to gain 
experience and to identify problem areas, have been accomplished.

In the area of comprehensive data collection and quantitative methods, there 
is still a need for further work.

Despite all difficulties involving problem areas and lack of data and expertise, 
the TR-2 PSA study and insights showed that better safety awareness on the part of 
the reactor operational staff can be achieved by involving them more effectively in 
the practical aspects of PSA.

The adaptation of the research reactor operator training programme to the use 
of industrial establishments would further enhance the practical benefits of PSA in 
a rapidly developing country such as Turkey.
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Abstract

PROBABILISTIC HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS: THE LESSONS DERIVED FOR 
PLANT OPERATION AT ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE.

In the framework of the EPS 1300 project (Probabilistic Safety Assessment of the Paluel 
power plant), Electricité de France (EDF) developed probabilistic human reliability analysis 
(PHRA) methods. These methods combine a highly systematized analysis approach with a 
large database on simulator tests. The results obtained show the important part the operators 
play in the recovery of accidents. They also demonstrate that the success of the recovery 
efforts strongly depends on the extent to which operators grasp the situation and understand 
the procedure. The considerable impact of working conditions is also confirmed. Hence, the 
operator can no longer be seen as a simple, more or less clumsy adjunct to procedures, who 
commits errors and is responsible for most of the failures. This is why the improvements 
introduced in the procedures, training and organization as a result of this EPS 1300 are so 
important. In particular, the improvements as far as the reactor shutdown states and the spuri
ous dilution risk are concerned should be noted. Using a PSA to improve the operators’ train
ing is nevertheless quite difficult: to avoid misinterpretations, no explanations, especially on 
human factors, should be spared. The limitations of the PHRA methods should be borne in 
mind: weakness of operator models, inadequacy of data on sometimes important situations 
(certain shutdown or normal operating conditions), inevitable discrepancy between the opera
tors’ behaviour on a simulator and in real life, etc. The results are therefore fraught with 
uncertainties. Electricité de France launched a research programme to improve the evaluation 
of these limitations as well as the validity of the PHRA methods developed for EPS 1300. This 
programme should help in determining future developments to prepare for the study updating 
and the use of methods for the design of future nuclear power plants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electricité de France (EDF) performed a probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) of 
the Paluel nuclear power plant. This study is referred to as the EPS 1300 project in 
a paper [1] presented at this Symposium. In view of the importance of human factors 
in this study, a paper dealing specifically with this topic seemed to be justified.

First, the outstanding features of the probabilistic human reliability analysis 
(PHRA) methods developed for EPS 1300 are described, and then the lessons 
derived for the operation of EDF nuclear power plants are discussed. Finally what 
is being done to improve the methods and update the results is demonstrated.

2. METHODS AND DATA

2.1. Foreword

The development of PHRA methods and data for EPS 1300 was based on 
previous studies, in particular, on those of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(USNRC) [2] and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) [3, 4]. However, a 
considerable amount of work was devoted to adapting and supplementing these 
studies by test data. The Nuclear Utility Services (NUS) Corporation and the Com
missariat à l ’énergie atomique provided some advice.

Our methods are gone into in Refs [5-7] so that only their salient features will 
be discussed here. In particular, we will not describe the method used to take the 
plant’s, normal operating conditions into account since it is not very elaborate. Note, 
however, that progress in this field would be most desirable insofar as the methods 
are not up to the impact of normal operating conditions on safety.

2.2. M a i n  steps in a P H R A  (operation under accident conditions)

The approach described here is applied in every accident sequence study; it is 
an iterative approach. An iteration consists of the following steps:

Potential operator failures during a given accident are sought by systematically 
examining simulator test results and accident operating procedures available in the 
power plant. In particular, the inadvertent shutdown of all required safety systems 
is considered. The failures that have the strongest impact on safety are then selected 
according to their consequences and to a rough preliminary estimate of their proba
bility. It is only these ‘significant’ failures that are used in the subsequent steps. The 
sequences of the various operator and equipment failures are represented by event 
trees. Possible interdependencies are carefully taken into account (especially, depen
dencies between operator failures). Then, for each significant failure, possible con
tributors are sought: time available, task complexity, characteristics of the
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man-machine interface, organization and operators’ training. This qualitative analy
sis is used for quantification but also for suggesting improvements in the measures 
taken to recover the accident. It is much facilitated by intensively using simulator 
test results.

Finally, a probability is assigned to each operator failure. This is the quantifi
cation phase. The uncertainty on each probability is also given.

The most important aspects of this approach are described below.

2.3. Data sources

Systematic as the PHRA method described above may be, it can only produce 
satisfactory results if it is based on proper qualitative and quantitative data. Human 
behaviour is so complex and the models used up to now to represent it are so defi
cient that, in order to see how things work, field studies are necessary. As far as 
operation under accident conditions is concerned, field studies mean simulator 
studies.

EDF therefore launched the real life simulator test programme (MSR tests). 
These tests are specifically organized to observe the operators’ behaviour under 
upset operating conditions in the plant. These tests are performed on full scale simu
lators of a power plant control room. 204 tests performed from 1982 to 1988 were 
used for EPS 1300. 78 operator crews participated in the tests.

750 operator deviations (from the prescribed unit operation) as well as action 
performance times and comments on the man-machine interface, organization and 
training have been collected and analysed in the course of these ‘MSR’ tests. The 
latter were a unique source of data for the PHRAs carried out in the framework of 
EPS 1300. They facilitated the prediction of extraneous actions, which is, normally, 
extremely difficult. Moreover, quantification models were derived from these tests. 
References [8, 9] contain a detailed description of these tests.

The operators’ behaviour on simulators is not perfectly representative of what 
it actually is under accident conditions [8]. However, the data collected during the 
tests were used as they were. Indeed, for the time being, no well grounded correction 
can be proposed as a result of studies of the test representativeness [10]. Neverthe
less, this problem has been taken into account in the uncertainty assessment.

2.4. Quantification models

For quantification, we think that data specific to each given case should be used 
as often as possible. This is not always easy. We have, therefore, developed a set 
of semigeneric models from test data. These models are called semigeneric because 
we do not believe that data applicable to any context exist. Our models are adapted 
to EDF’s specific context, and care must be taken in applying them to other contexts.
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FIG. 2. Diagnosis failure probability versus time available fo r  the diagnosis (for the explana
tion o f  1, 1 2 and 3, see text).

Moreover, they are e x tra p o la t io n  to o ls ,  that can be used to supplement s p e c if ic  data 
rather than highly structured m ode ls . They are more of an experimental than of a 
theoretical nature.

These extrapolation tools [6, 7] are used to compute the failure probabilities 
of diagnosis, of the execution of the action once the diagnosis has been made and 
of recovery actions by the safety engineer (SE, see Section 2.5). We have also plot
ted ‘normalized’ curves similar to the human cognitive reliability (H CR) model [4]. 
Moreover, we use Swains’s model to allow for interdependencies between operators 
or failures. Figure 1 specifies the cases where the various quantification tools should 
be used.

By way of example, let us now discuss the extrapolation tool for assessing the 
probability of the control room crew (not including the safety engineer) failing to 
diagnose an accident (Fig. 2). The curve that should be used depends on the diagno
sis complexity. Curves 1 and 1’ concern the most straightforward diagnoses ( ‘con
ventional’ accidents or incidents for which diagnosis procedures exist and which are 
common practice during operators’ training and refresher courses). Curve 3 con
cerns the trickiest conditions with opposite characteristics. Curve 2 corresponds to 
an intermediate level.

Sometimes, the choice of the curves may be based on experimental data. 
Otherwise, the analyst w ill take account of the number of cues, their explicitness, 
their consistency, the number of interfering data (irrelevant alarms, etc.), the overall 
context (initial plant condition more or less propitious to the diagnosis, etc.), detec
tion difficulties as well as of the fact that the accident is covered by a diagnosis proce
dure and dealt with during training. In EPS 1300, examples specific to EDF context 
make the application of these principles easier.
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What are these curves based on? Curves 2 and 3 are derived from Swains’s 
model [2] though they are far more conservative; they are, rather, conjectures. 
Curves 1 and 1’ have a sounder basis. In fact, they are extrapolated from simulator 
tests for long diagnosis times and even d ire c t ly  plotted from the test results, for diag
nosis times below 20 min. Thus, curve 1’ is based on 117 tests. This is a s ig n if ic a n t  

improvement over the models that are commonly used for probabilistic safety 
assessments.

2.5. Allowing for the recovery of highly degraded conditions

During an accident, the reactor is operated by the operator crew. However, 
at the same time, an engineer (the safety engineer — ISR — during the period of time 
covered by EPS 1300) constantly monitors the state of the plant in accordance with 
a specific procedure (the SPI procedure). If  the operator crew cannot maintain the 
plant in the conditions specified in the SPI procedure, the engineer must ask for addi
tional actions. If  the conditions further deteriorate, he asks for the ultimate fallback 
procedure, U l, to be applied. Thus, someone outside the operator crew, with a 
different training, is constantly monitoring the plant with a different approach. This 
type of organization is aimed at improving the redundancy at the human level and 
at favouring the recovery of highly degraded conditions.

‘Conventional’ plant operation by the operators and recovery actions prompted 
by the safety engineer in compliance with the SPI procedure are modelled separately 
in EPS 1300. They are represented by separate generic events in the event trees and 
quantified by using different models. The model pertaining to the safety engineer has 
two components: probability of the SE not being present in the control room in time 
and failure probability when the SE is present in the control room. Although this 
model still relies on some engineering judgement, it has a sound experimental basis 
combining in-plant investigations and simulator tests. On the whole, the recovery 
actions failure probability is often high (approximately 10-1) allowing for the inevi
table interdependencies of the operator crew and the SE. The final probability of 
human action failure in an accident sequence is the product of the probabilities of 
the crew’s and SE’s failures.

Moreover, EPS 1300 considers that no strategic error can persist or be com
mitted after four hours into the accident thanks to the crisis organization.

2.6. Uncertainty assessment

Given the complexity of the problem, PHRAs only assess the uncertainties 
due to:

— PHRA quantification models (not including the discrepancy between opera
tors’ behaviour on simulators and in real life),
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— the use of these models (choice of the models, any type of judgement necessary 
for their application, etc.),

— the discrepancy between operators’ behaviour on simulators and in real life. 
(This is an essential factor since simulator tests are the main source of data.)

Engineering judgement is used to assess error factors for each model and each 
source of uncertainty. The error factor associated with each crew failure probability 
is derived therefrom, using computation based on the assumption that the distribu
tions are lo g n o rm a l and independent. The error factors range from 2 to 10, according 
to the type of failure considered. They remain quite uncertain. Both quantification 
and uncertainty assessment still have to be greatly improved.

3. LESSONS FOR PLANT OPERATION

First, general lessons applicable to several fields — training, man-machine 
interface and organization — are discussed. Then applications specific to these fields 
are presented.

3.1. General lessons

Most of the failures that can have a significant impact on safety are related to 
difficulties the operators had in understanding the accident situation or the proce
dure. No simple action slip was found to have a significant weight. The following 
conclusions can be drawn:

— Apparently, the efforts made aftfer the Three M ile Island accident to improve 
the man-machine interface were rewarding, at least as far as the control room 
design is concerned. (As regards local actions, we cannot produce any conclu
sion since our analyses are much less detailed, and relevant data are lacking. 
This difficulty in reaching a conclusion concerns mainly local actions per
formed under normal operating conditions since EPS 1300 did not identify 
local post-accident actions likely to have a significant weight.) Besides, the 
Paluel control room design is more advanced than that of other 900 MW(e) 
plants.

— The operator does not apply the procedure mechanically. If  he applies a proce
dure without understanding it, he runs heavy risk of failure. Every time an 
operator reads a procedure he n e ce ssa rily  interprets it or ‘re-thinks’ it.

— Developing the operators’ ability to understand accident phenomena and proce
dures should undoubtedly be a major objective of training and of the design 
of man-machine interfaces.
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The working context has a major impact on failure probabilities. The most 
probable errors correspond to unfavourable contexts: short available times, complex 
situations, procedure deficiencies, inadequate training or organization. Thus, the 
sequences that have the greatest weight concern the failure to start the safety injection 
or to supply makeup water to the primary system following loss of coolant accidents 
(LO CAs) when the reactor is shut down. At the reference time for EPS 1300 
(31.12.87), there was no automatic safety injection and no specific procedure or 
training for these types of accident.

Therefore, the root causes of ‘human errors’ go far beyond the individual who 
has ultimately committed the error. Human factors are extremely complex and are 
involved in every phase, from the design to every day actions performed to control 
a reactor. It would then be both tendentious and unnatural to focus on the operator 
‘errors This is even more so as most of these errors are only failures to recover 
incidents which, without the operator, would become severe. For all these reasons, 
we prefer the more neutral word ‘failure ’ which does not necessarily imply that the 
operator is to blame.

It would be vain to try to assess the ‘share of human factors’ in the overall risk. 
Since human factors are extremely complex, we should first specify what we are 
talking about. Usually, what is meant is the impact of reactor operation (plant control 
and maintenance) excluding the design. This definition still covers too wide a scope. 
Strictly speaking, operator actions and equipment failures cannot be quantitatively 
differentiated from one another with the existing methods for taking human factors 
into account during normal operation (in particular, where probabilities of initiating 
events and common cause failures are concerned). Therefore, the only thing that can 
be done is to assess the impact of human factors during operation under accident con
ditions: for example, the total probability of sequences involving operator failures 
during the accident divided by the total core damage probability. The result thus 
obtained in EPS 1300 is 80%. But if  the ‘equipment impact’ is calculated in the same 
way, a figure of 100% is found. Moreover, most operator failures under accident 
conditions are failures to perform actions rather than extraneous actions. The latter 
only could possibly be blamed on the operators. A  more positive way of assessing 
the operators’ impact would be to compare the core damage probabilities allowing 
or not for the operator failures. In any case, whatever the calculation mode, the 
assessment of the ‘human factors weight’ shows the vital part played by operators 
in recovering upset operating conditions. As yet, nuclear power plants cannot work 
without operators. Under these circumstances, a statement that the operators reduce 
the plant reliability is meaningless.

Human factor conceptions focused on the negative side of human actions are 
therefore quite reductionistic. Unfortunately they carry a lot of weight, even in the 
public at large. This influence expresses itself in some risk and operation manage
ment decisions and strategies. Here the analyses mentioned above can play an active 
part by contributing to the elaboration of more realistic conceptions.
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More technical lessons were also derived. For example, some modifications 
of the facility were proposed. The most remarkable modification concerns the 
prevention of spurious dilutions. It is now being introduced. On the other hand, 
numerous thermo-hydraulic studies have been refined (especially, studies on small 
breaches in the primary system and anticipated transients without scram (ATW Ss)). 
Knowledge of the way the facility functions has therefore notably improved, which 
is quite useful for plant operation as well as for the design of future power plants. 
The lessons are not directly derived from the PHRAs, though indirectly they are 
since these analyses helped to rank the accident sequences.

Finally, EPS 1300 taught us a major lesson by revealing the significant impact 
of the reactor shutdown states on safety. In studying these states, the PHRA was 
handicapped by the lack of data on the operators’ behaviour in this type of situation. 
However, tests were performed for certain specific cases whereas, for other cases, 
extrapolations were used. In all cases, rigour in the analysis and search for informa
tion as well as the questioning of preconceived ideas have always been useful. The 
PHRA has therefore played an active part in the study of shutdown states. The 
lessons derived are very diverse and will be presented below in detail.

3.2. Lessons for training

The use for training purposes of the PHRA performed in EPS 1300 (and, more 
generally, of EPS 1300 as a whole) raises some difficulties. In fact the above men
tioned pitfall which yields a reductionistic, guilt arousing image of the impact of 
human factors on safety cannot be avoided easily.

It should also be remembered that it is essential to help the operators to 
improve their ability to comprehend the situations and the physical phenomena they 
are confronted with . To give them a mere list of the main sequences would be of 
little help. It could even have a negative effect since the operators could then focus 
too much on certain accidents, as was sometimes observed after the operating 
experience feedback. Since the PHRA lessons mainly concern operation under acci
dent conditions, the impact of normal operation (plant control and maintenance) on 
safety can be underrated.

Is it really advisable to present the quantitative results (probabilities) at the 
training sessions? It is not certain. These results are based on very complex assump
tions. The associated uncertainties are often considerable. The actual importance of 
these probabilities can be overestimated because many people erroneously equate 
figures with accuracy. The risk of misinterpretation is therefore quite great, in view 
of all that is at stake with nuclear safety. Moreover, probabilities in themselves do 
not teach very much. In fact, it would only be interesting to present these probabili
ties to demythologize them so as to prevent uncontrolled interpretations which can 
sooner or later spread in the company (on this subject, see, e.g. the studies on risk 
and probability perception by Fischhoff and Slovic).
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Finally, the messages must be adapted to those to whom they are addressed. 
The instructor’s needs w ill be quite different from the operator’s.

Not all of these problems have been solved, but we have carried out pro
grammes that take them into account in the best possible way.

What type of information could be helpful to the operators? Rather than proba
bilities, which are extremely ambiguous, it is the description of some sequences 
rarely studied in the past and which were demonstrated to be quite useful by EPS 
1300 (in particular, sequences with breaches in the primary system during the reactor 
shutdown states in which the operator must initiate the safety injection or water 
makeup to the primary system, as well as spurious dilution sequences). What the 
operators also need is a clear indication of key actions in situations they are already 
familiar with: anticipated transient without scram (ATWS), steam generator tube 
rupture (SGTR), loss of coolant accident (LO CA) while the residual heat removal 
system (RHRS) is operating, rupture of a line feeding water to the steam generators 
(SGs), very degraded operating conditions covered by the U l procedure. What they 
need to know is the traps the crews have often fallen into during simulator tests (for 
example, inadvertent isolation of the steam dump line to atmosphere from the rup
tured steam generator during a SGTR). But all this information can be of benefit to 
the operators only if  explanations are provided at the same time and if  the main fac
tors (normally revealed by the PHRA) affecting plant control under these circum
stances are discussed. The resulting presentation must be the occasion at which these 
problems are discussed, in order to help to develop the ability to analyse accident 
situations and to understand human factors. One means of achieving this goal is to 
use EPS 1300 to work out new scenarios for simulator training. As a matter of fact, 
new scenarios of never — or little — simulated accidents had to be created for the 
PHRA (ATWS, U l type degraded situations, breaches in the primary system during 
some reactor shutdown states, some accident combinations, etc.).

3.3. Lessons on organization

Thanks to the PHRA, the impact of the safety engineer function has been 
assessed. (Improvement by a factor of about six over the same conditions but without 
the safety engineer has been found. Given the problem complexity, this value is 
merely one indicator among others, and only its order of magnitude should be con
sidered). Something even more important revealed by the study is the necessity of 
reducing the time it takes the safety engineer to arrive in the control room after an 
accident has occurred. The reliability of the means available to call the engineer has 
therefore been improved, and operator crews are reminded how vital it is to call him. 
Why the decision to call the engineer sometimes comes too late should also be better 
understood.

The organization of the unit shutdowns will also be reflected upon in order to 
reduce, if  possible, the time the reactor remains in the states most critical to safety.
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The importance of certain alarms has been revealed (for example, very low 
level in the auxiliary feedwater system (AFS) tank, high neutron flux during reactor 
shutdown). Remarks have been made on certain thresholds and parameter indicators 
in the control room (M IN 2 and M IN 3 levels for the refuelling water storage tank 
(RW ST), primary system level during cold shutdown, mid-loop state).

The necessity to improve certain procedures was stressed, and some solutions 
were proposed to this effect (for example, procedures 13 and A ll:  improvements to 
reduce the risks of inadvertent interruption of the safety injection after a small 
LO CA; A10 — LO CA with the RHRS valved in: to help the operators to take the 
procedure, to better highlight vital actions and to prevent the operators from initiat
ing the safety injection with the TPL switches, thereby precluding automatic recircu
lation; U l: to reduce its complexity and better stress essential parts; A3 — SGTR: 
to reduce the risk of spurious isolation of the steam dump line to atmosphere and 
speed up depressurization). More generally, the PHRA helped us to determine which 
key actions should be highlighted in the procedures. It also demonstrated the impor
tance of certain logical tests listed in the procedures to help the operators to make 
their choice between several possible plant control options. Particular care should be 
taken of the presentation of these tests.

The results concerning the reactor shutdown states confirmed that the proce
dures should be extended so as to cover these states. They also show what should 
be done first: in fact, all modifications are not equally urgent, and the ranking of 
priorities was not an easy task a priori.

4. FURTHER AHEAD

Part of the lessons just mentioned have been taken into account during EPS 
1300 itself, the others are being dealt with. Now the methods used should be assessed 
to prepare the study updating and to perform other studies if  it should be necessary.

4.1. Assessment of the methods

A three year research programme was launched to assess the methods. It 
focused on several points.

4.1.1. Consideration o f  the PHRA method limitations

The literature review w ill provide a summary of the criticisms [5] of the PHRA 
methods. These methods are also appraised by cognitive psychologists and 
statisticians.

3.4. Lessons on the man-machine interface
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4.1.2. Validation o f  the methods

The internal consistency of the PHRA method in EPS 1300 is also examined 
by comparing the results obtained at the different stages of the project: what are the 
differences? Why do they exist?

The predictions yielded by PHRA are compared with the results collected later 
on. Thus the preliminary analyses performed during the first stages of EPS 1300 are 
confronted with the results of the simulator tests obtained subsequently for the same 
situations. Then, real cases for which operating data (excluding simulator data) were 
recorded are sought so that, once more, predicted results can be compared with 
recorded results.

Finally, we assess the representativeness of the operators’ behaviour on simu
lators [10]. Data recorded during actual plant operation are compared with simulator 
data for identical incidents.

4.2. Possible improvements

Before the method assessment is completed, we can already propose some 
improvements.

We have underlined the weaknesses of the methods used to take normal opera
tion into account. We must think about the data that should be collected, about the 
collection methods and about the introduction of the mentioned data into the PHRAs. 
Field studies have also been planned by EDF to improve our knowledge of normal 
plant operation and maintenance (outside strictly probabilistic studies).

EPS 1300 showed that certain accident conditions for which available data 
remain scarce (in particular, the reactor shutdown states) are important to safety. 
Additional data collected at the plants and on the simulators would therefore be help
ful. They are also important in updating EPS 1300 so as to allow for the evolution 
of the plant context (improvement of training, organization and man-machine inter
face). It is one of the applications of the MSR simulator tests which are being per
formed since the completion of EPS 1300, with broader goals. These tests w ill be 
used, among others, to study, as from 1991, the contribution of the new APE proce
dures (state based approach) developed by EDF.

The crisis organization is only roughly taken into account in EPS 1300. To 
improve this situation, it would be quite helpful to use the data collected during crisis 
drills (according to a method derived from that applied to the MSR tests).

Data collection and testing are not sufficient for the PHRA. Means of extra
polation must also be used. Modelling must be improved with the help of cognitive 
psychologists and psychosociologists. The problem is so complex that we can only 
hope to model very specific modes of behaviour under strictly set conditions. There
fore, the use of structured methods to collect and apply expert judgement should 
probably be extended. We are working in both directions.
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From our experience with PHRAs, we have been able to see how important 
field and simulator data collection was. We have also discovered the necessity to co
operate with specialists of various behavioural sciences. It is only this collaboration 
and exchange of information that can help us to get rid of the very reductionistic con
ceptions of human factors the PSAs too often convey. Even if  it tries to go beyond 
strictly quantitative and behaviouristic aspects, the PHRA is essentially an assess

m e n t method. To im p ro v e  human reliability other approaches based on behavioural 
sciences should be used simultaneously [11, 12].

5. CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract

A  R E V I E W  O F  C O M P U T E R  P R O G R A M S  A P P L I E D  IN L E V E L  1 P R O B A B I L I S T I C  

S A F E T Y  A S S E S S M E N T .

Computer codes are powerful tools used to perform tasks of large complexity that 

manual treatment can perform only at very high economic and time price. Probabilistic safety 

assessment (PSA) entails several laborious tasks suitable for computer code assistance. During 

the period of 1970 to 1990, a large number of computer codes intended to assist in performing 

the various P S A  tasks were developed and employed. Reviews of the computer codes available 

for P S A  were published in the past. These reviews covered a partial list of the codes. A  study 

was initiated by the I A E A  in 1989 to perform a more complete review of P S A  related c o m 

puter codes. The study was performed as part of a work to prepare guidelines on the selection 

and use of computer programs for Level 1 PSA, and was published in the I A E A  T E C D O C - 5 5 3  

publication. This paper describes the results of the updated P S A  code’s review. About 80 

codes were covered, which relate to Level 1 PSA. The codes were categorized according to 

eleven classes; each one includes codes relevant to a particular field of application. The 

description of the codes and its attributes were given in some detail together with information 

on the hardware suited to run the codes as well as the institute that m a y  provide them.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer codes are powerful tools to perform tasks of high complexity that 
manual treatment can perform only at very high economic and time price. Probabilis
tic safety assessment (PSA) entails several laborious tasks suitable for computer code 
assistance. During the period of 1970 to 1990, a large number of computer codes 
intended to assist in performing the various PSA tasks were developed and
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employed. Reviews of the computer codes available for PSA were published in the 
past [NU83, NK85, С086]. These reviews covered a partial list of the codes. A  
study [IA90] was initiated by the IA EA  in 1989 to perform a more complete review 
of Level 1 PSA related computer codes. Level 1 PSA assesses plant reliability and 
availability information and plant failures leading to the determination of core 
damage frequency. The study was performed as part of a work undertaken to estab
lish the role of computer codes in Level 1 PSA and to prepare guidelines on the selec
tion and use of these computer programs. It is published in the IA EA  TECDOC-553 
[1А90]. This paper describes the results of the updated PSA code’s review.

The scope of this review is limited to computer codes used for the treatment 
of internal events. It does not address other codes if  available, specifically, for the 
analysis of external events (e.g. seismic analysis) and flood and fire analysis.

Codes discussed in the document are those used for probabilistic rather than 
phenomenological modelling. It should also be noted that the information provided 
is not intended to lead the user to the selection of one specific code or any specific 
type of computer hardware.

2. BACKGROUND ON THE USE OF COM PUTER CODES IN  PSA

2.1. Historical background

The genesis of PSA in the area of nuclear power dates back to about 1970 when 
results of the initial work on the use of probabilistic methodology in accident analysis 
of nuclear power plants [VE70, GA70, SA70] were published. From this work the 
first ‘nuclear industry’ fault tree code PREP K IT T  [VE70] was developed and used 
in a pioneer PSA study, the Reactor Safety Study (RSS). This study started in Sep
tember 1972, the first draft was finished two years later, and the final report [WA75] 
was completed in October 1975. During this study the event tree methodology was 
established, and the code SAMPLE [WA75] for uncertainty analysis was written and 
employed.

During the same time of the RSS, several additional fault tree codes were 
developed such as MOCUS [FU74], ALLCUTS [SL75], FTAP [RA78], and BAM  
[RU75, LE76]. The development of fault tree codes continued in the years following 
the RSS publication. In the United States, the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) sponsored the development of the W AM family of codes [LE76, ER78], and 
the Sandia National Laboratory developed the SETS code [W 078]. Another develop
ment of methodology for risk assessment promoted by EPRI was the GO chart meth
odology [RU75, GA78],

In parallel, outside the US, in several countries codes have been developed for 
the purpose of PSA, e.g. DICO M ICS [AS77], SALP [C078], FAUNET [PL78], 
RA LLY  [GU84],
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Computer codes for other areas of PSA also started to appear following the 
RSS work. Among them, the FTD  [OL73] in 1973 for fault tree drawing, the CAT  
code [SA76] in 1976 for automatic construction of fault trees, the first version of 
FRA N TIC [VE77] in 1977 for time dependent component availability assessment, 
the CRESSEX code [DA76, GU84], the IM PORTANCE code [LA77a] and the 
COM CAN code for common mode failure analysis [BU76].

The realization of the need to combine separate programs performing 
individual tasks into a code package system was made at the end of the 1970s. An 
integrated code package named RAS [RA77] included MOCUS, POCUS, K IT T  and 
COM CAN. It could be used for fault tree analysis, time dependent studies and com
mon mode. At EPRI the W AM suit of codes [ER78] was developed. In Europe code 
packages of this kind were assembled in R IKKE [TA81], R A LLY  [GU84], RISA 
[CA86], SUPERNET [BE87] and others.

During the last five to seven years a new significant development in PSA code 
packages became apparent. It became possible by the use of the new emerging 
powerful hardware (PC and mini workstations). More user friendly and interactive 
code packages were developed in several places. Some of them are the IRRAS 
[SA87, AP88] by the USNRC, NUPRA/NURISK [FU89] by NUS, QUEST in Japan 
[HI89], PSAPACK [IA89] by the IA EA , RAPID [CH87] by EPRI, SAIS [BA88] in 
Germany, STARS [P089] by JRC ISPRA, RISO &  VTT: SUPERNET [HR89] in 
Sweden, LESSEPS/EXPRESS [AN89] in France and ISORAM  [IS089] in the 
United Kingdom. It can be observed from the above mentioned list of code packages 
that, similarly to the early days of the 1970s, very few co-operations between nations 
were established in the code developments. Rather a nationalistic approach was used 
which may result in some duplication of effort.

Since the first years of PSA much effort was spent to improve codes by apply
ing new methodologies. Examples of this development can be found in addition to 
the advance in the fault tree analysis approaches, also in the uncertainty and the fault 
tree construction approaches. The first two uncertainty codes were the Monte Carlo 
based SAM PLE code [WA75] and the moment method based BOUNDS [LE76b]. 
The DPD code [KA81] introduced a third approach. Many other codes were subse
quently developed (as w ill be shown later) introducing improvements to the previous 
ones. RANGE [JA81], STADIC [OR81] and PROSA [VA81] are examples of 
‘second generation’ codes (more advanced Monte Carlo approaches) of SAMPLE. 
SPASM [LE81] and PUFD [AH81] represent an advanced development similar to 
BOUNDS. LHS [IM84] and TEM AC [IM86] use more efficient uncertainty analysis 
algorithms than SAMPLE and its ‘second generation’ . Thus, they may be considered 
‘third generation’ codes of the SAM PLE type uncertainty approach.

Several attempts at automatic fault tree construction have been made in the 
early days of PSA [FU73, SA76, LA77] in an effort to decrease their construction 
time, increase their completeness and to achieve a more standardized modelling. The 
synthetic tree method [SA76] was intended to be of far more general use including
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mechanical, electrical and hydraulic components and human interactions. The 
problem of computer codes for automatic fault tree construction lies in the need for 
the creation of a library o f  component model descriptions in advance which have to 
be sufficiently detailed with respect to their possible internal states, process 
parameters (pressure, flow, etc.) and deviations of these parameters. However, in 
addition to being very detailed, they should be sufficiently generic to allow repeated 
use for many applications. An extensive library of components of this kind requires 
resources larger than needed for manual fault tree construction for a single PSA. 
This may be different if  the scope is larger than a single PSA, e.g. several PSAs 
in similar plants, or if  continuous updates are expected. In such cases, the use of 
computer aided or automatic fault tree construction should be encouraged even 
though the codes have not yet reached a high level of maturity [AN89]. Another 
problem with automatic construction is that it lacks the iterative nature of the manual 
fault tree construction. In the manual process the analyst prepares a first draft of the 
fault tree, then returns to the designer to fill in any missing information and then 
comes back to modify and upgrade his tree. The automatic code needs to have all 
the required information stored in advance in the component model, which is a more 
elaborate task to carry out.

These problems partially explain the fact that no automatic fault tree construc
tion code is widely used. A new approach is proposed today with the introduction 
of PCs, new graphic packages and expert systems, i.e. combining them into a com
puter aided technique for interactively constructing fault trees [P088], [Н189].

After an initial FT draft has been prepared, it can easily be used as an input 
to a reformatted computer, preferably by persons different from those who devel
oped the initial fault tree. Using a computerized workstation for developing fault 
trees can be one way of increasing the reliability of the fault tree produced. In partic
ular, this would be the case if  on such a workstation the developer were able to 
observe his inputs on the screen and to verify his fault tree construction on a page 
by page basis.

3. PSA TASKS PERFORMED BY COM PUTER PROGRAMS

A PSA study includes a large number of tasks [NU83]. A  partial list of tasks 
which can and should be assisted by using computer programs is presented in 
Table I. It is recognized that some of the tasks are covered by a large variety of com
puter programs. The fault tree analysis task is the task that has by far the largest num
ber of programs to choose from. However, other tasks exist that are not addressed 
by a sufficiently large number of available programs. The table represents the num
ber of codes available for performing each of the tasks listed. In some cases the num
ber of different codes is less than that listed in the table because some of the basic
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TABLE I. TYPES O F PSA TASK SUITABLE FO R  TH E D EV ELO PM EN T OF
C O M PU TER PROGRAM S

Task of Level 1 P S A
Available

computer programs
Comments

1 P S A  team training Table II: columns 

4.3g, 4.3j and 4.3h 

(25 codes)

Interactive m e n u  driven codes running 

on PCs; suitable for training of a P S A  

team.

2 Initiating event 

selection

Q U E S T  [HI89] 

( P N C  code) 

(one code)

A  single code is k nown to exist which 

uses master logic diagram interactively 

to assist in preparing this task.

3 Event tree modelling Table II: 

column 4.3e 

(10 codes)

Several specific programs exist for 

performing this task. They are not 

widely available. The introduction of 

P C  code packages has increased the 

availability of such programs (as part of 

the complete code package).

4 Fault tree 

construction

Table II: 

column 4.3d 

(5 codes)

Old vintage programs; they have not 

found wide application. N e w  programs 

were recently developed on the basis of 

an interactive approach in the fault tree 

construction. These codes promise that 

in the future more codes will be used in 

performing this tedious task.

5 Fault tree analysis: 

Quantitative, qualita

tive and dominant 

sequences

Table П: 

column 4.3a 

(40 codes)

There are more codes for fault tree 

analysis than for any other task. Several 

types of code exist which are discussed 

in the paper.

6 Qualitative depen

dence analysis

Tables П and Ш: 

Column 4.3c 

(17 codes)

Three types of program are available:

(a) Programs based on check lists 

(mainly Table П1);

(b) Fault tree programs that can treat 

dependencies such as SETS, 

T H P S A ,  U P M - P I A C R ,  etc.

(c) Code packages that use one of

the above approaches.
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TABLE I. (continued)

Task of Level 1 P S A
Available

computer programs
Comments

7 Component failure 

and initiating event 

frequency

Table III: 

column 4 

(5 codes)

Several codes are available for updating 

generic distributions with experimental 

plant specific data. Table III is not an 

exhaustive list of these codes.

8 H u m a n  error analysis P H R A S E  [PHR89] 

(one code)

A  single code is known to exist for this 

task.

9 Uncertainty analysis Tables II and III: 

column 4.3b 

(28 codes)

Fifteen different uncertainty programs 

are listed in Table III. M a n y  of these 

are included as subroutines in the other 

code packages that are listed in Table П 

as having this capability. Several types 

of code exist as is discussed in the 

paper.

10 Importance and 

sensitivity analysis

Table II: 

column 4.3b 

(25 codes)

Five of the codes in Table III, column 

4.3b, are importance codes. In Table П 

20 code packages and fault tree codes 
have this capability, in most cases by 

using one of the basic codes as a 

subroutine.

11 Time dependent 

availability and 

technical specification 

studies

Tables II and 1П: 

column 4.3f 

(about 8 codes)

Five different time dependent technical 

specification analysis codes are listed in 

Table III. Most of them are also 

included in code packages of Table II. 

S o m e  of the codes in Table II employ 

their o w n  approach.

12 Interrogation of 

plant P S A  for L C O  

and decision 

making

Table II: 

column 4.3h 

(10 codes)

These are codes that treat P S A  results 

as a database for interactive interroga

tion used by the plant operator/manager 

for decision making on plant safety and 

operation.

13 Generation of 

P S A  documentation

The P S A  code packages listed in 

Table П column 4.3 are intended to 

provide the P S A  results in a final form 

ready for documentation. It is not clear 

to what extent this has been achieved.
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codes are used as a subroutine in a code package. In these cases the codes are counted 
twice (the specific and package codes are counted as different codes).

4. A REVIEW  OF PSA COM PUTER PROGRAMS

A review of the computer programs used in PSA studies was performed. The 
review covered codes over the period from 1970 to 1990 and addressed only those 
relevant to Level 1 PSA. About 110 programs were covered which are all listed in 
tables in Ref. [1А90]. There the following description is given for each program:

— Names of the program
— Main PSA tasks covered by the program
— A brief description of the program characteristics
— Computer hardware on which the program runs
— The source from which the program can be obtained (or the institute in which

the program was developed)
— Main references where further information can be obtained.

Eighty programs of the above 110 are listed in Tables П and Ш. The other programs 
are, in general, old ones that are not extensively used any longer, or programs on 
which very little information was found in the main document that referred to them. 
The 80 programs are categorized according to the tasks that they may be used for 
in PSA.

Table II  lists programs that can be used for more than one particular PSA task. 
The various tasks (or areas of code application) are listed at the top line of the table. 
The next line gives the name of the table in Ref. [IA90], where more information 
is provided on the code. The table lists more than fifty different programs. “ +  +  ”  
means that the program is meant to be applied for the certain PSA task. “  +  ” implies 
that it is capable of providing partial coverage of the task, compared to other codes 
that provide better treatment.

Table III  lists 32 programs that are more task specific, i.e. that perform no 
more than one PSA task. Several tasks are listed in the top line of the table. These 
programs are sometimes used as subroutines in other codes that were listed in 
Table П.

Categories (a), (b) and (g) include a large selection of computer programs. The 
categories (a) to (f) are well known PSA tasks covered in previous reviews (e.g. 
[C086], [NK85] and [NU83]). Categories (g) and (h) are relatively new and include 
codes which were developed in recent years. Most of these categories are intended 
for modern computer machines such as personal computers (PC) or mini computer 
workstations.

Finally, the review covers over 130 references (see Ref. [IA90]), most of 
which (for the codes included in this paper) are listed at the end of this paper.
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TABLE III. COMPUTER CODES FOR SPECIAL APPLICATION IN AREAS OF 
PSA

Area
of
application

Importance
and
uncertainty
analysis

Dependent
failure
(CMF)
analysis

Estimating
reliability
parameters

Time dependent 
maintenance 
and technical 
specification 
analysis

Plotting
fault
trees

Computer
code
reference

Computer Table3 Table3 Table" Table3
codes 4.3b 4.3c 4.3f 4.3d

BOUNDS +  + LE76b
COVAL +  + AS77
CONFFSI +  + NK85
DETECT +  + C 088
DPD +  + KA81
IMPORTANCE +  + LA77a
LHS +  + IM 84
MOCARS +  + MA77
PROSA-2 +  + VA81
SAMPLE +  + WA75
SEP +  + W 078
SPASM +  + LE81
STADIC-II +  + OR81
STREUSL +  + SC 80
TEMAC +  + IM86

BACFIRE + + CA77
COMCAN + + BU76
COM CAN-n +  + RA82,RA78
RIKKE +  + +  + HA85,TA81
WAMCOM + + - PU81

BAESUM + + C 082
BAYES + + PA89
BIDIPES +  + C 082
BROLS +  + NU83
PLG +  + KA83

FRANTIC +  + VE77
FRANTIC-m +  + GI84
SOCRATES +  + WA87
ICARUS + + VA79
SACRAT + + IN89

FTD + + OL73
MAPLE-П + + P086b

See tables in Ref. [IA90] (IAEA-TECDOC-553).
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It has been shown in Table I that there are many tasks in Level 1 PSA that can 
be treated by a computer program. Three of the tasks, i.e. PSA team training, fault 
tree analysis and uncertainty/importance analysis, have a large selection of codes for 
a user to choose from (more than 25 codes). The selection of codes is reduced 
significantly if one considers the salient differences on some of the approaches of the 
codes. Fault tree analysis codes use different algorithms for the treatment:

— Bottom up analysis
— Top down analysis
— Nelson’s algorithm.

A study performed by Saber et al. [SA89] showed that the different algorithms 
may have a large impact on the run time o f a fault tree code. Therefore, when the 
user can define his requirement, the choice of relevant fault tree analysis codes would 
be smaller. In addition, various fault tree codes have different options for cut set 
truncation, fault tree modularization, dependent event treatment, etc. When all these 
parameters are taken into account, the choice of codes for a particular need would 
be much less than 40.

In the area of uncertainty codes there are also a few types of approach that are 
used by the various codes:

— Moment method
— Monte Carlo method
— Discrete probability distributions (DPDs)
— Latin hypercube sampling (LHS).

The first and second methods are more suitable for small problems. A modern 
approach for large fault trees is the LHS approach. Such considerations if taken into 
account may dramatically reduce the choice of available sources.

The large group of codes that can possibly be used for training comes mainly 
from the new code packages for PSA conductance or interrogation. However, there 
are large differences in training with a code for PSA conductance and with an inter
rogation type code. The latter is more suitable for introducing operators and 
managers to PSA because it manipulates PSA results. The former type of code seems 
to be a better training tool for a team that prepares for PSA conductance.

Other tasks o f Level 1 PSA have a relatively smaller selection o f codes. Two 
tasks have one code only or no suitable code at all. These are human analysis and 
initiating events selection codes.

From the above it becomes apparent that, for a specially selected study, the 
choice of the correct codes requires some thorough considerations because of the 
various options/types of code that are available.

5. DISCUSSION
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It is apparent from Tables II and in  that there is a tendency for different 
countries and institutions to develop their own set of codes. The lack of international 
co-operation in code development is quite clear. Among the new code packages 
developed in recent years there is only one case of co-operation [P089], and many 
other developments are made by institutions without much collaboration by which 
duplications of efforts would be avoided where possible.

6 . CONCLUSIONS

A review of computer programs used in Level 1 PSA was performed. One 
hundred and ten programs were considered and more than eighty were included in 
this paper. These codes are shown according to their possible applications. Refer
ences in which further information can be found are given.

It was found that co-operation in code development among countries may save 
a great amount o f effort spent by various countries/institutions in developing their 
own codes. Today, with the introduction of more standard hardware such as PCs and 
mini computers, it seems that such co-operation should be encouraged.
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Abstract

SAFETY EVALUATION BY USE OF LIVING PSA AND SAFETY INDICATORS — 
CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF MODELS AND TOOLS 
WITHIN THE NORDIC PROJECT SAFETY EVALUATION, NKS/SIK-1.

The paper presents the preproject results and the early phase of the Nordic research 
project ‘Safety Evaluation, NKS/SIK-1’ (1990-93). The subjects discussed are mainly 
problem investigation and identification of development areas for the living PSA part o f the 
project. To make proper safety related decisions and evaluations, the development o f the plant 
state should be carefully monitored and evaluated. The SIK-1 project is intended to define and 
demonstrate the practical use of living PSA and operational safety indicators for safety evalua
tion and for the identification of effective improvements in operational safety. In our view, 
a risk monitoring system, tailored and implemented for plant specific use by its user organiza
tions, can monitor and evaluate the plant state more efficiently, and undesired events can be 
prevented. The overall status o f PSA and the experience gained in performing and utilizing 
PSA studies are quite similar among all utilities in Sweden and Finland. A natural step is now 
to pass towards a living use of present Level 1 studies at the plants. A basic PSA model 
intended for living PSA purposes has to be modified and enhanced in several areas. With data 
and tool improvements it is further necessary to reach a state where all capabilities o f a living 
PSA are fully explored and utilized. Collection and analysis o f relevant operational experience 
and development of systematic methods for the early identification of degrading developments 
and deficiencies is considered to be essential for safety.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Nordic research project ‘Safety Evaluation, NKS/SIK-1 ’ (1990-93) has 
started with a preproject finished in August 1990. This project is performed within 
the joint Nordic Nuclear Safety Research Programme (NKS), section Reactor Safety 
(SIK) [1]. Safety Evaluation, NKS/SIK-1, is divided into two principal development 
areas, which are complementary to each other:

— living probabilistic safety assessment (LPSA) and
— operational safety indicators (OSI).

The SIK-1 project is to define a feasible concept for combined applications of 
LPSA and OSI. This concept would provide improved means of continuously 
monitoring the risk level and of an early identification of degrading developments 
in the safety performance.

This paper will present the preproject results and early parts of the project 
work, mainly dealing with problem investigation and identification of development 
areas for the LPSA part of the project.

2. SURVEY ON THE USE OF LPSA AND SAFETY INDICATORS

To collect different bits of experience and views to be used in the planning and 
execution of the main project (1990-93), a questionnaire concerning safety evalua
tion [2] was sent to personnel at the Nordic utilities, safety authorities, research insti
tutes and consultants. The SIK-1 project plan has been generated by taking into 
account the opinions expressed in the results o f this survey [3].

3. THE NKS/SIK-1 PROJECT PLAN

To make proper safety related decisions and evaluations, the development of 
the plant state should be monitored and evaluated carefully. The state of the nuclear 
power plant, especially its operational safety and availability, can deteriorate:

(a) through sudden changes (e.g. plant transients), or
(b) gradually (e.g. ageing or other degradation trends).

In our view the plant state could be more efficiently monitored and evaluated, 
and undesired events prevented, by a combined application of LPSA and OSI. 

The main objectives of the project have been formulated as follows [4]:
The S IK -1  p ro je c t  s h a ll d e fin e  a n d  d e m o n s tra te  the p ra c t ic a l use o f  L P S A  a n d  

O S I f o r  sa fe ty  e v a lu a tio n  a n d  f o r  id e n t if ic a tio n  o f  e ffe c tive  im p ro ve m en ts  in  o p e ra 

t io n a l sa fe ty.
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The project will also cover studies of problems related to risk decision making 
and to the formulation of a suitable framework for use of PSA in safety related deci
sion making.

Operational safety monitoring can take place through analysis, evaluation and 
presentation of:

— timely trends in plant specific operational and reliability data,
— varying levels in risk and reliability performance, and
— effectiveness of maintenance and surveillance activities.

A feasible risk monitoring system, gradually tailored and implemented for 
plant specific use by its user organizations, is aimed at supporting the risk manage
ment activities of the utilities as well as the inspection activities of the authorities.

The main objective will be divided into subobjectives as follows:

(1) Relating to LPSA to develop and define the LPSA concept for risk evaluation 
of te m p o ra ry  changes  in operating situations (i.e. maintenance and distur
bances) and of p e rm a n e n t changes  caused by design modifications.

(2) Relating to operational safety indicators to examine, develop and define О  S is

f o r  e a r ly  in d ic a t io n  o f  im p e n d in g  d e te r io ra tio n  in the technical systems and the 
organization of a nuclear power plant.

(3) Practical case studies to be performed for specific nuclear power plants in
order to support and demonstrate the above developments, identify related
method development needs and other problem areas, and to provide support 
for safety studies, safety development and safety related decisions to be made 
by utilities and authorities.

(4) The outcome and experience of the previous tasks 1, 2 and 3 will be summa
rized and concluded in a final Nordic report, which also includes:
— integration of the safety indicator system with the living PSA concept to be 

used for result presentation and decision support, and
— definition of a feasible system for risk and reliability based evaluation and 

management of operational safety, to supplement the use of technical 
specifications and for use in the safety evaluation of an operating plant.

4. LPSA CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The overall status of PSA and the experience gained in performing and utiliz
ing PSA studies are quite similar among all utilities in Sweden and Finland. A natural 
step is now to pass towards a living use of present Level 1 studies at the plants. Per
sons involved in the PSA activities at the utilities as well as at the regulatory bodies 
are convinced of the usefulness of these activities [3].
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The major needs in the present realizations of PSAs as living ones are:

— routines and procedures of how to utilize PSA,
— enhanced model completeness and reduced conservatism in assumptions, and
— user friendly and fast computer codes.

The development of routines and procedures for LPSA includes transfer of 
PSA related information inside the organizations. Before an LPSA can be applied 
to a plant’s daily safety management, acceptance o f this kind o f approach by opera
tional and maintenance personnel must be reached.

The most important methodological problem areas of PSAs are how to control 
the incompleteness and conservatism in the models. A general opinion is that the 
status of the present models is not sufficient. The PSAs should be more complete, 
and the use of conservative assumptions reduces the usability and acceptance of the 
results from the PSAs.

One of the main ideas in the SIK-1 project is to test and develop the applicabil
ity o f LPSA by performing various applications.

The main features wished by the users are:

— user friendly and easy to learn interface,
— sufficient capacity for handling large models,
— quick evaluation of results, and
— decision support methods including improved presentation of results.

The following application areas received the strongest support by the persons 
interviewed:

— comparison of alternative design and procedure changes,
— maintenance planning,
— optimization of technical specifications and controlling of risks of exemptions 

from technical specifications, and
— surveillance tests and their schemes.

Before starting discussions about problems of how to create and use an LPSA 
model, we must acquire some understanding of the basic definitions in this area.

4.1. What is an LPSA?
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Today’s PSA models and studies are used to calculate the mean frequency per 
year of core melt (core damage) states, release categories and consequence 
categories. Combining these figures will display the risk, usually in the form o f a 
risk curve showing low frequencies of events with large consequences and higher 
frequencies of events with small consequences. The integration of the risk curve for 
a nuclear power plant will indicate the mean value of the total nuclear power plant 
risk. This measure can be given for one plant for one year or can be given for the 
operation of a certain number of plants for a certain number of years.

Definition of risk:

Risk =  event probability (frequency) x  event consequence

In applying uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, the uncertainty in the results 
can also be taken into account.

The PSA studies reveal several circumstances (conditions) contributing to the 
current risk level. Such conditions are revealed as a result o f the different activities 
performed during the execution of the PSA study as well as a real result o f the 
event/fault tree evaluations. In this way, the PSA studies and successive revisions 
contribute, through corrective actions, to the continued safe operation of the plants.

The basic criterion for a living PSA is that the PSA model (logic and data) 
always reflects the actual plant configuration and design and thereby always shows 
the actual mean frequency and risk per year. This living model can be used for a 
variety of regulatory and utility issues.

A real LPSA application must be a flexible system for assessing relative 
changes in the reactor core damage frequency caused by permanent changes in 
designs or by temporary changes in operating situations [5].

4.2. Risk follow-up and risk monitoring

Today the PSA studies are used for a number o f LPSA activities which can 
be based on the mean frequency model. Examples of such applications are evaluation 
of the risk impact due to changes in design and long term risk management.

Continued work has identified a need for a PSA model which can be used to 
calculate the current risk, e.g. what is the risk during the next 24 hours, starting on 
6 June 1991 at 08:00, with the current configuration of the plant, and what would 
the risk be with another configuration? Is it better to stay in a state with power opera
tion or shut down the plant [6 , 7]?

An active risk planning — short term risk planning — requires an improved 
PSA model. Another area requiring a better model is risk monitoring, i.e. to continu
ously know the current ‘risk’ level and be able to compare that level with historic
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data and with other plants, and maybe even present to the public that the risk during 
the last year was half the risk of the year before.

Table I shows an overview of the SIK-1 LPSA development work plan.

5. LPSA DEVELOPMENT AREAS

Since the NKS/SIK-1 project work has just started and will continue for three 
years, this paper will only discuss the early parts o f the work planned. As a first step, 
during spring 1991, two case studies were performed. These studies examine the 
problems to be encountered when extending a PSA model from static risk verifica
tion to risk follow-up.

By using the experience gained from the two case studies we expect to obtain 
an overview and an identification of problem areas for LPSA work. Later in the 
project we plan to meet the development needs identified. This paper will, to the 
extent possible, describe the problem areas identified and also discuss some various 
solutions that we are working on at the moment.

Two different case studies will be performed:

(1) The Forsmark 1/2 risk follow-up. This study starts with an immediate risk 
follow-up by using the current model with a minimum of modifications. The 
objectives are to investigate how far one can reach by using this approach.

(2) Oskarshamn 2 risk follow-up. In this study, model improvements and modifi
cations will be identified and implemented as a first step. As a second step, 
risk follow-up tests will be performed. The objectives are to identify develop
ment needs and generate model solutions as early as possible.

5.1. Approach

5.1 .1 . The Oskarshamn 2 application study [8]

The main objective is to evaluate the possibilities of using the existing PSA 
models — used to calculate mean core damage frequencies — to develop an LPSA 
model, for continuous risk monitoring.

The case study shall identify needs for model and data changes in the PSA 
model and areas where available models, data and computer programs do not fulfil 
the requirements of a LPSA model.

The case study shall further demonstrate the applicability of the LPSA model 
and present a procedure with the steps necessary to extend the current PSA models 
to LPSA models. Furthermore, procedures for different LPSA applications should 
also be developed.
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5.1 .2 . The Forsmark 1 application study [9]

The main objective is to use the Forsmark 1/2 PSA for risk follow-up by ana
lysing operating events during the operating season of 1989-90. The objectives of
this case study are to:

— investigate the possibilities of evaluating the operating experience with PSA 
and, in so doing, define the format for how to perform this type of analysis;

— investigate to what extent it is necessary to improve the PSA model to evaluate 
the actual operational events that have occurred; and

— define the baseline risk level, i.e. the lowest verifiable risk level.

5.2. Identified problem areas

5.2 .1 . Preparation and enhancement o f  the current PSA model

Current PSA models have several properties making them less useful or even
worthless for the above LPSA activities.

The following main improvement areas have been identified:

(1) The current PSA models do not have the realism, the completeness or the 
uncertainty level necessary to make them useful for LPSA activities.

(2) The current PSA models have many time independent basic events which have 
to be treated as time dependent in a LPSA application. Examples are basic 
events for common cause failure (CCF) events and for test and maintenance 
caused unavailabilities.

(3) The calculation and use of importance measures for risk planning of main
tenance and testing have to be discussed and defined. The SIK-1 preproject has 
identified problems in calculating some of the measures that are discussed, e.g. 
the risk experienced during the last year. The discussions so far indicate that 
there is a risk of double counting. One can also ask if it is correct to speak 
about risk when we know the outcome.

(4) Identification and modelling of possible operating alternatives with regard to 
flow paths, valve positions, etc. The LPSA model must include a model of 
most commonly encountered operating alternatives for those systems affecting 
the risk level to make a calculation of the actual risk possible whatever operat
ing alternative is in effect.

(5) Remodelling of the test and maintenance model. Tests and preventive main
tenance are modelled with two different basic events for all components where 
this activity makes the component unavailable. The probabilities for these basic 
events are initially set to zero (0) in the LPSA model. The probabilities are 
changed to 1 .0  for those components with ongoing test or maintenance 
activities.
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(6) Development of a CCF model able to take into account the requirements set 
by the LPSA concept. Time dependency, dependency of failed or maintained 
components, test interval, test efficiency with regard to CCF events, etc.

(7) The application studies shall also include area events (internal fire and flood
ing) and external events analysis for being real risk management tools. Today, 
risk planning without taking into account these events may be misleading, and 
this is most certainly the case if area events and/or external events have a large 
‘risk’ contribution.

5.2.2. Questions raised during the development work

How large is the unavailability between two successful tests? And how large 
is the unavailability between one test that is successful and another that is 
unsuccessful?

How shall we treat CCF events given a test with the outcome that one quarter 
of the trains fails? What is the system CCF probability in this case?

For what shall we use the integrated risk over a time period?
The T-book [10] only tells us about detected failures. How shall we consider 

the undetected failures when the time independent start unavailability becomes 
smaller?

Risk follow-up can be done in two different ways, conditional and uncondi
tional. Which one gives the most useful information? What do the models tell us 
when all possibilities of increasing our plant status knowledge are utilized?

5.2 .3 . Making the PSA model more realistic

Identification of:

— conservative data and modelling assumptions
— systems or subsystems not modelled at all.

Several conservative assumptions on both the model and the data are made 
during a PSA project. The reasons for this are to limit the work that has to be per
formed, and these assumptions can in many cases be made because they will not have 
a strong effect on the final results o f the PSA. The objective of the study is then to 
show that a plant has a core damage probability below a certain ‘safe’ level. The 
assumptions may, however, have a larger effect if  the PSA model is to be used for 
risk monitoring of operational events.

Inadvertent stop of pumps and opening of valves must be added to the model 
since less contributing events will increase in importance in the baseline risk 
calculations.
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Electrical systems must be modelled in greater detail to enable analysis of the 
actual operational events that have occurred.

5 .2 .4 . In i t ia t in g  events

The time interval used to define the initiating event frequency is defined in such 
a way that during this limited period of time the plant shall preserve the same safety 
status, i.e. no components affecting the risk level are allowed to change from the 
availability point o f view, except for changes imposed by the basic event models and 
except for the fact that the time itself passes on. This means that no new maintenance 
actions, either corrective or preventive, are allowed to start or ongoing actions to 
be completed. Furthermore, no tests affecting the components’ availability during 
these time periods are allowed to take place.

5 .2 .5 . T im e  dependen t m o d e llin g

Time dependent features in LPSA models:

— Time dependent failure rates
— Time dependent component unavailabilities
— Time dependent system unavailability (CCF models)
— Time dependencies of accident sequences
— Increase of the statistical evidence
— Time dependent plant status knowledge

FIG. 1. Test interval dependencies.
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Practical recommendations have been generated on what to include in the 
models [11] and also how to avoid unnecessary model expansions. It is possible that 
detailed time dependency analyses require too many resources to be included in a 
conventional PSA. An LPSA model must treat time dependencies in a much more 
complete way than a conventional PSA model used for risk verification and long 
term applications. Many important aspects on plant risk are time dependent and must 
be treated. On the other hand, is it important that the LPSA failure models should 
be compatible with the operating experience in order to provide acceptable confi
dence in the LPSA results.

Time dependencies have not always been modelled in PSAs. The unavailability 
o f stand-by components has usually been evaluated as mean unavailabilities. One 
important aspect of LPSA is the need to be exactly (calendar) time dependent. One 
example is test interval dependencies (Fig. 1).

The recommended component model is:

q(t) =  q0 +  (1 -  exp(-Xsbt))

where q0 is the time independent start unavailability and \ sb the stand-by failure 
rate.

The time independent start unavailability, q0, represents the baseline compo
nent unavailability and the highest component status knowledge level.

Improved component modelling, using this model, is now possible by using the 
new T-book in  data [11].

Treatment of time dependent plant status knowledge [12] requires that failure 
modes can be categorized into classes which are treated differently, i.e. evident and 
hidden events. The state of an evident event is known but the state of a hidden event 
could be uncertain. A plant model manipulator is required to allow system or compo
nent specific settings of extra tests and real demands according to operations. Fur
thermore, this manipulator must allow absolute setting (0 , 1 ) o f the evident events, 
i.e. the test outcome (available or unavailable equipment).

5.3. Test of risk monitoring model

The Forsmark 1 and Oskarshamn 2 living PSA models developed will be 
tested. The tests are performed by evaluating a set of events having occurred at the 
plant.

The following model improvements have so far been implemented in the Fors
mark 1/2 PSA model [9]:

— New failure models are included.
— New CCF model.
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— A test case will also be performed with all tested components contributing with 
their start unavailabilities, q0, only. This is done to identify the baseline risk 
level.

5 .3 .1 . O p e ra t io n a l d a ta

A recent operating season has been chosen, 1989-90, since we believe that it 
will be easier to access the operational information. The following Forsmark 1 oper
ational data have been registered for the period:

— 25 licensing event reports (LER/RO), out of which more than 15 affect the 
PSA, the others cannot affect the PSA since no models of the related systems 
exist in the Forsmark 1/2 PSA.

— One plant disturbance/initiating event, i.e. containment isolation with a reactor 
trip due to leakage in the residual heat removal system.

— Work orders for corrective and preventive maintenance have been studied. 
Approximately 6000 were issued during this period. One hundred of them are 
related to the systems modelled in the PSA, thereby contributing to the PSA 
results.

The plans for preventive maintenance of safety systems have been studied, as 
well as the revision outage reports, the WANO reports on safety system performance 
and the test schemes.

One of the objectives of this work is to define the format of how to perform 
this type of risk following analysis. We are therefore evaluating all available data 
sources to see what kind of useful information we can find.

The operational data will be summarized in a list showing when and how long 
the components and safety system trains have been available and unavailable, 
respectively.

5 .3 .2 . M o d e l l im ita t io n s  o f  L P S A

Experience from another study on developing the LPSA model (for the Oskars
hamn 2 unit [8]) as well as new findings and problem areas identified as the study 
is proceeding, are documented. This will be a description of remaining deficiencies 
due to poor realism and/or poor completeness. The model tests by using a set of 
operational events having occurred at Oskarshamn 2 will be performed.

The LPSA models test for the Forsmark 1 and Oskarshamn 2 units will result 
in a reporting on, e.g.

— experience gained during LPSA model development, especially generic 
experience,
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— compilation of identified problem areas where further research may be neces
sary, i.e. that were not solved during the studies, and

— suggestions for new research projects in order to solve these problems.

5.4. Specific model enhancements and developments

5 .4 .1 . T im e d e penden t p la n t  s ta tus  sens itive  C C F  m o d e l

This activity serves to develop a CCF model able to take into account the 
requirements set by the LPSA concept. Time dependency, dependency of failed or 
maintained components, test interval and test efficiency with regard to CCF events, 
etc. shall be treated.

The first task of this activity will be to evaluate the influence o f the above men
tioned factors on LPSA results with and without improved model. If CCF dominates 
the actual risk — as is likely to be the case — then it will be very important to find 
ways of incorporating the CCFs in a proper way. Another task will be to perform 
a literature survey.

Test interval dependencies in CCF models. Three different CCF models based 
on the MGL model are suggested in a Vattenfall report [13], Table П. The problem 
is to achieve the realism in the models and to allow non-symmetric test arrange
ments. The third model in Table П allows non-symmetric test arrangements but can
not be used in the available fault tree codes.

To represent a failure situation correctly the CCF model must allow that one 
or more components are unavailable. (Using a quadruple CCF model even if only 
three trains are in operation gives a factor four of conservative error.) The only 
model studied here that allows this in a correct manner is the third model in Table П.

5 .4 .2 . Id e n t if ic a t io n  o f  u se fu l m easures f o r  r is k  m o n ito r in g , th e ir  a p p lic a b il i ty  a n d  

m ethods o f  q u a n tif ic a t io n

Discussions at the NKS/SIK-1 work meetings show that there are several 
different interpretations on which measures should be used for risk monitoring.

It is important that definitions and concepts within the risk monitoring concept 
are established. Therefore, one activity with the objective to generate a common 
understanding of the LPSA concept will deal with questions such as:

— the risk measures to be used,
— the methods and models to calculate these measures, and
— their interpretation in risk monitoring and risk control activities.
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A number of the utility representatives seem to be rather unsatisfied with the 
selectivity of the reporting practices of operating experience [3]. More weight should 
be placed on important events and less weight on insignificant events in the report
ing. The internal and external reporting and analysis practice should also be more 
effectively directed towards the needs to improve the safety and availability at the 
utilities, instead of being based on authority requirements mainly. Computerized 
failure and event reporting systems in use and to be developed are expected to facili
tate a more efficient analysis treatment and utilization of operating experience at 
plants as well as at regulatory bodies. The international WANO performance indica
tors are regarded as having mainly an informative function. The past operational per
formance of an individual plant is reflected by the performance indicators. The 
WANO performance indicators are being adopted by the utilities and are now being 
implemented in the Nordic plants’ information systems.

The utilization of the above performance indicators for corrective actions and 
for control and steering o f the plant activities is quite minor. Although the perfor
mance indicators are generally considered to be quite positively correlated with the 
safety performance, they are not believed to have a preventive function at a specific 
plant. A preventive function might be fulfilled better by using more detailed and 
plant specific safety indicators for monitoring safety significant activities at the plant.

Collection and analysis of plant specific event information and development of 
systematic methods for early identification of degrading developments and deficien
cies are considered essential for safety. For this purpose the safety indicators are 
being developed.

The operational safety indicators are closely related to the LPSA concept by 
analysis and evaluation of operational data for presentation of trends and reliability 
levels in plant operating history without delay.

6. O PER ATIO NA L SAFETY INDICATORS

The following application objects for safety indicators were proposed:

— effectiveness of maintenance and surveillance activities
— unavailability o f safety significant systems and components
— reliability of safety functions
— human and organizational performance.

7. INTEGRATION OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE, SAFETY INDICATORS 
AND LPSA

The integration of the operating experience, safety indicators and LPSA was 
not regarded as the most important and necessary objective in the first phase of the
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SIK-1 project. It was proposed that it should be considered after the LPSA and safety 
indicators had been developed further and more experience on their feasibilities had 
been accumulated [3]. Only few actual ideas or suggestions were proposed on how 
the safety indicators and LPSA could supplement each other. The integration activi
ties are planned for 1992-1993 and include the development of probabilistic safety 
indicators based on PSA models and systematic analysis o f the operating history.

8 . CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PREPROJECT AND FOR FUTURE WORK

8.1. Preproject 1990

The overall status of PSA and the experience gained in performing and utiliz
ing PSA studies are quite similar among all utilities in Sweden and Finland. A natural 
step is now to pass towards a living use of present Level 1 studies at the plants. Per
sons involved in the PSA activities at the utilities as well as at the regulatory bodies 
are convinced of the usefulness of these activities.

A basic PSA model intended to be used for LPSA purposes has to be modified 
and enhanced in several areas.

It is necessary to carry out model, data and tool improvements in order to reach 
a state where all capabilities of a LPSA are fully explored and utilized. Some of these 
improvement needs were identified in this preproject and several others are expected 
to be identified during the NKS/SIK-1 work going on.

It is necessary to define which risk measures should be calculated with the 
LPSA model and how to use them and identify their limitations.

The objectives for 1991 are to develop and test an LPSA model and to docu
ment procedures in order to enhance existing PSA models so that they are able to 
fulfil the requirements of an LPSA model. During 1991, specific problem areas 
related to time dependent modelling and quantification of useful risk measures should 
be addressed, as well.

Collection and analysis o f relevant operational experience, and elaboration of 
systematic methods for early identification of degrading developments and deficien
cies, is considered essential for safety. A preventive function might be fulfilled best 
by using more detailed and plant specific safety indicators for monitoring safety 
significant activities at the plant.

The integration of the operating experience, safety indicators and LPSA was 
not considered as a necessary objective before other parts had been developed 
further.

8.2. Future work 1991-1993

LPSA and safety indicator development work will continue. The main LPSA 
tasks during 1991 are the developments of the continuous risk monitoring model.
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Furthermore, the specific model enhancements, developments and research efforts 
for identified problem areas will continue as well as the development of making 
LPSA possible and exploitable. Finally, the outcomes from the problem solving 
activities mentioned above will be translated into requirements on existing or new 
software. Other planned activities that will start during 1991-93 are:

— Precursor analysis case study
— Technical specifications optimization case study
— A case study applying risk planning
— Application of LPSA to routine risk surveillance.

The aim of the NKS/SIK-1 project (1990-1993) is to describe and demonstrate 
examples of applications of LPSA and safety indicators as well as applications of 
their integrated use.
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GO-FLOW  RELIABILITY ANALYSIS SUPPORT SYSTEM.
The paper describes a support system for the GO-FLOW  reliability analysis. The 

authors have developed the GO-FLOW  methodology and performed many kinds o f system 
reliability analysis by the GO-FLOW  methodology. If an engineering system becomes large, 
the analysis procedure requires a great effort, especially to construct a GO-FLOW  chart and 
to produce input data for the GO-FLOW  analysis program. The GO-FLOW  analysis support 
system is a fully integrated personal computer based, menu driven analysis system. The 
detailed explanation for the GO-FLOW  chart editor and the GO-FLOW  chart plotting pro
gram is given. By this support system, the GO-FLOW  analysis is performed as if it were done 
only on a personal computer placed on the analyst’s own desk. This support system makes 
the GO-FLOW  methodology a powerful tool in a living PSA.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a support system for the GO-FLOW  reliability analysis. 
The authors have developed the GO-FLOW  methodology [1] and performed many 
kinds of system reliability analysis [2, 3] by the GO-FLOW  methodology. 
Experience gained by the analysis shows the usefulness and the specific features of 
the GO-FLOW  methodology.

The analysis steps in the GO-FLOW  methodology are: constructing a GO- 
FLOW chart, producing input data for the GO-FLOW  analysis program, running 
the GO-FLOW  analysis program on a mainframe computer, interpreting the results 
o f analyses, representing the results in graphic or tabular form, and producing a 
documentation. If an engineering system becomes large, the above procedure 
requires a great effort, especially to construct a GO-FLOW  chart and to produce 
input data for the GO-FLOW  analysis program. Then, the authors have developed 
the GO-FLOW  analysis support system [4], which is a fully integrated personal 
computer (PC) based, menu driven analysis system.

677
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The objective of the development of this system is to improve the efficiency 
with which the GO-FLOW  analysis can be conducted and to enable us to use the 
GO-FLOW  methodology as a powerful tool in a living PSA.

2. GO-FLOW  METHODOLOGY

The GO-FLOW  methodology, which is a success oriented system analysis 
technique, is capable of evaluating system reliability and availability. The modelling 
technique produces the GO-FLOW  chart, which consists o f signal lines and opera
tors. The operators model function or failure o f the physical equipment, a logical 
gate and a signal generator. Fourteen different types of operator are currently 
defined, as is shown in Fig. 1.

Signals represent some physical quantity or information. The ‘existence’ of a 
signal means the existence of a physical quantity or information. In the GO-FLOW  
methodology, the existence of a physical quantity is interpreted as both the actual 
and the potential existence of a physical quantity. ‘Potential existence’ means that 
a physical quantity exists when all the resistance ‘downstream’ is removed.

A quantity called ‘intensity’ is associated with a signal. Usually the intensity 
represents the probability of signal existence. When a signal is used as a subinput 
signal to the type 35, 37 or 38 operators, the intensity represents a time interval 
between the successive time points.

A finite number of discrete time values (points) are required to express the 
system operational sequence. The values do not necessarily represent the real time 
but correspond to it and represent an ordering.

An analysis is performed from the upstream to the downstream signal lines. 
In most cases, only one or, at most, few of all the defined signals are of interest; 
these signals are called final signals. An analysis is completed when the intensities 
of the final signals at all time points are obtained.

The GO-FLOW  methodology possesses the following significant features: 
(a) The GO-FLOW  chart corresponds to the physical layout of a system and is easy 
to construct and validate; (b) alterations and updates to a GO-FLOW  chart are 
readily accomplished; (c) GO-FLOW  contains all possible system operational states, 
and (d) the analysis is performed by one GO-FLOW  chart with one computer run.

3. CONFIGURATION OF THE SYSTEM

Figure 2 shows the analysis steps and the hardware and software configura
tions. The system is composed of a personal computer (NEC PC-9801RX ) with
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FIG. 1. Operators in the G O-FLOW  methodology.

640 Kb of random access memory (RAM) plus 4 Mb expanded RAM board, a main
frame computer (ACOS 910/8), data storage devices (8 Mb of hard disk and 326 Mb 
of magneto-optical disk), a printer, a plotter, and additional devices. The PC and the 
mainframe computer are connected by a local area network.

The GO-FLOW  analysis program is installed in the mainframe computer and 
other software, and data are stored in the data storage devices which are directly con
nected to the PC.

The first step of the analysis is to construct a GO-FLOW  chart, which is the 
modelling of a plant. An analyst interactively constructs a GO-FLOW  chart on a 
CRT display with the support o f the GO-FLOW  chart editor. During the construc
tion of a GO-FLOW  chart, component failure data and an analysis condition are 
entered in the chart.

The completed GO-FLOW  chart can be printed out by a printer or can be 
drawn on large size paper by a plotter.

The input data for the GO-FLOW  analysis program on a mainframe computer 
are automatically generated from the GO-FLOW  chart in this support system. The 
file of the input data is transmitted to the mainframe through a local area network.

The personal computer is used as a terminal board of the mainframe computer 
and the GO-FLOW  analysis program can be started through the PC. A line printer 
of the mainframe prints out the results o f the analysis. Further, the analysis results 
are transmitted to the PC and expressed in the form of figures or tables. The program 
for representing the analysis results in graphic or tabular form is now being 
developed.
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The GO-FLOW  chart editor is an interactive graphics editor for a GO-FLOW  
chart with menus and mouse clicks. Icons of standardized operators are provided in 
the editor. Figure 3 shows an example of a CRT display. The actual display is 
expressed in colour. There are two windows, a large and a small one; the active win
dow is selected by mouse clicking. Each window can display any part of GO-FLOW  
chart construction. A main menu is shown in the upper right corner of the display. 
Clicking on any item in the menu activates each function.

Figure 4 shows items in the main menus and submenus. In the following, the 
function of the GO-FLOW  chart editor is explained in detail by menu item.

On the ‘Edit’ menu, operators and signal lines are created, modified and 
deleted. The ‘Add-Operator’ command creates a type-25 operator at any unoccupied 
place in a chart by mouse clicking. The ‘Add-Signal Line’ command connects any 
two operators by a signal line. Numbering of operators and signal lines is done auto
matically when they are created. The ‘Delete’ command deletes any operator or 
signal line by mouse clicking. The ‘Modify’ command changes type, failure data, 
component name and comment of an operator. This command can also change the 
direction of a signal line and identify final signals. Furthermore, intensities of a 
signal line can be given at any time point. The ‘M ove’ command moves an operator 
to any place in a chart. In this case, the connected signal lines are also moved with 
the operator. The ‘Move’ command also moves a signal line and connects it to a 
different operator.

In the ‘Attr Copy’ command, an attribute of one operator can be copied to 
another operator. The ‘Chrt Copy’ command clones the whole or a part o f a chart 
to an unoccupied place in the same chart with the attributes of operators and signal 
lines. The ‘Renumber’ command renumbers operators and signal lines.

On the ‘File’ menu, there are many commands managing data files. In the 
‘DOS Command’, we can execute the DOS command. The ‘Save’ command creates 
a file which contains the data of a constructed GO-FLOW  chart. The ‘Make Data’ 
command has an important function: it produces input data for the GO-FLOW  analy
sis program in the mainframe computer from a GO-FLOW  chart. The ‘Load’ com
mand reads the data of a GO-FLOW  chart which has already been constructed. The 
‘Merge’ command combines two GO-FLOW  charts, producing one large GO- 
FLOW chart.

On the ‘System’ menu, we can obtain the hardcopy of a CRT display or clear 
all the constructing chart data or end the editing procedure.

The ‘Detail’ command expresses the detailed information on operators or sig
nal lines. In the ‘Time Pnt.’ command, the number of time points is defined and a 
comment on each time point is given. The ‘Window’ command shows the region of 
the active window in terms o f x and y co-ordinates in the upper left and lower right 
corners of the window.

4 . G O -F L O W  CH A RT ED ITO R
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FIG. 4. Items in the main and sub-menus.

The commands in the bottom line of the main menu are concerned with the dis
play area of GO-FLOW  chart construction.

5. GFC PLOTTING PROGRAM

The GFC (GO-FLOW  Chart) plotting program is a program drawing a GO- 
FLOW chart on large size paper by using a pen plotter. The program is executed 
on a PC. Figure 5 shows an example of a CRT display of the GFC plotting program. 
It is almost the same as the CRT display of the GF chart editor shown in Fig. 3. Some 
items in the main menu are specific to this program, and the remaining ones have 
the functions explained in the previous section.

The ‘Load’ command reads the data of a GO-FLOW  chart which has been con
structed by the GO-FLOW  Chart Editor. The ‘Pen’ command defines which pen is 
used in a drawing process. By this set-up, operators, signal lines and comments can 
be drawn in arbitrary colours and line widths.

The ‘Plot’ command makes the program control the operation of a plotter con
nected to the PC. The available paper size depends on the plotter type. This system 
can draw a chart on a paper up to A 1 size. The chart scaling mode is selected between 
an automatic and a fixed scale mode. In the automatic scale mode, the chart size is
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FIG. 6. G O-FLOW  chart produced by GFC plotting program.

automatically determined by adjusting to the paper size. In the fixed scale mode, the 
operator diameter is fixed at 10 mm. We can choose whether the detailed information 
is written in a chart or not.

Figure 6 shows the example of a GO-FLOW  chart with the detailed informa
tion drawn by the GFC plotting program. The standard operators shown in Fig. 1. 
are also drawn by this plotting program. Figure 7 shows the example of a chart for 
a large complex system [5].

6 . CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described a support system for the GO-FLOW  relia
bility analysis. The GO-FLOW  methodology and the configuration of the support 
system have been explained briefly. A detailed explanation of the GO-FLOW  chart 
editor and the GFC plotting program has been given.
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This support system improves the efficiency of performing the GO-FLOW  
reliability analysis. The analysis is performed as if it were just carried out on a per
sonal computer placed on the analyst’s own desk. With the aid of this support system, 
the GO-FLOW  methodology will be a powerful tool in a living PSA.

This research is supported by a special fund of the Science and Technology 
Agency of the Government of Japan.
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Abstract

FROM LESSEPS 1300 TO THE APPLICATION OF COMPUTERIZED PSAs TO 
OPERATIONAL SAFETY.

The paper aims at presenting the experience gained, the difficulties met and the 
developments achieved by Electricité de France (EdF) in constructing a completely computer
ized PSA (LESSEPS 1300) and in preparing this knowledge base for operational safety. From 
the experience gained with LESSEPS 1300 during the different phases o f the Paluel plant PSA 
two main conclusions can be drawn: this computerized and detailed knowledge base on a 
nuclear plant is a powerful tool for performing sensitivity studies: to be used correctly, either 
by people who did not participate in its creation or for purposes for which it was not initially 
developed (technical specifications, for example), such an important knowledge base should 
have great user friendliness in the tools and great transparency as regards the assumptions on 
which the models are based. Therefore, part o f the ‘post-PSA 1300 study programme’ con
ducted by EdF since the beginning of 1990 is devoted to the development of a workstation 
for reliability engineers and a validation programme of these tools and o f the methodological 
approach within the framework of practical studies (technical specifications, sensitivity 
studies).

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper concerns the PSA 1300 (probabilistic safety assessment of the 
Paluel nuclear power plant), a project conducted by Electricité de France (EdF) from 
1986 to the end of 1989 [1, 2]. Since PSA 1300, despite its complexity, had to 
remain updatable as knowledge progressed, its computerization was immediately 
perceived as necessary. The computerized knowledge base, LESSEPS 1300, a set 
o f reliability models, computation methods and computer tools, was developed to 
that end.

We intend here not only to describe the major features of this knowledge base 
but also to show that the implementation of a living PSA presupposes some mastery 
over the application field and over the knowledge base validity range. The truth of 
this remark, which is already apparent when the tool is merely aimed at keeping

689
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abreast of progress in knowledge, is even more keenly felt when aids to design or 
operation in nuclear power plants have to be handled.

2. MAJOR FEATURES OF THE LESSEPS 1300 KNOWLEDGE BASE

2.1. Set of reliability methods and models

As PSA 1300 is intended for computing core melt occurrence probability, the 
accident scenarios leading to this undesirable event have to be identified and 
quantified.

The study taken globally consists in sequencing reliability models so as to 
assess the probability of:

— initiating events (classified under 10 families) or events likely to result in core 
melt when the safety systems triggered by the initiator occurrence do not 
operate;

— the failures of the safety systems mentioned above (13 main systems in a 
nuclear unit of the Paluel power plant);

— accident sequences leading to core damage and, possibly, to core melt.

Three types of method were used to work out these reliability models: fault 
trees, states graphs and event trees.

2.1.1. Fault trees

Some 200 fault trees were built for the PSA 1300. Generally, this modelling 
method was adopted to analyse static systems with few configuration changes during 
their mission. To this category belong the thermal hydraulic systems (such as the 
steam generator auxiliary feedwater system) for relatively short mission times 
preventing component repairs from being taken into account.

The fault trees built are on purpose very detailed, since each component failure 
can be broken down into a dozen or more elementary failures (failure during opera
tion or upon demand specific to the component, maintenance caused unavailability, 
failure of control systems, common cause failure, etc.).

Although its immediate consequence is to make the overall modelling more 
unwieldy, this option, maintained all through the PSA 1300 whatever the computa
tion method, was intentionally chosen so that

— all types of study of sensitivity to elementary data could be subsequently 
performed

— a reference model that was as exhaustive as possible could be developed since 
simplified models can only be worked out in a second phase, on the basis of 
the experience gained.
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FIG. 1. Core cooling system: loss of the two trains.

2.1.2. States graphs

Generally little used in PSAs carried out in other countries, this method can
not, in fact, be avoided for systems whose strongly sequential nature forbids the use 
of Boolean methods alone, if realistic results are to be obtained [3].

To this category belong, for instance, the power supplies of a nuclear power 
plant and systems with a passive redundancy-type operation such as the component 
cooling system (Fig. 1) or systems characterized by alternating operating and test 
phases such as the digital integrated protection system (SPIN).

Depending on the states graph size, two types of quantification method were
used:

— A matrix resolution based processing for phased mission systems. A graph is 
then described by the matrix of its transition rates.

— A direct search of event sequences leading to the system failure, without graph 
construction. This investigation relies on a model consisting of production 
rules which describe likely events (occurrence rules), their consequences on 
the system (interaction rules) and system failure (failure rules).

Some 150 states graphs with different structures were constructed for the PSA 
1300. The graph processing method based on the direct search of event sequences 
resulting in the system failure was developed to study the 6.6 kV distribution system.
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2.1.3. Event trees

This method very commonly used in PSAs was adopted to model short or 
medium term scenarios (at most some weeks after the occurrence of the initiating 
event) for which the safety systems required to operate can be assumed to be repair
able but in which looped sequences (system failure, repair and new failure) have a 
negligible probability. Figure 2 contains an event tree. The originality of the method, 
as applied in the PSA 1300, lies mostly in the event tree quantification, with a special 
effort centred on time interactions (time elapsed between a system failure and the 
resulting unacceptable consequences). Indeed, when these interactions are not taken 
into account, the results can be much too conservative.

Some 200 event trees were built and quantified within the framework of the 
PSA 1300.

2.1.4. Conclusions on this series of reliability methods and models

The following points in the presentation above should be stressed:

(a) The studies performed for the PSA 1300 were constantly characterized by the 
desire:
— to have a sufficient level of detail so as not to prevent future sensitivity 

studies and to minimize the risk of major events being disregarded (equip
ment failures, operators’ actions, etc.)

— to remain as close as possible to the actual operation of the systems in order 
to avoid excessive approximations.

(b) The PSA 1300, like any other probabilistic safety assessment, whatever the 
methods used and the level of detail chosen, relies on a series of assumptions 
used to work out the different reliability models.

If the use of the PSA is to be mastered:

(1) This set of assumptions must be explained (choice of the system limits, identifi
cation of interactions between systems, selection of the failures considered, 
qualitative and quantitative appraisal of human errors and of dependences 
between errors, assessment of the consequences of accident scenarios, 
allowance for common cause failures),

(2) The validity range of the reliability models must be determined (according to 
the modelling and quantification methods adopted, the variation intervals of the 
reliability data, etc.).

2.2. Set of computer tools

From as early as 1986, the LESSEPS project (Fig. 3) was conducted in parallel 
with the PSA 1300. It consists of three main elements:
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FIG. 3. LESSEPS project.

(1) The computer codes (PHAMISS, MARKSMP, GSI and ISA) for the qualita
tive and quantitative processing of dependability (reliability, availability) 
models,

(2) The LESSEPS software essentially used to sequence the above mentioned com
puter codes,

(3) The EXPRESS and EXPGSI expert systems to generate the models automati
cally (fault trees and states graphs respectively).

2.2.1. Computer codes

According to the modelling method applied, four computer codes were used 
in the framework of the PSA 1300 study.

PHAMISS [4], developed by the Dutch organization ECN (Stichting Energie- 
onderzoek Centrum Nederland), processes fault trees. After a Boolean reduction, a 
series of minimal cut sets is obtained. These cut sets are quantified in order to be 
able to compute the unreliability and/or unavailability of the system. Several types 
of components (repairable or not, periodically tested, etc.) can be modelled.

MARKSMP, developed by ELF-AQUITAINE (France), processes small size 
states graphs. The method used consists in solving the matrices of Markov graphs 
and processes sequenced graphs.

The GSI software developed by EdF is specially designed to process large 
sequential systems. Based on the semi-Markovian graph theory, it can be used to
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analyse a small part of the states graph-type model without having to build the whole 
graph. Indeed, the GSI code is original in that it uses a description of the system in 
the form of production rules (see Section 2.1.2).

The ISA code, also developed by EdF, quantifies event trees according to the 
method described above (see Section 2.1.3).

2.2.2. LESSEPS software

This software has already been described in Ref. [5] so that we will merely 
outline its principal features here.

Designed for the computerized management of dependability studies, the 
LESSEPS software serves several purposes:

— management of data (reliability data, intermediate results, final results)
— management of the models produced by the studies
— sequencing of the runs, a run being the execution of a model by the computer 

code
— optimization of sensitivity studies.

In choosing among several data processing design possibilities, the following 
functional principles were satisfied:

(a) Data on elementary components (failure modes, mean times to repair, etc.) are 
grouped within the same file;

(b) As a result of the modular character of the PSA 1300:
— a ‘partial study’ (corresponding to the work of an engineer in charge of a 

precise reliability analysis: system study, study of an accident sequence 
family) can be performed independently

— all the results of this study can be grouped or sequenced with those of 
another study (or all the other studies)

— the consistency of the partial studies is guaranteed;
(c) All the data required for communications between the computer codes are 

codified and stored in a central unit;
(d) A trace of the computations performed is kept, with the associated time and 

date.

The architecture of the LESSEPS software (Fig. 4) is based first on a reli
ability database (RDB) grouping data on elementary components and second, for 
each study, on a common data structure (CDS) containing data necessary for commu
nications between the computer codes used for the study as well as the results. 
A set of programs (EDIFIAB, EXTRACT, CHEF d’ORCHESTRE) manages the 
architecture.
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FIG. 4. LESSEPS software.

2.2.3. EXPRESS and EXPGSI expert systems

These expert systems [6], which were developed in the framework of the PSA 
1300 to facilitate the study of the most complex elementary systems, are used to 
generate dependability models automatically (fault trees for static thermal hydraulic 
systems and states graphs for sequential systems).

The components are first grouped into macrocomponents, and then the conse
quences of their failures on systems are automatically deduced in terms of path (fluid 
line) losses.

These experts systems confer the following qualities:

— consistency and homogeneity of the studies (presentation, level of detail, 
choice of failures)

— ability to rapidly modify assumptions
— readability of the knowledge required to perform a study, thus making its sub

sequent use easier.

2.2.4. Construction of the LESSEPS 1300 software

All the models derived from system studies and from studies of accident 
sequence families were introduced into the LESSEPS software, and this resulted in
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the creation of the computerized knowledge base, LESSEPS 1300. The main charac
teristics of this software product are:

CDS number 17
Number of runs 600
Running time on an IBM 3090 1 h 40 min

(for the complete quantification 
excluding the automatic generation 
and qualitative processing of the models)

Number of handled data (all types) 3 500
including:
• data on elementary components 400 (13%)
• human error-type data, 200 (7%)
the remaining data being essentially 
intermediate study results.

2.2.5. Conclusions on this set of computerized tools

From the above, we can conclude that a fully computerized knowledge base 
(of the LESSEPS 1300-type) is a powerful and indispensable tool for:

— First, synthesizing all the knowledge necessary to perform a PSA (analysis of 
operating experience to obtain reliability data, construction of reliability 
models demanding perfect knowledge of safety system operation and of the 
operating procedures)

— Second, re-using these studies, in particular to keep abreast of knowledge 
progress (accumulation of operating data, changes in the design or operating 
rules) and spotting the components that need to be carefully monitored, by 
means of data sensitivity studies.

3. FROM LESSEPS 1300 TO THE APPLICATION OF COMPUTERIZED 
PSAs TO OPERATIONAL SAFETY

From the construction and, now, the use of LESSEPS 1300 we can draw the 
following conclusions:

(1) A PSA should be regarded, rather than the calculation of a core melt probabil
ity, as the concatenation of:
— a reference model at a given instant — considering the state of our 

knowledge at this instant — of the operation and malfunctions of a nuclear 
unit;
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FIG. 5. Workstation for reliability engineers.

— a set of assumptions which are made to work out this reference model and 
which, as seen above, can be found at all the levels of the study and are 
likely to change inasmuch as they depend on the state of our knowledge at 
a given instant.

(2) The mastery of this knowledge base, even by people who did not participate 
in its construction, presupposes:
— a great user-friendliness of the tools so that the dependability specialists and 

the non-specialists (designers, plant managers) are able to communicate;
— a great transparency of the tools as regards the assumptions they are based 

on and the relevance of the results obtained, given that these assumptions 
can be updated.

Work undertaken at EdF to reach these goals is focused on three main aspects:

(a) The development of a workstation for reliability engineers, including, on the 
one hand, the LESSEPS software and the computer codes described above and, 
on the other, a new generation of expert systems (Fig. 5). In particular, the 
use of a high level language (FIGARO [7]) to represent knowledge on a system 
should facilitate the dialogue with engineers having no proficiency in depend
ability and result in a homogeneous description of the systems whatever the 
processing method applied subsequently.

(b) The application of a research and development programme to clarify the range 
of validity of the methods that reliability specialists commonly use (fault trees, 
states graphs with or without state aggregation).

(c) The implementation of a programme to validate these methods and tools within 
the framework of concrete studies (calculation of the times necessary to reach 
a safe shutdown state in the event of the unavailability of a component impor
tant to safety, maintenance optimization, etc.).
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Before writing the technical specifications of dedicated tools, whether or not 
simplified, based on probabilistic safety studies, it is vital, for the study credibility, 
to carefully identify :

— their potential uses (aid to the design of future reactors, identification of critical 
components, maintenance optimization, aid to the control of incident or acci
dent conditions, etc.)

— for each of them, the suitable model, possibly simplified, and its field of 
application.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is aimed at demonstrating that PSA, when it is fully computerized, 
becomes a powerful tool which can have beneficial spin-offs for the operation of 
existing nuclear units or the design of future reactors.

However, to master the implementation of these tools, the different interested 
countries should make a significant research and development effort in the years to 
come to clearly identify and precisely define the validity range of the models built 
and, in particular, to clearly explain the opportuneness of the simplifications 
introduced, if any. This will be done in view of the study objective: assessment of 
an average safety level, design or operation aid.
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Abstract

T H E  USE O F PC B A S E D  P R O B A B IL IS T IC  S A F E T Y  AS SESSM ENT M O D E LS .

The use o f  personal computer (PC) based probab ilis tic  safety assessment (PSA) models 

is made possible as a result o f  the increased computer performance and comprehensive com 
puter programs as illustrated and discussed in  the paper. Special attention is g iven to  the PC 

specific evaluation because the realization o f  new developments in  the context o f  PSA has been 

perform ed to a continuously increasing extent on PCs during the last few  years. Some detailed 

descriptions and test results o f  PC software used fo r  fau lt tree analysis are shown. In  conclu

sion, a PSA — based on the best available PSA models — is a successful process to design 

and to  operate large systems w ith  regard to a w e ll balanced risk  level.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades there has been a trend from a deterministic to a 
probabilistic safety assessment. We observe this trend because the initial determinis
tic safety assessment approach may unrealistically assume no variability of compo
nent, system and operational parameters, no stochastic equipment failures nor faulty 
interactions between the operating personnel and the system. A deterministic safety 
assessment process is normally based on only one set of conservative assumptions. 
With the help of sensitivity studies, however, the state of knowledge related to the 
safety performance of a system can be expanded.

In contrast to these simplifications of the ‘real world’ [1], the probabilistic 
safety assessment (PSA) approach has the potential of processing much more infor
mation (e.g. historical data, design and operational data) on the system and generat
ing more results for decision making (e.g. consequences, frequencies, uncertainties). 
It should be stressed that a PSA supports not only the optimization process in the 
design phase but also the optimization of the operational regimes of a given plant. 
This is because an entire PSA model is based on design data and operational 
parameters and is, therefore, suitable for a balancing process.
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The utilization of PSA to optimize the design or to identify weak points is state 
of the art today [2]. The adoption of a PSA model as a tool to optimize the various 
operational regimes as well as restoration activities are under development and are 
already operating in some plants [3, 4]. It is obvious that the evaluation of these 
models is only possible on the basis of increased computer performance, and if a 
deterministic model — describing the problem — is available.

One sort of model in the context of PSA — the evaluation of stochastic compo
nent and system behaviour — will be illustrated and discussed in this paper. The 
insights are based on the ongoing program development in-house, on specific tests 
of a few externally developed programs and on available program demonstrations 
and descriptions. The computer performance, methods and programs to be consid
ered were developed and applied for plant design, safety assessment of existing 
plants, or optimization of the operational process of a given plant. Specific attention 
will be given to the fact that new developments in this context are mainly realized 
on microcomputers, e.g. personal computers (PCs) or workstations (WSs). These 
systems are easy to be programmed in a user friendly way, and, therefore, the expen
diture for familiarization with hard- and software is much smaller than on mainframe 
computers (MFCs).

2. PLANT MODELLING

Today, the function or the loss of function of a plant is normally represented 
by an intermeshed event and fault tree logic [5]. These representations include infor
mation as to which event scenarios are possible as well as which component failures 
have to be considered responsible for them. In this context two main tasks have to 
be fulfilled:

— the construction of event and fault trees by the systems analyst — supported 
or unsupported by computer programs;

— the evaluation and quantification of all the event sequences and parameters — 
mainly in terms of probabilities — by computer programs.

These tasks and programs are discussed in further detail in the following sections.

2.1. Fault tree construction and quantification

The increasing need to perform PSAs and the continuous call for their applica
tion to different technologies induce a growing interest in standardized analysis 
procedures and corresponding computerized systems.

The main aims on the ongoing developments and available prototype systems
are:

— to reduce user efforts and costs in non-skilled activities in reliability analysis;
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— to assure or increase completeness, robustness and repeatability, as well as to 
facilitate updating of the analysis (living models);

— to provide a formalism and rule base needed for the analysis process as well 
as a documentation of the currently used knowledge base for effective further 
improvements and applications.

Expert system technology offers promising perspectives to support these aims. 
Existing codes for interactive fault tree construction have shown some problems in 
the analysis of real complex systems [6].

The new generation of such developments (see, e.g. Refs [7-9]) on the basis 
of expert system technology seems to be a powerful restart to realize the well known 
ideas. These computerized systems — typically used to construct the basic model in 
reliability analysis, the fault and event trees — consist of:

— a knowledge base (KB) including knowledge of the problem domain to inform 
on facts and rules of how to solve the specific problem;

— an inference engine — which is a processor that applies the rules and facts and 
the knowledge in the KB — to infer the new knowledge and to solve the 
problem.

The initial facts base (FB) includes two types of fact in this context:

— topological facts which describe the system topology;
— functional facts which mainly describe the failure consequences and the failure 

causes of all the components considered.

The rule base (RB) — also divided into topological rules and functional 
rules — normally is an ‘IF’- ‘THEN’ construction ( e.g. IF a valve is closed THEN 
the flow is blocked).

Conventional programs will be used for the final quantification of an inter
actively constructed fault tree.

It is evident that the total KB and RB needed strongly depends on the type of 
system and on the number of different system components. Therefore, we probably 
have to develop a specific computerized system for different types of technical 
system to fulfil the ambitious ideas of the experts in this field.

2.2. Fault tree evaluation

The quantitative evaluation of fault trees is normally carried out with the aid 
of computer programs. The main methods used can be characterized as the 
simulative method, the analytical method, or combinations of both.

The simulative method, e.g. a Monte Carlo simulation, is a very flexible and 
easy process in which a statistical model is prepared, first, to fit the given problem 
and, second, to simulate the various random quantities with the aid of a random
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generator [10]. In contrast, the results of analytical methods are fixed quantities that 
are not subject to any random variations due to the method of computation [11].

PC specific evaluation

As was stated earlier, the realization of new developments in the context of 
PSA has been performed to a continuously increasing extent on PCs during the last 
years. This is caused by obvious disadvantages of MFC codes which normally are 
not as user friendly as PC programs and require highly skilled personnel. On the 
other hand, PC programs are normally menu driven and easy to transport. This is 
reason enough for the PC specific evaluation of codes, e.g. IRRAS [12], NUPRA 
[13], ORCHARD [14], PSAPACK [15], RELTREE [16], RISA-PC [17], RISK 
SPECTRUM [18], SALP-PC [19].

A more detailed consideration has to be restricted to those four PC programs 
that were available and had been tested on real fault trees from existing plants at the 
Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit by the time the paper was prepared.

We will give a brief survey on the efficiency of the following four fault tree 
documentation and analysis programs:

(1) ORCHARD Version 2.02 (analysis qualified demo version), developed
by the Safety and Reliability Directorate (SRD) of the United 
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA).

(2) RELTREE Version 2.0, developed by RECLCON AB, Sweden.
RELTREE 1.3 is the basis for the NUSSAR and NUPRA 
code packages marketed by NUS Corporation, San Diego, 
within the USA.

(3) SALP-PC Version 1.0, developed by the Joint Research Centre of the
Commission of the European Communities, CEC, at Ispra, 
Italy.

(4) PSAPACK Version 4.0, developed by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), Vienna.

The software comparison is, on the one hand, guided by the input and output 
facilities and the flexibility and clearness in fault tree handling. On the other hand, 
software efficiency and probability theory aspects, together with reliability model
ling facilities, are taken as a basis for the comparison of the above mentioned fault 
tree analysis codes on PCs.

A survey of the comparison is shown in Table I.

3. PROBABILISTIC DATA PROCESSING

In a PSA the problems in question (e.g. system unavailability, structural relia
bility) are normally decomposed at a low level of basic events or basic phenomena
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TABLE I. RATING SURVEY OF PC PROGRAMS FOR FAULT TREE 
ANALYSIS.
+ + very good; + good; о sufficient; -  insufficient; —  highly insufficient (or faulty)

ORCHARD RELTREE SALP-PC PSAPACK 4.0

Input facilities:
Fault tree input + + + + +
Data input + + + +

Output facilities:
Output of results + + + +
Fault tree plot + + + +

Fault tree ‘handling ’ facilities:
Flexibility in changing data/ О + - + +
fault tree
Clearness fault tree/data О + - + +

Aspects of modelling:
Variety in type of gates о о + о
Variety in type of
basic events + о

Probabilistic aspects:
Fault tree truncation -  о — о
(‘cut-offs’)
Sensitivity analysis + -
Choice of reliability — + + о о
parameters

Technical software
efficiency aspects: .

Speed of min-cut + + - +
calculation
Maximum size of о + о о
fault tree
Safety to abnormal о + - -
endings
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for which historical data are available. These data will then be recomposed to solve 
the given problems.

Two main types of historical data are needed if we concentrate the discussion 
on systems:

— Hardware failure rate data (HFs) including dependent failure data
— Human error probability data (HEPs).

As is widely recognized, there are three main quantification tasks based on 
historical data in the process of the PSA:

— basic event frequencies (e.g. per hour or per demand)
— initiating event frequencies (e.g. per year)
— human error frequencies (e.g. per action).

Numerous data sources are available for the quantification, but the data are 
rarely in the appropriate form required for direct application to the PSA process 
[20, 21]. Plant specific data derived from plant records are the best source of infor
mation on the quantifications questioned since the safety assessment attempts to 
quantify the performance of the specific plant.

The objective of the data modelling and processing for the PSA is to provide 
a systematic, traceable estimate of the different frequencies. A well organized effort 
is necessary to find the raw data sources and to co-ordinate and reduce these raw 
sources into a package of data to fulfil the PSA data needs.

A computerized model is essential to process the raw data and to generate the 
data needed for the PSA. The Nuclear Computerized Library for Assessing Reactor 
Reliability, NUCLARR [21], can serve as an example of an interactive and menu 
driven database management system which runs on a PC or in a PC compatible 
environment.

4. PSA QUANTIFICATION AND DECISION MAKING

4.1. Safety assessment support

The construction of the entire PSA model, which has to be generated manually, 
the quantification with different computer programs and the maintenance of this 
model with the system changes and data improvements is a tedious, time consuming 
and sometimes impractical task. If no updating is done, the quality of a plant specific 
PSA will usually deteriorate rapidly after the study has been completed. Therefore, 
its benefit is very limited. As a minimum demand, a computerized system which 
processes a living database should include the current system topology, the fault trees 
derived from that information and, finally, the aggregation of all the fault trees to 
a risk model (e.g. core damage frequency model).

SARA [22] and RISKMAN [23] exemplify the above mentioned aspects.
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4.2. Plant operation support

The operation of an NPP requires that safety objectives be adequately satisfied 
in order to assure the safety of plant personnel and the general public. The safety 
features are installed and, if necessary, operated to meet these objectives. As a matter 
of fact, in any plant there will always be some components that are out of service 
as a result of faults or scheduled maintenance work. Therefore, it is necessary in day 
to day decisions to judge the optimal restoration, maintenance and operating regimes 
policy.

There are, of course, preformulated instructions based on deterministic fault 
tolerance criteria available for some safety cases related to important safety features.

In view of the complexity of the NPP systems and the present plant component 
outages it seems to be impossible to restore the plant as fast as possible to the lowest 
risk level without an adequate, computerized risk model. The restoration to the 
lowest risk level has to take place as fast as can be managed because as many addi
tional faults or inadequate human interactions as possible should be tolerated by the 
plant. The ideas and realizations in ESSM [4], PRISIM [3] and partially in CO
PILOT [24] and RAPID [25] are outcomes of this philosophy.

4.3. Accident management support

Various computerized models were discussed (e.g. Ref. [26]) or developed in 
the last few years to support the accident management personnel. Especially in the 
field of process engineering, we can observe such activities. These systems are nor
mally portable on PCs for use in accident emergencies (see, e.g. Refs [27, 28]).

The main objectives of these systems are:

— to provide hazardous contaminant and dispersion modelling information
quickly in case of an emergency;

— to be ‘user friendly’ for inexperienced users;
— to be easily transportable so that the system can either be used in the office or

at the emergency site.

With such computerized models and portable PCs the accident management 
personnel can be supported with the actual, calculated dispersion and dose rates 
directly at an emergency site.

4.4. Living PSA

If a PSA model is updated according to plant modifications (e.g. system 
configuration), actual operational plant regimes (e.g. test intervals) and operational 
experiences (e.g. failure modes and/or data), the term ‘living PSA’ is widely used 
today. Examples of such developments or utilized programs are SAIS [29],
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SUPER-NET [30] and LESSEPS 1300 [31]. The last versions of IRRAS [32], 
NUPRA [33], PSAPACK [34] and SPSA [35], including database event and fault 
tree handling and calculation systems, should be categorized also as a tool for living 
PSA. A final version of RISK SPECTRUM [18] will be planned to meet the needs 
for living PSA application.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the literature (e.g. Ref. [36]) and in-house tests of PC software, the 
following concluding remarks can be made:

— A great number of computerized models for system reliability analyses for 
MFCs are available and successfully used in many countries for PSA work by 
practitioners [37]. In a few cases — if the system model (fault trees) is very 
large, complex and intermeshed — some of the codes are not able to generate 
results.

— During the last decade it has been possible to observe a strong tendency to use 
PCs or WSs instead of MFCs in the field of PSA. The development of PC 
software in fault tree analysis has proceeded very quickly during the last few 
years so that we can now successfully analyse medium sized fault trees. 
Nevertheless, for example, the maximum fault tree sizes given in the manuals 
should be treated with caution as they only indicate technical (formal) limita
tions. One of the real analyses in nuclear industry — one that leads us to a fault 
tree with 134 components and 177 gates — could not be analysed by any of 
the tested PC programs.

— Having analysed the state of the art of PC software in fault tree analysis we 
conclude that for very large and intermeshed fault trees (>  1000 basic events, 
>  1000 gates as have occurred during the German Risk Study on Nuclear 
Power Plants — Phase В [38]) we still depend on bulky mainframe codes such 
as RALLY [39]. We hope that the progress of PC software will proceed in such 
a way that, perhaps in some years, we shall be able to run a large risk study 
solely on a PC.

— The expert system technology offers realistic possibilities of interactively 
constructing reliability models for modest systems (e.g. fault trees) on the basis 
of a consecutively improved open knowledge base (see, e.g. Refs [8, 9, 40]).

— Some integrated and advanced packages are under development or in the test 
phase to assess system reliability or the plant risk level not only in a ‘static’, 
but also in a ‘dynamic’ or ‘living’ way. These packages depend on the real sys
tem status and are updated with the current system configuration and relevant 
database. Such reliability or risk level monitors are mainly designed as 
supporting tools for the operators because an NPP should also be operated and 
maintained at a minimal risk level (see, e.g. Refs [3, 41]).
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— A few computerized systems are designed or realized to support accident 
management decisions with risk oriented data and calculation outcomes (see, 
e.g. Ref. [28]).

— The challenge to all safety engineers is to design and to operate large systems, 
such as NPPs, with regard to a well balanced risk level. This can only be 
achieved successfully by a PSA based on the best available computerized 
models (for in-depth discussions, see also Refs [36, 42]).
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Abstract

USE OF L E V E L  2 A N D  L E V E L  3 PSA FOR R E G U L A T O R Y  D E C IS IO N  M A K IN G  IN  

S O U TH  A F R IC A .
PSA has been used in  South A fr ic a  fo r regulatory decision m aking fo r  over a decade. 

Recent changes in  the methodology o f  source term  analysis and o ff-s ite  consequence analysis 

fo llo w in g  w o rldw ide  trends are discussed in  relation to an earlier PSA model. N uclear safety 

c rite ria  to  be applied to  the results o f  the PSA are presented. The use o f  Level 3 PSA fo r 

regulatory purposes is discussed w ith  reference to actual situations in  w h ich  various PSA 

models have been used to iden tify  potential safety problems and to provide a basis fo r  deciding 

on corrective actions.

1. INTRODUCTION

A Level 2 PSA was provided for the two 925 MW(e) PWR units in South 
Africa by the contractor in 1979. The source term from this study was given in terms 
of releases of iodine and noble gases converted to a single iodine equivalent release. 
A corresponding source term risk criterion ( 131I activity versus frequency) was 
derived by the regulatory authority by means of an off-site consequence analysis and 
a population risk criterion (fatalities versus frequency).

Since then work has been in progress to update the PSA to include recent 
developments in source term research, accident analysis and PSA methodology. The 
aim is to develop a ‘living PSA’ for use on PC or minicomputer workstations.

Level 3 PSAs have also been used in the licensing of the Safari-1 research reac
tor and other installations at our Atomic Energy Corporation near Pretoria.

This paper summarizes the development of the Level 2 and Level 3 aspects of 
our PSA methodology and discusses some applications and conclusions regarding the 
use of PSA for regulatory purposes.
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Our objectives in the development of the regulatory PSA model may be sum
marized as follows:

(1) Computerized (‘living’) PSA model, implemented on workstations (PCs or 
minicomputer), which can be readily updated to reflect changes in our 
knowledge or perception of safety factors such as:

— plant system or component reliability
— advances in accident phenomenology
— off-site factors (population distribution, dispersion, dose or risk factors).

(2) Nuclear safety standards against which the PSA results can be compared.
(3) Agreement between the licensee and the regulatory authority on the PSA model 

and safety standards.
(4) Uncertainty analysis capability in the Level 1 PSA. Sensitivity studies and 

expert opinion (especially on the Level 2 and 3 data) will have to be used in 
the absence of suitable data.

(5) The methodology should permit easy acquisition of importance rankings at all 
stages of the PSA (components, systems, sequences, etc.). To enable the 
importance rankings to be meaningful, realistic assumptions should be used in 
preference to conservative ones. The decision maker must, however, be aware 
of the uncertainties.

2. OBJECTIVES

3. NUCLEAR SAFETY STANDARDS

Our nuclear safety standards are given in Table I. The individual risk (1) 
applies only to populated regions. The national population risk (2) is calculated 
assuming a population of 50 million (which is the extrapolated figure for the year 
2020).

The bias against larger accidents (3) is intended to account for the greater unac
ceptability by the public of fatalities caused by more serious accidents.

As regards the occupational risk standards (5-7), a methodology for calculat
ing the risks for our 925 MW(e) PWRs is under discussion. Such a methodology has, 
however, been used to license other nuclear facilities.

As regards the time dependence of the risk, we are aware of the fact that there 
are inevitable variations such as for example those due to refuelling and maintenance 
outages (Level 1) and effects of seasonal wind and rain (Level 3). Although the above 
criteria refer to fatalities per annum, implying an annual average of the computed 
risk, we require the plant to comply with the above criteria at all times.

There are, however, situations in which we may allow non-compliance with 
one or more of the criteria in cases in which we are reasonably confident that the
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TABLE I. NUCLEAR SAFETY STANDARDS

Population risks

(1) The m orta lity  risk  to any ind iv idua l member o f  the population shall not exceed

5 x  10"6 fa ta lities per person per annum.

(2) The average annual m orta lity  r isk  to  the national population arising from  both normal 

operation and accidents shall not exceed 1СГ8 fatalities per person per annum.

(3) A  bias against la rger accidents shall be effected by a lim itin g  frequency versus m agni

tude relationship o f  the fo rm

dF
-------  =  A N
dN

where F is the frequency o f  events 

N  is the magnitude 

A  is a constant.

(4) A  peak to average ratio  o f  50 shall not be exceeded in com m unities o r regions in  which 

there is regular social m ob ility  and contact.

Occupational risks

(5) The m orta lity  r isk  to  any ind iv idua l shall not exceed 1 0 '3 fa ta lities per person per 
annum.

(6) The average annual m orta lity  risk  resulting from  both normal operations and accidents 

shall not exceed 2 x  10"4 fatalities per person per annum. In  addition, the contribution 

to the average annual m orta lity  r isk  from  accidents shall not exceed 10"5 fatalities per 
person per annum.

(7) A  peak to average r isk  ratio  o f  5 shall not be exceeded leading to a peak ind iv idua l m or

ta lity  risk as a result o f  accidents o f  5 x  1 0 '5 fatalities per person per annum.

cause of the exceedance will be corrected in a certain period of time. The time inter
val that we allow is related inversely to the degree of exceedance of the criteria (for 
example in a particular decade bandwidth in Figs 1-3).

The point of the above discussion is that we do not necessarily use the criteria 
to provide a simple yes or no result, but to indicate and identify problems and to pro
vide a basis for deciding on corrective actions and suitable time limits.
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О 2 4 6 8 10
R eleases (log io d in e  + n o b le  g as  activ ity  in curies)

- —  Criterion Plant

FIG. I. Level 2 criterion and plant compliance for nuclear power station.

4. METHODOLOGY

The new PSA is being developed using the matrix methodology (as proposed 
for example in Ref. [1]) involving a ‘plant matrix’, ‘containment matrix’ and ‘site 
matrix’ described below. This approach makes a clean separation between three dis
tinct levels in the PSA and is amenable to computation.

4.1. Plant matrix

More details of our Level 1 methodology are given in Ref. [2]. The plant ana
lysis (plant matrix) concerns the computation of the conditional probabilities of the 
selected accident sequences (involving success or failure of the various safety sys
tems) for the set of initiating events. It is convenient to include the containment spray 
and containment isolation systems in the plant analysis as a result of the integrated 
Level 1 PSA logic which includes the use of support states which are common to
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L o g  ( p e r  a n n u m )

Log (casualties)

— —  Site criterion — I—  Research reactor

FIG. 2. Level 3 criterion and plant compliance for research reactor.

the containment systems. The event trees have been adapted from the original con
tractor study (in some cases using a transient analysis code such as RELAP-5 to assist 
with the assignment of end points to plant damage states).

We are currently using 36 initiating events (11 external and 25 internal), and 
78 plant damage states defined in Table II.

The interface between the plant and containment analysis depends on the 
choice of the plant damage states (PDSs). These have been selected to account for 
the design of the containment building and safeguards systems. For example, it is 
assumed that the reactor cavity is dry at the time of vessel failure, with allowance 
made for the possibility of a steam explosion if the accumulators or the low head 
safety injection system inject water into the cavity after high pressure failure of the 
reactor pressure vessel (row 6 in Table II).

The allowance for an intermediate pressure for reactor vessel failure is to 
account for a pressure threshold for in-primary-circuit natural circulation which 
could lead to a steam generator tube rupture for example (row 3 in Table II).
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L o g  (p e r  a n n u m )

Log (casualties)

--- Criterion ---Plant

FIG. 3. Level 3 criterion and plant compliance for nuclear power station.

4.2. Containment matrix

The top events for the containment event tree used are listed in Table III. 
Release categories (containment bins) are listed in Table IV. Additional bins may be 
required to account for higher vaporization release due to sustained higher debris 
temperatures in certain sequences.

The Source Term Code Package (STCP) is being used for the source term anal
ysis. We are currently converting the codes to run on a minicomputer. The initial 
nuclide inventory has been computed using the Origen code on a mainframe 
computer.

4.3. Site matrix

The off-site consequence categories presently being used are decade bands for 
off-site fatalities combining early and latent effects.
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TABLE III. TOP EVENTS FOR CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE

No. Top event Accident stage

1 Plant damage state Release to containment

2 In-vessel debris cooling Debris in  vessel

3 N o hydrogen burn

4 Containment intact

5 D irec t containment heating Debris in reactor cavity

6 Debris cooling

7 N o hydrogen burn

8 Containment intact

9 N o  hydrogen burn Long term  behaviour

10 Containment intact

11 Basemat intact

12 Small containment leakage Failure mode

The site matrix, comprising conditional probabilities of each consequence 
category for each containment bin, is presently being computed by using a modified 
version of the TIRION code with the following model:

— Gaussian plume dispersion model
— 16 geographical sectors
— various weather categories and wind speeds
— internal and external dose conversion factors
— stochastic effects using ICRP factors (1990)
— deterministic effects using NUREG-4214 (1989) [3].

A more sophisticated model will be used in the near future; this uses a trajec
tory method, accounts for more detailed weather conditions, and provides improved 
modelling of certain factors such as dispersion and deposition, groundwater effects, 
and countermeasures such as sheltering, relocation, evacuation and food bans.

4.4. Form er regulatory model

The former PSA model, which is still the official one until certain aspects of 
the methodology described in Section 4 have been completed, is essentially a Level
3 PSA, but with a Level 2 criterion in the form of a limit on the frequency of release
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TABLE IV. CONTAINMENT FAILURE BINS

723

1. E arly  overpressure; h igh RCS pressure; spray fa ilu re

2. Same as 1; sprays operate

3. Early overpressure; low  o r moderate RCS pressure; spray fa ilu re

4. Same as 3; sprays operate

5. Containment fa ilu re  precedes core meltdown

6. Containment isolation fa ilu re ; sprays fa il

7. Containment isolation fa ilu re ; sprays operate

8. Late overpressure; sprays operate

9. Late overpressure; sprays fa il

10. Late overpressure induced leakage

11. Containment bypass w ith  submerged release

12. Containment bypass w ithou t water scrubbing/or induced steam generator tube rupture

13. Basemat m eltthrough; spray fa ilu re

14. Basemat meltthTough; sprays opeiate

15. Same as 1, but w ith  d irect heating

16. Same as 2, but w ith  direct heating

17. Same as 3, but w ith  d irect heating

18. Same as 4, but w ith  d irect heating

of 131I and noble gases. This limit was derived from the nuclear safety standards 
(Section 3) using an off-site consequence analysis, to be the Level 2 equivalent of 
the Level 3 safety standards.

Figure 1 shows the bias against larger accidents and a typical result for the 
925 MW(e) PWRs.

The simplifying assumptions in this earlier approach are that the release 
parameters, relating to the dispersion calculations, are the same for all accident 
sequences and that iodine and noble gases are the most dominant elements in the 
source term. This approach is now considered inadequate and will soon be replaced 
by the improved methodology described in Section 3.

5. REGULATORY APPLICATIONS

PSA has been used on many occasions to assist in decision making on licensing 
issues relating to the off-site risks from the Koeberg plant and occupational risks and 
off-site risks for various nuclear installations.
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(1) Initial licensing of plant, including the following concerns:
— additional off-site electric power supply for Koeberg
— ultimate heat sink concern for Koeberg

(2) Urban planning and emergency planning
(3) Source term issues
(4) Containment venting
(5) Equipment failure or reliability concerns.

Items 5 and the ultimate heat sink concern are discussed in a separate paper
[2] as the focus of interest is on system reliability. Items 1-4 are discussed below. 
Item 1 concerns Levels 1-3 of the PSA, items 2 mostly Level 3, and items 3 and
4 Level 2.

Some examples of these are listed below:

5.1. Initial licensing of plant

Initially the Koeberg plant did not meet our PSA safety criteria. The PSA was 
then used to identify a number of improvements to the plant which would result in 
compliance. This was item 1 referred to above (discussed in Ref. [2]), namely:

— additional off-site electrical power supply
— ultimate heat sink concern.

With the measures that were finally decided on in place, the compliance of the 
925 MW(e) PWRs with the earlier Level 2 criterion was achieved and is shown in 
Fig. 1.

As regards the Safari research reactor, no physical changes to the plant were 
considered necessary, but a number of safety studies relating to accident transient 
analysis and a seismic study were performed, and some procedure improvements 
were requested.

The compliance of the research reactor with the Level 3 criterion is shown in 
Fig. 2.

Using our more recent methodology described in Section 4 and the provisional 
assumptions given in Section 6, the compliance of the nuclear power station is shown 
in Fig. 3. The upper and lower bounds refer to uncertainties resulting from the bin
ning process, but exclude statistical uncertainties in reliability data (Level 1) and 
modelling uncertainties in the source term analysis which will be analysed in the near 
future.

In this regard the result shown does not include the effect of high pressure ejec
tion of core material at vessel failure (in the event of a small LOCA for example) 
leading to direct containment heating (DCH). This is discussed in Section 6.5 (see 
also Fig. 4).
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FIG. 4. Release category contributions to population risk and sensitivity study for direct con

tainment heating (DCH). Bin definitions are given in Table IV.

5.2. Urban planning and emergency planning

Owing to the pressure for housing in the vicinity of nuclear installations in the 
Cape Town and Pretoria areas the risk implications for urban developments are being 
addressed.

Until we have completed our reassessment of the nuclear power plant, we are 
provisionally using the earlier Level 1 and Level 2 PSA combined with source term 
release fractions for similar PWRs reported in NUREG-1150 [1] (see also Fig. 5). 
The off-site analysis is specific to the plant.

The objective at this stage is to investigate the distribution of the individual 
population risk in the vicinity of the plants with a view to making a decision on an 
exclusion zone. For this purpose a uniform population distribution was assumed.

Provisional results in the form of iso-risk maps are shown in Figs 6 and 7 for 
the nuclear power station and the research reactor respectively.

1E-9

‘“ I----------1— n ------1— П ------- 1— — [-------1—  I ' I— 1 I ' I— '— I— “-I  ‘" Г  '"Г

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

With DCH Without DCH
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1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 R 
5 8 9 0  1 2 3 4 5 P  

V
1
7

Without DCH With DCH

FIG. 5. Initiating event contributions to population risk and sensitivity study for direct con

tainment heating (DCH). Initiating events refer to Table I of Ref. [1]. R P V  refers to cata

strophic failure of reactor pressure vessel.

In both cases there appears to be a well defined region around the plant in 
which the risk begins to increase more steeply. This appears to support the concept 
of an exclusion zone.

Various urban development proposals are being assessed against the population 
risk criteria given in Table I.

Similar risk maps are being considered to help define areas in which provision 
should be made for various emergency measures (such as sheltering, evacuation, dis
tribution of iodine pills and food bans) and to assist in decisions relating to road 
building.

Event tree analysis has been used to develop a decision tree for use by the tech
nical support centre at the power station in the event of a severe accident. This con
cerns the decision as to when to initiate off-site emergency measures.
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FIG. 6. Iso-risk map for nuclear power plant. Scale indicates distance from plant in km.

5.3. Containment venting

An estimate of the possible risk benefits of containment venting at the nuclear 
power station has been carried out using the above methodology.

Using the provisional PSA methodology déscribed in Section 5.2 the result for 
a vented containment was obtained by assuming that all accident sequences involving 
containment through overpressure but not hydrogen detonation, steam explosion or 
DCH be reassigned to the appropriate containment failure bins (raft penetration for 
example) of Table IV.

The result shows a total population risk reduction in the range of 0.5-1.5%.
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FIG. 7. Iso-risk map for research reactor. Scale indicates distance from plant in km.

This issue will be revisited when the source term reassessment for the plant 
has been completed.

5.4. Source term  issues

A number of source term issues need to be addressed to bring the PSA up to 
date. One of these is direct containment heating (DCH).

To gauge the sensitivity of the PSA to this phenomenon, we repeated the analy
sis assuming conservatively that all events equivalent to a small LOCA lead to DCH 
(Bin 16, Table IV). The result is an increase in the off-site risk by approximately 
a factor of two, but will produce a reduction in the individual risk. This is due to
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the higher release fractions and greater dispersion characteristics of Bin 16 coupled 
with the population distribution which increases with distance from the plant.

Figure 4 shows the relative importances of the release categories (bins refer
ring to Table IV) with and without DCH. Bin 14 (basement penetration with contain
ment sprays) dominates in our earlier PSA, but may be superseded by Bin 16 in our 
present analysis. Figure 5 shows the changes in the initiating event contributions to 
the overall population risk.

The above sensitivity study demonstrates the importance of DCH. At this stage 
no credit has been given in the PSA for operator actions (formalized in the new acci
dent recovery procedures) to depressurize the primary circuit in the event of a small 
LOCA. We intend to correct this deficiency as we proceed with our new 
methodology.

Other issues being addressed are Csl chemistry (effects of pH and radiation 
field), in-vessel natural circulation before vessel failure, and various vaporization 
release scenarios during core-concrete interaction.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our experience is that PSA is an essential tool in regulatory decision making. 
As regards uncertainties we feel that any decision making process has to cope

with this problem and that it is not a problem unique to PSA. In the absence of well
defined quantitative criteria, subjective judgement will of necessity play a key role 
in estimating uncertainties.

As regards computerization, review process, level of detail, conservatisms, 
safety criteria, etc., our beliefs are summarized in the list of objectives (Section 2).

We regard PSA as a rational, structured approach to complex problems cover
ing many disciplines. We therefore require that the licensee use PSA in support of 
licensing submissions. Furthermore, our regulatory staff are required to use PSA in 
performing a wide range of safety investigations.
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Abstract

C O M P A R IS O N  O F M E T H O D S  FO R  C O N T A IN M E N T  A N A L Y S IS  IN  P R O B A B IL IS T IC  
S A F E T Y  ASSESSM ENT.

Current d ifficu ltie s  w ith  containment analysis are outlined. A lte rna tive  methods have 

been sought w hich w ou ld  be m ore e ffic ien t and would impose greater structure on the analy

sis. The scope o f  the study was narrowed to the quantifica tion o f  catastrophic containment 

fa ilu re  due on ly  to  a global hydrogen deflagration. A  containment event tree was developed 

fo r  the Sizewell В PW R , and the probabilities o f  deflagration and o f  containment fa ilu re  and 

the ir varia tion  w ith  tim e were recalculated. The results, and the ir sensitiv ity to  variations in 

the flam m ab ility  m odel adopted, are described. A  novel M arkov  m odel and a fau lt tree m odel 

o f  containment behaviour are then presented. P re lim inary conclusions on the advantages and 
disadvantages o f  the methods are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Containment analysis is the most unsatisfactory and least developed of the 
three stages of PSA. There is a lack of knowledge regarding some of the physical 
phenomena and the order in which some events could occur. The only way to com
pensate for this is to repeat the nodes representing these events at several points in 
the tree to allow for the possible differences in time ordering. The resulting event 
trees (ETs) are often unmanageably large. It is therefore customary not only to bin

*  Present address: Hazards and Process Studies G roup, IC I,  B lack ley, Manchester, 
U nited K ingdom .
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the sequence end points into release categories but also to introduce binning proce
dures at several intermediate stages within the event tree. This repeated removal of 
previously introduced detail is clearly inefficient. The aim of this study was therefore 
to develop alternative methodologies which would be more efficient and would 
impose a more rational structure on containment analysis.

2. SIMPLIFICATIONS AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The study was based on Sizewell B, Britain’s first PWR, which is currently 
under construction. It would have been impossible to perform a complete contain
ment analysis in the time available so this ‘prototype’ study concentrated on hydro
gen phenomena because this area seemed to be reasonably self-contained and because 
it is a field in which one of the authors had considerable experience.

In a PWR, the main potential sources of hydrogen generation during a severe 
accident are (a) the oxidation of zirconium and steel by steam and (b) core-concrete 
interactions [1,2]. Hydrogen could accumulate in the containment and deflagrate or 
detonate on either a global or a local scale. This study only considered containment 
failure due to a global deflagration. Only plant damage states (PDSs) initiated by loss 
of coolant accidents (LOCAs) (eight in all) were analysed because transient initiators 
led to unnecessarily complicated ETs. The study was primarily a methodological 
rather than a phenomenological one so the above exclusions were not expected to 
affect the usefulness of the overall results, although a degree of realism was 
sacrificed.

3. DEVELOPMENTS IN METHODS OF CALCULATING DATA

A comprehensive pre-construction PSA [3], referred to as WCAP, was per
formed for Sizewell В and was used as the basis for this study. However, some data 
were recalculated because of either their absence from, or the inadequate method 
used for their evaluation in WCAP.

3.1. Probability of global hydrogen deflagration

The relative proportions of hydrogen and steam that define a flammable mix
ture are expressed graphically in a flammability curve (Fig. 1). However, in WCAP 
the flame temperature criterion (FTC) method was used to estimate the probability 
of a global deflagration. The FTC concept assumes central ignition in a spherical 
vessel with no turbulence and is thus an unrealistic model of a PWR containment 
under accident conditions. The evolution of the probability of deflagration of the 
hydrogen-steam-air mixture in the containment was therefore recalculated by com-
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Amount of steam in hydrogen-air-steam mixture

FIG. 1. Deflagration limits for hydrogen-air-steam mixtures [I]. (1 psig = 6.895 x 
10s Pa gauge).

paring the amounts of hydrogen and steam in the containment at any time to a 
flammability limit. Four different models for determining this limit were used (two 
based on defining minimum conditions for sustained flame propagation and two 
based on defining the onset of a significant pressure rise). In addition, two models 
(a sinusoidal and an s-shaped variation) were used to describe the manner in which 
the probability of deflagration varies with hydrogen concentration. The sensitivity
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FIG. 2. Variation of pressure rise with amount of hydrogen involved in the deflagration.

of the containment analysis results to uncertainties in the modelling of such factors 
was thus assessed.

3.2. Pressure rise due to deflagration

For low hydrogen concentrations, the curve used in WCAP for the pressure 
rise produced as a function of hydrogen concentration [4] (Fig. 2) is very optimistic, 
and the adiabatic curve does not reflect experimental data. The adiabatic curve was 
therefore adopted for quiescent and turbulent conditions but was modified at low 
hydrogen concentrations to reflect experimentally observed pressure rises.

3.3. Probability of catastrophic containment failure

The variation with time of the probability of containment failure was recalcu
lated for each PDS. This probability only represented catastrophic failure and took 
no account of leak-before-break scenarios.
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Since the containment event tree (CET) in the present study only considered 
global hydrogen deflagration events, the WCAP tree was considerably simplified, 
the number of nodes being reduced from thirty to fifteen and the number of ‘time 
frames’ from five to three.

In the following, nodal questions in the simplified containment event tree are
listed.

TIME FRAME 1

From initiating event to just before reactor pressure vessel (RPV) failure:

(1) Would less than 50% of the core migrate/pour into the lower plenum over this 
time frame?

(2) Does the hydrogen in the containment become well mixed and remain well 
mixed?

(3) Is there no global hydrogen deflagration?
(4) Does the containment not fail because of a global hydrogen deflagration?

TIME FRAME 2

From start of RPV failure to one hour after RPV failure:

(5) Is the vessel failure mode dispersive?
(6) Is water available to quench the discharged debris?
(7) Does the majority of the accumulator water discharge into and remain in the 

lower reactor cavity?
(8) Is the debris bed coolable over the first hour after RPV failure?
(9) Does the hydrogen in the containment become well mixed and remain well 

mixed?
(10) Is there no global hydrogen deflagration?
(11) Does the containment not fail because of a global hydrogen deflagration?

TIME FRAME 3

From one hour after RPV failure to approximately 24 hours after the initiating
event:

(12) Is the debris bed water covered and coolable over this time frame?
(13) Does the hydrogen in the containment become well mixed and remain well 

mixed?

4. DEVELOPMENT OF ET MODEL
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FIG. 3. Illustration of sequence development in the Markov model.

(14) Is there no global hydrogen deflagration?
(15) Does the containment not fail because of a global hydrogen deflagration?

5. DEVELOPMENT OF MARKOV MODEL

It was felt that a Markov model could overcome the problems of inefficiency 
associated with ETs and could impose greater structure on the analysis. However, 
a survey of the available literature failed to reveal any example of its previous use 
to structure a PSA.

A Markov model begins by defining a manageable set of the possible states that 
the system could be in at any time. The transitions between these states are 
represented by a matrix of probabilities, the so-called stochastic transition pro
bability matrix (STPM). An accident sequence may re-enter previously quitted 
states, as opposed to the ET approach in which, for this to occur, the relevant node 
must be repeated at each time of interest. A Markov model was thus perceived as 
being more compact. Fig. 3 shows, in simplified form, sequence development in the 
Markov model. Each number indicates a specific identified state, e.g.

1 = Containment intact. Degraded core.
8 = Less than 50% of core has become debris in lower plenum. Global 

deflagration but no containment failure yet. No RPV failure yet.
13 = Dispersive RPV failure. Debris bed is being cooled. Hydrogen present 

in containment.
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The development of the model was essentially an iterative process. An overrid
ing priority was to make the assumptions in the Markov model as consistent as possi
ble with those of the ET. The accident evolves in time in a broadly ‘downward’ 
direction, although ‘upward’ transitions to previously entered states are possible. In 
essence, the model divides into two phases, handling, first, accident evolution with 
the RPV intact and, second, with the RPV failed. Each row contains a group of states 
which deal with similar phenomenological issues. The final skeleton STPM is found 
in Fig. 4.

Since the Markov model lacks memory, the combination of phenomena 
addressed in each state can seem rather obscure. Conditional probabilities can only 
be incorporated by passing on information on the relevant phenomenon from one 
state to another; however, this makes the state definitions bulky. A considerable 
amount of time and a degree of simplification were required to develop suitable state 
definitions.

In this study, the time dependent behaviour was modelled by using the ‘discrete 
time interval’ method [5], i.e. the time behaviour was modelled in steps of duration 
At, the transition probabilities p(At) being given time averaged values p(At) =  XAt, 
where the constant X is a transition probability per unit time. The time averaged 
model was compact and relatively straightforward to solve. Some transition cons
tants were evaluated from WCAP data or from data that had been recalculated in this 
study. Other constants (such as the constant for the transition from less than to more 
than 50% debris in the RPV lower plenum) were estimated in the light of discussions 
with experts in degraded core analysis.

Multiplication of the row vector of initial state probabilities by the STPM an 
appropriate number of times gave the row vector of state probabilities after, say, 
24 h. Frequencies of release categories were then deduced from the probabilities of 
containment failure states. Successively smaller values of At were used until the 
release category frequencies effectively converged on their asymptotic values. Soft
ware was written to perform these calculations on a PC.

6. DEVELOPMENT OF FAULT TREE MODEL

The only apparent example of the use of fault trees for structuring a PSA was 
found in the PCSR study [6] for Sizewell B, although this contained too little infor
mation to be useful. A fault tree (Fig. 5) was constructed for each release category 
by using a combination of Fullwood’s method for converting event trees to fault trees
[7] and a modified form of the logic diagram used to define the release categories 
in WCAP [3].
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The three methods are compared qualitatively in Table I. It was found that the 
general trends in sensitivity of the results, of all three models, to variations in the 
modelling assumptions, were similar. The use of Markov and fault tree models for 
structuring a containment analysis led to the same overall conclusions regarding plant 
vulnerability as those which were reached by using the ET model, suggesting that 
the results of all three methods were equally plausible. However, compared with the 
ET model, both the Markov and the fault tree models were more compact and more 
efficiently structured (i.e. subsequent removal of detail included earlier was avoided) 
and should therefore be seriously considered as alternatives to the event tree model. 
It must nevertheless by stressed that it would be necessary to apply these methods 
to analysis of the full range of PDSs and accident phenomena if definitive conclu
sions about their relative values were to be drawn.
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Abstract

C H A R A C T E R IZ A T IO N  O F FIS S IO N  P R O D U C T R ELEASES R E S U L T IN G  FR O M  

SEVERE R E A C TO R  A C C ID E N T S  IN  L IG H T  W A T E R  REAC TO R S.

Fission product release, transport and evo lu tion  fo llo w in g  severe nuclear reactor acci

dents are discussed, includ ing a detailed comparison o f  the available computer codes fo r  

pred iction o f  various fiss ion product release and transport attributes. These attributes consist 

o f  (a) release from  fuel during the in-vessel phase o f  accidents, (b) fiss ion product retention 

w ith in  the reactor coolant system and pressure suppression pools ( i f  any), (c) release during 

core-concrete interactions, (d) fiss ion product aerosol transport w ith in  the p rim ary  and secon

dary containments, and (e) environm ental releases (source terms).

1. INTRODUCTION

The physical and chemical processes governing the progression of severe acci
dents and radiological releases in LWRs are very complex and subject to large uncer
tainties [1].

As part of the development of criteria for reactor siting, the first attempt to esti
mate the fission product source terms from a severe accident was made in connection 
with a formula developed in the late 1940s by the Reactor Safety Committee in the 
United States. In this prescription, it was assumed that 100% of noble gases, and 
50% of the other fission products would be released to the environment by a severe 
accident that destroyed the reactor core. This formula, which was based on fallout

*  Brookhaven N ational Laboratory, U pton, N ew  Y o rk , U SA .
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patterns of atmospheric weapons tests, did not credit containment, an engineered 
safety feature adopted later.

Subsequently, the US Atomic Energy Commission developed and proposed the 
concept of design basis accidents (DBAs). In this concept, the most severe accident 
is defined as a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in the largest pipe; at the same time, 
although contradictory in principle, a source term was also defined to help establish 
the criteria for licensing plant sites. Estimates of fission product release were based 
on data that had been obtained by burning of uranium metal in air, also consistent 
with observations from the accident at Windscale in the United Kingdom. In this 
approach [2], the radiological releases to containment are assumed to represent about 
15% of the total fission product activity inside the reactor core, namely, 100% of 
the noble gases, 50% of the iodine (which, in turn, is assumed to consist of 91% 
elemental, 5% particulate and 4% methyl iodide), and 1% of the radioactive 
particulates.

Furthermore, it is assumed that 50% of the released iodine and 100% of the 
released radioactive particulates are retained on containment surfaces. Therefore, the 
amount that is suspended and available for release to atmosphere represents 100% 
of the noble gases and 25% of the iodine inventory. This is the approach used for 
reactor siting and licensing, as embodied in the current reactor siting criteria of 
10 CFR Part 100.

The first detailed assessment of reactor accidents and fission product releases 
was made as part of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) in the early 1970s [3]. 
In this landmark study, estimates of fission product releases were based on limited 
experimental data, and the physical and chemical properties of the fission product 
species susceptible to release during severe core melt accidents. Though it was noted 
that chemical compounds resulting from reactions between fission products might be 
important, most notably Csl, there was not sufficient experimental information to 
support an assumption that the compound might be formed in appreciable quantities 
in an accident causing severe fuel damage. Therefore, radioiodine was assumed to 
be released in the elemental form I2.

2. INTEGRATED SEVERE ACCIDENT SOURCE TERM CODES

Significant research activity in the area of severe accidents has been undertaken 
following the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2. Methods and computer 
codes have been developed in the USA and other countries. These computer codes 
often model the thermal hydraulics of the reactor plant, including the rate of water 
removal from the reactor coolant systems (RCSs), core heatup, meltdown and relo
cation, fission product release, fission product transport inside the RCS and contain
ment building, vessel failure, molten core material relocation onto the containment
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floor, and core-concrete interactions with potential for additional release of fission 
products to the containment and, eventually, the atmosphere.

Several integrated severe accident source term codes have been developed 
under the sponsorship of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and its severe fuel 
damage partners. These computer codes are intended to provide the physical bases 
for prediction of severe accident progression and source term behaviour, as needed 
for probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) studies.

The source term code package (STCP), developed by Battelle Columbus Divi
sion [4], was an attempt to integrate the post-TMI severe accident research results 
into a semi-integrated framework for accident analysis. This code has served as a 
basis for the source term estimates provided in the recently published NUREG-1150 
risk study [5].

The BWRSAR [6], a more mechanistic severe accident progression code, was 
specifically developed for BWR applications under the NRC sponsorship. This code, 
together with CORSOR-M (in-vessel fission product release code), TRAPMELT 
(RCS fission product transport code) and CONTAIN (containment thermal hydrau
lics, aerosol release and transport code), provides a useful package for prediction of 
severe accident behaviour, containment loads, and fission product releases for 
BWRs. This package has been used as part of the Mühleberg (a Swiss BWR with 
MARK-I containment) PSA study [7].

More recently, MELCOR [8], a detailed severe accident analysis code has 
been developed for applications to integrated severe accident analyses and PSA 
studies. The code has been distributed to several US and foreign organizations for 
trial applications and experimental benchmarking purposes. When completed, 
MELCOR is expected to provide an improved severe accident and source term anal
ysis capability relative to the other integrated severe accident computer codes.

Other severe accident source term codes include the US nuclear industry spon
sored MAAP code, the Swiss PSI package, the French JERICO and the Japanese 
THALES computer codes.

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE AND
TRANSPORT

3.1. In-vessel release

The inventory of fission product isotopes inside reactors is a function of reactor 
design, reactor power history and time following reactor shutdown. ORIGEN2 is the 
state of the art computer code for prediction of changes in prediction of pre-accident 
isotopic inventories in the fuel matrix. The uncertainty in ORIGEN2 prediction of 
core inventory is typically about 25-30% under ideal circumstances. These uncer
tainties in relation to severe accident source term predictions are reasonably small 
and are acceptable.
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Small quantities of fission products created inside the fuel matrix are released 
from the fuel pellets during normal operation. These fission products will reside 
inside the gas between the fuel pellets and the cladding. The cladding temperature 
limit of 1200 К is usually the temperature for initiation of the gap release mode. The 
gap release by itself cannot be a significant contributor to the source term.

During accidents, additional fission products are released owing to vaporiza
tion or some other thermally activated process resulting from the heat-up of fuel, 
control and structural material inside the reactor core.

Most of the fuel inventory of noble gases and volatile fission products are 
expected to be released as the core degrades; however, release of Те is strongly cou
pled to oxidation of Zr cladding. Accident sequences involving enhanced oxidation 
of Zr will involve larger releases of Те.

Table I provides a summary of typical fission product releases during the in
vessel phase of several representative severe accident sequences in BWRs and PWRs 
(Beznau is a Swiss PWR with large dry containment) as predicted by STCP and 
MELCOR computer codes. In general, the results of STCP and MELCOR calculated 
releases are comparable, with STCP predicting higher releases of volatiles, and 
MELCOR predicting higher releases of Ba. In MELCOR, the fuel rods are modelled 
to remain standing at higher temperature for longer time periods, which leads to 
larger releases of more refractory species (i.e. Ba). The Te release (which is a strong 
function of Zr oxidation) is seen to be lower for MELCOR than in the STCP results. 
Note that MELCOR results in Table I have used the CORSOR model, while STCP 
results are based on CORSOR-M. Sensitivity calculations with MELCOR have 
shown that CORSOR-M yielded significantly higher in-vessel Te releases than COR
SOR [11].

3.2. In-vessel transport and retention

Following their release as vapours, the fission products (other than noble 
gases) can either condense to form liquid or solid aerosols, or combine chemically 
to form lower volatility species (i.e. Cs and I form Csl) which in turn condense to 
form aerosols.

The behaviour of these fission product aerosols inside the reactor coolant sys
tem is governed by processes of agglomeration and natural removal mechanisms as 
described in Ref. [12].

Table II provides a summary of fission product retention (as a fraction of 
material released from fuel) within the reactor coolant system of typical BWRs and 
PWRs as calculated by both the STCP and the MELCOR computer codes.

It is seen that the calculated results are for the most part comparable. In 
general, STCP predicts higher retention for Csl, CsOH and Te (in STCP, Te is 
assumed to be deposited and chemisorbed on metal surfaces), which results from 
lower gas temperatures in STCP as compared to MELCOR; this leads to increased
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revaporization from RCS surfaces in the MELCOR simulation. Uncertainties in RCS 
retention for a BWR have been calculated to range from 0.25 to 0.95 for Csl, 0.45 
to 0.96 for CsOH and 0.70 to 0.98 for Te and Ba [1].

3.3. Release during core-concrete interactions

Fission product aerosols are generated from the interactions of molten core 
debris with the concrete containment floor. As concrete decomposes, water vapour 
and carbon dioxide and other gases (depending on the concrete aggregate composi
tion) are released and diffuse through the melt. The vaporizing fission products are 
transported by the diffusing gases out of the melt/debris and into the containment 
atmosphere. The water vapour and carbon dioxide can also oxidize the unreacted Zr 
metal, producing more heat in the molten pool and thus enhancing the rate of aerosol 
generation.

Both STCP and MELCOR use the CORCON/MOD2 and VANESA codes to 
model the core-concrete interactions (CCIs) and fission product release phenomena. 
However, the MELCOR implementation of these codes is considerably improved 
over the STCP. Therefore, provided similar concrete composition is used, the MEL
COR and STCP predictions should be very similar. Table III lists the fission product 
releases as a fraction of their inventory at the beginning of the CCIs.

It is seen that larger fractions of refractory fission products are released for 
Peach Bottom owing to the higher gas content of concrete compared to the 
Mühleberg, Beznau and Surry plants.

3.4. Fission product retention in BWR pressure suppression pool

The scrubbing of aerosol particles from gas mixture bubbling through the pres
sure suppression pool is one of the dominant mechanisms for fission product removal 
in BWRs. The SPARC code which uses the Fuchs model of particle removal from 
a single, spherical bubble is used directly as part of STCP, while MELCOR uses 
SPARC physics to model aerosol scrubbing. Models for scrubbing of fission product 
vapours are not included in either MELCOR or STCP.

Table IV lists the STCP and MELCOR calculated integral decontamination 
factors (DFs) for Csl and Ba aerosols (typical of other radiological groups) passing 
through the pressure suppression pool during the in-vessel phase of accidents at the 
Peach Bottom and Mühleberg power plants. It is seen that the MELCOR calculated 
DFs are far too low. The reasons for this are not known.

3.5. Containment transport and retention

The transport and retention of fission product aerosols within the primary and 
secondary containments is also governed by natural deposition mechanisms for aero-
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sol transport as well as the containment failure mode, time of failure (after vessel 
breach) and location of failure (drywell, wetwell air space, wetwell water space, 
etc.). Present analyses performed with MELCOR for the Mühleberg power station 
have considered two important drywell failure modes, namely (a) a massive drywell 
rupture at 0.725 MPa resulting in a large scale blowdown of the primary containment 
into the large and isolated reactor building (secondary containment) and (b) a drywell 
head flange ‘lifting’ at about 0.525 MPa, leading to a slow leakage and depressuriza
tion of the primary into the secondary containment.

The MELCOR calculated retention for the Mühleberg primary and secondary 
containments are 0.70 and 0.15, respectively, for drywell rupture at about 8 h after 
vessel breach; and 0.85 and 0.30, respectively, for drywell head flange leakage at 
about 7 h after vessel breach.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL RELEASES (SOURCE TERMS)

Table V summarizes the environmental source terms as calculated by the 
various computer codes for Mühleberg (note that MUSA results are based on 
BWRSAR/CONTAIN suites of codes) and Peach Bottom power stations. Differ
ences in environmental releases as predicted by various codes are observed, which 
are due in part to modelling, scenario assumptions and other important design 
attributes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The strongest impetus for severe accident research came following the TMI-2 
accident and resulted in the development of several integrated severe accident/source 
term analysis codes, both in the USA and other countries. However, the inherent 
phenomena governing severe accident progression and radiological releases are not 
yet well understood and the large uncertainties must necessarily reflect on the current 
state of the art.

Calculation of fission product release and transport following severe reactor 
accidents performed by several contemporary computer codes show a general 
qualitative agreement. However, substantial differences (over orders of magnitude) 
were noted in the prediction of radiological releases for semirefractory species, as 
well as very large quantitative discrepancies in the MELCOR calculations of aerosol 
scrubbing by the pressure suppression pool in BWRs.

The uncertainties in environmental source terms between MELCOR, 
BWRSAR/CONTAIN and STCP are seen to span orders of magnitude. Note that 
most of the available source term codes have shown significant sensitivities to the 
code version used, the user selected maximum allowable time step size and certain 
user input model parameters.
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IN C Z ECHOSLOVAKIA
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Czechoslovakia

The development of probabilistic safety evaluation methods in the domain of 
nuclear power in Czechoslovakia has achieved the status of tradition, the beginnings 
of which can be seen in the increasing growth of reliability analyses over the past 
decade.

The main efforts have been concentrated on analyses of safety systems of 
WWER-440 reactors, mainly emergency core cooling systems and systems for pres
sure suppression after an accident.

The analyses have been carried out in different research institutes with a num
ber of sponsors and, therefore, in an unco-ordinated manner. The outcome of the 
research can be observed in terms of a close acquaintance with the systems, the pos
sibility of comparing the results and procedures of particular analyses, the develop
ment of methods and computational programs for these analyses, the identification 
of important problems to be solved in the domain of thermohydraulic analyses and, 
finally, in the recognition of weak points in the design and establishment of proposals 
for technical and organizational measures for an increase in reliability of the systems 
in some Czechoslovak nuclear power plants.

Practical applications of reliability analyses or selected PSA analyses were 
made either through direct contact with power plant employees or through the 
Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission (CSKAE), which supported these efforts 
and the development of the research. For safety decisions of the CSKAE, the deter
ministic principle of safety proof has been decisive; it is contained in both prelimi
nary reports and pre-operational safety reports for nuclear power plants. In many 
cases, reliability analyses and accident analyses with the use of the event tree method 
have become mandatory supplements to these.

International activities in the domain of PSA for power reactors have been so 
far developed in two directions.

The first of them dates back to 1985 when co-operation with the IAEA was 
launched with a three-year contract in the framework of a co-ordinated research 
programme on development of risk criteria for the whole nuclear fuel cycle [1], 
where the problem of the importance of independent and dependent human error to 
system reliability and plant safety was investigated. Within this contract, reliability
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analysis of two systems, the passive and lower pressure systems of the emergency 
cooling system, was carried out for the power plant Mochovce [2], which is cur
rently being built. The co-operation with IAEA in this domain continues in two fur
ther research programmes.

The second international activity was co-operation in the domain of PSA with 
other CMEA countries which used or planned to operate Soviet reactors of the 
WWER type.

In accordance with previous plans, a commitment was accepted by Czecho
slovak organizations to develop a PSA study for the Dukovany power plant, which 
is equipped with a WWER-440, type 213 reactor. Although this co-operation was 
restricted in time, the work on the Czechoslovak study continues for the third year. 
For this task, all the Czechoslovak institutes concerned with this problem are unified 
and the research work should end in 1993. Fifteen initiating events have been deter
mined and are gradually being assessed.

Apart from studies for Czechoslovak nuclear power plants, PSA analyses for 
a LVR-15 research reactor have also been carried out in the framework of an IAEA 
co-ordinated research programme and this co-operation is continuing in another 
IAEA research programme on data acquisition for research reactor PSA studies [5].
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Kanupp (CANDU-137) has been operating for the last eighteen years. 
Recently, a programme to conduct a partial PSA Level-1 study of Kanupp with some 
important initiating events has been prepared. The initiating events for different 
types of small loss of primary coolant have been analysed. For this purpose, an event 
tree has been modelled and for all the selected events the core damage frequencies 
have been assessed using the computer code PSAPACK version-2.2. Failure data 
have been used from the Kanupp operating experience and the Ontario Hydro plant 
data provided by the IAEA.

Kanupp is a 137 MW(e) CANDU type plant, designed in early 1960s. It was 
commissioned in 1972. Since then it has produced power with occasional long shut
downs. The total availability factor to date is over 51%.

In the nineteen years of operational history of Kanupp there have been two sig
nificant incidents:

— In 1976, during startup the pipe connecting the heater vessel and the surge tank 
in the PHT loop ruptured, resulting in a spill of a large quantity of heavy water.

— In 1988, the fuelling machine got stuck at one of the fuelling ports at the calan
dria and as a result one bundle was damaged.

A study and analysis have been made of the incidents of small primary breaks 
assuming spills larger than primary makeup capacity. The following four initiating 
events have been selected:

— complete break of feeder pipe
— failure of pump gland seals
— break in the surge tank line
— leakage through the flange of the motorized valve.

According to the scenario, the plant should be shut down with the scram system 
and steam blowoff and the auxiliary feedwater system would function for secondary 
heat removal. Short/long term core cooling would be possible with injection water 
(UW) system using emergency power diesel generators, if normal power remains 
unavailable.

Fault trees have been developed up to the component failure level on the basis 
of design information available and commonly known failure modes of operation.
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System Unavailability

Scram system 1.00E-04

Auxiliary feedwater and steam 
blowoff system 1.00E-05

Normal power system 1.51E-03

Diesel generators 1.79E-04

Injection water system 3.66E-02

Process water system 1.89E-03

Salt water system 2.11E-03

Dowsing water system 3.56E-03

TABLE П. OVERALL CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCIES

Initiating event
Frequency 
per year

Overall core 
damage frequency

Break of feeder pipe 3.00E-03 6.40E-07

Failure o f pump gland seals 1.40E-02 8.40E-06

Break in the surge tank line 1.08E-03 6.70E-08

Leakage through the flange of 
motorized valve 2.50E-02 3.60E-05

The system unavailability and overall core damage frequencies for the respec
tive initiating events are shown in Tables I and П. The resulting values of system 
unavailabilities and the risk indices are comparable with the values given in the plant 
PSAR. The system unavailability for the UW system comes out to be 3.66E-02 with 
the incorporation of human factors as against 3.04E-02 without the effect of human 
interactions. The study of human interaction has shown that their effects are not very 
pronounced because no major human interactions are involved in the operation of 
UW. There are strict administrative controls with lock and key to bypass any auto
matic safety action in this case. Regarding sensitivity analysis a change in system 
unavailability by staggering the data of failure rates, test intervals and mission times 
has been observed.
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Certain defects which may occur in a reactor call for special reliability studies 
of the corresponding detection function to be made in order fully to satisfy the 
safety criteria.

The detection function whose reliability is studied is provided by two redun
dant lines for one part of the reactor acting on two emergency shutdown systems. 
The aim of using the differential model of equivalent parameters is to identify the 
possible influence of a mutual interline connection on the reliability of the two redun
dant lines which are in effect duplicated at the level of the command signal by inter
line connections originally aimed at increasing reliability.

The whole function under investigation may be represented in a simplified 
form by the following diagram:

The two chains A and В consist of different subsystems:

R! and RJ, the detection proper;
R2 and R¡, the logic components;
P2 and p2, interline connections.

acting on two systems of rods B, and B2.
The differential model of equivalent parameters is applied to the detailed con

tent of the above subsystems. It is aimed at identifying in a general manner the 
influence of the interline connections p2 and p'2 (see Fig. 1). Various hypotheses are 
considered: proper operation is defined as the presence of signals at least at one of 
the two groups of rods. In the study, the event/defect is assumed to have occurred.

For the purposes of this presentation, the sensitivity study is carried out outside 
the common mode. It focuses principally on the variability in the reliability of the 
interline connections.
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FIG. 1. Functional diagram o f  the system.

The entire system is represented in the differential model of equivalent 
parameters by a logical expression defining the minimum cut-off points for the 
proper operation of the system. This representation makes it possible to treat the 
different modules and subsystems and the system itself. By treatment is meant the 
calculation of the availability, reliability or failure rate for each instant of the equip
ment’s service life.

As a result, the model used may prove to be a powerful decision tool at the 
design stage. This is due primarily to the possibility offered by the model of taking 
into account multiple parameters and the interdependence between different modules 
and subsystems, and to the fact that the calculation is carried out each time at differ
ent instants.

The results can be presented in the form of summary tables. The differential 
model of equivalent parameters [1] has already been used for other applications:

— Evolution in time of the failure rate of a subsystem of the safety injection sys
tem of a 900 MW PWR;

— Parametric study for the reliability of the energy transfer system for the 
ERATO project [2];

— General treatment of the problem of [(n — l)/n] redundancy [3].
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The presentation deals with an optimization model for complicated mechanical 
components. The treatment of the underlying mathematical model is rather theoreti
cal but the intent is to cover a broad range of applications. The intent in formulating 
the model is that it will be used for a computerized optimization of selected decision 
rules (inspections, repairs, cessation of operation). The formulation of the problem 
was initiated by the problem of optimization of test intervals at nuclear power plants. 
The non-destructive testing of major components of some plant has been considered. 
The main result is the formulation of optimal rules for decision if continued operation 
can be considered safe enough. The decision rules integrate the earlier operational 
history, safety concerns and economic considerations. The time horizon of the model 
covers the complete lifetime of the component. The fact that failures of mechanical 
components develop gradually is taken into account. Mathematically, the optimiza
tion of strategies for inspection, repair and preventive maintenance is formulated as 
a stochastic optimization problem. Analytical solutions for the problem do not exist 
and stochastic quasi-gradient algorithms are used to solve the problem.
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The aim of human reliability analysis (HRA) as a part of probabilistic safety 
assessment (PSA) is to evaluate the human errors related to the tasks of operation, 
test, maintenance and recovery in nuclear power plants. This paper presents an 
integrated approach to the prediction of human error probability by combining a 
cognitive model and a response model. A computer program, HREP (Human 
Reliability Evaluation Program) [1], was developed by the Korean Atomic Energy 
Research Institute (KAERI) to ensure simplicity in HRA and consistency in the 
results obtained.

There are many methods and techniques for evaluating human errors modelled 
in the PSA logic structure but none of them cover all human errors. Thus human 
reliability analysis should select the most suitable method depending on the type of 
human error in order to evaluate it correctly. It is not only critical but also difficult 
to choose the most suitable method or combination of methods for the analyst who 
has little experience in HRA. HREP was developed to support the analyst by 
computerizing the quantification process in HRA on the basis of an extensive review 
of existing models.

The basic assumption made in developing HREP was that human behaviour 
can be quantified in two separate steps. One is diagnosis error evaluation and the 
other response error evaluation. In addition, all human errors were assumed to be 
divided into two event groups according to the phase of an accident, i.e. pre-accident 
and post-accident events, because there are some differences in the behavioural 
process.

The HREP integrates the HCR (human cognitive response) model and the 
HRA event tree method. The HCR [2] method is used to quantify non-response 
error in the diagnosis step while the HRA event tree [3] is suitable for evaluating 
action failures in the response step. The procedure was computerized for the 
analyst to help quantify human errors. The HREP consists of HREP-IN and 
HREP-MAIN; HREP-IN is used to generate an input file and HREP-MAIN is used 
to evaluate selected human errors in a given input file. Further, HREP-MAIN is
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FIG. 1. Task flow s in HREP-MAIN.

divided into three subsections: diagnosis evaluation, subaction evaluation and 
modification, which takes dependency or recovery factor into consideration.

Diagnosis evaluation is a stage to quantify the cognitive error portion of 
selected human error using the HCR model or HRA handbook data. For the human 
errors which occur within a short time period after an initiating event or whose 
normalized time is less than 5.0, HREP uses the HCR model to calculate the non
response probability in the diagnosis evaluation step. The normalized time is the ratio 
of the available time and the mean action time. For human errors whose normalized 
time is greater than 5.0, HREP quantifies the diagnosis error using HRA handbook 
data. Also, if there is not enough time information for the event, HREP uses 
HRA handbook data.

In the subaction evaluation step, the task which was determined in the 
diagnosis step is decomposed into serially performed subactions and the subactions 
are evaluated using values in the HRA handbook. HREP reclassifies HRA handbook 
data into five groups according to basic human behaviour patterns and each group 
is divided into several subgroups. The human reliability analyst can select the
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proper table in a subgroup by answering a set of questions. The process is performed 
using a menu driven method. The basic HEP (human error probability) is obtained 
after this step.

Finally, a modification step revises the basic HEPs on the basis of several 
influence factors such as performance shaping, dependency and recovery.

Figure 1 shows the task flows in HREP-MAIN. HREP calculates the final 
HEP for selected human error by adding diagnosis error probability to the sum of 
subaction HEPs. HREP can be a useful tool not just for HRA experts but also for 
the user who does not have much experience in HRA.
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Ljubljana University,
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Yugoslavia

Human potential capacity is considered through estimation of well-being, 
workload and work motivation in a work situation. Human potential capacity is the 
possibility to realize individual abilities. Human abilities (cognitive, conative and
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affective abilities and knowledge) are objective reality. The same level of abilities 
remains in all shifts.

The level of activated abilities depends on workload and biorhythm. Subjective 
estimations of potential capacity are usually higher than the level of real capacity. 
The level of real capacity at work reveals the abilities realized in the real work situa
tion. The level of real capacity depends on the workload while the workload depends 
on the complexity and amount of work.

According to the results of root cause analyses about 60-80% of all events in 
nuclear power plants are caused by human errors. Connections between human 
capacity and system performance are represented by a mathematical model. The 
model is a useful tool to predict the system performance on the basis of human capac
ity. Human capacity is changeable: variations are due to diffierent causes — mood, 
social factors, use of drugs and alcohol, organizational factors.

The construction of a mathematical model representing the connections 
between human capacity and system performance is reasonable as measurements of 
human capacity at the workplace can easily be made.

Human performance in automated systems has an effect on the system per
formance. Trips are indicators of system performance. Trips are unplanned and 
undesirable states of the system. Transients are also indicators of system 
performance.

1. METHODS

The level of potential capacity was estimated by subjective questionnaires, 
while the levels of real sensorimotor and cognitive capacity were measured by spe
cial techniques. The level of performance was estimated through the time distribution 
of trips and transients. The time distribution of trips was analysed for the whole oper
ational period of the Krsko nuclear power plant.

Data about potential and real human abilities were collected by measurements 
at the workplace. Each operator was measured twice during the day shift and twice 
during the night shift for potential capacity and once in the day shift and once in the 
night shift for real capacity.

2. RESULTS

2.1. Potential and real capacity

During the morning shift cognitive capability depends on the level of potential 
capability, first of all on the level of physical fatigue:
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^-cognitive +  4-3.7 — 1000 X  F  physical +  890 X  Lm00(j

The higher the physical fatigue, the lower the cognitive capability.
During the night shift cognitive capability depends on the level of general 

fatigue:

Cognitive + 295.7 = 372 x Fgeneral + 316 x  Larousa,

The higher the general fatigue, the lower the cognitive capacity.
Sensorimotor capacity depends on the level of stress resistance in the morning

shift:

^ sen so rim o to r + 253.75 — —1200 X  F p SyChjt al "I" 1600 X  Lstress

The higher the stress, the lower the level of sensorimotor resistance.
In the night shift the level of sensorimotor capacity depends on the motivation

level:

ŝensorimotor 261.0 865 X  Lmot¡vat¡on 748 X  Fgenerai

The lower the motivation, the lower the sensorimotor capacity.
Real capacity depends on the level of potential capacity. Models of connections 

are acceptable. More important are models of connection between capacity (potential 
and real) and performance. Trips and transients are the indicators of the system.

2.2. Human capacity and system performance

Trips in the morning shift depend on the arousal level:

trips + 25.96 = -3 8  x Larousal + 20 x Fgeneral

The lower the arousal level, the smaller the number of trips.
In the night shift the number of trips depends on the stress level:

trips + 21.4 =  -10 .66  x  Lstress + 0.78 x  Fpsychical

The higher the stress, the fewer the trips.
In the morning shift the number of transients depends on the activation level:

transients -  8.63 = 17.4 X  Larousal -  8.08 x Lmotivation

The lower the motivation, the more the transients.
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In the night shift transients depend on mood:

transients 9.36 7.11 X Lmood 1.08 X L>motivation

System performance (trips and transients) depends on potential capability esti
mated subjectively. System performance depends on the level of cognitive and sen
sorimotor capability.

Trips in the morning shift:

trips + 14.09 =  0.0147 x CsensorimotorD -  0.0235 X CcognitiveD

Trips in the night shift:

trips + 1.293 = -0.00097 x  CsensorimotorN + 0.03944 X CcognitiveN

Transients in the morning shift:

transients + 26.22 0.25 X Csensor¡motorD X CCOgnl̂ VCD

Transients in the night shift:

transients -I- 9.63 0.21 x  Csensor¡motorN -f- 0.15 x  CCOgn¡t¡veN

System performance depends on the level of cognitive capacity. The higher the cog
nitive capacity, the fewer the trips and the transients.

2.3. Behaviour patterns and system performance

Knowledge based behaviour is mostly determined by the level of cognitive 
capacity. Rule based behaviour is partly determined by cognitive capacity and partly 
by sensorimotor capacity. Skill based behaviour is determined by the level of sen
sorimotor capacity.

In the morning shift the system performance is the lowest in the time of optimal 
arousal level because of low cognitive capacity. The level of cognitive capacity 
decreases as a result of the many different tasks in the system, and accordingly the 
greatest number of knowledge based errors is between 08:00 and 12:00 in the 
morning.

The same type of connection exists also in the night shift. On average the level 
of cognitive capacity is higher in the night shift than in the morning shift. The num
ber of errors is lower in the night shift.

Skill based errors are influenced by the level of sensorimotor capacity. The 
highest number of skill based errors is in the period of the lowest level of sensori
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motor capacity. The highest number of skill based errors is in the period of the lowest 
level of sensorimotor capacity — around 11:00 and at the beginning of the night shift.

On the basis of connections between potential and real capacity it can be con
cluded that in the morning shift system performance depends on the level of physical 
fatigue, while in the night shift it depends on the level of general fatigue.

The level of sensorimotor capacity in the day shift depends on the stress level 
(the higher the stress, the lower the sensorimotor capacity), in the night shift it 
depends on the motivation level (the lower the motivation, the lower the sensorimo
tor capacity).

3. CONCLUSION

The model of connections is very useful in predicting the system performance 
on the basis of subjective data. Subjective estimation of mood, arousal level and 
fatigue is a very convenient means of predicting the behaviour of operators in real 
situations. The worker’s performance depends on the level of potential capacity.

From the model it can be concluded that fatigue (general and physical) has an 
effect on cognitive capacity. Erroneous behaviour in complex situations is caused by 
fatigue.

Sensorimotor capacity is affected and determined by the stress and motivation 
level. Erroneous behaviour in skill based situations is caused by stress and poor 
motivation.

The mathematical model is a useful tool to explain the influence of human well
being, mood and capacity on system performance in real situations. The model is 
the first step in searching for patterns between human capacity and system perfor
mance in automated high technology systems. On the basis of this model new models 
can be developed to better predict and explain the connection between man and 
systems.
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OF THE KRSKO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

J. SUSNIK 
Institut Jozef Stefan,
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

IAEA-SM-321/74P

The Krsko nuclear power plant is the first of two to be constructed according 
to an agreement between the Republics of Slovenia and Croatia. Preparatory work 
on the second plant at the Prevlaka site was in progress when the moratorium on 
construction and other nuclear energy activities until the year 2000 was enacted.

Suggestions were made to close Krsko, of Westinghouse design and in 
commercial operation since 1983, on the grounds of unacceptable risk.

The Krsko plant was designed and constructed according to relevant US 
and Yugoslav regulations and standards. Krsko operates in accordance with 
Yugoslav regulations. The federal regulations include the limitation on the individual 
radiological risk due to potential severe accidents at 10 /xSv/year (outside the plant), 
taking into account initial accident events having an expected frequency higher 
than 10-7/year [1]. A level 1 PSA, without external events, is currently being 
carried out.

So, for the moment, because of the situation mentioned, only generic 
information and PSA results taken from the analyses of similar, related plants, and 
the results of the analysis of the population risk due to the planned plant at the 
Prevlaka site [2] are available.

In Ref. [2], the expected additional population risk due to the PWR operation 
was obtained using the CRAC2 code and the WASH-1400 reactor safety study. 
Site specific meteorology data and population distribution data were incorporated. 
The plant risk profile included the following measures of risk: risk of early fatalities, 
risk of latent cancer fatalities and the whole body (effective equivalent) dose. No 
credit was given for population evacuation. The analysis covered the population 
within a 80 km radius. Figures 1 and 2 [2] show some of the risk results.

Independently of the Krsko PSA, an independent study was started of the 
population risk due to Krsko operation, based on generic WASH-1400 results, 
using CRAC2 and taking into account the NUREG-1150 results. By April 1991 
preliminary results should be available on the risk for the population around the 
Krsko plant so that Figs 1 and 2 could be changed. The analysis will show the 
effect of evacuation of the nearby population.
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FIG. 1. Individual risk per year due to nuclear power plant accidents; no evacuation.

Number of cases

FIG. 2. Population risk per year from the Prevlaka nuclear power plant; no evacuation.

Because the Krsko nuclear power plant is of the Westinghouse design, the 
generic data and PSA analyses for similar US plants are used for the preliminary 
population risk assessment. In the ongoing preliminary analysis, new findings from 
NUREG-1150 are taken into account.
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Atominstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten,
Vienna, Austria

For the performance of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) studies it is of 
great importance to ‘feed’ the logic structure of the plant specific fault tree/event tree 
models with adequate statistical data.

The IAEA database in Ref. [1] took a big step towards this goal by collecting 
and preparing historical failure data information of hundreds of power reactor 
components in order to build up an efficient reliability database for power reactor 
PSA studies. Unfortunately, such a comprehensive database does not yet exist on an 
international level for research reactors. For this reason, in 1989 the IAEA started 
a programme on the reliability data acquisition for research reactors in Member 
States within the framework of a co-ordinated research programme.

The paper, which summarizes Ref. [2], is one of the contributions to this IAEA 
programme and is concerned with the collection and preparation of component 
failure data directly from the logbook of the 250 kW TRIGA Mark II research 
reactor facility of the Atominstitut der österreichischen Universitäten in Vienna. This 
reactor achieved its first criticality on 7 March 1962 and has been in operation since 
that time without major undesired interruption for about 220 days a year. Details of 
the reactor utilization have been published elsewhere; however, it can be said that 
the reactor is heavily used for neutron and solid state physics experiments, as well 
as for radiochemistry and neutron activation analysis.
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The intention of the present work was to define an efficient component failure 
data collection and preparation scheme which can be applied in a simple way to the 
recorded failure data of the past operational history of a research reactor facility in 
order to build up a plant specific component reliability database. In this sense, a 
comprehensive failure data collection and preparation process has been developed 
for the TRIGA reactor in the framework of the above mentioned project under the 
guidance of the IAEA.

Reference [2] describes in detail the collection of plant specific failure data 
directly from the operator’s logbook and the ensuing estimation of ‘failure rates’ for 
all components involved, including all record forms and coding schemes used.

Therefore, the final outcome of this work is a comprehensive collection of 
component failure rates for a TRIGA reactor serving as an input to a corresponding 
international component reliability database. In addition, by analysing the failure 
history of the failure events having occurred, equipment related as well as operation 
related suggestions for further improvement can be given.
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DYNAMIC SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
WITH MIXED COMPONENT FAILURE DATA
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Ohio State University,
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United States of America

Owing to differences in component types (e.g. electrical, hydraulic, 
mechanical) and/or differences in modes of component operation (e.g. on-off, 
continuous), the component failure data for a given system can be in mixed form, 
i.e. failure rates for some and failure probabilities per demand (FPD) for the others. 
In the time dependent reliability analysis of the system with static failure modelling 
techniques (e.g. fault trees), a computationally convenient approach is to convert 
the FPD data to average failure rates from a knowledge of component demand rates
[1]. Using a failure modelling technique which explicitly accounts for the time 
element in system operation [2], the impacts of such a data conversion on the 
predicted failure characteristics of a dynamic system can be investigated.

The example system is taken from boiling water reactors and consists of 
the high pressure core spray (HPCS) system, safety relief valves (SRVs), 
associated piping and instrumentation Following a small break loss of coolant 
accident (LOCA) which incapacitates the reactor core isolation cooling system, 
the HPCS maintains the pressure (P) and water level (L) in the reactor vessel 
within specified limits through the automatic actuation of the HPCS and SRVs at 
the specified P and L setpoints. The top events associated with system failure are 
defined as: (1) P >  1112.5 psi (high pressure), (2) P <  300 psi (low pressure),
(3) L >  +80 in (high level), and (4) L <  -148 in (low level)1. The time interval 
of interest for system reliability is 60 minutes following the LOCA. In view of 
the definition of top event 1, only one SRV is relevant for the study.

The failure modelling technique used [2] regards the system evolution in time 
as transition probabilities between computational cells (V¡) in the controlled process 
variable (i.e. P, L) space within a specified small time interval (At). These transition 
probabilities are obtained from system simulations as a function of possible compo
nent state combinations (n). In conjunction with the component failure data, the

IAEA-SM-321/76P

1 1 psi =  6.895 x  103 Pa.
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technique leads to a Markov chain which yields the probability, pnj(kAt), of finding 
the controlled process variables in a given Vj at time t = kAt (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) 
with the component state combination being n. The Cdf for a top event is found from 
summation of pnj(kAt) over the j corresponding to the top event and all n.

For the study, both HPCS and SRV were regarded as single components, each 
with three possible states, i.e. good (i.e. operating normally), failed-off (for HPCS) 
or failed-closed (for SRV) and failed-on (for HPCS) or failed-open (for SRV). 
Using the generic FPD data given in Ref. [3] and fault trees with top events ‘HPCS 
fails-off and ‘HPCS fails-on’, the HPCS failure probabilities to turn-off and to 
turn-on upon demand were found to be 2.4E-03 and 1.1E-03, respectively. For the 
SRV, Ref. [3] gives the probability of failure to open as 1.0E-05/demand and the 
probability of failure to close as 1.0E-05/hour.

Two set analyses were carried out to determine the Cdfs for the top events 1-4 
with: (1) the failure data as given above, and (2) the FPD data converted to failure 
rates by determining the number of demands placed on the SRV to open and HPCS 
to actuate during 1 hour following the LOCA through system simulations, under the 
assumption of normal component behaviour during this time interval (30 and 3, 
respectively).

The results of the study are summarized in Fig. 1. Although the low pressure 
and low level occurrence probabilities (i.e. Cdfs at 60 minutes) as predicted by 
the two approaches are close to each other, Figs 1(a) and 1(c) show that approach 
2 overestimates that high pressure occurrence probability by a factor of 6 and under
estimates the high level occurrence probability approximately by a factor of 2.

This study shows that conversion of FPD data to failure rates can lead to large 
errors in the predicted time dependent failure characteristics of dynamic systems 
and the failure data should be used without manipulation whenever possible. A 
consistent explanation of Fig. 1 trends can be given in terms of the introduction of 
artificial failure mechanisms with the conversion process and the example system 
dynamics. However, further work is needed to better understand the conditions 
under which data conversion may be feasible.
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An automatic data search process related to the quantification of fault trees has 
been developed to meet the need for searching and for using a large amount of 
component data during the evaluation of system reliability for large and complex 
systems. The ALLCUT-AUTO [1, 2] computer program incorporates the 
process developed into the ALLCUTS [3] program in order to quantify system 
unavailabilities in nuclear safety.

The data for components of CANDU plants have been coded through the use 
of a particular labelling system and stored in the ÇNAEM-VAX computer. This 
coding system provides lower time consumption, ease of data modification and prac
ticality of input data preparation of complex systems. The process operates as the 
data use analyser which identifies various database files within the program. This 
allows the user to check for any incorrect data usage.

Database information ranges from hardware and human performance to 
operating events data. A particular component in data files is represented by the 
component name, failure mode and values of the reliability parameters.

The specific information for the components has been coded according to the 
type, design and operating conditions in the database. A ten alphanumeric character 
coding system is used. Its structure is as follows:

Example: XXYY000000

The initial two characters represent the component type and the next two the 
failure mode while the remaining six are null characters to be utilized in future.

The component and the failure mode database are linked via the component 
identifier.

The database files contain information about the failure probabilities and 
modes and their confidence intervals. In addition to these, error factors and mean 
time to repair values are also supplied.

The ALLCUT-AUTO program has been structured to integrate the data infor
mation files and fault tree evaluation program ALLCUTS which is utilized to 
calculate the unavailabilities and importance measures of basic events and system
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reliability. The program provides quantitative system analysis, through fault trees, 
by discarding terms with a probability less than a preset value and allows minimal 
cut sets of any length to be obtained. A simple program is employed to execute the 
ALLCUT-AUTO code and provide the control flow of the execution.

The ALLCUT-AUTO uses an eight alphanumeric character labelling system 
for the input data, which is slightly different from the component coding system of 
data files.

Human errors are also explained by failure modes of the components.
The consistency between the basic events and the component data files is 

provided by the archive function of the VAX library.
The program requires the failure probabilities of each event in the fault tree 

as input. The component database offers failure rates or failure rates on demand for 
the components. When the fault tree is entered into the computer, the program auto
matically searches the data files and generates the appropriate input data for the basic 
events of the fault tree.

The ALLCUT-AUTO program has been implemented in a ÇNAEM-VAX 
computer. Prior to its application to particular cases several modifications are made 
related to the calculation of unavailability. It has been tested and verified against a 
number of CANDU reactor systems. During each application, the user program is 
modified to meet the specific requirements of each case. An application relevant to 
the reliability analysis of the condenser steam discharge valves system of a 600 MW 
powered CANDU reactor has been carried out and given as an example.

Table I provides an overview of the importance and the effects of some 
components on the systems examined.

TABLE I. COMPONENT IMPORTANCE AND PROBABILITIES FOR THE 
CONDENSER STEAM DISCHARGE VALVES SYSTEM

Component label Importance factor Component probability Component importance

FVLOOOFO

FSB000AM

1.000000D +00 6.436592D-05 

CSDV fail to open 

1.000000D +00 6.400000D-05 

Input pressure converter output failed low

6.436592D-05

6.400000D-05

In conclusion, developing such a process facilitates data entry into the program 
and provides data reliability. Therefore, it is possible to re-evaluate and update the 
database easily. This possibility allows a continuous evolution of the estimates for 
the systems to be analysed.
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LIPSAS, A LIVING PSA SYSTEM FOR AN LMFBR

R. NAKAI, Y. KANI
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, 
Ibaraki, Japan

LIPSAS is a living PSA system for an LMFBR. Figure 1 illustrates the main 
menu of the system and represents its analytical flow. LIPSAS consists of three main 
modules: a PSA update module, a risk monitor module and a risk management 
module. It is designed to summarize and interpret PSA results and to provide opera
tors with operational safety information. Level 1 PSA results for the Japanese proto
type LMFBR are installed into the system on a personal computer. Logical 
relationship data are stored in the form of minimal cut sets. LIPSAS stores data for 
18 event trees and about 30 sequence cut set data involving 10 000 basic events.

One of the main features is to incorporate operational experience into PSA 
results. The method of obtaining plant specific data is as follows:

(1) The reliability data of monitored plant components are periodically collected 
within the framework of the Centralized Reliability Data Organization 
(CREDO), which is an LMFBR component reliability database containing 
operational experience of experimental fast reactors as well as sodium test 
facilities in Japan and the USA.

(2) Generic reliability data are generated from CREDO and other applicable data 
from various data sources using a geometrical average method.

(3) A Bayesian technique is utilized to characterize the specific component reliabil
ity parameters on the basis of relevant component experience.
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FIG. 1. Main menu of living PSA system.

A change in an operational procedure such as the surveillance interval affects 
the probability of basic events. LIPS AS requantifies the basic events, sequence cut 
sets, event trees and importance measures in order. It displays a summary of the 
results.

LIPSAS is used as a risk monitor tool to estimate core damage frequency given 
the specific plant status. The user specifies the outage component on the piping and 
instrumentation diagram (P&ID) or component list. The outage component is treated 
as OMEGA, of which the probability is unity, in the Boolean equation. Importance 
measures as well as event trees are requantified and recorded. LIPSAS informs the 
operator of critical components and important accident sequences in order to limit 
the risk level.

LIPSAS is also used as a risk management tool based on risk and reliability 
indicators. It examines the allowable outage time for components from a risk stand
point. LIPSAS calculates the risk due to continuous operation with the outage com
ponent and the risk due to shutdown. The method for limiting and minimizing the 
risk increment is based on the following relative risk criteria:

— ratio of increased risk to baseline risk
— additional risk increment
— shutdown risk.
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LIPSAS provides the range of outage time for which the risk increment is 
below the reference risk. It determines the best strategy for taking remedial action 
to reduce the core damage frequency, e.g. shortening of the surveillance interval for 
the redundant train. For multiple outage components it gives the operator an efficient 
component restoration strategy.

IAEA-SM-321/79P

STUK LIVING PSA C O D E  (SPSA)

I.M. NIEMELÄ
Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK), 
Helsinki, Finland

A living PSA code is currently being developed at the Finnish Centre for 
Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK). It runs on an IBM PS/2 or PC. The first trial 
implementation of the TVO living PSA model has already been carried out with the 
following dimensions:

— 6 event trees
— 167 fault trees (the largest including over 10 000 gates and basic events)
— 10 000 data records
— over 24 million minimal cut sets.

It has been known that SPSA code can solve in an ЮМ PC fault trees that 
could not be solved with SETS code in CDC CYBER within a reasonable time. A 
fault tree may include 13 000 gates and basic events when all linked trees have been 
loaded. There is no strict limit to the number of cut sets that can be generated. In 
most cases it is a few million. For some fault trees of the TVO PSA model, SPSA 
has computed over 100 million cut sets in less than an hour. The quantification of 
these sets without opening modules takes less than 30 s.

The updating of minimal cut set files can be done automatically with the fol
lowing criteria:

— unconditional
— fault trees changed
— fault trees or data changed.
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The cut set truncation probability can be individually set for each event tree 
sequence from IE-20 to 1.0 and the order from 1 to 12. The cut set updating can 
be done for the entire PSA model, for one event tree or for selected event tree 
sequences. The mincut search can be interrupted, some other analyses done and the 
search allowed to continue. After the mincut search the mismatching can automati
cally be performed with the following criteria:

— unconditional
— cut sets changed.

The mismatching routine creates additional cut set files. There are five differ
ent types of cut set files that are automatically created for different analysis purposes. 
For each event tree branch there are two files: an ‘all cut sets file’ and a ‘2000 most 
important cut sets file’. The ‘all cut sets file’ includes all cut sets within the trunca
tion criteria (often millions of cut sets). The ‘2000 cut sets file’ is derived from the 
‘all cut sets file’. For each event tree there are combined cut set files for each conse
quence and for ‘any critical consequence’. Finally, the cut set files from each event 
tree are combined with each other to form cut set files classified by the consequence 
only.

All numerical computations can be done for a single cut set file or automati
cally for one or all event tree cut set files.

All files are related to each other in such a way that the user does not have 
to learn the file names. The cut set files are automatically related to the fault trees 
and event trees and they are loaded from logical places from the event tree editor 
and the fault tree editor. Computation rules can be saved with the event trees to 
create logical and repeatable entities.

The information support system consists of a notebook, a hypertext system and 
scanned PI diagrams or other pictures. The notebook can be used to document 
important findings, to save important screens and to write comments to the output 
files. The hypertext system includes plant documentation and supporting material. 
Its capacity is 350 books with 1000 screens each. Anything displayed on the screen 
can be searched for in the hypertext books. The on-line help system is also realized 
with the hypertext system.

In SPSA there may be 50 projects and 50 users identified with a user name and 
a password. The access rights of each user to each project can be controlled individu
ally. The available rights are ‘no access’, ‘read only access’, ‘temporary modifica
tion access’ and ‘permanent modification access’. Each project contains a database, 
default data rules, fault trees, event trees, cut set files, a notebook and plant state 
files. Projects are independent entities, although fault trees can be imported from 
other projects as well as from other programs (SPSA can read/write three different 
fault tree formats and read/write database in user defined format).
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PC-FTA (fault tree aide) is a PC based expert system developed to aid the fault 
tree construction process.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

General

PC-FTA was designed to aid and improve the efficiency of fault tree construc
tion by performing many of the routine and systematic tasks required for such an 
activity. By using PC-FTA, an analyst devotes time to the development of compo
nent models (which are reusable) and to reviewing and refining the fault trees 
produced by PC-FTA. Savings between 60 and 90% of the time required for fault 
tree construction can easily be achieved by using PC-FTA.

PC-FTA was designed to give the user total control over the modelling 
process. The idea was to give PC-FTA enough flexibility to allow easy customization 
so that the program produces fault trees in a style and format consistent with the 
user’s practice, instead of forcing the user to adapt to a predetermined style dictated 
by the program. The user has the capability to establish the following features:

— Labelling scheme including the codes for failure modes and component types.
— Component models. Although the code is provided with a knowledge base con

taining models for most of the components required to construct fault trees for 
most systems in a nuclear power plant, the user can easily add, delete or 
modify models.
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The only thing that the user cannot change is the process of fault tree construction 
followed by the code, based on the principle of immediate cause and the accepted 
practices of sound fault tree construction.

Program architecture

PC-FTA consists of four modules: Describe Topology, Manage Knowledge 
Base, Construct Fault Tree, and a Master control module in charge of the flow of 
information between the first three modules.

At the core of PC-FTA is a knowledge base containing information on generic 
component types. The information for each component consists of a component type 
code and description and a model of the component’s behaviour represented by 
IF/THEN type rules. Facilities are provided to add or delete component types, as 
well as to modify the existing models by adding, deleting or modifying specific rules 
for a given component type. In addition, the user can browse through the knowledge 
base to view the component types and the corresponding models it contains.

PC-FTA has a generic knowledge base with models for most of the compo
nents found in nuclear power plant safety systems. As explained above, this 
knowledge base can be expanded and adapted to represent the behaviour of compo
nents not presently included. Knowledge bases for other industries can be easily 
developed, in principle. A user familiar with the behaviour of the components to be 
modelled could develop a new knowledge base containing one hundred components 
in about 20 hours.

Program operation

The user enters information about a specific system by means of the topology 
module. For each component in the system, the component name, the component 
type appropriate to the models in the knowledge base and the connections to other 
components or nodes are required. Nodes serve both to interconnect multiple compo
nents and to define failure (success) criteria for systems with multiple or redundant 
paths. Extensive error checking is performed on the user’s input, and on line help 
is provided throughout the program to aid the user at all times.

Once the system’s topology has been specified, the user defines the top event 
of the fault tree and the construction process begins. PC-FTA uses many object 
oriented programming concepts although it is not an object oriented program by 
strict definition. The inference engine proceeds as follows: a message (top event) is 
sent to the corresponding component in the system. The component ‘responds’ by 
producing a subtree and by sending messages to the components from which it 
receives inputs. This operation is repeated by propagating the messages according 
to the information provided by the topology description. Parts of the system’s fault
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tree are added after each component is processed, until the entire fault tree is 
completed.

The final tree is stored in the form of a list. In fact, PC-FTA uses list process
ing extensively throughout. Interfaces with some of the most common fault tree 
evaluation programs are provided (e.g. SAIC’s CAFTA). However, an interface to 
any fault tree analysis code can be developed.

Gate names are formed by using a set of mnemonic identifiers. This facilitates 
the review and validation of the results produced by PC-FTA.

RESULTS

PC-FTA has been used extensively to model nuclear and non-nuclear systems 
with excellent results. Fault trees produced by PC-FTA are consistent with fault trees 
produced by experienced analysts. The code is capable of modelling process, control 
and instrumentation as well as electrical systems. Flow diversion and flow reversal 
situations are handled by the code without difficulties. Situations where components 
have to change state (i.e. valves having to open or close) can be easily accommo
dated. Results for several systems will be included in the final paper.

CONCLUSIONS

The program significantly reduces the time required to produce system fault 
trees and it improves consistency, documentation and quality control in risk assess
ment studies. In addition, other applications, such as evaluation of alternative design 
options, are ideally suited for a tool like PC-FTA.

PC-FTA allows high quality risk analysis to be performed by non-experts in 
this discipline. All that is necessary is to be familiar with the behaviour and operation 
of the system to be modelled. Experts are needed only to expand the program’s 
knowledge base and to review and refine the results obtained by the expert system.

PC-FTA allows total control over the basic event labelling scheme and over 
the component models used to construct fault trees. The code is very flexible and 
powerful in spite of its modest hardware requirements (it can run even on a PC-XT 
laptop without a hard disk). Large and complex fault trees can be constructed in a 
few seconds.

Presently, the inclusion of additional improvements, such as a graphic inter
face for the representation of the system’s topology, is under consideration.
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APPLICATION OF PSA TO FINAL REPOSITORIES
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Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit,
Köln

Germany

IAEA-SM-321/83P

PSA is a useful tool for the safety assessment of plants and for identifying weak 
points. Although PSAs are generally applicable to all nuclear facilities, they have so 
far only been utilized for nuclear power plants. Thus, for nuclear power plants the 
corresponding methods and an extensive database have been developed.

To demonstrate the safety related balance concept of plant design with respect 
to the operational phase, a PSA was also carried out for the planned German final 
repository for radioactive wastes, the KONRAD repository.

The operational sequences and the features of a final repository are similar to 
those of conventional transportation and loading facilities and mining techniques. 
Consequently, failure sequences and probability data were derived from these con
ventional sectors instead of using methods derived for nuclear power plants. Inci
dents taken into consideration are, for example, collision of vehicles, fires and the 
dropping of waste packages as a result of failures of lifting equipment. The data used 
were made available by authorities, insurance companies and expert organizations.

However, the available data cannot be used directly for a PSA. A frequent 
difficulty is, for example, that most of the statistical data available deal with injuries 
to persons without any further details on the technical failures involved. These data 
were converted into probability data by the use of plausibility considerations. The 
determination of the probabilities of fires in above-ground buildings was made on 
the basis of standards for fire protection in industrial buildings.

The probability and reliability data were used for the determination of frequen
cies for all radiological relevant incidents. The single incidents were related to inci
dent groups to give a cumulative frequency for the group. The incident groups and 
their cumulative frequencies for the surface part and the below-ground part of the 
repository are shown in Tables I and П.
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TABLE I. CUMULATIVE FREQUENCIES OF INCIDENT GROUPS IN THE 
SURFACE PART OF THE REPOSITORY

Incident group Cumulative frequency (per year)

Dropping o f waste packages 3.2 X IO '3

Collision of vehicles with fire 3.2 x  10-6

Fire in a vehicle 2.5 x  10 '6

Fire in the plant 7.9 x  1(T6

TABLE II. CUMULATIVE FREQUENCIES OF INCIDENT GROUPS IN THE 
BELOW-GROUND PART OF THE REPOSITORY

Incident group Cumulative frequency (per year)

Dropping of waste packages 3.4 x  10“3

Fire in a vehicle 1.4 x  КГ4

Collision o f vehicles with 9.0 x  10"8
(and without) fire (6.1 x  10 '6)

Dropping of rocks 4.9 x  10’6

Fire in the plant 2.0 x  10 '6

Mechanical impact in transportation 1.2 x  10"4

In spite of the deficiencies of the database, the results show that the PSA for 
the KONRAD repository has been sufficient to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
safety related design measures.
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APPLICATION OF PSA TECHNIQUES IN NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANT SAFETY AND SYSTEM DESIGN

V.V.S. SANYASI RAO 
Health Physics Division

A.K. BABAR, R.K. SARAF 
Reactor Safety Division

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

IAEA-SM-321/84P

Various PSA studies on LWRs have been conducted. However, not many 
studies on pressurized heavy water reactors (PHWRs) are available. One such study 
was conducted on a standardized Indian PHWR. The operator actions involved in 
one of the accident sequences were examined to see whether any procedures exist 
for accident management.

The initiating events (IEs) considered important for this study were arrived at 
after a careful examination of the IEs applicable to LWRs, taking into consideration 
the differences in design features between LWRs and the standardized Indian 
PHWR. For all the IEs identified and safety systems involved fault trees were drawn 
and quantified. Event tree analysis was carried out for all the IEs and the dominating 
accident sequences were identified. Error factors for the top event probabilities for 
the various IEs and safety systems were also arrived at using Monte Carlo simula
tions. Some of the important conclusions of the study are:

(i) The accident sequences resulting from station blackout are dominating contri
butors to the core damage frequency (CDF).

(ii) Class TV electrical power transients and small break loss of coolant accidents 
(LOCAs) are significant IEs.

(iii) Moderator circulation, fire fighting and secondary steam relief are important 
in CDF reduction.

(iv) The frequency of core damage is ~ 5 .0  x  10~6 per year.

The study identified the important human actions in various dominant accident 
sequences. To evaluate the operator reliability under accident conditions, an IE 
involving operator action in one of the accident sequences is identified. All the safety 
systems involved operate automatically. However, a common cause failure in reactor 
pressure monitoring instrumentation can prevent the emergency coolant recirculation 
(ECR) system from acting automatically. In that case the ECR needs to be valved
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in manually. The operator action tree (OAT) approach along with a human reliability 
analysis (HRA) tree were utilized in the qualitative and quantitative study. The 
results indicate the need for development of a procedure to aid the operator. For 
diagnosis of the situation, it is believed that clear and unambiguous signals are 
available.

PSA techniques have also been used for technical decision making. Two alter
nate proposals for the Class IV power supply for a proposed power plant were ana
lysed. The unavailability calculations were carried out using fault tree techniques and 
the IAEA PSAPACK (Ver. 2.2) software. The system failure frequency calculations 
were made using MARKOV, a computer program based on the Markov model of 
the system. The grid-station and the grid-grid interaction factors were also consid
ered. The study identified the superior scheme and this has been communicated to 
the designers for use in decision making.

IAEA-SM-321/85P

FUTURE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AND 
PROBABILISTIC SAFETY CRITERIA

A.N. ISAEV
I.V. Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute, 
Moscow,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

The development of the nuclear power industry and the increase in the number 
of facilities are accompanied by growth in risk. Accordingly, the safety level of sin
gle facilities should be continuously increased. As absolute safety in any activity is 
impossible, the probabilistic approach is now used for assessment of nuclear power 
plant safety. During safety analysis the attention of researchers is focused first on 
accidents with severe consequences. Although the likelihood of the accident is 
extremely small for individual nuclear power plants, the overall nuclear power 
industry risk may reach a significant level.

Accordingly, current requirements for nuclear power plant safety are formu
lated on the basis of risk assessment, including probabilistic risk assessment for 
severe accidents. Two types of severe accidents are taken into account as being 
typical: an accident with core melt but retention of barriers provided to prevent a 
release of activity to the environment, and an accident with core melt and loss of the 
confinement functions followed by a dangerous release of radioactive material to the 
environment.
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In the USSR, the main normative regulatory document dealing with nuclear 
power plant safety [1] contains the following two probabilistic safety criteria:

— The likelihood of the maximum permissible accidental release with a defined 
composition shall be below 10'7 events per plant operating year;

— The likelihood of severe core damage or fuel melt shall be below 1СГ5 events 
per plant operating year.

The quantitative values mentioned above were adopted taking into account the 
potential social and economic damage of a severe accident [2].

If a nuclear power plant safety analysis shows violation of the probabilistic 
criterion for accidental release, additional technical features shall be provided in the 
design directed to mitigation of accident consequences.

The composition of the maximum permissible accidental release is defined by 
two radionuclides: iodine and caesium [3].

Generally, the probabilistic approach to the maximum permissible accidental 
release makes it possible to limit the area of the emergency planning zone to about 
25 km in radius. Taking into account plant siting requirements, it practically 
excludes the necessity of evacuation of a town with one hundred thoüsánd or more 
citizens in the event of a severe accident [4].
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COMPUTER DEVELOPMENTS FOR 
PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENTS

G. MARTÍNEZ-GURIDI, M. GONZALEZ-CUESTA 
Instituto de Investigaciones Eléctricas,
Departamento de Energía Nuclear,
Cuernavaca, Morelos,
Mexico

A computer package ‘PSA1’ has been developed to perform the Level 1 PSA 
of the Laguna Verde nuclear power station Unit 1.

PSA1 implements new probabilistic evaluation methods addressing the follow
ing concerns:

— Some of the accident sequences take either too much running time or are 
definitely not solvable without simplification.

— Since importance and uncertainty calculations are commonly based on minimal 
cut sets at the level of core melt and it is not possible to obtain all of them, 
a certain incompleteness is inherent in the estimates performed in this way.

— With time based unavailability models, it is necessary to account for the 
statistical dependence among the reliability parameters in the uncertainty cal
culations, so that sampling is required at the parameter level and not at the 
basic event level. This problem also arises as a result of the correlation 
between human factors.

PSA1 is an integrated computer package in the sense that the output from one 
of its constituent programs automatically becomes the input to other programs. In 
other words, the manipulation of intermediate files has been minimized so that the 
user can concentrate on the modelling of the plant. The general procedure is as 
follows:

(1) The fault trees and basic event data are entered into the computer with compre
hensive cross-checking.

(2) The event trees are manually divided into ‘segments’ which are either indepen
dent from each other or for which the dependencies are negligible. For exam
ple, a single segment might be a combination of front line systems and a 
complete sequence might then be expressed as segment 1 (the initiating event) 
and segment 2 (high pressure systems) and segment 3 (low pressure systems).

(3) The package uses the FTAP code [1] to logically reduce each of the segments.
(4) The probabilistic quantification of the segments is performed by the code NOC 

by either of two methods: upper bound and inclusion-exclusion. It also carried
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out the following importance calculations for basic events: Fussell-Vesely, 
partial derivative, risk reduction and risk increase. For MCSs it calculates the 
Fussell-Vesely importance measure.

(5) In order to perform uncertainty calculations, the MUESEG code samples each 
segment.

(6) A new event tree code, SI, works with the point value results obtained by NOC 
and with the uncertainty values obtained by MUESEG and obtains frequencies, 
importances and uncertainties at the accident sequence and core melt level with 
no need either to generate the MCSs at the level of accident sequences or to 
have repeatedly to obtain the MCSs of identical ‘segments’ appearing in differ
ent accident sequences. It is possible to obtain the same importance measures 
as those calculated by NOC for each basic event contributing to the risk of core 
melt. Optionally, SI can generate dominant MCSs given a cut-off value. It 
gives a detailed documentation of the formulation and results of each accident 
sequence. If the segments comprising a sequence are not completely indepen
dent, the program points out where the dependencies are.

In addition, PSA1 includes the following capabilities:

(a) The calculations can easily be repeated from the basic parameter level, thereby 
facilitating sensitivity studies.

(b) Automatic translation is possible from the existing files into formats compati
ble with the codes SETS [2], PREP [3] and ТЕМ AC [4], opening the possibil
ity of carrying out the calculations by alternative methods.

(c) The unavailabilities for standby components can be calculated with time based 
failure rates, and fault exposure times are assessed specifically for each 
component.

The package is written in FORTRAN and is implemented in a micro-VAX 
computer. It has been validated and documented [5]. In addition, FTAP has been 
shown to be a very useful code in a large scale PSA.

At present, an interactive code is being developed in a PC environment to per
form PSA applications. As a first step, the code will display the risk increase in core 
melt frequency if a component, selected by the user, is out of service. It is intended 
to have a user friendly interaction so that the plant staff can become involved and 
understand the PSA results.
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El código ANCON ha sido desarrollado desde 1988 hasta su versión final 4.0, 
que satisface los requerimientos para el análisis de fiabilidad de sistemas complejos 
y los estudios de APS de nivel 1 en computadoras personales, conjugando una 
elevada capacidad y velocidad de evaluación con amplias facilidades gráficas para 
la preparación de las tareas y el análisis de los resultados.

Los atributos principales de ANCON son:

— Un generador de conjuntos mínimos (CM) compacto y eficiente, capaz de 
resolver árboles de fallos de hasta 5000 componentes y 5000 compuertas, 
generando cantidades de CM superiores a los cientos de millones.

— Edición de esquemas tecnológicos con uso del color como estado operativo. 
Salida por ploteador de planos AO.

— Manejo conjunto de árboles de fallos y esquemas tecnológicos para la iden
tificación y búsqueda de componentes con posibilidades de mostrar y modificar 
sus datos de confiabilidad desde la representación gráfica. Se añade la ubica
ción física y búsqueda de los elementos en sus locales.
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— Búsqueda e indicación de los elementos más importantes y los CM más impor
tantes dentro de los esquemas tecnológicos, mostrando los datos de confia- 
bilidad de estos elementos.

— Análisis de importancia de los sistemas y secuencias accidentales. Representa
ción mediante histogramas.

— Graficación de los árboles funcionales y de sucesos con posibilidades de cuan- 
tificar una, varias secuencias o el árbol completo. Cuando se selecciona una 
secuencia aislada se puede hacer el análisis detallado de la misma incluyendo 
la graficación de su árbol de fallos, importancia de componentes en la secuen
cia, CM más importantes, análisis de sensibilidad, etc.

— Acceso desde el gráfico del árbol de sucesos a los esquemas tecnológicos y 
árboles de fallos de los sistemas que intervienen en el mismo, así como la 
posibilidad de indicación de las medidas de importancia de los sistemas desde 
el árbol de sucesos.

IAEA-SM-321/92P

USE OF MARKOVIAN PROCESSES IN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
FOR PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT

V.V. TARATUNIN, A.M. PANOV 
All-Union Research Institute for

Nuclear Power Plant Operations, Moscow,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

The use of Markovian processes in probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) [1,2] 
makes it possible to cover the complex theoretical issues such as common cause 
failures (in terms of engineered system ‘states’) as well as direct derivation of the 
required quantitative indicators — the frequencies of emergency states (for the 
‘fault/event tree’ method the calculation of these indicators may be only approxi
mate). In addition, account can be taken of component ageing by means of modelling 
within the framework of the Markovian model with variable transition rates. The 
proposed approaches have been implemented in the form of the ‘FLOWER’ code 
package for execution on a PC. The code package is not solely oriented to reactor 
facilities but permits modelling to be made for large size systems.
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Наиболее разработанные и популярные подходы в оценке надеж
ности человека ориентированы, как правило, на изучение операциональ
ной структуры его действий и не учитывают природы ошибок. 
Существенным движением в развитии исследований причин неправиль
ных действий и ошибок операторов являются работы подхода HRA (ана
лиз надежности человека) [1]. Однако, в этом подходе рассматриваются, 
главным образом, внешние по отношению к человеку факторы, создаю
щие объективные условия для совершения ошибки или промаха. В настоя
щей работе нами предлагается иной методологический подход к 
определению вероятности неверных действий. Ошибки представляются 
следствием действия системы и внешних (технико-технологических и 
социальных) и внутренних (психологических) факторов. На Рис. 1 изобра
жена блок-схема взаимообусловленности составляющих этой системы. 
Значительную роль играют средства, снижающие вероятность сбоя в 
работе человека в связи с указанными факторами. В системе взаимодей
ствует личность работника с социальными и технико-технологическими 
требованиями по обеспечению качества эксплуатации АЭС. Концептуаль
ный аппарат наших исследований базируется на представлениях функцио- 
нально-структурного анализа деятельности в психологии труда. Исполь
зуется идея о необходимости развития и формирования профессионально 
важных качеств (ПВК) личности работника АЭС для обеспечения надеж
ности эксплуатации станции. Одним из важнейших факторов, определяю
щих надежность и качество работы, представляется состояние психоло
гической готовности личности к действиям в нормальных и экстремаль
ных условиях [2].

Данный подход был применен нами в анализе действий персонала 
Чернобыльской АЭС и других станций в аварийных ситуациях.
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РИС. 1. Методологическая база оценки вероятности ошибки человека с учетом 
внешних и внутренних психологических факторов деятельности.
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METHOD FOR IDENTIFICATION OF DOMINANT SEQUENCES 
IN LARGE EVENT TREES AND APPLICATIONS TO THE 
CERNAVODA PROBABILISTIC SAFETY EVALUATION

R. GHEORGHE, L. DINCA 
Institute for Nuclear Power Reactors,
Pitesti, Romania

It is widely recognized that a PSA study can be more or less complex, depend
ing on the purposes established at the beginning of the work. Thus, a PSA study will 
include both event trees (E/T) and fault trees (F/T), in different combinations, e.g. 
large E/T-small F/T or small E/T-large F/T.

When an E/T is developed, many mitigation systems are involved. These sys
tems can be connected with each other in an appropriate way. The E/T analyst must 
identify these links taking into account the F/T developed and the point where the 
systems interface. In this way a F/T can be divided into an independent part and 
dependent one. It is then possible to perform a system dependencies matrix which 
is useful to create system equations for each dependent system. These equations 
serve further in screening and integration processes.

To evaluate and identify the major event sequences in a large E/T, it is neces
sary to have an efficient method. The method proposed uses computer facilities tak
ing into account the rule which identifies the links between the mitigation systems 
involved in the E/T and numbers each ‘yes-no’ point such as a gate. In this process 
an E/T is treated like an F/T which can be solved using specific F/T codes, given 
an adequate input for the E/T. Running a F/T code gives MCSs which represent in 
fact event sequences. These sequences will be analysed taking consideration of the 
dependent systems involved and also their defined state (failed/success). To perform 
this task, it is necessary to establish which systems are successful or not, taking into 
account all the specific conditions for a given event sequence. Table I shows which 
dependent systems will be considered unavailable in the event sequence integration
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TABLE I. BALANCE OF SUCCESS/FAILED SYSTEMS IN AN EVENT 
SEQUENCE

W S О SI M 3 Ml N L2 0 1 R I N1 Z2 HI H2 р нз

IE

SD A A A A

LI

C D U U U и

HP11 и и и

LP12 u U U U и и

EWS1 A

SG3 A A A A A A A A A A A

SDCS1 A A A A A

SG2 U U U U U U U U U U U

M C U U U u

process. The vertical columns contain the dependent systems involved in every ana
lysed event sequence. On the horizontal side of the table are all the systems required 
in the analysed E/T. The letters ‘A’ or ‘U’ indicate ‘availability’ or ‘unavailability’ 
of the system. In each row, the occurrence of two opposite letters, A and U, means 
that the system placed on the left side of the row remains available. In this way, for 
each event sequence, we can identify which dependent systems are unavailable.

Thus, a system consists of an independent part, with no interfacing systems, 
and a dependent one which includes these systems. Using a dependencies matrix for 
each system, we can easily write an equation in terms of dependent systems:

S =  S¡ + Sj 

Sj = Sy + sk

where
S is the system analysed 
S¡ is the independent part of S 
Sj is the system on which S depends 
Sÿ is the independent part of Sj 
Sk are the independent systems.
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For each event sequence the unavailable systems must be selected. Having all 
the equations for the involved systems the event sequence equation can be developed. 
This will be achieved by using an ‘AND’ gate for the systems involved in the event 
sequence resulting in a number of MCSs. In each MCS, the basic event will be in 
fact the independent part of every system considered. Each MCS obtained for an 
event sequence will be quantitatively evaluated, using values for every independent 
part of the system belonging to the given event sequence. The dominant event 
sequence can thus be selected from an event tree.

IAEA-SM-321/96P

CERNAVODA PROBABILISTIC SAFETY EVALUATION 
AND UTILIZATION OF RESULTS TO IMPROVE 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY

I. TURCU, G. GEORGESCU, R. GHEORGHE 
Institute for Nuclear Power Reactors,
Piteçti, Romania

The Cernavoda probabilistic safety evaluation (CPSE) project was initiated at 
the Institute for Nuclear Power Reactors in 1987 on the recommendation of the IAEA 
and was developed with significant assistance from the IAEA as part of a technical 
assistance programme. This evaluation is the first phase of a full scope Level 1 PSA 
study for the Cemavoda CANDU-600 plant, having as its main objectives the train
ing of a PSA team and the development of a limited scope probabilistic model for 
such applications as: plant design evaluation and early safety improvements; defining 
specifications for a living PSA; identifying training scenarios for plant operators; 
evaluating technical specifications; and developing emergency procedures.

In the present phase (corresponding to about 50% full scope Level 1 PSA), 
CPSE includes nine internal initiating events (loss of off-site power, partial loss of 
feedwater, total loss of service water, loss of end shield cooling, turbine trip, very 
small LOCA, small break LOCA, medium LOCA, large LOCA) and 17 system fault 
trees have been developed.

Component unavailabilities are based mainly on Ontario Hydro data, which 
form a generic CANDU type reliability database.

For data processing (cut set generation and quantification), a computer code 
PSAB has been developed, designed to be used on a PC 386 computer.

During the period 15-24 October 1990, a peer review mission organized by 
the IAEA performed an extensive review of this phase of CPSE.
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Taking into account the status of the Cernavoda plant, which is planned for 
startup of commercial operation in 1994, and despite certain deficiencies regarding 
the communications between the PSA team and plant designers, a number of valuable 
results have been obtained. These results are concerned mainly with design aspects, 
CPSE providing some insights which could be used as an input for decisions con
cerning improvements in the design.

In the same time the results are being used in the identification of accident 
sequences to be included in the full scope training simulator for plant operators.

The potential use of CPSE results lies in technical specification evaluation, 
emergency procedures development and the development of a living PSA which is 
intended to be used for the evaluation of nuclear safety during plant operation.

IAEA-SM-321/97P

RELIABILITY EVALUATION O F  N U C L E A R  P O W E R  PLANTS 

USING PSA M E T H O D  A N D  ITS APPLICATION PLAN

K. OHTA, K. OSHIMA 
Reliability Evaluation Office,
Nuclear Power Safety Information Research Center,
Nuclear Power Engineering Center,
Tokyo, Japan

In the fiscal year 1985, the Nuclear Power Engineering Center (NUPEC) 
selected the fault tree analysis (FTA) method as one of the effective methods for 
evaluating the system reliability of nuclear power plants and prepared computer 
codes to analyse potential sequences leading to the top event.

The codes have been applied for the reliability evaluation of the major systems 
of typical Japanese plants: 900 MW(e) PWR class, with 3 loops, and 1100 MW(e) 
BWR plant (BWR-5).

Furthermore, NUPEC has studied the capabilities of PSAPACK developed by 
the IAEA, using the FTA results to assess the possibility of applying PSAPACK as 
a simplified support tool for technical judgement by the nuclear power plant staff.

As one example, a quantitative turbine control system reliability evaluation 
was carried out before and after the system design modification. Though PSAPACK 
requires a practical technique such as dividing the tree when the number of basic 
events exceeds about one hundred, the evaluation result using FTA can be helpful 
for engineers as one of the quantitative alternatives forjudging the effects of a design 
change.
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LEVEL 1 PSA F O R  N U C L E A R  P O W E R  PLANTS

M. HIRANO, M. HIROSE,
M. SUGAWARA, T. HASHIBA 
Japan Institute of Nuclear Safety 
Tokyo, Japan
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Under the sponsorship of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
(MITI), the Japan Institute of Nuclear Safety has been conducting Level 1 and 
2 PSAs for typical BWRs and PWRs with the aim of providing the regulatory 
authorities with useful probabilistic information to supplement the conventional 
deterministic safety evaluation.

The Level 1 PSA activity for typical BWRs and PWRs started in 1987. The 
first stage evaluations of the 1100 MW(e) BWR-5 and 1100 MW(e) four-loop large 
dry PCV type PWR have been accomplished to date. Their re-evaluation effort is 
currently under way.

The initiating events selected at the first stage evaluation are limited to internal 
LOCA and abnormal operational transients during high power operation. The evalu
ation method is basically the same as that used in NUREG-1150 (first draft),
i.e. small event trees and large fault trees are constructed. These are combined and 
calculated using the SETS code series. Domestic data are applied for the occurrence 
frequencies of abnormal operational transients, including loss of off-site power. The 
component failure rate database is composed mainly of IREP and LER data, while 
the data on the emergency DG failure rates and recovery factors for failed off-site 
power are based on domestic experience.

The following conclusions have been reached from the first stage evaluation:

(1) The total core damage frequencies are approximately 2.0 X 10~7 per reactor-
year for both the 1100 MW(e) BWR and 1100 MW(e) PWR.

(2) For the 1100 MW(e) BWR:

— The dominant initiating events are abnormal operational transients 
including the loss of off-site power. Their contribution to the total core 
damage frequency is 97%.

— The dominant accident sequence is failure of core cooling after 
abnormal operational transients. This contributes 78% to the total core 
damage frequency.

— The most important basic event is the failure of manual depressurization 
for the initiation of the low pressure core injection system when no high 
pressure core injection system is available.
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— The dominant initiating event is a LOCA. It contributes 83% to the total 
core damage frequency.

— The dominant accident sequence is the failure to transfer to both the high 
pressure recirculation mode and the low pressure recirculation mode after 
a small LOCA. This contributes 54% to the total core damage frequency.

— The most important basic events are the common cause failure to close 
the refueling water storage pit outlet valves in the high pressure injec
tion system and low pressure injection system, and common cause failure 
to open the containment vessel recirculation pump isolation valves in 
these systems.

Both results show that total core damage frequencies are much smaller than the pro
posed IAEA value of 10~5 per reactor-year for future plants. This is caused mainly 
by the small occurrence frequency of abnormal operational transients, the high relia
bility of emergency power supply systems and the small error rate of operators as 
a result of good training and operational management.

Re-evaluation for the 1100 MW(e) BWR and PWR is being made. This 
includes the following items:

(1) Use of domestic data on component failure rates based on operational
experience.

(2) Re-evaluation of human error rates and common cause failures by reference
to the latest information such as the second draft of NUREG-1150.

(3) Reconsideration of rare initiating events such as interfacing system LOCAs.

The preliminary results obtained to date show that the total core damage frequencies 
for both BWR and PWR do not exceed those obtained from the previous evaluation.

We have started a two-year programme of surveying the possibility of core 
damage occurrence during maintenance activities at the plant shutdown stage.

(3) For the 1100 MW(e) PWR:
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ANALYSIS OF  F R E Q U E N C Y  A N D  EFFECTS

O F  TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS
IN T H E  VICINITY O F  PAKS N U C L E A R  P O W E R  PLANT

I. KELEMEN
Eröterv Power Station and Network Engineering Co.,
Budapest, Hungary

IAEA-SM-321/100P

The Paks nuclear power plant is the first and — up to now — the only power 
station with four WWER-440 units in Hungary. Its share in the domestic electric 
energy production was about 47.5 % in 1989 (13 890 TW -h). This fact alone empha
sizes the importance of the safe and continuous operation of the plant. For this and 
other reasons, the management of the plant was interested in promoting and financ
ing an analysis of the effects of possible environmental events (external events) 
which could adversely influence the plant operability. The objectives of the analysis 
were

— to make a comparison between the frequencies of natural and man-made exter
nal events

— to define measures to reduce the frequency of man-made events if higher than 
10“4 a“1 if a reduction is possible at all.

The scope of the analysis covered meteorological events (ice, flood, wind, water 
temperature), earthquakes and transportation accidents.

Two types of transportation accidents were analysed: accidents from road and 
river transportation. Air and railway transportation were neglected because there are 
no routes in the vicinity of the plant. The physical dimensions of the area analysed 
were based on an analysis of the types and dispersion characteristics of the dangerous 
materials transported by road and on accident statistics. The accident frequency was 
based on records from 1985 to 1989 for the road section ±20 km from the plant. 
The probability of a given number of accidents is given by the Poisson distribution 
P(x=k) = (mk/k!)e 'm, where m = n-p, the parameter of the distribution. The two 
factors n (vehicle kilometres) and p (accidents per vehicle kilometre) were deter
mined for each year. The normal distribution was applied to determine the mean 
value of p and the Student distribution to determine the values of p corresponding 
to the two sided 95% confidence interval. Using these p values and nmax we calcu
lated the probability of a non-zero event {P = 1 — P(0)}.
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(1) Neither road nor river transport records had accidents which could have been
applied directly in this analysis. This means that severe accidents occurred but
none of the damaged vehicle transported dangerous material.

(2) In the case of river transport, the reports show that no severe accident occurred 
from 1979 to 1988. We could thus determine only the 95% upper bound of the 
accident frequency using the x 2-distribution.

(3) The frequency values ( a '1) were:

Road transport: PL = 1 x 10“5 
P = 2.9Х 10-4
Pu =  5.7X10-4

River transport: Ри = 3.01 x lO '5

CONCLUSIONS

In order to reduce P and PL, two measures seem to be reasonable:
The transportation of dangerous materials on the road is presently limited and 

possible only with permission. However, the value of P contains some overestima
tion because the accident records are for ± 2 0  km (instead of ±  10 km). The relaxa
tion of the current restriction is not recommended. Moreoever, for the transportation 
of certain types of materials, other routes are recommended.

The frequency of river transport accidents is sufficiently low, despite a certain 
degree of overestimation which is included in the result:

(a) The probability of damage to a container in an accident is about 10% . This esti
mate was given for road transportation and in the absence of figures we have 
used this value for river transportation accidents as well.

(b) Transportation statistics are available by categories, but it is highly probable 
that the dangerous materials form only a small portion of the two categories 
we have considered; there is no detailed information on the nature of materials 
within the categories.

M AIN FINDINGS
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E X P E M E N C E  IN PSA UTILIZATION 
IN E N H A N C E D  SAFETY R E A C T O R  DESIGN

B.A. AVERBAKH, A.M. BAKHMETEV, O.B. SAMOJLOV,
E.V. FROLOV, S.P. LINKOV 
Engineering Design Bureau,
Nizhnij Novgorod,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

IAEA-SM-321/101P

Experience of PSA utilization and probabilistic assessments in the design 
practice of the Engineering Design Bureau aimed at enhanced safety PWRs for 
nuclear district heating plants (NDHPs), co-generation plants (NCGRs) and nuclear 
power plants is summarized in the report.

PSA is used at design stages for the attainment of the following conceptual
goals:

— choice and optimization of principal technical decisions on systems and compo
nents important for safety;

— comparative analysis of accident sequences to identify ‘weak points’ and events 
defining safety;

— comparative analysis of safety level of different design variants;
— comparison with prototypes and analogs under unified assumptions;
— establishment of accident management procedures;
— conservative assessment of total core damage frequency in all internal initial 

events.

The reactor plants under consideration have the following main technical 
features:

— integral reactor unit layout with pressurizer and heat exchanger/steam 
generator arranged inside the RV;

— elimination of large diameter and long pipelines in the primary circuit;
— utilization of guard vessel around the RV as an additional localizing and 

protective system;
— core with low power density and enhanced self-control properties at the 

expense of negative temperature reactivity coefficients;
— utilization of passive safety systems with operation based on natural processes;
— utilization of self-actuating devices in safety systems;
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Probabilistic analysis was performed jointly with and on the basis of deter
ministic analysis of the thermophysical process over the whole spectrum of accidents 
and emergency situations caused by loss of normal heat removal, primary circuit loss 
of integrity and inadvertent positive reactivity insertion. For these goals, PSA was 
limited to the first level, i.e. probability assessment of core damage in accident 
sequences. Choice of initial events, safety systems reliability assessment and event 
and failure tree construction were carried out with IAEA recommended methodology 
making use of Soviet computer codes.

The initial database on equipment reliability was created to a great extent by 
using operating experience of Soviet reactors.

Safety system reliability assessment has been performed with account of 
independent failures of elements, multiple common cause failures and erroneous 
actions of personnel. Possibilities for control of the accident during the ‘grace 
period’ which is long enough by virtue of inherent safety features of the reactor plant 
were taken into account in the analysis of accident sequences.

In contrast to conventional PWRs and WWERs, for these reactors the share 
of loss of coolant accidents in the total core damage frequency is negligible.

A conservative value of the severe core damage frequency over the whole 
spectrum of internal initial events is 10-8—10~9 per reactor-year.
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Il est clair que ces conclusions sont obligatoirement préliminaires car, à la fin 
d’un colloque come celui-ci, au cours duquel beaucoup de sujets ont été abordés et 
un très grand nombre de mémoires intéressants ont été présentés, il faut nécessaire
ment un peu de recul pour en tirer véritablement tous les enseignements.

Voici donc quelques conclusions préliminaires concernant les sujets suivants 
traités au cours des séances correspondantes:

— Méthodologie
— Facteurs humains
— EPS «vivantes».

1. INTR OD U CTIO N

2. METHODOLOGIE

Dans cette séance ont été présentées, d’une part, des méthodes pour développer 
des EPS et, d’autre part, des méthodes pour les utiliser.

Pour le premier aspect, c ’est-à-dire les méthodes aidant au développement des 
EPS, les points suivants sont à noter:

— l’effort réalisé pour prendre en compte les dépendances des modèles 
probabilistes en fonction du temps. En effet, les modèles classiques d’arbres 
de défaillance et d’arbres d ’événements ont un caractère statique qui ne tient 
pas compte de phénomènes évoluant avec le temps comme la physique des 
scénarios et les interventions humaines. Les modèles qui nous ont été proposés 
sont notamment les graphes de Markov et les arbres d’événements dyna
miques. Ces modèles dynamiques peuvent apporter une modélisation plus 
réaliste des séquences accidentelles. A condition, toutefois, de ne conduire ni 
à une trop grande complexité ni à la nécessité de données trop nombreuses et 
non disponibles, ces modèles constituent un apport très intéressant;

— la présentation d’un benchmark sur les arbres de défaillance. Le principe des 
benchmarks apporte toujours beaucoup d ’enseignements sur la validité des 
méthodes et leur reproductibilité.

Dans le cadre des méthodes aidant à l’utilisation des EPS nous ont été présentés 
des sujets comme l’utilisation de critères probabilistes de sûreté et l’utilisation des 
EPS pour évaluer le niveau de sûreté d’une centrale.

Si l’on veut que les EPS soient de plus en plus largement utilisées, il est tout 
à fait intéressant de réfléchir à des méthodes judicieuses pour cette utilisation.

811
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Dans le domaine des méthodes, on peut donc constater que le sujet est loin 
d’être épuisé, et beaucoup de progrès peuvent encore être faits, tant pour le 
développement que pour l ’utilisation des EPS.

3. FACTEURS HUMAINS

Deux mémoires extrêmement intéressants ont été présentés concernant à la fois 
l’introduction du facteur humain dans les EPS, notamment à l ’aide d’observations 
sur simulateur, et les enseignements qui peuvent en être tirés.

Mais il n ’y eut que deux présentations, et l’on peut être surpris et même inquiet 
par le nombre si faible de contributions, alors qu’il est clair qu’il y a un besoin évi
dent de progrès dans ce domaine. Le facteur humain est reconnu unanimement 
comme une des causes majeures d’incertitudes dans les EPS. En particulier, le fac
teur humain joue un rôle fondamental dans les états d’arrêt du réacteur, pour lesquels 
beaucoup de questions se posent.

On ne peut donc que souhaiter que beaucoup d’efforts soient encore faits dans 
ce domaine, et notamment en recueillant et en analysant des données (de terrain ou 
de simulateur), car s’appuyer sur des données concrètes est à l’évidence la meilleure 
façon de progresser.

4. EPS VIVANTES

Ici, au contraire, le sujet a été largement couvert tant en séance plénière qu’en 
présentations sur panneaux et en démonstrations. Deux volets sont à considérer: les 
outils et leur utilisation.

En ce qui concerne les outils, comme l’ont bien montré les deux présentations 
de synthèse, il existe actuellement un nombre considérable d’outils opérationnels 
(plus de 40 pour traiter les arbres de défaillance par exemple). Plusieurs de ces 
outils, particulièrement performants, nous ont été décrits.

Il est certainement satisfaisant de constater tous les progrès réalisés récemment 
pour mettre au point des codes performants, faciles d’emploi, aux possibilités multi
ples. Le seul problème est de savoir comment comparer tous les outils, comment 
choisir le mieux adapté à un problème. C’est pourquoi les travaux de synthèse, visant 
à les comparer entre eux, sont extrêmement utiles et pourraient peut-être conduire 
à un plus petit nombre d’outils qui réuniraient les avantages de plusieurs de ces 
modèles.

Par ailleurs, si le développement d’outils fait l’objet d’une importante activité, 
beaucoup de questions se posent encore quant à la manière d’utiliser les EPS 
vivantes, et même quant à la définition d’une EPS vivante. Ceci a été illustré par 
les nombreuses questions concernant le très intéressant projet nordique.
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On peut se demander, par exemple, si une EPS vivante est une étude remise 
à jour périodiquement ou de façon presque continue, si l’EPS peut aider à des déci
sions à terme ou à des décisions quotidiennes, et quelles sont les questions auxquelles 
une EPS peut ou ne peut pas apporter de réponse.

Il a été rappelé à plusieurs reprises qu’une EPS n’est pas seulement un modèle 
mathématique, mais aussi et surtout un ensemble d’hypothèses et de données qu’il 
est indispensable de bien connaître lors des utilisations. Pour tout changement de 
donnée ou de modèle, il faut s’assurer que l’on reste dans le domaine de validité des 
hypothèses, pour ne pas tirer de conclusions erronées, voire dangereuses.

Dans le domaine des EPS vivantes, il est apparu que le plus important, main
tenant, est de bien définir les usages qui en seront faits, en évitant de se donner des 
objectifs ambitieux qui pourraient être irréalistes ou même dangereux.

En effet, autant les EPS peuvent être utiles et même indispensables dans bien 
des cas, autant il est nécessaire de rester conscient des limites à ne pas dépasser, en 
ne demandant pas aux EPS plus qu’elles ne peuvent fournir. C’est en respectant ces 
conditions que les EPS pourront réellement devenir vivantes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Pour résumer en quelques mots ces divers enseignements, on peut dire que les 
méthodes et outils on fait beaucoup de progrès, et peuvent encore en faire.

Mais, une étude probabiliste, c ’est aussi une bonne analyse du fonctionnement 
de l ’installation et de la physique des scénarios, et des données de qualité, notamment 
en ce qui concerne les modes communs et le facteur humain.

C’est en restant conscient de ces problèmes que l ’on pourra à la fois progresser 
de façon constructive et assurer le plus judicieusement possible toutes les utilisations 
que l ’on souhaite faire des EPS.
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The final session of PSA ’89 in Pittsburgh, USA, ended with a panel discussion 
entitled “PSA in practice, is it worth it?”. The answers to this question were mixed; 
in particular, utility speakers were divided.

PSA ’91 takes up the theme by concentrating on the use and applications of 
PSA so that I have tried in my report to place emphasis on the use (and usefulness) 
of PSA as represented in this conference. I have also tried to summarize the main 
threads rather than mentioning each paper.

S.F. HALL (United Kingdom)

1. INTRODUCTION

2. PSA USE AND APPLICATIONS

The content of these sessions was very diverse but several distinct areas where 
PSA is proving useful have emerged.

2 .1 . Use in  design

PSA offers a very powerful methodology which can have a very positive 
benefit, particularly in the design of new reactors as seen in a French paper. PSA 
can be used to produce a balanced design, reducing cost by concentrating resources 
where needed most and producing a design where no type of accident initiator 
dominates. PSA can be used at the design stage in the production of technical specifi
cations and operating instructions. Another paper showed how PSA could be used 
to integrate ‘beyond design basis’ analyses with ‘design basis analyses’ —  again a 
move towards producing a balanced design.

2 .2 . Use in  decision m a k in g  and planning

Several papers fell into this category; in particular, they concentrated on deci
sions with economic consequences. Topics covered included life extension studies, 
maintenance planning, allowed outage time determination and technical specification 
optimization. In all these cases economic benefit was derived by allowing effort to 
be concentrated on dominant contributors.

More than one paper referred, however, to the fact that the quality of decisions 
and planning is severely affected by uncertainties in the analysis —  the greater these 
uncertainties, the greater the complexity of the analysis.
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2 .3 . M a k in g  sense o f operational experience

A paper from the IAEA showed how plant specific PSAs could be used to 
assess the significance of reported incidents. The methodology enabled the relative 
importance of different incidents to be determined from a total risk point of view.

2 .4 . Conclusions

These sessions showed that PSA is used in a wide variety of ways, and in some 
cases real economic benefit as well as improved safety is achieved.

However, there are areas where PSA does not seem to be used at present. In 
particular, there were no papers giving examples for benefit being derived from 
Level 2 analyses. There is still the feeling, which was clear in the final session of 
PSA ’89, that many utilities still have to be convinced that PSA is worthwhile. We, 
as PSA practitioners, need to communicate the positive economic and safety benefits 
that PSA can bring.

3. C O M M O N  CAUSE AND EXTERNAL EVENTS

3 .1 . V a lid a tio n  and developm ent o f  models

Three papers concentrated on the use of empirical data. In one case several 
models were applied to a set of data for a set of redundant valves. The methods (alpha 
factor, binomial probability model and common load model) were compared and the 
latter found to give the best fit to the observed data. Another paper extended the 
methodology to account for events which have a common cause but are separated 
in time.

3 .2 . C o u p lin g  mechanism s

A paper from the USA used a classification of coupling mechanisms to exam
ine Licencee Event Report (LER) pump data. This type of classification is not new 
but the paper was useful in that empirical values were attributed to the data partition.

3 .3 . E x te rn a l events

Only one paper was presented under this heading. A particular coupling (loca
tion) was included in the fault tree analysis. A room by room analysis of the cut sets 
was performed, initially to screen out unimportant locations. More detailed assess
ments of locations identified as potentially important were then carried out.
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Since this is a well known area of uncertainty —  where much work is being 
carried out internationally —  it was a little disappointing to see so few papers, partic
ularly in the external events section. We are seeing a steady erosion of uncertainty 
rather than a great leap forward in the technology. Some understanding of the basic 
mechanisms is being developed but the more sophisticated methodologies are not 
being widely used. We need to develop a robust methodology which reflects our 
understanding of basic coupling mechanisms and is based on available data.

4. LEVEL 2 AND LEVEL 3

Only four papers were presented under this heading, covering phenomenology, 
methodology, development, application to licensing and computerization of existing 
methodology.

4 .1 . Use in  licensing

One paper showed how Level 3 PSA is used in South Africa for urban plan
ning, emergency planning and to answer general licensing questions. Level 3 PSA 
can provide the ‘big picture’ view which complements the details of Level 1 analysis.

4 .2 . M etho do lo gy and phenom enology

The methodology used in Level 2 analysis has not changed since WASH-1400 
except to become more extended and complicated. Two new approaches were 
presented which are more tractable and understandable than the very large event 
trees which are common at present. Another paper gave a detailed account of fission 
product release characterization produced by different computer codes and methods. 
Quite large differences were reported. Finally, a PC computer code was presented 
which simplifies the application of event tree methodology.

4 .3 . Conclusions

Again, it was disappointing that there were so' few papers, considering the 
large uncertainties that exist in Level 2 and 3 analyses. Only one paper discussed an 
application of such an analysis, and only one paper presented a new approach to the 
methodology used in the analysis.

Level 2 analysis only seems to be used as a bridge between Levels 1 and 3 and 
to have few, if any, applications in its own right. It was disappointing that there were 
no papers on accident management using, for example, Level 2 analysis.

3.4. Conclusions
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Historically, nuclear power plant PSAs have focused most, if not all, their 
attention on the risk of events initiated from full power operation. The reasons for 
this were the perceived hazards associated with high core power density, high stored 
heat, high pressures and high decay heat levels. The risk of these perceived hazards 
were addressed by using extensive automatic safeguards systems. The perception of 
where the majority of significant risks actually lie is changing as PSA analysists have 
begun to recognize that while power density, pressure and temperatures are lower 
in shutdown modes the extensive automatic safeguards are no longer present to the 
degree assumed while at power. Many of the key redundant safeguards systems are 
deactivated and removed from service for maintenance while in the shutdown modes. 
The remaining safeguards systems must be activated manually in many cases.

J.M.P. Lanore (CEA, France) presented a paper on low power shutdown 
modes risk of 900 MW(e) PWRs in France. Significant operational data (200 years 
of reactor experience) were collected from 35 plants and averaged to establish the 
average annual power mode profiles of French PWRs. Table I shows the breakdown 
of power modes in terms of average number of days per year.

TABLE I. BREAKDOWN OF POWER MODES (average number of days per year)

J.H. BICKEL (USA)

F u ll pow er/ho t shutdown 312

Interm ediate shutdown 2

C old  shutdown 11

M id -lo o p  RCS inventory 19

R efue lling /flooded cavity 9

Defuelled 12

These data were used in adjusting annual frequencies for various initiating 
events. Preliminary results indicate 60% of the core melt frequency risk coming 
from full power events and the remaining 40% coming from shutdown mode events. 
The largest contributor to the shutdown modes risk is from loss of coolant accidents 
(LOCAs) and boron dilution events in the mid-loop reactor coolant system (RCS) 
inventory mode where the RCS inventory is at a minimum.

Some basic questions need to be further pursued before these results should be 
considered final. Conceptually, the probability of a LOCA should be less at lower 
systems pressure than at high pressure. Models used to predicting LOCA frequencies
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generally do not take pressure into consideration; hence the risks associated with 
shutdown modes may be exaggerated. As an additional area for refinement, the 
thermohydraulic analysis of boron dilution events progressing to core damage 
probably needs further evaluations. These concerns being stated, the work of CEA 
in initially pursuing the risks of shutdown modes of operation is truly pioneering and 
has fundamentally altered the way designers, operators and regulators look at the 
risks of shutdown modes.

O p e ra tin g  experience a n d  ageing

To extend the lifetime of existing nuclear power plants, it is necessary to dem
onstrate that components critical to the future safe operation of the facility are not 
simultaneously wearing out arid becoming simultaneously unreliable.

Current day PSAs are predicated on the use of simple reliability models for 
active components in which the failure rates are assumed to be in the constant failure 
rate regime. Plant specific component reliability data, collected in a number of 
limited efforts, have generally been fitted to models which inherently assume con
stant failure rates. This approach raises a number of questions regarding the effects 
of simultaneous component ageing, such as:

—  If safety related components such as diesels, pumps, valves or circuit breakers 
are used for more than 40 years, will their failure rates move beyond the con
stant failure rate regime?

—  If these components simultaneously begin to exhibit increasing failure rates, 
how significant will the effect be on the risk of operation?
To address these types of question a number of data and risk analysis programs 

have been under way and were discussed in a number of papers presented at the sym
posium. W.E. Vesely (SAIC, USA) presented a paper discussing the effects of active 
component ageing on core melt risk and how different maintenance assumptions 
affect the results. The work has been documented in two USNRC topical reports: 
NUREG/CR-5510 and NUREG/CR-1362. Vesely’s work is based on the linear age
ing rate model with postulated ageing rates established by an expert judgement 
process. A lack of actual data made expert judgement necessary. By using an existing 
NUREG-1150 PRA and modelling first and second order ageing effects on compo
nent failure rates, the core melt frequency can be postulated to increase by several 
orders of magnitude if no preventive measures are taken. In obtaining these results 
it was noted that the high core melt frequency results would be significandy lower 
if normal component replacement strategies were factored in.

The operators of nuclear power plants frequently replace components over the 
life of the facility to maintain or improve the plant capacity factors and, in some 
cases, reduce the worker radiation exposure (from corrective maintenance). The 
effects of these replacement efforts is to negate the effects of simultaneous wearout
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and of components becoming simultaneously unreliable. Despite the shortcomings 
due to data and modelling limitations, Vesely’s work warrants critical acclaim 
because it allows the identification of components whose ageing effects are most 
important to plant safety.

V.M. Bier (University of Wisconsin, USA) presented a complementary paper 
to Vesely’s, which dealt with the issues associated with estimating linear ageing 
rates. The aim of data trending analysis is to quickly detect an increasing trend, but 
not to make false calls in detecting increases in failure rates. There are problems in 
performing actual data trending: the failures are typically sparse, and maintenance 
and replacement strategies change over the life of a plant. These tend to complicate, 
if not totally confound, the data analysis process. The results of 17 years of data 
trending at one US B W R  were reviewed. In many components no ageing trend was 
detectable, in a few components some indications existed of increasing failure rates, 
while in others there was indication of decreasing failure rates with age. The work 
indicated that the specific choice of the initially assumed failure rate is a crucial 
assumption when testing for an increasing or decreasing failure rate trend.

A few general conclusions could be drawn from the session dealing with oper
ating experience and ageing:

—  If simultaneous wearout of redundant or diverse components does occur, it will 
have a very significant effect on core melt risk.

—  Operational experience databases for examining whether simultaneous wearout 
is in fact occurring do not really exist so far. The existing databases for exam
ining ageing issues were put together for other reasons (compliance activities, 
maintenance work order tracking, etc.) and are missing critical information on 
component replacements and significant changes in maintenance practices.

—  Failure data collected thus far are too limited to allow definitive conclusions 
on whether ageing risk is significant.
From the rapporteur’s viewpoint, what is possibly the next logical step would 

be to ulitize linear ageing rates for key components which are just below the confi
dence levels for statistical detectability and ascertain whether these ageing rates have 
a significant effect on the core melt frequency.
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M. GREGORIC (Yugoslavia)

In the session on regulatory applications we heard that nuclear power reactor 
examination by plant specific PSA is an important part of the nuclear regulatory 
process in Switzerland. The ongoing review process is providing an excellent vehicle 
for the regulatory staff to determine unique features and vulnerabilities in plant 
design, performance and operation.

PSA naturally complements the traditional deterministic approach of reactor 
licensing. Living PSAs are becoming an important part of the nuclear regulatory 
process.

In Switzerland, regulatory bodies have used PSA methods since 1977 for 
regulatory decision making and in the mid-eighties required the performance of full 
scope Level 1 and 2 (including external events) studies for all Swiss NPPs. At the 
end of 1990 an extension of these studies was required to include the startup, 
shutdown and outage phases.

In Finland, plant specific PSA was requested by regulators in 1984, with the 
assumption or the recommendation that the bulk of the work should be done by the 
plant personnel rather than by the contractors. Level 1 PSA studies were submitted 
to STUK for regulatory review in 1989. Qualitative PSA review turned out to be the 
most useful stimulus for nuclear inspectors to evaluate plant safety from a fresh point 
of view. The experience gained from PSA reviews and the living PSA programme 
underway fosters the everyday regulatory process of STUK, so as to lead to a solid, 
risk oriented safety culture.

In Canada, the criteria for licensing nuclear power reactors have been 
probabilistic from the very beginning, at least from the early seventies. In 1982, 
work started on the first true PSA in Canada and was completed in 1987. But we 
have also heard that, in spite of the long history of the use of probabilistic techniques 
in the Canadian nuclear industry, the role of PSA in licensing NPPs is still undefined 
and a new programme was recently initiated to evaluate this role.

We have heard that PRA methodology is being actively used in regulatory deci
sion making in South Africa, from Level 1 to 3. PSA has been used since 1975 and 
Level 2 PSA for their NPPs was submitted to the regulatory body in 1979. Examples 
were shown of the regulatory application of PSA in the cases of motor valve replace
ment, ultimate heat sink, station blackout and for importance ranking of inspector 
item selection.

In the Mexican regulatory body, PSA methodology was initiated almost ten 
years ago. The growing concern about severe accidents in nuclear power plants has 
promoted the application of PSA as part of the regulatory process. Level 1 PSA 
should be considered a first step in the use of PSA for operational safety. The regula
tory body has recently requested the utility to carry out a plant specific examination 
as is required in vendor country, with a containment performance study of the 
behaviour under severe accident conditions. During the regulatory process, a PSA
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approach has been required on several occasions to support specific safety issues: 
station blackout and the test that is prescribed internally in the technical 
specifications.

In Turkey, the regulatory body will integrate probabilistic thinking into safety 
criteria and the licensing process as an issue supplementary to the deterministic 
criteria. The most important benefits of PSA do not lie in the final, but in intermedi
ate results that can be used at the design stage for the identification of design or site 
problems (electric grid reliability).

To summarize the session on regulatory applications: we have heard that 
regulatory applications of PSA are increasingly recognized (from Level 1 to 3) and 
include: setting regulatory priorities, allocation of resources, resolution of safety 
issues, identifying plant vulnerabilities and better knowledge of the nature of severe 
accidents and their consequences. We have heard that the regulators are aware of 
the limitations of PSA and of the deterministic approach, as well. Hence, in the cur
rent regulatory practice, both types of evaluation will be used as an input to decision 
making, together with the operating experience.

In the section on applications to process facilities, we have heard that we 
should reconsider some risk assessment principles and applications in the process 
industry in the light of the current practices in the nuclear industry.

Some of the basic hazard assessment methods being used in the process indus
tries have been transferred from the nuclear and aerospace fields. Other methods for 
hazard assessment were developed specifically for the process industries, including 
HAZOP (hazard and operability study) techniques for hazard identification; a poten
tial exists for interchanging these experiences. Why is the process industry applying 
hazard and risk assessment approaches? This simply acknowledges the fact that 
hazard and risks cannot be eliminated entirely, not even beyond the boundaries of 
the site. An overview was given of current regulatory practices in hazardous process 
industries.

An interesting paper was read, dealing with a unique combination of nuclear 
and chemical hazards: the gaseous diffusion plants. Assessing and controlling the 
health, safety and environmental risks associated with these plants require a unique 
methodology for identifying hazards and ranking the resulting risks. The specific 
results of the accident analysis form the basis for developing the operating safety 
requirements or limits of operation which define the envelope of operations ensuring 
that the safety risk is maintained at an acceptable level.

We have learned that manned space flights are very complex. The occurrence 
of only one catastrophic accident resulting in loss of life and spacecraft can endanger 
the European Space Agency and the European Space Industry. For this reason risks 
to the safety of human life and space systems need to be identified before they can 
be minimized and accepted. The hazard and risk reduction process involves elimina
tion, minimization and control of the threats to safety within the constraints of the 
mission to a space system. It is used in addition to a deterministic analysis.



In the session on international activities, three papers were given. We were 
informed that the Commission of the European Communities (CEC) recognizes PSA 
as an important tool for verifying and increasing the level of nuclear safety. In the 
CEC member states, PSA is increasingly used as an input to the design, operation 
and regulation of NPPs. Consequently, PSA throughout the Community should be 
based on generally accepted methodologies and tools. Common understanding of 
PSA strengths and weaknesses is considered within the Commission working group 
on the safety of thermal reactors. In the area of research, the Commission contributes 
directly through its Joint Research Centre in Ispra, by sponsoring or organizing joint 
research projects in the member states or by encouraging international exchange. All 
levels of PSA are addressed, and duplications are avoided by co-ordination with 
IAEA, OECD/NEA and national programmes.

Some of the programmes are:
—  International reliability benchmark exercise (RBE), finished in 1989;
—  Software Tools for Advanced Reliability in Safety (STARS), which aims at 

merging PSA with artificial intelligence;
—  European Reliability Data System (ERDS) for collecting and providing generic 

and plant specific reliability parameters;
—  Component and systems behaviour through the LOBI experiments;
—  European Source Term Evaluation Reference (ESTER) for providing further 

knowledge needed for Level 2 PSA;
—  Accident progression analysis;
—  Behaviour and qualification of the containment system for Level 2 PSA;
—  The COSYMA code system development for probabilistic accident conse

quence modelling;
—  International intercomparison of accident consequence codes to be finished at 

the end of 1992.

We have heard that not only the CEC is actively supporting PSA but also the
OECD, which has, in 1980 at the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy, formed
the separate Principal Working Group 5 (PWG 5) for risk assessment only. Among 
the tasks PWG 5 has worked on or is working on there are also:

—  a critical review of Level 1 PSA;
—  a survey of the use of the Tesults of PSA;
—  consideration of quantitative safety guidelines;
—  human reliability in PSA;
—  PSA of containment;
—  state of the art of Level 1 PSA;
—  fundamental principles of living PSA for NPP management;
—  technical specifications; and
—  data acquisition and evaluation.

822 SUMMARY
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The P W G  5 concludes that in PSA emphasis should be placed on qualitative 
and relative insight rather than on absolute magnitudes of numbers. The successful 
control of NPP risks is not a question of calculating small numbers, but a continuous 
commitment to successful management of all safety and risk relevant factors. PSA 
is one additional, but necessary tool for these management tasks.

We have also been informed that the Co-ordinated Research Programme 
(CRP) on probabilistic modelling of accident sequences was established by the IAEA 
to ensure that Member States previously not involved in international benchmark 
activities obtain adequate practice in applying PSA techniques and benefit from 
extensive international experience. A supporting peer review group was formed to 
provide guidance. Working groups have been organized for W W E R  440, Framatom 
PWR and CANDU type reactors. Each participant in the CRP on probabilistic 
modelling of accident sequences studied the same initiating event for a reference 
plant. Each team selected one particular accident sequence. Most groups chose the 
small event tree/large fault tree approach. Sensitivity analyses are in progress at 
present. The experience gained from this CRP seems to be extremely useful for the 
national programmes in several IAEA Member States.
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S. CHAKRABORTY (Switzerland)

The purpose of the symposium was to learn more about practical experience 
in the use of PSA in order to judge its maturity for regulatory and licensing 
applications.

I  think that we have achieved our goals by the presentation of high quality and 
informative papers. Even more important was to make use of this excellent opportu
nity in Vienna for personal communications which are urgently needed to our PSA 
community. PSA is not only science and engineering but also an art. The next PSA 
meeting — PSA ’93 — should address advanced methods and use of PSA for other 
technological systems, in general, and nuclear reactors, in particular.

O bservations

(i) PSA is also being accepted and used outside the developed countries.
(ii) Tremendous efforts are being made to proliferate the use of PSA insights in

—  plant operation
—  plant backfits
—  improved procedures, and
—  regulation.

(iii) The scope of PSA is being extended to cover ‘other than full power’ operation; 
specifically,
—  shutdown
—  refuelling
—  etc.

(iv) PSA is an extremely valuable tool for identifying plant weakness, vulnerability 
and other features. As such, the most valuable outcome of PSAs is the process 
of PSA performance and insights. In this respect the credibility and value of 
PSAs are indisputable.

(v) Controversies on value and interpretation of bottom line numerical results con
tinue; this should not, however, lessen the significance of this powerful scien
tific tool.

(vi) Accident prevention, of course, always has top priority. Nevertheless, acci
dents have occurred and may again occur; therefore, we must use the PSA 
insights to develop effective accident mitigation and management strategies.

(vii) In this respect, we must also devote considerable resources to an understanding 
of severe accident progression, containment response and plant specific con
tainment vulnerability in order to be able to develop more effective mitigation 
and management strategies.
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(i) Continue international co-operation and scientific exchange to overcome some 
of the existing pitfalls and shortcomings in the PSA technique.

(ii) Plant specific PSAs should be performed for plants of various vintages, config
urations and designs, especially for those other than LWRs.

(iii) Nuclear safety is of international concern, and hence we must try to demon
strate that common safety standards can be met through increased usage of 
PSA methods.

(iv) As PSAs mature, we must start efforts to develop and implement effective 
application programmes.

(v) I would like to encourage the international PSA community work towards an 
evaluation of existing PSA techniques for use in advanced reactor design.
Let me now express my special thanks to all meeting organizers and members 

of the Technical Programme Committee. Without their active role and the efficient 
support of our Scientific Secretary, Mr. Dusic, this symposium would not have been 
so successful. I would also like to thank all participants who made this symposium 
so lively by taking part in the discussions.

Recommendations
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F. NIEHAUS (IAEA)

Coming to the end of the symposium I am glad to note that it has been a 
successful event. There is, of course, always room for improvements, but I think that 
it was very important at this stage to review the status of developments.

Regarding the scope of this symposium: we need rather a long lead time for 
organizing such meetings. Every year we organize about six symposia. In 1988, we 
had to determine what would be important in 1991. The discussions have shown that 
the topic “Use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) for Operational Safety” is 
now very important and that significant progress has been made in several, but not 
all Member States. Therefore, at such a stage of development it is very important 
to discuss the experience gained and to take some time to decide about our future 
path. In this connection it is essential to have a presentation from all interested Mem
ber States and to give them, even if their work is not yet very advanced, a chance 
to present their views, expose their ideas and discuss where they might be going in 
the future. Of course, at such a symposium it is impossible to address all aspects in 
equal depth. The main topic was the use of PSA for operational safety, but it is very 
important to consider related aspects and to discuss limitations and the need for fur
ther developments.

I would like to refer to two examples:
In the area of the ‘human factor’, we had only two papers. The reason is that 

the call for papers for this symposium on the “Use of Probabilistic Safety Assess
ment (PSA) for Operational Safety” did not invite the submission of papers on the 
modelling of human errors in PSAs. However, we recognize that this is an important 
topic. The fact that we had only two papers does not mean that in the IAEA we do 
not put emphasis on how to deal with the human error in PSA models. The number 
of papers in different areas should not be regarded as an indication of where we place 
the emphasis in our work.

As to the panel discussion, many participants have indicated that it left too 
negative an impression about what PSA is able to do, and I think that this is true. 
This is, however, a general problem. If experts discuss in depth, they tend to concen
trate on the problem areas and not on the achievements. They tend to discuss uncer
tainties, limitations and areas of weakness. We are facing this problem in the area 
of nuclear safety, and in general in communications to the public, to the decision 
makers, to everybody involved. In our technical discussions we concentrate on 
problem areas and not on what has been achieved. The technical experts are, 
however, well informed on the benefits of PSA.

The presentations have demonstrated that PSA is well advanced, that it is an 
essential tool for safety decisions and, of course, also for operational safety. But 
much progress has still to be made.

The brings me to another point. The IAEA is an intergovernmental organiza
tion and not a research institute. So, why did we organize this symposium? If we
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had not volunteered to organize it, somebody else would have done so. The decision 
process for holding a symposium takes three years. To make such a decision, we 
need the approval of the governments of our Member States. Therefore, a sympo
sium on PSA held by the IAEA is also a demonstration of an interest of the govern
ments in the use of PSA at an international level, a demonstration that PSA is a very 
timely topic and needs intensive exchange of experience between all Member States.

The IAEA is a forum for promoting international co-operation. The basic ele
ments of its programme are: exchange of information, co-ordination of research, and 
the provision of assistance mainly to the developing Member States (but as far as 
reviews of PSAs are concerned, also to developed Member States), provision of 
standards, etc.

Of course, we will make adjustments to our programme for 1992-1993 in 
accordance with what we have been discussing here. To be able to do this, we also 
need input from the Member States when this programme is being discussed. We do 
not make the decisions, but it is the governments that review the suggestions which 
we make and finally decide about our programme.

Thank you again for your participation.
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